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Summary 
Spatio-Temporal Dynamics and Drivers of Flood Risk Change. Perspectives of Coupled Com-
ponent Models 
Extreme floods are one of the most damaging natural hazards, accounting for the majority of 
all economic losses from natural hazards worldwide. Several intertwined natural and anthro-
pogenic drivers influence flood risk and its change: global warming, precipitation patterns, 
flood triggering processes, river morphology, river engineering works, population and values at 
risk, and flood risk reduction strategies. Sustainable flood risk management requires under-
standing all aspects of flood risk and its change in space and time. Thus, flood risks must be 
analyzed from a dynamic rather than a static perspective. However, methods to analyze and 
quantify environmental and socio-economic changes related to flood risk, both in space and 
time, are nearly not existent.  
The main motivation of this cumulative habilitation thesis has been to examine and develop 
methods that allow the analysis of past and future changes in both the natural and human 
environment with a spatially explicit perspective, and methods that allow disentangling the 
different drivers of change that are mostly interwoven and have opposing effects on flood risk 
evolution. The cumulative habilitation extends the frontiers of research on flood risk changes 
with three main methodological approaches: (1) data-driven analyses of environmental and 
socio-economic change, (2) development of models for specific aspects of flood risk, and (3) 
model coupling.  
 
Data-driven analyses of environmental and socio-economic change 
In the first section, the thesis summarizes publications about empirical and data-driven anal-
yses of ongoing environmental and socio-economic changes related to flood risk. The main 
focus is on the use of newly available spatio-temporal data. Regarding the analyses of envi-
ronmental changes, the summarized work shows that changes in the periglacial high alpine 
environment are relevant for the evolution of flood risks in the valley floors, even though the 
hazard triggering areas are remote from the flooded locations. Beside the environmental 
changes that alter the disposition and triggering of natural hazards, the increasing values at 
risk play an important role in the evolution of flood risk. For the analyses of socio-economic 
changes, I provide a summary of my research related to long- and short-term changes in the 
elements at risk. The data-driven analyses clearly show that newly available data such as the 
residential register and insurance claim data proved to be a valuable basis for analyzing the 
effects of socio-economic change on flood risk. However, data-driven approaches do not allow 
the disentanglement of co-evolutionary dynamics in both environmental and socio-economic 
changes. 
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Paving the ground: Model development 
In the second section, methods are applied to develop models for analyzing specific aspects of 
the spatio-temporal dynamics of flood risk change. I developed and evaluated specialized 
models that provide the basis for a full model chain for flood risk research: models for estimat-
ing the values at risk, models for linking the outcomes of inundation models with exposed 
buildings, vulnerability functions, models for simulating surface water floods and pluvial 
floods, and models for predicting large wood volumes and dynamics in rivers. Secondary as-
pects were the development of validation methods based on insurance claim data and sensi-
tivity analyses. 
 
Model coupling 
The main contribution of this habilitation thesis is the evaluation of the coupled component 
modelling approach. Coupled component models are composed of specialized disciplinary 
models (components) representing the parts of a studied system. Coupled models integrate 
these specialized models to form a model chain that represents a whole system.  
One presented example is a coupled component model that represents physical processes in 
the atmosphere and hydrosphere as well as processes leading to damages to the elements at 
risk. This coupled component model covers the Aare River basin upstream of Bern, Switzer-
land. This model chain was set up in a multi-model framework at the component level, ena-
bling us to analyze uncertainties of the full model chain and disentangle the effects of selected 
drivers of flood risk change. This can be achieved by exchanging one specific disciplinary model 
at component level with another model. With variations of this coupled component model, we 
analyzed the effects of the spatio-temporal rainfall pattern, the effects of downscaling meth-
ods, the effects of the model coupling setup, the effects of the vulnerability functions, the ef-
fects of scale, and the effects of river engineering measures on the estimation of flood losses. 
Two further coupled component models were presented, one for analyzing the spatio-
temporal dynamics of large wood recruitment, transport and deposition in rivers during flood 
events and another for analyzing social justice of flood risk management strategies. The simu-
lation model for wood dynamics in rivers bases on coupling an inundation model with a tree 
detection model using remote sensing techniques and a model for simulating wood transport 
in rivers. The coupled component model for strategy assessment provides the basis for evalu-
ating the long-term effects of different philosophies for prioritizing investments in flood risk 
prevention on social justice.  
 
Concluding remarks: Perspectives of coupled component models 
The presented examples of coupled component models allow the analysis of flood risks in their 
full breadth—from rainfall to damage—and the analysis of isolated effects of selected drivers 
of flood risk change. The model experiments show that human impacts on hydrology and river 
morphology increasingly dominate over natural causes of flood risk change over centuries. All 
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presented model chains connect several temporal and spatial scales. Moreover, coupled com-
ponent models are able to couple raster-based with vector-based modelling approaches. 
These two main benefits, coupling across scales and coupling of different modelling approach-
es into hybrid modelling frameworks, together with the multi-model and multi-temporal ap-
proach at component level, allow new study designs for analyzing flood risk change. Only with 
this setup, is it possible to analyze spatio-temporal dynamics and drivers of flood risk. In the 
presented cases, this is mainly the human dimension of hydrological change. The multi-model 
approach at component level leads to a higher interpretability of the results in that it high-
lights the most sensitive component of a model chain. The targeted high spatial resolution 
avoid the aggregation and parametrization of local small-scale processes at a coarser spatial 
resolution required by earth system models. The sensitivity analyses of the presented coupled 
component models show that the uncertainties do not necessarily propagate decidedly 
throughout the model chain. This effect can be traced but is not as relevant as suggested by 
previous work.  
Thus, the main hypothesis of this habilitation thesis—that coupled component models provide 
a robust and reliable framework for analyzing spatio-temporal dynamics and drivers of flood 
risk change—could be verified. Coupled component models are able to model flood risk 
change in a spatially-explicit way compared to system dynamics models, that are in most cases 
spatially lumped models. In contrast to integrated assessment models and earth system mod-
els, coupled component models do not require bringing all submodules and processes to 
common spatial and temporal resolution and can be validated at the component level. Already 
validated models can be coupled together. As such, coupled component models, even if highly 
complex, offer a higher level of transparency and reproducibility than integrated assessment 
models.  
The main concluding remark of this habilitation thesis is that coupled component models pro-
vide an interesting approach for analyzing flood risk change, for modelling feedback mecha-
nisms between human activities and the natural environment, and for the regionalization of 
global environmental and socio-economic changes. The habilitation thesis gives an outlook for 
enabling coupled model frameworks to predict and evaluate the effects of different adaptation 
strategies on flood risk evolution. Here I showed how model experiments can test alternative 
pathways of flood risk evolvement by assuming specific management strategies. This is sup-
porting the search for robust and sustainable risk management strategies in the context of 
adaptation to global changes.  
Finally yet importantly from a personal perspective, a modelling framework that couples spe-
cialist models toward whole-system models offers the potential for obtaining an universalist 
view and unifying several approaches in geography. Such a holistic approach is supporting the 
search for sustainable solutions for the complex and interconnected problems we are facing 
today.  
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Graphical abstract: Data-driven approaches are used to analyze specific aspects of flood risk change and to develop sub-modules 
for the model chain. The coupled component model is representing atmospheric, hydrologic, and hydraulic processes and is used 
to analyze flood impacts and flood risks, as well as spatio-temporal dynamics and drivers of flood risk change. 
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1 Introduction 
Floods are one of the most damaging natural hazards, accounting for the majority of all eco-
nomic losses from natural hazards worldwide (UNISDR, 2015). Risk resulting from floods is 
defined as a function of the probability of a flood event or scenario, and its related extent of 
damage (Fuchs et al., 2005). The latter is computed as a function of the monetary value of the 
object affected by the flood and its vulnerability against process magnitude.  
However, the single factors of the risk formula are evolving in space and time, as is the result-
ing risk. Consequently, flood risks are being more frequently analyzed from a dynamic rather 
than from a static perspective (Mazzorana et al., 2012; Merz et al., 2010). Several studies have 
adressed changes in natural risks over recent decades and centuries (Himmelsbach et al., 
2015; Hufschmidt et al., 2005; Paprotny et al., 2018), and research on climate change and its 
impacts have focused on future changes in risks (Alfieri et al., 2018; Alfieri et al., 2016a; Alfieri 
et al., 2016b; Alfieri et al., 2015b; Alfieri et al., 2015a; Arnell and Gosling, 2016; Dottori et al., 
2018; Feyen et al., 2012; Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Hundecha and Merz, 2012; Kundzewicz et 
al., 2014). However, most studies focused solely on the future increase in flood hazard. Only 
few studies consider both the impacts of climatic changes to river flows and the future dynam-
ics in the elements at risk (Bouwer et al., 2010; Jongman et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2015; Löschner 
et al., 2016; Winsemius et al., 2015). Closer examinations of the spatio-temporal dynamics and 
the actual rate of change are rather rare. Knowledge about hazardous processes and their 
impacts, as well as about the trajectories of flood risk changes is essential for the sustainable 
management of flood risks. 
Several intertwined natural and anthropogenic drivers influence the spatio-temporal evolution 
of flood risk (Zischg et al., 2018d). In this thesis, the following drivers of flood risk change that 
are related to environmental changes are considered: 
 Floods are either caused by direct rainfall on the floodplain (pluvial floods and surface 
water floods) or rainfall on river catchments resulting in catchment outflow. The latter 
causes floods in downstream floodplains (riverine floods and lake floods). Consequent-
ly, changes in flood processes, i.e., changes in frequency and magnitude of floods in a 
floodplain, are determined by changing precipitation.  
 In mountainous areas, flood hazards are influenced by sediment transport and deposi-
tion processes and debris flows. Debris flows are influenced by environmental chang-
es, such as melting of glaciers and permafrost, or changes in weathering processes and 
mass movements.  
 River morphology changes over time, including natural and gradual changes in the river 
morphology, or disruptive changes by flood events. An important aspect of river mor-
phology changes are anthropogenic interventions, which are relevant drivers of flood 
risk in a floodplain, for example, the construction of flood defenses such as levees and 
dams or river restoration projects. However, the construction of levees as flood pro-
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tection measures in one floodplain can have adverse effects in the downstream flood-
plains and can result in flooding trade-offs between upstream and downstream flood-
plains.  
Beside changes in the natural environment, flood risk is also changing due to variations in the 
exposed elements at risk and their vulnerability. From this aspect, the following drivers of 
change are considered here (for full references see Zischg et al., 2018d; Zischg, 2018): 
 The increase in the elements at risk change due to socio-economic development (Elmer 
et al., 2012; Fuchs et al., 2015). The growth of settlements and thus the increase of 
residential buildings is related to population growth.  
 Infrastructure is increasing in parallel with population growth. This has wider impacts on 
the socio-economic system. For example, in economically active areas, floodplains are 
increasingly occupied by production facilities, as these require relatively flat areas for 
their construction. With economic development, the elements at risk and the infra-
structure in floodplains are increasing both in terms of quantity and monetary value.  
 Increasing values at risk compete with opposing drivers of flood risk reduction measures 
implemented by individuals and the public. Hence, changes in exposure and vulnerabil-
ity are influenced by governmental interventions and regulations and by the actions of 
individuals.  
The built environment in floodplains, whether the settlement area or the river channel, is sub-
ject to changes and co-evolutionary dynamics in both society and nature (Di Baldassarre et al., 
2015; Di Baldassarre et al., 2013a). As Vitousek (1997) postulated, the human impact on nature 
is now considerably larger than at any point in history. This is true for the floodplains, as hu-
mans are shaping landscapes with the built environment. These impacts on society on nature 
influences past and future risk pathways. The spatio-temporal development of these drivers of 
change in flood risk leads to difficulties in predicting future flood risk. Consequently, recent 
studies have extended the framework of risk analysis toward a spatio-temporal framework as 
drivers for flood risk changes are varying in space and time (Ahmad and Simonovic, 2013; 
Fuchs et al., 2017).  
 
Scope of the cumulative habilitation and research questions 
Methods to visualize and quantify changes, both in space and time, are lacking. Thus, the main 
research questions here include which methods allow analysis of past and future changes in 
both the natural and human environment with a spatially explicit perspective, and which 
methods disentangle the different drivers of change that are mostly intertwined and have op-
posing effects on flood risk evolution (Jonkman, 2013). Therefore, the main problem ad-
dressed in this thesis is how to consider the relationship between humans and the natural 
environment and its change. The main scope of this work was to develop methods for analyz-
ing the spatio-temporal dynamics and drivers of flood risk change.  
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From the overall research question, additional research questions arose on a more detailed 
level: 
 How can we quantify the effects of environmental changes and socio-economic changes 
on flood risk? 
 Is flood risk constant over time or is flood risk varying in the long-term (centuries) or in 
the short term (days, hours)? 
 Which data and methods are required to analyze past and future developments of flood 
risk? 
 What are the main drivers of changing flood risks? 
 Is model coupling suitable for analyzing the spatio-temporal dynamics and drivers of 
flood risk change? 
 Can model coupling overcome the problems of spatially-explicit modelling of processes 
in dynamical systems? 
 Is the coupling of models across spatial and temporal scales feasible? 
 How are the uncertainties propagating through the full model chain? 
 What is the benefit of coupled component models in a multi-modelling framework? 
 Must a coupled model be calibrated as a whole or can the validated submodules be 
coupled together without a recalibration of the integrated model?  
 Does object-based modelling enable considering the connections between geographical-
ly distant but teleconnected processes? 
 How can human adaptation to floods be integrated in coupled component models for 
assessing future risk development? 
 
Methods applied 
As this thesis focuses on flood risk changes, human-environment relationships and feedback 
processes had to be considered. Methodologically, there are two main approaches that can be 
used for analyzing spatio-temporal patterns of flood risk change. One is the empirical and da-
ta-driven approach. From these analyses, regression models are produced to project future 
behavior of coupled human and natural systems from data describing the past. The other is the 
modelling approach.  
As flood risk is composed of many processes and factors, the modelling approach must consid-
er a certain level of complexity. This can be completed using different ways (Kelly et al., 2013; 
Werner and McNamara, 2007):  
Probably the most common approach in modelling coupled human and natural systems is in-
tegrated assessment models. In these models, all processes and submodules are incorporated 
into one model. Integrated assessment models have a common spatial and temporal resolu-
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tion for all submodules and processes. This is one of the main limitations of integrated models, 
as disaggregation and aggregation approaches are needed to convert different processes to 
the same spatial and temporal scale, complicating validation and calibration. Furthermore, the 
uncertainties are assumed to propagate through the submodels (Voinov and Shugart, 2013). 
Earth system models (ESM) (Donges et al., 2018b) are the most prominent representative of 
this kind of model. ESM are global climate models with the added capability to explicitly repre-
sent biogeochemical processes that interact with the physical climate, thereby altering its re-
sponse to forcing, such as that associated with human‐caused emissions of greenhouse gases 
(Flato, 2011). Giorgi and Avissar (1997) stated that the spatial resolution of ESM is too coarse 
to capture local heterogeneity effects. Thus, most processes need to be parametrized or con-
sidered as sub-grid processes. In addition, surface heterogeneity can lead to dynamic errors in 
coarse models. This is especially important for the representation of water fluxes (Clark et al., 
2015; Nazemi and Wheater, 2015a, 2015b). Several attempts have extended earth system 
models with the ability to consider the actions of humans on natural systems (Donges et al., 
2018a; Donges et al., 2017; Müller-Hansen et al., 2017; Palmer and Smith, 2014). An overview 
and future directions of integrated human-earth system modelling was produced by Calvin and 
Bond-Lamberty (2018). 
Another approach for modelling coupled human and natural systems is the system dynamics 
(SD) approach. This a computer simulation problem-solving approach with a foundation in the 
concept of system feedback used to gain insight into real-world system behavior (Neuwirth et 
al., 2015). SD are based on the first computational experiments of Forrester (1969) and on 
Luhmann's (1987) system theory. These approaches have been used for conceptualizing hu-
man-flood interactions (Di Baldassarre et al., 2013b), vulnerability analyses (Rougé et al., 
2015), modelling the feedbacks between flooding and economic growth (Grames et al., 2015), 
and analysing upstream-downstream trade-offs in the internalization and externalization of 
flood risks (Roos et al., 2017). However, system dynamic models are, in most cases, lumped 
models. The ground processes, that is, the spatiotemporal dynamics, are not spatially explicitly 
modelled. Thus, the outcome is quantitative but aggregated in a lumped variable. Only a few 
recent studies addressed the spatial discretization of system dynamic models (Neuwirth, 2017; 
Wingo et al., 2017). In flood risk research, these models either focus on structural changes in 
flood risks in general (Neuwirth et al., 2015), the management of flood risk (Simonovic, 2009), 
or disaster management (Simonovic, 2011). These approaches provide a potential for system 
conceptualization and thus a holistic analysis of floodplains. However, methods are still for 
incorporating physically-based process models and linking them with other modules towards 
more complex models.  
A third alternative is the coupling of different models. Coupled component models (CCM) are 
composed of specialized disciplinary models representing parts or processes of a studied sys-
tem. Coupled models integrate sub-models to form a model chain that represents a whole 
system (Blair and Buytaert, 2016). CCMs have are hypothesized to be flexible regarding the 
level of integration, and relatively transparent because the sub-models have mostly been vali-
dated in their specific discipline. However, the sub-models often use different spatial and tem-
poral scales, so the bridging of different scales in model coupling is challenging. Another ad-
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vantage is that CCM can potentially combine both lumped and spatially explicit models. How-
ever, integrating process-based models with socio-environmental models are lacking.  
As newly available data arise and disciplinary models advance, I focus here on (1) empirical 
methods for analyzing environmental and socio-economic changes, (2) the development of 
models representing specific aspects of flood risk, and (3) the coupling of different disciplinary 
models for disentangling the effects of selected drivers of flood risk change. Data-driven anal-
yses provide the basis for developing specific models. This is especially true for the develop-
ment of flood impact models, which consist of models for the values at risk, vulnerability func-
tions, and models for attributing hazard parameters to the values at risk. The coupling of 
models aims to represent the full chain of natural processes from atmospheric and meteoro-
logical processes to hydrologic and hydraulic processes, and finally to the drivers of flood risk 
change.  
A further personal motivation for this thesis is the need for approaches that synthesize rele-
vant scientific progress in the different disciplines of flood risk. Under a reductionist philoso-
phy, all the subdisciplines of hydrology and flood risk research have made relevant progress in 
developing reliable models for specific and narrow purposes. From a universalist view, this 
fragmented knowledge has to be compiled and incorporated to meet the requirements of 
holistic thinking in solving our actual problems, which are often interconnected, complex, and 
interdisciplinary. Thus, a more philosophical hypothesis is that coupled component modelling 
frameworks have the potential to unify specialist knowledge and to bring together experts or 
knowledge from different disciplines for holistically analyzing human and natural systems.  
 
Definitions 
Throughout this thesis and the compiled papers, a few terms are repeatedly used. Since these 
terms are often used in different meanings and frameworks, some definitions are given here.  
One of the most used terms is flood risk. Flood risk here is defined as the risk resulting from 
flood hazards and is quantified by the probability of occurrence of a dangerous process and 
the related degree of damage of objects at risk. The latter is specified by the damage potential 
(i.e., the monetary and non-monetary value) and the vulnerability of the endangered object 
(United Nations 2004). 
Ri;j = pSi * AOj * pOj;Si * vOj;Si           (1) 
According to this definition, the specifications for the probability of the defined scenario (pSi), 
the monetary value of the object affected by this scenario (AOj), the probability of exposure of 
object j to scenario i (pOj,Si) and the vulnerability of object j in dependence on scenario i (vOj,Si) 
are required for the quantification of risk (Ri,j). 
As flood hazards, the following processes are considered here: riverine floods, lake flooding, 
floods with sediment transport, debris flows, pluvial floods, and surface water floods. 
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Elements at risk are defined here as the population, buildings, infrastructure and utilities, eco-
nomic activities, and environmental values in the area potentially affected by floods. If the 
values of the elements at risk are quantified, the term values at risk is used. The sum of all 
objects exposed to floods are defined as exposure. 
Vulnerability is defined here as the degree of loss to a given element at risk resulting from the 
occurrence of a flood hazard of a given frequency and magnitude. It is expressed on a scale 
from 0 (no damage) to 1 (total loss) (Fuchs et al., 2007). 
Flood risk is changing in space and time. Regarding the temporal scale, I am defining the “long-
term” time horizon as a centennial scale, ranging from several decades up to three centuries. 
As “short-term” I regard a time scale ranging from minutes to 72 hours, i.e., the intra-event 
time scale including a short lead time before the triggering of the flood event. 
Coupled component models are composed of specialized disciplinary models representing the 
parts of a studied system. Coupled models integrate sub-models to form a model chain that 
represents a whole system. 
After Tobin and Montz (1994), natural risks are resulting from the interactions between hu-
mans and their environment. In several chapter and papers, I am therefore mentioning “cou‐
pled human–natural systems” (CHANS). I am using this term in the sense of Liu et al. (2007a),  
Liu et al. (2007b) and Werner and McNamara (2007), the CHANS approach focuses on simula-
tions of changes in systems by considering feedback mechanisms between human activities 
and the natural environment. 
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2 Overview and structure 
The cumulative habilitation is structured along three main methodological approaches.  
In the first section, the thesis summarizes publications about empirical analyses of ongoing 
environmental changes and socio-economic changes. Herein, the main focus is the creation 
and use of newly available spatio-temporal data. For analyses of environmental changes, I 
summarize work on changes in the periglacial high alpine environment. I studied the relevance 
of environmental changes in mountainous areas for flood risk in the valley floors. For analyses 
of socio-economic changes, I summarize studies on the relevance of long- and short-term 
changes in the elements at risk. 
In the second section, data-driven methods are applied to develop models for analyzing specif-
ic aspects of the spatio-temporal dynamics of flood risk change. I develop submodules for a full 
model chain for flood risk research. The developed models are validated and sensitivity anal-
yses are completed. 
In the third section, the coupling of different disciplinary models is summarized. The main out-
come is a coupled component model that represents physical processes in the atmosphere and 
in the hydrosphere, as well as processes leading to damage to the elements at risk.  
In the conclusion, the limitations and the potential of coupled component modelling frame-
works are summarized and discussed. Moreover, an outlook is outlined for extending coupled 
component models with models that consider human interactions with the environment.  
The structure of this thesis can also be viewed from the perspective of the risk formula, begin-
ning with environmental factors leading to changes in hazards and socio-economic factors that 
are relevant for changes in exposure and vulnerability. Figure 1 provides an overview of the 
structure of the cumulative habilitation thesis.  
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Figure 1: Data-driven approaches are used to analyze specific aspects of flood risk change and to develop sub-
modules for the model chain. The coupled component model is representing atmospheric, hydrologic, and hydraulic 
processes and is used to analyze flood impacts and flood risks, as well as spatio-temporal dynamics and drivers of 
flood risk change. 
 
The following list provides an overview of the publications contributing to the cumulative ha-
bilitation thesis. The publications are ordered along the structure described above. 
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3 Spatio-temporal dynamics and drivers of flood risk change 
 
3.1 Data-driven analyses of environmental and socio-economic 
change 
This section summarizes publications on empirical analyses of ongoing environmental changes 
and socio-economic changes. Hence, this section is divided in two subsections: the first subsec-
tion focuses on environmental changes, and the second subsection focuses on socio-economic 
changes. 
 
3.1.1 Analyzing environmental changes related to flood risk 
Global warming has relevant and visible effects on the high alpine environment (Beniston et 
al., 2018). The most evident effect is the melting of glaciers. The mostly invisible ground ice in 
permafrost areas is melting due to climate change. This affects mass movements (Stoffel et al., 
2014) and, as a consequence, the sediment delivery of mountain torrents is changing the 
probability of occurrence and the magnitude of debris flows. Thus, debris flows are expected 
to increase. However, the effects of a changing cryosphere on floods and debris flows and on 
flood risks is only partially known. The following papers aim to contribute to closing this gap. 
 Paper 1: Cremonese, E., Gruber, S., Phillips, M., Pogliotti, P., Boeckli, L., Noetzli, J., Suter, 
C., Bodin, X., Crepaz, A., Kellerer-Pirklbauer, A., Lang, K., Letey, S., Mair, V., Morra di 
Cella, U., Ravanel, L., Scapozza, C., Seppi, R., Zischg, A., 2011. Brief Communication: 
"An inventory of permafrost evidence for the European Alps". The Cryosphere 5, 651–
657. 10.5194/tc-5-651-2011. 
 Paper 2: Kenner, R., Chinellato, G., Iasio, C., Mosna, D., Cuozzo, G., Benedetti, E., Viscon-
ti, M.G., Manunta, M., Phillips, M., Mair, V., Zischg, A., Thiebes, B., Strada, C., 2016. In-
tegration of space-borne DInSAR data in a multi-method monitoring concept for alpine 
mass movements. Cold Regions Science and Technology 131, 65–75. 
10.1016/j.coldregions.2016.09.007. 
 Paper 3: Sattler, K., Keiler, M., Zischg, A., Schrott, L., 2011. On the Connection between 
Debris Flow Activity and Permafrost Degradation: A Case Study from the Schnalstal, 
South Tyrolean Alps, Italy. Permafrost and Periglacial Processes 22, 254–265. 
10.1002/ppp.730 
Paper 1 (Cremonese et al., 2011) described a method for inventorying and harmonizing obser-
vations of permafrost occurrence in the European Alps. We developed a standard data model 
and compiled a unique data set of mapped permafrost evidence for the European Alps. This 
collection of permafrost evidence not only synthesizes existing data and allows new analyses 
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based on larger data sets, but also provides complementary information for an improved in-
terpretation of monitoring results. The dataset provided a basis for the development of a geo-
statistical model for simulating the spatial distribution of permafrost in the European Alps 
(Boeckli et al., 2012a, 2012b). 
Paper 2 (Kenner et al., 2016) compared different methods for monitoring slope movements in 
the periglacial environment. In an experimental application at different test sites in the Italian 
and Swiss Alps, a multi-method measurement and monitoring concept was developed. The 
following monitoring methods were applied: satellite-borne differential interferometric syn-
thetic aperture radar (DInSAR), terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), and the Global Navigation Satel-
lite System (GNSS). The results of the selected monitoring techniques were compared. TLS 
proved to be the most reliable and accurate method for monitor an area with a certain extent. 
The monitoring methods were temporally repeated. Thus, they were able to provide spatio-
temporal data for slope movements. 
Paper 3 (Sattler et al., 2011) analyzed the role of permafrost degradation in debris flow activi-
ty. Based on historic aerial photographs, changes in debris flow initiation areas over time were 
mapped and the congruence with a modelled permafrost distribution map was analyzed. In 
the decades from 1980 to 2010, the detected debris flow activity did not appear to be marked-
ly influenced by permafrost degradation. However, debris flow activity increased in steep pro-
glacial areas where the glacier recently retreated. This study shows that environmental chang-
es have to be analyzed over a long time period to reliably assess their effects on natural 
hazards.  
In a further publication (Zischg et al., 2012a), the above-presented methods were synthetized 
and the relevance of the changing cryosphere for flood risks was estimated. The combination 
of monitoring results with models for simulating the permafrost distribution and the triggering 
and runout of debris flows, as well as data for the values at risk (houses and traffic infrastruc-
ture), showed that, in a characteristic region of the central Alps, debris flow processes trig-
gered in permafrost areas potentially affect around 1-2% of the settlement area. A total of 
20% of all torrent catchments are partially located in permafrost areas. Hence, environmental 
changes in the high alpine environment are relevant for the evolution of flood risks in the val-
ley floors.  
In addition to the literature, the three papers mentioned above provided a basis for the formu-
lation of several outreach documents (Mair et al., 2011; Probst et al., 2013) and guidelines 
(Zischg et al., 2012b) for managing natural hazards in a changing climate. 
Further publications of the author on this section topic: 
Bollmann, E., Rieg, L., Spross, M., Sailer, R., Bucher, K., Maukisch, M., Monreal, M., Zischg, A., 
Mair, V., Lang, K., and Stötter, J.: Blockgletscherkataster in Südtirol - Erstellung und Analyse. 
In: Stötter, J., Sailer, R. (Eds.), Permafrost in Südtirol. Institut für Geographie Universität 
Innsbruck, Innsbruck, 147-172, 2012. 
Chinellato, G., Iasio, C., Mair, V., Strada, C., Mosna, D., Phillips, M., Kenner, R., and Zischg, A.: 
Remote and Terrestrial Ground Monitoring Techniques Integration for Hazard Assessment 
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and Prediction in Densely Populated Mountain Areas, in: Engineering Geology for Society 
and Territory - Volume 2: Landslide Processes, Lollino, G., Giordan, D., Crosta, G. B., Coro-
minas, J., Azzam, R., Wasowski, J., and Sciarra, N. (Eds.), Springer International Publishing, 
Cham, s.l., 379–383, 2015. 10.1007/978-3-319-09057-3_59. 
Kork, J., Mayer, B., Rudolf-Miklau, F., Greminger, P., and Zischg, A.: Climate adaptation and 
natural hazard management in the Alpine Space. AdaptAlp final report. Bavarian State Min-
istry of the Environment and Public Health, Munich, 2011. 
Mair, V., Lang, K., Zischg, A., Tonidandel, D., 2012. PROALP und die Erforschung des Perma-
frosts in Südtirol. In: Stötter, J., Sailer, R. (Eds.), Permafrost in Südtirol. Institut für Geogra-
phie Universität Innsbruck, Innsbruck, 45-66. 
Mair, V., Zischg, A., Lang, K., Tonidandel, D., Krainer, K., Kellerer-Pirklbauer, A., Deline, P., 
Schoeneich, P., Cremonese, E., Pogliotti, P., Gruber, S., and Boeckli, L.: PermaNET - Perma-
frost Long-term Monitoring Network. Synthesis report., INTERPRAEVENT Journal series 1, 3, 
International Research Society INTERPRAEVENT, Klagenfurt, 2011. 
Probst, T., Wicki, W., Zischg, A., and Pichler, A.: Alpine strategy for adaptation to climate 
change in the field of natural hazards: Developed by the Platform on Natural Hazards of the 
Alpine Convention PLANALP, Alpine Convention, Innsbruck, 2013. 
Schoeneich P., Dall’Amico M., Deline P., and Zischg A.: Hazards related to permafrost and to 
permafrost degradation. PermaNET project - state-of-the-art report WP6.2. ADRA - Associa-
tion pour la diffusion de la recherche alpine, Grenoble, 2011. 
Sattler, K., Keiler, M., Zischg, A., and Schrott, L., 2007. Development of debris flow activity in-
fluenced by climate change in periglacial high mountain areas: Schnalstal, Italy. In: Kellerer-
Pirklbauer, A., Keiler, M., Embleton-Hamann, C., Stötter, H. (eds.), Geomorphology for the 
future, Obergurgl, Austria. Innsbruck University Press, 169-176. 
Stötter, J., Zischg, A., Sailer, R., 2012. Entwicklung des Permafrosts in Südtirol. In: Stötter, J., 
Sailer, R. (Eds.), Permafrost in Südtirol. Institut für Geographie Universität Innsbruck, Inns-
bruck, 1-45. 
Zilger, J., Marks, F., Mair, V., Belitz, K., Zischg, A. 2006. PROALP - Kartierung und Überwachung 
von Permafrost-Phänomenen in den Alpen mit Hilfe Differentieller Radar-Interferometrie. 
In: Strobl, J., Blaschke, T. & G. Griesebner (eds.): Angewandte Geoinformatik 2006. Beiträge 
zum 18. AGIT-Symposium Salzburg, Heidelberg, 783-792. 
Zischg, A., Mair, V., 2011. Case studies in the European Alps - Upper Sulden Valley, Ortler 
Mountains, Italian Alps. In: Kellerer-Pirklbauer, A., Lieb, G., Schoeneich, P., Deline, P., Po-
gliotti, P. (eds.), Thermal and geomorphic permafrost response to present and future cli-
mate change in the European Alps, Graz, pp. 159-169. 
Zischg, A., Mair, V., Tondidandel, D., Lang, K., 2012. Berücksichtigung von Permafrost in der 
Gefahrenzonenplanung in Südtirol. In: Stötter, J., Sailer, R. (Eds.), Permafrost in Südtirol. In-
stitut für Geographie Universität Innsbruck, Innsbruck, 173-186. 
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Zischg, A., Flury, C., Costa, R., Huber, B., Berger, S.: Auswirkungen der landwirtschaftlichen 
Bewirtschaftung auf die Naturgefahren. Nationale Plattform für Naturgefahren PLANAT, 
Bern. 154 pp, 2011. 
Zischg, A., Mair, V., and Lang, K.: PROALP - Kartierung und Monitoring von Permafrost in der 
Autonomen Provinz Bozen Südtirol, Italien. In: Koboltschnig, G., Hübl, J., Braun, J. (Eds.), IN-
TERPRAEVENT 2012 - Proceedings. INTERPRAEVENT, Klagenfurt, 1–12, 2012. 
Zischg, A., Mair, V., Lang, K., Deline, P., Ravanel, L., Schoeneich, P., Kellerer-Pirklbauer, A.: Con-
sideration of permafrost and permafrost degradation in natural hazards assessment. In: 
Koboltschnig, G., Hübl, J., Braun, J. (Eds.), INTERPRAEVENT 2012 - Proceedings. INTERPRAE-
VENT, Klagenfurt, 237-246, 2012. 
Zischg, A., Mair, V., Lang, K., 2012. PROALP - Kartierung und Monitoring von Permafrost in der 
Autonomen Provinz Bozen Südtirol, Italien. In: Koboltschnig, G., Hübl, J., Braun, J. (Eds.), IN-
TERPRAEVENT 2012 - Proceedings. INTERPRAEVENT, Klagenfurt, 421-432. 
Zischg, A., Costa, R., Flury, C., Schild, A., 2012. Einfluss der landwirtschaftlichen Bewirtschaf-
tung auf alpine Naturgefahren - eine zusammenfassende Betrachtung. In: Koboltschnig, G., 
Hübl, J., Braun, J. (Eds.), INTERPRAEVENT 2012 - Proceedings. INTERPRAEVENT, Klagenfurt, 
833-846, 2012. 
 
3.1.2 Analyzing socio-economic changes related to flood risk 
Beside the above-mentioned environmental changes that alter the disposition and triggering 
of natural hazards, the increasing values at risk play an important role in the evolution of flood 
risk. How fast these changes occur in the values at risk and at which temporal scale these 
changes have to be studied are rarely known. The following papers focused on the spatio-
temporal dynamics of changes in the values at risk. We looked at both the long- and short-
term changes in the values at risk. Moreover, the compilation of these papers shows the add-
ed value of newly available datasets, such as residential registers and insurance data for an-
swering this research question on the dynamics of change. 
 Paper 4: Röthlisberger, V., Zischg, A., Keiler, M., 2017. Identifying spatial clusters of flood 
exposure to support decision making in risk management. Science of the Total Envi-
ronment 598, 593–603. 10.1016/j.scitotenv.2017.03.216. 
 Paper 5: Fuchs, S., Keiler, M., Zischg, A., 2015. A spatiotemporal multi-hazard exposure 
assessment based on property data. Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences 15, 
2127–2142. 10.5194/nhess-15-2127-2015. 
 Paper 6: Röthlisberger, V., Zischg, A., Keiler, M., 2016. Spatiotemporal aspects of flood 
exposure in Switzerland. E3S Web Conf. 7, 8008. 10.1051/e3sconf/20160708008. 
 Paper 7: Fuchs, S., Röthlisberger, V., Thaler, T., Zischg, A., Keiler, M., 2017. Natural Haz-
ard Management from a Coevolutionary Perspective: Exposure and Policy Response in 
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the European Alps. Annals of the American Association of Geographers 107, 382–392. 
10.1080/24694452.2016.1235494. 
 A Paper 8: Armbruster, S., Hintermann, B., Zischg, A., 2018. The effects of flood events 
on land and housing value: Evidence from the Swiss real estate market: SURED 2018 - 
Monte Verità Conference on Sustainable Resource Use and Economic Dynamics, June 
3-7, 2018, Ascona/Switzerland. ETH Zurich, Zurich, 39 pp. 
 Paper 9: Keiler, M., Zischg, A., Fuchs, S., Hama, M., Stötter, J., 2005. Avalanche related 
damage potential - changes of persons and mobile values since the mid-twentieth cen-
tury, case study Galtür. Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences 5, 49–58. 
10.5194/nhess-5-49-2005. 
 Paper 10: Zischg, A., 2016. River corrections and long-term changes in flood risk in the 
Aare valley, Switzerland. E3S Web Conf. 7, 11010. 10.1051/e3sconf/20160711010. 
 
Papers 4-9 (Röthlisberger et al., 2017; Fuchs et al., 2015; Röthlisberger et al., 2016) have been 
based on newly available spatio-temporal data: the public official residents register, insurance 
claim data, and data of changes in properties (selling of land and houses). These data are usu-
ally restricted by privacy regulations. However, in an anonymized form, these datasets can be 
analyzed for scientific research. The data contain the addresses of properties and thus can be 
georeferenced. Moreover, the data contain information about the type of building, age, and 
number of residents. Thus, these datasets provide unique opportunities to analyze the spatio-
temporal dynamics of exposure to floods by overlaying these data with flood hazard maps.  
In paper 4 (Röthlisberger et al., 2017), methods for identifying clusters and hot spots of flood 
exposure were developed. The identification of hot spots is important for setting national and 
regional priorities in flood risk management. In this paper, we showed that the aggregation 
method influences priority setting. As the search for hot spots of exposure in absolute mone-
tary values preferred dense areas in the Swiss Plateau, hot spots of relative exposure, in terms 
of the share of exposed population to the absolute number of population in aerial units, were 
mostly found in Alpine and remote areas. In this study, we contribute to the discussion about 
the prioritization schemes for investments in flood protection.  
In contrast to paper 4, paper 5 (Fuchs et al., 2015) provided a methodological basis for analyz-
ing these data from a spatial and a spatio-temporal perspective. Flood exposure was not con-
sidered a constant in time, but the temporal dynamics of change in the exposure was the main 
focus of this research. As a requirement for this analysis, the official data of the residential 
registers had to be enriched with auxiliary information. In this study, we added further infor-
mation to these data using data-mining approaches. A crucial point was modelling the values 
at risk, i.e., the monetary value of each building. While paper 5 used data from Austria, paper 6 
(Röthlisberger et al., 2016) used similar data from Switzerland.  
In paper 7 (Fuchs et al., 2017), both the Austrian and Swiss datasets were harmonized and the 
spatio-temporal dynamics of the increasing values at risk were compared for both countries. 
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Both countries exhibited similar trends in the increase in settlements exposed to floods alt-
hough having different legislative frameworks for restricting land use in areas at risk. Moreo-
ver, paper 7 highlighted the influence of policies on the long-term evolution of flood exposure.  
Paper 8 (Armbruster et al., 2018) analyzed the effect of flood hazard information on the prices 
of houses and land. In this study, we developed a hedonic price model for testing the hypothe-
sis of a fully rational and informed decision of houses prices in relation to the exposure to 
floods. This paper showed that house prices in hazard areas decline after the occurrence of a 
flood event with regional relevance. Moreover, the introduction of flood hazard maps into 
legally binding land use plans increases property prices. These findings provide relevant infor-
mation for developing models for simulating the long-term effects of adaptation options.  
In addition to the focus on long-term dynamics of flood exposure, paper 9 (Keiler et al., 2005) 
examined short-term fluctuations in values at risk, i.e., diurnal (hourly), weekly, and seasonal 
fluctuations of persons and mobile values such as cars in hazard areas. This study was based on 
different datasets: census data, tourism statistics, employment and commuter statistics, and 
on own mappings and statistics of motor vehicles. It was noted that a long-term increase in the 
values at risk is overlaid by remarkably short-term fluctuations in the number of persons and 
cars. Hence, the impact of a natural hazard event depends strongly on the time of day and 
season. Although this study was related to snow avalanche risk, the findings can be transferred 
to flood risk research.  
Paper 10 (Zischg, 2016) analyzed both the effects of environmental change and socio-
economic change (i.e., settlement growth). However, the latter considers the anthropogenic 
impacts on the river system due to river regulation and river engineering. In a case study of the 
Aare River basin upstream of Bern, I reconstructed the historic natural states of the rivers be-
fore any river engineering measures had been constructed and implemented the resulting 
digital terrain models in a multi-temporal flood model that represents the historic and the 
actual state of the river courses. On both hydraulic models, the same flood events were simu-
lated. The extent of the flooded areas and the number of affected houses and inhabitants 
were compared. Without river corrections, the flooded areas and the number of exposed resi-
dential housings would be remarkably higher than observed. This case study shows that the 
effects of the main river corrections are remarkable for today’s economic activities in the 
floodplains. Hence, the maintenance of the river engineering works is of fundamental im-
portance in flood risk management. 
 
Further Publications by the author on this section topic: 
Fuchs, S., Keiler, M., Zischg, A., and Bründl, M., 2005. The long-term development of avalanche 
risk in settlements considering the temporal variability of damage potential, Natural 
Hazards and Earth System Sciences, 5, 893–901, 2005. 10.5194/nhess-5-893-2005. 
Fuchs, S., Keiler, M., Zischg, A., 2008. Multitemporale skalenabhängige Schadenpotenzialana-
lyse. Wildbach- und Lawinenverbau, 158: 149-157. 
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Fuchs, S., Zischg, A., and Keiler, M., 2016. Räumliche und zeitliche Exponiertheit von Gebäuden 
in Österreich, in: 13th Congress INTERPRAEVENT 2016, 30 May to 2 June 2016, Lucerne, 
Switzerland. Conference proceedings, 503–512. 
Fuchs, S., Keiler, M., and Zischg, A., 2014. A regional analysis of elements at risk exposed to 
mountain hazards in the Eastern European Alps. In: N. Kazakov (ed.): Third international 
conference on debris flows: disasters, risk, forecast, protection. Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk: Rus-
sian Academy of Sciences. 114-117. 
Keiler, M., Fuchs, S., Zischg, A., Stötter, J., 2004. The adaptation of technical risk analysis on 
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3.2 Paving the ground: Model development 
This section summarizes publications describing the process of developing, testing, and validat-
ing models. The developed models provided the basis (the sub-modules) for the coupled com-
ponent models described in the next chapter. All the models described here simulate natural 
processes or describe relationships between natural processes and values at risk. The papers in 
this section are organized as follows. The first three (11-13) addressed building models and 
vulnerability functions. The next two in this section (papers 14 and 15) focused on methods for 
overlaying the outcomes of inundation models with the objects at risk. Paper 16 evaluated 
different modes for simulating surface water floods and pluvial floods. The last two in this sec-
tion developed models for predicting large wood volumes and dynamics in rivers. 
• Paper 11: Röthlisberger, V., Zischg, A., Keiler, M., 2018. Comparison of building value 
models for flood risk analysis. Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences 18, 2431–
2453. 10.5194/nhess-2017-442. 
 Paper 12: Papathoma-Köhle, M., Zischg, A., Fuchs, S., Glade, T., Keiler, M., 2015. Loss es-
timation for landslides in mountain areas – An integrated toolbox for vulnerability as-
sessment and damage documentation. Environmental Modelling & Software 63, 156–
169. 10.1016/j.envsoft.2014.10.003. 
 Paper 13: Mosimann, M., Frossart, L., Keiler, M., Weingartner, R., Zischg, A., submitted. 
A robust and transferable model for the prediction of flood losses on household con-
tents. Water. 
 Paper 14: Zischg, A.P., Mosimann, M., Bernet, D.B., Röthlisberger, V., 2018. Validation of 
2D flood models with insurance claims. Journal of Hydrology 557, 350–361. 
10.1016/j.jhydrol.2017.12.042. 
 Paper 15: Bermúdez, M., Zischg, A., 2018. Sensitivity of flood loss estimates to building 
representation and flow depth attribution methods in micro-scale flood modelling. 
Natural Hazards 92, 1633–1648. 10.1007/s11069-018-3270-7. 
 Paper 16: Bernet, D.; Zischg, A.; Prasuhn, V.; Weingartner, R., 2018: Modeling the extent 
of surface water floods in rural areas: lessons learned from the application of various 
uncalibrated models. Environmental Modelling & Software 109, 134–151, 
doi:10.1016/j.envsoft.2018.08.005. 
 Paper 17: Mazzorana, B., Zischg, A., Largiader, A., Hübl, J., 2009. Hazard index maps for 
woody material recruitment and transport in alpine catchments. Natural Hazards and 
Earth System Sciences 9, 197–209. 10.5194/nhess-9-197-2009. 
 Paper 18: Mazzorana, B., Hübl, J., Zischg, A., Largiader, A., 2011. Modelling woody mate-
rial transport and deposition in alpine rivers. Natural Hazards 56, 425–449. 
10.1007/s11069-009-9492-y. 
Paper 11 (Röthlisberger et al., 2018) laid the basis for flood exposure and flood risk analyses. 
We evaluated five different approaches for modelling the values at risk. Four approaches re-
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ferred to individual buildings, whereas one was based on values per surface area, differentiat-
ed by land use category. The model parameters were estimated using a database of more than 
half a million building insurance contracts in Switzerland, which were provided by cantonal 
insurance companies for buildings that operate under a monopoly within the respective Swiss 
cantons. Comparing the five model results with the directly applied spatially referenced insur-
ance data suggested that models based on individual buildings produce better results than 
models based on surface area, but only if they include the individual building’s volume. In 
summary, the paper shows the added value of an exposure analysis at the scale of individual 
objects.  
Paper 12 (Papathoma-Köhle et al., 2015) and paper 13 (Mosimann et al., in revision) described 
the development of vulnerability functions. Paper 12 was based on loss data from several re-
gions in the European Alps and focused on the impacts of debris flows on building structure. 
The result was a vulnerability function describing the relationship between the magnitude of 
debris flow and the degree of loss. Instead, paper developed a vulnerability function for 
household content exposed to floods. This analysis was based on data from a private insurance 
company. These data provided information about both the loss of building structure and the 
loss of household content. Thus, this paired dataset provided a unique opportunity for study-
ing the relationship between both types of losses.  
As papers 11-13, paper 14 (Zischg et al., 2018e) was also based on insurance claim data. In 
contrast to the previous papers, the focus here was validating inundation models with insur-
ance data. As the main purpose of coupling meteorological models with hydrologic and hy-
draulic models is to assess potential flood impacts, a validation method that targets the impact 
assessment is required. Hence, in this study, we validated the BASEMENT inundation model 
with insurance data. This is the first time model chains or sub-modules of a model chain for 
flood impact assessment have been validated with indicators that best represent the main 
purpose of flood impact analyses, i.e., the identification of objects exposed to a flood scenario. 
The validation metrics were calculated with two different datasets: a dataset of event docu-
mentations reporting flooded areas and a dataset of insurance claims. The model fit relating to 
insurance claims was slightly lower than the model fit computed based on the observed inun-
dation areas. This comparison between two independent validation data sets suggested that 
validation metrics using insurance claims can be compared to conventional validation data, 
such as the flooded area. However, validation on the basis of insurance claims is more con-
servative in cases where model errors are more pronounced in areas with a high density of 
values at risk. 
Paper 15 (Bermúdez and Zischg, 2018) analyzed the uncertainties that arise when estimating 
flood impacts at the single house scale. In contrast to the hypothesis which states that a very 
high spatial resolution (at the sub-meter scale) eliminates uncertainties given by the para-
metrization of models at coarser scales, the study showed that flood loss analyses at very high 
spatial resolution introduces new uncertainties. We showed that the method for attributing 
flow depths from the inundation model to the geographically represented objects at risk 
(houses) introduced new uncertainties into the whole flood impact estimation process. The 
spatial representation of the objects at risk (houses) in the computational mesh for the flood 
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simulation is also important. Overall, flood impact analyses at a high spatial resolution are sub-
ject to uncertainties that have to be considered. 
Paper 16 (Bernet et al., 2018) evaluated the applicability and reliability of several approaches 
for modelling surface water floods. As a basis for this validation, a unique dataset that docu-
ments the extent of several surface water flood events was elaborated. The data for validating 
pluvial floods in rural areas were missing. The data were published so other research groups 
could continue with testing and evaluating surface water floods. Models for simulating surface 
water floods have not been able to reliably represent the natural processes, so further re-
search is needed in the development of models for this process. 
Papers 17 (Mazzorana et al., 2009) and 18 (Mazzorana et al., 2011) focused on the develop-
ment of models for estimating the amount of large wood and simulating the transport of large 
wood in rivers during flood events. Paper 17 (Mazzorana et al., 2009) described a method for 
estimating the potential amount of large wood for all mountain torrent catchments in an al-
pine region in case of extreme floods. This provides the basis for assessing potential flood haz-
ards that are influenced by large wood dynamics, e.g., due to clogging at bridges and subse-
quent flooding of the nearby areas. In contrast, paper 18 (Mazzorana et al., 2011)presents an 
approach for modelling the transport of large wood in rivers during a flood event. Both models 
provide the basis for the development of a coupled component model for assessing the dy-
namics of large wood during a flood at river reach scale. 
 
Further Publications by the author on this section topic: 
Felder, G.; Paquet, E., Penot, E., Zischg, A., Weingartner, R., accepted. Consistency of extreme 
flood estimation approaches. Journal of Hydrologic Engineering. 
Schober, S., Zischg, A., and Sereinig, N., 2010. "Flood risk tools" - GIS-based Method on the 
determination of flood according to the requirements of the EU Floods Directive, Öster-
reichische Wasser- und Abfallwirtschaft, 62, a28-a32. 10.1007/s00506-010-0205-2. 
Zischg, A., Fuchs, S., Keiler, M., Meißl, G., 2005. Modelling the system behaviour of wet snow 
avalanches using an expert system approach for risk management on high alpine traffic 
roads, Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, 5, 821–832, 2005. 10.5194/nhess-5-
821-2005. 
Zischg, A., Fuchs, S., Keiler, M., and Stötter, J., 2005. Temporal variability of damage potential 
on roads as a conceptual contribution towards a short-term avalanche risk simulation, 
Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, 5, 235–242, 2005. 10.5194/nhess-5-235-
2005. 
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3.3 Synthesizing: Model coupling 
This section synthesizes the empirical research and the developed models described in the 
previous sections. The main outcome and highlight of the research summarized in this cumula-
tive habilitation is a coupled component model for analyzing flood impacts at river basin scale 
at very high spatial resolution to analyze individual objects at risk, such as single houses. An 
important aspect of this model chain is the multi-model and multi-temporal approach at sub-
module level. Only this aspect allowed the analyses of spatio-temporal dynamics in changing 
flood risks. Whereas the multi-model approach is relatively common in flood risk research, the 
combination of this approach with a multi-temporal approach is, to the best of my knowledge, 
rare. Hence, this combination is probably the most significant contribution of this thesis to the 
progress of flood impact research. The following papers summarize the development of the 
coupled component model.  
 Paper 19: Zischg, A., Felder, G., Weingartner, R., Gómez-Navarro, J.J., Röthlisberger, V., 
Bernet, D., Rössler, O., Raible, C., Keiler, M., Martius, O., 2016. M-AARE - Coupling at-
mospheric, hydrological, hydrodynamic and damage models in the Aare river basin, 
Switzerland, in: 13th Congress INTERPRAEVENT 2016, 30 May to 2 June 2016, Lucerne, 
Switzerland. Conference proceedings, 444–451. 
 Paper 20: Felder, G., Zischg, A., Weingartner, R., 2017. The effect of coupling hydrologic 
and hydrodynamic models on probable maximum flood estimation. Journal of Hydrol-
ogy 550, 157–165. 10.1016/j.jhydrol.2017.04.052. 
 Paper 21: Zischg, A., Felder, G., Weingartner, R., Quinn, N., Coxon, G., Neal, J., Freer, J., 
Bates, P., 2018. Effects of variability in probable maximum precipitation patterns on 
flood losses. Hydrology and Earth System Sciences 22, 2759–2773. 10.5194/hess-22-
2759-2018. 
 Paper 22: Zischg, A., Felder, G., Mosimann, M., Röthlisberger, V., Weingartner, R., 2018. 
Extending coupled hydrological-hydraulic model chains with a surrogate model for the 
estimation of flood losses. Environmental Modelling & Software 108, 174–185, 
doi:10.1016/j.envsoft.2018.08.009. 
 Paper 23: Felder, G., Gómez-Navarro, J.J., Zischg, A., Raible, C.C., Röthlisberger, V., 
Bozhinova, D., Martius, O., Weingartner, R., 2018. From global circulation to local flood 
loss: Coupling models across the scales. Science of The Total Environment 635, 1225–
1239. 10.1016/j.scitotenv.2018.04.170. 
 Paper 24: Zischg, A., Hofer, P., Mosimann, M., Röthlisberger, V., Ramirez, J.A., Keiler, M., 
Weingartner, R., 2018. Flood risk (d)evolution: Disentangling key drivers of flood risk 
change with a retro-model experiment. Science of The Total Environment 639, 195–
207. 10.1016/j.scitotenv.2018.05.056. 
 Paper 25: Zischg, A., Galatioto, N., Deplazes, S., Weingartner, R., Mazzorana, B., 2018. 
Modelling spatiotemporal dynamics of large wood recruitment, transport and deposi-
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tion at river reach scale during extreme floods. Water 10, 9, 1134. 
10.3390/w10091134. 
 Paper 26: Staffler, H., Pollinger, R., Zischg, A., Mani, P., 2008. Spatial variability and po-
tential impacts of climate change on flood and debris flow hazard zone mapping and 
implications for risk management. Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences 8, 539–
558. 10.5194/nhess-8-539-2008. 
 Paper 27: Zischg, A., Schober, S., Sereinig, N., Rauter, M., Seymann, C., Goldschmidt, F., 
Bäk, R., Schleicher, E., 2013. Monitoring the temporal development of natural hazard 
risks as a basis indicator for climate change adaptation. Nat Hazards 67, 1045–1058. 
10.1007/s11069-011-9927-0. 
 
Paper 19 (Zischg et al., 2016) described the aim of the project “M-AARE - Coupling atmospher-
ic, hydrological, hydrodynamic, and damage models in the Aare river basin, Switzerland”. The 
project was one of the flagship projects with which the Mobiliar Lab for Natural Risks was 
started in 2014. The Mobiliar Lab for Natural Risks is a common research initiative by the 
Oeschger Centre for Climate Change Research at the University of Bern and Swiss Mobiliar. 
The M-AARE project aimed at developing a coupled component model covering atmospheric 
and meteorological processes to hydrological and hydraulic processes and models for estimat-
ing flood impacts.  
The first step in coupling hydrologic and hydraulic models was described in paper 20 (Felder et 
al., 2017). This study assessed the potential benefits and constraints of coupled modelling 
compared to standard deterministic hydrologic modelling when for the estimation of the 
probable maximum flood (PMF). Two modelling approaches were applied using a set of 100 
spatio-temporal probable maximum precipitation (PMP) distribution scenarios. The resulting 
hydrographs, the resulting peak discharges, as well as the reliability and plausibility of the es-
timates were evaluated. The results showed that coupling hydrologic and hydrodynamic mod-
els substantially improves the physical plausibility of PMF modelling, although both modelling 
approaches led to PMF estimations for the catchment outlet that fell within a similar range. 
Using a coupled model is particularly suggested in cases where considerable flood-prone areas 
are situated within a catchment, so relevant flood retention effects have to be expected. This 
appraisal is especially important for hydrologic models that are calibrated with observed data 
that should produce reliable discharge predictions in the range of extreme flood events not 
observed in the observation period. As runoff processes are probably not stationary in the case 
of a PMF where discharge greatly exceeds observed flood peaks, coupling hydrologic with one-
dimensional hydrodynamic models and using them to build coupled hydrologic hydrodynamic 
models can potentially improve the plausibility of PMF estimations. A comparison between 
hydrologic models of different complexities with the aim of estimating the probable maximum 
flood of the Aare River in Bern, Switzerland was further complemented by Felder and 
Weingartner (2017).  
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Paper 21 (Zischg et al., 2018c) expanded on the work of paper 20 as the coupled hydro-
logic/hydrodynamic model was extended with a two-dimensional (2D) flood inundation model 
and a flood loss estimation module. Paper 21 analyzed the effects of rainfall pattern on flood 
losses and the key factors of uncertainty in the full model chain. We showed that the spatio-
temporal pattern of rainfall is the most relevant contribution to the overall model uncertainty, 
measured in terms of flood losses. The rainfall pattern is even more important than the vul-
nerability functions for the considered overall uncertainty, which is hitherto stated to be the 
most relevant uncertainty in flood impact model chains.  
Paper 22 (Zischg et al., 2018b) evaluated the propagation of uncertainties through the model 
chain. This study showed that the validation of the flood impact model differed when consider-
ing observed discharges or observed precipitation as the model input. The approach of paper 
14 was used for validation, validating the outcome of reconstructed flood events in terms of 
the number of exposed buildings. However, the difference between the two types of input 
data used for model validation was shown to be not as relevant as hypothesized by Voinov and 
Shugart (2013). Paper 22 developed and tested a new method for extending coupled hydro-
logic and hydraulic models with a surrogate model or a meta-model for flood impact analyses. 
A relationship between peak discharge and flood loss that was valid for a specific floodplain 
was coupled with a one-dimensional hydrodynamic model. This relationship—the floodplain’s 
loss footprint—was established by a number of flood simulations with a range of magnitudes 
and by computing flood losses for each scenario. This approach thus reduced the complexity in 
flood-risk modeling at the river basin scale. The surrogate model for flood-loss estimation can 
be coupled with a hydrological-hydraulic model cascade, allowing the computing of a high 
number of flood scenarios for whole river basins. Hence, this approach offers new possibilities 
for stress test analyses and Monte-Carlo simulations for analyzing the system behavior under 
different system loads or for analyzing weather simulations of long time periods. 
Paper 23 (Felder et al., 2018) presented an approach for the coupled hydrologic-
hydrodynamic-flood impact model chain, i.e., the coupled component model M-AARE, which 
could be driven by long-term climate simulations with a global climate model and dynamic 
downscaling with a regional climate model. The model chain setup incorporated a global and 
regional climate model to simulate atmospheric processes, a hydrological model to estimate 
the catchment’s runoff reaction to precipitation inputs, a hydrodynamic model to identify 
flood-affected areas, and a damage and loss model to estimate flood losses requires building 
interfaces between the individual models. The submodels were coupled across several scales 
in terms of spatial and temporal resolution and so several pre- and post-processing steps for 
the individual models were required. The results showed that a coupled model chain allows for 
reliable representation of runoff for both long-term runoff characteristics and extreme events, 
as long as a bias correction on the precipitation input is applied. Although coupled models 
have been established, and coupling two to three of these models has been successful, no 
assessment had been conducted of a full and comprehensive model chain from the atmos-
pheric models to the local scale flood loss models. Hence, paper 23 was one of the first cou-
pled component models that covered a spatial scale from global climate models to the sub-
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meter scale of the flood impact module and a temporal scale ranging from several centuries of 
the climate simulation to the seconds scale of flood inundation models. 
Paper 24 (Zischg et al., 2018d) extended the developed coupled component model with a mul-
ti-temporal approach. The submodules of the inundation model and the data for the values at 
risk were represented by selected timestamps of the river morphology and the status of the 
settlements. This study aimed to analyze how flood risks dynamically change over time. Over 
decades and centuries, the main drivers for flood risk change are influenced either by pertur-
bations or slow alterations in the natural environment or, more importantly, by socio-
economic development and human interventions. However, changes in the natural and human 
environment are intertwined. Thus, the analysis of the main drivers for flood risk changes re-
quires disentangling the individual risk components. In paper 24, a method for isolating the 
individual effects of selected drivers of change and selected flood risk management options 
were developed. The study design was based on a model experiment. We used this model 
setup to analyze the temporal evolution of the flood risk for an ex-post evaluation of the key 
drivers of change, and for analyzing possible alternative pathways for flood risk evolution un-
der different governance settings. We show that the construction of lateral levees and the 
consecutive river incision were the main drivers for decreasing flood risks since the early 1900s 
in the study region. A rebound effect in flood risk was observed following an increase in set-
tlements since the 1960s. This effect was not as relevant as the river engineering measures, 
but will become increasingly so in the future with continued socio-economic growth. The pre-
sented approach provides a methodological framework for studying pathways for future flood 
risk evolvement and for the formulation of narratives for adapting governmental flood risk 
strategies to the spatio-temporal dynamics in the built environment. 
Paper 25 (Zischg et al., 2018a) was based on papers 17 and 18 in that both approaches were 
coupled for modelling the large wood available for recruitment during a flood event and mod-
elling recruitment, transport, and deposition of large wood in rivers and floodplains. The re-
sulting coupled component model for simulating large wood dynamics (recruitment, transport, 
and deposition) was connected with a 2D hydrodynamic model. Overall, the simulation results 
of the large wood dynamics, both the temporal and spatial dynamics in a river reach during an 
extreme flood event, provided important information for flood risk management. The devel-
oped coupled component model allowed the expected volume of large wood at a certain point 
in the river basin to be assessed by considering the actual conditions of vegetation and a spe-
cific flood scenario. This provided a basis for the design of bridges or wood-retention struc-
tures and for quantitatively assessing large wood dynamics during a worst-case flood. Analyz-
ing the trade-off between the ecological benefits of wood in rivers and flood risk management, 
another reason was found for using coupled component models for simulating large wood 
dynamics in rivers. With the presented model, the areas from which large wood is recruited 
and transported toward the lower system boundary, and those from which the recruited large 
wood is not transported downstream, can be identified. With this, areas that are important for 
ecology and for flood discharge improvement can be prioritized based on a transparent and 
reproducible method. Therefore, the unnecessary use of wood cuts as a flood prevention 
measure can be avoided. 
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In addition, papers 26 (Staffler et al., 2008) and 27 (Zischg et al., 2013) used coupled compo-
nent models for analyzing the sensitivity of floodplains to the effects of climate change in 
terms of flood losses. Paper 26 (Staffler et al., 2008) described a model experiment that ana-
lyzed the potential effects of a general increase in rainfall intensity on the losses to buildings 
and infrastructure due to a subsequent increase in the magnitudes of floods and debris flows. 
The study aimed to identify the alpine torrent catchments that are sensitive to climatic chang-
es and to assess the robustness of the methods for the elaboration of flood and debris flow 
hazard zone maps to specific effects of climate changes. The selected case studies showed a 
remarkable increase in the areas affected by floods and debris flow when considering possible 
future precipitation intensities in hazard mapping. However, the torrent and river catchments 
showed high spatial variability in their sensitivity to climate changes. This knowledge about the 
spatial patterns of sensitivity could eliminate speculative and unnecessary measures against 
the impacts of climate changes like a general enlargement of hazard zones or a general over 
dimensioning of protection structures for the whole territory. Paper 27 (Zischg et al., 2013) 
described a framework for monitoring changes in flood risks and capturing the drivers of these 
changes. 
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4 Concluding remarks: Perspectives of coupled component 
models 
4.4 Perspectives of model coupling across scales for analyzing the 
spatio-temporal dynamics and drivers of flood risk change  
The presented examples of coupled component models prove the applicability of this ap-
proach for analyzing the spatio-temporal dynamics of flood risk change. The research ques-
tions could have been answered and the main hypothesisthat coupled component models 
provide a suitable, robust and reliable framework for analyzing spatio-temporal dynamics and 
drivers of flood risk changecould be verified. The presented coupled component models, 
namely the model chain from global climate models to flood impact models, the model chain 
for simulating large wood dynamics in rivers, and the model chain for analyzing social justice of 
flood risk management strategies, all connect several temporal and spatial scales. Coupled 
component models are also able to couple raster-based with vector-based modelling ap-
proaches.  
These two benefits, coupling models across scales and coupling different modelling approach-
es into hybrid modelling frameworks, together with the multi-model and multi-temporal ap-
proach at submodule level, allow new study designs for analyzing flood risk change. Only with 
these setups, is it possible to analyze spatio-temporal dynamics and isolate the effects of dif-
ferent drivers of flood risk.  
The targeted local scale of the flood and flood impact submodels (single house level) avoids 
the aggregation and parametrization of local small-scale processes at a coarser spatial resolu-
tion, as required by earth system models. The sensitivity analyses of the coupled component 
models furthermore show that the uncertainties do not necessarily propagate through the 
model chain. This effect can be traced but is not as relevant, as suggested by Calvin and Bond-
Lamberty (2018), Voinov and Shugart (2013), and Verburg et al. (2016). In contrast to integrat-
ed assessment models, coupled component models can be validated at the submodule level, 
or robust and validated models can be coupled together. As such, coupled component models 
offer a higher level of transparency and reproducibility than integrated assessment models 
even with a high complexity. Moreover, the multi-model approach at submodule level leads to 
a higher interpretability of the results as the most sensitive submodules of a model chain are 
highlighted.  
Overall, the concluding remark of this habilitation thesis is that coupled component models 
provide an interesting approach for modelling feedback mechanisms between human activities 
and the natural environment and for the regionalization of global trends in environmental and 
socio-economic change (figure 2). A modelling framework that couples specialist’s models 
toward system models offers potential for re-gaining a universalist viewpoint and unifying 
several approaches in geography. 
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the concept for coupling models across scales. Coupled component models 
provide an interesting approach for the regionalization of global trends in environmental and socio-economic 
change.  
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4.5 Perspectives of coupled component models for simulating in-
teractions between humans and the natural environment  
Two papers highlighted and summarized the benefits of coupled component modelling for 
simulating interactions between human activities and the natural environment. One described 
a method that allows studying the potential future long-term effects of different philosophical 
schools in prioritizing investments in flood risk prevention, and the second reviewed ap-
proaches for modelling interactions between humans and the natural environment. The latter 
discusses the pros and cons of coupled component models in comparison with other ap-
proaches. 
 Paper 28: Thaler, T., Zischg, A., Keiler, M., Fuchs, S., 2018. Allocation of risk and bene-
fits—distributional justices in mountain hazard management. Regional Environmental 
Change 18, 353–365. 10.1007/s10113-017-1229-y. 
 Paper 29: Zischg, A., 2018. Floodplains and Complex Adaptive Systems—Perspectives on 
Connecting the Dots in Flood Risk Assessment with Coupled Component Models. Sys-
tems 6, 9. 10.3390/systems6020009. 
Paper 28 (Thaler et al., 2018) discussed the dilemma that potentially emerges when following 
one strategy for prioritizing investments in flood prevention at the national scale. Depending 
on the philosophy of this prioritization strategy, some local governments and individuals gain 
from natural hazard protection schemes, whereas others lose. Decisions on whom to protect 
often cause contradicting concepts of political understanding, which differ in interpretations of 
fair resource allocation and distribution. This paper analyzed the impact of different philosoph-
ical schools of social justice on mountain hazard management in Austria. Based on spatially 
explicit, object-based data of elements at risk and a coupled component modelling approach, 
we compared potential distributional effects of three political jurisdictions over the future four 
decades. The implementation of a utilitarian policy approach would cause high income com-
munities in hazard-prone areas to mainly benefit from investments in flood prevention. Con-
sequently, this policy direction would encourage the public administration to ignore their own 
failure in past natural hazards management and prevention. Following a Rawlsians approach, 
peripheral communities would mainly gain from new policy direction who often experience, 
besides natural hazards problems, large and mainly socio-economic challenges. Finally, the 
most radical change would include the strict implementation of a liberalism policy, wherea-
bouts the state only provides hazard information, but no further mitigation measures. These 
findings highlight the distributional consequences of future flood risk management strategies 
and point to the crucial selection of policy direction in navigating the selection of various adap-
tation schemes. 
Paper 29 (Zischg, 2018) interpreted floodplains as co-evolving natural and human systems. As 
the previous papers in this habilitation thesis showed, both flood processes and the values at 
risk dynamically change over time and influence each other. These changes influence future 
risk pathways. The co-evolution of all these drivers of changes in flood risk could lead to emer-
gent behavior. Hence, complexity theory and systems science can provide a sound theoretical 
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framework for flood risk management in the 21st century. Paper 29 reviewed selected ap-
proaches for modelling coupled human and natural systems and finally provided an outlook on 
potential future coupled component modeling approaches for modelling the interactions be-
tween humans and the environment. Especially, the coupling of process models with spatially 
explicit agent-based models offers remarkable potential for future research in coupled human 
and natural systems and in particular for coupled human-water systems. 
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4.6 Perspectives of coupled component models in hydrology  
Human activities related to water are challenged by both climatic changes and anthropogenic 
influences to the water systems. Hence, sustainable adaptation in the water sector requires an 
understanding of hydrology in its full complexity. I summarized studies that are showing how 
changing human and natural systems are shaping hydrology and how changing hydrology is 
framing human activities and ecosystem services. Extending process models, such as climate 
models and weather forecast models, coupled with hydrologic/hydraulic models with socio-
economic impact and loss models, is a way to integrate modelling frameworks. This coupled 
component modelling framework enables considering the impacts that a technological society 
could have on natural systems when reacting to extreme events. This requires an analysis of 
driving forces that shape water systems and the analysis of feedback processes between hy-
drology and socio-economy. Thus, coupled component models provide an approach for study-
ing both the context for hydrology and hydrology as a context.  
Context for hydrology 
In studying the changing context for hydrology, often a top-down approach of analyzing the 
effects of global environmental changes to the hydrology of rivers is followed. This includes 
changes in the climate, in the natural environment, and in the human footprints on the river 
systems (hydromorphology). The analysis of changing contexts for hydrology is based on the 
coupling of process models in combination with data-driven analyses. The main focus herein 
lays on the regionalization of the impacts, i.e. predicting the spatio-temporal dynamics of 
global changes on selected river basins at regional to local scale. This requires bridging spatial 
scales from global climate models to local impacts, and temporal scales from centennial to 
sub-hourly flood dynamics.  
Hydrology as a context  
In contrast, the analysis of hydrological conditions as context for society must follow a bottom-
up approach of studying the vulnerability of human activities and socio-economic systems 
related to water. In this approach, hydrology is a main context for their future evolvement and 
changes in hydrology affect their functioning. The main focus in this research topic must be 
laid on changes in the river systems and their special role for society. Rivers are remarkable 
modified by flood protection works, dams, and water/energy infrastructure. Thus, heavily 
modified river systems act as a crucial framework for settlement development or even as life-
lines in the Anthropocene. Changes in hydrology markedly drive future pathways of socio-
economic development. The research question in studying hydrology as context is the sensitiv-
ity of water systems to hydrological changes. Furthermore, studying future pathways of evolv-
ing water systems in the Anthropocene requires a comparison between natural and engi-
neered river systems. Examples of this comparison were shown in selected papers of this 
cumulative habilitation thesis.  
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Feedbacks: unifying top-down and bottom-up modelling approaches 
Finally, top-down and bottom-up approaches have to be brought together and bi-directional 
feedback mechanisms between rivers and society have to be implemented in integrated mod-
elling frameworks. This means that coupled component models for studying the impacts of 
hydrometeorological extremes and global changes on water systems have to be extended with 
capabilities for capturing the effects of adaptation measures. The adaptation strategies of gov-
ernments and individuals must be implemented into impact models. The habilitation thesis 
presented approaches for enabling coupled model frameworks to predict and evaluate the 
effects of different adaptation strategies. This is supporting the search for robust and sustain-
able risk management strategies in the context of global changes. It requires first to study 
feedback mechanisms empirically or theoretically. One main foundation for this are model 
experiments. Herein, different states of the environment and the human system are repre-
sented in multi-temporal models. With this, model experiments can test alternative pathways 
of flood risk evolvement by assuming specific management strategies. 
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4.7 Outlook for future research: The human dimension of hydro-
logical change 
A short outlook is provided for new study designs that are facilitated by coupled component 
models. One is the question of quantifying the human dimension of hydrological change. Sev-
eral studies have stated that engineering measures for flood risk prevention in the upper river 
reaches have negative effects for downstream river reaches (Pinter et al., 2009, 2008; Pinter et 
al., 2006). Such research questions are hardly answerable with empirical approaches, as an-
thropogenic interventions introduce relevant system changes and non-linearity in the dis-
charge regime of rivers and are superimposed by long-term climate variabilities (Munoz et al., 
2018; Munoz and Dee, 2017). This is even more pronounced when considering the effects of 
long-term changes in the values at risk on flood risk evolution. Hence, only a multi-temporal 
coupled component model is able to disentangle the drivers of flood risk.  
The coupled component model for the Aare River basin was extended with multi-temporal 
submodules of river morphology and elements at risk. This enabled the isolation and study of 
the human dimension of hydrological change in the Aare River. For this goal, I simulated the 
outflow at Bern for a historic natural situation of the river system, before any anthropogenic 
interventions occurred. I used two different approaches for modelling precipitation. In the first 
step, I used time series of observed precipitation for the years 2015-2015 as the input for the 
coupled hydrologic-hydraulic model using the natural state of the river system for hydrody-
namic modelling. For the second step, I analyzed the aerial precipitation of the river basin for 
several return periods. As suggested by (Zischg et al., 2018c), the effects of the variability in 
the rainfall pattern on discharge at the catchment outlet had to be considered to quantify the 
human impacts on hydrological change. Figure 3 compares the observed discharge with the 
modelled natural discharge that would occur if no river engineering measures had been con-
structed in the catchment. The peak flows would have been remarkably higher in a natural 
state than in the present state of the river system. This effect is mainly caused by the increase 
of flood retention volume after the deviation of the Kander River into Lake Thun in 1714. This 
is one of the first geoengineering measures in the European Alps. 
 
Figure 3: Comparison of the observed peak discharge at Bern and a modelled natural discharge prior to any anthro-
pogenic modifications of the river morphology. The modelled discharge bases on the observed precipitation in the 
river basin in the years 2005-2015.  
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The second analysis focused on changes in the discharge at higher return periods. Figure 4 
shows that the effect of the increasing retention volume of Lake Thun is relevant for all con-
sidered return periods. The peak discharges in Bern would be remarkably higher in a natural 
state of the river system. However, this decrease in flood hazard in Bern was achieved at the 
cost of a higher flood hazard in Thun. The level of Lake Thun remarkably increased in the case 
of floods. 
 
Figure 4: Modification of the discharges (left) and lake levels (right)of several return periods by the cumulative effect 
of all river engineering works in the Aare River basin upstream of Bern, Switzerland. This analysis takes into account 
the uncertainty related to the spatio-temporal rainfall pattern as proposed by (Zischg et al., 2018c). The peak dis-
charge in Bern decreased after the Kander correction with the cost of increasing lake levels in Lake Thun. 
 
 
Figure 5: Quantification of the flood risk transfer from Bern to Thun. After the Kander correction in 1714, flood risk 
in Bern is 78 % less than in the natural state while it is about 30 % higher in Thun. This case study is one example of 
showing the potential of coupled component models for analyzing the spatio-temporal dynamics and drivers of flood 
risk change at river basin scale. 
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These changes in flood hazard also affect flood risks. The calculation of the flood risk with the 
coupled component model M-AARE showed that the flood risk in Bern decreased by 78% after 
the deviation of the Kander River into Lake Thun, whereas the flood risk for the city of Thun 
increased by 30%. This risk transfer was computed based on the present values at risk.  
This outlook shows how coupled component models allow the analysis of isolated effects of 
selected drivers of change—in this case, the human dimension of hydrological change. Further 
potential lays in analyzing the long-term effects of adaptation strategies in terms of flood risk 
and water resources management. 
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5 Papers 
 
5.1 Data-driven analyses of environmental and socio-economic 
change 
Paper 1: Cremonese, E., Gruber, S., Phillips, M., Pogliotti, P., Boeckli, L., Noetzli, J., Suter, C., 
Bodin, X., Crepaz, A., Kellerer-Pirklbauer, A., Lang, K., Letey, S., Mair, V., Morra di 
Cella, U., Ravanel, L., Scapozza, C., Seppi, R., Zischg, A., 2011. Brief Communica-
tion: "An inventory of permafrost evidence for the European Alps". The Cry-
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Abstract. The investigation and modelling of permafrost
distribution, particularly in areas of discontinuous per-
mafrost, is challenging due to spatial heterogeneity, remote-
ness of measurement sites and data scarcity. We have de-
signed a strategy for standardizing different local data sets
containing evidence of the presence or absence of permafrost
into an inventory for the entire European Alps. With this
brief communication, we present the structure and contents
of this inventory. This collection of permafrost evidence not
only highlights existing data and allows new analyses based
on larger data sets, but also provides complementary infor-
mation for an improved interpretation of monitoring results.
1 Introduction
In mountain areas, permafrost distribution is spatially het-
erogeneous and there is a scarcity of direct permafrost mea-
surements and observations. In the European Alps, numer-
ous local permafrost distribution models have been devel-
Correspondence to:E. Cremonese
(e.cremonese@arpa.vda.it)
oped (e.g. Keller, 1992; Hoelzle, 1996; Imhof, 1996; Gru-
ber and Hoelzle, 2001; Lambiel and Reynard, 2001), but
are usually based on a small number of data points (often
proxies) from rather restricted regions. Similarly, statistical
analyses of permafrost distribution patterns taking into ac-
count topography, mean annual air temperature (MAAT) or
precipitation face the challenge of assembling heterogeneous
data. In order to make the most of the potential of existing
data, an Alpine-wide standardized collection of permafrost
evidence has been carried out and is described here. We de-
fine a permafrost evidence to be a point or an area where
permafrost is known to be present during a certain time or
where the absence of permafrost can be ascertained. The
wide variety of relevant field measurements and observations
(e.g. temperature in boreholes or near the ground surface,
rock glacier mapping, geophysics), and their different spa-
tial scale of reference, make the process of data standardiza-
tion challenging. Permafrost experts from several European
Alpine countries have contributed to the inventory presented
here (Appendix B). It was compiled within the framework
of the project PermaNET and combines results obtained by
many researchers and data assembled by national or regional
monitoring programmes such as PERMOS (Noetzli and Von-
der Muehll, 2010), PermaFRANCE (Schoeneich et al., 2010)
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or PROALP (Mair et al., 2008). With this brief communica-
tion we aim to present the first version of the concept, struc-
ture and data of the inventory. In addition, we hope this brief
communication will also contribute to the further improve-
ment of the inventory through peer-review, to widen its usage
and to improve its integration in the context of national and
international monitoring and measurement programs.
2 Structure and organization of the inventory
The design and implementation of the inventory is based on
the following principles: the inventory has to be simple in
structure and technical implementation and the number of pa-
rameters must be kept small. This allows researchers to reg-
ister their existing data within the newly standardized scheme
in a user-friendly manner. For important variables, at least a
qualitative uncertainty is assigned. After insertion, data are
verified in order to remove obvious errors. Basic informa-
tion on the origin of each evidence point is required, such as a
published reference or the measurement method applied. The
inventory contains the following types of evidence: bore-
hole temperature (BH), ground surface temperature (GST),
rock fall scar (SC), trench or construction site (TR), surface
movement (SM), geophysical prospecting (GP), other indi-
rect evidence (OIE) and rock glaciers (RG). SC and TR are
considered to be evidence of permafrost only if ice has been
seen (e.g. on photographs or in-situ) and can be excluded
to be seasonal. The criterion to exclude seasonal ice is a
depth exceeding five meters from the surface. SM is usually
based on field observations, terrestrial surveys, photogram-
metric analyses or DInSAR data. GP include primarily geo-
electrics, seismics, ground penetrating radar and electromag-
netic prospecting. OIE provides room for further types of
evidence such as thermokarst depressions.
For all types of evidence, general information concerning
for example location and the person responsible are required.
Additionally, contributors can use the optional fields avail-
able for comments and further specification of criteria. BH,
GST and SM have additional specific data fields. The com-
plete list and description of information contained in the in-
ventory are presented in Appendix A.
The rock glacier inventory (RG) is managed separately
from the point types of evidence. Individual RG invento-
ries are supplied as a collection of polygons and/or centroids
(shapefiles) in local coordinate systems and then transformed
to the common coordinate system WGS84. The contribution
of an inventory requires the addition of common data fields
into the GIS attribute table and supplying separate meta-
information about the inventory. The estimation of RG activ-
ity is based on field observation or image interpretation (e.g.
aerial photography, satellite imagery) of typical morpholog-
ical characteristics (e.g. steepness of the front, absence of
vegetation) and then classified as being “intact” (i.e. active
or inactive landform with permafrost) or “relict” (i.e. without
permafrost) and minimal information explaining the grounds
for this assessment is included (Appendix A).
3 Data collection, verification and homogenization
The inventory was completed using four “calls for evidence”
accompanied by a spreadsheet and detailed instructions.
Thirty-five individuals or institutions provided data. Con-
tributors provided information from their own research ar-
eas, consisting of existing data and knowledge adapted to the
common data format used in this inventory. This was com-
plemented by specific investigations in collaboration with
regional/local geological services, ski resort operators, en-
gineering companies or alpine guide societies. The design
and administration of the inventory was carried out jointly
by ARPA Valle d’Aosta (Italy), the WSL Institute for Snow
and Avalanche Research SLF and the Department of Geog-
raphy of the University of Zurich (Switzerland).
To avoid errors in spatial positioning introduced during
data entry or coordinate transformation, the assembled in-
ventory was sent as a KML file to all contributors for visual
verification of the provided information using Google Earth.
An updated version of the inventory was released using the
feedback from the contributors after verification.
As the dataset is characterized by a high degree of hetero-
geneity, the issue of data homogenization is very important
and still under development. A first step towards homog-
enization has been made for GST data measured on steep
rock walls: as their inter-annual variation is similar to that of
MAAT, a normalization procedure (Allen et al., 2009) to es-
timate mean annual ground surface temperature (MAGST)
for the period 1961–1990 has been applied to make mea-
surements from differing years comparable. Based on the
resulting temperatures and considering possible mechanisms
of thermal offset, GST points were classified into the cate-
gories “presence” or “absence” of permafrost with differing
degrees of certainty (permafrost presence: MAGST<−2◦C
medium certainty;−2 ◦C < MAGST <0 ◦C low certainty;
permafrost absence: 0◦C < MAGST <2 ◦C low certainty;
MAGST >2◦C medium certainty).
4 Content of the inventory
The total number of point type permafrost evidence is
408 (October 2010), extending from 44.29 to 47.47◦ N
and from 5.91 to 14.88◦ E and covering all Alpine coun-
tries except Monaco, Liechtenstein and Slovenia. The rock
glacier dataset includes seven inventories from Italy, Austria,
Switzerland and France with a total of 4795 rock glaciers
(Fig. 1). The seven inventories are regional (Valle d’Aosta,
Piemonte, Veneto, Trentino Alto Adige in Italy, Massif du
Combeynot in France, Ticino in Switzerland and central and
eastern Austria) and thus do not cover the entire European
Alps.
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Fig. 1. Map of the permafrost evidence acquired in the Alps. The dots represent point permafrost evidence. The colors of dots represent the
classes of last observation dates confirming permafrost state (before 1990, between 1900 and 2000, after 2000). The size of the dots indicates
3 classes (<3 yr, 3–8 yr,>8 yr) representing the length of observations/measured data associated with each evidence. Orange polygons
represent rock glacier inventories.
Fig. 2. (a) Relative amounts of point evidence types (borehole (BH), geophysical prospecting (GP), ground surface temperature (GST),
other indirect evidence (OIE), rock fall scar (SC), surface movement (SM), trench or construction site (TR)) in the entire inventory and
(b) by country. Bar width represents the relative abundance of evidence in each country: A–24 %, CH–29 %, D–0.5 %, F–28 %, I–17 %; for
graphical reasons, Germany bar width has been increased (tripled).
GST, BH and GP are the most common types of point evi-
dence. Most of the points are located in Switzerland, France
and Italy (Fig. 2). The elevation of the permafrost evidence
ranges from 1000 m a.s.l. in a cold talus slope in central Aus-
tria (Toteisboden) to 4120 m a.s.l. for a GST point in the
Mont Blanc Massif (Grandes Jorasses); however, the ma-
jority (>60 %) are situated between 2500 and 3000 m a.s.l.
(Fig. 3). Most of the points have slope angles in the range
10–45°. GST and SC also exist in near-vertical conditions
and even some BH (Zugspitze (D), Aiguille du Midi (F),
Gemsstock (CH), Grawand (IT)) are located in steep rock
faces. GP, TR and SM mostly occur on gently inclined
slopes. The distribution of slope aspects is slightly biased
towards the North (36 %) and West (24 %) with fewer points
(20 % each) in the South and East. The majority (85 %) of
points have no or only sparse vegetation cover and few have
partial or complete coverage (15 %, mostly of type TR). Most
(44 %) of the evidence are located in coarse debris, the others
are in bedrock (33 %) and in fine material (23 %). Evidently,
types such as SC and TR are biased towards a certain surface
type. About 20 % of BH and GST are situated on plateaus
or ridges, while 10–15 % of TR are located in depressions.
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Fig. 3. Elevation range of each type of evidence (except rock
glaciers). The plot shown is a combination of a box plot (the white
dot is the median, the black boxes range from the lower to upper
quartile, and the thin black lines represent the whiskers) and a kernel
density plot super-imposed in a mirror image fashion (grey shaded
areas).
The depth of BH ranges from 5 to 133 m with a mean of
33 m. Most boreholes are equipped with temperature sen-
sor chains and data loggers but some require manual mea-
surements. For each BH, active layer depth as well as mean
annual ground temperature (MAGT) of the coldest sensor is
reported as the mean of all available measurement years. As
BH have variable depths, the MAGST of the coldest sensor
is used as an indication for permafrost conditions. GST is
mostly measured at a depth of around 10 cm (55 %), with
some measurements being shallower (25 % at 0–2 cm) and
others deeper (20 % at 15–55 cm). GST is reported as the
mean of all full measurement years with durations ranging
from 3 to 5 yr.
Evidence of the absence of permafrost is also relevant:
whilst 75 % of the rock glaciers presented in the inventory
are relict forms, only 23 % of the point types of evidence
indicate the absence of permafrost. 61 % of point evidence
where permafrost absence has been ascertained are ground
surface temperature, 17 % are boreholes and 22 % are rep-
resented by geophysical investigations and trenches. Points
of permafrost absence have a mean elevation of 2600 m a.s.l.
but can reach also elevations higher than 3500 m a.s.l. in par-
ticularly unfavourable conditions (e.g. south exposed rock
walls).
5 Data access
The October 2010 version of the inventory is available digi-
tally at www.geo.uzh.ch/microsite/cryodata/. A compressed
version of the inventory can be downloaded containing point
types of evidence in ASCII format. Since the rationale be-
hind the inventory is data sharing, point evidence publication
policy are classified in two categories: “Usage without re-
striction” and “Inform before publication”. Data belonging
to the first category can be downloaded without any feed-
back to the owner while in the latter case, an automatic email
reporting the contact person and the intended use of the data,
will be sent to the owner when a download occurs.
6 Conclusions
We have established an inventory of permafrost evidence for
the Alps and made its contents freely available to other sci-
entists and practitioners. This inventory complements mon-
itoring programmes in which changes in permafrost terrain
are measured at individual locations with great precision
and over long time spans (e.g. PERMOS, PermaFRANCE
or NorPerm, Juliussen et al., 2010) by providing a solid ba-
sis to advance the understanding of the spatial distribution of
permafrost and its evolution in heterogeneous mountain envi-
ronments. While the homogenized contents and public avail-
ability of the inventory increase the value of the data con-
tained, the synopsis of data over a larger region additionally
enables analyses that were previously not possible, as larger
environmental gradients are covered and more data points
available. Future experience with data homogenization, sci-
entific analyses, gathering of evidence, re-interpretation of
existing data for inclusion in the inventory and with merg-
ing differing inventories and monitoring systems into higher-
level products will likely require or inspire changes to the
structure and strategy outlined here. In addition, the provi-
sion of proper user interfaces for the input, validity check-
ing and output of data as well as strategies to ensure correct
scientific governance and data stewardship are important to
maximize the acceptance and utility of inventories such as
the one presented here.
Appendix A
Inventory structure
1. General Information (required for all types of evidence)
– Evidence Type: Borehole (BH), Geophysics (GP),
Rock fall scar (SC), Ground surface temperature
(GST), Surface movement (SM), Trench or con-
struction site (TR), Other indirect evidence (OIE);
– Country ID: Austria (A), Germany (D), France
(F), Italy (I), Switzerland (CH), Liechtenstein (FL),
Slovenia (SLO);
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– Evidence ID: progressive code to identify the single
evidence;
– Site name: established name for site;
– Responsible name: first and last name of responsi-
ble person/data owner. This person is to be con-
tacted for any questions and also for impending
publications;
– Responsible email: e-mail address of responsible
person/data owner;
– Longitude: coordinates of the evidences (WGS84,
decimal degrees);
– Latitude: coordinates of the evidences (WGS84,
decimal degrees);
– Coordinate accuracy: approximate accuracy of co-
ordinates (m);
– Position method: method used for locating site
(e.g. GPS, MAP, Google Earth, others);
– Orientation method: method used for determining
slope and aspect (e.g. field, GIS, other);
– Elevation: elevation of the evidence point (m);
– Slope: slope, expressed in degrees, of the evidence
point (°);
– Aspect: aspect, expressed in degrees, of the evi-
dence point (90° for East, 180° for South, 270° for
West, 360° for North);
– Vegetation: degree of vegetation cover: none,
sparse, partly covered, complete coverage;
– Surface type: coarse debris (no fines at surface),
fine grained debris (fines at surface) or bedrock;
– Permafrost YES/NO: permafrost presence or ab-
sence (Yes/No);
– Permafrost certainty: degree of certainty related
to permafrost presence or absence: high certainty
(i.e.definite proof), medium certainty,
low certainty;
– Justification: explanation and justification of the
permafrost degree of certainty given;
– Ice: indication of the presence of ice below
active layer depth or visible in rock fall scar
(Yes/No/Unknown);
– Ice depth: depth of visible ice (m);
– Date last: last observation confirming permafrost
state;
– Permafrost comments: any additional comments on
permafrost;
– Terrain characteristics: indication of the type of ter-
rain: slope, ridge, peak, plateau, depression, slope
base;
– Source type: source of the information related to
the evidence: literature, field observation, personal
communication;
– Source comment: any additional comment on the
source type;
– Publication policy: Usage without restriction, In-
form before publication.
2. Additional information (not obligatory)
– Additional data: indication of any additional mea-
surement existing at this site (e.g. snow depth, air
temperature, ...);
– Comments general: any other information about the
site that may be important;
– Publications: indication of publications where the
site and its permafrost condition are discussed
(specifically).
3. Boreholes (specific information required for boreholes)
– Borehole name: established local borehole name;
– Borehole depth: maximum depth of the borehole
(m);
– Borehole ALT: mean of maximum annual active
layer thickness (m);
– Borehole ALT years: years used for the calculation
of average active layer depth;
– Borehole MAGT min: minimum mean annual tem-
perature in the borehole (i.e. the mean annual tem-
perature of the coldest sensor) (°C);
– Borehole MAGT min depth: depth of the sensor
used for the minimum mean annual temperature
(m);
– Borehole MAGT period: years used for the calcu-
lation of the minimum mean annual temperature;
– Borehole MAGT accuracy: accuracy of the temper-
ature sensors installed in the borehole;
– Borehole GST: mean annual ground surface tem-
perature; indicates if a measurement is available
near the borehole not in the same thermistor chain
(°C);
– Borehole comments: any additional information:
e.g. borehole with/without tubing, depth of Zero-
annual amplitude (ZAA), angle of drilling (relative
to ground surface) if borehole is not vertical.
4. Ground Surface Temperatures (specific information re-
quired for GST)
– GST mean: mean ground surface temperature (°C);
– GST period: years used for the calculation of the
mean ground surface temperature;
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– GST measurement depth: maximum depth of mea-
surement from surface (cm);
– GST accuracy: accuracy of the temperature
sensors;
5. Surface Displacement (specific information required
for SD)
– Displacement method: indication of the method
used to measure displacement: field observation,
air photo observation, photogrammetric analysis,
terrestrial survey, InSAR, ...;
– Movement rate: cm day−1, cm month−1
or cm yr−1;
– Movement date: date of measurement.
6. Rock glacier inventory (required for each rock glacier
inventory)
– RGI ID: number of the rock glacier inventory;
– RGI name: name of the inventory;
– RGI file name: filename of the corresponding
shapefile;
– RGI coordinate system: coordinate system of the
inventory;
– RGI delineation base: specification of the delin-
eation method used (e.g. air photo, map, field ob-
servation etc.);
– RGI mapping strategy: specification of the map-
ping strategy used to compile the inventory
(e.g. random sample of rock glaciers/all rock
glaciers/only large rock glaciers etc.);
– RGI year: date of the rock glacier inventory;
– RGI responsible name: first and last name of re-
sponsible person/data owner;
– RGI responsible email: e-mail address of responsi-
ble person/data owner;
– RGI publication: indication of publications where
the rock glacier inventory is discussed
(specifically).
7. Rock glacier (required for each rock glacier)
– Degree of activity: definition of the degree of ac-
tivity using two classes: Intact (Active/inactive) or
Relict;
– RG field evidence: presence of field evidence for
the rock glacier (e.g. Measurements)? Yes/No;
– RG activity data: presence of InSAR (A), geode-
tic (B), photogrammetric (C), GPS (D) or other (E)
data for the rock glacier: no data, activity,
no activity;
– RG vegetation front: presence of vegetation on the
front of the rock glacier: Yes, No, Unknown;
– RG glacier above: presence of a glacier or peren-
nial snow field in the root zone of the rock glacier:
Glacier, Perennial snow field, No.
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(DInSAR) was applied as the key technology. To improve the information contents of the DInSAR displacement
data for an individualmassmovement, a complementarymeasurementwas carried outwith a three dimensional
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tems. The deviations between the single measurement systems were mainly controlled by the error budgets of
the different methods. An exception were short term GNSS single point time series which included small scale
surface movements that were not captured by the other methods. TLS proved to be the most suitable comple-
mentarymethod. A single TLS repeat measurement was sufficient to create amask, which enables the projection
of DInSAR displacement data to 3D. The application of satellite-borne DInSAR in alpine terrain is challenging; sig-
nal decorrelation is a problemdue to fast terrainmovements and snowcoverage and can cause failure of themea-
surement system.
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GNSS1. Introduction
The densification of infrastructure and settlement areas in the Euro-
pean Alps requires careful consideration of natural hazards and the ac-
tivity of geomorphological processes, in particular in the light of
climate change. Alpine mass movements like landslides, permafrost
creep or rock slope failures are the source of potentially hazardous pro-
cesses. They can show a low activity for decades or even centuries with-
out being seriously hazardous – before unexpectedly accelerating. Some
of these accelerations can be forecasted or at least detected in real time
if the mass wasting zone is monitored on a long term basis. These in-
clude for example rock glacier creep surges (Delaloye et al., 2013;
Kenner et al., 2014), accelerations of landslides and deep seated55gravitational slope deformations (Angeli et al., 2000) or rock fall events
(Abellán et al., 2010; Kenner et al., 2011).
However, decision makers in natural hazard prevention are
confronted with a considerable number of critical mass movement pro-
cesses in alpine environments,which are often insufficiently document-
ed. Long termmonitoring tasks using classical monitoring methods are
in many cases associated with high costs. This may force the natural
hazard managers into a mode of reactionary operation. In many cases
potentially dangerous mass movements are only focused on after the
occurrence of larger events, which is suboptimal in terms of hazard pre-
vention (Tobler et al., 2012). A cost-efficient long termmonitoring sys-
tem, mostly working in a self-operatingmode over regions of hundreds
of square kilometers, with cm accuracy and capturing changes in
existing mass movement processes or even detecting new ones,
would clearly help decision makers. This is the point on which the cur-
rent study was based on. Our aim was to develop a measurement
66 R. Kenner et al. / Cold Regions Science and Technology 131 (2016) 65–75concept that enables a supra-regional, long termmonitoring of as many
individual mass movements as possible.
Numerous measurement technologies are currently used for moni-
toring tasks in alpine terrain (Table 1). They can be classified into in-
situ and remote sensingmethods but also into single point tracking sys-
tems or those enabling data acquisition over wide areas. The informa-
tion content of the data obtained varies substantially according to the
measurement system. Mass movement processes were traditionally
monitored using total stations (Veulliet et al., 2009). Air-borne photo-
grammetry has been used for several decades for long termmonitoring
tasks (Fabris et al., 2005; Kääb, 1999; Kaufmann and Ladstädter, 2003).
In recent years, thismethod has been appliedmore frequently and facil-
itated by the development of air-borne digital sensors (ADS), the avail-
ability of drone-borne photogrammetry (Bühler et al., 2012; Eisenbeiß,
2009) and software improvements. Meanwhile GNSS measurements
have become awidely used additionalmethod to the classical surveying
techniques (Lambiel and Delaloye, 2004; Wirz et al., 2015). Since the
beginning of the 2000s, laser scanning technology has developed rapid-
ly and allowed the terrestrial and air-borne acquisition of widespread
3D terrain data (Bauer et al., 2003; Kenner et al., 2014; Sailer et al.,
2012). This was a notable development, especially for monitoring inac-
cessible and steep terrain areas. Simultaneously, radar technology
proved to be a very powerful method for high accuracy applications in
mass movement monitoring (Colesanti and Wasowski, 2006; Gischig
et al., 2009; Kos et al., 2013; Strozzi et al., 2005), allowing to monitor
millimeter scale deformations of the ground surface over areas of up
to hundreds of square kilometers. Table 1 gives an overview of the char-
acteristics of these technologies. Several of the methods have been ap-
plied by Strozzi et al. (2010) for the monitoring of a rock slide in high
alpine terrain. This study provides additional information about the
characteristics of the methods and differences between them.
Based on this evaluation of measurement systems, our study focuses
on satellite-borne differential interferometric synthetic aperture radar
(DInSAR) as a key technology to realize the aim of a self-operating
large scale monitoring concept providing centimeter accuracy. Space-
borne DInSAR is an established method to detect and monitor large
scale surface displacements. Similarly it can be used to monitor numer-
ous small scale displacements distributed over areas of several hundred
square kilometers (Pritchard and Simons, 2002). In the last decade, aTable 1
Most frequently applied monitoring technologies for mass movements in alpine terrain.
GNSS Total station Terrestrial laser scanning
Platform Terrestrial: on site Terrestrial: on site Terrestrial: ground base
close to site
Highest
achievable
spatial
resolution
Single point
measurement
Single point
measurement
Few cm
Spatial coverage Local Local Local
Dimensionality Direct 3D point
coordinates
Direct 3D point
coordinates
Direct 3D surface
coordinates
Highest
achievable
accuracy
Nmm mm Ncm
Image
information
Not available Not available Referenced images
Natural radiation Independent Independent Independent
Topographical
effects
Satellite
shadowing
Surface shadowing Surface shadowing
Vegetation No influence No influence Influence
Effort (time for
data acquisition,
logistics, costs)
High, manual
measurement on
every single point
High, manual
measurement on
every single point
Medium, remote sensing
over long ranges, close to
site access required
56large number of case studies successfully applied DInSAR methods for
detecting andmonitoring ground deformations in alpine environments,
and in particular in permafrost-affected areas (Barboux et al., 2012,
2015; Echelard et al., 2013; Strozzi et al., 2004). A comprehensive over-
view of differential InSAR and the application of the method to alpine
environments and the detection of ground deformations is provided
by Barboux et al. (2015).
However all these studies also underline several limitations of
DInSAR, making it difficult to rely exclusively on DInSAR data when an-
alyzing and monitoring a mass movement; the one-dimensionality of
movement measurements has to be mentioned here in particular. We
tried to overcome this weakness by embedding DInSAR measurements
into a monitoring concept that can implement the results of a comple-
mentary measurement system if necessary. A locally and temporally
limited application of such complementary data provide 3Dmovement
information on individualmassmovements to understand their general
movement characteristics. The complementary data should enable the
operator to draw clear conclusions from further DInSAR measurements
and also monitor complex movement processes using DInSAR only.
2. Study site
The study was carried out at a test site located above Pontresina in
the Upper Engadin valley, Grisons (Switzerland). The monitoring area
includes three individual active rock glaciers in a West oriented moun-
tain cirque called Foura da l'amd Ursina. The rock glacier complex
henceforth referred to as Ursina (Fig. 1) ranges between 2700 and
2900 m asl. The steep surrounding ridges and rock walls reach eleva-
tions over 3000 m and are subject to intermittent rock fall. The lowest
rock glacier has a steep front in the top of the Val Giandains gully,
which is the source area of potential debris flows. A protection dam
was built at the base of the gully above Pontresina in 2003.
3. Methods
3.1. Monitoring concept
Satellite-borne differential interferometric synthetic aperture radar
(DInSAR) (Bamler and Hartl, 1998; Skolnik, 1980) provides data onAir-borne laser
scanning
Air-borne
photogrammetry
Terrestrial Radar Space-borne SAR
Remote:
aeroplane/helicopter
Remote:
aeroplane/drone
Terrestrial:
ground base close
to site
Remote: satellite
N50 cm N25 cm N1 m @ 1 km N1 m
Regional Supra-regional Local Supra-regional
Direct 3D surface
coordinates
Indirect 3D
surface
coordinates
Direct 1D
coordinate
differences
Direct 1D
coordinate
differences
dm sub-dm mm mm
Not available Multiband image
information
Not available Not available
Independent Dependent Independent Independent
No influence In steep terrain Surface
shadowing and
layover
Surface shadowing
and layover
Influence Influence Influence Influence
High, long flight
time, expensive
Medium,
efficient area
coverage,
expensive
Medium,
automatic
operation, heavy
equipment,
Low, automatic
operation, efficient,
reasonable prices
Fig. 1. Study site Ursina with measurement configurations. The area covered by DInSAR includes only these regions in which displacement rates or a proof of stability could be deduced
from DInSAR data.
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to mm accuracy and a minimum of effort for the recipient of the data.
However, there are also considerable problems using DInSAR.
The InSAR-specific effects regarding overlay, foreshortening and
shadowing (Speck et al., 2007) prevent the complete surface cover-
age. Fast surface movements can lead to a decorrelation of multi-
temporal InSAR images (Bingyuan et al., 2008). Closed snow- and
dense vegetation cover entirely prevent the capture of surface move-
ments using DInSAR. However, the major disadvantage of DInSAR is
that surface changes are only displayed one dimensionally along the
line of sight (LOS) of the satellite, making it difficult to infer the type
of movement and its exact kinematic characteristics. Additional in-
formation is therefore necessary to correctly interpret DInSAR data.
This information can be obtained via a spatially and temporally lim-
ited reconnaissance campaign using a different measurement sys-
tem that provides information on the 3D surface kinematics. The
three dimensional interpretability of the DInSAR signal can thus be
established for individual sites by referencing it to the reconnais-
sance campaign. Ideally DInSAR measurements, supported by pro-
cess information obtained from such local reconnaissance
campaigns can then be used to perform an autarkical long termmon-
itoring and provide estimations of the 3D kinematics. The comple-
mentary measurement system applied for the reconnaissance
campaign must be embedded in the measurement geometry of
DInSAR and be suitable to acquire information on the unknown de-
tailed process kinematics. We therefore defined requirements for
the complementary measurement system:
- The reconnaissance campaign is temporally limited, so a high accu-
racy is required to capture even slow movements
- Measurement results should be provided in direct 3D
- If not already available, a digital elevation model (DEM) should be
derivable from the measurement data to determine slope and to
project the DInSAR data onto57- In some cases themoving terrain is not accessible andmust bemon-
itored remotely
Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) offers adequate solutions for all these
issues but depends on an unchanging surface structure for creep detec-
tion (see 3.4) and its accuracy is limited to a few cm. These limitations
can be narrowed, if necessary, using single point measurements such
as GNSS or terrestrial surveying with a total station. Both provide a
higher accuracy - up to mm (Table 1) and capture movements based
on the tracking of individual points. Their disadvantages include the
need for accessible terrain and the spatially sporadic data records in
contrast to the area-covering TLS method. In our pilot study we tested
both TLS and GNSS as complementary methods to DInSAR.
3.2. Reference framework
Each of the measurement systems used has its own reference sys-
tem. GNSS and DInSAR operate within the World Geodetic System
1984 (WGS84) but their registration can differ due to satellite orbit un-
certainties. The TLS data are referenced in a local frame of control points.
To create coherence between themeasurements these reference frames
must be linked. We therefore installed two local terrestrial control
points. Theoretically a third linking point would be necessary to join
the reference frames exactly; however, due to the limited spatial extent
of the study site and the high temporal stability of the reference frames
we could neglect the remaining deviations between the reference
frames. The linking reference points were set on stable bedrock and
were equipped with an artificial InSAR reflector, a GNSS antenna base
and a TLS reflector (Fig. 2). The linking points acted as stable reference
points for the TLS and DInSAR measurements and the GNSS base sta-
tionswere located on them. The InSAR corner reflectors consist of an or-
thogonal open aluminium trihedral with a short edge length of 57 cm
(Mair et al., 2016). This size results in a theoretical radar cross section
Fig. 2. Example of a multi-functional control point. The TLS reflector target (bottom right), the InSAR Corner and on it the basement for the GNSS reference station with attached GNSS
antenna.
Table 2
Dates of the measurement campaigns.
TLS GNSS DInSAR
2009 Sep, 11 – –
2010 Aug, 04 – –
2011 Aug, 18 – –
2012 Sep, 18 Sep, 18 Jul, 21
Aug, 06
Aug, 22
Sep, 07
Sep, 23
2013 Aug, 29 Jul, 24–25
Aug, 29
Sep, 23
Jul, 24
Aug, 09
Aug, 22
Aug, 25
Sep, 07
Sep, 10
Sep, 14
Sep, 09
2014 Aug, 15 Jul, 09
Aug, 18–19
Sep, 30
Jul, 15
Jul, 23
Aug, 16
Aug, 25
Aug, 28
Sep, 13
Sep, 29
Oct, 03
Oct, 12
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reduce the weight of the reflector and to facilitate snow melt, a regular
grid of circular holeswas drilled in the 3mmaluminiumplates. The hole
diameter of 6 mm does not interfere with the wavelength used by the
satellite system. The TLS reflectors consist of metal plates laminated
with retro-reflecting foil. In addition to the linking points four other re-
flectors were used to define the TLS reference frame. They were
mounted on stable bedrock at various distances from the scan position,
i.e. shorter distances for the positioning and longer ones for the orienta-
tion of the scanner.
3.3. GNSS
Relative GNSS measurements were carried out using two base sta-
tions in stable terrain and one rover for the data acquisition in the
mass wasting zone. The double frequency sensors Leica Viva GS10 and
Leica GS530 were used. A network of GNSS measurement platforms
was installed, taking into account the expected surface kinematics and
the geometrical GNSS requirements (i.e. satellite visibility, baseline
length). The platforms consisted of measurement poles mounted on
large boulders; 14 measurement points were defined in addition to
the base stations (Fig. 1). One GNSS campaign was carried out in sum-
mer 2012 and three during the summers 2013 and 2014 (Table 2). To
obtain highly accurate results, each point was measured in static
mode for at least 30 min with a 5 second sampling rate.
The post-processing of the collected GNNS data was performed
using the ‘Leica Geo Office‘ software, by Leica Geosystems. Baselines of
all rover points to both base stationswere calculated and the relative co-
ordinates of these points were defined. The comparison of the baselines
from two different base stations allowed the identification of large er-
rors. Random errors of single points were minimized by calculating a
least squares adjustment of the GPS network baselines. In order to
refer the local net to the global reference system the base stations
were connected to permanent reference stations belonging to the
Swiss geodetic network (SWIPOS). The results of two measurement
campaigns A and B were referred against each other by correcting the58point coordinates of the repeat measurement B by the deviation A-B
of the Barycenter between the local reference stations. The degree of
precision between twomeasurement campaigns is equivalent to the ac-
curacy of the displacement values. This precision was equivalent to the
remaining deviation of the reference station coordinates between two
measurement campaigns, after they have been corrected by Barycenter
bias (accuracy specifications are given in the Results section).
For calculating displacement velocities from the GNSS data we car-
ried out a pre-selection of rover points. A few of these rover points
69R. Kenner et al. / Cold Regions Science and Technology 131 (2016) 65–75showed movements below the level of significance, a few others could
not be measured during each campaign due to logistic reasons and
thus showdata gaps. Both types of rover pointswere therefore excluded
from the calculation. For the remaining points amean velocity permea-
surement interval was defined.3.4. TLS
Annual TLS measurements have been carried out for the entire site
since 2009. Shorter measurement intervals showed no significant
movement results. The instruments used were a Riegl LPM321, and
from 2013 onwards a Riegl VZ6000. Both scanner systems are specified
for long range applications (for technical details see: www.riegl.com).
Measurements were carried out from a single fixed scan platform on
the mountain ridge Mout da Barba Peider (Fig. 1). The scans were per-
formed with a resolution of b10 cm (range dependent). Referenced im-
ages of the scan areas were taken using the camera integrated in the
scanners. To reference the data, six retro-reflecting reference points in-
cluding the reference frame linking points were scanned at a very high
resolution. The absolute coordinates (WGS84) of the reference points
were defined in advance, using a Leica TPS1200 total station.
The point clouds acquiredwerefiltered to remove outliers and toho-
mogenize the spatial resolution. To achieve an optimal relative
referencing of the multi-temporal scans, the iterative closest point
(ICP) algorithm was applied to match unchanged terrain parts in the
scan (Chen and Medioni, 1991). Subsequently the set of relative regis-
tered point clouds was transformed into global coordinates using the
least squares adjustment of all observations on reference points carried
out for the single scans. The point clouds were then transformed into
grid based digital elevation models (DEM) with 20 cm resolution.
Small data gaps were filled using a 3 × 3 cell mean interpolation.
Horizontal 2D displacements (i.e. rock glacier creep) were derived
from the multi-temporal DEM using the surface structure of the blocky
terrain. The DEM grids were filtered using a high pass filter which re-
moved information about the raw topography from the grid and only
conserved the high frequency surface structure (blocks and boulders).
These surface models were grey value scaled to visualize the surface
pattern and saved as images. Subsequently image patches of 10 × 10
m were matched using the particle imaging velocimetry correlating
method introduced by Roesgen and Totaro (1995). This algorithm pro-
duced a 2D displacement vector for each patch. The resulting vector
field was filtered to eliminate faulty correlations (Kenner et al., 2014).
Regarding the vertical component of the displacement, a simple dif-
ference DTM would show the surface change on a specified location in
the reference system. The GNSS and DInSAR methods track the move-
ment of a single surface point or surface patch instead. This methodical
difference would not allow a direct comparison of the vertical displace-
ment components between the different measurement systems. An ad-
ditional processing step was therefore applied to the TLS data. Initially,
the DEMs of the first measurement t1 and a repeat measurement t2
and the horizontal 2Ddisplacement vectorfield between bothmeasure-
ments were used. For the initial position of each horizontal 2D displace-
ment vector, the elevation value was defined by calculating a weighted
average between the four closest cell centres of DEM t1 surrounding the
point. Subsequently the displacement value was added to the initial po-
sitions of thedisplacement vectors and the elevation calculationwas ap-
plied to this second set of points using the DEM t2. Both elevationswere
subtracted to define the change in elevation for each point pair. This el-
evation difference represents the dZ component of thefinal 3Ddisplace-
ment vector field. Fig. 3 summarizes this procedure.
An accuracy analysis of the TLSmeasurements at this site was previ-
ously carried out by Kenner et al. (2014), detailing a methodical
approach to define accuracy specifications for TLS displacement mea-
surements in position and elevation (accuracy specifications are given
in the Results section below).593.5. DInSAR
The spatial and temporal resolution of space-borne SAR imagery
were important characteristics on which the selection of a satellite sys-
tem was based on. Additional analyses were carried out including a to-
pographical analysis, applying distortion masks to simulate the layover,
shadowing and foreshortening effects. Based on this, the satellite plat-
form COSMO-SkyMed, operated by the Italian Space Agency and the
Italian Ministry of Defense was selected. It consists of four satellites
with a revisit time of 8–16 days. To capture theWest orientedmountain
cirque, descending orbits were used with a resulting off-nadir angle of
30.620 degrees. The SAR acquisition was carried out in stripmap mode
with a nominal spatial resolution of 3 m.
Multi-temporal DInSAR uses stacks of SAR images acquired with the
same geometry and exploits the redundant information of phase differ-
ence tomeasure ground displacements. The available techniques can be
grouped in two main classes: Persistent Scatterers (PS; Ferretti et al.,
2001) and Small BAseline Subsets (SBAS; Berardino et al., 2002). Both
methods can deliver displacements along the line of sight (LOS) direc-
tion with accuracy in the order of a few millimetres per year (Pasquali
et al., 2014). In a recent paper, Barboux et al. (2015) applied PS and
SBAS interferometry based on TerraSAR-X for the monitoring of Swiss
rock glaciers. One central finding of the aforementioned study was
that SBAS interferometry was able to detect maximum displacements
ten times larger than PS interferometry (3.5 cm/a versus 35 cm/a for
SBAS) but inaccurate measurements due to phase unwrapping errors
were already observed for velocity rates larger than 20 cm/a. Referring
to the creep velocities of up to 25 cm/awe chose the SBAS technique de-
veloped by CNR IREA of Naples (Lanari et al., 2004) for our data analysis.
This technique uses the surface structure as natural scatter and allows
an analysis of the study area with a high spatial resolution. The study
site, showing a complete absence of vegetation and widespread rocks
and boulders, was particularly suited for the application of this
algorithm.
The influence of atmospheric distortions such as refraction in SAR
images declines with an increasing number of images. To achieve a
high accuracy, multi-interferometry of SAR data requires a minimum
of 20 images to effectively remove the distortions by applying spatial
and temporal filtering operations (Colesanti et al., 2003). The imple-
mentation of our concept showed that due to the short snow free period
at this elevation, only 5 images could be captured in 2012, 8 in 2013 and
9 in 2014. This not only affected the accuracy of the results, but also the
resolution of spatially differential movements. The spatial resolution of
the generated surface velocity maps was thus adapted to the signifi-
cance of the data and lowered to 15 m × 21 m.
Geometrical or electrical changes in the properties of the Earth's sur-
face between data acquired at different times are potential sources of
temporal decorrelation. If the temporal decorrelation between two con-
secutive images is high (usually a threshold of 0.7 is used), no reliable
interferogram or deformation map can be created. Moreover, if the de-
formation along the LOS is greater than half thewavelength (i.e. 1.55 cm
in the COSMO-SkyMed data) aliasing problems can occur. Similar prob-
lems arise for parts of a scene covered by snow. In our study area, the
snow-free period only lasted for 3–4 months each year and thus hin-
dered the determination of interannual displacements.
3.6. Integration of multi-methodical measurement results
To compare the results acquired with GNSS and TLS, each GNSS dis-
placement vector was linked to the mean of all TLS displacement re-
cords in its 15 m × 15 m surroundings. The deviation between both
solutions was calculated for each data pair in all three spatial compo-
nents. Subsequently the mean absolute error deviation was specified
for each directional component.
To allow a comparison of the DInSAR monitoring results and the re-
sults obtained from TLS and GNSS, the 3Dmovement information of the
Fig. 3. Sketch showing the mode of extracting the z component of a movement from two TLS DTMs.
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In a Cartesian coordinate system both the displacement and the LOS of
the radar sensor are represented by a 3D vector. The scalar product of
the displacement vector a!¼ ðax; ay; azÞ and the unit vector b̂ ¼ ðbx; by;
bzÞof the radar LOS results in the projection of a!on b̂. The TLS andGNSS
displacement vectors were projected on the SAR LOS to achieve compa-
rability between the different datasets.
The GNSS measurements were carried out with a similar temporal
resolution as the DInSAR measurements and were used as comparative
data. All DInSAR displacement values in a 15m radius around eachGNSS
point were averaged and linked to the GNSS displacement result. These
values were normalized by time and then directly compared to define
the absolute accuracy of DInSAR monitoring results.
So far, data from different measurement systems were only com-
pared with each other. In the next step the three dimensional informa-
tion of a TLS reference measurement is linked to DInSAR results of
another measurement period, to extrapolate these DInSAR results into
3D. The information content of the DInSAR is thus clearly improved.
To do this, TLS displacement data were transformed into an extrapola-
tionmask for DInSAR in the followingway: TLS displacement vectors a!
for the monitoring period 2013–14 were projected onto the LOS of the
SAR sensor. This projection is called c!. Subsequently all three spatial
displacement components of a! were expressed as a fraction of the
length of the vector c! (Eqs. (1–3)).
ax ¼ u  c!
h i
ð1Þ
ay ¼ v  c!
h i
ð2Þ
az ¼ w  c!
h i
ð3Þ
Using the vector specific fraction parameters u, v andw a 1D DInSAR
displacement value can be extrapolated to 3D under the assumption
that the creep directions remain constant. We extrapolated the DInSAR
displacements in summer 2013 to 3Dby splitting each DInSAR displace-
ment value into the components dx, dy and dzbymultiplicationwith the
mean fraction parameters of all TLS vectors in their 15 × 15 m vicinity.
In a following step, the reliability of the DInSAR derived 3D dataset
was tested. Although TLS and DInSAR datasets were now both available
in 3D, they could not be compared directly due to their different tempo-
ral resolution. TLSmeasurementswere takenwith an annual resolution,
whereas no interannual DInSAR processing was possible. However, the
relative spatial distribution of the creep velocitywas assumed to be sim-
ilar between the different but temporally close observation periods of
both datasets. This implies that the ratio in velocity between a fastmov-
ing zone and a slowmoving zone should be approximately the same for
both methods. Although the relative velocity pattern remained con-
stant, the absolute displacement values differed between different ob-
servation periods due to: a) temporal creep velocity differences and b)
different durations of the monitoring intervals.60To eliminate this scale difference between both datasets, the TLS dis-
placement vectorswere scaled on the DInSAR vectors. The scaling factor
was defined using the ratio of the mean norm of all DInSAR displace-
ment vectors and the mean norm of all TLS displacement vectors. Sub-
sequently root mean square error and mean absolute deviation
between the datasets were calculated.
4. Results
4.1. Results and comparability of GNSS and TLS
The individual results of GNSS and TLS measurements were plausi-
ble and coherent. TLS captured highly differential surface movements
with a high area covering resolution (Fig. 4). GNSS single point mea-
surements confirmed the vector field obtained by TLS and provided a
higher temporal resolution during the summer months (Fig. 5).
The 3D mean absolute error (MAE) between displacement records
of GNSS and TLS was found to be 3.7 cm and the root mean square
error (RMSE) 3.4 cm. There is no significant difference in the deviation
for the single directional components. The deviations are slightly higher
than the TLS precision of 3.3 cm for the position, and 3 cm for the eleva-
tion and clearly greater than the GNSS precision of 2 mm on the East-,
0.8 mm on the North- and 6 mm on the elevation component.
4.2. Results, validation and integration of DInSAR measurements
The rock glacier movement at Foura da l'amd Ursina could also be
verified with the satellite-borne DInSAR measurements. As mentioned
in the method section the DInSAR displacement solutions only exist
for individual summer seasons and not on a full annual basis. A first
comparison shows that the zones of mass movements detected by
DInSAR are almost the same as the zones detected by terrestrial laser
scanning. These zones correspond to the geomorphologically defined
spatial extent of the rock glaciers (Fig. 6). DInSAR captured the mass
movement area with a similar reliability as TLS at this site, yet with a
lower spatial resolution. Unfortunately, movement rates could not be
quantified in some of the fast moving zones of the rock glacier complex
by DInSAR. No correlation between the limited number of SAR images
could be established here by the DInSAR processing. As a couple of
GNSS basements are located in these fast moving zones the comparison
of GNSS and DInSAR displacement results is based on a small statistical
baseline. This comparisonwas intended to give an estimation of accura-
cy and reliability on the DInSAR results. However, we obtained differ-
ences between both methods that cannot be explained by the error
budgets alone. Fig. 7 shows the differences of GNSS and DInSAR dis-
placement records projected on the LOS of the radar sensor. The values
are given in mm per day and are based on the monitoring period 2013
(61 days for GNSS and 76 days for DInSAR) (Table 2). Although the 3D
GNSS displacements include larger error influences compared to the
2D solutions, they are probably more relevant in this figure, as the ele-
vation component of the movement is disproportionately strong repre-
sented in the LOS projection. Parts of the differences between GNSS and
DInSAR are related to measurement errors. The error bars for the GNSS
Fig. 4. Results of the TLS measurements between 2009 and 2014. Horizontal 2D creep rates are shown for visualization. The vertical differences represent the differences between the
DTMs.
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sults show sub-optimal accuracy. This is likely due to the relatively
low number of available acquisitions; as a rule of thumb, an accurate
SBAS analysis requires 20–25 images – however, for our analyses, a
lower number of images was available. Another problematic issue is
the uneven distribution of the images over time.Moreover, the analysed
deformation phenomena are characterised by fast ground displace-
ments (i.e. in relation to the X-band wavelength) and high spatial (Fig.
4) and temporal (Fig. 5) heterogeneity. These conditions are not ideal
for DInSAR applications and lead to errors in the phase unwrapping,
particularly in fast moving areas. Another error source contributing to61the deviations between GNSS and DInSAR in Fig. 7, is the spatial averag-
ing of the DInSAR displacements over a 15 m radius around each GNSS
monitoring point. While the GPS value represents the displacement of
one point, DInSAR represents the displacement of a large area surround-
ing this point. However, also GNSS points that are surrounded by homo-
geneous DInSAR displacement values (Fig. 6, e.g. point 18 and 27) show
high deviations (Fig. 7). Another explanation for the deviations is there-
fore, that the GNSS single point measurements include small scale sur-
face movements that superimpose the large scale rock glacier creep
and disturb the creep signal, especially for short measurement periods
(Wirz et al., 2014). These small scale effects e.g. the toppling or
Fig. 5. Velocities of the GPS point displacements during the monitoring period 2012–2014, in spatial resolution (top) and temporal resolution (bottom).
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achieved by the correlation of larger surface patches. An accuracy as-
sessment using single point measurements is therefore only reasonable
for a longer monitoring period.
The 3D vector field extrapolated from DInSAR displacement values
with the help of the TLS extrapolation mask showed visually plausible
results (Fig. 8). Unfortunately, large parts of themoving area are not in-
cluded in thedataset: on the onehand the areas of DInSAR decorrelation
and on the other the areas in the TLS shadow. The comparison with the
scaled TLS 3Dvectors resulted in anMAEof 1.1 cmand a RMSEof 1.5 cm.
The highest displacement values within the reference period, i.e. the
DInSARmonitoring period of 2013,were around 6 cm.We can therefore
consider the relative velocity pattern of TLS and DInSAR as significantly
coherent.
5. Discussion
Space-borne DInSAR is an established method to detect and monitor
large scale surface displacements or numerous small scale displacements62that are distributed over large areas. One aim of this pilot study was to
identify an appropriate complementary method for large scale DInSAR
data at local scales and for a limited time period to provide 3Dmovement
information of individualmassmovements. TLS andGNSSwere tested as
complementary methods. When comparing TLS and GNSS directly, we
found consistent results; the deviations between both were mainly con-
trolled by the measurement precision of the TLS system. Static GNSS
showed the higher precision, thus providing the possibility of a higher
temporal measurement resolution or rather shorter significant monitor-
ing intervals. When comparing GNSS to DInSAR deviations of different
magnitude and algebraic sign occurred. Phase unwrapping errors
might be one explanation for these deviations. As the comparison period
of both methods corresponds to time scales of weeks to a couple of
months, short term surface movements, which are not captured by
DInSAR might also contribute to the deviations. Small scale surface
movements of the blocky surface (toppling, subsidence or acceleration
of single boulders) induced by the creep process may have distorted
the signal of the large scale creep process in the GNSS single point mea-
surements (Wirz et al., 2014). The differing algebraic sign of the
Fig. 6.Mean velocity of the rock glaciers in the direction of the line of sight of the SAR sensor. Additionally the locations of the GNSS rover points are mapped.
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tions between both measurement systems occasionally reached magni-
tudes higher than the creep process itself and caused a total
misalignment with the DInSAR results. An accuracy analysis of the
DInSAR results using GNSS data was difficult due to the unknown origin
of these deviations. However these deviations are random and become
less significant with increasingly long measurement periods. Therefore
the phenomenon was not observed in the comparison of GNSS and
TLS, as these results were compared over a much longer time span. The
GNSS advantage of high accuracy associated with higher temporal reso-
lutionwas nevertheless almost invalid. Instead, the weakness of GNSS in
relation to TLS becamemore relevant: this is mainly the very low spatialFig. 7. Differences between GNSS displacements projected in the line of sight of the radar a
monitoring period 2013 (61 days for GNSS and 76 days for DInSAR). Systematic deviations are
63resolution of the data. It is highly improbable that meaningful conclu-
sions can be drawn from the GNSS displacements mapped in the upper
section of Fig. 5 regarding the rest of the rock glacier complex. Neverthe-
less, it is still possible to derive an overviewof the seasonal creep velocity
signal for the entire site out of the GNSS data by using the spatial redun-
dancy of multiple GNSS monitoring points to filter out the small-scale
distortions (lower section of Fig. 5).
TLS was the more convincing complementary method to DInSAR in
this study. It allowed the creation of an area-wide 3D extrapolation
mask for the DInSAR displacements and showed a high degree of rela-
tive conformity with them. This is due to the similar procedure of dis-
placement tracking of these methods. Both correlate surface patternsnd the surrounding DInSAR displacement values; the values are based on the summer
evident.
Fig. 8. 3D Vector field extrapolated from DInSAR measurements using a TLS extrapolation mask.
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surements, small-scale surface movements were therefore not cap-
tured; the movement signal rather represents the movement of the
entire rock glacier body instead. Moreover, TLS has the great advantage
of being a remote sensingmethod avoiding time consuming and poten-
tially dangerous work directly on the difficult terrain of the monitored
object. However, in contrast to GNSS, TLS fails due to visibility disrup-
tions by cloudage, fog, snow coverage or terrain shadows.
For this study site, space-borne DInSARmeasurements did not meet
all the expectations of our study. This wasmainly due to the loss of SAR
image correlation caused by a) the long period of snow coverage and b)
the too low frequency of SAR image acquisitions in relation to the rock
glacier movement. As both issues are valid for many high alpine mass
movement zones, this must be considered as being a characteristic lim-
itation of the method. The long snow period not only prevents the cap-
ture of inter-annual deformation time series, it also lowers the spatial
resolution and accuracy of intra-seasonal results. The decorrelation in
fast moving terrain parts can theoretically be limited with shorter mea-
surement intervals. However, the planning of data acquisition is subject
to restrictions by the provider and this study used the highest temporal
resolution available. Our study area is small and not representative for
all alpine mass movements. It is therefore likely, that other problems
and restrictions may occur when applying this concept to other alpine
sites. In particular, shadow effects inherent to the remote techniques
TLS and DInSAR might play a much more important role at other sites.
Apart from these limitations, DInSAR delivered reliable and plausible
results and was in general suitable for our measurement concept. The
common reference frame proved to be stable for all three methods
and allowed data comparability. The DInSAR extrapolation mask creat-
ed using the 3D TLS information allowed a simple 3D projection of the
radar data. In contrast to the original DInSAR deformations, these 3D
vector fields can be interpreted intuitively and allow a rapid recognition
of potentially hazardous accelerations: Depending on the SAR geome-
try, the raw DInSAR displacements results show sometimes just a
small fraction of the actual movement; the movement velocity and so
the absolute magnitude of a possible acceleration are strongly
underestimated. This can lead to misinterpretations regarding the risk64assessment. The 3D extrapolation allows the estimation of the real ve-
locity and acceleration values. Moreover, the comparison with the TLS
monitoring results showed that theDInSARmethod captured spatial ve-
locity differences with a similar reliability as TLS.
6. Conclusions
Summarising, the applied measurement concept is a sufficient way
of rationalising the monitoring efforts for selected mass movements.
This selection ismainly based on the applicability of spaceborneDInSAR
measurements regarding overlay, foreshortening and shadowing as
well as the duration of Snow coverage and the continuous availability
of SAR images in a sufficient frequency. Furthermore the movement di-
rections of the mass movement have to stay constant and the applica-
tion of TLS or other terrestrial measurement systems must be feasible.
Apart from this limitations the initially defined requirements cost-effi-
ciency, long termmonitoring, self-operatingmode and large scale appli-
cation with cm accuracy are fulfilled.
Additionally we can draw the following conclusions:
- Referring to the initially defined requirements, TLS was shown to be
the more suitable complementary measurement method for
DInSAR. The reasons are the similar tracking method for surface dis-
placements, the high spatial resolution and the efficient remote
sensing. It should be noted that there may be different results for
other sites.
- On short time scales up to months, GNSS and DInSAR displacement
values show large deviations. They are probably the result of small
scale surface movements included in the GNSS signal or originate
from error sources which could not be identified within this study.
- Space-borne DInSAR showed considerable limitations in alpine ter-
rain due to a short measurement season (long snow coverage), spa-
tially differential creep velocities and complex terrain. This led to
spatial and temporal data gaps and a reduced accuracy and spatial
resolution.
- Nevertheless, reliable and valid 3D results could be extrapolated
from the DInSAR records with the help of a single TLS repeat
75R. Kenner et al. / Cold Regions Science and Technology 131 (2016) 65–75measurement. These results are easy to interpret and include con-
siderably more information.
- Considering its limitations, a suitable practical application for space-
borne DInSAR in combination with a complementary reconnais-
sance method is the monitoring of extensive, slightly active, long
term mass movements that require observation. Furthermore, the
area wide acquisition and analysis of DInSAR data allows to detect
hitherto unknownmassmovements which can then be investigated
using the presentedmonitoring concept to facilitate the early recog-
nition of hazardous areas.
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CopyABSTRACT
The possible influence of permafrost degradation on the formation of debris flows in an area of the South Tyrolean
Alps, Italy, was examined by comparing debris flow activity since 1983 with the modelled contemporary permafrost
distribution. The study focused on the spatial congruence of new initiation zones and potentially marginal
permafrost, which should be especially sensitive to climatic change and is presumed to be currently degrading. The
results show that distinct changes in the spatial position of debris flow initiation areas mainly occurred at elevations
above this marginal zone. Consequently, the changes detected in debris flow activity do not appear to have been
influenced by atmospheric warming‐induced degradation of permafrost. However, a link may exist to the thickening
of the active layer caused by the melting of a glacier. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.KEY WORDS: periglacial debris flows; mapping; permafrost degradation; spatial modellingINTRODUCTION
Areas of mountain permafrost are expected to be significantly
affected by current climate warming (Haeberli and Gruber,
2009). Mountainous areas are also subject to increasingly
intense use and development (Haeberli et al., 1997). Thus,
the possible increase in hazard potential− especially in the
European Alps− has generated considerable research on the
links between atmospheric warming, permafrost degradation
and slope instability (e.g. Schlyter et al., 1993; Davies et al.,
2001; Harris et al., 2001; Kneisel et al., 2007; Noetzli et al.,
2007;Allen et al., 2010; Keiler et al., 2010). The present study
focuses on debris flows, which are common mass‐wasting
processes in the changing alpine environments and thus pose
significant hazards to life and infrastructure.
Recent progress in measurement techniques and model-
ling has improved our knowledge of the relationship between
permafrost and rock face stability (e.g. Harris et al., 2009),
but the possible role of climatically induced permafrost
degradation in the initiation of debris flows is not yet wellrrespondence to; K. Sattler, School of Geography, Environment
Earth Sciences, University of Wellington, PO Box 600,
ington, New Zealand. E‐mail: katrin.sattler@vuw.ac.nz
right © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
69understood. One reason for this is an inadequate compre-
hension of the evolution of permafrost beneath moderately
inclined slopes where debris and snow cover act as complex
interfaces between the atmosphere and the subsurface
(Luetschg et al., 2004; Gruber and Haeberli, 2009). This
creates a significant challenge for modelling the thermal
condition and spatial distribution of permafrost. Further-
more, permafrost in unconsolidated materials generally has
high ice contents, which retard potential thawing by the
uptake of latent heat (Noetzli et al., 2007). Permafrost soils
thus may respond to climate forcing over several decades to
centuries (cf. Haeberli, 1992) and the effects of permafrost
degradation on debris flows may be difficult to detect within
one or two decades. Finally, debris flows themselves are
highly complex geomorphic processes. Our understanding of
their initiation, resulting from the temporal and spatial
concurrence of several highly variable factors including
debris availability and the occurrence of transient triggering
events, and their overall sensitivity to changes in climatic
parameters, is still incomplete (cf. Rebetez et al., 1997;
Zimmermann et al., 1997; Jomelli et al., 2004, 2007). Yet,
climatically induced thawing of alpine permafrost is
expected to significantly affect the hydraulic and geotech-
nical properties of perennially frozen unconsolidatedReceived 28 January 2010
Revised 13 May 2011
Accepted 15 May 2011
Debris Flow Activity and Permafrost Degradation 255debris and may therefore result in a transient increase in
debris flow formation (cf. Zimmermann and Haeberli, 1992;
Zimmermann et al., 1997).
Permafrost slopes are particularly prone to slips and
slides as the permafrost table at depth acts as an aquiclude
and hence as a potential failure plane during periods of
elevated pore pressure, such as after summer rainfall events
or extreme thaw periods (cf. Larsson, 1982). Furthermore,
the co‐existence of frozen and unfrozen moisture in voids
close to the seasonally shifting thawing plane increases the
probability of active‐layer failure (Nater et al., 2008).
Active‐layer detachment failures are common in arctic fine‐
grained soils (cf. Harris and Lewkowicz, 2000; Lewkowicz
and Harris, 2005) but have been rarely observed on coarse
and generally better‐drained alpine debris slopes (cf.
Zimmermann and Haeberli, 1992; Rist, 2007). However,
the progressive lowering of the permafrost table may
increase the susceptibility of such slopes for instabilities
and thus the occurrence of debris flows. The thickening of
the active layer can increase sediment availability in
potential debris flow initiation zones. In addition, changes
may occur in the frequency of rainfall‐related triggering
events at high elevations (e.g. due to a rise in the level at
which snow falls in the summer and consequently an
increase in triggering rainfall events; cf. Beniston, 2006).
Lowering of the thaw front within permafrost soils
beyond average active‐layer depths may also reduce the
shear strength of debris. Rist (2007) found in a laboratory
experiment that active‐layer instability was not triggered by
the oversaturation of material at the base of the active layer
but by the release of fine‐grained material formerly fixed in
the ice matrix. However, the potentially destabilising effect
of permafrost degradation is thought to be temporally
restricted. As the permafrost table progressively descends,
permafrost bodies are also likely to decrease in size due to
lateral melting and thermal erosion‐related disintegration.
The probability of slope instability related to permafrost
degradation, therefore, may decrease in the long term as the
slope adjusts to new conditions.
During the inferred critical thawing period, instabilities
appear most likely to occur in localities near the lower limit
of contemporary permafrost distribution, where permafrost
bodies are thin and have temperatures close to 0°C (cf.
Haeberli, 1992). These are assumed to be especially sensitive
in terms of climate warming and therefore may be
experiencing slow thaw. High sensitivity of relatively warm
permafrost to thermal forcing has been shown in the case of
permafrost creep (Kääb et al., 2007). Average creep
velocities have increased for a large number of rock glaciers
in the European Alps since the 1990s, which is believed to be
the result of increases in air temperature (Kääb et al., 2007;
Roer et al., 2008). As increased deformation rates equate to
higher material transport, accelerated permafrost creep may
lead to increased sediment availability in existing debris flow
initiation zones or to sediment accumulation in new process‐
susceptible locations and thus may also enhance debris flow
activity in certain locations (cf. Pontresina/Schafberg,
Hoelzle et al., 1998).Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
70The hypothesised connection between permafrost degra-
dation in non‐creeping slope material and enhanced debris
flow activity has not yet been proven. Field studies of debris
flow‐triggering mechanisms on thawing slopes remain a
challenge given the difficulties to predict where and when
slope instabilities will occur (Harris, 2005). Observations of
large numbers of debris flows originating in areas presumed
to be at the margin of contemporary permafrost distribution
lend support to the hypothesis (e.g. Zimmermann and
Haeberli, 1992; Stötter, 1994; Damm and Felderer, 2008),
but these are typically made following an exceptional heavy
rainfall event or refer to a specific year of geomorphological
mapping. The goal of the present paper is to examine debris
flow activity through time in a periglacial area, which might
allow for a better‐informed evaluation of the influence of
permafrost degradation on the initiation of debris flows.STUDY AREA
The study area is located on the southern flank of the main
divide of the European Alps and comprises the head area of
the Schnalstal (Val Senales) in the northwestern part of the
Autonomous Province Bozen ‐ South Tyrol, Italy (Figure 1).
The lithology is dominated by the old crystalline schistose
gneiss of the Ötztaler Alps (Purtscheller, 1971) and the
topography is steep with a relative relief of up to 1000m.
Some sites have only recently been deglaciated and rates of
geomorphic activity are high throughout the area.
The climate is continental with an annual monthly
temperature range of 16.5°C and low precipitation due to
rain shadow effects (cf. Fliri, 1975). The mean annual
precipitation at the Kurzras climate station (2012m a.s.l.,
records since 1990; Figure 1c) is 711mm (Autonomous
Province Bozen ‐ South Tyrol, Department of Hydrology,
2007). Mean maximum snow depth for the month of March
is 90 cm at the Lazauner Alm (2427m a.s.l., records since
1987; Autonomous Province Bozen ‐ South Tyrol,
Department of Hydrology, 2008).
The climatic conditions and the steep relief that is
unsuitable for widespread glaciation favour the develop-
ment and preservation of alpine permafrost, as indicated by
the presence of numerous rock glaciers and protalus
ramparts in the valley head area. Measurements of the
basal temperature of the snow cover (BTS) indicate that the
Lazaun rock glacier (Figures 1 and 5) is active and
temperatures measured within a borehole drilled recently
through the summit of the Grawand also show the presence
of permafrost (Mair et al., in preparation).
Debris flow activity in the last two decades was
examined in three sub‐areas (Figure 1c; Tables 1 and 2):
1. The Langgrub sub‐area (Figure 2A) is in the south of the
Langgrub Valley in the western part of the study area.
According to a historical topographic map of the Italian
Military Cartography Institute, the slope was covered by
a glacier as recently as the 1960s. The glacier is no
longer present and a large part of the area is mantled byPermafrost and Periglac. Process., 22: 254–265 (2011)
Figure 1 (a, b) Location of the study area; (c) hill shade of the study area showing sub‐areas under further investigation regarding the development of debris
flow activity since 1983 (outlined using a solid line), location of climate stations referred to in the text and viewpoints of photographs shown in Figure 2.
(Cartographic basemap: LIDAR DEM, Autonomous Province Bozen ‐ South Tyrol, Department of Regional Planning, 2008.)
Table 1 Basic characteristics of the investigated sub‐areas.
Area Size (ha) Altitudinal range (m a.s.l.) Predominate aspect Debris‐covered area (% of total area)
Langgrub 73 2504 − 3194 N−NE 75
Grawand 410 1898 − 3251 W − SW 54
Steinschlaghang 127 2434 − 3227 S− SW 50
Table 2 Characteristics of debris flow activity in the investigated sub‐areas (as of 2006).
Type of debris flows (% of total number) Material in source areas (% of total number)
Area Number of initiation
zones
Landslide
type
Mobilised
type
Rockfall
debris
Morainic
material
Rock
glacier
Langgrub 67 36 64 22 78 —
Grawand 272 9 91 94 5 1
Steinschlaghang 125 6 94 80 20 —
256 K. Sattler et al.morainic material, which can be easily remobilised by
debris flows. Initiation zones are mainly located beneath
prominent rock convexities. The debris flows are
therefore predominantly of the ‘mobilised’ type, where
the local concentration of water drainage is the decisive
initiating factor (see Takahashi, 1981). Given the
abundance of glaciogenic sediment, it is assumed that
the occurrence of suitable rainfall events is the primary
factor controlling their frequency. The generally long
runout distances (> 500m) observed in the sub‐area
support this assumption.Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
712. The Grawand sub‐area (Figure 2B) lies in the east of the
study area and comprises the whole slope‐rock face
complex from the Hochjoch glacier lake in the north to
the Korbeck peak in the south. Initiation zones are
mainly located at the mouths of steep rock channels
where they meet talus slopes and are also of the
mobilised type. Talus slopes below active rock walls,
representing recent debris storages, are mainly of
moderate size and the availability or re‐accumulation
of rockfall debris is hence an important factor for
process initiation. The magnitude of these events isPermafrost and Periglac. Process., 22: 254–265 (2011)
Figure 2 Photographs of the sub‐areas, taken September 2006, showing
different debris flow environments: (A) Langgrub, (B) Grawand and (C)
Steinschlaghang. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.
com/journal/ppp
Debris Flow Activity and Permafrost Degradation 257smaller than in the Langgrub sub‐area, and source areas,
travel paths and depositional areas of the debris flows
are generally limited to the talus slopes (runout distances
mainly < 200m). Debris flows originating from a fossil
rock glacier at the exit of the southernmost gullyCopyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
72system are notable exceptions as this old debris
storage provides abundant material for the rainfall‐
dependent debris flows and slides emanating from the
frontal lobe.
3. The Steinschlaghang sub‐area (Figure 2C) is located in
the northwest of the study area in the Steinschlag Valley.
The lower part was covered by a valley glacier during
the Little Ice Age, which reached its last maximum
extent around 1850 AD (cf. Grove, 1988; Stötter, 1994)
as evidenced by well‐preserved left lateral and
terminal moraines and a highly consolidated ground
moraine. Debris flow initiation zones are predomi-
nantly located at the mouths of steep rock channels.
The talus accumulations beneath, however, are small
compared to those in the Grawand sub‐area and their
volume is thought to be only due to the blocking
effect of the lateral moraine. Given their small size, it
is assumed that the formation of debris flows in this
sub‐area is particularly supply dependent. Process
magnitudes are small and runout distances are short
(~ 250m).METHODS AND DATA
Geomorphological Mapping
The geomorphology of the valley head area was first
mapped using analogue colour aerial photographs taken in
2004. These were examined stereoscopically and informa-
tion was digitised in a GIS using a standardised group of
symbols for mapping natural hazards (Bundesamt für
Wasser und Geologie, 2002; see Sattler et al., 2007, and
Sattler, 2008). Digital orthophotographs from 1997 and
1999 and an extended field survey in September 2006
allowed for verification and updating of the digitally
mapped geomorphology.
Multi‐temporal Analysis of Debris Flow Activity
The geomorphological mapping and a distinct spatial
concentration of debris flows led to differentiation of the
three investigated sub‐areas (Figure 1c). Since the absolute
age of debris flow deposits and the resultant frequency of
individual debris flow events are not known, a spatial
clustering of process traces was taken to be indicative of a
high level of debris flow activity. In the following, the term
‘activity’ mainly refers to the spatial occurrence of debris
flows and not to magnitude‐frequency relations.
The three sub‐areas were analysed for changes in debris
flow activity from 1983 (the earliest aerial photographs
available) to 1997 and on to 2006 (including field survey
observations). The low quality of the oldest aerial
photographs, arising from their small scale and photo-
graphic overexposure of the slopes of interest, prevented a
detailed evaluation of antecedent geomorphic situations in
the sub‐areas. Hence, the multi‐temporal analysis involved
only a visual assessment of changes in the spatial positionPermafrost and Periglac. Process., 22: 254–265 (2011)
258 K. Sattler et al.of debris flow initiation zones such as spatial enlargement of
existing initiation zones, or the development of new initiation
zones at higher elevations and/or on previously stable slopes.
Estimation of Contemporary Permafrost Distribution
Contemporary permafrost distribution in the study area was
modelled using an empirical‐statistical approach based on
‘the rules of thumb for potential permafrost distribution in
the Alps’ (Haeberli, 1996). These guidelines include a list
of numeric threshold values for the lower boundary,
differentiating between zones of probable and possible
permafrost occurrence (Table 3). The values incorporate
aspect‐dependent radiation effects, elevation‐dependent
changes in air temperature and influences of relief‐
controlled snow cover variation (Haeberli, 1975). Although
the values were regionally calibrated in the Swiss Alps, they
are thought to be applicable to the study area owing to
comparable climatic conditions.
Areas bounded by the threshold values were demarcated
within a GIS (ArcGIS 9.2) using a Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) (2.5‐m high‐resolution LIDAR (light detection and
ranging) DEM, Autonomous Province Bozen ‐ South Tyrol,
Department of Regional Planning, 2008) following the
approach of the programs PERMAKART for slopes≥ 11°
(Keller, 1992) and PERM (Imhof, 1996) for less‐inclined
areas. Gentle slopes where avalanche deposits might
accumulate were omitted from the distribution predictionsTable 3 Threshold values (m a.s.l.) used for modelling the
potential contemporary distribution of alpine permafrost in the
study area, slightly modified after Haeberli (1996).
Permafrost
Possible Probable
Steep areas (≥ 11°)
N 2400 2600
NE 2450 2600
E 2600 3000a
SE 2850 3000a
S 3000 3175b
SW 2700 2900
W 2500 2600
NW 2350 2400
Flat areas (< 11°)
Wind exposed 2600 2700
Wind sheltered 2650 3000a
Note: Additional to probable and possible permafrost occur-
rence, steep areas where local permafrost distribution is
primarily determined by radiation and thus aspect and flat
areas where next to air temperature the existence of snow cover
has significant influence are distinguished. The limit value of
11° was taken from Haeberli et al. (1999).
aHaeberli (1996) indicates these values with higher uncertainty
(see text).
bValue derived from the averaged differences of adjacent
orientation classes to the ‘possible permafrost’ threshold value.
Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
73as preliminary identification of foot‐slope areas showed that
they do not accumulate deep snow. Furthermore, the focus
of this study is on potential debris flow initiation zones,
which excludes these gently sloping sites.
Occurrences of permafrost are assumed to be extensive in
the zone of ‘probable permafrost’ and sporadic in the
‘possible permafrost’ zone where they are linked to specific
topo‐climatic conditions (Keller and Hoelzle, 1996).
Predictions in this latter category are presumed to be only
50 per cent accurate and therefore considerable spatial
uncertainty exists (Haeberli, 1975). Furthermore, it is
inferred that ground temperatures in the zone of ‘possible
permafrost’ as well as areas close to the lower boundary of
the ‘probable permafrost’ zone are close to 0°C and
therefore are especially sensitive in terms of climatic
change. Consequently, for this study, the zone of ‘possible
permafrost’ and the lower 50m of the ‘probable permafrost’
elevational zone were grouped as ‘sensitive permafrost’.RESULTS
Debris Flow Activity Since 1983
Distinctive shifts in the spatial position of debris flow
initiation zones within the last two decades were only
observed in the Langgrub sub‐area where almost half of the
initiation zones mapped in 2006 developed after 1983
(Table 4). Numbers of initiation zones particularly increased
above 2850m a.s.l. (Figure 3) and three out of the seven
elevation classes showed disproportionately high spatial
concentrations. Approximately three‐quarters of the new
initiation zones developed between 1983 and 1997 (Figure 4)
with almost all of these located in formerly glaciated, till‐
covered areas. The number of initiation zones doubled above
2900m a.s.l. from 1983 to 1997 and those that developed
between 1997 and 2006 also formed predominantly in this
upper slope area. No trends were observed in the type of
debris flow initiation zones for the two periods.
Only minor changes in debris flow activity were
observed within the Grawand sub‐area. A mere 3 per cent
of the debris flow initiation zones mapped in 2006
developed after 1983 (Table 4). These were predominantly
in rock‐debris contact zones and slightly more new
initiation zones developed between 1983 and 1997 than
in the subsequent period. However, in view of the limited
number of changes, no conclusions can be reached
regarding their spatial occurrence and type.
Changes in the spatial position of the debris flow
initiation zones could not be evaluated for the Stein-
schlaghang sub‐area owing to the poor quality of the 1983
aerial photographs.
Estimation of Contemporary Permafrost Distribution
A validation of the model output using the distribution of
rock glaciers and perennial snow patches as direct andPermafrost and Periglac. Process., 22: 254–265 (2011)
Table 4 Number and location of new initiation zones in the sub‐areas since 1983 (% of total in 2006).
1983–97 1997–2006
% new initiation
zones
Probable
permafrost
Sensitive
permafrost
Improbable
permafrost
% new initiation
zones
Probable
permafrost
Sensitive
permafrost
Improbable
permafrost
Langgrub 34 31 3 0 12 11 1 0
Grawand 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 1
Steinschlaghang — — — — — — — —
Figure 3 Changes in the number of debris flow initiation zones through time in the Langgrub sub‐area in relation to observed altitude. Bars show the area of
each altitudinal class and the proportional extent of modelled classes of contemporary permafrost distribution. (Numbers of debris flow initiation zones in
1997 resp. 2006 are cumulative, i.e. initiation zones that were e.g. visible in the 1983 photograph but not identifiable in the 1997 photograph (e.g. due to
refilling by rockfall debris or upward shift) were also included in the 1997 count in order to illustrate the observed changes.)
Debris Flow Activity and Permafrost Degradation 259indirect permafrost indicators, respectively, showed that the
empirical threshold values of Haeberli (1996) produced
reasonable results (Figure 5). All of the active rock glaciers
inventoried lie within the modelled permafrost extent. The
distribution of perennial snow patches, however, which
were mapped by Zischg (2006) from orthophotographs and
which comprises a synthesis of observations from 1996,
1999 and 2003, shows less accordance with the modelled
permafrost distribution, especially on south‐facing slopes.
This may indicate an incorrect choice of threshold value for
this aspect category, supporting the uncertainty originally
indicated by Haeberli (1996) (Table 3). Alternatively, it
relates to particularly extensive snow in 1999, perhaps due
to summer snowfall or other exceptional meteorological
conditions. As a result, the accuracy of permafrost
modelling for south‐facing slopes cannot be evaluated.
However, as the modelled permafrost distribution is
otherwise in good agreement with the permafrost indicators,
the model is thought to be reasonable.Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
74According to the model, approximately half of the head
area of the Schnalstal has possibly permafrost and about
one‐third probably permafrost (Figure 5). The latter
includes steep rock faces at high elevations as well as large
areas of debris accumulations on north‐ and northeast‐
facing slopes in the western tributary valleys, where the
permafrost extends to lower elevations. Sensitive perma-
frost, which may be experiencing significant degradation
due to ongoing climate warming, occupies 23 per cent of
the area. Information on potential permafrost distribution in
the sub‐areas is listed in Table 5.
Spatial Correlation of Process Initiation Zones and
Permafrost Occurrence
All but one of the debris flow initiation zones mapped in
2006 for the Langgrub sub‐area are situated in areas where
permafrost is currently probable or possible (Table 6). This
is not surprising given that these zones cover 93 per cent ofPermafrost and Periglac. Process., 22: 254–265 (2011)
Figure 4 Location of debris flow initiation zones that developed after 1983 in the Langgrub sub‐area in relation to modelled permafrost distribution.
260 K. Sattler et al.the area. Approximately one‐fifth of the initiation zones are
located in areas with sensitive permafrost, predominantly at
the contact zone of the western rock faces and their debris
slopes. Almost all (90%) of the initiation zones that
developed after 1983, however, formed in areas of probable
permafrost (Figure 4).
In the Grawand sub‐area, slightly more than one‐third of
the initiation zones observed in 2006 lie in areas of probable
or possible permafrost occurrence. Three‐quarters of these
are in areas categorised as sensitive permafrost, predomi-
nantly at rock‐debris contact zones. However, all but one of
the initiation zones that developed after 1983 were below the
assumed lower boundary of contemporary permafrost.
Approximately 80 per cent of the process initiation zones
mapped in 2006 in the Steinschlaghang sub‐area are in areas
where permafrost occurrences are currently probable or possi-
ble, and here also nearly three‐quarters of these are in areas of
sensitive permafrost. Two‐thirds of debris flows mapped asCopyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
75comparatively recent, owing to the light colour of the deposits
and the distinctiveness of the process traces, originated in these
areas.
As none of the investigated sub‐areas showed any
indications of active permafrost creep, the possible
influence of accelerated creep processes on debris flow
activity is not regarded as significant.DISCUSSION
Distinct changes in debris flow activity over the last two
decades could be detected only in the Langgrub sub‐area.
Nearly half the initiation zones mapped in 2006 developed
after 1983, with many of these in the upper slope area.
However, almost all of these formed in areas where the
probability of extensive permafrost occurrence is assessed as
high and which are therefore considered to be well above thePermafrost and Periglac. Process., 22: 254–265 (2011)
Figure 5 Map showing potential contemporary permafrost distribution in the study area as modelled according to the empirical threshold values of Haeberli
(1996), as well as the distribution of permafrost indicators used for model validation. Today’s extent of glaciers and firn fields are included to indicate those
areas that may be only partly underlain by permafrost due to the polythermal character of ice bodies in permafrost environments (cf. Suter et al., 2001;
Etzelmueller and Hagen, 2005). This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/ppp
Table 5 Potential contemporary permafrost distribution in the investigated sub‐areas according to the modelling categories (% of
total sub‐area).
Area Probable permafrost Possible permafrost Improbable permafrost Sensitive permafrost
Langgrub 67 26 7 33
Grawand 25 12 63 15
Steinschlaghang 25 24 51 29
Debris Flow Activity and Permafrost Degradation 261margin of contemporary permafrost distribution. Based on the
theoretical framework outlined above, a correlation between
the development of the new initiation zones and climate
change‐induced degradation of permafrost is thus unlikely.Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
76Given that most of the recent debris flows formed in
areas that were formerly covered by ice, they may be
connected to the melting of the eastern Langgrub glacier. A
possible explanation is the paraglacial adaption of over‐Permafrost and Periglac. Process., 22: 254–265 (2011)
Table 6 Location of debris flow initiation zones in the sub‐
areas within the modelled potential permafrost distribution
(% of total number).
Area Location of debris flow initiation zones
Probable
permafrost
Possible
permafrost
Sensitive
permafrost
Langgrub 81 18 21
Grawand 21 17 27
Steinschlaghang 34 47 58
262 K. Sattler et al.steepened morainic material to unglaciated conditions (cf.
Ballantyne, 2002). These sediments may have been in a
geomorphodynamic unstable or metastable state and were
especially susceptible to erosion and hence debris flow
formation. However, increased debris flow activity was
only observed for 1983–97. This tends to invalidate the
concept of increased geomorphic activity after deglaciation,
since this normally commences shortly after ice retreat.
Furthermore, in the course of the multi‐temporal mapping a
progressive increase in debris cover was noted in the
analysed aerial photographs. These observations suggest
another possible explanation connected to permafrost
degradation: Slope gradient and elevation suggest that the
Langgrub Glacier was polythermal (cf. Suter et al., 2001;
Etzelmueller and Hagen, 2005) or at least to some extent
frozen to the rock, especially in the higher, steep slope areas
close to the bergschrund. Temperatures at the glacier base
in these localities may have been below 0°C and the
permafrost table hence directly at the surface. The loss of
ice cover, which is thought to have occurred in the late
1960s or 1970s, triggered thawing of the permafrost. As an
active layer developed and in‐situ weathering occurred,
loose material became available which was easily mobilised
by erosive processes given the steep slope gradient. The
marked development of debris flow initiation zones can
thus also be interpreted as a sign of the paraglacial adaption
of near‐surface permafrost to modern unglaciated condi-
tions. A possible increase in debris flow activity due to
exceptional rainfall events could not be clarified owing to a
lack in climate data.
It is doubtful that even the few debris flow initiation
zones that developed in the Langgrub sub‐area after 1983 in
areas of sensitive permafrost relate to its recent degradation.
They are mainly located at the rock‐debris contact zone and
the debris flows themselves are of the ‘mobilised’ type.
Process initiation in these cases is highly dependent on the
rocky topography above, which can be considered to be
stable and thus process‐triggering concentrated flow within
rock channels is likely to have occurred repeatedly in the
past. The ab‐initio development of these initiation zones in
recent years is therefore improbable. More likely is the
refilling of existing initiation zones prior to 1983 by rockfall
debris from the active rock walls above so that their
existence was hidden on the 1983 aerial photographs butCopyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
77was revealed by subsequent reactivation. It is possible that
the degradation of permafrost within the debris slopes
promoted their recurrence through an increased supply of
loose material with a thaw plane providing a sliding
surface, but this cannot be demonstrated. Even if
magnitude‐frequency data were available, correlation
between process activity and permafrost degradation
would remain challenging as a wide range of interacting
factors, such as the natural variability of debris flows,
unknown lag and reaction times of alpine permafrost to
climate change, and the re‐accumulation time of debris
storage under stable as well as changing climatic
conditions, would have to be considered.
The findings for the Langgrub sub‐area demonstrate the
limitations of the study’s methodological approach not only
in terms of the interpretability of results but also regarding
its significance. For example, the dependence of observed
changes in debris flow activity on the type of initiation
zones is apparent. As a consequence of restricting the multi‐
temporal analysis to an assessment of spatial displacement
in the formation of initiation zones, changes regarding
debris flows originating at rock‐debris contact zones were
generally not registered. Since the location of these
initiation zones is primarily controlled by topography, the
formation of new zones or a change in position is unlikely.
Changes in process activity at these sites would be better
revealed by changes in the magnitude and frequency of
events rather than by the formation of new initiation zones.
However, only a few new initiation zones could be
observed in the Grawand sub‐area where ‘mobilised’ debris
flows represent the prevailing process type. In view of the
low number and uncertainties associated with their
identification as described above, an interpretation of the
results of the multi‐temporal analysis is not justified in
this case. Results for the Steinschlaghang sub‐area may
have been similar, given the similarity in debris flow
characteristics.
Comparing the location of debris flow initiation zones
and the potential distribution of permafrost, it is notable that
a high proportion of initiation zones in the Grawand and
Steinschlag sub‐areas are situated in the sensitive perma-
frost zone (Tables 5 and 6). There may be a connection
between process activity and permafrost degradation,
especially given that two‐thirds of the debris flows mapped
as comparatively recent events in the Steinschlaghang sub‐
area originated in these areas. A coincidental juxtaposition
of the topographically determined, most active zones and
the potential marginal occurrences of contemporary perma-
frost distribution is, however, a more likely explanation.
Furthermore, an interpretation of the spatial concurrence of
debris flow initiation zones and the potential permafrost
distribution has to consider uncertainties in the permafrost
modelling approach. The ‘rules of thumb’ were originally
designed for a scale of 1: 25 000 and a spatial resolution of
50–100m (Haeberli et al., 1996). The lower limits of
particular zones therefore represent a fringe rather than a
sharp line, and especially in the case of the lower boundary
of the possible permafrost zone mark only the presumedPermafrost and Periglac. Process., 22: 254–265 (2011)
Debris Flow Activity and Permafrost Degradation 263border between potential permafrost areas and likely
permafrost‐free areas. Permafrost occurrences developed
due to particular micro‐climatic conditions (such as extreme-
ly shadowed locations) can also exist below this elevation.
The use of a high‐resolution elevation model as data
input implies an unjustified degree of spatial accuracy, as
shown by the highly fragmented model output on some
slopes due to localised changes in aspect. An interpretation
of the concurrence of debris flow initiation zones and
permafrost areas is thereby impeded or leads to outliers
such as the one in the Langgrub sub‐area. To counteract this
fragmentation effect and reduce uncertainties, debris flow
initiation zones were treated as polygons with a 10‐m
diameter rather than as points.
Furthermore, the permafrost model’s uncertainties dif-
fered with aspect. Haeberli (1996) marked probable
permafrost thresholds for eastern and south‐eastern aspects
as doubtful and did not develop thresholds for south‐facing
slopes (Table 3). The southern value was therefore derived
mathematically from the adjacent orientation classes. As
these values and the model predictions have not been
verified in the field using geophysics, conclusions regarding
a possible correlation between process activity and
permafrost degradation can only be made with caution.CONCLUDING REMARKS
Observed changes in the spatial distribution of debris flow
activity over the past two decades are not thought to have
been influenced by atmospheric warming‐induced thawing
of perennially frozen debris in the process source areas.
Although situated at high enough elevations, debris flows
predominantly started at sites that are not predicted to be at
the margin of contemporary permafrost distribution, and
thaw of permafrost at these locations in reaction to currentCopyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
78changes in climatic conditions is therefore unlikely.
However, a connection between the development of new
initiation zones in the Langgrub sub‐area and the thickening
of the active layer as a reaction to the melting of a former
glacier is thought to be possible.
In assessing the links between permafrost degradation
and debris flow initiation, attention has to be paid to the
type of initiation zones analysed, as permafrost thawing‐
related changes may manifest themselves differently
depending on the initiation type. The nature of the source
area (old vs recent debris storage) and the triggering
mechanism (rainfall dependent vs sediment‐supply
dependent) may also be decisive factors in the response
of debris flows to permafrost‐related changes in the
spatial distribution of initiation zones. Straightforward
research approaches, such as the one used, help clarify
associations among contributing factors and can identify
suitable study sites for more intensive geophysical
research at the slope scale.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Flood risk has been increasing during the last decades on a global
scale (IPCC, 2012); this is exemplified by the occurrence of flood events
associatedwith high losses in Europe (e.g. 2002Danube, Elbe andVltava
catchments, 2007 United Kingdom, 2014 Southeast Europe, 2016
Northwest Europe). The flood events prompted political actions with a
focus on the generation of flood risk maps and enhanced national risk
management strategies, e.g. the European Parliament's Floods
Directive (2007) or the respective frameworks in Switzerland (Bründl
et al., 2009; PLANAT, 2005). Flood risk analysis combines information
about the hazard (i.e. the frequency andmagnitude of floods), exposure
(i.e. the population and assets located in flood-prone areas) and vulner-
ability (i.e. the susceptibility of the exposed elements to the hazard)
(Klijn et al., 2015; Merz and Thieken, 2004; Papathoma-Köhle et al.,
2011; UNISDR, 2015a). These three main factors of the risk analysis
show spatiotemporal patterns (Aubrecht et al., 2013; Black and Burns,
2002; Fuchs et al., 2013; Mazzorana et al., 2012; Winsemius et al.,
2016. In particular, several studies and reports identify increasing in ex-
posure as themain driver of increasing risk (Hallegatte et al., 2013; IPCC,
2012; de Moel et al., 2011). In the future, flood risk will continue to in-
crease because of socio-economic development and climate change
(Visser et al., 2014; Winsemius et al., 2015). Consequently, effective
and efficient strategies for risk reduction are essential for the future
(Jongman et al., 2014; Rojas et al., 2013) and a sound understanding
of relevant risk drivers is a prerequisite for the implementation of
risk-reduction strategies (IPCC, 2012; UNISDR, 2015b).
In this paper, we focus on exposure and how the associated data
analysis can influence decisions in different risk-based strategies. Expo-
sure analysis is strongly dependent on availability, resolution and qual-
ity of data, namely data on assets (i.e. including affected people,
buildings and infrastructure) and on the nature of the hazards (i.e.
flood extent and magnitude). Asset data characteristics, in particular
the spatial resolution and the aggregation level, also influence the
choice of methods for exposure analysis. Examples of exposure analysis
approaches include intersecting flood areas with average asset values
based on aggregated land-use classification (e.g. Cammerer et al.,
2013; Jonkman et al., 2008; Muis et al., 2015) and spatially explicit in-
tersections of building polygons (Figueiredo and Martina, 2016; Fuchs
et al., 2015). The latter approach generates high quality and spatially ex-
plicit information on exposure, thereby reducing uncertainties if up-
scaled to a larger spatial entity. Merz (2006) compares different expo-
sure analysis approaches and deMoel et al. (2015) provide an overview
concerning spatial scales. Additionally, the levels at which exposed as-
sets are aggregated are dependent on data privacy restrictions, data
availability and study objectives. Aggregation levels can range frommu-
nicipality level (Fuchs et al., 2015; Hallegatte et al., 2013; Huttenlau et
al., 2010; Staffler et al., 2008) to NUTS levels for European studies
(Lugeri et al., 2010; Lung et al., 2013) and aggregation based on coun-
tries (and ‘food producing units’) for global studies (Jongman et al.,
2012; UNISDR, 2015a). However, due to limited data availability, com-
prehensive object-based and therefore spatially explicit analyses are
generally restricted to local and regional levels (Huttenlau et al., 2010;
Zischg et al., 2013). Since additional information has become increasing-
ly available (e.g. on building stock, i.e. existing buildings within a de-
fined environment) throughout Europe based on new European
regulations, more accurate information on exposed elements can be ob-
tained (e.g. Figueiredo andMartina, 2016; Fuchs et al., 2015) andwill be
used as a basis for decision-making in risk management.
In Switzerland, object-specific information about the building stock
and flood hazardsmap are available nationwide. In this study, we inves-
tigate and test the application of different aggregation and normaliza-
tion methods on these datasets and highlight their impact on resultant
differences to build awareness among relevant decision makers. The
legislative framework and the limited funds for protection measures
oblige authorities to prioritize the most efficient and effective risk84reduction schemes. Thus, decision makers need to know “which region
should risk reduction focus on?” or alternatively, “where are the flood
exposure hotspots located?”. To answer these questions, we propose
an approach of spatial cluster analysis based on the aggregation of
point datawith respect to different spatial units. Spatial cluster analyses
arewell established inmanydisciplines (crime, health, archeology,with
Snow's (1855) publication on the 1854 cholera outbreak in Soho district
of London being to our knowledge thefirst work on spatial clusters), but
with limited applications in natural risk analysis and management to
date. The few studies on natural hazards that apply spatial cluster anal-
yses (e.g. Borden and Cutter, 2008; Fuchs et al., 2012; Kazakis et al.,
2015; Su et al., 2011; van der Veen and Logtmeijer, 2005) often use ag-
gregated data and rarely consider the influence of the shape and size of
the data aggregation units. In our study, we investigate if and to what
extent the aggregation scheme influences the results. In other words,
we examine the relevance of the still unresolved and thus often ignored
Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) (Openshaw, 1984; cf. also
Section 2.4 in this paper).
We further consider two types of exposure indicators: the density of
exposed assets (exposed number of assets per km2) and the share of ex-
posed assets (share of exposed assets compared to the total number of
assets in a specific region). Thefirst indicator, the exposure density, sup-
ports risk management strategies that follow the concept of utilitarian-
ism (Mill, 2007). Utilitarianism in natural hazard and risk management
means to choose themost cost-efficientmeasures. Numerous factors in-
fluence a measure's efficiency, i.e. the ratio of resource input to the risk
reduction output. The density of exposed assets is an example of the
aforementioned factors. Provided that all factors are the same except
the exposure density, the efficiency of a measure is higher in areas
with high densities of exposed assets than in areas with low exposure
densities. That is, the density of exposed assets is a meaningful criterion
for the selection of measures with respect to cost efficiency. The second
exposure indicator, the share of exposed assets, informs strategies
which complywith Rawls' concept of justice (Rawls, 1971). The applica-
tion of this concept in risk management implies the prioritization of the
most vulnerable areas and people (Johnson et al., 2007). The term ‘vul-
nerable’ in this context does not refer to the individual physical suscep-
tibility of assets in a region, but to the missing capacity of a region to
cope with a disaster. We assume an inverse relationship between the
share of affected assets and a region's coping capacity. Consequently,
we propose that the share of exposed assets in a given spatial unit is
used as an indicator of the unit's vulnerability.
The proposed approach of spatial cluster analysis is generally appli-
cable, i.e. for different regional and national flood exposure surveys. In
this paper it is applied and illustrated with the case study of
Switzerland.
2. Material and methods
For the analysis of flood exposure, we overlay spatially explicit infor-
mation about buildings and inhabitants with data describing flood
prone areas. Based on different aggregations of the exposed assets we
search for statistically significant hotspots offlood exposure. The follow-
ing sections outline themethods applied and describe the datasets used
in the Switzerland case study.
2.1. Data on buildings and inhabitants
Two datasets are extracted from (1) a topographic landscape model
and (2) frompoint data on residential buildings and combined to obtain
a comprehensive and homogenous, country-wide database of buildings
polygons and of residents in Switzerland.
The feature group ‘buildings’ from the ‘Topographic Landscape
Model’ (TLM) (swisstopo, 2016a, 2016b) contains footprints of all build-
ings currently in Switzerland. The TLM building data is highly accurate
(10−1 m), however, the spatial subsets of the data are not updated
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In addition, the change of the building data from 2D to 3D representa-
tion is completed only for approximately half of the area (swisstopo,
2016c). Consequently, there are regional differences, e.g. in the degree
of division and overlaps of building polygons and the date of underlying
aerial images. We address the shortcoming regarding the spatially dif-
ferent stages of 2D to3Dconversion bymerging all adjoining or overlap-
ping building polygons, so that terraced houses or apartment blocks are
homogeneously represented as one single polygon. Furthermore, we
correct invalid geometries. After these preprocessing steps, our dataset
includes 2,086,411 non-overlapping building polygons with a total
areal footprint of 540 km2.
The federal ‘Buildings and Dwellings statistic’ (Gebäude- und
Wohnungsstatistik (GWS)) contains point-referenced data of all build-
ings (entrances) for residential use in Switzerland (Federal Statistical
Office FSO, 2016). The number of inhabitants (main residence) at the
end of 2012 is used in our study. The dataset contains 1,670,054 points
with slightly over 8 million (8,057,480) inhabitants assigned to them.
We assign the number of inhabitants to the building footprints by
intersecting the GWS point data with building footprint polygons and
applying a snapping distance of ≤2 m. Within this distance, 97.7% of
all points in the GWS can be attributed to a neighboring building poly-
gon. For the total number of inhabitants per building, we total the num-
ber of inhabitants of all points associated to a specific building polygon.
2.2. Flood maps
We combine two different types of flood maps to define the areas
potentially prone to inundation. The main source of data is a compila-
tion of all available communal flood hazard maps, which are
complemented by a nationwide floodplain model called ‘Aquaprotect’.
The communal flood hazard maps are generated at the local munic-
ipal or cantonal level with respect to Swiss national guidelines (Borter,
1999; Loat and Petrascheck, 1997) and include information fromhistor-
ical events, 2D flood simulations and expert knowledge. Within the pe-
rimeter of the communal flood hazard maps, five different hazard
classes (‘high’, ‘medium’, ‘low’, ‘residual’ and ‘no or negligible’) are de-
fined by a specific combination of intensity and probability of events.
The communal flood hazard maps are widely accepted and used, espe-
cially in the planning process of flood protectionmeasures at communal
and cantonal levels (Bundesamt für Umwelt BAFU, 2016a). In our study,
we use the March 2016 versions available from the 26 Swiss cantons
(federal states) and consider the hazard classes ‘high’, ‘medium’ and
‘low’ as flood prone areas (i.e. we include areas affected by events up
to a return period of 300 years).
67% (1,390,382) of the building polygons (70% of footprint areas,
77% of residents) are located within the perimeters of the communal
floodhazardmaps. For the buildings located partially or completely out-
side of these perimeters (i.e. buildings without flood assessment at the
local level), the Aquaprotect dataset provided by the Federal Office for
the Environment (Federal Office for the Environment, 2008) is used
complementarily. This dataset defines inundation areas based on a
“geomorphologic regression” approach (Feyen et al., 2003); this ap-
proach has been applied in Switzerland on a 25m×25mgrid. Technical
flood control facilities and catchment areas below 10 km2 are not con-
sidered by Aquaprotect (Federal Office for the Environment, 2008).
Aquaprotect includes four different layers with recurrence periods of
50, 100, 250 and 500 years. We use the layer with the 250 year return
period in addition to the communal flood hazard map's areas of events
with a return period of up to 300 years.
2.3. Exposure analysis
The two datasets – of building footprints and of flood prone areas –
are spatially intersected within a GIS to assess the flood exposure of
buildings and residents. A building (and its inhabitants) is classified as85exposed if the (partial or whole) footprint polygon overlaps with a
flood prone area according to the communal flood hazardmaps (classes
‘high’, ‘medium’ and or ‘low’). If the building footprint is located outside
of the perimeter (i.e. it is without flood assessment at the local level), it
is exposed if it overlaps with the considered Aquaprotect layer. Build-
ings that are located on the fringes of the perimeter of the communal
flood hazard maps (i.e. partially inside and outside the perimeter) are
classified as exposed if they overlap with one of the three considered
classes of theflood hazardmaps and/orwith the respective Aquaprotect
layer.
2.4. Spatial aggregation of data and density calculation
We aggregate the number of exposed buildings, associated footprint
and inhabitants based on the currently defined Swiss municipal dis-
tricts. The values are then normalized by the area of the respective poly-
gon to determine the resultant densities of exposed assets. The Swiss
municipalities dataset (swisstopo, 2016d) consists of 2312 entities, cov-
ering the entire national territory of 41,290 km2. 2294 of these entities
are actually territories of municipalities, 16 are cantonal territories (co-
inciding mainly with lake areas) and two are ‘communanzas’ or public
areas managed communally by farmers. The sizes of the 2312 polygons
range from 0.1 km2 to 439 km2 with a mean value of 18 km2. With ref-
erence tomotivation stated in the introduction, we are interested in in-
vestigating whether data aggregation by municipal districts influences
data analysis results. That is, we want to determine if the ‘Modifiable
Areal Unit Problem’ (MAUP) impacts the analysis of flood exposure of
Swiss municipalities. The MAUP includes two aspects, (1) the scaling
and (2) the zonation effect (Openshaw, 1984; cf. also Charlton, 2008).
The scaling effect describes the observation that analytical results
change based on the level of data aggregation (e.g. block census vs mu-
nicipal districts vs county level). The zonation effect describes inconsis-
tencies in results when the number of areal units (and thus their
average size) remains constant, while boundary positions are shifted.
In our study, we focus on the zonation effect by creating an arbitrary
grid of 4.23 km × 4.23 km cells, covering the entire Swiss territory.
The comparison of the results based on these grid cells (2533 cells,
each 17.8929 km2) with the results based on aggregation bymunicipal-
ities (2312 polygonswith an areal average of 17.8592 km2) supports the
assessment of how relevant the MAUP zonation effect is. To calculate
the densities of exposed buildings, footprint areas and inhabitants in
each grid cell, we apply the quadratic kernel function described by
Silverman (1986) with a window 6.345 km wide.
We apply the same density calculation procedures to the total build-
ing stock (exposed and unexposed buildings) and divide the densities of
exposed buildings by the densities of the total building stock.We obtain
relative exposure ratios of building numbers, footprint areas and inhab-
itants per municipality and per grid cell, respectively.
To determine the robustness of the results based on grid cells we
shift the arbitrarily set grid by half of its cell width in each direction,
i.e. by 2115 m in north-south and east-west respectively, and repeat
the described density calculations. The resulting densities and their dis-
tributions within this second grid are very similar to ones in the first
grid. Thus, we proceed solely with the first grid.
2.5. Detection of spatial clusters
‘Hotspots’ and ‘spatial clusters’ are defined differently andmany rel-
evant techniques can be applied to detect these spatial patterns (see
Getis, 2008 for a historical outline, and Legendre and Legendre, 2012
for a topical overview and mathematical details). From the available
range of interpretations, Levine's definition of a hotspot as an “extreme
form of spatial autocorrelation” (Levine, 2008) and Knox's definition of
spatial clusters as “geographically … bounded group[s] of occurrences
… of sufficient size and concentration to be unlikely to have occurred
by chance” (Knox, 1989) are of particular interest.
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and Ord (Getis and Ord, 1992; Ord and Getis, 1995), to identify hotspots
offlood exposure in Switzerland. In otherwords, the aim is to detect sta-
tistically significant clusters of high values in terms of densities of ex-
posed buildings (numbers, footprint areas and inhabitant), as well as
in terms of relative exposure ratios. The confidence level is set at 95%,
and for d, we use fixed distance bands. We set the first distance band
just above the maximal distance between centroids of neighbors (i.e.
at 21 km for municipalities and at 4.25 km for grid cells) to assign to
each municipality or grid cell at least one neighbor. We investigate the
effect of the size of d by increasing it for municipalities to 31.5 km and
42 km and for grid cells to 8.5 km, 12.75 km, 17 km and 21.25 km.
The evaluation of the Gi*(d) statistical framework reveals additional
issues with both spatial dependence and multiple testing. While the
spatial dependence violates the test requirement of independent fea-
tures, the multiple testing leads to a high number of false type I errors,
i.e. incorrect rejections of the null hypothesis. Therefore, it is necessary
to adjust the critical values of the Gi* statistics. We use themethod pro-
posed by Caldas de Castro and Singer (2006).
3. Results and discussion
The data resulting from the assignment of point data on inhabitants
(GWS dataset) to building footprints (TLM dataset) are presented in
Section 3.1, togetherwith the national level results from theflood expo-
sure analysis. In Section 3.2, we discuss selected outcomes of the spatial
aggregation investigation and of the density and ratio calculations.
Section 3.3 describes the results of the spatial clusters analysis. The rel-
evance of the MAUP is addressed in Section 3.4, and in Section 3.5, we
discuss the implications of our findings for the prioritization of flood
risk reduction measures. The annex presents supplementary results to
the selected outcomes described in Section 3.2.
3.1. Exposed assets: buildings and residents
A total of 97.7% (1,631,531) of the GWS data points are assigned to a
building footprint polygon (i.e. 93.7% are located within a TLM building
footprint polygon and 4% within a distance of ≤2 m). These assigned
GWS data points represent 98.2% (7,909,191) of the Swiss residents.
The high percentage of residents assigned to buildings reflects the
high spatial accuracy of both the GWS points and the TLM footprints
datasets.
Overall, 320,509 buildings in Switzerland are identified as exposed
to floods up to a return period of 250 to 300 years (see Table 1). This
is equivalent to an exposure ratio of 15.4%. This ratio is in agreement
with results from previous studies conducted with Switzerland as a
study site (Bundesamt für Umwelt BAFU, 2016b; Fuchs et al., 2017)
and is in line with findings about other mountainous regions in Europe
(Chen et al., 2016, Fuchs et al., 2015; Url and Sinabell, 2008). The expo-
sure ratios of the building footprint areas and of the number of residents
are higher (20.4% and 17.1%, respectively) but still comparable to the
ratio regarding the numbers of buildings. This indicates that the average
footprint area of exposed buildings is greater than the average footprint
area of unexposed buildings in Switzerland (343 m2 for exposed versus
244m2 for unexposed, cf. Table 1). The same comparison is valid for the
number of residents. However, the relative difference between the aver-
age number of inhabitants in exposed buildings (4.2 persons perTable 1
Flood exposure in Switzerland. Norm. = normalized per km2, surface of Switzerland: 41,290 k
All Not expose
Asset type [N] or [106 m2] [N] or [106
Number of buildings [N] 2,086,411 1,765,902
Footprint area of buildings [106 m2] 540 430
Number of residents [N] 7,909,191 6,556,486
86building) and in unexposed buildings (3.7 persons per building) is
smaller. Fuchs et al. (2015) obtain similarfindingswith respect to larger
buildings located inside of flood prone areas and explain that larger
buildings require more flat terrain. Consequently, they are preferably
built on floodplains. A second explanation for the higher exposure ratios
associated with larger buildings is related to the applied method. It
scores any building overlappingwithfloodprone areas as “exposed”, re-
gardless of the percentage of the building footprint that intersects with
the flood area feature. As a result, large building polygons aremore like-
ly to be scored as “exposed” than small ones.
The last column in Table 1 presents the exposed elements normal-
ized by the total area of Switzerland (41,290 km2). An average of eight
buildings (2,700 m2 footprint area, 33 inhabitants) are exposed per
square kilometer. These normalized figures are revisited in the follow-
ing section, where we present the densities of exposed assets based
on spatial aggregations with different spatial units.
3.2. Spatial aggregates, densities and ratios of exposed assets
Fig. 1 presents the aggregation of the number of exposed buildings
permunicipality normalized per square kilometer in five 20%-quantiles.
The limit between the middle and the second highest class coincides
with the average value of eight exposed buildings per square kilometer
considering all of Switzerland (cf. Table 1). Consequently, 60% of the
municipalities (the three lower classes) have densities that are less
than or equal to the nationwide average. Furthermore, the mean of
the density values of all municipalities is approximately 13 exposed
buildings per square kilometer, which is N50% higher than the nation-
wide density. In other words, the density distribution per municipality
is not symmetrical but right-skewed and smallmunicipalities are gener-
ally associated with higher densities than large ones. Considering the
spatial distribution of the densities, low values are generally concentrat-
ed in the south-eastern part of Switzerland. In contrast, many munici-
palities with high densities are located in the central and the northern
parts of the country, with the exception of two lines of high values in
the south (areas A and B in Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 also presents densities of the number of exposed buildings, but
per 4.23 km × 4.23 km grid cells. The thresholds used to define the five
plotted classes are the same as in Fig. 1. Overall, the spatial distribution
pattern of the densities per grid cell in Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1, but the
high density values in area B (in Fig. 1) are less prominent. Here, the
high values of some small municipalities (≪18 km2) are smoothed
outwhen the densities are calculated per grid cell. This smoothing effect
of high and lowdensity values affects all regions,where the areas ofmu-
nicipalities are considerably smaller than the areas of the grid cells. Ad-
ditionally, the applied kernel density estimation with a window width
of 6.345 km smoothens the resultant values. However, this smoothing
effect of the kernel density estimation is cancelled out in regions
where the municipal areas are notably larger than the grid cell areas.
Consequently, in regions with large municipalities, the variability of
the underlying exposure data is more evident in the density maps orga-
nized per grid cell (e.g. area C in Fig. 2) than per municipality.
In principal, the exposure density in a particular spatial unit is the re-
sult of two underlying features, (1) the density of assets (number of
buildings, footprints or inhabitants per square kilometer of this spatial
unit) and (2) the proportion of flood prone area to the total area of
this spatial unit. While the high exposure density in the northern partm2.
d Exposed
m2] [N] or [106 m2] Ratio [%] Norm. [/106 m2]
320,509 15.4 8
110 20.4 0.0027
1,352,705 17.1 33
Fig. 1.Densities offlood exposed buildings per Swissmunicipality, numbers per km2. Data
classes are (rounded) 20% quantiles. Fine lines represent municipal boundaries and thick
lines represent cantonal boundaries. Areas A and B highlight two lines of high values in the
south of Switzerland.
Fig. 3. Ratios of flood exposed buildings per Swiss municipality [numbers of exposed
buildings/numbers of all buildings]. Data classes are (rounded) 20% quantiles. Fine lines
represent municipal boundaries and thick lines represent cantonal boundaries. Area E
highlights an example, where low values are observed in all four maps with 20%
quantile representation (Figs. 1 to 4), and area F is characterized by high values in all
four maps.
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lowlands and hilly regions, the high exposure densities in the moun-
tainous south correspond with the high settlement concentrations lo-
cated on the main alpine river floodplains that extend across the
entire valley bottom (Zimmermann and Keiler, 2015).
The spatial distributions of the building exposure ratios per munici-
pality are shown in Fig. 3, classified in five quantiles of 20%. The 15.4%
nationwide exposure ratio (see Table 1), as well as the mean of the ex-
posure ratios of all municipalities (13.9%) belong to the second highest
class, indicating a right-skewed distribution. However, unlike the densi-
ty values per municipality, the exposure ratios per municipality do not
show a correlation to the areal size ofmunicipality. Considering the spa-
tial distribution of the exposure ratios per municipality, we identify a
narrow area of high ratios from the southwest to the northeast of Swit-
zerland, which coincide with the northern and pre-alpine regions of the
Swiss Alps. Otherwise, low to medium ratios dominate, with the excep-
tion of some isolated high values.
Finally, Fig. 4 presents the exposure ratios per grid cell with the same
thresholds of the five classes as in Fig. 3. Compared with Fig. 3 (munic-
ipalities) an equivalent spatial distribution of the exposure ratios ap-
pears in Fig. 4 (grids). As in the case of the exposure ratios per
municipality, the exposure ratios per grid cell are generally higher in a
broad strip that stretches from the southwest to the northeast. InFig. 2. Densities of flood exposed buildings in Switzerland per 4.23 × 4.23 km2 grid cell,
numbers per km2. Thresholds of classes are identical to Fig. 1 (densities per
municipalities). Fine lines represent grid cells and thick lines represent cantonal
boundaries. Area C highlights an example, where the variability of exposure is more
evident in density maps per grid cell than per municipality.
87addition, we identify an accumulation of high values in the west (area
D in Fig. 4), which does not appear in Fig. 3 (ratios per municipalities)
due to the presence of somepolygonswithout data. These polygons rep-
resent parts of lakes that are not assigned to municipalities and that do
not contain buildings; thus, no exposure ratios are calculated. Finally, in
the northern part of Switzerland, the map of exposure ratios per grid
cells (Fig. 4) is easier to interpret than the map per municipalities (Fig.
3). This is mainly due to the smoothing effects caused by larger grids
cells than municipalities and by the kernel density estimation
procedure.
The prominent concentration of high exposure ratios in the narrow
region that spans from the southwestern to the northeastern parts coin-
cides with the northern and central parts of the Swiss Alps. This is a re-
gion that includes both concentrated settlements and wide areas
characterized by relatively sparse populations. The main settlements
here are concentrated in the few relatively flat areas, which are mainly
floodplains, alluvial fans and debris cones.
When comparing exposure densitieswith exposure ratios (both sets
of values organized per municipality or per grid cell), the extreme
values (in the highest and the lowest classes) are found to be largely
complementary. There are only a few major areas that are consistent.Fig. 4. Ratios of flood exposed buildings in Switzerland per 4.23 × 4.23 km2 grid cell
[numbers of exposed buildings/numbers of all buildings]. Thresholds of classes are
identical to Fig. 3 (ratios per municipalities). Fine lines represent grid cells and thick
lines represent lines cantonal boundaries. Area D highlights an accumulation of high
values, which does not appear in Fig. 3 (ratios per municipalities).
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values are observed in all four maps (Figs. 1 to 4, see for a better over-
view Fig. A1 in Appendix) and area F is characterized by high values in
all four maps. Overall, areas with high values in all four maps corre-
spond with the relatively wide valleys of the main rivers connecting
the high alpine regions with the foothills of the Alps, in particular, the
Rhine river valley upstream of Lake Constanze (area F in Fig. 3) and
the Rhone valley upstream of Lake Geneva (area A in Fig. 1). Both are
considered to be densely populated areas surrounded by rather sparsely
populated mountain areas. The large region of low values in the south-
east observed in all fourmaps (Fig. A1 in Appendix) is almost congruent
with the territory of Canton Graubünden. Authorities of Canton
Graubünden pioneered the consideration of natural hazard aspects in
the spatial planning processes in Switzerland. Legally binding hazard
maps were introduced as early as 1963.
The aforementioned statements regarding the numbers of buildings
also generally apply to the results describing the areal building foot-
prints, and to a lesser degree, to the inhabitants. To provide an overview
of the spatial distributions, the appendix presents the aggregations of
the numbers of buildings (Fig. A1), of the areal building footprints
(Fig. A2), and of the number of inhabitants (Fig. A3).Fig. 5.Hotspots of flood exposure in Switzerland, based on data aggregated on 4.23 × 4.23 km2
legend) basedon the local spatial autocorrelation statisticGi*(d) byGetis andOrd (references se
(rows). Confidence level at 95%, correction of false discovery rate applied. Details on the ap
highlighted by a bold frame. Gray lines represent cantonal boundaries.
883.3. Hotspots of flood exposure
The results of the hotspot analyses are summarized in Figs. 5 and 6.
The dark colored areas in all of the maps represent clusters of high
values, based on the Gi*(d) statistic (Getis and Ord, 1992, Ord and
Getis, 1995) and on a 95% confidence level. Fig. 5 provides an overview
of 30 maps based on the five distance bands d (applied on data aggre-
gated on grid cells, see columns in Fig. 5) and on the six analyzed expo-
sure indicators (rows in Fig. 5) aggregated per grid cells. The results
show (Fig. 5) that an increasing distance band value results in larger
and more generalized hotspots, but does hardly change the position of
these areas. The 18 maps in Fig. 6 provide a comparable overview to
the one presented in Fig. 5 and are based on the same six indicators
(rows in Fig. 6), but aggregated per municipalities and based on three
distance bands d (columns in Fig. 6). In contrast to the grid cell aggrega-
tion, the results of the municipality-based aggregation highlight that an
increasing distance band not only changes the size and shape of hotspot
areas but, also their position under some circumstances (e.g. in the cen-
tral northern part in the first row in Fig. 6). Thus, due to the spatially
more stable results obtained, the grid cell approach is considered to be
more appropriate for hotspot analyses. In addition, we consider thegrid cells. The dark colored areas show statistically significant clusters of high values (see
e text), forfivedifferentfixeddistancebands (columns) and six different types of indicators
plied method described in Section 2.5. The two maps, which are replicated in Fig.7, are
Fig. 6. Hotspots of flood exposure in Switzerland, based on data aggregated on municipalities. The dark colored areas show statistically significant clusters of high values (see legend)
according to local spatial autocorrelation statistic Gi*(d) by Getis and Ord (references see text), for three different fixed distance bands (columns) and six different types of indicators
(rows) Confidence level at 95%, correction of false discovery rate applied. Details on the applied method described in Section 2.5. Gray lines represent cantonal boundaries. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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that the sizes of the cells are all identical. Consequently, the size factor
does not influence the result the way that variable sizes of municipali-
ties do. For instance, the high exposure ratio (numbers of buildings) in
the most eastern municipality of Switzerland is not identified as a part
of a cluster (see first rowwith brown coloredmaps in Fig. 6), simply be-
cause thismunicipality is comparably large and has no neighboringmu-
nicipalities with high exposure ratios (see Fig. 3). If the underlying data
of the samemunicipality are aggregated on smaller areal units (e.g. grid
cells of approximately 18 km2), the same hotspot analysis shows signif-
icant clusters of high exposure ratios (see first rowwith brown colored
maps in Fig. 5). While the reason that data aggregation on grid cell is to
prefer over the aggregation based on administrative boundaries is gen-
erally valid, the optimal size of the distance band d is dependent on the89purpose of the spatial cluster analysis. It represents a compromise be-
tween producing continuous areas (by increasing d) and maintaining
spatial differentiations (by decreasing d). Based on the evaluation of
the parameters, we consider hotspot analyses based on grid cells and
with a distance band of 17 km (second last column in Fig. 5). The select-
ed parameters are optimal for providing a nationwide overview. Further
analysis follows this optimal approach.
Fig. 7 presents hotspots of the number of exposed buildings, based
on data aggregated on 4.23 km × 4.23 km grid cells and with a distance
band of 17 km. It can be observed that the hotspots based on density
values are highly complementary to the hotspots based on exposure ra-
tios. While the hotspots based on density values are mainly located in
the northern part of Switzerland (with some additional spots in the
southwest), the majority of the ones based on exposure ratios are
Fig. 7. (Selection and intersection of the two highlighted maps in Fig. 5): Hotspots of
numbers of flood exposed buildings in Switzerland, based on data aggregated on
4.23 × 4.23 km2 grid cells. The dark colored areas show statistically significant clusters
of high values (see legend) according to local spatial autocorrelation statistic Gi*(d) by
Getis and Ord (references see text). Confidence level at 95%, fixed distance band at
17 km, correction of false discovery rate applied. Details on the applied method
described in Section 2.5. Red ellipses highlight the location of two major flood
protection project in Switzerland. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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parts of the country. Additionally, there are two small and isolated
hotspots of exposure ratios, one located in the west and another in the
east. Dark gray colored areas in Fig. 7 are areas where hotspots based
on exposure densities and hotspots based on exposure ratios overlap.
These dark gray areas are comparatively small and limited to the inter-
mediate zones between the high alpine regions and the foothills of the
Alps.
The spatial distributions of hotspots based on building footprint or
on inhabitants respectively are similar to the distribution of hotspots
based on the number of buildings (see Figs. 5 and 6).
3.4. Relevance of the MAUP
Our results show that theMAUP is relevant. The aggregation scheme
influences both groups of results, namely, the spatial aggregates (see
Section 3.2) and the hotspots (see Section 3.3) of flood exposed assets.
In particular, the aggregation scheme does not influence the general
spatial distributions of flood exposure densities or ratios with respect to
spatial aggregates. They remain the same whether the data is aggregat-
ed based on municipality districts or regular grids. However, upon fur-
ther detailed inspection, they differ due to the effects of smoothing
and coarsening (see Section 3.2). These effects illustrate the scaling as-
pect of the MAUP. In relation to MAUP, there are two reasons why ag-
gregation based on grid cells is considered to be more appropriate for
nationwide analyses. Firstly, aggregation based on (regular) grid cells
supports the comparability of different regions better than the aggrega-
tion based on (irregularly shaped and sized)municipalities. Secondly, in
regions with (very) small municipal districts (e.g. in the northwestern
parts or in the very south of Switzerland), the visualization of aggregat-
ed values based on grid cells provides amore usable overview of the sit-
uation at the presented scale.
The comparison of the respective hotspots based on the two differ-
ent aggregation schemes shows that they differ not so much with
regards to exposure ratios (brown coloredmaps in Figs. 5 and 6), but re-
markably when looking at exposure densities (blue colored maps in
Figs. 5 and 6). The two different aggregation schemes using similar
numbers and average sizes of spatial units, result in different areas of90flood exposure hotspot densities in Switzerland. That is, the results of
these hotspot analyses are inconsistentwhen applying the two aggrega-
tion schemes, which vary in border locations. In other words, it matters
where the borders of the spatial units are drawn. Consequently, the
MAUP, especially the zonation aspect, should not be neglected.
3.5. Prioritization in risk reduction and risk management strategies
The dark colored areas in all presented maps (i.e. in the maps with
20% quantiles and in the hotspots maps) address the initial question
pertaining to where flood protection measures should be prioritized.
The dark blue areas (of exposure densities) indicate priorities for strat-
egies following the concept of utilitarianism (Mill, 2007), whereas the
dark brown ones (of high exposure ratios) identify priority areas for
strategies which comply with Rawls' concept of justice (Rawls, 1971).
In risk management, utilitarianism requests prioritization of the most
cost efficientmeasures. High cost efficiency in turn is linked to high den-
sity of exposed assets, which is represented by the dark blue areas in
this study. In contrast to utilitarianism, Rawls' concept on justice is fo-
cused on the most vulnerable areas and people. Vulnerable means to
have low capacity to cope with a disaster. In this study, we use the
share of exposed assets as an indicator for vulnerability, represented
by brown colors in our maps. The maps with 20% quantile representa-
tion (of exposure densities and ratios, Figs. A1 to A3) are limited to
the single spatial units of data aggregation,which aremunicipal districts
or grid cells in our study. However, flood protection measures are often
more effective when coveringmore than a single municipal district or a
grid cell of 4.23 by 4.23 km (Thaler et al., 2016). Consequently, for strat-
egy prioritization, there is less interest in the high values of single spatial
units and greater interest in clusters of high values, i.e. in hotspots. As
hotspots represent statistically significant spatial clusters (in our case
at 95% confidence level) of high values, they support an evidence-
based prioritization of regions for protection measures. Hence, the
dark colored areas in Fig. 7 suggest regions of national priority for pro-
tection measures.
Switzerland's flood risk management strategy is still mainly driven
by the reaction after large damaging flood events (Suter et al., 2016).
The same reaction was observed by Thieken et al. (2016) after the
2013 flood in Germany and also in other countries. However, the num-
ber of preventive risk reduction projects in Switzerland are increasing
with an emphasis on areas, which our study identifies as hotspots
based on exposure densities. This emphasis reflects a commonly recom-
mended strategic focus on cost efficiency (Meyer et al., 2013; Mori and
Perrings, 2012). It is implemented into the decision making process on
the allocation of federal subsidies by a respective tool to provide evi-
dence of cost efficient measures (Bründl et al., 2009). Only measures
with evident cost efficiency are supported by national funds. Currently,
there is increasing awareness about certain regions indicated in our
study as the most vulnerable territories within Switzerland. However,
the focus in these areas is on their capacity to cope with floods (and
other natural hazards), rather than on the reduction of their exposure
ratios. Thus, it would be beneficial to determine whether current risk
management strategies e.g. intervention or risk transfer by extensive in-
surance systems (Gretener, 2011; vonUngern-Sternberg, 2004) in these
vulnerable areas are sufficient in the case of the occurrence of an event
(as discussed within the Austrian context by Holub and Fuchs, 2009).
Nevertheless, within Switzerland's strategic focus on cost efficiency,
the most vulnerable regions identified in our study are not neglected.
For instance, the federal authorities support precisely two current tech-
nical flood protection projects, with a dedicated contact person. These
projects are the ‘Alpenrhein Expansion Project’ conducted on the river
Rhine upstream of Lake Constance and the ‘Third Rhone Correction’ up-
stream of Lake Geneva (Federal Office for the Environment, 2016).
These two projects are not only operating within identified hotspots
based on density values, but also within hotspots based on exposure ra-
tios. As a result, the aforementioned projects lay within the dark gray
601V. Röthlisberger et al. / Science of the Total Environment 598 (2017) 593–603colored areas in Fig. 7 (see red ellipses in Fig. 7) that indicate areas
where the hotspots based on density values and on ratios overlap.
This means that the prioritization of these two projects at the national
level is in linewith our insights. Our findings suggest that the prioritiza-
tion of these regions of overlapping hotspots is required to support the
realization of both types of strategies focused on cost efficiency and on
the most vulnerable regions.4. Conclusions and outlook
The preceding sections illustrate the utility and pitfalls of spatial sta-
tistics applied on flood exposure data in Switzerland. We show that the
detection of hotspots, i.e. of statistically significant clusters of high
values, is feasible at the national scale and based on the use of spatially
explicit data. We find that spatial cluster analyses support the genera-
tion of more informative databases, which can be used to prioritize
flood protection measures, especially compared with the limited infor-
mation from ‘simple’ maps of spatially aggregated data represented in
quantiles. However, the analysis results into more than one single an-
swer to the question ‘where are the hotspots of flood exposure?’, at
least in the case of Switzerland. Thus, the proposed analysis provides a
broad basis for decisions on different types of prioritization strategies
in flood risk management.
First of all, the answer depends on the type of the indicator. The re-
sults of our case study suggest largely complementary hotspots based
on exposure densities and exposure ratios. This means that priority
areas for protection measures following cost efficient strategies (utili-
tarianism) and for measures focusing on the most vulnerable regions
(Rawls' concept on justice) hardly overlap in Switzerland. Identifying
these differences on a national level could already be an important
step towards evaluating prioritization strategies. The prioritization of
cost efficient measures is a well-established strategy with respective
tools and criteria supporting the decision process in Switzerland and
elsewhere. The density of exposed assets is a key determinant of cost ef-
ficiency. In contrast, the focus on vulnerability is less common and the
development of the respective concepts and tools is still at a very
early stage. The term vulnerability is already subject to ongoing aca-
demic discussions (cf. Birkmann et al., 2013), even more diverse are
the existing concepts of vulnerability assessments upon which flood
management decisions are based. The exposure ratio, used in this
study, is one of all conceivable criteria for vulnerability assessments.
Secondly, there may be differences in the answer when considering
different kinds of assets. However, only minor differences between the
results regarding the number or footprint or inhabitants of exposed
buildings are identified in Switzerland. More importantly, the way
data aggregation is conducted influences the results. That is, the
MAUP is relevant and must not be neglected in any spatial cluster anal-
ysis based on aggregated flood exposure data. By presenting hotspots
based on different distance bands, we further exemplify the influence
of parameter settings on the results of a hotspot test statistic. Not only
the parameter setting influence the identification of spatial clusters,
but already the type of the test statistic that is applied does. In future
studies, it might be interesting to apply other spatially explicit local sta-
tistics and to compare themwith the presented approaches, e.g. proce-
dures presented by Aldstadt and Getis (2006), Anselin (1995) or Tango
and Takahashi (2005). Data aggregation based on small catchment
areas (instead of grid cells or municipalities), combined with the use
of connectivity indices (instead of Euclidean distance) as the neighbor-
hood criteria, would be another promising approach for future
improvements.
Regardless of the data and the methods used, it is essential to select
thembased on the questions to be answered for flood riskmanagement.
Furthermore, we emphasize the utility of publishing hotspots of flood
exposure in combinationwith notes on their dependency on the param-
eters of the applied method. This way, flood exposure hotspot analyses91provide added value to evidence-based decisions making pertaining to
the prioritization of flood risk reduction measures.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2017.03.216.
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Abstract. The paper presents a nation-wide spatially explicit
object-based assessment of buildings and citizens exposed to
natural hazards in Austria, including river flooding, torrential
flooding, and snow avalanches. The assessment was based on
two different data sets, (a) hazard information providing in-
put to the exposure of elements at risk, and (b) information on
the building stock combined from different spatial data avail-
able on the national level. Hazard information was compiled
from two different sources. For torrential flooding and snow
avalanches available local-scale hazard maps were used, and
for river flooding the results of the countrywide flood mod-
elling eHORA were available. Information on the building
stock contained information on the location and size of each
building, as well as on the building category and the con-
struction period. Additional information related to the indi-
vidual floors, such as their height and net area, main purpose
and configuration, was included for each property. Moreover,
this data set has an interface to the population register and
allowed, therefore, for retrieving the number of primary res-
idents for each building. With the exception of sacral build-
ings, an economic module was used to compute the monetary
value of buildings using (a) the information of the building
register such as building type, number of storeys and utilisa-
tion, and (b) regionally averaged construction costs.
It is shown that the repeatedly stated assumption of in-
creasing exposure due to continued population growth and
related increase in assets has to be carefully evaluated by
the local development of building stock. While some regions
have shown a clearly above-average increase in assets, other
regions were characterised by a below-average development.
This mirrors the topography of the country, but also the dif-
ferent economic activities. While hotels and hostels are ex-
traordinarily prone to torrential flooding, commercial build-
ings as well as buildings used for recreational purposes are
considerably exposed to river flooding. Residential buildings
have shown an average exposure, compared to the number of
buildings of this type in the overall building stock. In sum,
around 5 % of all buildings are exposed to torrential flood-
ing, and around 9 % to river flooding, with around 1 % of the
buildings stock being multi-exposed. The temporal assess-
ment of exposure has shown considerable differences in the
dynamics of exposure to different hazard categories in com-
parison to the overall property stock. In conclusion, the pre-
sented object-based assessment is an important and suitable
tool for nation-wide exposure assessment and may be used
in operational risk management.
1 Introduction
World-wide data on natural disasters suggest an increas-
ing number of reported events, of people affected and eco-
nomic losses, but – in the most-developed countries – a
decreasing number of reported fatalities since around 1900
(e.g. CRED, 2014; Munich Re, 2014). Regional analyses
supplement these global data, but these regional data are not
easily available because they are often not collected in global
databases due to relatively low event magnitudes only affect-
ing society on a regional or even local scale (United Nations,
2013). A review of Fuchs et al. (2013) has shown that over-
all conclusions on the dynamics of natural hazards, including
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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Figure 1. Annual number of documented natural hazards causing losses in Austria. Data source: Austrian Federal Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry, Environment and Water Management, 12/2014.
floods, landslides and snow avalanches, may be challenging
due to the inherent complexity behind data.
Focusing on mountain regions, an increase in hazardous
events and associated losses is repeatedly claimed (a) as a
result of increasing exposure of elements at risk (Mazzorana
et al., 2009; Preston, 2013), (b) due to natural fluctuations in
flood frequencies (Schmocker-Fackel and Naef, 2010), and
(c) due to the effects of climate change (e.g. Huggel et al.,
2012; Korup et al., 2012). In Fig. 1, the annual number of nat-
ural hazards triggering losses in the Eastern European Alps
(Republic of Austria) is shown. The underlying event docu-
mentation focused on different types of hazards but no fur-
ther detailed information on individual losses or loss pat-
tern is provided. The data for the period 1900–2014 de-
scribes snow avalanches, torrential flooding, landslides and
river flooding, as well as the 10 years moving average of the
total number per year. While between 1900 and 1959 an in-
crease in the annual number of hazard events of around a
factor of four can be concluded – presumably also due to an
improved event observation – between 1960 and 1964 a de-
crease of around 50 % is traceable, followed by an increase
due to the excessive events in 1965 and 1966. Since then, the
10 years moving average is steadily decreasing again, which
is in line with the increasing efforts into technical mitiga-
tion measures since the mid-1960s (Fuchs, 2009; Holub and
Fuchs, 2009). Due to the high number of hazard events in
1999, 2002, 2005 and 2009, however, the curve is again in-
creasing to around 440 events per year. During the period
of investigation, specific years with an above-average occur-
rence of individual hazard types can be traced as for example
snow avalanches in 1951, 1954, 1999 and 2009, torrential
flooding in 1965, 1966, 2005 and 2013, and river flooding
in 1904, 1959, 1966 and 2002. The trend reported in Fig. 1
is in clear contrast to the trends repeatedly presented for
world-wide data and indicating an exponential increase in the
number of events since the 1950s (e.g. Keiler, 2013). Apart
from hazard dynamics (the natural frequency and magnitude
of events), decreasing dynamics in mountain hazard losses
may result from (a) increased efforts into technical mitigation
(Keiler et al., 2012), (b) an increased awareness of threats be-
ing consequently considered in land-use planning (Wöhrer-
Alge, 2013; Thaler, 2014), both leading to less exposure, and
(c) a decline in vulnerability (Fuchs et al., 2007; Jongman et
al., 2015) which will not be further considered in the follow-
ing sections. Apart from the ongoing discussion of the effects
of climate change influencing the hazard trigger (e.g. Auer et
al., 2007; Keiler et al., 2010; Lung et al., 2013), the effects of
dynamics in exposure have so far not been sufficiently stud-
ied in the context of a possible influence on dynamics of dam-
aging events suggested by Fig. 1. Since spatially explicit data
on the dynamics of exposure remained fragmentary, data on
the temporal dynamics of natural hazard events resulted in
misleading conclusions with respect to the underlying causes
and effects (Pielke Jr., 2007), and studies on dynamics in loss
data may therefore have over-emphasized the effects of cli-
mate change (Barredo, 2009).
Focusing on exposure, the effectiveness of natural hazard
risk management depends on the availability of data and in
particular an accurate assessment of elements at risk (Jong-
man et al., 2014), which also requires a temporal and spa-
tial assessment of their dynamics. It has been repeatedly
claimed with respect to flood hazards in Europe that the main
driver of increases in observed losses over the past decades
is increased physical and economic exposure (Bouwer, 2013;
Hallegatte et al., 2013; Jongman et al., 2014). Until now,
however, in mountain regions of Europe such conclusions re-
main fragmentary since property data have only been avail-
able on the local scale as a result of individual case stud-
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ies. These – often conceptual – studies related to the tem-
poral dynamics of exposure to multiple types of mountain
hazards include both the long-term and the short-term evolu-
tion. Long-term changes were found to be a result from the
significant increase in numbers and values of properties en-
dangered by natural hazard processes, and can be observed
in both rural and urban mountain areas of Europe (Keiler,
2004; Fuchs et al., 2005; Keiler et al., 2006a; Shnyparkov
et al., 2012). Short-term fluctuations in elements at risk sup-
plemented the underlying long-term trend, in particular with
respect to temporary variations of people in hazard-prone ar-
eas and of vehicles on the road network (Fuchs and Bründl,
2005; Keiler et al., 2005; Zischg et al., 2005). These results
suggest that the spatial occurrence of losses is not so much
dependent on the occurrence of specifically large events with
high hazard magnitudes but more a result of an increased
number of elements at risk in endangered areas (Fuchs et
al., 2012). Most of the recent works, however, rely on local
object-based studies (Zischg et al., 2004; Fuchs et al., 2012)
or aggregated land use data (Bouwer et al., 2010; de Moel
et al., 2011; Cammerer et al., 2013), leading to substantial
uncertainties if up-scaled to a larger spatial entity (de Moel
and Aerts, 2011; Jongman et al., 2012a). Because of the lim-
ited data availability, comprehensive object-based and there-
fore spatially explicit analyses have thus not been extended
beyond the local or regional level (Kienberger et al., 2009;
Huttenlau et al., 2010; Zischg et al., 2013), and studies fo-
cusing on the national level in mountain regions using such
data remain fragmentary (Fuchs et al., 2013).
To contribute to this gap, we show how detailed prop-
erty level data can be used to improve the understanding of
trends in hazard exposure on a national level. We will ex-
plicitly focus on dynamics in elements at risk, neglecting
(a) any changes in the process dynamics due to underlying
changes in the natural system including the effects of climate
change, (b) any shifts in exposure due to the implementa-
tion of technical mitigation measures, and (c) any changes in
vulnerability. This allows for the assessment of dynamics in
property exposure, and will provide insights elements at risk
may have on changing risk in mountain environments leaving
other risk-contributing factors constant.
2 Methods
This study is based on two different data sets, (a) hazard in-
formation providing input to the exposure of elements at risk,
and (b) information on the building stock combined from dif-
ferent spatial data available on the national level. We consider
hazard information for river flooding, torrential flooding in-
cluding debris flows, and snow avalanches since these hazard
types are responsible for the majority of damages in the Eu-
ropean Alps (Sinabell and Url, 2007; Hilker et al., 2009). In
the following, the composition and preparation of data sets is
described.
2.1 Hazard information
Two different sources provide the base for compiling haz-
ard information. For mountain hazards accessible local-scale
hazard maps are used, and for river flooding the results of a
nation-wide flood modelling are available. This combination
of data sets was necessary because (a) for mountain hazards,
no nation-wide modelling is available in Austria and (b) for
river flooding, no nation-wide compilation of hazard maps
exists in contrast to mountain hazards due to the fact that
river flooding lies within the competency of the individual
Federal States.
In Austria, the method for hazard mapping is regulated
by a national legal act (Republik Österreich, 1975) and an
associated decree (Republik Österreich, 1976). The imple-
mentation of these regulations is assigned to the Federal
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water
Management (BMLFUW) and administrated by the govern-
mental departments of the Austrian Service for Torrent and
Avalanche Control (WLV). Since the mid-1970s, these gov-
ernmental departments have been progressively compiling
hazard maps for the communities affected by mountain haz-
ards based on available data and information on hazards as
well as modelling exercises (Holub and Fuchs, 2009). These
hazard maps are mostly compiled on a detailed local scale
of 1 : 2000 to 1 : 10 000 in order to decide whether or not
individual plots are affected by the different hazard types.
Hazard maps usually refer to individual catchments within
individual communities, and depict the area affected by a de-
sign event with a return period of 1 in 150 years. So far, 92 %
of all communities with an obligation for hazard mapping
in Austria do have a legally valid hazard map. According to
the Decree on Hazard Zoning (Republik Österreich, 1976),
red hazard zones indicate those areas where the permanent
utilisation for settlement and traffic purposes due to the ex-
posure to the design event is not possible or only possible
with extraordinary efforts for mitigation measures. Already
existing buildings in these areas are not allowed to be ex-
panded or to be used for other purposes than the existing
one. Yellow hazard zones indicate those areas where a per-
manent utilisation for settlement and traffic purposes is im-
paired by the design event. Red and yellow hazard zones of
different catchments and multiple hazard types may overlap,
and as a result elements at risk may be exposed to more than
one hazard type (multi-exposure, Kappes et al., 2012a, b).
While in some catchments there may be a temporal differen-
tiation of processes affecting the same elements at risk (snow
avalanches during winter and torrential processes in sum-
mer), in other catchments there may be a temporal overlap
of different processes occurring in the same period of time
(debris flows from the tributary and flooding in the receiving
channel), both affecting the same elements at risk. The avail-
able red and yellow hazard zones were provided digitally by
the Austrian Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Envi-
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ronment and Water Management in March 2013 in order to
select exposed property.
For river flooding data from the digital eHORA platform
(http://www.hochwasserrisiko.at/) was used. This platform
provides information on the flooding extent using web-GIS
techniques, and has been jointly implemented by the Fed-
eral Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Wa-
ter Management and the Austrian Insurance Association in
terms of a public-private partnership on more than 25 000 of
a total of 39 300 river kilometres (Stiefelmeyer and Hlatky,
2008). By using a hydrological model probabilistic runoff
data for a 1 in 30, 100, and 300 year event was computed and
converted into water levels and flood zones based on a nation-
wide DEM and a digital slope model. Following an ongoing
discussion on the harmonisation of hazard mapping in Aus-
tria (Rudolf-Miklau and Sereinig, 2009), the 1 in 100 year
event was provided by the Austrian Insurance Association in
terms of a vector representation of flood plain boundaries and
taken for our analysis.
2.2 Data on the building stock
Since the implementation of the Federal Law related to the
Building Register (Republik Österreich, 2009), municipal-
ities in Austria are responsible for the collection and dig-
ital processing of specified information related to the en-
tire building stock. This information is centrally stored in a
database and contains information on the location and size
of each building, as well as on the building category and
the construction period (1919–2000) and year of construc-
tion (since 2001), respectively (Statistik Austria, 2012). The
latter information is related to the existing building stock.
However, even though a building will be destroyed, the in-
formation and property attributes will be archived in the
database and can be separately queried in order to provide
a full overview on the construction history. Additional infor-
mation related to the individual floors, such as their height
and net area, main purpose and configuration, is included
for each property. Moreover, this data set has an interface to
the population register and allows, therefore, for retrieving
the number of primary residents per accommodation unit for
each building. Because this information contains x and y co-
ordinates based on the address it can be processed within a
GIS environment. Each building is characterized by the main
use, which is assessed by the net area of used space for dif-
ferent purposes of every floor. If a minimum 50 % of the
total net area of the building is for residential purpose, the
building is characterized as a residential building. If the to-
tal sum of net areas for residential use is below 50 %, the
main use is derived from the use with the largest total net
area. If the net area of different types of use is the same, the
main use is hierarchically classified in decreasing order by
(1) hostels and hotels, (2) office buildings, (3) commercial
buildings, (4) communication and transportation buildings,
(5) industrial buildings, (6) buildings for cultural activities
and leisure, (7) agricultural buildings, (8) sacral buildings.
Building categories were taken from the classification within
the data set (Statistik Austria, 2012). Since the amendment of
the respective law (Republik Österreich, 2013) the data may
be used by the Federal administration for research purposes,
and as such the information was made available through the
Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and
Water Management.
2.3 Exposure analysis
In exposure analysis, the building data set was intersected
with the hazard information. The hazard information was
represented as polygon, and the address location in terms of
x and y coordinates by a point. A relational database com-
posed from different modules was created.
With the exception of sacral buildings, an economic mod-
ule was used to compute the monetary value of buildings us-
ing (a) the information of the building register such as build-
ing type, number of storeys and utilisation, and (b) regionally
averaged construction costs following a method outlined in
Fuchs and Zischg (2013) based on Keiler et al. (2006b) and
Kranewitter (2002). The construction costs were based on re-
placement values instead of market values following general
insurance principles (Fuchs and McAlpin, 2005), and were
adjusted to inflation using the respective index of construc-
tion costs (Statistik Austria, 2013).
An exposition module was applied to connect the spatially
defined information from the building register (x and y co-
ordinates) to the hazard information in order to achieve in-
formation whether or not a building is exposed. In this step,
an auxiliary data set on the building footprint of every build-
ing retrieved from the digital cadastral map was used to test
whether or not the spatial location of a building corresponds
to the point information of the digital building register and
to assign the information of the hazard map to the address
points. If the location of the x and y coordinates of the build-
ing did not match exactly with the location of the building,
they were snapped to the border of the nearest building foot-
print available within a distance of ≤ 15 m around a poly-
gon. Address information inside a polygon or in a distance
exceeding 15 m were not changed, the first was included in
the analyses as point information, the latter was excluded due
to missing preciseness in geographic location. Assuming that
hazards may damage buildings also if just parts are affected,
an intersection between the building footprint and the hazard
information was made. Thereby, any building was computed
as being part of the highest hazard intensity level it was in-
tersecting with.
Using information of the population register, the number
of exposed citizens (principal residences) was calculated on
the level of individual buildings.
The spatial and temporal analyses were relying on the in-
formation in the digital building register, i.e. on the construc-
tion period and construction year, respectively. As a result,
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Figure 2. Radar chart of exposure (percentage of numbers and reconstruction values) to river flooding, torrential flooding and snow
avalanches for different building categories.
the analysis of the dynamics of elements at risk is based on
present-day monetary values and actual numbers of citizens,
and can neither be used to deduce the historical composition
of society, nor the historical value distribution. However, this
approach can be used to indicate the temporal and spatial
dynamics beyond the economic development in the country,
and may therefore serve as a proxy for the absolute develop-
ment of exposure.
3 Results
In the following sections results from the analyses are pre-
sented, focusing on the number of exposed buildings and cit-
izens. Both the spatial and temporal analyses resulted in con-
siderable heterogeneities among the communities and among
different building categories. In Sect. 3.1 the results of the
spatial analysis are provided, and in Sect. 3.2 the results of
the temporal analysis are presented.
3.1 Results of spatial analysis
In Austria, 2 399 500 buildings are located, 319 026 of which
(13.3 %) are exposed to natural hazards (Table 1). Of these
almost 2.4 million buildings, 9 % (219 359) are exposed to
river flooding, and 5 % to mountain hazards (torrential flood-
ing 111 673 and snow avalanches 9009). Altogether, 298 248
buildings (93.5 % of exposed buildings and 12.4 % of the
entire building stock in Austria) are exposed to one hazard
type, and 20 778 buildings (6.5 % of exposed buildings and
0.9 % of the entire building stock in Austria) are exposed to
more than one hazard type: 18 089 buildings are exposed to
river and torrential flooding, 2595 to torrential flooding and
snow avalanches, 568 to snow avalanches and river flood-
ing, and 237 to river and torrential flooding as well as snow
avalanches.
Citizens exposed were defined as primary residents ac-
cording to the compulsory residency registration. When com-
paring the building stock with the number of primary resi-
dents, a slightly higher percentage (9.7 % versus 9.1 %) of
citizens is exposed to river flooding, while to mountain haz-
ards, a lower percentage (5.0 % versus 4.3 %) is affected.
In total, 1 125 601 citizens are exposed to natural hazards,
1 058 594 (94.0 % of the exposed residents and 13.3 % of the
entire population) to one type of hazard and 67 007 (5.95 %
of the exposed residents and 0.8 % of the entire population)
to more than one hazard type (Table 2).
Analysing the data set according to the type of building,
a considerable part of the building stock is composed from
residential buildings (category 1–3), but also a high number
of hotels (category 4) and commercial buildings (category 5–
8) is exposed (Table 3):
– a total of 2 056 322 residential buildings represent
85.7 % of the entire buildings stock in the country, but
only 12.62 % of them (259 687) are exposed;
– a total of 140 470 commercial buildings represent
5.86 % of the entire buildings stock in the country, and
21.06 % of them (29,593) are exposed;
– a total of 37 272 hotels and hostels represent 1.55 % of
the entire buildings stock in the country, and 23.04 % of
them (8589) are exposed.
Analysing Fig. 2 it becomes evident that – with the exception
of hostels and hotels – the percentage of buildings exposed
to torrential flooding is below the percentage of buildings ex-
posed to river flooding. A relatively high share of buildings
from the category of residential buildings and commercial
buildings is exposed to river flooding, whereas apart from
hostels and hotels a considerable percentage of sacral build-
ings and agricultural buildings is exposed within the haz-
ard type of torrential flooding. The percentage of hotels ex-
posed to torrential flooding is even higher than the percent-
age of hotels exposed to flooding, which is exceptional: the
other building categories exposed to torrential hazards fall
relatively below the river flooding exposure. Only a minor-
ity of buildings is exposed to snow avalanches. Moreover,
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/15/2127/2015/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 15, 2127–2142, 2015
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it can be deduced from Fig. 2 that the exposed values are
higher for buildings exposed to river flooding in almost all
building categories, and lower for buildings exposed to tor-
rential flooding. The exception is again within the group of
hostels and hotels, as well as agricultural buildings, garages,
pseudo buildings and detached houses. Sacral buildings were
not considered during economic analysis.
If queried spatially on a municipal level, considerable dif-
ferences would manifest throughout the country, as shown
in Fig. 3 by using a bipolar representation. The reference
for Fig. 3 (left column panels) was the number of buildings
which are affected by the respective hazard. Communities
with no hazard data available are shown in grey colours and
were not considered during the set of computations. The ref-
erence for Fig. 3 (right column panels) was the number of
primary residents exposed to the respective hazard, and again
grey colours show communities which were not considered
because of missing hazard information.
– Regarding snow avalanches, the mean number of ex-
posed buildings is 30.4 per municipality focusing on
avalanche-prone municipalities, and the mean number
of exposed principal residents is 79.6. The highest ex-
posure is found in those municipalities next to the main
chain of the Alps in western Austria (Federal States of
Vorarlberg and Tyrol).
– The mean number of buildings exposed to torrential
processes is 87.7 per municipality focusing on torrent-
prone municipalities, and the mean number of exposed
principal residents is 269.3. Apart from some outliers
the highest exposure can be found in the Federal State
of Salzburg as well as in municipalities of adjacent Fed-
eral States.
– River flooding is a threat to almost the entire country,
and a mean number of 97.1 buildings is exposed per mu-
nicipality. Due to the considerable number of buildings
exposed to river flooding in the larger Vienna agglom-
eration, the highest exposure can be found in this area.
Moreover, communities along the larger rivers show an
above-average exposure. The mean number of exposed
principal residents is 365.9 per municipality.
To summarise the nation-wide spatial assessment, around
13 % of the entire building stock and 13 % of the principal
residents are exposed to the considered natural hazard sce-
narios in Austria, while considerable regional differences are
manifested: While in the Federal States of Salzburg and Ty-
rol, 28.5 and 26.3 % of the entire building stock as well as
33.5 and 31.1 % of the residents are exposed, in Vienna it is
only 1.9 and 1.3 %. While only around 5 % of all buildings
and 4.3 % of the residents in Austria are exposed to mountain
hazards (torrential flooding and snow avalanches), around
9 % of all buildings and almost 10 % of the residents are ex-
posed to river flooding. Above-average exposure to mountain
hazards can be found in the Federal States of Salzburg, Tyrol
and Vorarlberg, and buildings in Salzburg, Tyrol and Lower
Austria are exceptionally prone to river flooding (Tables 1
and 2). Almost 1 % of the entire properties and 0.8 % of the
residents have to be classified as being multi-exposed, which
is, according to the topography of the country, a very low
value.
3.2 Results of temporal analysis
In Fig. 4 the temporal analysis of the building stock in Aus-
tria is presented. There is evidence that the absolute number
of buildings exposed to individual hazard types steadily in-
creases in the country, which means that over the study pe-
riod there were no exceptional construction activities trace-
able in either flood-prone areas or areas prone to torrential
hazards (Fig. 4a). In contrast, a considerable increase of non-
exposed buildings is evident for the period since the 1950s.
Additionally, it can clearly be shown that exposure to snow
avalanches is relatively low compared to other hazard cat-
egories, even if individual events occurred leading to con-
siderable economic losses in recent decades (Fuchs et al.,
2013). Since 1919, the total number of properties in Aus-
tria has increased by 643 % from 373 067 to 2 399 500 build-
ings. For 4.25 % of buildings, however, a year of construc-
tion was missing in the data and they were therefore ex-
cluded from further analysis. The total number of proper-
ties exposed to river flooding has increased by 650 % from
33 697 to 219 359 buildings (4.16 % excluded due to missing
information on the year of construction). The total number of
properties exposed to torrential flooding has risen by 594 %
from 18 797 to 111 673 buildings (3.35 % excluded due to
missing information on the year of construction). The total
number of properties exposed to snow avalanches has risen
by 433 % from 2081 to 9009 buildings (2.9 % excluded due
to missing information on the year of construction). Based
on absolute figures it has to be concluded that the growth
rate is almost the same for buildings exposed to river flood-
ing and non-exposed buildings, whereas for torrential flood-
ing the growth rate is slightly lower and for snow avalanches
the rate is considerably lower.
In Fig. 4b, the growth rate is shown for the building
stock exposed to torrential and river flooding as well as
snow avalanches, based on the respective construction pe-
riod 1919–2012. Additionally, the growth rate of the overall
building stock is provided. While the growth rate of the build-
ings exposed to river flooding is above the overall growth
rate over the entire time period, the growth rate of buildings
exposed to torrential flooding is below this rate for the pe-
riod prior to 1960 and after 1980. For the period 1960–1980,
both rates are almost the same. The growth rate of buildings
exposed to snow avalanches is clearly below over the entire
time span.
In Fig. 4c, the average annual number of newly con-
structed buildings is shown for the different hazard cate-
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Figure 3. Number of buildings and primary residents exposed to snow avalanches, torrential flooding and river flooding in Austria, shown as
deviation from mean.
gories. Until the 1970s, this number has risen remarkably
and since then, the number of new constructions is decreas-
ing. Since 2000, however, there is again a slight increase de-
tectable. What is evident, however, that the curves for river
flooding and torrential flooding follow the same pattern over
the study period. The annual growth was lowest in the period
1919–1944 (snow avalanches: 19, torrential flooding: 286,
river flooding: 731 new buildings per year, for compari-
son annual growth for the entire building stock: 6894 build-
ings per year) and highest in the period 1971–1980 (snow
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Figure 4. Temporal development of building stock in Austria. In (a) the cumulative absolute increase in the number of buildings is shown
for non-exposed buildings and buildings exposed to snow avalanches, torrential as well as river flooding. In (b) the relative increase of the
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avalanches: 132, torrential flooding: 1614, river flooding:
2931 new buildings per year, for comparison annual growth
for the entire building stock: 33 515 buildings per year). Cur-
rently, 78 buildings are constructed each year in avalanche-
prone areas, 1028 in areas prone to torrential flooding, and
2172 in areas prone to river flooding, while 26 814 buildings
are constructed annually throughout the country.
If these data are related to the annual construction activ-
ities only, neglecting the high number of already existing
buildings, a reverse trend becomes obvious (Fig. 4d): the an-
nual number of newly constructed exposed buildings versus
the total number of newly constructed buildings regardless
of the exposure is decreasing since the 1940s, but with dif-
ferent rates. The only exception is a decade of 1981–1990,
where the percentage of buildings exposed to river flooding
is slightly increasing, and the period between 1919–1944 and
1945–1960 with an increase from 4.2 to 5.5 % for torrential
flooding. For river flooding, the percentage of new develop-
ment in exposed areas decreased from 10.6 to 8.1 % for the
period under investigation, while for torrential flooding the
decrease is from 4.2 to 3.8 %. For snow avalanches, the per-
centage is within a range of 0.3–0.4 % only.
The results of a cumulative analysis including the entire
building stock and focusing on inter-annual changes in the
construction activity between exposed buildings and the to-
tal building stock are shown in Fig. 5 by the relation between
annual dynamics in new constructions per year against the
respective entire building stock at each time step. Because of
the relatively low number of exposed buildings in the coun-
try (cf. Table 1), the resulting percentage is low. For river
flooding, a slight increase in the share of elements at risk ex-
posed from 9 to 9.8 % is detectable until the 1960s and since
then a slight decrease to 9.2 % can be proven. In contrast,
with respect to torrential flooding, the percentage of share
of elements at risk is slightly decreasing from 5 to 4.8 % for
the period 1919-1944, subsequently increasing to 5.1 % until
1970, and decreasing again to 4.7 %. For snow avalanches,
the values are slightly decreasing over the entire period un-
der investigation from 0.6 to 0.4 %. The buildings exposed to
river flooding and torrential flooding are increasing in value
compared to the non-exposed buildings, in particular during
the period 1944–1990. The number of residents exposed is
following a similar increase than the value of buildings from
7.2 to 9.7 % for river flooding. For torrential flooding, the
increase is from 3.2 to 4.0 %, whereas since 1980 this rate
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Figure 5. Relation between exposed buildings and residents and the total building stock and total number of residents. The numbers are
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is almost constant around 4 %. The increase of residents ex-
posed to snow avalanches is constant with a factor of 0.3 %.
The overall dynamics, however, are within percent range.
4 Discussion
Whereas so far a general increase in the building stock could
only be proven for selected case studies if data are anal-
ysed object-based (Keiler, 2004) or aggregated in terms of
land-use classes (Cammerer and Thieken, 2013), the pre-
sented results provide more diversified insights in exposure.
To give an example, previous studies with respect to expo-
sure concluded that in some villages the property has in-
creased above-average compared to the regional-scale devel-
opment (Keiler 2004; Fuchs and Bründl, 2005). Taking the
findings presented above it was shown that hazard-dependent
above- and below-average dynamics are evident throughout
the country both for the number of buildings and citizens. In
some rural test sites, the total number of endangered build-
ings had been reported to having increased by a factor of
approximately 2.5 since 1950, most of this increase being
due to the category of accommodation facilities, such as ho-
tels and guest houses (Keiler et al., 2006a) and residential
buildings (Fuchs et al., 2005). By means of the nation-wide
building register it was shown that the exposure of differ-
ent building categories – as well as citizens exposed – is
variable in dependence on the hazard type. Cammerer and
Thieken (2013) concluded with respect to a possible future
development of exposure until 2030 that if built-up areas ex-
pand along the valley bottom in the neighbourhood to ex-
isting settlements, a considerable increase in exposure will
result. However, these projected changes in areas at risk vary
strongly between the individual land-use scenarios applied
(Cammerer and Thieken, 2013). By extrapolation of the tem-
poral dynamics it can be shown that if a further development
of construction activity in Austria following the numbers of
the period 1919–2012 is assumed, a continued increase of
buildings exposed to river flooding of 2 % per year – com-
pared to the entire building stock – would result in a num-
ber of 530 000 exposed buildings until 2100 (increase of 2.5
compared to 2012 which would be 8.1 % of the entire build-
ing stock in 2100). If new constructions would be banned im-
mediately in areas exposed to flooding and the annual growth
rate of the new constructions is assumed as 2 %, in the year
2100 still 3.4 % of the entire building stock would be ex-
posed to river flooding, and 1.7 % to torrential flooding. This
shows the considerable time lag as a result of previous land-
use decisions and therefore clearly highlights the importance
of risk management actions in terms of structural prevention
measures.
Most communities with an extraordinary share of build-
ings prone to mountain hazards are located in the moun-
tainous part of Austria, communities with an above-average
exposure to river flooding are cities or centred on agglom-
erations in the alpine foreland. Given the economic struc-
tural change from the primary to the tertiary sector within
the country, a high number of hotels is located in mountain
tourist-spots, which explains the high exposure to mountain
hazards. In turn, in regions with an emphasis on the sec-
ondary sector, a considerable share of commercial buildings,
which are usually space-requiring, is located in flood plains
of larger rivers or – historically grown – along mountain tor-
rents because of the demand for hydropower. The category
of buildings for cultural activities also requires space, and is
therefore also often located in the flood plains. These areas
were traditionally also used for agricultural purposes, which
explains the above-average presence of agricultural build-
ings in these areas. Hence, since information on the build-
ing stock became increasingly available throughout Europe
(e.g. Jongman et al., 2012b), more accurate information on
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values exposed can be obtained contributing to strategic haz-
ard and risk management (Mazzorana et al., 2009, 2012).
Moreover, the results allow for adjusting adaptation strate-
gies (Rojas et al., 2013). Small-scale differences in exposure
can be precisely shown, which allows for more differentiated
management strategies such as increasing community aware-
ness (Fuchs et al., 2009; Meyer et al., 2012), implementing
local structural protection (Holub et al., 2012) or fostering
tailored insurance solutions (Paudel et al., 2013; Carina et
al., 2014). Future investments into risk management are en-
couraged in particular for those communities with an above-
average exposure to individual hazard types. As a result, pub-
lic investments in mitigation measures can be targeted at re-
gions with higher values at risk, which follows the axiom
of spending public funding with the highest return of invest-
ments (Meyer et al., 2013).
The results also proved that the number of documented
hazard events as shown in Fig. 1 should not directly be used
to assess the development of losses and exposure: while the
overall stock of exposed buildings as well as the non-exposed
buildings increased by a factor of 2.3 between 1960 and
2000, the number of damaging hazard events was almost de-
creased by 50 %. With respect to the annual growth rate of
non-exposed and exposed buildings, the total building stock
as well as the buildings exposed to river flooding and torren-
tial flooding show similar characteristics and a rate of around
a factor of six. The buildings exposed to snow avalanches
again have a below-average rate (around 4.2). The total num-
ber of new constructions, in contrast, increased since 1944
and culminated in the period 1971–1980 followed by a sharp
decrease and an additional increase since 2000 (Fig. 4c). As
such, factors other than exposure may be responsible for tem-
poral dynamics of natural hazard loss, such as (a) changes in
the natural process activity resulting from the effects of cli-
mate change, and (b) the implementation of technical mitiga-
tion measures leading to less exposure or vulnerability. These
factors were explicitly neglected during the present study in
order to get the signal of dynamics in peril exposure in moun-
tain environments.
Comparing the ratio between new constructions and the
existing building stock (Fig. 5) and the annual ratio of new
constructions inside hazard-prone areas and the total new
constructions (Fig. 4d), a time lag between actual planning
decisions and their effects on exposure becomes evident.
While the ratio of buildings exposed to river flooding com-
pared to the cumulative development of buildings stock is
increasing until the 1960s, the ratio of annual constructions
inside endangered areas is already decreasing starting with
1945 due to the relatively higher number of non-exposed
buildings in Austria (almost 87 % of the entire stock). With
the exception of the decade 1981–1990, where a slight in-
crease in this annual ratio is detectable, both the annual ratio
of exposed to non-exposed buildings and the ratio between
exposed buildings and the entire stock is decreasing. This
may be interpreted as success of land-use planning activi-
ties (namely hazard mapping and the related ban of new con-
structions inside red hazard zones), even if a clear relation
between new constructions and the implementation of haz-
ard maps cannot be deduced. Because fewer buildings are ex-
posed to torrential flooding, this pattern cannot be followed
in this category of exposure: for torrential flooding both the
annually constructed number of buildings exposed compared
to the entire building stock (Fig. 5) and the annual number of
constructions inside endangered areas (Fig. 4d) is decreasing
until 1944, followed by an increase until 1970 and 1960, re-
spectively. Since then, both ratios are continuously decreas-
ing. This clearly shows the dependency of success in land-
use planning on the initial situation, and in turn reveals the
challenge in exposure in a different light: even if the ratio of
annual new development inside and outside endangered areas
is decreasing, the effects will be unveiled decades later. More
precisely, the fewer buildings are exposed in comparison to
the entire buildings stock, the longer land-use regulations en-
acted today will take to show success.
Nevertheless, some limitations of the data have to be ad-
dressed. While this study relies on a building inventory pro-
viding detailed information on the characteristics and types
of the current building functionality, dimension and resi-
dents, historical information on the population composition
as well as information on former population registers would
enhance the significance of the results with respect to ex-
posed citizens. Furthermore, exposure analysis is only pos-
sible for those buildings where information in the building
register is available. Minor auxiliary buildings and remote
agricultural buildings without addresses are not considered.
Furthermore, around 8 % of the communities with an obliga-
tion for hazard mapping is not considered because of miss-
ing hazard information – the mandatory hazard map has not
yet been compiled and set effective in law, respectively. De-
spite these limitations, the results demonstrate advantages in
comparison to local-scale case studies, and provide valuable
information for decisions in natural hazard mitigation.
5 Conclusions
A detailed and spatially explicit object-based assessment of
buildings exposed to natural hazards in Austria was under-
taken, including elements at risk to river flooding, torren-
tial flooding, and snow avalanches. While some regions have
shown a clearly above-average increase in assets, other re-
gions were characterised by a below-average development.
This mirrors the topography of the country, but also the dif-
ferent economic activities: as such, hotels and hostels were
found to be extraordinarily prone to mountain hazards, and
commercial buildings as well as buildings used for recre-
ational purposes to river flooding. Residential buildings have
shown an average exposure, compared to the number of
buildings of this type in the overall building stock.
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In conclusion, a nation-wide and object-based assessment
has advantages compared to the traditional approaches based
on individual case studies: exposure to natural hazards is het-
erogeneous, and follows small-scale patterns which cannot
necessarily be satisfyingly modelled by only assessing one
hazard type within a specific local environment. The accu-
racy of such information may be used – together with down-
scaled climate projections and combined with appropriate
hazard models – to provide valuable risk estimates on a na-
tional scale. As a result, such approaches may also be valu-
able for the implementation of the European Floods Direc-
tive. The presented method together with the results may be
used for similar assessments focusing on hazards other than
those covered by the Directive, and may enable for a more
precise overview on exposure and possible losses. This may
link the development of risk to socio-economic development
indicators, and improve available risk management options
facing the challenge of global environmental change.
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Spatiotemporal aspects of flood exposure in Switzerland 
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Abstract. While flood hazard mapping in Switzerland is close to completion, only a limited number of studies have 
been specifically conducted on exposure and vulnerability. We fill this knowledge gap by conducting a nation-wide 
study of flood exposure of buildings in Switzerland. Therefore, we generate a country-wide comprehensive and 
homogenous data set of polygons of residential buildings and their period of construction and overlay these building 
polygons with compiled and harmonized flood hazard maps provided by the Swiss cantons. In this paper we present 
first results of spatiotemporal analyses, namely the evolution of exposure from 1919 to 2012. Surprising is the 
increase in the share of exposure of new constructed buildings since the 1980s which contradicts the indented effects 
of the Swiss flood risk management strategies and calls for further investigations. 
1 Introduction 
Floods are one main hazard type in the world-wide 
event and loss database on natural disasters. The data 
highlight an increasing number of reported events, of 
people affected and of economic losses, but a decreasing 
number of reported fatalities since around 1900, 
especially in the most developed countries [1, 2]. The 
IPCC [3] identified exposure and vulnerability as key 
determiners of disaster risk. Furthermore, there is high 
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drivers  beside the challenge of climate change  
efficient flood risk management strategies are strongly 
related to the availability of data and the assessment of 
elements at risk [4]. Investigations on the long-term 
evolution of exposure and the effects on flood risk is still 
rare, and most studies focus only on the local scale with 
individual case studies. However, the first nation-wide 
projects indicate important insights [5, 6]. 
In line with international standards, the main 
components of risk assessments in Switzerland are hazard 
mapping, exposure and vulnerability analyses. While 
flood hazard mapping in Switzerland is close to 
completion [7], only a limited number of studies have 
been specifically conducted on exposure and 
vulnerability. Several Swiss cantons have investigated 
their exposure and/or vulnerability to floods, and many 
insurance companies continue to use hazard maps for the 
risk management of their portfolio. However, these 
studies are either limited in space (e.g. to the area of a 
canton) or in content (e.g. based only on the assets 
insured by a single company), and findings are rarely 
published. An exception is a publication by SwissRe with 
countrywide sums on insured property losses in 
Switzerland for different return periods based on their in-
house flood risk model [8]. Yet, the description of the 
model and the results are rather generic, without data 
about elements at risk. To summarise, there is a lack of 
nation-wide exposure analysis to floods scenarios. 
Furthermore, all exposure or risk assessments are based 
on the analysis of the current status, which neglects the 
long-term evolution of exposure or risk. Consequently, 
the analysis regarding the long-term evolution of the key 
driver of exposure is missing in Switzerland too. Both 
analyses are very important to gain insights into the 
effectiveness of risk management strategies (such as 
land-use planning, which has been applied in Switzerland 
since the 1970s) and to design future flood risk 
management strategies based on these insights  
In this paper, we focus on following main questions and 
discuss the possible relation to flood risk management:  
- How have residential buildings exposed to flood 
evolved temporally?  
- Do exposure ratios at the different hazard levels 
mapped show different temporal patterns? 
2 Data and Methods 
To analyse flood exposure, we link data on flood 
hazardous areas with spatially explicit information on 
buildings. In the following sections, the data sets and the 
methods used are described.

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2.1 Flood hazard maps 
For the determination of flood endangered areas, we 
use flood hazard maps provided by the Swiss cantons and 
elaborated according to national guidelines [9, 10]. Flood 
hazard is thereby defined by a combination of intensity 
and probability of events (see Fig. 1) with thresholds in 
terms of intensity at 0.5 m (water depth) or 0.5m/s2 
(water depth x velocity), for the differentiation between 
!"#	 	 !#	 

$%	 	 
	 &	 	 	 & m/s2, 

'$%	 
	 

	 (
	 !#	 	
!
#	 

$	 )	 ((
	 	 	
investigated correspond to return periods of 30 (high), 
100 (medium), 300 (slight) and above 300 (very slight) 
years, respectively. The spatial representation and 
combination of events of different return periods lead to 

			 '	*		 !#	 +		
,%	 !#	 +(,%	 !#	 +$,%	 !#	
(yellow-
	 
,	 	 !	 	 (#	 +
,	
threat (see Fig. 1). In this paper, we focus on three classes 
- !#%	 !#	 	 !#	 - i.e. on areas endangered 
by flood events up to a return period of 300 years. The 
flood hazard maps as of June 2015 are harmonized and 
compiled in a geodatabase by the Mobiliar insurance 
company. 
Figure 1. Assessment matrix for the identification of hazard 
levels in Switzerland (red = high; blue = medium; yellow = low, 
yellow-white stripped = residual, white = no or negligible) [11] 
2.2 Data on buildings 
We generate a country-wide comprehensive and 
homogenous data set of polygons of residential buildings 
and their period of construction by combining two data 
sets of (a) a topographic landscape model and (b) point 

	 	 
	 (	 -	 
	 !)	
Landscape Model T./0#	 '	 
	 -	 1	
of Topography ([12], version 1.1, 2012, TLM hereafter), 
	

	 
	 
	 	 !(#%	 	 
	
footprints of all present buildings in Switzerland. These 
'	 
	 	 

	 $	 	 
	
cartographically generalized and provide an accuracy of 
(
	 2&	 	 34	 12]. The information on 
residential use and period of construction as of the end of 
2012 is taken from the federal register of residential 
(	 	 %	 	 "	 	 
	 !Gebäude- 
	5
	+657,#	)	
		'	
by the Swiss Federal Statistical Office and contains 
nearly 1.7 million point-referenced records of buildings 
(entrances) with residential use [13]. The lengths of the 
12 construction periods in the GWR differ considerably 
(from 2 to 27 years). In order to minimize these 
differences, we combine the seven shortest periods (of 
lengths between two and five years) to three (of lengths 
of ten and twelve years), obtaining the following eight 
periods: (1) before 1919; (2) 1919  1945; (3) 1946  
1960; four ten-years periods (4-7) between 1961 and 
2000; and (8) 2001  2012. 
We intersect the point data of GWR with the building 
footprint polygons in order to assign the information on 
construction periods to the building footprints. Points that 
do not match a building polygon exactly are snapped to 
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
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way, every building polygon contains the features 
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	
polygon data set to buildings with residential utilization, 
i.e. to polygons with at least one associated GWR point 
and thus with information on construction period. We 
further delete polygons with inhomogeneous construction 
periods, and finally reduce the data set to polygons with a 
construction period of determined length (i.e. 1919 
onwards).  
2.3 Exposure analysis 
The building footprint polygons  pre-processed and 
selected as described above  are intersected with the 
compiled and harmonized flood hazard maps as defined 
by Fuchs et al. [6]. Every building is thereby classified to 
the highest hazard level it is intersecting with. For each of 
the eight time periods analysed, the total number (and 
annual average) of the constructed buildings and the 
share of exposed buildings (at hazard '	 !#%	
!#	 	 !#,	 	 
	 5	 
	 	
!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constructed buildings for which a flood hazard map 

#	 5	 
	 the ratio separately for each time 
period. Furthermore, we compare the exposure ratios of 
the three most recent time periods (1981-1999, 1991-
2000, 2001-2012) to the ones of the 1971  1980 time 
period. Finally, we present the results on timelines, 
indicating temporal evolution of flood exposure. For the 
analysed time period, we therefor assume that no building 
has been demolished nor replaced, and that the flood 
hazardous areas remained unchanged. 
3 Results  
 The numbers resulting in the pre-processing of 
building data are presented in section 3.1, followed by the 
results of the flood exposure analyse in section 3.2.  
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3.1 Data set of building polygons including 
period of construction 
1,464,978 of the total 1,670,540 data points of 
residential buildings and dwellings in GWR lay within a 
TLM building footprint polygon, and an additional 
131,622 are within a distance of 8 5m. Consequently, 
1,596,600 (or 95.6% of the total 1,670,540) data points 
are associated to a building footprint polygon. 
Among the 2,053,539 TLM building footprint 
polygons 1,268,553 (61.7%) are classified as buildings 
with residential utilization, i.e. at least one GWR data 
point is associated to them. The deletion of the 50,270 
polygons with inhomogeneous construction periods 
reduces the data set further to 1,218,283 polygons. 
Finally, the 239,619 polygons from the construction 
period !before 1919# are removed, resulting in a data set 
of 978,664 footprint polygons of buildings with 
residential utilization and homogenous construction 
periods between 1919 and 2012. These 978,644 building 
footprint polygons are used for the exposure analysis.  
3.2 Flood exposure 
In Switzerland, a flood hazard map exists for 691,529 
(70.7% of total 978,664, see Tab. 1) residential buildings 
constructed between 1919 and 2012. That is, the areas 
where these buildings are located were part of the study 
areas of the cantonal hazard mapping procedures. 
Therefore, these buildings were assessed with respect to 
flood exposure. Of the assessed buildings, 110,745 
(16.01%) are exposed to floods. The exposure is mainly 
at hazard level !low# (63,318 buildings or 9.16%). But 
some are also exposed considerably at level !medium# 
(41,007 buildings or 5.93% respectively), whereas their 
exposure at hazard level !high# is comparatively low with 
just 6,420 buildings (0.93%) at that level.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In terms of annual newly constructed buildings, the 
period 1971-1980 shows the highest amounts, in !all 
analysed buildings# (column 1 in Tab. 1) as well as in !all 
buildings assessed in a flood hazard map# (column 2 in 
Tab. 1 and grey dashed line in Fig. 2). Yet, all exposure 
ratios (i.e. the number of newly constructed buildings 
within hazardous areas compared to the total number of 
newly constructed buildings within the perimeter of a 
flood hazard map) during this period of construction are 
lower than in any other period. Generally, it is 
remarkable that the amount of annual newly constructed 
buildings and the share of exposed buildings show a 
negative correlation (Fig. 2). When interpreting the data 
of consecutive time periods as time series, one detects a 
decrease in exposure ratios at hazard levels !low# and 
!medium# (and consequently summarized over all hazard 
levels) from 1919 to 1970, whereas from 1981 to 2012 
the same exposure ratios increase. 
Comparing the exposure of the three time periods 
between 1981 and 2012 to the exposure rates of the time 
period 1971-1980, we notice remarkable differences 
between the three hazard levels considered (Fig. 3 and the 
last for columns in Tab. 1). While the exposure rates at 
hazard levels !low# and !medium# show comparable 
increases by factors 1.06 to 1.16, the change at hazard 
level !high# is strikingly higher up to factor 1.5 for the 
period 2001-2012, resulting from exposure ratios at 
hazard level !high# of 1.11 (period 2001-2012) compared 
to 0.74 (period 1971-1980).
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Table 1. Information on flood exposure of Swiss residential buildings constructed between 1919 and 2012. Hazard levels are 
explained in text, section 2.1. L/M/H = total exposure, sum of exposure to hazard level !low# (L), !medium# (M) and !high# (H). 
The !share of exposed buildings# (and the absolute number of annual newly built buildings assessed in terms of flood exposure, 
column 2) are additionally shown in Fig. 2, whereas the changes in exposure of time periods 1981-2012 compared to period 
1971-1980 (last fozur columns) are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. Relative change of the exposure ratios of the three 
most recent time periods (1981-1999, 1991-2000, 2001-2012) 
compared to the ones of 1971  1980. 
4 Discussion and Conclusion 
5	

	
	
$#	
%			
	
keep in mind that we derive a development in the past 
from current data. Therefor, we assume that (a) flood 
threat areas remained constant and (b) no building was 
demolished nor replaced during the analysed periods of 
time.  
 
 
Concerning the first assumption, it can be stated 
that extensive river trainings in Switzerland were 
completed by the end of the 19th century, i.e. before the 
time period investigated in this study. Further on, recent 
structural protection measures are designed for events up 
to a 100-year return period. That means that 300-year 
events (and thus the encasing area of the analysed 
*	*	
	'	!#%	!#		!#,		
not influenced by these protection measures. However, 
the lines between areas of different hazard levels may be 
shifted. Therefore, temporal changes in the exposure to 
one specific hazard level must not be over-interpreted. In 
addition, the reliability of temporal comparisons of 
exposure ratio at different hazard levels decrease with the 
length of time period considered.  
The second assumption (no demolition nor 
replacement of buildings) is less problematic in 
Switzerland than in other countries because Switzerland 
has (a) not been involved in any wars since the middle of 
the 19th century and (b) standards in building construction 
and maintenance are comparatively high resulting in long 
times of use. As discussed in other publications [5, 6], 
however, studies on temporal dynamics that are based on 
current data records of construction year should focus on 
relative trends rather than on absolute values. 
Nevertheless, the presented absolute figures of (annual) 
newly constructed buildings and especially their relative 
changes over time are plausible. While the increase up to 
the 1970s may be explained by demographic parameters, 
the decrease after 1990 may be caused by the global 
financial crisis of the 1990s. 
Looking at exposure rates, our findings of 
increasing rates since the 1980s do not mirror the 
Switzerland-	 	 	 	 	


	
	*	
	
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
		"	3<%	
front page] in the aftermath of the 1987 floods. It implies 
spatial planning as an imported part of risk management. 
In particular, the relatively high increase at hazard level 
!#	 	 	%	 			 
	*	 '%	 
	
Figure 2. Newly constructed buildings per construction period. The !share of new buildings exposed# is the ratio of the number 
of !newly constructed building that are potentially exposed to floods (at respective hazard level)# to the number of !total newly 
constructed buildings for which a flood hazard map exists#. The !new buildings per year# are calculated by dividing the total 
number of buildings newly constructed within a particular time period by the length of the respective time period, figures are 
presented in thousands of buildings per year. 
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federal recommendations (and many cantonal and 
communal regulations) foresee a ban on construction of 
new buildings [11]. We see two possible explanations for 
this mismatch: time lag and obstacles to the enforcement 
in spatial planning processes. Thus, at national level, 
regulations on spatial planning (including the 
consideration of natural hazards) were introduced in the 
1970s [15]. More details on natural hazards are regulated 
in the national laws on forest and on water [16, 17], 
which were totally revised and passed in the early 1990s. 
However, ten years later the federal extra-parliamentary 
		
	*	>.?@?)	
	
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[14:6]. 
Another remarkable result of the present study is 
the negative correlation between number of annual newly 
constructed buildings and the share of exposure. Sound 
statistical analyses as well as exploration of the 
underlying reasons of this phenomenon go beyond the 
scope of this paper, but are definitively worth examining 
in the future. 
In conclusion, this study shows that nation-wide 
analysis of flood exposure at single building level is 
possible, and it derives new insights for the evaluation of 
risk management strategies. The temporal evolution of 
flood exposure ratios, with its lowest values in the 1970s, 
calls into question the effects of the risk management 
strategies introduced during the past decades and 
indicates a need for further investigation. Studies on 
exposure as one risk driver help to evaluate our risk 
management strategies and provide one basis for the 
improvement of risk management policies and practice. A 
comparison between different nation-wide exposure data 
and their development would add even more value to 
flood risk management. 
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A coevolutionary perspective is adopted to understand the dynamics of exposure to mountain hazards in the
European Alps. A spatially explicit, object-based temporal assessment of elements at risk to mountain hazards
(river floods, torrential floods, and debris flows) in Austria and Switzerland is presented for the period from
1919 to 2012. The assessment is based on two different data sets: (1) hazard information adhering to legally
binding land use planning restrictions and (2) information on building types combined from different national-
level spatial data. We discuss these transdisciplinary dynamics and focus on economic, social, and institutional
interdependencies and interactions between human and physical systems. Exposure changes in response to mul-
tiple drivers, including population growth and land use conflicts. The results show that whereas some regional
assets are associated with a strong increase in exposure to hazards, others are characterized by a below-average
level of exposure. The spatiotemporal results indicate relatively stable hot spots in the European Alps. These
results coincide with the topography of the countries and with the respective range of economic activities and
political settings. Furthermore, the differences between management approaches as a result of multiple institu-
tional settings are discussed. A coevolutionary framework widens the explanatory power of multiple drivers to
changes in exposure and risk and supports a shift from structural, security-based policies toward an integrated,
risk-based natural hazard management system. Key Words: coevolution, European Alps, exposure, natural hazard
management, path dependency.
本文採用共同演化的观点来理解欧洲阿尔卑斯地区暴露于山区灾害的动态。本文呈现奥地利和瑞士在
1919年至 2012年间,对山区灾害 (洪泛、山洪暴发与泥石流)而言具有风险元素之特定空间且基于对象的
时间评估。该评估是根据下列两组不同的数据集: (1)遵循具法律约束力的土地使用规划限制之灾害信息,
以及 (2) 从不同的国家层级空间数据组合而成的建筑形态信息。我们探讨这些跨领域动态, 并聚焦经
济、社会与制度间的相互依赖, 以及人类和物理系统的互动。曝险度在回应包括人口成长及土地使用冲
突等多重驱力时有所改变。研究结果显示, 当若干区域资产与灾害曝险度的显着增加有关时, 其他区域
则以低于平均的曝险度为特徵。空间与时间的结果, 显示出欧洲阿尔卑斯地区热点的相对稳定性。这些
研究与各国家的地志学, 以及各别的经济活动范围与政治环境相符。此外, 本文探讨因多重制度环境所
导致的管理方法差异。共同演化架构, 扩张了多重驱力之于曝险度和风险的改变的解释力, 并支持从结
构性、以安全为基础的政策转变为整合性的、以风险为基础的自然灾害管理系统。 关键词： 共同演化,
欧洲阿尔卑斯地区,曝险,自然灾害管理,路径依赖。
Se adopta una perspectiva co-evolucionista para entender la dinamica de la exposicion a los riesgos de monta~na
en los Alpes europeos. Se presenta una evaluacion temporal espacialmente explıcita y basada en objeto de los
elementos de riesgo en catastrofes de monta~na (inundaciones fluviales, inundaciones torrenciales y flujos de
detritos) en Austria y Suiza, para el perıodo de 1919 a 2012. La evaluacion descansa en dos conjuntos de datos
diferentes: (1) informacion de riesgos que adhiere a las restricciones de planificacion de uso del suelo legal-
mente obligatorias, y (2) informacion combinada sobre tipos de construcciones desde diferentes fuentes de
datos espaciales a nivel nacional. Discutimos estas dinamicas transdisciplinarias y nos enfocamos en interdepen-
dencias e interacciones economicas, sociales e institucionales entre sistemas humanos y fısicos. La exposicion
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cambia en respuesta a multiples controles, incluyendo crecimiento de la poblacion y conflictos por usos del
suelo. Los resultados muestran que mientras algunas ventajas regionales estan asociadas con un fuerte incre-
mento en exposicion a los riesgos, otras estan caracterizadas por un nivel de exposicion por debajo del prome-
dio. Los resultados espaciotemporales indican puntos calientes relativamente estables en los Alpes europeos.
Estos resultados coinciden con la topografıa de los paıses y con el respectivo ambito de actividades economicas
y el contexto polıtico. Adicionalmente, se discuten las diferencias entre los enfoques de administracion como
resultado de multiples escenarios institucionales. Un marco co-evolucionario amplıa el poder explicativo de
multiples controles a los cambios en exposicion y riesgo, y soporta un cambio de polıticas estructurales, basadas
en seguridad, hacia un sistema integrado de manejo de catastrofes naturales basado en riesgo. Palabras clave: co-
evolucion, Alpes europeos, exposicion, manejo de catastrofes naturales, dependencia en la ruta.
I
n Europe, approximately 40 percent of the total
land area is mountainous and is home to almost 20
percent of the total population (Nordregio 2004).
Consequently, mountain regions are characterized by a
significant number of settlements and economic and
recreational areas. Only about 17 percent of the Euro-
pean Alps is suitable for permanent settlement due to
topographic constraints, however (Tappeiner, Bors-
dorf, and Tasser 2008). As a result, mountain region
developments are inherently linked to natural hazard
risk, as land development occurs in hazard-prone areas
where many settlements are located on alluvial fans
and in floodplains. Flood risk management differs
remarkably between floodplains along large rivers
(e.g., the Rhine in Europe or the Mississippi in the
United States) and the floodplains of alpine rivers.
Whereas large rivers are predominantly managed with
flood retention and levee constructions (Remo, Carl-
son, and Pinter 2012; Theiling and Burant 2013),
mountainous areas are primarily managed by restrict-
ing the development of settlements in floodplains.
Consequently, spatiotemporal exposure and the vul-
nerability of elements at risk plays a dominant role in
risk management.
The main drivers of natural hazard risk are high
reliefs, hydroclimatology, and the effects of climate
dynamics on hydrological hazards (Keiler, Knight,
and Harrison 2010). Hydrological hazards constitute
a major threat to communities and assets, even
though they occur episodically (Fuchs et al. 2013),
especially if exposure and vulnerability are not prop-
erly managed (Zimmermann and Keiler 2015).
These two aspects have only received scientific
attention relatively recently (Papathoma-K€ohle
et al. 2011; Totschnig and Fuchs 2013; Fuchs,
Keiler, and Zischg 2015; Papathoma-K€ohle et al.
2015), whereas the overall concept of risk that com-
bines hazard, exposure, and vulnerability had already
been introduced in operational risk management for
decades (Keiler et al. 2004; Kienholz et al. 2004).
Despite the considerable efforts to reduce moun-
tain hazard risk, particularly with the implementa-
tion of technical means such as levees and
retention basins (Holub and Fuchs 2009), the losses
due to hydrological hazards in Europe remain signif-
icant (Andres, Badoux, and Hegg 2015; Fuchs,
Keiler, and Zischg 2015). Although there is some
evidence of increasing losses, which can be found
in the publications of large reinsurers (Munich Re
2016; Swiss Re 2016), some scholars stated that
underlying trends should be carefully interpreted.
Mudelsee et al. (2003) analyzed flood magnitudes
and concluded that there is no evidence of recent
upward trends describing the occurrence of large
flood events in central Europe. Similarly, Barredo
(2009) reported no clear positive trend in flood
losses in Europe once the losses are normalized by
socioeconomic development indicators. Further-
more, when flood data in the United States are pre-
sented in terms of damage per unit wealth, a slight
and statistically insignificant downward trend is
observed (Loucks and Stedinger 2007).
Besides hazard dynamics (i.e., changes in the natural
frequency and magnitude of events due to climatic
change), shifts in hazard losses could result from (1)
changing exposure of elements at risk due to overall
population migration and associated land development,
(2) changing vulnerability due to the presence or
absence of technical mitigation measures, and (3) a
greater awareness of threats considered in land use plan-
ning. In the past, spatially explicit data on elements at
risk in Europe were fragmentary; a spatiotemporal
assessment of exposure was limited to studies using
large-scale, aggregated data (Keiler 2004; Keiler et al.
2006; Fuchs et al. 2013) and neglected any small-scale
but supraregional dynamics. Spatially inclusive and
comprehensive analyses on national levels were under-
taken, for example, on flood risk in The Netherlands
(Jongman et al. 2014) and on mountain hazards in
Austria (Fuchs, Keiler, and Zischg 2015) when such
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data became recently available. In the following review,
we focus on residential buildings (RBs) exposed to flood
hazards in The European Alps, and we show how such
data can be used to improve our understanding of haz-
ard exposure and how a coevolutionary framework
widens the explanatory power of multiple drivers in
exposure dynamics. The coevolutionary framework pro-
vides a guideline for analyzing and explaining the link-
age between exposure and policy.
Assessing Coevolution in Natural Hazard
Management
We attempt to address challenges attributed to institu-
tional changes in natural hazard management by focusing
on the exposure of RBs in the European Alps from a
coevolutionary perspective. Coevolution includes two or
more interdependently evolving systems (Gual and
Norgaard 2010). The aim is to analyze and understand
the coevolutionary changes within the different interact-
ing systems, where coevolutionary dynamics are path
dependent (Kallis 2007). These dynamics include social
adaptation to environmental change. A central theme
inherent to coevolutionary thinking in social science is
the analysis of institutional changes, especially with
respect to the development of human behavior. Institu-
tions are defined as a constant (formally legal and infor-
mally social) norm over a certain period of time (van den
Bergh and Stagl 2003). Institutions are responsible for
the organization of structures to optimize for social and
economic behaviors (e.g., by minimizing uncertainty).
Therefore, institutions have a direct influence on individ-
uals and vice versa. Institutions influence the behavior of
individuals (top down); their behavior and habitat are
also key drivers for the development of new institutions
or institutional changes (bottom up; Hodgson 2006). In
summary, institutions define rules or procedures that sup-
port decision-making processes.
The aim is to interpret and to holistically explain
exposure evolution in the European Alps with respect
to policy responses and technological developments.
The insights then support the valuation of natural haz-
ard management policies. We identified two evolu-
tionary systems:
 The first system is characterized by population pres-
sures (i.e., demand for increased residences in hazard
areas) associated with different behaviors, norms,
beliefs, and physical attributes. Over time, the
behavior and attributes of the populations in
Austria and Switzerland changed. This is exempli-
fied by the increase of single households compared
to multihouseholds starting in the 1960s or gradu-
ally more numerous requests for secondary residen-
ces over the last 100 years (Statistik Austria 2004).
Changes were based on socioeconomic develop-
ments within the society and external drivers (e.g.,
influx of homeowners from abroad). Furthermore,
societal attributes change (e.g., new designs and
uses for RBs, the number of inhabitants from 16.57
people per RB in 1919 to 4.59 people in 2012).
 The second evolutionary system involves changes in
natural hazard management policy. For decades
since the 1890s, the focus was on the implementa-
tion of structural engineering measures (Holub and
Fuchs 2009). From the 1970s onward, nonstructural
measures (e.g., land use planning) supplemented
these engineered structures. Over time, however,
key strategies in natural hazard management were
incapable of sufficiently addressing the magnitude of
associated losses. Institutions and respective policy-
makers currently rely on a combination of structural
and nonstructural measures to reduce natural hazard
risk in the European Alps (Fuchs 2009) and beyond
(Kubal et al. 2009). There is an evident shift in nat-
ural hazard discourse away from exclusively engi-
neered solutions toward broader integrated
management strategies. These include land use
management and other incentives to discourage
developments in high-risk areas (Fuchs 2009). Con-
sequently, this shift has been identified as a key
point of contention in policy discussions, especially
toward the implementation of nonstructural meas-
ures (Wiering and Immink 2006). This was trig-
gered by crises such as the Galt€ur avalanche event
in 1999 (Keiler 2004) and flood events in 2002 and
2005 (Bard, Renard, and Lang 2012). These cata-
strophic events provide new opportunities for actors
from all administrative levels to introduce new
management systems. Despite these shifts, natural
hazard management still predominantly considers
the use of structural measures (Thaler, Priest, and
Fuchs 2016). Additionally, the implementation of
structural mitigation measures has encouraged
increases in the number of buildings in hazard areas.
Assessing Flood Hazard Exposure
Two different data sets were used for this study.
Information on flood hazards provided input for
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the exposure assessment, in addition to data on
building inventory in Austria and Switzerland (see
Figure 1). Hazards such as river and torrential
flooding (i.e., dynamic flooding with sediment
transport and debris flows) in mountain rivers were
assessed.
Available hazard maps were combined with
nation-wide flood modeling results (see supplemen-
tary materials) to obtain spatial information on
flood hazards. We defined a low- to medium-proba-
bility event as a source for the exposure assessment,
in accordance with the requirements of the Euro-
pean Union Floods Directive (Commission of the
European Communities 2007).
For the building exposure assessment, informa-
tion on RBs was computed according to Fuchs,
Keiler, and Zischg (2015), using specified informa-
tion related to the entire building inventory. This
information is available in a governmental database
and contains details about the location and size of
each building, the building category, and the year
and period of construction (Bundesamt f€ur Statistik
2012; Statistik Austria 2012).
Exposed buildings are defined as built structures that
are susceptible to hydrological hazards. The hazard
information was overlaid with building inventory data
in a geographic information system. Each building was
characterized by its main use, which was assessed by
the net area of used space allotted for the different pur-
poses of each floor.
Results
Analysis of Exposure Evolution
An overview on the number of RBs is provided in
Table 1. A total of 3,574,198 RBs is located in Austria
and Switzerland, of which 14.14 percent are exposed
to hydrological hazards. The percentage exposed is
slightly higher in Switzerland than in Austria. Almost
two thirds (62.6 percent) of these buildings are single-
family houses (SFHs), and slightly more than one
third (37.4 percent) are apartment buildings (ABs).
Between 1919 and 2012, the overall share of exposed
RBs dropped around 2 percent, whereas the absolute
number increased by a factor of 5. Similarly, the over-
all share of exposed SFHs dropped by around
2 percent, but the overall number of exposed SFHs
increased by a factor of 5.6. Finally, the overall share
of exposed ABs dropped by around 1.5 percent, but
the overall number of exposed ABs increased by a fac-
tor of 4.2. In Switzerland, the exposure is generally
slightly higher than in Austria.
The temporal development of the total RB stock is
shown in Figure 2. Starting with an almost similar num-
ber of RBs in 1919 (Austria, 312,962; Switzerland,
307,751), the increase until 2012 was considerably higher
in Austria (1,984,475) than in Switzerland (1,589,723).
This increase followed a similar shape until 1960; thereaf-
ter, the increase was steeper in Austria than in Switzer-
land. A comparable pattern is observed for SFHs, starting
Figure 1. Exposure rate of residential buildings to hydrological hazards in Austria and Switzerland (exposed buildings to all buildings within
a local authority, shown in terms of quartiles). (Color figure available online.)
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from a total of 211,586 (Austria) and 173,309 (Switzer-
land), with a steeper increase in Austria than in Switzer-
land after 1960 and reaching totals of 1,447,144
(Austria) and 1,048,217 (Switzerland). In contrast, in
1919, there was a higher number of ABs in Switzerland
(134,442) than in Austria (101,376). This number
increased to almost the same amount for both countries
(537,331 inAustria and 541,506 in Switzerland) in 2012.
Starting in 1919, there was a lower number of
exposed RBs in Austria (42,219) than in Switzerland
(58,446). These numbers increased until 2012, where
the total numbers were higher in Austria (267,759)
than in Switzerland (237,454). Similarly, the number
of exposed SFHs increased from 26,473 (Austria) and
29,371 (Switzerland) to 179,257 (Austria) and
137,129 (Switzerland) between 1919 and 2012. In
1919, the number of exposed ABs started as a moder-
ate amount in both countries (15,746 in Austria and
29,075 in Switzerland), which increased to 88,502
(Austria) and 100,325 (Switzerland) in 2012 (see
Table 1).
Spatial analysis of the data reveals that hydrological
hazards are an evident threat to municipalities, even if
considerable differences between regions exist (Fig-
ure 1). In general, the exposure to hydrological hazards
is defined as the share of exposed RBs to all existing RBs
within a municipality. Exposure is low (first quartile) in
communities located in the northern and southern
alpine foreland and high (fourth quartile) in municipali-
ties located in the high mountain areas around the main
divide. The large river courses (Rhone, Aare, Rhine,
Danube, and Mur) coincide with the higher levels of
exposure in municipalities situated along these features.
Moreover, some regions in the Central Alps are associ-
ated with low exposure values, even though there are
above-average numbers of hazard events (Fuchs, Keiler,
and Zischg 2015). This observation can be partially
explained by a rigorous regional spatial planning policy
(Thaler 2014; Thaler, Priest, and Fuchs 2016) and is dis-
cussed in the following section.
The temporal analysis reveals distinct differences
between the Eastern and Western Alps. As shown in
Figure 3, the share of exposed SFHs (number and
value) compared to the entire number of SFHs
decreased from 16.95 percent to 13.08 percent in Swit-
zerland but was more or less constant in Austria (from
12.51 percent in 1919 to 12.39 percent in 2012).
Hence, although the absolute number of exposed
SFHs is higher in Austria than in Switzerland
(Table 1), the relative distribution is reversed. The
Figure 2. Absolute number of residential buildings in Austria and
Switzerland (total number, single-family houses and apartment
buildings) between 1919 and 2012. CHD Switzerland; AT D Aus-
tria; SFH= single-family house; AB D apartment building. (Color
figure available online.)
Table 1. Overview of residential buildings in Austria and Switzerland
Total RB exposed Total SFH exposed Total AB exposed
Total RB
N N %
Total SFH
N N %
Total AB
N N %
CH 1919 307,751 58,446 18.99 173,309 29,371 16.95 134,442 29,075 21.63
CH 2012 1,589,723 237,454 14.94 1,048,217 137,129 13.08 541,506 100,325 18.53
AT 1919 312,962 42,219 13.49 211,586 26,473 12.51 101,376 15,746 15.53
AT 2012 1,984,475 267,759 13.49 1,447,144 179,257 12.39 537,331 88,502 16.47
CH C AT 1919 620,713 100,665 16.22 384,895 55,844 14.51 235,818 44,821 19.01
CH C AT 2012 3,574,198 505,213 14.14 2,495,361 316,386 12.68 1,078,837 188,827 17.50
Note. RB D residential buildings; SFH D single-family house; AB D apartment building; CH D Switzerland; ATD Austria.
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temporal ABs pattern is comparable to the one for
SFHs and shows a slight decrease in the number of
exposed ABs from 21.63 percent to 18.53 percent in
Switzerland, with a similar progression for the values
exposed. The Austrian data, in contrast, show a
slightly increasing trend for the relationship between
exposed ABs and the total ABs (from 15.53 percent in
1919 to 16.47 percent in 2012; the highest value is
16.62 percent in 1970) and a strong increase in the
values. Hence, even if the increase in exposed build-
ings for the 1919 to 2012 period is lower in Switzer-
land than in Austria (factor of 4.67 vs. 6.77 for SFHs,
3.45 vs. 5.62 for ABs), the relative share of exposed
SFHs and ABs remains higher in Switzerland than in
Austria over 1919 to 2012. If the entire population is
considered, the share of RBs (number and value)
slightly decreased from 1919 to 2012 (Figure 4), with
a higher rate of decrease during the 1970s. If values
and numbers are compared, the exposed SFHs and
ABs were becoming more expensive since the 1970s.
Analysis of Policy Response in Natural Hazard
Management
Strategies to prevent or to reduce the effects of nat-
ural hazards in settlement areas can be traced back to
medieval times; official authorities were only founded
in 1876 (Switzerland) and 1884 (Austria) as a result of
legal regulation (Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft
1876; €Osterreichisch-Ungarische Monarchie 1884).
Since then, efforts to minimize detrimental impacts to
civilians and society have been centered on silvicul-
tural measures to prevent erosion and the introduction
of engineering structures within the catchment, along
channel systems, and in deposition areas. Starting in
the 1950s, conventional mitigation concepts, which
were aimed at decreasing both the magnitude and fre-
quency of events, were increasingly complemented
with technical mitigation measures. The amendment
of respective legal regulations marks a turning point in
responsibility sharing. Changes were observed in the
following examples: the Hydraulic Engineering Assis-
tance Act (Republik €Osterreich 1848), the Water Act
(Republik €Osterreich 1959), the Disaster Act (Repub-
lik €Osterreich 1966), and the Forest Act (Republik
€Osterreich 1975) in Austria and the Water Act and
the Forest Act in Switzerland (Schweizerische Eidg-
enossenschaft 1991a, 1991b). As a result of these
regulations, which were supplemented by multiple
Figure 4. Share of exposed single-family houses and apartment
buildings in relation to the total number of residential build-
ings. SFH D single-family house; AB D apartment building;
RB D residential building. (Color figure available online.)
Figure 3. Share of exposed single-family houses (left) and apartment buildings (right) in Austria and Switzerland, relative to the total number
of SFHs and ABs per country. The share of existing SFHs (left) is essentially identical in number and value for both Austria and Switzerland.
This effect gives the appearance of only two graph lines when in fact there are four. CH D Switzerland; AT D Austria; SFH D single-family
house; ABD apartment building. (Color figure available online.)
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federal directives, protection against natural hazards
became a governmental duty. Starting in the 1970s,
with the Directive on Hazard Mapping in Austria
(Republik €Osterreich 1976) and the National Spa-
tial Planning Act in Switzerland (Schweizerische
Eidgenossenschaft 1979), the use of nonstructural
measures for natural hazard protection was imple-
mented. As a result, spatial planning methods such
as hazard maps aimed at reducing development
activities in hazard-prone areas were introduced
(Holub and Fuchs 2009). Multiple directives, such
as the Directive on the Assessment of Flood Haz-
ards in Spatial Planning (Bundesamt f€ur Wasser-
wirtschaft, Bundesamt f€ur Raumplanung, and
Bundesamt f€ur Umwelt, Wald und Landschaft
1997) in Switzerland and the Disaster Management
Act (Republik €Osterreich 1996) in Austria supple-
mented these national laws, and further federal reg-
ulations from both countries were set into motion
(Kanonier 2006). The European Union Floods
Directive (Commission of the European Communi-
ties 2007) finally provided the basis for a risk-based
management of flood hazards in European countries.
In summary, we identified four key periods of natu-
ral hazard management in the European Alps,
which are attributed to different hazard paradigms:
 In the 1870s and 1880s, a governmental system for
natural hazard protection was introduced. The initial
legal regulations that were focused on natural hazard
management shifted to watershed management, for-
est-biological, soil bio-engineering measures, and
technical measures (construction material: timber
and stone masonry) for the first time.
 In the 1950s and 1960s, a shift toward engineering
systems was observed. In the European Alps, the
mitigation of mountain hazards was predicated on
the implementation of structural engineering meas-
ures. These targeted the minimization of both the
magnitude and frequency of events, which were
increasingly complemented by more sophisticated
technical mitigation measures.
 In the 1970s and 1980s, the system evolved to
include a broader discussion on natural hazard
management based on respective national laws.
These laws served as responses to various natural
hazard events. As a result, nonstructural measures
supplemented engineering solutions. In particular,
land use planning was introduced. Institutions and
policymakers relied on a combination of structural
and nonstructural measures to reduce the negative
impact of future events.
 Finally, the risk-based approach was introduced
in the 1990s. The shift from hazard to risk
required a completely different approach to effec-
tively address outstanding management issues.
Here, the concept of risk is defined as a function
of hazard and consequences. Comprehensive
experiences have been documented about the
application of the risk concept to mountain haz-
ard management, especially in Switzerland. The
risk-based approach was focused on encouraging
a discourse on risk within respective societies. By
considering different scenarios (including the
aspect of residual hazard), a greater focus is
placed on stakeholder engagement and bottom-
up initiatives, and the implementation of catch-
ment-wide management concepts was observed.
Discussion and Conclusion
The aforementioned results clearly showed that
effective exposure reduction has yet to be achieved. In
fact, the evolution of new policy instruments in flood
risk management has largely been unable to reduce
increases in exposure for both countries. We observed
that the new flood risk management strategies allowed
continuous developments in floodplain areas. In par-
ticular, the expectation that engineered measures
would protect floodplains had encouraged develop-
ment instead. This resulted in increases in potential
losses (White, Kates, and Burton 2001). In response,
the public administration in Austria and Switzerland
generated a situation of moral hazard within society
(Tarlock 2012), because new buildings in hazard areas
were secured by innovative defense strategies. For
example, the Austrian housing subsidy system, which
changed in 1958, led to an increase in public subsidies
that are available for private house owners. As such,
the total number of new RBs increased to 1,296,101
between 1960 and 2012, compared to the 375,412
new RBs between 1919 and 1960. Consequently, the
availability of housing subsidies contributed to the
development of SFHs; during the period of investiga-
tion, more than 115,687 were constructed in hazard-
prone areas with financial support from the govern-
ment. This effect is referred to as perverse subsidies
(van Beers and Van Den Bergh 2001). Furthermore,
the Austria Superior Administrative Court decided
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against enforcing the production of hazard maps as a
part of statutory regulation for spatial planning; instead
they are only judged as an expert report (Verwaltungs-
gerichtshof 1995).
Because an absolute decrease in exposed RBs would
only be possible if the original buildings are removed
from identified hazard zones, we computed the hypo-
thetical development of the buildings based on a sce-
nario where a construction ban is enforced in
endangered areas. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
such a ban, associated legal regulations were assumed
to be effective in the 1970s and the 1990s, respec-
tively. If we hypothetically assume that starting in
1976, which coincides with the amendment to the
Directive on Hazard Mapping in Austria, further
development in hazard-prone areas would have been
stopped, a total of 162,907 buildings would not have
been constructed in exposed areas. This number equa-
tes to ¡32 percent of exposure. Similarly, after 1991,
which coincides with the amendment of the Water
Act and the Forest Act in Switzerland, a total of
102,935 buildings would not have been constructed in
hazard-prone zones. This is equivalent to ¡20 percent
exposure. Consideration for these scenarios also dem-
onstrates the importance of time when investigating
the effectiveness of nonstructural measures. For
instance, it recommends that land use planning poli-
cies should be consistently implemented over longer
temporal horizons.
The policy system encourages private homeowner-
ship, despite associated increases in vulnerability.
Another driver that contributed to increased exposure
was the interpretation of land use management regula-
tions at local levels. In some of the regions belonging
to the fourth quartile of exposure (Figure 1), the
regional land use management act allowed the con-
struction of houses outside of defined building zones in
land use plans; consequently, around 7,000 out of a
total of 12,000 new residential buildings were con-
structed due to this exemption. Furthermore, govern-
mental organizations interpreted how land was
protected by engineering structures differently. In Salz-
burg, for example, new buildings and settlements were
built to create dense urban areas, resulting in an
increase in exposure in high-risk areas. Moreover, the
public administration seemed to have ignored the
problem of exposure, as natural hazard management
had little or no impact on the design of local land use
plans and strategies. This is explained by the fact that
economic growth within administrative boundaries is
regularly prioritized above ecological concerns or
protection against hazards (Thaler 2014; Thaler,
Priest, and Fuchs 2016).
The observations show that the exposure of RBs
has considerably increased over the last ninety years.
This rise has been observed despite the introduction
of natural hazard management strategies in the Euro-
pean Alps. This development was heavily influenced
by the occurrence of disasters, which led to an
increased gravitation toward the dependency on
technical mitigation measures but did not prevent
further unsuitable land use developments. Moreover,
acknowledging the levee effect, natural hazard man-
agement encouraged further development of hazard-
prone areas with the consequence of an increase of
exposure dynamics. As such, both systems (exposure
dynamics and management paradigms) are profoundly
interrelated, where increases in exposure necessitate
further mitigation measures. These measures evolve
from purely engineered solutions toward risk-based
planning approaches. The implementation of key
strategies in isolation, however, does not completely
eliminate potential losses due to damages over time.
Instead, a lock-in situation results, where the reliance
on technical mitigation measures that dominate cur-
rent risk management approaches continues to be
more prominent than the perceived impact of land
use planning.
To break away from the way exposure has been
addressed to date, there is a need to set incentives to
ensure responsible natural hazard management. This
requires rigorous enforcement of land use planning leg-
islation (e.g., reconsideration of perverse subsidies from a
political perspective), which would foster the populari-
zation of alternative hazard mitigation measures and
promote the implementation of coherent policies. It
would also support the development of further incen-
tives to minimize risk. Natural hazard risk management
will only be successful if the further development of
construction in hazard-prone areas is restricted.
The aforementioned management approaches
ensure the availability and accessibility of knowledge
on natural hazard risk and how this can be effectively
applied to a range of societal conditions. The result
would be a paradigm shift in natural hazards manage-
ment, which would result in decreased vulnerability
and increased resilience for the affected population.
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Abstract
If homeowners are fully rational and well aware of flood risks and related cost, there
should be a reduction in land and housing values from a risky floodplain location. Previous
research has indicated that price differentials reflecting the risk of flooding exist, but that
they become much larger in the wake of a storm. This suggests that households may
suffer from availability bias such that risks become more salient to buyers and sellers in
the wake of a major flood. We apply a hedonic price model to Geographic Information
System data on housing and land prices in Switzerland, combined with flood hazard maps
and investigate the effect of the biggest floods of 2007, 2013 and 2015 on housing and land
prices. Despite the presence of socialized insurance mandate for buildings we find evidence
for a persistent availability bias. We further find that the introduction of flood hazard
maps into legally binding land use plans increases property prices.
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1 Introduction
About 21 million people are affected by river floods each year, and due to climate change and
socio-economic development, the number of affected people is predicted to increase to 54 million
in 2030 as the surface temperature continues to rise (Luo et al., 2015; Willner et al., 2018).
Switzerland, which is the context of this paper, is no exception. In 2015, the damage to private
property, infrastructure, forestry and agriculture caused by floods, debris flows, landslides and
rock falls cause amounted to CHF 135 million, 92 per cent of which resulted from flooding
(Hilker et al., 2009). Furthermore, both capital and people have been moving into floodplains
and other high risk areas (Röthlisberger et al., 2016), despite the existence of hazard maps
informing homeowners about the respective probability and intensity of potential flood risks.
To assess the value of environmental risks, hedonic theory has been the paradigm used to
investigate the relationship between house prices and environmental disamenities.1 A series of
hedonic studies has estimated the effect of sea floods on housing values in the USA and the
UK.2 A common finding is that flooding in coastal areas lowers property values. This could be
either due to differences in expected damages, or, equivalently, differences in insurance premia.
Standard hedonic price models show correlations which may suffer from omitted variable
bias. In addition, there can be a sorting issue as households move to locations matching their
preferences for amenities. One way to overcome this shortcoming is the use of a difference-in-
differences (DiD) spatial hedonic model framework. One example is Davis (2004), who focuses
on a county in Nevada where residents had recently experienced a severe increase in pediatric
leukemia. Housing prices are compared before and after the increase with a nearby county acting
as a control group. Billings and Schnepel (2017) estimate the benefits of lead-paint remediation
on housing prices adopting a DiD estimator that compares values among remediated properties
with those for which an inspection does not identify a lead paint hazard.
In this paper, we use a DiD-approach to investigate the responsiveness of housing and land
1Significant negative effects on housing values have been found to be associated with hazardous waste sites
(Gayer et al., 2000), earthquake/volcanic hazards (Bernknopf et al., 1990; Beron et al., 1997) water pollution
(Leggett and Bockstael, 2000), and air pollution (Chay and Greenstone, 2005). For a survey, see Boyle and Kiel
(2001).
2For the US context, see Bartosova et al. (2000); Shilling et al. (1985); MacDonald et al. (1987); Donnelly
(1989); MacDonald et al. (1990); Speyrer and Ragas (1991); Harrison et al. (2001); Bin and Polasky (2004); Bin
and Kruse (2006); Bin et al. (2008); Atreya et al. (2013). Daniel et al. (2009) carries out a meta-analysis and
finds that there is a significant heterogneity in flood risk-induced price differentials. For studies from the UK,
see Lamond and Proverbs (2008); Belanger and Bourdeau-Brien (2017); Lamond et al. (2010).
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prices to flood risk using data from Zurich Canton in Switzerland. Homeowners in Switzerland
are required to buy a flat-rate building insurance, which covers monetary damages caused by
flooding at a price that does not depend on the individual structure’s risk. This should, in
principle, remove any price differential due to flood risk, as the risk is effectively socialized.
However, due to uninsurable costs such as the possibility of death or injury, damage to com-
munity infrastructure, hassle of being displaced or the loss of personal items with sentimental
value, the willingness to pay for a property could nevertheless decrease in the flood risk, ceteris
paribus, despite the presence of the insurance mandate.
There is evidence that flood risk may be subject to an “availability bias”, which describes a
situation in which “people assess the frequency of a class or the probability of an event by the
ease with which instances or occurrences can be brought to mind” (Kahneman et al., 1982).
Flood becomes more salient to buyers and sellers in the wake of a hazard event (e.g. earthquake,
flood, or hurricane) as reflected by increasing price differentials across hazard zones (Hallstrom
and Smith, 2005; Kellens et al., 2013; Burningham et al., 2008). Bakkensen and Barrage (2017)
find that around 40% of households substantially underestimate coastal flood risks. Bubeck
et al. (2012) report that many individuals have no willingness-to-pay for insurance because they
underestimate the (low) probability of flood risk, and that the demand for flood insurance is
determined to an important degree by emotional fear. Risk mis-perception can result in spiking
insurance take-up after a flood (Gallagher, 2014).
Bin and Landry (2013) examine the flood effects on price differentials of Hurricane Fran in
1996 and Hurricane Floyd in 1999 in North Carolina. The treatment group consists of houses
within a flood plain and the respective control group are located outside the floodplain. Using
data on property transactions before and after the floods, they detect no market risk premium
for the presence in a flood zone in general, but significant price differentials after major flooding
events. The effect is diminishing over time, essentially disappearing about 5 or 6 years after
Hurricane Floyd. Similarly, Atreya et al. (2013) demonstrate in a DiD framework that property
price differentials reflecting flood risk increase following a large flood event in 1994 in Dougherty
County, Georgia diminishing after eight to nine years.
In this paper, we follow Bin and Landry (2013) and Atreya et al. (2013) by using a hedonic
price model to assess the effect of the flash floods of 2007, 2013 and 2015 on the real estate
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market of the canton of Zurich. Our treatment group consists of houses and land within areas
that are labeled as subject to flood risk, whereas properties outside of flood zones serve as the
control group. We investigate if (i) there is a price differential due to flood risk (difference), (ii)
whether this differential increases after major floods (difference-in-difference), and (iii) if the
effect differs between prices for houses and for land (triple difference). We further examine if the
implementation of obligatory protective measures (cantonal land use plan) has an influence on
real estate prices. To our knowledge, there no previous studies analyze the influence of relatively
small-scale events such as river floods on both local housing and land markets. Furthermore,
the Swiss setting is special due to the presence of a socialized insurance mandate and detailed
maps informing potential home buyers about flood risks.
We find that being located in a risky zone has a significant and negative effect on housing
prices, but the effect is not statistically significant for land prices. The advent of the flood in
2007 a negative and significant effect on the price for both housing and land located in flood
zones. The effect is short-lived: It is strongest directly three months after the flood but becomes
statistically insignificant already after six months. We interpret this finding as evidence for an
availability bias. The effect for the floods of 2013 and 2015 has the same negative sign but is not
statistically different from zero. The DDD estimation strategy confirms these results (again,
with statistical significance only for the 2007 flood) and additionally shows that house prices
were less negatively affected than land prices. Our results imply that an availability bias for
flood risk exists even in the presence of socialized building insurance and detailed and public
information about flood risk.
Evaluating the elaboration and implementation of the cantonal land use plan, we find that
the implementation of obligatory hazard map compliance has a positive influence on housing and
land prices relative to the no hazard group and can reduce the negative effect of risky building
locations. In contrast, the mere creation of hazard maps without a mandatory implementation
does not have an effect. These results highlight the value of better flood hazard information
and can help to guide decisionmakers as they assess community-wide benefits from flood control
and mitigation projects.
In a future version of this paper, which is work in progress, we will match insurance claim
data to our dataset and examine whether prices for homes that were actually damaged react
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differently to the occurrence of a flood than houses that are located in a risk area but escaped
damage. Furthermore, we will include additional controls variables such as the distance to water
(rivers or lakes), the amount of sun per day, distance to the woods and distance to Zurich. This
will allow us to reduce the scope for unobserved heterogeneity, which is an issue especially for
our first-difference results (i.e., the price differential for real estate located in flood zones). The
required data will be available by the end of February.
The next section contains a brief theoretical model linking the demand for real estate to flood
risk. Section 3 provides background information for the hazard maps, insurance scheme and
major flood events in Switzerland and describes the data as well as the estimation strategy. The
results are presented in Section (4) and robustness tests are discussed. Section (5) concludes.
2 A model of real estate demand and risk
We build on Bin et al. (2008) and use the following simple model to guide our empirical analysis.
For now, we focus on housing prices but assume that the same logic applies for land prices as
well, at least in the absence of a socialized insurance scheme. Households are perfectly rational
and well informed. Following Rosen (1974), the hedonic price function is represented as:
P = P (s, n(t), r) (1)
The price P for the market good that is used (in our case, houses and land) is a function of
structural characteristics s, such as the number of rooms or the age of the house; community-
specific public goods n(t); and the risk r. The public goods are financed by linear community
taxes t such that ∂n(t)
∂t
> 0. The function P (·) is assumed to be twice continuously differen-
tiable in all arguments and will produce an estimate of the representative household’s marginal
willingness to pay for an additional unit of an attribute. Households’ utility is strictly concave
in all arguments and given by:
U(s, n(t), c) , (2)
with c representing a is a composite commodity that serves as the numeraire. Consumers are
assumed to be informed about relatively safe and unsafe locations, hence the risk r, as hazard
maps are publicly available. We further assume that flood adaptation measures are rather small
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such that we refrain from modeling flood risk prevention as a public good.
Following (Brookshire et al., 1985), we use an expected utility framework in which consumers
account for the risk information in their decision making. The observed discount on property in
an area with high flood risk, relative to a safe area, thus reflects household’s willingness to pay
to avoid such risk. The consumer’s problem is to maximize expected utility over two states of
the world: the flood state and no flood, which occur with probabilities p and 1−p, respectively.
There exists insurance for the structure of the house and households have to pay a de-
ductible. In addition, floods can cause monetary and non-monetary losses which are not cov-
ered by insurance such as personal injury, hassle of being displaced by flood damage, damage to
community infrastructure, the effort to contact insurance, destruction of items excluded from
insurance (such as damages to garden structures or vegetation) and loss of personal items with
sentimental value. The parameter mL represents the expected income in the loss state i.e.
income remaining for consumption of the numeraire, including any insurance settlement net of
insurance payments, deductibles and uninsured losses, and mNL represents expected income in
the no-loss state, with mL < mNL. Expected Utility is given by
E[U ] = p(r)·UL[s, n(t),mL−λ·P (s, n(t), r)−t]+(1−p(r))·UNL[s, n(t),mNL−λ·P (s, n(t), r)−t]
(3)
where p(r) is the subjective probability of a flood event (based on available hazard maps) and
the utility function is state dependent across loss (L) and no-loss (NL). λ is a parameter which
converts the sales price to a yearly price.
Consumers take the hedonic price schedule P (·) as given and residual income is spend for
consumption of a composite commodity. Differentiating (3) with respect to s, the optimal
choice of housing characteristics is given by the first-order conditions:
∂P
∂s
=
p(r)∂U
L
∂s
+ (1− p(r))∂UNL
∂s
λ · [p(r)∂UL
∂m
+ (1− p(r))∂UNL
∂m
]
> 0 (4)
The marginal ”implicit hedonic price” for amenity s is equal to the ratio of expected amenity
value and expected marginal utility of income. Taxes influence housing prices as follows:
∂P
∂t
=
p(r)[∂U
L
∂n
∂n(t)
∂t
− ∂UL
∂m
] + (1− p(r))[∂UNL
∂n
∂n(t)
∂t
− ∂UNL
∂m
]
λ · [p(r)∂UL
∂m
+ (1− p(r))∂UNL
∂m
]
(5)
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where we have applied the envelope theorem i.e. ∂U
L,NL
∂m
∂P
∂n(t)
∂n(t)
∂t
= ∂U
L,NL
∂m
∂P
∂t
. If the marginal
utility of income exceeds the marginal utility of a tax increase financing the community- public
good, i.e., ∂U
L
∂m
> ∂U
L
∂n
∂n(t)
∂t
, a tax increase has a negative effect on housing prices, and vice versa
if the marginal utility of private consumption is below that of public consumption.
The marginal effect of (exogenous) risk on housing prices is given by
∂P
∂r
=
∂p(r)
∂r
(UL − UNL)
λ · [p(r)∂UL
∂m
+ (1− p(r))∂UNL
∂m
]
< 0 (6)
Equation (6) shows that the marginal price for risk is equal to the difference in utility by
the two states, weighted by the marginal probability of risk ∂p(r)
∂r
(UL − UNL) and divided by
the expected marginal utility of income. As mL < mNL such that UL > UNL, an increase in
flood risk will have a negative price effect. This constitutes our first hypothesis.
A finding of no price differential between risky and safe zones could be due to a small
difference between UL and UNL, which is the case if the uninsurable costs are small, or to
consumers underestimating flood risk at the time when they purchase a house. In the absence
of flooding, buyers can become insensitive to some environmental risk factors, even in the
presence of certain insurance requirements (availability bias). The occurrence of a flood may
lead to a revision of the subjective likelihood as information is available. Therefore, our second
hypothesis states that the price differential should become larger for properties located in risky
areas shortly after a flood has been observed.
Finally, note that if the uninsurable costs are simply too small to matter empirically, then
we should see no effect after a flood either.
3 Data and empirical strategy
In this section, we provide some background information about the real estate market in the
canton of Zurich and describe the data, before we present our empirical strategy.
3.1 Background
The canton of Zurich contains 168 political communities and a population of close to 1.5
million, which makes it the most populous canton in Switzerland. Due to its population and
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the industrial concentration, it is one of the most important flood risk areas in terms of damages
(Tages-Anzeiger, 2012). Figure 1 shows a map.
Figure 1: Overview of the Canton of Zrich
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Notes: The overview presents the canton with the main cities Zurich & Winterthur. Map sources: SWISSTOPO
(background map, reproduced by permission of SWISSTOPO)
The canton is characterized by its capital Zurich and its agglomeration, which occupies
most of the canton. The largest body of water in the canton is the elongated Lake Zurich,
and Greifensee and Pfaeffikersee are two other major lakes in the canton. The Tuerlersee, the
Katzensee, the Luetzelsee and the Husemersee are smaller waters. Major rivers are Limmat,
Sihl, Rhine, Glatt, Toess and Thur.3.
All buildings in the canton with a value > 5, 000 CHF have to be insured at the GVZ
“Gebaeudeversicherung Kanton Zurich”). Buildings are socially insured with the structure,
the structural cover, the installations and the interior construction. Everyone pays the same
price per building value independent of structural risk.4 In case of a damage, the GVZ covers
3The river Limmat leaves Zurich Lake in the city of Zurich, later uniting with the Reuss, the Aare river and
with the Rhine. The Glatt, whose entire run is in the canton, drains the Glatt Valley and the Zurich Oberland
and flows into the Rhine near Glattfelden in the Zurich Unterland. The Toess is also a mountain river, which
rises in the Zurich Oberland and flows into the Rhine at the Tssegg. The Thur also flows through the canton of
Zurich on the last few kilometers. The Sihl rises in the canton of Schwyz, flows through the Zurich Sihltal and
flows into Zurich in the Limmat. The Reuss forms in the southwest a small section of the border to Aargau.
4In 2017, the insurance premium was CHF 0.32 cents (about USD 0.34) for every CHF 1,000 of the insurance
value, which is an estimate of the cost to rebuild the house.
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the cost of immediate and emergency measures and compensates for the effective demolition,
clearing and disposal cost. Elementary damage by flooding as a result of rainfall (if water
penetrates the building on the surface), avalanches, snow pressure and snowfall as well as rock
fall and landslide are insured. The deductible is CHF 500 (see appendix 6 for more details)
(Gebaeudeversicherung Kanton Zurich (GVZ), 2017). For land properties within flood zones,
there is no insurance.
Detailed flood maps indicating the precise location of each property and the respective flood
hazard are available to residents. The flood maps are available online, and new homeowners
are pointed towards them during the purchasing process (see section 3.2.2).
3.2 Data
For our empirical analysis, we use information about major floods, Geographic Information
System data on housing and land prices, and tax data from the Zurich Statistical Office which
we combine with data of hazard zones as well as insurance data from the GVZ. Our unique
dataset contains data from 168 communities during 2007 - 2016.
3.2.1 Flood events
The Swiss flood and landslide damage database (BAFU, 2016) gives a detailed overview of the
flood events between 2007 - 2016 and provides approximate aggregate damages (Table 1). We
focus on the three biggest flood events in terms of caused damages during our sample period,
which occurred in 2007, 20135 and 2015. Since detailed data on monetary losses are confidential
and not available, we rely on these aggregate data to quantify the size of the flood in terms of
caused damage.
Include table 1 here
According to a report by the Federal Office for Water and Geology (BWG) and extrapola-
tions by the Swiss Insurance Association concerning damage in the private sector, the damage
to the buildings during the flooding of 2005 in June caused on average CHF 55,800 (Bundesamt
fuer Wasser und Geologie (BWG), 2005).
5In 2013, two floods occurred on the second of May followed by a flash flood on the first of June. As both
events are closely connected, we specify these two flood events by one event.
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3.2.2 Hazard maps
In Switzerland, all municipalities are obliged to elaborate a hazard map. This hazard map
classifies an examined area into five categories with respect to the magnitude and frequency
of potential flood events (Fuchs et al., 2017). Red zones (high hazard) indicate areas where
residents are at risk both inside and outside of buildings and sudden destruction of a building
is possible upon impact with process-related forces. Blue zones (moderate hazard) indicate
those areas where people are at risk outside of buildings and moderate destruction of buildings
may be possible. Yellow zones (low hazard) delimit areas where flood hazard may lead to
considerable monetary loss at buildings, but people are rarely at risk. Figure 2 illustrates the
available hazard maps.
Figure 2: Online available hazard maps
Notes: A map section of Zurich’s hazard zones. Source: http://maps.zh.ch.
The main criteria for classification of the hazard is the flood intensity with thresholds at 0.5
m or 0.5 m2/s (yellow and blue), between 0.5 m and 2.0 m or 0.5m2/s and 2.0m2/s (yellow and
blue), or exceeding 2.0 m or 2.0 m2/s (red). The probability of occurrence of the underlying
flood hazard is used to further distinguish hazard zones for up to 30 year (blue and red), 30-100
year (yellow, blue and red) and 100 to 300 year (yellow and red) return periods. Areas within
the investigation focus but without a potential hazard are colored as white. Areas susceptible
to a residual risk are colored in yellow-white striped, i.e. areas in which the probability of
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occurrence of a flood event is less than one in 300 years. The hazard maps were elaborated in
a target scale of 1:2,000 to 1:10,000. Here, we focus on red, blue and yellow hazard zones since
only one building is partially located in the red zone.
When implemented into the legally binding land use plan of the municipality, the hazard
map becomes relevant for home- and landowners. The Guidelines for the Consideration of the
Hydrological Hazards in Land-Use Planning Activities were approved in 1997 (BWW, BRP,
and BUWAL, 1997). In red zones, the authorities are obliged to restrict any construction of
new houses. Thus, land parcels within red zones cannot be sold with a value of land suitable for
construction. Houses that are located in red zones before the implementation of the hazard map
are not allowed to be extended. In blue zones, new houses are only permitted to be constructed
if the owner guarantees to implement protection measures that prevent losses from flooding.
Existing houses have to be adapted in case of a planned modification or extension. In yellow
zones, the construction of critical buildings, e.g. schools and public buildings, is allowed only
after a specific sensitivity analysis of the planned project (Kanton Zuerich, 2014).
Figure 3: Georeferenced overlay of real estate data and hazard maps
Notes: The map shows a combination of different datasets. Left: Map of hazard zones, map source: Canton of
Zurich. Right: Location of the sold houses and land, map source: Canton of Zurich.
The attribution of the hazard to houses and land is done by georeferenced overlay (Fuchs
et al., 2015; Röthlisberger et al., 2017). The houses are represented spatially by a point while
the hazard zones are represented by polygons. Thus, the attribution of the hazard category
to the houses can be done in two ways. The first is a direct attribution by the location of the
point. This could underestimate the number of exposed buildings in the neighborhood of the
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hazard zones, especially for large buildings. In a second way, we attributed the hazard zone
to an auxiliary dataset of the building footprints, and consequently we used these categorized
building footprints to attribute the hazard zone to the house represented by a point. Herein,
the building footprint polygon act as a bridge for the information attribution (Zischg et al.,
2013). In the latter approach, the situation in which a house is located with one edge in a flood
zone but the centroid is located outside, is considered. For land, the hazard category with the
highest share of the parcel’s area is attributed (see figure 3).
The hazard maps are implemented continuously by the municipalities and by the canton.
In the implementation process, there are two dates to consider. The first is the date when
the hazard map has been elaborated and delivered to the municipality (further referred to as
”elaboration date”). After this date, the information of the hazards is known by the authorities.
The elaborated map is consequently implemented into the official land use plan (further referred
to as ”implementation date”). This process can take several months up to a few years. Thus,
we attributed both dates to houses and land. The dates of elaboration and implementation
were collected from the cantonal authorities in Switzerland (Bruchez, 2017).
3.2.3 House prices and land prices
We use consistent geographic location data on housing and land prices for 2007 - 2016 provided
by the Statistical Office Canton Zurich (2017b). The data contains information about the
number of rooms, sales year, community, age of the building and the building zone. We convert
the nominal prices to real prices using the CPI provided by the Federal Statistical Office (2017).
We correct for outliers by excluding the bottom and top 5 % of transactions.
The DiD estimator requires a common trend for unbiased estimation. One way to (quali-
tatively) assess the validity of a non-risky group as a control is to visually compare the trends
of housing and land prices in risky vs. non-risky zones. Figure 4 shows the annual price devel-
opment by low, medium and no hazard group, as well as by hazard and no hazard group. The
prices reflect annual average prices in real terms from 2007 - 2016 in the ninety-five percentile
confidence interval without controlling for observables.
Figure (4a) suggests that there is no sharp differentiation between the low and medium
hazard zones. Sample size might also play a role as we have only 330 observations in the
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Figure 4: Housing price development
(a) Total ln real price development (ln) by low,
medium and no hazard
(b) Total ln real price development (ln) by hazard
and no hazard zone
medium hazard group and 1,173 in the low hazard group. We summarize the risky groups and
use a hazard and no hazard group. Figure 4b shows that the price development of the risky
zones is significantly below the no hazard zones following a roughly similar trend. We will
control for further potential factors such that this lends support to the use of no hazard zones
as a control group.
Figure 5: Land price development
(a) Total ln real price development (ln) by low,
medium and no hazard
(b) Total ln real price development (ln) by hazard
and no hazard zone
Concentrating on land values without controlling for observables, the pattern seems com-
parable to housing prices (see Figure 5). Figure 5a shows the yearly averages by the three
hazard zones low, medium and no hazard. Risky zones sell on average for less than non-risky
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zones, however, there is no clear distinction between low and medium hazard zones. Figure 5b
indicates the yearly prices for hazard and no hazard zones. As for housing prices, there is a
clear separation between no hazard and hazard zones.
Comparing house price and land price development (Figure 6), we see not only that land
properties sell for less than houses, as would be expected, but also that land and house prices
without hazard follow similar trends until 2015. In 2015, there was a sharp drop in land prices
but housing prices remained stable.
Figure 6: Real house vs. land price per sqm development in CHF
The descriptive graphs show raw data without controlling for potential confounding fac-
tors. The framework described in section 3.3 controls for unobserved time-invariant differences
across locations and unobserved time effects. For the analyses, the two datasets of the sold
houses and land properties have been overlaid with auxiliary datasets. We have attributed the
hazard category from the hazard maps and the date when the hazard map was produced and
implemented into the legally binding land use plan.
3.2.4 Taxes
We use community-specific personal tax shifters provided by the Statistical Office Canton Zurich
(2017a). These linear tax tax shifters are given in percent of the cantonal income tax schedule,
which is progressive.
Figure (7) shows the average tax rate over all communities in the canton of Zurich. By
2011, there was a sharp downward trend overall communities and 2013, 35 of the 171 Zurich
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Figure 7: Average yearly tax shifter
municipalities cut their tax rate.
3.2.5 Insurance claims
There were 1,221 insurance claims as a result of the flood in August 2007, 458 of which were
paid, with 240 claims above the long-term median (Gebaeudeversichering Kanton Zurich (GVZ),
2018). In the 2013, 329 claims were in May and June, 107 were paid and 54 claims were above
the median. The flood of 2015 caused 722 notifications of claims, 443 were paid with 245
damages above the median.
In a future version of the paper, we will match our dataset with binary GVZ insurance
claims (yes/no) and conduct a further DiD analysis of actually damaged buildings vs. risky
buildings according to the hazard maps.
3.2.6 Additional controls
Daniel et al. (2009) argue that ”previous studies often fail to adequately take into account
the positive effect of a location close to the water and that the literature would benefit from
alternative methodologies that better incorporate this confounding variable.”
We will control for positive amenities as distance to water, the amount of sun per day,
distance to the woods and distance to Zurich in the future. Calculations are currently running.
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3.3 Empirical strategy
To investigate our main hypotheses, we use two different estimation strategies: A hedonic
property price method, and a triple-difference analysis to compare housing and land prices.
3.3.1 DiD hedonic property price method
We apply a DiD hedonic price model and separately estimate the effect of flooding on housing
and on land prices. Figure (4b) shows similar trends and adding the additional covariates in the
regression, we argue that the control group is appropriate for calibrating flood risk premiums in
property prices over time. The underlying identifying assumption is that the any confounding
omitted variables affect both treatment and control groups similarly.
The treatment group is composed of housing or land sales in flood-prone areas during 2007
through 2016. The control group in the first estimation includes houses or land located outside
of floodplains, i.e. without flood hazard. We use data of housing or land transactions before
and after the floods for both flood-prone and non-flood-prone locations.
We control for time-invariante unobserved characteristics by including community fixed
effects. The estimated equation for housing prices takes the following form:
ln(Pijym) =β0 + β1lnLjy + β2Sik + β3hazardi + β4Floodiym + β5hazardi × Floodiym (7)
+ δy + φm + λj + εiym
The dependent variable is the price per square meter of the sold property i, in community j,
in the year y and month m. The independent variables are:
• neighborhood and location characteristics, L (community taxes)
• Sik measures k different structural characteristics such as number of rooms, the actual
size of the house, the defined building zone and the age of the building
• dummy variables to indicate the hazard zones: hazardi
• Floodiym captures the effects of the flood: it is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the sale
happened after the flood (2007 / 2013)
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• δy year FE are included to capture annual shocks, potential business cycles and interest
rate effects
• φm month FE capture seasonality
• λj are the community FE
Standard errors are clustered on the community level. β3 represents systematic differences
between flood-prone and other properties i.e. the possible difference between the treatment
and control group before the flood events corresponding to hypothesis 1.
The coefficient related to hypothesis 2, β5, multiplies the interaction term hazardi×Floodiym,
which is equivalent to a dummy equal to on for those observations in the treatment group
(risky locations) after the flood, and zero otherwise. To see how we can interpret β5, we follow
Wooldridge (2010) and define ȳh1 as the sample average of the treatment group (hazard) before
a flood (state 1) and ȳh2 after the flood. ȳnh1 is the sample average of the control group (no
hazard) in state 1 and ȳnh2 in state 2. The average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) can
be expressed as:
β5 = ATT = (ȳh2|Xh2 − ȳh1|Xh1)− (ȳnh2|Xnh2 − ȳnh1|Xnh1).
where X refers to the vector of control variables on which the outcome is conditioned. We
compare the time change in means for treatment and control group such that group-specific
and time-specific trends are allowed for (see Wooldridge, 2010).
This framework allows us to isolate the effect from the flood from other contemporaneous
characteristics (e.g. local housing market changes, macroeconomic shocks), since the control
group experiences some or all of the contemporaneous influences that affect land values in the
treatment group but offers lower flood risk. The equation for land prices includes lot size and
the building zone as the structural characteristics.
Unbiased estimation still requires that the floods are not systematically related to other fac-
tors which affect εit. No anticipation is required to identify average counterfactual pre-treatment
outcomes. We follow Gallagher (2014) and assume that, conditional on a community’s geog-
raphy and time trends, whether or not a community is flooded in a particular year is random
and households do not anticipate the specific timing of the event.
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3.3.2 Difference-in-difference-in-differences (DDD) estimation
To compare housing and land prices, and to obtain a more robust analysis, we conduct a
Difference-in-Difference-in-Differences (DDD) estimation in a further step. We use both, differ-
ent states of houses (sold before vs. after the flood) and a control group within the treatment
state i.e. risky land prices sold after respective floods. Our three-group comparison, where we
build on (7) incorporating the DDD estimate, takes the following form:
ln(Pijym) =β0 + β1lnLjy + β2Sik + β3hazardi + β4Floodiym (8)
+ β5hazardi × Floodiym + β6hazardi × Floodiym ×Housei
+ δy + φm + λj + εiym
Here, Housei is a dummy variable equal to one if the transaction is a house and equal to 0,
if it is a land transaction. Sik measures the defined building zone and the size of the property.
β6 is the estimator of the triple interaction term, the DDD estimate. We can not only learn
more about the difference between land and housing prices, but potential bias resulting from a
violation of the common trends assumption can be addressed by the use of a DDD estimator. If
the trend of the differential is similar in states (in the absence of floods), β6 is a stable estimate
of the flood effect (see Figure 6 for comparison of raw data).
Again, we follow Wooldridge (2010) and label the two states as 1 and 2. The control group
is labeled nh (no hazard) and the treatment group is defined by the subscript h (hazard). The
superscript h denote houses and p properties such that the differential DATT can be express
by (suppressing conditioning on the observable variables):
β6 = DATT = [(ȳ
h
h2 − ȳhh1)− (ȳ
p
h2 − ȳ
p
h1)]− [(ȳ
h
nh2 − ȳhnh1)− (ȳ
p
nh2 − ȳ
p
nh1)]
The first term in brackets would be the usual DD estimator if we concentrate only on the
”treated” (hazard) prices using sold land properties as the control group. The second term in
brackets gives us an estimate of the differential state of the non-treated i.e. non-risky house
and land prices, which acts as a further control group.
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3.4 Summary statistics
Table 2 and 3 present the summary statistics of the used variables.
Include Tables 2 and 3 here
To elaborate on the time profile of the flood effect, we specify the flood effect to last for
three, four, five and six months until forever. We think that the time span of three month
after the flood is a good starting point, as a property transaction takes some time until it is
completed.6
The variables not previously decribed are the hazard dummy hz1; elaboration date, which
is a a dummy equal to one if the date when the hazard map has been elaborated and delivered
to the municipality is in the past; and implementation date is a dummy equal to 1 if the
implementation date is in the past.
4 Results
We start by discussing the DiD estimation results for housing and land transactions, followed
by the results from the DDD approach and the investigation of the implemented cantonal land
use plan.
4.1 DiD estimation
We estimate equation (7) separately for houses and land. The no hazard-group serves as the
reference group.
Include Table 4 here
The results in Table 4 show that ”hazard” i.e. being located in a risky zone has a significant
negative effect on housing prices in all specifications (0.01 % level). This confirms Hypothesis
1 - houses located in areas at risk sell at a discount relative to houses without flood risk.
Although the social insurance covers losses related to the building structure, the uninsurable
cost negatively affects housing prices. Note that since this estimator is based on a simple
6If required, credits by banks have to be granted, and the transaction has to be attested by a notary.
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difference, rather than DiD, it may be subject to omitted variable bias if unobserved house
price determinants are correlated with flood zones. This means that the trust we place in this
estimator depends on the extent to which we can control for the most important determinants
of house prices. In a future version of this draft, we will include additional control variables to
further increase the variation in house prices explained by our model.
Concentrating on the biggest flood 2007, the causal effect of the flood (the DiD estimator) is
reflected in the interaction term of the flood 2007 and risky location (hazard). The effect of the
flood has a significant negative effect on housing prices compared to living in a ”safe” location,
throughout all specifications (regressions 1 - 5). After three months, i.e. directly after the
flood, the effect is the strongest. The coefficient of the DiD estimator is constantly decreasing
over time, looking at the specifications four to six months (regression 2 - 4). The coefficient
is almost zero and insignificant in the ”flood effect lasting forever” specification. We interpret
this as evidence for a persistent availability bias (Hypothesis 2 ).7 This decreasing pattern is
also true for the flood of 2013, however, the effect is not significant. For the smallest (in terms
of caused damage) flood 2015, the coefficients of the flood dummies are not significant neither.
From the estimation results, we conclude that only the biggest flood 2007 was large enough to
make home owners and buyers more sensitive to flood risks, and only for a very short time. This
could indicate, that the size of the flood in terms of caused damage is in fact of consequence.
The negative effect and the pattern of the flood 2007 is partially in line with the literature
(Bin and Landry, 2013; Atreya et al., 2013; Gallagher, 2014). However, the time horizon of
studied events as well as the setting is very different. ”Forgetting” related to house prices of
large scale events in the US, i.e. hurricanes and related floods, takes from six (Bin and Landry,
2013) to eight years (Atreya et al., 2013) and up to nine years concerning insurance take up
Gallagher (2014). The setting in Zurich is quite different. There exists the social insurance
program and the floods are very unlike compared to the US flood events in terms of caused
damage. It would be interesting to differentiate whether this short time profile of ”forgetting”
is attributable to the flood size, the social insurance or rather that the Swiss population is
substantially different than the US population.
Structural characteristics s, namely how new a house is (the negative of age) and the number
7One critique might be that pre-trend observations are too small, however, the sample contains 1300 obser-
vations before the flood, which seem to be sufficient to capture the pre-trend.
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of bedrooms have a positive influence on housing prices as predicted by equation (4). Housing
prices are decreasing with size. The sign of the tax effect (5) is ambiguous. Community-specific
taxes have a significant negative effect on housing prices, but once we include year and month
FE, the influence is not significant anymore.
Table 5 presents the DiD estimation results for land prices. In contrast to housing prices,
being located in a risky zone does not significantly negative affect land prices. We reject
Hypothesis 1 for land prices. At time when a land property is purchased, there is no insurance
and obligatory protective measures are not required neither. If we assume that property buyers
are rational (perfect forsight) and plan to build a house on the acquired land, there should be
no difference in discounts on risky locations between land and house prices. One explanation
could be, that land buyers imperfectly foresee the process of construction and the related flood
risks at the time of the purchase.
Include Table 5 here
In addition to the result of housing prices, we conclude that the availability bias is at play
(Hypothesis 2 ). Estimates of the DiD estimator show that the flood 2007 has a negative and
significant effect on risky land prices compared to unrisky land. The effect of the flood is the
biggest after 4 months and decreases steadily (Table 5, regressions 1 through 5).8 The effect is
not temporary as the coefficient is not significant anymore (regression 5). It seems that land
buyers forget about flood risk. The coefficients of the negative discount of the flood 2007 on
risky land is larger compared to the discount on housing prices. This finding seems plausible,
as land prices are not insured.
The floods 2013 and 2015 did not have a significant and negative effect on land prices. In
contrast to the results for housing prices, the size of a land significantly increases the price.
Taxes have no significant influence on land prices.
4.2 DDD estimation
The estimates from the DDD model are presented in Table 6. Estimation result for the DiD
(Hazard× Floodi) are similar then in the estimations for housing and land prices. The flood
8Note that the marginal effect of hazard is given by the sum of all Flood 2007 coefficients.
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of 2007 has a significant and negative effect on housing and land prices, with a decreasing
coefficient the further in the past of the flood 2007 (regressions 2 - 5).
Include Table 6 here
The interaction term of House×Hazard× Floodi is the coefficient of the DDD estimator.
The coefficient is positive and highly significant in the first specification, directly after the flood
(three months). The differential effect of the flood 2007 between risky compared to non-risky
houses and risky and non-risky land was less negative. Stated differently, the differential treat-
ment effect for houses compared to land was less negative. Houses are socially insured whereas
for land properties, there is no insurance, which might explain this effect. This difference is
only true for three to four months after the flood and then vanishes.
The flood of 2013 does not have a more negative effect on risky real estate compared to
locations without flood risk. However, houses in general were more negative affected then
land properties, and the effect was permanent. In this DDD specification, the flood 2015 did
not seem to have an influence on land and housing prices neither. Only the coefficient of
the interaction of the long-lasting flood dummy and houses is significant and positive, which
potentially measures a different time effect.
4.3 Effect of creating and implementing hazard maps
As described in section 3.2.2, our dataset contains the community-specific date when hazard
maps were implemented into the legally binding land use plan of the municipality and became
obligatory for remodeled and newly constructed houses (implementation date). In addition,
there is an elaboration date indicating when hazard maps are available to communities and
binding for community planning only.
To test for the effect of the binding land use plan, we run an OLS regression where the
depent variable is the property price and available property-specific controls are included. To
see whether the implementation and elaboration has a differential effect on risky and non-risky
housing prices, we include an interaction term of hazard × obligatory as well as hazard ×
elaboration.
Table 7 shows how the elaborated and implemented land use plan influences housing prices.
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Include Table 7 here
The negative discount on risky housing values is reduced, once the land use plan is im-
plemented in a community (regression 1). This suggests that protective building regulations
(i.e. obligatory building regulations based on the hazard level) have a positive influence on
housing prices relative to the no hazard group.9 One explanation for this positive effect could
be that protective measures of newly build houses are almost costless.10 Once implemented,
they reduce the risk of suffering from flood damages reducing the negative price discount.
The coefficient of the elaboration date of the provided hazard maps per community is
insignificant. From regression 2, we conclude that mere elaboration of the official land use plan
of the hazard map is not of consequence for the valuation of real estate in Switzerland.
The pattern for land prices is similar. Obligatory building restrictions have a positive and
significant influence on housing prices (regression 1).
Include Table 8 here
Note that the total effect of implementation is the sum of both terms (the interaction term
and the single term). The elaboration date is not significant neither (regression 2). The results
indicate, that only once protective measures are obligatory, they will affect housing and land
prices.
4.4 Robustness checks
Auto-correlation: We test for auto-correlated errors. We have performed the general specifi-
cation test of serial correlation in a time series proposed by Cumby and Huizinga (Cumby and
Huizinga, 1990).
9Remeber that in high hazard zones (red), construction is entirely prohibited and in medium zones, new
houses can only be constructed if their constructor guarantees to implement protection measures. Low hazard
zones have to declare that they are well aware of the respective hazard, however, protection is voluntary (Kanton
Zuerich, 2014).
10Housing protection measures include structural changes to the house, so that a certain water level, e.g. 0.5
m leads to no damage. This is e.g. sealing the building envelope, sealing windows and doors, increasing light
wells in front of basement windows, installing electrical installations in the upper floor instead of in the waiter,
hanging down oil tanks so that they do not float up (which was already paid in the house purchase price). In
new buildings, property protection can be planned in advance which eliminates the additional material cost.
Architect are free from existing configurations and rarely needs special solutions. The same level of security per
property protection is therefore much cheaper for a new building.
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The null hypothesis of the test is that the time series is a moving average of known order
q, which could be zero or a positive value. The test is general enough to test the hypothesis
that the time series has no serial correlation (q = 0). The test considers the general alternative
that auto-correlations of the time series are nonzero at lags greater than q.
(Cumby and Huizinga, 1990).
Include Table 9 here
We do not detect auto-correlated errors. Autocorrelation is not present at any lag orders
(up to the six lags tested). Thus, we do not account for auto-correlation.
Other events: Between 2007 and 2017, several referenda took place. In September 2014, there
was a cantonal referendum on the submission of planning and building law. Residents had to
decide whether there should by a minimum share of reasonably priced housing. The referendum
was accepted and municipalities should reserved a minimum proportion of specified building
zones for low-cost apartments. We include a dummy which is one if the transaction took place
after the referendum. The effect is not significant and does not change our results.
Attribution of hazard map: We have tried different forms of attribution of hazard maps to
house and land transaction points. As a robustness check we have assigned the classification
of the danger level to the point via a building polygon. If the point is in a building that is
somehow affected by a danger level, but the point itself is just outside the zone, it is still
classified as risky. Using this classification did not change the robustness of the results. Our
primary estimation uses the exact danger level of the georeferenced points.
5 Conclusion
The cantonal government of Zurich government decided in 2017 to implement a new project
against extreme flooding of the river Sihl which is expected to cost around 130 million CHF
and would be completed in 2023 at the earliest (Amt fuer Abfall, Wasser, Energie und Luft,
2017). Without such adaptation investments, the number of people at risk due to flooding will
increase dramatically the next 25 years (Willner et al., 2018). The estimates of our study provide
valuable information necessary in the context of cost-benefit analyses of public investments in
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flood protection measures or of mandatory insurance schemes, in which the price depends on
the hazard rate.
The negative effect of disastrous hurricanes and floods on housing prices in the US is well
established (Bartosova et al., 2000; Shilling et al., 1985; MacDonald et al., 1987; Donnelly,
1989; MacDonald et al., 1990; Speyrer and Ragas, 1991; Harrison et al., 2001; Bin and Polasky,
2004; Bin and Kruse, 2006; Bin et al., 2008; Atreya et al., 2013). In the US, insurance for the
most risky flood zones is mandarory, which could explain the negative effect. However, less
is known about a setting where socialized building insurance exist. Our results suggest, that
houses within a flood zone sell on average for less than houses outside a flood zone, even though
social insurance exists. However, this seems not to be the case for land. One explanation could
be, that land buyers imperfectly foresee the construction process of houses and relevant flood
risks, when they buy land.
We find that the discount on houses and land within a flood zone is increasing directly after
the flood 2007 (three months) and steadily declines in magnitude back to baseline. We interpret
this as evidence for an persistent availability bias. The DDD estimator confirms the robustness
of the result and demonstrates that land and housing prices react differently to floods. The
differential effect of the flood 2007 on risky vs. unrisky properties, was less negative for houses.
This could be attributable to the social building insurance for houses.
Exploring the influence of the cantonal land use plan, we find that the negative discount on
housing as well as land prices is reduced, once implemented. We conclude that the cantonal
intervention of obligatory protective measures can reduce the negative effect of being located
in a flood zone.
Comparing the different floods, it seems that the specific characteristic of the flood matters.
Only the biggest flood of 2007 has an overall influence on land and housing prices. There
remains work to be done assessing detailed geological characteristics of river floods and the
link to housing and land prices. What is the critical threshold in terms of damages, such that
a flood is of consequence for real estate prices? In addition, ”forgetting” of past flood events
is rather fast, compared to tremendous hurricanes in the US. It would be a fruitfull task for
future research to investigate whether social building insurance alone can explain this fast and
persistent availability bias.
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6 Tables and estimation results
Table 1: Floods in Zurich 2007 - 2016
Name Total damage in Mio Total damage in Mio
Date CHF from Water CHF from landslide TOTAL
7.47 09.08.2007 10.78 0.12 10.9
2008.23 10.06.2008 1.85 1.85
2011.48 27.07.2011 1.91 1.91
2012.49 03.07.2012 1.75 0.01 1.76
2013.51 02.05.2013 5.75 5.75
2013.65 01.06.2013 0.74 1.45 2.19
2014.051 12.07.2014 1.04 0.04 1.08
2014.065 28.07.2014 0.51 0.16 0.67
2015.37 07.06.2015 8.34 0.02 8.36
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Table 2: Summary statistics housing prices
n = 22270 mean sd min max
lnprice real 7.510 0.701 0.440 10.437
Flood effect:
F07 forever 0.942 0.235 0.000 1.000
F07 3months 0.024 0.153 0.000 1.000
F07 4months 0.031 0.174 0.000 1.000
F07 5months 0.038 0.192 0.000 1.000
F07 6months 0.043 0.204 0.000 1.000
F13 forever 0.356 0.479 0.000 1.000
F13 3months 0.029 0.169 0.000 1.000
F13 4months 0.038 0.191 0.000 1.000
F13 5months 0.047 0.211 0.000 1.000
F13 6months 0.053 0.225 0.000 1.000
F15 forever 0.155 0.362 0.000 1.000
F15 3months 0.024 0.154 0.000 1.000
F15 4months 0.033 0.178 0.000 1.000
F15 5months 0.041 0.199 0.000 1.000
F15 6months 0.050 0.218 0.000 1.000
Hazard:
hz1 0.055 0.228 0.000 1.000
related Dates:
elaboration date 0.411 0.492 0.000 1.000
implementation date 0.964 0.187 0.000 1.000
Housing Controls:
ln tax 4.668 0.139 4.277 4.898
rooms 5.063 1.591 0.000 45.000
age 59.056 60.242 0.000 752.000
ln size 6.252 0.698 3.466 12.823
zone 2.275 2.608 0.000 11.000
Fixed effects:
community 148.947 79.951 1.000 298.000
month 6.675 3.332 1.000 12.000
year 2011.452 2.850 2007.000 2016.000
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Table 3: Summary statistics Property prices
n = 6588 mean sd min max
lnprice real 6.701 0.568 5.838 8.411
Flood effect:
F07 forever 0.915 0.279 0.000 1.000
F07 3months 0.033 0.178 0.000 1.000
F07 4months 0.042 0.200 0.000 1.000
F07 5months 0.055 0.229 0.000 1.000
F07 6months 0.067 0.250 0.000 1.000
F13 forever 0.199 0.399 0.000 1.000
F13 3months 0.022 0.146 0.000 1.000
F13 4months 0.027 0.161 0.000 1.000
F13 5months 0.031 0.172 0.000 1.000
F13 6months 0.036 0.187 0.000 1.000
F15 forever 0.076 0.264 0.000 1.000
F15 3months 0.015 0.121 0.000 1.000
F15 4months 0.021 0.142 0.000 1.000
F15 5months 0.024 0.152 0.000 1.000
F15 6months 0.027 0.162 0.000 1.000
Hazard:
hz1 0.083 0.277 0.000 1.000
related Dates:
elaboration date 0.355 0.479 0.000 1.000
implementation date 0.961 0.193 0.000 1.000
Controls:
lntax 4.676 0.141 4.277 4.898
valid land 0.928 0.405 0.000 6.000
lnsize 6.187 1.295 0.000 10.345
c zone 2.693 2.948 1.000 11.000
Fixed effects:
community 136 77.795 1 298
month 6.56 3.442 1 12
year 2010 2.595 2007 2016
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Table 7: Obligatory hazard map compliance, House prices
Dependent Variable : LN-Price (real) in sqm
(1) (2)
Coef. Std. err. p Coef. Std. err. p
Hazard -0.070*** 0.005 0.0000 -0.047*** 0.016 0.0031
Implementation 0.052*** 0.017 0.0020
Hazard # implementation 0.028* 0.016 0.0847
Elaboration 0.016 0.012 0.1696
Hazard # Elaboration 0.007 0.022 0.7424
Constant 10.936*** 0.614 0.0000 10.946*** 0.618 0.0000
R2 0.6578 0.6578
N 18733 18733
Community FE Yes Yes
Months FE Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes
Note: ∗p < 0.1, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01. Estimation controls for size, taxes, number of rooms, age and
building zone as well. Standard errors are clustered on the community level.
Table 9: Cumby-Huizinga test for autocorrelation housing prices
H0: variable is MA process up to order q
HA: serial correlation present at specified lags  q
lags chi2 df p-val
1 3.176 1 0.0747
2 3.24 2 0.1979
3 3.24 3 0.3562
4 12.239 4 0.0157
5 12.564 5 0.0278
6 13.372 6 0.0375
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Table 8: Obligatory hazard map compliance, land prices
Dependent Variable : LN-Price (real) in sqm
(1) (2)
Coef. Std. err. p Coef. Std. err. p
Hazard -0.110*** 0.031 0.0006 -0.021 0.035 0.5422
Implementation -0.064 0.075 0.3972
Hazard # Implementation 0.115** 0.046 0.0132
Elaboration 0.031 0.028 0.2633
Hazard # Elaboration 0.082 0.057 0.1512
Constant 5.187*** 1.215 0.0000 5.087*** 1.197 0.0000
r2 0.5806 0.5810
N 6799 6799
Community FE Yes Yes
Months FE Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes
Note: ∗p < 0.1, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01. We controll for the different type of bulding zones, taxes
and size as well. Standard errors are clustered on the community level.
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Appendix
GVZ Insurance
What is insured?
• The building is insured with its structural shell, the supporting structure, the installations
and the interior fittings.
• Co-insured are building structures that normally belong to the building and are secured
or adjusted in such a way that they can not be removed without substantial damage to
the building or substantial loss of its value; For example, kitchen equipment in homes,
tiled stoves, wall cabinets, solar energy systems, lifts or escalators for passenger transport.
What is not insured?
• Excavation and environment work
• Work to reinforce the subsoil
• Outside the building envelope lying plants and lines
• Furniture and equipment
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Abstract. When determining risk related to natural haz-
ard processes, many studies neglect the investigations of the
damage potential or are limited to the assessment of immo-
bile values like buildings. However, persons as well as mo-
bile values form an essential part of the damage potential.
Knowledge of the maximum number of exposed persons in
an endangered area is of great importance for elaborating
evacuation plans and immediate measures in case of catas-
trophes. In addition, motor vehicles can also be highly dam-
aged, as was shown by the analysis of avalanche events. With
the removal of mobile values in time as a preventive measure
this kind of damage can be minimised.
This study presents a method for recording the maximum
number of exposed persons and monetarily assessing motor
vehicles in the municipality of Galtür (Tyrol, Austria). More-
over, general developments of the damage potential due to
significant socio-economic changes since the mid-twentieth
century are pointed out in the study area. The present situa-
tion of the maximum number of persons and mobile values
in the official avalanche hazard zones of the municipality is
described in detail. Information on the number of persons
is derived of census data, tourism and employment statistics.
During the winter months, a significant increase overlaid by
strong short-term fluctuation in the number of persons can be
noted. These changes result from a higher demand of tourism
related manpower as well as from varying occupancy rates.
The number of motor vehicles in endangered areas is closely
associated to the number of exposed persons. The potential
number of motor vehicles is investigated by means of map-
ping, statistics on the stock of motor vehicles and the density
distribution. Diurnal and seasonal fluctuations of the investi-
gated damage potential are pointed out. The recording of the
number of persons and mobile values in endangered areas is
vital for any disaster management.
Correspondence to:M. Keiler
(margreth.keiler@univie.ac.at)
1 Introduction
Avalanches pose a threat to settlements and infrastructure in
Alpine environments; due to the catastrophic events in the
winter 1999 the general public is more aware of this phe-
nomenon. Yet these locations have always been confronted
with natural hazards since they have been populated. Over
centuries, hardly any change in dealing with natural hazards
can be recognised. Accordingly, the relation of people to
natural hazards was predominantly shaped by a conscious
perception of the threat, acceptance of the risk and, if possi-
ble, by avoiding endangered areas. From the late nineteenth
century onward, more permanent measures were constructed
because of an increasing knowledge of avalanches processes
and the development of appropriate techniques (Coaz, 1881).
Since the beginning of the twentieth century, the Alps have
been increasingly used as an area of settlement, economic
activities and leisure (B̈atzing, 1993). This resulted in an ex-
pansion of buildings and infrastructure in endangered areas.
The avalanche winters of 1950/1951–1953/1954 with 296
casualties in Austria induced high investments of the pub-
lic sector for the construction of permanent mitigation mea-
sures (BMLF, 1973). With responsibility shifting from the
individual to the public authorities, the fear of natural haz-
ards processes was replaced by a request for safety (Stritzl,
1980). Since the mid-twentieth century, the Alpine society
has undergone enormous socio-economic changes from an
agricultural society to a modern service industry- and leisure-
oriented society (B̈atzing, 1993). This economic upswing
due to tourism led to an intensified building development
in the confined areas of the valleys. As erecting protection
measures is not feasible on an area-wide basis and finan-
cial resources are limited, hazard zone planning was intro-
duced in the mid-1970s to coordinate the development of
land-use (Kellermann, 1980; Weiss, 2002). Although invest-
ing in permanent mitigation measures has risen and spatial
planning is applied, catastrophic avalanche events cannot be
completely avoided. In February 1999, 55 persons died be-
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cause of avalanche events in western Austria and in Switzer-
land (Heumader, 2000; SLF, 2000). Additionally, extensive
direct damage of buildings and infrastructure as well as indi-
rect damage occurred (Nöthiger et al., 2002). These events as
well as decreasing public finances triggered a gradual change
in dealing with natural hazards from the traditional process-
oriented assessment of hazards to comprehensive risk as-
sessment in the Alps (Heinimann et al., 1998; Borter, 1999;
Stötter et al., 2002a). In the field of natural hazards, risk is
usually expressed as a function of probability of occurrence
and damage potential. Due to the socio-economic develop-
ment since the 1950s, the damage potential is the key factor
of the changing risk related to avalanche processes (Fuchs
and Br̈undl, 2005). Many studies neglect the investigation
of the damage potential or are limited to the assessment of
immobile values like buildings. However, persons as well as
mobile values form an essential part of the damage potential.
The study area of Galtür is located in the inner Paznaun
valley in the Tyrol, Austria. Galẗur has always been an
avalanche-prone area and has undergone a transformation
from farming village to tourism resort, which is typical for
the Eastern Alps. In this study, the changing probability of
exposure of persons and mobile values in Galtür is presented
for the period of 1951 to 2002. The study is conducted in
decadal steps for the total community by differentiating be-
tween residents and tourists in the winter seasons. The de-
velopment is pointed out in detail for 1951 and 2002, using
the avalanche hazard zones for segmenting the community
spatially. The probability of exposure of persons is not only
subject to seasonal fluctuations of tourists but also to diurnal
and hourly fluctuations of residents and tourists. The general
movements of persons in and out of an endangered area are
exemplified for a selected area on a diurnal and hourly basis
in the winter season. For mobile values, the development of
the value of passenger cars is presented for the study area as
well as in detail for the avalanche hazard zones. Changes of
the means of transport of tourists are discussed.
2 Methods
2.1 Persons
The development of the permanent population of Galtür
since the mid-twentieth century was determined by using
statistics (Gemeinde Galtür, 2003; Landesstatistik Tirol,
2004). Detailed information on the number of persons per
building in 1951 is based on the statistical analysis of B¨ hm
(1970) for 29 fractions of the municipality of Galtür.
The potential number of tourists in the endangered build-
ings was derived by using the official number of beds speci-
fied by the local tourist board in 1954 and 2002. The data rep-
resent values assuming a maximum occupancy rate of beds.
The seasonal fluctuation of tourists was recorded by consult-
ing official tourism statistics (Gemeinde Galtür, 2003; Lan-
desstatistik Tirol, 2003a). In addition, the data was calculated
on the basis of both the official period of the winter season
from November to April (181 days) and the local average
period of the winter seasons (116 days). The winter season
in Galtür starts a few days before Christmas and ends tradi-
tionally one week after Easter (ski lifts and most hotels close
with this date). Depending on the weekday of Christmas day
and the date of the Easter-weekend from 1970 to 2004, the
average period of the winter season can be reduced to 116
days (10 days in December and 16 days in April).
A method was developed for analysing diurnal and hourly
fluctuations of people. Moreover, it is incorporated in a
newly designed model. The assumption for the fluctuation is
deduced from information on the population (e.g. age group)
and economic structure (activity rate, commuters) (Statistik
Austria, 2004a) as well as on detailed tourism statistics in
the municipality of Galẗur (Gemeinde Galtür, 2003). For a
detailed study, an area in the red and yellow hazard zones
was selected close to the village centre. In this area, 36
buildings are located, which are composed of seven residen-
tial buildings, two hotels, 20 guesthouses or bed & breakfast
businesses, and one restaurant. Three buildings consist of a
residential part and a business part (sports outfitter, crafts-
man enterprise). One building was assigned to the category
“public buildings” and five to “agricultural buildings” and
garages. 112 people live in the selected area, 374 guest beds
are rented out and approximately 45 persons commute from
other areas of Galtür or other municipalities to the selected
area.
Taking the pattern of the daily movements into consid-
eration, the residents are divided into the groups of pupils
(20 persons), permanent residents (including small children,
residents who work in this area, retired persons; 80 per-
sons), and outward-bound commuters (12 persons). More-
over, persons who commute to Galtür are split into the cate-
gories “inward-bound commuters/tourism industry” (20 per-
sons) and “inward-bound commuters/other industries” (25
persons).
The potential number of tourists has to be calculated in a
first step. For the periods of the main travel season (Christ-
mas, carnival, Easter), the occupancy rate of beds is set at
95%, while a rate of 75% is assumed for the second high-
est peak (school holidays in several states of Austria, Ger-
many and the Netherlands). For the rest of the season, the
occupancy rate of beds was determined for each month cor-
responding to the remaining overnight stays. The move-
ments of the residents and commuters are simulated depend-
ing on weekday, holiday and time of the day; for tourists
merely on the time of the day. In Fig. 1, the changing ex-
posure of persons (in %) from Monday to Friday is given
for each group (Figs. 1a–1f). On Sundays and holidays, half
of the pupils are not in the selected area from 10:00 a.m.
to 05:00 p.m. For permanent residents and “inward-bound
commuters/tourism industry” the same pattern of movements
was assumed as during the week. Half of the outward-bound
commuters are outside the selected area on Saturday, Sunday
and holiday mornings (09:00–12:00 a.m.) and afternoons
(02:00–05:00 p.m.). 60% of the group “inward-bound com-
muters/other industries” work also on Saturdays and follow
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Fig. 1. Exposure of persons (in percent) from Monday to Friday for pupils (a), permanent 
residents (b), commuters (outward-bound, c), commuters (inward-bound/tourism industry, d), 
commuters (inward-bound/other industries, e), and tourists (f). 
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Fig. 1. Exposure of persons (in %) from Monday to Friday for pupils(a), permanent residents(b), commuters (outward-bound)(c), com-
muters (inward-bound/tourism industry)(d), commuters (inward-bound/other industries)(e), and tourists(f).
the same routine like during the week. On Sundays and hol-
idays, this group is left out for the modelling. In the given
examples, the permanent (residents, commuters) and tempo-
rary (tourists) population is considered as a whole.
2.2 Passenger cars
Collecting data on passenger cars is closely related to the
investigations on potentially exposed persons. For estimating
the number of passenger cars per residents, the relationship
betwe n registered motor vehicle (Statistik Austria, 2004b)
and the number of residents in the district of Landeck in 2002
was statistically analysed (Landesstatistik Tirol, 2003b).
The number of tourist passenger cars was calculated by
employing information on the chosen means of transporta-
tion and the number of passengers per tourist car. A
questionnaire-based survey conducted in the municipality of
181
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the categories used for the spatial analysis (Keiler, 2004). 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the categories used for the spatial
analysis (Keiler, 2004).
Galtür and the results of a study on arrivals and departures
of tourists (ARGE Soft Mobility, 2003) show that 95% of
the tourists arrived by car in 2002. In addition, 3–4% use
private bus companies and 1–2% public transport in win-
ter. Bed & breakfast businesses or small guesthouses register
solely arrivals by private cars. Therefore, the number of beds
is reduced by 5% for hotels; in all other businesses the to-
tal number of beds is considered for the calculations. In a
next step, the number of the potential tourist passenger cars
is calculated by applying the average number of passenger
per car in leisure-time (2.34 persons) (BfS, 2004). In addi-
tion to the statistically analysed number of passenger cars,
a survey on the existing underground parking in avalanche-
prone areas was conducted. The number of parking spaces
in underground parking was subtracted from the number of
passenger cars. Furthermore, the number of parking spaces
of public or ski lift parking areas was mapped in the field and
added to the number of passenger cars.
The value of the passenger cars was determined using
the price of the most popular brand (Volkswagen) and the
most sold type of car in Austria since 1950 (Statistik Austria,
2004b). The car prices were provided by the general importer
of Volkswagen in Austria and were adjusted to the price level
of 2002. A middle price level is assumed, therefore, higher
losses are possible.
2.3 Spatial analysis
When conducting the analysis, persons and passenger cars
need to be allocated to buildings. The approach is incorpo-
rated in a Geographical Information System (GIS). Data of
the Tyrolean state government forms the basis for the record-
ing of the buildings and their location. The age of buildings
was taken from descriptions, and thus it was possible to trace
the buildings back to their location in 1950 (Keiler, 2004).
Public or ski lift parking areas are added to the GIS.
For pointing out the spatially differentiated development
of the study area, the edited information was intersected with
the avalanche hazard zones. As it has to be anticipated that
buildings are destroyed and persons in buildings at the risk of
their lives, any building activity is forbidden in the red zone.
In the yellow zone, avalanches have an impact on the eco-
nomic and individual use of the area and can damage build-
ings. When observing building requirements and restrictions,
it is, however, unlikely that buildings are destroyed and peo-
ple in buildings endangered (Fink, 1986).
The spatial analysis was conducted in five different cat-
egories, which are “red zone”, “yellow zone”, “red zone +
fringe”, “yellow zone + fringe” and “10 m-buffer”:
– Buildings with their centre clearly located in a zone, are
assignedto that zone (see Fig. 2)
– Buildings that are only partially located in a zone, are
assignedto the categories “zone + fringe”; these cate-
gories include also the buildings of the respective zone.
– The zones were buffered by ten meters in the GIS, in
orderto be able to highlight developments in areas close
to the zones. In this area, the buildings assigned to the
categories “zone + fringe” are not included.
The development of the hazard zones is compared with the
development of the whole area of the community. In order
to describe the “hazard zones”, the categories “red zone” and
“yellow zone + fringe” are added up.
3 Results
3.1 Persons
The population growth was about 68% between 1950 and
2000 (in 2000: 774 residents) (Landesstatistik Tirol, 2004).
The out-migration of the population and a strong seasonal
labour mobility in the nineteenth century were stopped by
the onset of tourism in the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury (Böhm, 1970). Thus, new jobs were created in the
municipality and affected a rise of the population number.
The transformation from a farming community to tourism
esort can be illustrated by the changed proportions of the
economic sectors. In 1951, 72% of the Galtür-based labour
force worked in agriculture, however, in the following ten
years this proportion dropped already under 50% (ÖSTAT,
1963; Statistik Austria, 2004a). In the year 2001, the propor-
tion of labour force in agriculture was less than 3%, while
41% of the labour could be found in tourism industry. This
number is significantly higher than the average 12% in the
state of Tyrol (Landesstatistik Tirol, 2004). The develop-
ment in the employment structure started between 1950 and
1960. In 1964, 35 tourism businesses already existed, which
represented 70% of the non-agricultural-businesses. 22% of
the working population were employed in this field (Böhm,
182
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Fig. 3. Potentially exposed persons 1951/1954 and 2001/2002 in avalanche-prone areas in 
Galtür (Data source: Böhm, 1970). 
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Fig. 3. Potentially exposed persons 1951/1954 and 2001/2002 in
avalanche-prone areas in Galtür (Data source for the 1950s: Böhm,
1970).
1970). In 2001, 109 businesses were located in Galtür, 75%
of which being assigned to tourism industry. The whole mu-
nicipality and region shows a strong dependency on tourism,
as 58% of the labour force work in this industry. Already
in 1950, more commuters were inward-bound than outward-
bound in Galẗur. The commuters came mainly from nearby
municipalities (B̈ohm, 1970). In 2000, the commuter ratio
was still positive, however, 60% (69 persons) did not com-
mute every day, but had their own seasonal accommodation.
This seasonal manpower increases the permanent population
rate during the winter season by 10% compared to the popu-
lation rate at the reference date of the census (15 May). When
adding the seasonal manpower to the number of residents for
the spatial analysis of persons in avalanche-prone areas, fol-
lowing changes in the number of potentially exposed persons
have taken place since 1950 (see Fig. 3).
23 of the 461 residents of Galtür lived in the red zone and
there were no residential buildings partially located in the
red zone (red zone + fringe) in 1951. In this area, 17 guest
beds were rented out to tourists. In the yellow zone, the
numbers of residents and guest beds rose to 58 and 60, re-
spectively. If the fringe area (yellow zone + fringe) is taken
into account, the numbers increase to 118 residents and 246
beds. 66 residents lived in the 10 m-buffer and 208 beds were
rented out. In 1951, 141 residents (30.6% of the registered
population) lived in the areas identified as hazards zones, and
33.5% (263) of all guest beds were located here. By 2002,
the number of residents in the red zone dropped to 18, while
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Fig. 4. Occupancy rates of guest beds in Galtür between 1960 and 2000, calculated with the 
official (181 days) and the average (116 days) period of the winter season (Data source: 
Landesstatistik Tirol, 2003a). 
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Fig. 4. Occupancy rates of guest beds in Galtür between 1960
and 2000, calculated with the official (181 days) and the average
(116 days) period of the winter season (Data source: Landesstatis-
tik Tirol, 2003a).
guest beds rose by a factor of 2.8 to 47 beds (Keiler, 2004).
In the associated fringe area of the red zone, six residents
and 54 guest beds are counted. In the yellow zone, the num-
ber of residents tripled to 197 and the number of guest beds
increased to 532 (factor 8.9). Adding the fringe area, the
numbers rise to 256 residents (factor 2.2) and 757 beds (fac-
tor 3.1). In the 10 m-buffer, a slight increase of residents by
the factor 1.9 is registered while the number of beds more
than quadrupled to 894 beds. In 2002, the proportion of the
population living in the hazard zones (red zone and yellow
zone + fringe) rose slightly to 31.3% in comparison to the
total population of the municipality, whereas the percentage
of guest beds located there decreased to 21.6% (804).
For the spatial analysis described above, a maximum oc-
cupancy rate of beds was assumed to show the maximum
number of persons in endangered areas. The occupancy rate
of beds, calculated with the official tourism period of win-
ter (November to April), was between 30 and 40% from the
1960s to the mid-1970s (see Fig. 4). The low rate in 1968 re-
sults from successful advertisement campaigns by the neigh-
bouring village Ischgl, which reduced the number of tourists
in Galtür (Cimarolli, 1989). The decline in the winter 1973
is an effect of the oil crisis. Until 1998, the occupancy rate of
beds fluctuated between 40 and 50% and attained a peak in
the early 1990s with 52% (Landesstatistik Tirol, 2003a). The
values declined after the avalanche event in February 1999
(Stötter et al., 2002b). These values differ when the average
period of winter season is applied for estimating the average
occupancy rate of beds, the rates change from 32% to 83%
in December and from 32% to 60% in April.
The values in April show a greater deviation of the mean
value as in December due to the changing dates of Easter and
the end of season. The overnight stays in November and in
the beginning of December as well as the end of April can
be neglected because of an average occupancy rate of beds
of 0.2 and four, respectively. Using the average period of the
winter season by calculating the occupancy rate of beds, the
values ranged around 50% until the mid-1970s, rose above
183
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Table 1. Average number of tourists per day in decades, calculated
with the official (181 days) and average (116 days) period of the
winter season (Data source: Landesstatistik Tirol, 2003a).
Decade Tourists per day in the winter season
Official period Average period
1950s 170 269
1960s 507 791
1970s 863 1346
1980s 1321 2062
1990s 1436 2240
70% the late 1970s and attained their peak of more than 80%
in 1993 before starting to decline (Fig. 4). Figure 5 shows the
development of the tourist numbers per day in the winter sea-
son, determined for both the official and the average period
of the winter season. Corresponding to the growing num-
ber of beds (Keiler, 2004) and the higher occupancy rate, the
number of tourists per day increased from the 1950s to the
1990s by a factor of 8.3, with peaks of up to 2800 tourists
(see Table 1 and Fig. 5).
Focusing on one season, the possible numbers of exposed
persons show a strong fluctuation during the season as well
as in daytime. Applying the described fluctuation approach
in the selected area, the winter season 2001/2002 was mod-
elled. The results of the general movements according to
the population and economic structure of the municipality
as well as to a winter tourist are illustrated as an overview
in Fig. 6. On the abscissa, each day from 1 November to
30 April is shown, and on the ordinate each hour of the day
is displayed. The number of persons is divided in steps of
50, which are colour-coded from light yellow to deep pur-
ple. The seasonal fluctuation is characterised by a strongly
increasing number of tourists at Christmas time. After 6 Jan-
uary the numbers decline and gradually rise again up to the
main travel season in February, followed by a reduction until
the start of the Easter travel season. The end of the win-
ter season is highlighted by a sharp decrease in the number
of persons to nearly the amount of the permanent popula-
tion one week after Easter. In November, the diurnal fluctua-
tion of the permanent population is displayed with nearly no
tourists and is characterised by a lower number in the early
morning and at noon (see Fig. 6 and Figs. 1a–1e). In addi-
tion, the weekly structure can be recognised due to the ab-
sence of the commuters on Sundays and is displayed in light
yellow. The minimum number of 86 persons in this period
is modelled for 02:00 p.m.–04:00 p.m. on Sundays. Dur-
ing the week, the minimum rises to 91 persons and shifts to
08:00 a.m.–10:00 a.m. The maximum of 118 persons is at-
tained between 07:00 a.m. and 08:00 a.m. on each day. From
the beginning of the winter season on, these patterns are con-
cealed by general movements of the tourists (see Fig. 1f).
This results in a sharp decline of the number of persons at
10:00 a.m., followed by a slight increase at noon and a new
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Fig. 5. Development of the number of tourists per day in Galtür between 1950 and 2000, 
calculated with the official (181 days) and the average (116 days) period of the winter season 
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Fig. 5. Development of the number of tourists per day in Galtür
between 1950 and 2000, calculated with the official (181 days) and
the average (116 days) period of the winter season (Data source:
Landesstatistik Tirol, 2003a).
reduction to the number of the late morning. The number
of personsrises abruptly in the late afternoon and decreases
lightly in the evening. After 09:00 p.m., the numbers of the
nights are reached. Corresponding to the results of Novem-
ber, the maximum number of 472 persons is simulated be-
tween 07:00 a.m. and 08:00 a.m. because of more incoming
commuters than persons leaving the area (see Fig. 6, Febru-
ary). In the period of the main season, 139 persons form the
minimum on Sundays between 02:00 p.m. and 04:00 p.m.
A minimum of 154 persons is found on weekdays and local
school days from 10:00 a.m. to noon. In the second half of
February, the bright purple illustrates a period in the main
season where local children are at school. At Christmas and
Easter, the period of the main season coincide with the school
holidays.
3.2 Passenger cars
The numbers of passenger cars of the local residents rose
from two cars in 1950 to 357 cars in 2000 (see Fig. 7). First,
this strong increase is due to an abrupt fall of prices af-
ter suspending the monopoly in 1953. Afterwards, the car
prices show merely a slight increase. Second, more and
more people could afford to buy a car. In 1950, a passen-
ger car cost the equivalent of 174 monthly salaries (Aus-
trian average,̈OSTAT, 1963). This ratio was reduced to one
car for 28 salaries in 1960, 23 salaries in 1970 and eleven
salaries in 1980. Since 1990, the equivalent of seven monthly
salaries has to be paid for one passenger car (Statistik Aus-
tria, 2004b). Consequently, the density of passenger cars in
the district of Landeck increased from four passenger cars
per 1000 residents in 1950 to 458 passenger cars per 1000
residents in 2000. The increasing motorisation made ex-
tending the existing roads mandatory after the mid-1950s
(Cimarolli, 1989). This extension can be regarded as a fur-
ther important impulse for the tourism industry (Lichten-
berger, 2002). In 1950, the tourists travelled by public trans-
port and were picked up at the train station, or arrived by a
184
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Fig. 6. Diurnal and hourly fluctuations of the number of exposed persons in a selected 
avalanche-prone area in Galtür (winter season 2001/2002). 
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Fig. 6. Diurnal and hourly fluctuations of the number of exposed persons in a selected avalanche-prone area in Galtür (winter season
2001/2002).
daily operating bus in Galtür. In the beginning of the 1960s,
the preferred means of transport of tourists were private
busses and public transport in the Paznaun region (Cimarolli,
1989). Ten years later, offers for special trains in the travel
season decreased while individual traffic rose instead above
55% (Cimarolli, 1989; Lichtenberger, 2002). In 2000, 95%
of the tourists arrived by car (ARGE Soft Mobility, 2003).
Regarding the avalanche hazard zones in Galtür, i can
be assumed that none of the two calculated passenger cars
owned by residents were located in the endangered area and
all tourists arrived by public transport. In 2002, the values
of passenger cars in the red zones amounted to EUR 1.3 mil-
lion (see Fig. 8). More than two thirds of these mobile values
are attributed to potential passenger cars on public or ski lift
parking areas. The remaining cars are determined on the ba-
sis of residents and tourists. Corresponding to the number of
persons, the total value of passenger cars increased slightly
in the fringe area of the red zone (red zone + fringe) (see
Figs. 3 and 8). In the yellow zone, the value of the passenger
cars added up to EUR 8.6 million, with more than the half
of the cars belonging to tourists. The values of resident- and
tourist-owned cars increased the total sum by EUR 0.7 mil-
lion and EUR 0.9 million, respectively, when including the
fringe area of the yellow zone. In the 10 m-buffer, the value
of passenger cars totalled EUR 6.6 million, 82% of these val-
ues are associated to passenger cars of tourists. The numbers
and values of passenger cars refer to parking spaces belong-
ing to buildings or to parking areas. Additionally, nearly five
kilometres of roads are endangered by avalanches in the mu-
nicipality. 1650 m of the main road are located in the red
hazard zone and 2575 m in the yellow zone. In the latter,
700 m of community roads and 50 m of access roads are ad-
ditionally endangered.
4 Discussion
In the municipality of Galẗur, a significant change in the
number of persons and mobile values has taken place due to
tourism since the 1950s. The number of residents in Galtür
has increased above average in comparison to the popula-
tion of the district of Landeck and rose most between 1960
and 1970 (Landesstatistik Tirol, 2004). This local popula-
tion growth is connected to rising numbers of jobs in tourism
and tourism related businesses in the region. In particular,
the tourism industry offered employment outside the agricul-
tural sector. Thus, a higher and regular income of the res-
idents lead to spatially increasing settlements due to more
esidential and guesthouse buildings (see Keiler, 2004).
In the hazard zones (red zone and yellow zone + fringe),
the number of residents has almost doubled since the 1950s.
In this context, the number of residents declined in the red
zone, but tripled in the yellow zone. Thus, the increase in
the yellow zone was slightly higher than in the community
as a whole. The highest amount of tourists stays in the 10 m-
buffer surrounding the yellow hazard zone. In this area, more
uest beds exist than in the hazard zones. The highest in-
crease of the number of beds has been registered in the yel-
low zone since 1950, while the slightest one was in the red
185
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Fig. 7. Development of the number of passenger cars of the residents of Galtür and 
development of passenger car prices (Volkswagen) between 1950 and 2000 (Data source: 
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Fig. 7. Development of the number of passenger cars of the resi-
dents of Galẗur and development of passenger car prices (Volkswa-
gen) between 1950 and 2000 (Data source:ÖSTAT, 1963; Statistik
Austria, 2004).
zone. The number of beds in the hazards zones rose less
(factor3) compared to the number of beds in the community,
which quintupled. Altogether, the maximum number of per-
sons in the hazard zones in 1950 was about 400 and increased
until 2002 to 1080 persons (factor 2.7). The number of resi-
dents and tourists can be traced to a smaller number of per-
sons per household, an increasing number of buildings and
mainly to the change of the function of buildings from purely
residential purposes to additional tourist purposes. The de-
velopment per spatial category of both latter factors (Keiler,
2004) strongly correlates to the changes in the number of
persons.
When using an average number of tourists corresponding
to the occupancy rate of beds for determining the probabil-
ity of exposure, the period of the winter season has to be
considered. The official period of the winter season does
not correspond with the shorter average season in Galtür nd
thus, causes a lower occupancy rate of beds and numbers of
tourists per day. The occupancy rate of beds in December and
April as well as in the season increase significantly, regarding
this average period. As the durations of the official and av-
erage winter season differ strongly, both calculated numbers
of tourists per day deviate by 1.6. In general, a gradually ris-
ing number of guest beds and higher occupancy rates cause
an increasing number of tourists per day since the mid-1970s.
Thus, the probability of exposure of persons between the year
1951 and 2002 increased by a factor of 4.2 in Galtür, taking
the average number of tourists per day (average period) and
the number of residents into account. In comparison, the fac-
tor 5.5 was calculated using the maximum number of tourists
(Keiler, 2004).
By applying the fluctuation model, the changing numbers
of persons over the seasons and during a day were pointed
out. The beginning and the end of the winter season are char-
acterised by a radical slump in the number of persons. From
off-season to main season the maximum number of persons
rises by a factor of 5.6, while the minimum number shows
only a slight increase (factor 1.6). During the day, the num-
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Fig. 8. Values of passenger cars in the avalanche-prone areas in Galtür in 2002. 
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Fig. 8. Values of passenger cars in the avalanche-prone areas in
Galtür in 2002.
ber of persons fluctuates by the factor 1.4 between minimum
and maximum in the off-season, and by a factor of 3.4 in
the period of the main season. These extreme changes of the
number of persons can occur within one to two hours.
With the permanent population becoming more mobile
and transport habits of the tourists having changed, a signif-
icant rise in the number of passenger cars and mobile values
can be noticed. Damage of motor vehicles has been recorded
since the 1960s and illustrated this development. 51 motor
vehicles were destroyed by an avalanche in Galtür in 1967
(Fliri, 1998). About 118 passenger cars as well as agri-
cultural equipment were totally damaged in the catastrophic
avalanche events in Galtür and Valzur in February 1999 (Amt
der Tiroler Landesregierung, 2000). Most of the cars in en-
dangered areas (50%) are owned by tourists, while only 18%
are associated to local residents. Up to one third of the pas-
senger cars are owned by persons, who come from outside
the hazard zones. These cars are located at public of ski lift
parking areas.
5 Conclusion
Persons as well as mobile values form an essential and a
pecial part of the damage potential. In contrast to the im-
mobile damage potential (buildings and infrastructure, etc.),
persons and mobile values can either leave or be removed
186
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out of avalanche-prone areas in case of dangerous situations.
For developing efficient and effective evacuation and emer-
gency plans, information on numbers of persons and mobile
values as well as their location and movements in the area
is needed. The analysis conducted in this study points out
the fluctuation of persons and mobile values in the commu-
nity of Galtür, in order to possibly improve the understanding
of mobile damage potential in time and space. Furthermore,
following aspects have to be considered when dealing with
avalanche related mobile damage potential.
This study focused on the changing numbers of persons
and mobile values, but the probability of avalanche events
undergoes seasonal and diurnal changes, too. Additionally,
both factors are changing in space and form the base for a dy-
namic risk visualisation. This information may help to recog-
nise high risk situations more easily and enables a situation-
oriented and risk-based decision-making.
For devising or improving evacuation plans and immediate
measures, the high numbers of tourists in endangered areas
as well as possible escape routes in periods of high proba-
bility of avalanche release have to be regarded in order to
guarantee an efficient and effective procedure in emergency
cases. This is essential for efficient disaster risk reduction
and contributes to the concept of resilience as part of proac-
tive adaptation (UN/ISDR, 2004).
Persons and mobile values are not only in settlements at
risk of avalanches, but are also exposed to high risk on roads
to the tourism resorts. Due to the higher volume of traffic
caused by increasing tourism and the high economic depen-
dence on the road network, “safe” road connections become
more and more important. Until 1999, 4 km of the 34 km
long road to Galẗur were protected by different mitigation
measures. Since the avalanche event, protection for another
6 km was added and 1 km is under construction or planned
for the next year (Tiroler Landesregierung, 2004). Regard-
ing the limited financial resources of the public hand alter-
native ways in dealing with natural hazards should be more
considered, like described in Wilhelm (1997) and Zischg and
Stötter (2004).
The number of casualties and the height of damage of mo-
bile values of the avalanche winter 1999 are, compared to
former avalanche winters, relatively low, even though more
persons and higher values are exposed in the Alpine environ-
ment than in the past. Combining the existing mitigations
measures prevented a worse situation, but deficits still per-
sist (SLF, 2000). In order to optimise dealing with natural
hazards, methods of determining the risk, the economic as-
sessment of the efficiency of mitigation measures as well as
spatial planning have to be strengthened.
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Abstract. Flood risk is changing over time. Beside climatic changes, key drivers for changing flood risks are the 
modification of the river courses by flood defence structures and the increase in properties exposed to floods due to 
economic development. In this study, both effects – the modification of the river courses and the increase of 
economic assets – on the long-term evolution of flood risk were isolated and confronted. To this aim, two states of the 
river network were compared, one representing the river courses of today and another representing the river courses 
of the early 19th century before the river corrections took place. Selected observed and well documented flood events 
of the last decades were modelled on the historic states of the river reaches. The documented flood events were 
compared with the simulations in terms of inundated area and exposed buildings. Without river corrections, the 
flooded areas and the number of exposed residential housings would be remarkably higher than observed in recent 
flood events. The examples show that the effects of the main river corrections are remarkable for today’s economic 
activities in the floodplains. Therefore, the maintenance of the former river correction works is an important part of 
today’s risk management practice.  
1 Introduction  
Flood risk in terms of the probability of damages to 
persons, houses and infrastructure due to floodings is 
changing over time. The most important drivers for long-
term changes (from decades to centuries) are climatic 
changes, changes in the runoff behaviour of the 
catchments, changes in the hydromorphologic state of the 
river courses and changes in the values at risk. For 
analysis of long-term changes in river systems, their 
historic states have to be reconstructed. This is done for 
many purposes. Historic floods are reconstructed for 
raising information about extreme events. The 
consideration of former extreme flood events can extent 
the time periods of discharge measurements and therefore 
improve flood frequency estimation (e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4], 
[5], [6], [7]). An overview of quantitative historical 
hydrology in Europe is given by [8]. Another use of 
reconstructed historical floods is the analysis of changes 
of the meteorological causes of floods (e.g. [9]). Other 
studies focus on the environmental changes in the river 
courses itself and their consequences for floods (e.g. [10], 
[11]). A third group is analysing the alteration of 
hydrologic regimes by reconstructing or “retro-
modelling” historic states of the river channels and 
comparing them with the today’s river channels (e.g. 
[12], [13]).  
But, the question about the effect of the historic 
river corrections to the exposure of persons and values is 
rarely investigated. The aim of this study is therefore to 
quantify the effects of the river corrections in terms of the 
reduction of exposure of residential buildings to floods. 
The main hypothesis is that the actual morphology of the 
river courses as a sum of all anthropogenic modifications 
reduces the damage potential of rare floods remarkably. 
Thus, the main research question is to quantify this effect 
in terms of changes in number of exposed buildings to 
recent floods between the actual state and a historic state 
of the river morphology. 
The study was carried out in the Aare river basin 
upstream of Bern, Switzerland. Most of the rivers in this 
catchment were regulated in the early 19th century. One 
important regulation, however, was realised as early as in 
the 18th century. The first river correction was the 
deviation of the Kander river into Lake Thun in 1714 
([14]). This deviation changed the hydrology and the 
flood frequency in Bern remarkably because of the 
retention effects of the lake. From 1814 on, the Aare river 
between Lake Thun and Bern was corrected with a 
uniform cross section and lateral dams [15]. These works 
were finished 1892. Since then, the Aare river course in 
this reach did not change remarkably, apart from incision 
into the riverbed. The Gürbe river was corrected and 
trained around 1850. 
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2 Methods
In this study, both effects – the modification of the 
river courses and the increase of economic assets – on the 
long-term evolution of flood risk were isolated and 
confronted. In a first step, a historic state of the river 
course without any remarkable anthropogenic influences 
was implemented into a 2D hydrodynamic model. The 
historic states of the rivers Aare, Hasliaare and Gürbe 
before the river corrections were reconstructed by means 
of historic topographic maps and surveys. The historic 
terrain models were reconstructed by georeferencing and 
digitalizing historic maps and cross-sections combined 
with the mapping of the geomorphologic evidences of 
former river structures in areas not modified by 
anthropogenic activities ([16], [17], [18]).  
In a second step, selected flood events of the last 
decades were modelled on the historic state of the river 
reaches. The results of these simulations were compared 
with the event documentation in terms of inundated area 
and number of exposed residential buildings. In a third 
step, the temporal development of residential buildings 
was quantified.  
2.1 Reconstruction of historic river courses 
 The natural states of the river courses before the first 
relevant anthropogenic modifications took place were 
reconstructed on the basis of historic maps. The river 
corrections were planned on the basis of remarkably 
detailed topographic surveys. These surveys include 
plans and maps but also many mapped cross sections 
from different dates. The historic maps were 
georeferenced on the basis of the hillshade of the highly 
resoluted digital elevation model. In this model, the 
former river beds and channel geometries are visible, 
especially in those areas which are covered now by 
alluvial forests. These evidences already visible in the 
terrain provide a useful base for verifying the 
accurateness of the historic maps and for the 
georeferencing. Afterwards, the recent anthropogenic 
modifications of the terrain were erased from the terrain 
model. In a next step, the digitized areas of the historic 
riverbeds were incised into the cleaned terrain model. 
The incision depth was delineated from the historic 
topographic surveys and the historic cross section 
geometries (see figure 1 for an example of a historic cross 
section). The reconstructed terrain model provided the 
basis for the creation of the computational mesh for the 
hydrodynamic model. 
2.2 Hydrodynamic modelling 
 The historic situation of the river courses was 
implemented into a 2D flood simulation model. The 
computational mesh was generated on the basis of recent 
Lidar measurements with a resolution of 4 points/m2
outside the anthropogenically modified areas. Within the 
modified areas, the mesh nodes were derived from the 
historic terrain model. For the hydrodynamic simulation, 
the BASEMENT simulation model of ETHZ was used 
([19]). 
As flood scenarios, the flood hydrographs of the July 
1990, August 2005 and October 2011 flood events were 
extracted from the time series of the gauging stations 
Gürbe at Burgistein, Aare at Thun, and Hasliaare at 
Brienzwiler respectively. The data was provided by the 
Federal Office for the Environment and the Canton of 
Bern. 
2.3 Temporal development of residential 
buildings
 Beside the changes in the river course, the number of 
exposed buildings is also changing over time. Therefore, 
this driver of changing exposure was analysed in a spatio-
temporal framework following the approach of [20]. For 
this purpose, a dataset of the residential buildings with 
the year of construction was used. This dataset was 
provided by the Federal Office for Statistics. The classes 
of construction periods are: before 1919, 1919-1945, 
1946-1960, 1961-1970, 1971-1980, 1981-1990, 191-
1995, 1996-200, 2001-2005, 2006-2010, 2011-2014. For 
this study, it was assumed that the buildings constructed 
before 1919 represent more or less the state of the mid-
19th century. The study areas were delimited on the basis 
of the floodplains morphology and the hillslopes of the 
valley bottom. 
2.4 Quantification of the effects of river 
corrections 
 The historic state of the river course before the 
anthropogenic interventions was used as the terrain 
model for the hydrodynamic simulation. In this 
simulation, the observed hydrograph of the selected flood 
event was used as input for flood modelling. This 
hydrograph was measured by a gauging station. It was 
used as an inflow at the upper boundary of the floodplain. 
For the Aare river between Thun and Bern, the 
hydrograph of the August 2005 event measured in Thun 
was used. The peak discharge was 543 m3/s. For the 
Hasliaare river reach, the hydrograph of the October 2011 
event with a peak discharge of 365 m3/s was used. For the 
Gürbe river, the hydrograph of the July 1990 event with a 
peak discharge of 85 m3/s was used for modelling the 
historic flood scenario.  
The simulated flooded areas of the historic states 
were compared with the event documentation dataset of 
the Canton of Bern. In terms of exposed buildings, the 
comparison between the two states of the river courses 
was done in the following way: In a first step, the 
building stock of today was intersected with the 
documented flooded areas of the recent events (event 
documentation). In a second step, the actual building 
stock was intersected with the simulated flooded areas of 
the historic terrain model (hypothetic flood without flood 
defence structures). In a third step, the number of 
exposed buildings (actual building stock) located in the 
documented flooded areas was compared with the 
building stock of 1919 exposed to the hypothetic flooded 
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areas of the historic terrain model. Furthermore, the 
building stock of 1919 was intersected with the floodings 
of the historic state and the floodings of the actual state of 
the river course. Hence, this approach allowed to quantify 
a) the contribution of the river corrections to the
reduction of the exposure of residential buildings, b) the 
effect of the growth in building stock to flood exposure, 
and c) the combination of both.  
3 Results
The main results of this study are the reconstructed 
historic river courses. These represent a natural riverbed 
before the first anthropogenic interventions took place 
and provide the basis for further analyses of exposed 
residential buildings and their temporal development. 
With this, the basis for an analysis of the effects of the 
river corrections is provided.  
3.1 Reconstructed historic river courses 
 Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the reconstructed 
terrain model of the Aare river around 1815. The river 
consisted of a network of channels with isolated 
temporary islands and occupied a width of 1000m with a 
braided character. The Hasliaare river showed a braided 
character in the upper part of the floodplain and a 
meandering character in the lower part before flowing 
into Lake Brienz. The Gürbe river showed in most parts a 
meandering character (figure 3). Table 1 shows the 
differences in mean flow length and table 2 shows the 
differences in the area of flowing water. 
Figure 1. Example of a cross section of the Aare river 1826, 
near Jaberg 
Figure 2. Extract of the reconstructed terrain model of the Aare 
river between Thun and Bern around 1815. 
Figure 3. Reconstructed riverbed of the Gürbe river before the 
correction works (light blue) and the actual riverbed (dark blue). 
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River reach 
early-19
th
century 
[km]
actual state 
 [km] 
difference 
[%] 
Aare
Thun-Bern 34.0 27.2 -20
Hasliaare 27.2 13.5 -17 
Gürbe 11.8 17.4 -32
Table 1. Differences in flow length 
River reach 
early-19th
century 
[km2]
actual state 
 [km2]
difference 
[%] 
Aare
Thun-Bern 4.2 1.5 -64
Hasliaare 2.5 0.3 -88 
Gürbe 0.4 0.3 -22
Table 2. Differences in flow area 
The river corrections reduced the area covered by 
flowing water by 22-88% and the flow length by 17-32%.  
3.2 Temporal development of exposed 
residential buildings 
 In total, 7505 residential buildings are located in 
2012 in the study area of the Aare river between Thun 
and Bern. In the study area of the Hasliaare river reach, 
1514 buildings are located and in the Gürbe study area 
818 residential buildings. Between 1919 and 2012, the 
building stock increased by 837% in the Aare river reach, 
by 1428% in the Hasliaare study area and by 210% in the 
Gürbe valley. 
River reach 
early-19th
century 
 [no.] 
actual state 
 [no] 
difference 
[%] 
Aare
Thun-Bern 896 7505 +837
Hasliaare 106 1514 +1428 
Gürbe 389 818 +210
Table 3. Total number of residential buildings in the study 
areas (floodplains) 
3.3 Effects of the river corrections 
 To compare the two states of the river reach of the 
Aare river between Thun and Bern, the August 2005 
flood event was simulated on the basis of the historic 
terrain model. The inundated areas would be eight times 
higher in a status without any river corrections, resp. the 
flood defence structures reduce the flooded area about 
88% (see table 4). If the building stock of 2012 is 
assumed to be as is in the historic flood scenario, then the 
number of exposed residential buildings to a flood similar 
to the August 2005 event but without any flood defence 
measures would be around forty times higher (see table 
5). This means that the exposure of the actual building 
stock is reduced by 97.5% by the river corrections in a 
flood event comparable to the August 2005 flood event. 
However, the reduction of exposure without taking into 
account the economic growth would be 93% (see table 6). 
But, taking into account the growth of buildings, this 
reduction of exposure is only 69% (see table 7). 
Therefore, the growth of the settlements in flood prone 
areas reduces the effectivity of the flood protection works 
remarkably over time.  
The comparison of the two states of the Hasliaare 
river reach shows a similar picture. Here, the October 
2011 flood event was taken for the comparison. The 
flooded area would be nearly eight times higher without 
any flood defence measures. Therefore, the river 
corrections reduce the flooded areas of this scenario by 
87%. If the building stock is assumed as constant over the 
whole period (building stock of 2012), then the number 
of exposed buildings would be around 48 times higher in 
the historic scenario without the river corrections. This 
means that the exposure of the actual building stock is 
reduced by 98% in a flood event comparable to the 
October 2011 flood event. But, taking into account the 
growth of buildings, this reduction of exposure is only 
87%. 
In the Gürbe river reach, the results differ 
remarkably from the other cases. Here, the historic 
scenario affects less buildings than the actual scenario. 
From the building stock of 2012, 217 residential 
buildings are located within the documented flooded 
areas of the July 1990 flood event whereas only 182 are 
exposed to the same flood event but on the historic terrain 
model. If we consider the economic growth, the increase 
of exposure to this flood is about 700%. There are two 
main reasons for this. As shown in figure 3, the Gürbe 
river flows now in a totally different location than 1850. 
The corrected river course transports the water towards 
the villages Mühleturnen and Toffen. In these villages, 
the most damages occurred in 1990. In a historic terrain 
model, the flood flowed in the floodplains East of the 
villages. In these areas, no settlements are located. The 
second reason is, that the 1990 flood event was an event 
with a very short duration of less than 7 hours. Because 
of this short duration, most of the peak flow is absorbed 
in the floodplains of the upper part of the study area. 
Thus, in the lower part of the floodplain, the flood is 
remarkably attenuated. In contrast, the actual river course 
transports much more water in the lower parts of the 
floodplain where the most buildings are located.  
River reach 
early-19th
century 
[km2]
actual state 
 [km2]
difference 
[%] 
Aare
Thun-Bern 
August 2005 
flood
20.4 2.5 -88
Hasliaare 
October
2011 flood 
8 1 -87
Gürbe 4.6 0.2 -96
Table 4. Sum of flooded area. 
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River reach 
early-19th
century 
 [no.] 
actual state 
 [no] 
difference 
1815-2012
[%] 
Aare
Thun-Bern 
August 2005 
flood
2076 51 -97
Hasliaare 
October
2011 flood 
242 5 -98
Gürbe 182 217 +19
Table 5. Sum of exposed buildings (building stock of 2012 
for both states of the river courses) 
River reach 
early-19th
century 
 [no.] 
actual state 
[no]
difference 
1815-2012
[%] 
Aare
Thun-Bern 
August 2005 
flood
165 12 -93
Hasliaare 
October
2011 flood 
39 2 -94
Gürbe 31 31 0
Table 6. Sum of exposed buildings (building stock of 1919 
for both states of the river courses) 
River reach 
early-19th
century 
 [no.] 
actual state 
[no]
difference 
1815-2012
[%] 
Aare
Thun-Bern 
August 2005 
flood
165 51 -69
Hasliaare 
October
2011 flood 
39 5 -87
Gürbe 31 217 +700
Table 7 Sum of exposed buildings (building stock of 1919 
with historic terrain model vs. building stock of 2012 with 
recent events) 
Figure 4. Comparison between the documented flooded areas 
of the August 2005 flood event (in yellow) in the Aare river and 
the hypothetic simulation of the same flood event in a historic 
state of the river course.  
Figure 5. Comparison between the documented flooded areas 
of the October 2011 flood event (in yellow) in the Hasliaare 
river and the hypothetic simulation of the same flood event in a 
historic state of the river course.  
Figure 6. Comparison between the documented flooded areas 
of the July 1990 flood event (in yellow) in the Gürbe river and 
the hypothetic simulation of the same flood event in a historic 
state of the river course.  
4 Discussion and conclusions 
The results enable a first attempt to assess and 
quantify the effects of the river corrections of the 19th
century for today’s flood exposure. With the first two 
cases, the hypothesis could be verified while the Gürbe 
case study leads to a falsification. It is shown, that the 
range in reducing the flood exposure lays between 69 and 
98%. But, also an increase is possible. The number of 
residential buildings exposed to the selected flood events 
would be up to forty times higher in a situation without 
any flood defence structures. It is also shown that the 
increase in the building stock reduces the effects of the 
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flood defence structures remarkably. Nevertheless, the 
positive effects of the flood defence structures in terms of 
exposure reduction outweigh these compensation effects 
of economic growth. The latter case show that the loss of 
the retention effects of floodplains should be considered 
if assessing the effects of the river corrections in a 
holistic way. The special case of the July 1990 flood 
event in the Gürbe valley shows that the deviation of the 
river by the correction works is not reducing the exposure 
of buildings. 
With this approach, arguments for the maintenance 
efforts could be formulated. Without a continuous 
maintenance of the meanwhile 150-year-old flood 
defence structures, the damages would be remarkably 
higher in case of a collapse. However, the example of the 
Gürbe river reach shows a differentiated view to this 
topic. Here, the flood defence structures increase the 
number of exposed buildings. The reasons are that the 
location of the actual river course totally differs from the 
historic river course and that the retention effect of the 
floodplain is lost. But, this example is only representative 
for flood events with a very short duration. In case of 
longer rain events, the floodplains may be filled also in 
their historic status and the peak discharge may be 
relevant also in the lower part of the floodplain. 
Nevertheless, this example show that the re-allocation of 
the actual river course to the former place could be an 
interesting option in flood risk management. 
The limitation of the presented approach lays in the 
restricted selection of the flood scenarios. For each study 
area, only one selected flood event was chosen for the 
assessment of the effectivity of the existing flood defence 
structures. This may lead to a constrained explanatory 
power. Especially, discharges below the transport 
capacity of the actual river reaches do not result in 
damages today. But, without any flood defence 
structures, also these discharges would result in damages. 
Therefore, it would be very interesting if the 
consideration of discharges with a medium frequency 
lead to other conclusions than drawn here. With more 
scenarios, the effectivity of the existing flood defence 
structures could be assessed in more detail. Another 
limitation of the presented approach is the validation of 
the hydrodynamic model of the historic status. The 
extents of historic floods are not known in detail. So, the 
reliability of the simulated flood events cannot be 
assessed and the uncertainties remain rather unknown. 
However, sensitivity analyses showed that the extent of 
the flooded areas are remarkably robust. Thus, - since the 
flow depths were not used - the simulations were 
assessed as valid for the purpose of this study. A further 
critical point is that the inflows of the tributaries into the 
floodplain were not considered. The inflows are not 
known, therefore the effects of this omission is hardly to 
assess.
However, the described examples show that the 
effects of the main river corrections are remarkable for 
today’s economic activities in the floodplains. The effect 
of the river corrections for risk reduction is higher than 
the increasing risk due to the economic development in 
the studied time period. Therefore, the maintenance of the 
former river correction works is an important part of 
today’s risk management practice. 
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Abstract. Quantitative flood risk analyses support decisions
in flood management policies that aim for cost efficiency.
Risk is commonly calculated by a combination of the three
quantified factors: hazard, exposure and vulnerability. Our
paper focuses on the quantification of exposure, in partic-
ular on the relevance of building value estimation schemes
within flood exposure analyses on regional to national scales.
We compare five different models that estimate the values
of flood-exposed buildings. Four of them refer to individ-
ual buildings, whereas one is based on values per surface
area, differentiated by land use category. That one follows
an approach commonly used in flood risk analyses on re-
gional or larger scales. Apart from the underlying concepts,
the five models differ in complexity, data and computational
expenses required for parameter estimations and in the data
they require for model application.
The model parameters are estimated by using a database
of more than half a million building insurance contracts
in Switzerland, which are provided by 11 (out of 19) can-
tonal insurance companies for buildings that operate under
a monopoly within the respective Swiss cantons. Comparing
the five model results with the directly applied spatially refer-
enced insurance data suggests that models based on individ-
ual buildings produce better results than the model based on
surface area, but only if they include an individual building’s
volume.
Applying the five models to all of Switzerland produces
results that are very similar with regard to the spatial distri-
bution of exposed-building values. Therefore, for spatial pri-
oritizations, simpler models are preferable. In absolute val-
ues, however, the five model results differ remarkably. The
two simplest models underestimate the overall exposure, and
even more so the extreme high values, upon which risk man-
agement strategies generally focus. In decision-making pro-
cesses based on cost-efficiency, this underestimation would
result in suboptimal resource allocation for protection mea-
sures. Consequently, we propose that estimating exposed-
building values should be based on individual buildings
rather than on areas of land use types. In addition, a build-
ing’s individual volume has to be taken into account in or-
der to provide a reliable basis for cost–benefit analyses. The
consideration of other building features further improves the
value estimation. However, within the context of flood risk
management, the optimal value estimation model depends
on the specific questions to be answered. The concepts of
the presented building value models are generic. Thus, these
models are transferable, with minimal adjustments according
to the application’s purpose and the data available. Within
risk analyses, the paper’s focus is on exposure. However, the
findings also have direct implications for flood risk analyses
as most risk analyses take the value of exposed assets into
account in a linear way.
1 Introduction
Flood damage accounts for a large proportion of the eco-
nomic losses due to natural hazards in developed coun-
tries, e.g. approximately one-third of losses over recent
decades in Switzerland (Bundesrat, 2016) and Europe (Eu-
ropean Environment Agency, 2017). Flood losses are ex-
pected to increase, not only due to ongoing anthropogenic
climate change (IPCC, 2014) but also due to socio-economic
development (Arnell and Gosling, 2016; Barredo, 2009;
Kundzewicz et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015). Future flood losses
can be managed and ideally reduced with a wide range of
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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measures. Yet, measures entail costs, either in the form of
direct construction expenditures or, indirectly, through lost
profits due to restricted land use. However, budgets are gen-
erally limited and thus they require measures be prioritized.
This prioritization is based on quantitative flood risk analyses
in many countries (Bründl et al., 2009; European Parliament,
2007).
In this context, risk is commonly defined as a combina-
tion of hazard, exposure and vulnerability (see Birkmann,
2013 for an overview). It is usually expressed as the expected
annual damage within a given area. There are different ap-
proaches with which to estimate this expected annual dam-
age. While models based on absolute damage functions com-
bine exposure and vulnerability into one model component
(e.g. Penning-Rowsell et al., 2005; Zhai et al., 2005), studies
applying relative damage functions explicitly consider both
the value and the physical vulnerability of exposed assets
(e.g. Glas et al., 2017; Hatzikyriakou and Lin, 2017). The
latter approach has the advantage of being more transparent
than risk models with absolute damage functions. Our paper
focuses on exposure, in particular on the relevance of build-
ing value estimation schemes within flood exposure analyses
on regional to national scales. However, as most risk analy-
ses take the value of exposed assets into account in a linear
way, this study’s results have direct implications for flood
risk analyses, too.
Different studies (e.g. de Moel and Aerts, 2011;
Koivumäki et al., 2010) show that uncertainties in quanti-
tative flood risk analyses are driven rather by uncertainties in
the value of exposed assets than by uncertainties in area or
frequency of floods. This is especially true on regional to na-
tional scales, where data availability limits the spatial resolu-
tion and differentiation of asset values within flood exposure
analyses. Aggregated classes of land use have been the norm
(Gerl et al., 2016), at least until recently, and the area-specific
value of each land use class is derived from lumped economic
data of administrative units (Merz et al., 2010). This trans-
formation of values per administrative unit into values per
spatial unit differentiated by land use class implies spatial
data disaggregation, also referred to as dasymetric mapping
(Chen et al., 2004; Thieken et al., 2006). While several case
studies investigate the influence that different data sources of
asset values have on flood loss estimation (e.g. Bubeck et al.,
2011; Budiyono et al., 2015; Cammerer et al., 2013; Jong-
man et al., 2012), the effect of dasymetric mapping methods
is only addressed in a few publications. For instance, Wün-
sch et al. (2009) and Molinari and Scorzini (2017) show in
local case studies that, even though the way in which exposed
assets are estimated influences the resulting flood loss and
thus flood risk, the spatial resolution of the exposed assets is
more important. In both cases, the validation with recorded
losses suggests that finer resolution of asset data improves
the modelling results. Yet, both research teams conclude that
further research on the impact of data resolution and disag-
gregation is needed. In fact, based on the growing availability
of high-resolution data and increasing computational power,
more and more flood-risk-related studies on national scales
are based on data at the building level (e.g. Fuchs et al., 2015,
2017; Jongman et al., 2014; Röthlisberger et al., 2017). How-
ever, the individual monetary value of the buildings is usually
not available due to data privacy restrictions and thus has to
be estimated. There are different methods used in flood risk
analyses to estimate individual building values (Jongman et
al., 2014; Kleist et al., 2006). They range from uniform av-
erage value per building to sophisticated regression models
considering different building features. Yet, the role of these
value estimation methods in flood risk assessments has re-
ceived even less attention than the effect of dasymetric map-
ping methods. To the best of our knowledge, no study has
compared different object-based building value models, nor
have these object-based methods ever been contrasted with
the commonly used approaches of land-use-specific values
per area within the context of regional or national risk anal-
yses. To fill this gap, we investigate the influence of five dif-
ferent value estimation models (called M1 to M5; see Ap-
pendix A3 for an overview table of all abbreviations used
in the text) on the resulting values of flood-exposed build-
ings in Switzerland. Four of these models (M1, M2, M4 and
M5; see upper most row in Table 1) refer to individual build-
ings, whereas one model (M3) uses average values of build-
ings per area, differentiated by land use category. The five
models’ underlying concepts are widespread in risk manage-
ment, construction industry and/or real estate management
(see bottom row in Table 1). Apart from the concept, the five
models mainly differ in their complexity and requirements
on data resolution and differentiation.
However, this paper does more than evaluate the role of
building value models within flood risk analyses. Our study
also investigates the models’ influence on flood risk man-
agement decisions. In the context of the above-mentioned
need for prioritization, most current flood management poli-
cies aim for cost efficiency. With regard to cost-efficient mea-
sures, the actual monetary value of flood-exposed buildings
is important, as are the statistical and spatial distributions
of these values. While the spatial distributions suggest ar-
eas of priority for the implementation of cost-efficient pro-
tection measures, the monetary values of exposed buildings
affect the upper cost limits of such measures. Thus, we in-
vestigate both the monetary values and their distributions. As
for distributions and actual values, the extremely high values
are particularly relevant for risk management. Therefore, our
study analyses them in detail. The monetary values in this
paper are insured values of buildings, which are replacement
costs and correspond to the financial resources needed to re-
construct (flood) damaged buildings or building parts. Re-
placement costs are very common for cost–benefit analyses
in Switzerland as the allocation of federal subsidies demands
proof of the cost efficiency of measures using a tool with
replacement values as default (Bründl et al., 2009). More-
over, a comprehensive review of flood loss models by Gerl
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Table 1. Overview of concepts, data and applications of the five investigated models for building value estimation. BFP stands for building
footprint polygons, BZP for building zone polygons and PIC for points of insurance contracts.
Model name and
concept
M 1
uniform average value
per building
M 2
uniform average value
per building volume
M 3
average value of build-
ings per area,
differentiated by land
use category
M 4
average value per build-
ing volume,
differentiated by build-
ing features
M 5
value per building,
individually calcu-
lated based on linear
regression
Parameter estima-
tion and unit
Total value of buildings
in an area divided by to-
tal number of buildings
in the same area, (CHF)
Total volume of build-
ings in an area di-
vided by total number
of buildings in the same
area, (CHF m−3)
Total value of buildings
within an area of a par-
ticular land use category
divided by the size of
the area, (CHF m−2)
Total value of build-
ings with identical fea-
tures divided by the vol-
ume of the buildings,
(CHF m−3)
Minimal adequate linear
function of building fea-
tures, (CHF)
Data for parameter estimation
Minimal require-
ment
Global sums of values
and numbers of build-
ings within a given area
Global sums of values
and volumes of build-
ings within a given area
Global sum of building
values within an area
with particular land use
size of the area
Global sums of values
and volumes of build-
ings with identical fea-
tures
Individual values and
features of buildings
Used in this study Complete data of eight cantons where entire portfolio
insurance data are available:
BFP of eleven cantons, reduced to polygons with
joined PIC and matching volumes
(n= 172 562)
Total of insured build-
ings values in 529 224
PIC
Total number of BFP
(391 766)
Total of insured build-
ings values in 529 224
PIC
Total volume of BFP
(653× 106 m3)
Total of insured build-
ings values in 529 224
PIC
BZP of 12 408 km2,
covering the entire area
BFP including volume,
summarized value of
joined PIC and infor-
mation on land use and
building purpose
BFP including volume,
summarized value
of joined PIC and
information on land
use, municipality type,
building purpose and
use
Data for bench-
mark selection
The data must be spatially referenced at object level and complete within a given area.
In this study, we use the 529 224 PIC of the eight cantons, where complete portfolio data of the cantonal insurance company
for buildings are available.
Data for model application
Minimal require-
ment
Individual buildings: lo-
cation only
Individual buildings: lo-
cation and volume
Land use:
spatially gapless infor-
mation on land use cat-
egories
Individual buildings:
location, volume and features
Used in this study BFP data set of
2 086 411 footprints
BFP data set of
2 086 411 footprints, in-
cluding volume
BZP of 41 290 km2,
covering the whole of
Switzerland
BFP data set of
2 086 411 footprints, including volume and information on
land use and building purpose
Frequent fields of
applications
Default values in tools for cost–benefit
analyses of flood protection measures
Widely used in flood
risk analyses on re-
gional to national scales
Mainly used in construction industry and real estate
management for the estimation of individual building
construction costs
Examples DEFRA (2001); Wage-
naar et al. (2016);
van Dyck and
Willems (2013)
BAFU (2015); de Bruijn
et al. (2015); Mobiliar
Lab (2016); Winter et
al. (2018)
de Bubeck et al. (2011);
Cammerer et al. (2013);
ICPR (2001); Klijn et
al. (2007); Thieken et
al. (2008)
Hägi (1961); Naegeli
and Wenger (1997);
SVKG and
SEK/SVIT (2002)
Few applications in
flood risk manage-
ment, mainly at local
level, e.g. Arrighi et
al. (2013),
Lowe et al. (2006); Son-
mez (2008)
To our knowledge no
application in flood risk
management
et al. (2016) shows that replacement costs are in fact the
most often indicated cost base. Yet, there are risk analyses
which use other types of building values, e.g. property prices
(Ernst et al., 2010) or depreciated construction values (ICPR,
2001). However, this paper’s topic, which is the relevance of
the model approach for the resulting value of exposed build-
ings, does not depend on the value type and we thus refer to
the literature (Merz et al., 2010; Penning-Rowsell, 2015) for
broader discussions on building values in risk analyses.
2 Methods applied and data used
The data and methods section is organized as follows. The
first subsection (Sect. 2.1) generically explains the set-ups of
the five building values models and the estimation of their
parameter values. In Sect. 2.2, we describe subsequent steps
towards values of flood-exposed buildings, namely the inter-
section with flood hazard maps and the spatial aggregation of
the results. The models are compared in Sect. 2.3. The data
used in this study are described in the last part of this section,
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/18/2431/2018/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 18, 2431–2453, 2018
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Sect. 2.4. Table 1 gives an overview of the five models with
respect to their underlying concepts, data and applications.
2.1 Model set-up for value estimation
The five models in our study follow two different approaches.
M3 is based on average value of buildings per area, differen-
tiated by land use category. The other four models (M1, M2,
M4 and M5) refer to individual buildings. These four mod-
els are defined as follows: M1 is uniform average value per
building; M2 is uniform average value per building volume;
M4 is average value per building volume, differentiated by
building features; and M5 is value per building, individually
calculated based on linear regression. From M1 to M5, the
complexity of the five models increases, as well as the data
and computational expenses required for the estimation of
their parameter values (see Table 1). The selection of the five
models is driven by the data, which are available throughout
Switzerland, as this paper is focused on analyses on regional
to national scales. An additional selection criteria is the cur-
rent application in risk management, construction industry or
real estate management (see bottom line in Table 1). In the
following, we outline the concepts of the five models and the
estimation of their parameter values.
Model M1: uniform average value per building
Model M1 takes a straightforward approach as it assigns the
same uniform average building value to each building. The
parameter estimation requires two quantities with the same
spatial aggregation, e.g. administrative units: (1) the total cu-
mulative value and (2) the total number of buildings within
the same area. By dividing the total building value by the to-
tal number of buildings, we obtain the value of the model’s
only parameter. The parameter corresponds to the average
value of the buildings situated within the observed area. The
unit of the M1 parameter is monetary value per building, e.g.
(CHF).
Model M2: uniform average value per building volume
Model M2 is based on the building volumes only. The data
requirements for the parameter estimation are similar to the
ones for M1. In place of the total number of buildings, M2
requires the total cumulative volume of buildings within a
given area. To obtain the value of model’s only parameter, the
total building value is divided by the total building volume.
Thus, the parameter of M2 is defined as the average value
per building volume and is given in monetary value per unit
volume, e.g. (CHF m−3).
Model M3: average building values per area,
differentiated by land use category
Model M3 takes a very common approach to flood risk anal-
yses on national scales. It makes use of average building val-
ues per unit area, differentiated by land use category. For
the same given area, the parameter estimation requires two
comprehensive data sets of comparable spatial resolution:
(1) gapless polygons of land use types and (2) spatially refer-
enced data on building values. The two data sets are spatially
joined, and the total building values per land use category are
then calculated. In a last step, the cumulative building values
per each type of land use are divided by the respective total
area. This results in land-use-specific values of the model’s
parameter. They correspond to the average monetary build-
ing value per area of each land use category, which is given
in monetary value per unit area, e.g. (CHF m−2).
Model M4: average values per building volume,
differentiated by land use category and building purpose
Model M4’s parameter is the same as in M2, i.e. the average
monetary value per building volume. In contrast, the param-
eter values of M4 are not uniform but differentiated accord-
ing to building feature. In this study, land use category and
building purpose are the criteria for differentiation. To esti-
mate the specific parameter values of M4, we combine data
on monetary value, volume, land use category and building
purpose at the building level. These assignments at building
level require inputting data of high spatial resolution and pre-
cise localization. To estimate M4’s parameter values, the data
assignments have to be complete for each individual build-
ing. However, in contrast to M1, M2 and M3, the input data
for M4 do not need to be comprehensive within a given area.
For M4, only buildings with complete information on value,
volume and the differentiation criteria are considered, and
the value and volume of all buildings from the same combi-
nation of differentiation criteria (e.g. same land use category
and building purpose) are summed up. Finally, the cumulated
monetary values are divided by the respective volumes, re-
sulting in the model’s parameter values. Thus, we obtain one
specific value for each combination of differentiation crite-
ria. The parameter’s unit is monetary value per unit volume,
e.g. (CHF m−3).
Model M5: value per building, individually calculated
based on linear regression
M5 is a linear regression model and is set up with the same
input data as M4. We develop M5 in an exploratory man-
ner by starting with a maximal model, which includes all
available explanatory variables, i.e. building features (Table 1
and Table A1) and their interactions. It is then reduced to
simpler models by removing non-significant interactions and
variables. In addition, models with transformed variables are
set up. Out of this variety of models, we select the minimal
adequate model. Namely, we follow the principle of parsi-
mony and choose a model with a relatively small Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974), a high coeffi-
cient of determination (adjusted R2) and a minimal number
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of non-significant explanatory variables and interactions. In
addition, we plot the model’s residuals to check visually if
principal assumptions of linear regression on residuals are
satisfied. The result of this exploratory process is the mini-
mal adequate model that makes it possible to calculate the
expected monetary value of a building as a linear function of
the selected buildings attributes and interactions. This value
is given in monetary units, e.g. (CHF).
While the five applied models are conceptually different,
the estimation of their parameter values in our study is based
on the same data sets as much as possible. Nevertheless, the
parameter estimation is based on two different kinds of data
subsets. This is because the first three models (M1 to M3) re-
quire a data selection, which fulfils different criteria in com-
parison to the selection for M4 and M5. While the crucial
prerequisite for M1, M2 and M3 is data completeness within
a given area, the other two models require a high spatial accu-
racy of the input data, mirrored in matching data assignments
on individual building levels. Figure 1 shows the workflow of
the set-ups of the five models for building value estimation.
2.2 Intersection with flood hazard maps and spatial
aggregation
Based on the five described models, it is possible to calculate
the monetary value of individual buildings (M1, M2, M4 and
M5) or mean building values within predefined areas (M3).
To identify the values which are exposed to floods, the build-
ings or areas need to be spatially referenced and overlaid
with flood hazard maps. The exposed values based on M3
are defined by the extent of flood-exposed areas and their
respective monetary value per area. With regard to exposed
values based on individual buildings, we classify a building
as exposed to floods if it partially or entirely overlaps with a
flood-prone area. From this exposed building, the entire mon-
etary value is considered for the calculation of flood-exposed
values. To compare the model based on areas (M3) with the
other four models, we compile a map of regular hexagons
with an area of 10 km2 and calculate the sum of exposed val-
ues per hexagon for all five models.
The described intersection with flood hazard zones re-
duces the value of exposure to the buildings within flood-
prone areas. In other contexts – in particular in the insurance
industry, which provided data to this study (see Sect. 2.4.3) –
exposure includes all assets or buildings, irrespective of the
object’s individual chance of being damaged.
2.3 Selection of benchmark model and model
comparison
Because our study mainly focuses on comparing different
modelling approaches rather than on model predictions, we
follow a benchmark test instead of a strict validation proce-
dure. In a first step, we select a benchmark model that best
fits the direct application of provided portfolio data of can-
tonal insurance companies for buildings within eight Swiss
cantons. In a second step, we compare the other four models
with the benchmark model and examine the distributions of
the extreme high values in more detail, including their spa-
tial distributions. In contrast to the selection of the bench-
mark, the comparison of the benchmark model with the four
other models covers the entire modelled area, i.e. the whole
of Switzerland.
It is possible to select the model with the best fit in areas,
where the data sets of the original building values are com-
plete and spatially referenced on the building level. In our
study, these areas correspond to the cantons, for which com-
plete portfolio data of the cantonal insurance company for
buildings are available; see Sect. 2.4.3. Within these cantons,
we attribute the original building values from the portfolio
data sets to the corresponding building geometries. Identify-
ing flood-exposed buildings and summing the exposed values
per hexagon are done in the same manner as for the building-
based models. To identify the benchmark model, we examine
differences and similarities between the model-based results
and the results based on the original building values. For that
matter, we calculate the root-mean-square errors (RMSE)
and mean absolute errors (MAE) at the data aggregated to
hexagons. We compile scatter plots of the hexagon values
and compare the sum of exposed values over all hexagons
within the validation area. As we are particularly interested
in the distribution of the extreme high values, we further fit
a generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) to the data above a
certain consistent threshold. The threshold is the location pa-
rameter of the GPDs. The other two GPD parameters, the
scale and shape, are estimated with the R package fExtremes
(Wuertz, 2015) by applying the probability-weighted mo-
ment method. Furthermore, we compare the highest hexagon
values of each data set within the validation area.
2.4 Data
Each of the five generic models makes it possible to esti-
mate flood-exposed-building values based on data sets that
are available in many countries. However, the model set-up,
especially the estimation of the parameter values, requires
data sets on monetary building values, which are either rep-
resentative of a given area (M1 to M3) and/or spatially ex-
plicit (M3 to M5). In the following, Sect. 2.4.1, we present
the input data of our study in Switzerland, and in Sect. 2.4.2
we detail the data selection for the parameter estimation. Sec-
tion 2.4.3 shortly describes the data and area of model appli-
cation and comparison.
2.4.1 Input data
The main three data sets which are used for the estima-
tion of the model parameter values are (1) point of insur-
ance contract (PIC), (2) building zone polygon (BZP) and
(3) building footprint polygon (BFP). The latter two are also
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Model M5
value ~ 3 variables
c.f. Eq 1 and  Tab. 4
Model M4 [CHF m-3]
14 parameter values
c.f. Tab. 3 
Model M3 [CHF/m2]
7 parameter values
c.f. Tab. 2
Linear
regression
model
BZP           Switzerland
Area [10 m ]6 2 41 290
PIC                               All available
CPIC IPIC total
Number [10 ]3 529 23 553
Value [10 CHF]9 412 40 452
Volume [10 m ] 5786 3 78 656
BFP                  Switzerland
Number [10 ] 3 2 086 
Volume [10 m ]             3 7556 3
Selection
by location
BZP   
8 Cantons with CPIC
Area [10 m ]  12 4086 2
Selection
by location
BFP 
11 Cantons with PIC
Number [10 ]        7703
Volume [10 m ] 1 2886 3
PIC   
8 Cantons with CPIC
Number [10 ]     5293
Value [10 CHF]  4129
Selection
by location
Selection
by attribute
PIC with precise localization
CPIC IPIC        Total
Number [10 ]     4653 18 482
Value [10 CHF]  3829 31 413
Volume [10 m ] 5146 3 56 570
BFP with ≥ 1 joined PIC
CPIC IPIC         Total
Number [10 ]     2733 16 289
Volume [10 m ] 5076 3 54 561
Joined PIC
Number [10 ]     4293 18 446
Value [10 CHF]  3659 31 396
Volume [10 m ] 5006 3 55 556
Join by location
BFP 
8 Cantons with CPIC
Number [10 ]        3923
Volume [10 m ] 6356 3
Selection
by location
Selection by
comparison
of volumes
Join by location
Summation by type of 
construction zone
BZP 8 Cantons with CPIC, values
of PIC added up by type of 
building zone
Type Area
[106 m2]
Number
[103] 
Value
[106 CHF]
res 183 229 163 193
wor 58 14 33 982
mix 26 22 28 916
cen 65 112 95 119
pub 47 11 30 448
oth 26 6 8 494
out 12 004 108 39 852
nn -- 28 11 719
tot 12 408 529 411 722
Values of PIC
divided by
areas of BZP
Value of PIC 
divided by
number of BFP
Value of PIC
divided by
volume of BFP
Summation
Values of PIC
divided by
volumes of BFP
Model M1 [CHF]
one parameter value
1 050 939 [CHF]
Model M2 [CHF m-3]
one parameter value
648.45 [CHF m-3]
Legend
BZP: Building zone polygon PIC: Point of insurance contract BFP: Building footprint polygon
res: residential, wor: working CPIC: Complete dataset of PIC
mix: mixed, cen: centre, pub: public IPIC: Incomplete dataset of PIC
oth: other, out: outside building zone
nn: not known, tot: total 
BFP with ≥ 1 joined PIC and volume of BFP
matches with volume of PIC
CPIC IPIC Total
Number [10 ]     1623 11 173
Volume [10 m ] 2946 3 27 321
Joined PIC with matching volume
Number [10 ]     2513 12 263
Value [10 CHF]9 225 20 245
Volume [10 m ] 3676 3 36 403
Figure 1. Workflow of the set-ups of the five investigated models for building value estimations.
used in the model application (see Table 1). The PIC data
set is a compilation of 552 698 insurance contracts provided
by eleven cantonal insurance companies for buildings (see
Fig. 2), harmonized and expressed as values as per 2014. Of
these eleven insurance companies, eight companies provided
the whole portfolio data set from 2013, whereas the three re-
maining companies provided contract data, restricted to con-
tracts, with at least one flood claim between 1999–2013 (two
companies) and 1989–2013 (one company). All data are pro-
vided for the exclusive purpose of research and are subject to
strict confidentiality.
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Figure 2. Overview of provided data by the cantonal insurance companies for buildings. Three insurance companies only provided data
limited to contracts associated with at least one flood claim within the period indicated in brackets. The grey-shaded areas indicate the
footprints of all buildings in Switzerland. Map source: Federal Office of Topography (swisstopo).
Table 2. Parameter values of the model M3, value per surface area (CHF m−2) of seven types of land use, i.e. six types of building zones and
the area outside of building zones, based on a complete portfolio data of eight cantonal insurance companies for buildings in Switzerland.
Insured values of buildings, which are localized at least on street level, are directly assigned to a type of land use. Values of the remaining
buildings are split over all types of land use according to the size of the area of each type. The results per type of land use, which are used
for further analyses, are in bold. Table entries are ordered by rank of these results.
Type of land use Area Value Value per area, directly assigned Value per area, total
(103 m2) (103 CHF) (CHF m−2) (CHF m−2)
Centre 64 974 95 118 671 1463.94 1464.88
Mixed 25 705 28 915 610 1124.89 1125.84
Residential 182 593 163 193 242 893.76 894.70
Public 47 323 30 448 192 643.42 644.36
Working 57 652 33 982 269 589.44 590.38
Others 25 593 8 493 504 331.87 332.81
Outside building zone 12 003 959 39 851 666 3.32 4.26
Not directly assigned – 11 719 182 – 0.94
Total 12 407 798 411 722 336 32.24 33.18
Cantonal insurance companies for buildings are present in
19 (of totally 26) Swiss cantons. In these 19 cantons, the in-
surance of buildings is compulsory and provided by the re-
spective cantonal insurance company for buildings, which
operates under a legal monopoly. The claims are compen-
sated at replacement costs; thus, the premiums are calculated
based on replacement values. Consequently, the portfolio
data of a cantonal insurance company for buildings include
the replacement value of virtually every building within the
respective canton. In addition, most contracts are located on
the building level – in this study, this is true for 87 % of the
provided contracts – and often contain the volume of the in-
sured building or building part. In our case, 78 % of the con-
tracts include this information. The replacement values used
and provided by the cantonal insurance companies for build-
ings are object-specific estimates by experts. The values are
based either (for new buildings) on documented construction
costs such as invoices or (for older buildings) on on-site in-
spection and validation.
The second input data are the countrywide harmonized
BZPs, provided by the Federal Office for Spatial Develop-
ment (see Table A1 in the Appendix A). For our analysis,
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Table 3. Parameter values of model M4, value per volume (CHF m−3) above ground, differentiated according to the area’s land use where
each building is located and by the purpose of the building. Calculations are based on insured values of 172 562 buildings, which are
provided by eleven cantonal insurance companies in Switzerland. Table entries are ordered by the value per building volume of buildings
with a residential purpose.
With residential purpose Without residential purpose
Type of Insured building Volume of Value per building Insured building Volume of Value per building
land use values (103 CHF) buildings (103 m3) volume (CHF m−3) values (103 CHF) buildings (103 m3) volume (CHF m−3)
Public 9 684 445 10 150 954 7 068 467 8640 818
Others 2 322 506 2446 950 866757 1187 730
Residential 110 421 355 123 056 897 2 263 843 2960 765
Centre 56 405 627 65 486 861 3 452 311 5351 645
Mixed 15 792 658 19 708 801 3 107 297 5321 584
Outside building zone 9 668 384 16 221 596 4 908 676 13 062 376
Working 7 702 381 15 259 505 12 140 152 32 234 377
Table 4. Parameter estimates, standard errors, and t and p values of the three explanatory variables (and their pairwise interaction) of model
M5. The three explanatory variables are residential purpose (ResPur) with values yes and no, the building volume above ground in m3
(volume) and land use (LaUse) with values residential, working, mixed, centre, public, others and outside (i.e. area outside building zones).
The intercept stands for the variable values of log10 (volume) = 0 (i.e. volume = 1 m
3); ResPur=no and LaUse=outside.
Parameter Estimate Standard error t value Pr(> |t |)
Intercept 3.097512 0.00633 489.334 < 2.00E-16
ResPur yes 0.793809 0.007992 99.323 < 2.00E-16
log10 (volume) 0.80819 0.002385 338.9 < 2.00E-16
LaUse residential −0.51207 0.009017 −56.79 < 2.00E-16
LaUse working −0.4035 0.016537 −24.4 < 2.00E-16
LaUse mixed −0.65351 0.015906 −41.087 < 2.00E-16
LaUse centre −0.70887 0.009651 −73.453 < 2.00E-16
LaUse public −0.44107 0.017177 −25.678 < 2.00E-16
LaUse others −0.6658 0.027504 −24.208 < 2.00E-16
ResPur yes ×log10 (volume) −0.15846 0.002694 −58.815 < 2.00E-16
ResPur yes × LaUse residential −0.14691 0.003563 −41.23 < 2.00E-16
ResPur yes × LaUse working −0.03614 0.005837 −6.192 5.95E-10
ResPur yes × LaUse mixed −0.05128 0.005654 −9.071 < 2.00E-16
ResPur yes × LaUse centre −0.0001 0.003439 −0.029 0.977
ResPur yes × LaUse public −0.17378 0.006391 −27.19 < 2.00E-16
ResPur yes × LaUse others −0.07611 0.011406 −6.673 2.52E-11
log10 (volume) × LaUse residential 0.258569 0.003217 80.371 < 2.00E-16
log10 (volume) × LaUse working 0.158917 0.004704 33.787 < 2.00E-16
log10 (volume) × LaUse mixed 0.26366 0.004834 54.542 < 2.00E-16
log10 (volume) × LaUse centre 0.263382 0.003448 76.397 < 2.00E-16
log10 (volume) × LaUse public 0.256911 0.005323 48.262 < 2.00E-16
log10 (volume) × LaUse others 0.282637 0.009382 30.127 < 2.00E-16
we reduce the nine provided building zone categories to six
categories by merging the types “restricted building zones”,
“zones for tourism and sports” and “transport infrastructure
within building zones” to the type “other building zones”.
Furthermore, we add the spatial complement of the building
zones as “outside building zone” to the data set. Thus, we
obtain a spatially gapless set of polygons with seven differ-
ent types of building zones, namely “residential”, “working”,
“mixed”, “centre”, “public”, “others” and “outside building
zone”.
The third input data are data sets on buildings. In our study,
we use the BFP of the swissTLM3D data set, provided by
the Federal Office of Topography (see Table A1 in the Ap-
pendix A) and harmonized as outlined in Röthlisberger et
al. (2017). Three of our building value models consider not
only the BFP positions but also various attributes which we
assign to the polygons in preprocessing steps as described in
Appendix A1. The complete set of attributes considered in
the model set-up consists of six items: (1) building volume
above ground, (2) type of building zone, (3) type of munici-
pality within which the BFP is located, (4 and 5) binary in-
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of flood-exposed-building values, aggregated
to regular hexagons with a surface area of 10 km2. The sums based
on models M1 to M5 (y axis) are plotted against the sums based
on the direct application of the values from the spatially referenced
building insurance contracts (x axis). The red lines indicate the 1 : 1
relation. The values are log10 transformed and sums below 104 CHF
are not shown.
formation about residential purpose and use and (6) building
densities in the BFP’s surroundings.
The calculation of flood-exposed-building values does not
only require information on building values, but also on
flood-prone areas. To define the areas potentially prone to in-
undation in Switzerland, we combine two different types of
flood maps. The main source is a compilation of all avail-
able communal flood hazard maps in Switzerland (Borter,
1999; de Moel et al., 2009). These maps are collected, har-
monized and provided in agreement with the responsible can-
tonal authorities by the Swiss Mobiliar Insurance Company.
We use the maps of December 2016, which cover 72 % of the
buildings in Switzerland. In these maps, five different haz-
ard levels are indicated, differentiated by the intensity (wa-
ter depth and velocity) and probability of events (ARE et
al., 2005). Out of the five hazard levels indicated in these
maps, we consider the levels “major”, “moderate” and “low”
as flood-prone areas. With the selection of these three lev-
els, we include events up to a return period of 300 years. For
the 28 % of the buildings in Switzerland that are not cov-
ered by the communal flood hazard maps, we use the coarser
flood map called Aquaprotect. This data set is provided by
the Federal Office for the Environment (Federal Office for the
Environment, 2008). Aquaprotect is available for the whole
of Switzerland and contains four different layers with recur-
rence periods of 50, 100, 250 and 500 years. For our study,
we use the layer with the return period of 250 years. The
compilation in GIS of the two map types follows the proce-
dure described by Bernet et al. (2017) and results in a com-
plete, nationwide map of flood-prone areas with return peri-
ods of up to 250 (territories not covered by communal hazard
maps) and 300 years (territories covered by communal haz-
ard maps).
2.4.2 Data selection for the parameter estimation
The workflow in Fig. 1 illustrates how the input data are com-
bined and selected for the parameter estimation of the five
models. The resulting data selection for each model is sum-
marized in Table 1.
For M1 to M3, the two countrywide data sets (BFP for M1
and M2, BZP for M3) are reduced to the data entries, which
are located within the eight cantons with complete building
insurance data sets (left side of Fig. 1). In this way, the BZPs
in the set-up of M3 cover 30 % of the data’s total coverage
and the number of BFPs used for the parameter estimation of
M1 and M2 correspond to 19 % of the total number of BFPs
in Switzerland.
The selection of PIC is made in two ways. For the first
three models (M1 to M3), we select all PICs within the eight
cantons where complete portfolio data sets are available (see
Fig. 1: PIC all available→ selection by location→ PIC eight
cantons with CPIC). For M1 and M2, we directly use the to-
tal insured building value of these 529 224 contracts, which
corresponds to CHF 412 billion. For M3, however, we fur-
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Table 5. Indicators for the comparison of model M1 and M5 with the direct application of insurance data (insured values according to point-
referenced building insurance contracts, PIC), in the eight cantons where complete portfolio data of the cantonal insurance companies for
building are available. Sum represents the sum of exposed-building values over all 10 km2 hexagons, RMSE and MAE represent the root-
mean-square error and the mean-absolute error of exposed-building values per hexagon when comparing M1 to M5 with PIC. The generalized
Pareto distribution (GPD) is fitted for hexagons with exposed-building values higher than 108 CHF, which is equal to the location parameter
of the GPD. Shape and scale represent the respective parameter of the fitted GPD. Max represents the highest sum of exposed-building values
per hexagon. Bold numbers indicate the value (of M1–M5) nearest to the value based on PIC.
Method Comparison over 1577 hexagons Comparison of extreme values
Fitted GPD for
hexagons > 108 (CHF)
Sum RMSE MAE Shape Scale Max
(106 CHF) (106 CHF) (106 CHF) (106) (106 CHF)
M1 55 667 124 23 0.25639 128 1163
M2 74 451 73 14 0.44574 151 2874
M3 47 880 115 21 0.31655 117 1367
M4 76 956 52 12 0.43464 162 3127
M5 68 111 60 11 0.44709 143 2682
PIC 67 375 – – 0.49797 149 4157
ther select the PICs that are localized at least at the street
level, which is true for 95 % of the PICs in the eight can-
tons with complete portfolio data. These PICs are spatially
joined with the BZPs within the respective eight cantons.
The monetary values of these PICs (CHF 400 billion total)
are summarized per BZP type, and the values of the remain-
ing PICs (i.e. CHF 12 million; see Fig. 1: BZP eight cantons
with CPIC, values of PIC added up by type of building zone)
are split proportionally to the area of each BZP category and
added to the respective sum per BZP categories.
For M4 and M5, we reduce the original PIC data provided
by eleven insurance companies to the 87 % of points with a
localization on building level, and then we assign these points
to the nearest BFP with GIS software (see Fig. 1: PIC all
available → selection by attribute → PIC with precise lo-
calization→ join by location with BFP 11 cantons with PIC
→ BFP with ≥ 1 joined PIC). 92 % of the PICs with a local-
ization on building level can be matched to a BFP within a
distance of less than or equal to 5 m. The attributes of these
PICs, i.e. the replacement values and volumes of the insured
buildings or building parts, are summarized per BFP. With
this summation, the BFP with at least one joined PIC con-
tains the attributes of the preprocessing steps (see description
in Appendix A1), as well as the insurance-sourced building
values and volumes. In particular, each of these BFPs in-
cludes two types of building volume. The first type is the vol-
ume above ground, calculated, in preprocessing steps, based
on BFP area and the average height above ground of the
building. The second type is the sum of volumes recorded
in all PICs, which are assigned to the BFPs. For M4 and M5,
we select only those BFPs for which the two mentioned vol-
umes are within a predefined range (see Fig. 1: BFP with≥ 1
joined PIC→ selection by comparison of volumes→ BFP
with ≥ 1 joined PIC and volume of BFP matches with vol-
ume of PIC). For that matter, we calculate the volume ratio,
i.e. the volume according to PIC divided by the BFP volume
above ground. In the eight cantons, where we obtained com-
plete portfolio data, we identify the volumes as matching if
the volume ratio is equal to or more than 0.8 and less than or
equal to 2.0. In the other three cantons, we set the lower crite-
ria to equal to or more than 1.0. With this comparison of two
independently derived volumes, we efficiently improve the
quality of the BFP data. Particularly, we can exclude BFPs
with inconsistencies in the calculation of the building vol-
ume above ground and BFPs with mistakenly (not) assigned
PICs, which thus have monetary values that are too high (or
low). The exclusion of these BFPs is crucial for the set-up
of the regression model (M5) and cannot be done manually
given the size of the data set. The described comparison of
volumes reduces the BFPs and the joined PICs simultane-
ously and in a similar way. While 60 % of the BFPs to which
a PIC is assigned are finally used for the set-up of M4 and
M5, the respective ratio of PICs amounts to 59 %.
2.4.3 Data and area of model application and
comparison
The estimation of the parameter values for all five models is
restricted to territories or buildings for which specified build-
ing insurance data are available. In contrast to the parameter
estimation, applying the models does not require any insur-
ance data and is thus feasible for any territories or buildings
with attributes that correspond to the model parameters. In
our study, the building referenced models (M1, M2, M4, M5)
are applied to the entire BFP data set of 2 086 411 polygons,
while M3 is applied to the countrywide BZP data set with an
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area of 41 290 km2, thus covering all of Switzerland (see Ta-
ble 1). The benchmark model is selected in the eight cantons
where complete building insurance data sets are available;
for the benchmark test, we again consider the entire territory
of Switzerland.
3 Results and discussion
In this section, we first show the parameter values of the
five building value models, M1 to M5 (Sect. 3.1), and then
present the results of the benchmark selection and test.
The overall discussion of the models in the last subsection
(Sect. 3.4) complements the specific comments in the first
three subsections.
3.1 Parameter values
M1 and M2
The parameter values of the two models with a single, uni-
form parameter are CHF 1 050 939 per building (M1) and
648.45 CHF m−3 per volume above ground (M2). These val-
ues are rather high compared to international literature data
(DEFRA, 2001; de Bruijn et al., 2015; Wagenaar et al.,
2016), mainly because of comparatively high building stan-
dards and construction costs in Switzerland. For instance,
Diaz Muriel (2008) finds that the price level index for con-
struction in Switzerland is 20 % higher than the average of
the (at that time) 27 EU member states. In addition to and in
contrast with these other studies, we count attached buildings
like terraced houses as only one building, and the parameter
of M2 refers to the building volume above ground but in-
cludes the costs for underground building volumes too.
M3 and M4
Table 2 shows the parameter values of M3, i.e. the monetary
values of buildings per surface area (CHF m−2) of seven land
use categories. Most notable are the value differences be-
tween the areas inside and outside building zones. The value
for the areas outside the building zones is only a very low
percentage of the building zones’ values, i.e. between 0.3 %
(for centre) and 1.3 % (for others). Within the building zones,
the values show less variation; i.e. they differ by a maximal
factor of 4.5 corresponding to the difference between the cat-
egories others and centre. Two aspects determine the parame-
ter value of a specific land use class in M3: firstly, the density
(built volume per unit area) of buildings in this land use class
and, secondly, the monetary value per built unit volume. The
second aspect is at the core of model M4, and the respec-
tive parameter values by land use type and building purpose
(with or without residential purpose) are presented in Table 3.
The monetary value per volume is higher for buildings with a
residential purpose than for non-residential buildings, rang-
ing between 17 % for residential and public building zones to
58 % for areas outside building zones. For residential build-
ings, the values for different land use types do not vary more
than by a factor of 1.9 (working to public) and by a factor of
up to 2.2 for buildings without a residential purpose. The ra-
tio between the highest and the lowest M4 parameter value is
2.5. This is the ratio between the value per volume referring
to residential buildings in public building zones and the value
per volume, referring to non-residential buildings outside the
building zone.
The remarkably smaller variation in parameter values in
M4 compared to the variation in M3 and the differences be-
tween M3 and M4 in the ranking of land use types by param-
eter values all suggest that the differences in building densi-
ties have a much higher impact on the variation of M3 pa-
rameters than the differences in monetary value per volume.
This is especially true for the areas outside building zones,
where the M4 values per volume are comparable to the val-
ues within building zones. In contrast, the M3 parameter for
the area outside building zones is not higher than 1.3 % of
the lowest value within building zones. That low percent-
age reflects a similarly low ratio between building densi-
ties outside and inside building zones. However, the effect
of building densities also dominates within building zones.
For the centre and mixed building zones, the M4 values per
volume are at rank four and five, while the M3 parameter
values for these zones are at rank one and two. That means
the M3 values per area for the centre and mixed building
zones are highly ranked, not because of high monetary val-
ues per built volume, but because these building zones are
densely built-up. In contrast, comparing M3 and M4 param-
eter values for the public and other zones suggests that the
construction costs for the buildings in these zones are com-
parably high, but the built volume per area is rather low. In
the international literature, the monetary values of buildings
per surface area (M3, e.g. Bubeck et al., 2011; ICPR, 2001;
Kljin et al., 2007) and the construction costs per building vol-
ume (M4, e.g. Arrighi et al., 2013; Fuchs et al., 2015) are re-
markably lower than the values in this study. As in the case
of M1 and M2, these differences can be explained mainly
by differences in building standards and construction costs
in Switzerland (Diaz Muriel, 2008). For M3, the relatively
dense settlements within building zones in Switzerland are
another reason for the comparably high values in our study.
Regression model M5
Based on our data, the minimal adequate linear regression
model for the estimation of building values is
log10(value)= ResPur× log10(volume)+ResPur×LaUse
+ log10(volume)×LaUse, (1)
where value is the building value in (CHF), ResPur is the bi-
nary variable regarding residential purpose (yes/no), volume
is the building volume above ground (m3), and LaUse is the
categorical variable regarding land use (six types of building
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Table 6. Hexagons of 10 km2 grouped in decreasing order of monetary values of flood-exposed buildings in Switzerland. For each group of
hexagons and each model (M1 to M5) the following entities are reported: the lower limit of exposed-building values per hexagon (in 106
CHF), the sum (S* in 109 CHF) of exposed-building values over all hexagons of the respective group, and the percentage (P∗ in %) of this
sum per group in relation to the total value of flood-exposed buildings in Switzerland. The spatial distribution of six of these groups (highest
2 %, lowest 65 % and four groups in between) are shown in Fig. 4.
Hexagon group Lower limit (106 CHF) of Monetary value of exposed buildings per hexagon group:
exposed-building values per hexagon sum [109 CHF] and percentage (%) of total
Share (%) Number M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5
S* P∗ S* P∗ S* P∗ S* P∗ S* P∗
1 44 739 1518 827 1545 1409 48 14.1 112 21.9 57 18.4 127 23.6 107 22.8
2 89 590 1057 585 1114 980 77 23.0 168 32.8 88 28.4 185 34.4 158 33.6
5 222 353 550 344 565 500 137 40.8 268 52.4 146 47.0 287 53.5 248 52.8
10 444 224 303 197 306 274 200 59.4 358 70.1 204 65.7 380 70.7 330 70.2
20 889 108 129 88 134 119 270 80.3 447 87.3 264 85.2 471 87.8 412 87.5
35 1555 41 38 27 38 34 317 94.1 496 97.0 299 96.5 523 97.3 457 97.2
50 2222 12 7 5 6 6 333 99.0 509 99.6 308 99.5 536 99.7 469 99.7
100 4444 0 0 0 0 0 336 100 511 100 310 100 537 100 470 100
zones; see Sect. 2.4.1). The diagnostic plots of the model are
presented in Appendix A2 and show that principal assump-
tions regarding the residuals are satisfied. The coefficient of
determination, adjusted R2, equals 0.88. In other words, M5
explains 88 % of the variance in the logarithmic monetary
building values. The overall F statistic (60 000, on 21 and
172 degrees of freedom) results in a p value < 2.2× 10−16,
indicating an overall significance of the explanatory variables
of M5. The estimates of the individual explanatory variables
and their pairwise interactions are shown in Table 4, together
with standard errors, t and p values. With one exception (Re-
sPur yes × LaUse centre), all parameters of M5 are signifi-
cant.
The intercept of 3.098 (= CHF 1250) refers to the vari-
able values of log10(volume) = 0, i.e. volume = 1 m3, Re-
sPur = no and LaUse = outside. If the same theoretical
building of 1 m3 has a residential purpose, the estimation
of the monetary value increases by a factor between 4.2
(10(0.793−0.173)) in public building zones and 6.2 (100.793)
outside building zones or in centre zones. As building vol-
ume increases, however, this factor between buildings with
and without a residential purpose decreases and drops be-
low 1 for building volumes between 8200 m3 (public build-
ing zones) and 102 000 m3 (outside building zones). The ef-
fects of land use categories other than outside and their in-
teraction with building volumes are similar to the ones with
residential purposes, but in the opposite direction. A theoret-
ical building with a volume of 1 m3 in a building zone has
a lower building value by factors 0.18 (10−(0.666+0.076) for
other building zones, residential purpose) to 0.39 (10−0.404
for working zone, no residential purpose) compared to the
same building outside building zones. With increasing build-
ing volumes, these factors increase and exceed 1 for build-
ing volumes between 52 m3 (public building zones, no res-
idential purpose) and 584 m3 (working building zones, res-
idential purpose). In any case, a higher volume of build-
ings results in a higher building value, but for all buildings
with a residential purpose, the increase in value is lower
than the increase in volume. Consequently, the ratio of dif-
ference in value to difference in volume for residential build-
ings within the same building zone is below 1. In fact, the
ratio ranges from 1volume−0.350 for areas outside building
zones to 1volume−0.067 for other building zones. For non-
residential buildings, however, the increase in value is higher
than the increase in volume in all building zones (with max-
imal ratio of 1volume0.091 for other building zones), except
for working building zone (1value=1 volume−0.033) and
for areas outside building zones where the difference in value
equals 1volume−0.192.
In summary, variable values that are different from the
intercept generally increase the resulting monetary building
values in M5:
– For ResPur, buildings with a residential purpose have a
higher value than non-residential buildings, at least up
to a volume of several thousand cubic metres.
– For LaUse, buildings in building zones are more expen-
sive than comparable buildings outside building zones,
but only if the buildings have a minimal volume of sev-
eral dozen to a few hundred cubic metres, depending on
land use and building purpose.
– Higher building volumes result in higher monetary
building values, and for non-residential buildings in five
building zones (residential, mixed, centre, public and
others) the increase in value is higher than the increase
in volume.
The above statement on ResPur in M5 is consistent with the
relation of residential to non-residential parameter values in
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution of flood-exposed-building values based on benchmark model M5 (uppermost figure) in addition to models M1
to M4 (lower figures). Hexagons with a surface area of 10 km2 are categorized according to their sum of flood-exposed-building values.
The specific limits of each category and the corresponding sums of exposed values are presented in Table 6. Map sources: Federal Office of
Topography (swisstopo).
M4. M4 and M5 also agree in terms of LaUse, apart from
working building zones. However, the findings on the differ-
ent 1volume to 1value relations in M5 do not support the
concept of a constant value per volume ratio, which is used
in M4.
In the following, we summarize the main reasons for
excluding originally considered building features (building
densities, residential use and municipality types) and for log-
transforming the building volumes and values. The buildings
densities are all highly correlated with building volume, but
they explain less of the building values’ variance than the
volume (lower adjusted R2, higher AIC). The same holds
for residential use with respect to residential purpose. Mod-
els that include municipality types and building zones con-
tain many non-significant parameters. Models with munic-
ipality types (but without building zones) explain less than
corresponding models with building zones (but without mu-
nicipality types). The building volumes and values are log-
transformed since the untransformed values are right skewed
and the residuals of models based on untransformed values
are heteroscedastic.
3.2 Comparison of models with direct application of
insurance data for benchmark model selection
The eight cantons with complete insurance portfolio data
cover an area of 12 408 km2. The corresponding layer of reg-
ular 10 km2 hexagons contains 1577 hexagons. Each point in
Fig. 3 represents one of these hexagons. The log10 values of
flood-exposed buildings summarized per hexagon based on
value models M1 to M5 (y axis) are plotted against the ex-
posed log10 values based on the direct application of the val-
ues in the spatially referenced building insurance contracts
(PIC, x axis). The red lines indicate a one-to-one relation.
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Table 7. Indicators for the comparison of model M1 to M4 with benchmark model M5. Sum represents the sum of exposed-building values
over all hexagons, RMSE and MAE represent the root-mean-square error and the mean-absolute error of exposed-building values per hexagon
when comparing M1 to M4 with M5. The generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) is fitted for hexagons with exposed-building values higher
than 108 (CHF), which is equal to the location parameter of the GPD. Shape and scale represent the respective parameter of the fitted GPD.
Max represents the highest sum of exposed-building values per hexagon.
Model Comparison over 4444 hexagons Comparison of extreme values
Fitted GPD for
hexagons > 108 (CHF)
Sum RMSE MAE Shape Scale Max
(106 CHF) (106 CHF) (106 CHF) (106) (106 CHF)
M1 336 460 214 47 0.20147 155 2912
M2 511 208 52 15 0.41285 207 7546
M3 309 794 191 44 0.30666 148 2634
M4 536 989 65 15 0.43357 211 9102
M5 470 420 – – 0.42715 188 7201
The exposure values per hexagon based on the M2, M4 and
M5 models differ hardly by more than a factor of 101 from
the respective value based on direct PIC application. More-
over, the factors are homoscedastic. The results from M1 and
M3, however, differ by up to a factor of 102 from the ones
based on direct insurance data application. In addition, the
factors for small values are clearly bigger than the factors for
high values. Moreover, in M1 the values of hexagons with
only a few exposed buildings are generally overestimated,
and the hexagons with one or two exposed buildings appear
as two horizontal lines (at 1.05× 106 and 2.1× 106 CHF),
with only seven hexagons in which the direct application of
PIC results in higher exposure values than based on M1. In
contrast, the values in hexagons with the most exposed build-
ings are underestimated in M1. Hexagons with high exposure
values are underestimated by the other four value models too,
although this is less pronounced in the cases of M2, M4 and
M5 than in M1 and M3.
The data in Table 5 support these findings quantitatively.
Overall, the indicators for the models M1 and M3 show the
least agreement with the values based on directly applied
PICs. The sum of exposed values over all 1577 hexagons is
closest to the PIC-based result in M5 (+1 %), and the sum
differs most in M3 (−29 %). M4 shows the least RMSE and
M5 the least MAE, and for both indicators, the values of M1
and M3 are approximately twice as high as the ones of the
other three models. Comparing extremely high values again
shows a clear division into two groups: M2, M4 and M5 ver-
sus M1 and M3. The GPD fitted for hexagons with exposed-
building values higher than 108 CHF show the best match
with PIC-based extreme values for M2 and M5. The shape
parameter determines the weight of the tail in the GPD, and
it is highest in the case of direct PIC application, followed
by the ones based on M5 (−10.2 %) and M2 (−10.4 %).
This general underestimation of extremely high values by the
five models is also reflected in the maximal exposure values,
where the models result in−25 % (M4) to−72 % (M1) lower
values compared to the direct PIC application.
Based on these results, we select M5 as the benchmark
model for comparing the countrywide model applications
presented in the following section.
3.3 Benchmark test: differences and similarities
between the five models
The summarized value of all flood-exposed buildings in
Switzerland is between 3.1×1011 (M3) and 5.4×1011 CHF
(M4). Based on the benchmark model M5, it is 4.7×
1011 CHF. The ratio between the highest and the lowest sums
is thus 1.7, and the ratios to the benchmark model are be-
tween 0.7 and 1.1. Table 6 presents the exposure values per
eight ranked groups of the total 4444 regular hexagons cov-
ering Switzerland. The table demonstrates that, for all five
models, the distributions of exposed values per hexagon are
clearly right skewed, but for M1 and M3 the skewness is less
pronounced. This skew to the right implies that the expo-
sure values of a few 10 km2 hexagons represent an important
part of the total value of flood-exposed buildings in Switzer-
land. For instance, the 2 % (89) hexagons with the highest ex-
posure values based on M5 contain flood-exposed buildings
with a value of 1.6×1011 CHF, which corresponds to 33.6 %
of the total value exposed in the whole of Switzerland based
on M5. This share of exposed values in the 98th percentile is
comparable for values from M2 (32.8 %) and M4 (34.4 %),
but remarkably lower for M1 (23 %) and M3 (28.4 %). Com-
paring the absolute values of the most exposed hexagons re-
sults in the division of the same two clusters, down to the
95th percentile, the exposure values based on M2, M4 or M5
are approximately twice as high as the ones based on M1 or
M3.
Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of six ranked groups
of hexagons for all five models. The group limits in exposed-
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Table 8. Overview of core features and suitable applications of the five models. Symbols of characteristics: + is positive, 0 is neutral and
minus is negative. The key figure in the online version of the article is a graphical version of this table.
Model name and concept M1
uniform average
value per build-
ing
M2
uniform average
value per build-
ing volume
M3
average value
of buildings per
area, differenti-
ated by land use
category
M4
average value per
building volume,
differentiated by
building features
M5
value per build-
ing, individually
calculated based
on linear regres-
sion
Low data requirement for parameter estima-
tion
++ + 0 - - -
Low computational expenses for parameter
estimation
++ ++ + + - -
Low data requirement for model application + - ++ - - - -
Agreement with direct application of insur-
ance data
- + - + ++
Suitable applications at national level
Spatial distribution of exposed assets ++ ++
Absolute values of exposed assets ++ ++ ++
building values per hexagon are presented in columns three
to seven in Table 6. The data again highlights the two groups:
M2, M4 and M5 versus M1 and M3. However, the spatial dis-
tribution of the 1555 (35 %) hexagons with the highest expo-
sure values is very similar, with each of the five applied value
estimation models. These hexagons cover wide areas in the
northern part of Switzerland, but appear as isolated points or
lines only in the southern part. Overall, the pattern mirrors
the spatial settlement structure (see Fig. 2) in Switzerland,
but the areas in the west as well as in the most eastern canton
(i.e. GR) seem to exhibit a disproportionally low exposure,
which confirms results by Fuchs et al. (2017).
The log–log plots presented in Fig. 5 show the flood-
exposed values per hexagon based on the benchmark model
M5 (x axis) against the values based on the other four mod-
els (y axis), with the red line indicating a one-to-one relation.
In M2 and M4, the exposed values differ by not more than a
factor of 5 from the respective values based on M5, whereas
this factor goes up to 2× 102 in M3 and to 5× 101 for M1.
In addition, for M1 and M3, the factors are clearly bigger
for lower exposure values than for higher ones, and high val-
ues in both are generally underestimated. In contrast, the low
exposure values in M1 are overestimated, and the values of
hexagons with only a few exposed buildings appear as hori-
zontal lines, similar to the pattern shown in the panel M1 of
Fig. 3, as discussed above. The M2 panel suggests a general
overestimation of the values compared to M5. Moreover, the
differences are more pronounced for the middle ranges than
for the extreme values. For the absolute deviations of M4
values from M5, no such dependency from the value’s rank
can be detected, but the low values are underestimated, while
high values are overestimated in M4.
Table 7 presents indicators when the M5 benchmark model
is compared with the other four models. Overall, these indi-
cators suggest that M2, closely followed by M4, best matches
M5. In contrast, the exposure values based on M1 and M3
both agree much less with the M5 results. Compared to
M5, M1 and M3 show a general underestimation of flood-
exposed-building values, as well as an underestimation of the
extreme high values. In contrast, M4 and, to a smaller de-
gree, M2, overestimate the exposure values compared to M5.
The parameters of the GPD fitted to hexagons with flood-
exposed-building values higher than CHF 108 are very simi-
lar for M2, M4 and M5. Yet, the resulting empirical cumula-
tive distribution functions presented in Fig. 6 for the highest
two percent show that M2 matches better with M5 than M4.
3.4 Overall discussion of the five models
Based on the resulting values of flood-exposed buildings, the
five models can be divided into two groups, one with M1
and M3 and another one with M2, M4 and M5 (see Table 8).
Compared with the direct application of building values from
PIC in eight cantons, M5 performs best. However, the results
based on M2 and M4 are close, too, not only to the PIC re-
sults in the eight cantons (see Sect. 3.2), but also to the M5
results over all of Switzerland (see Sect. 3.3). These three
high-performing models include the building volume to es-
timate the value, in contrast to M1 and M3. In other words,
models which consider the building volume outperform the
ones which do not include the volume, as long as there is a
spread in the volume of the modelled building set.
With regard to data requirements for model parameter es-
timations (see Tables 1 and 8), M5 differs from the other
four models, as it is the only model that needs data on an
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Figure 5. Scatter plot of flood-exposed-building values aggregated
to regular hexagons with a surface area of 10 km2. The sums based
on models M1 to M4 (y axis) are plotted against the sums based on
the benchmark model M5 (x axis). The red lines indicate the 1 : 1
relation. All values are log10 transformed and sums below 104 CHF
are not shown.
Figure 6. Empirical cumulative distribution function of flood-
exposed-building values aggregated to hexagons with a surface area
of 10 km2. Cumulative probabilities (p) are generated by 105 ran-
dom values from GPD with the parameters shown in Table 7. To
improve the readability, only probabilities over 98 % are shown.
individual building level. However, the less detailed data re-
quired in M1 to M4 differ too. While M1 and M2 require
relatively simple data, i.e. global sums over a particular area
such as administrative units, the sums of monetary building
values required for M3 and M4 need to be differentiated to a
higher degree. Consequently, the data requirements for the
parameter estimation divide the models into three groups,
with M1 and M2 in the group with the least requirements and
M5 in the one with the most sophisticated requirements. The
same grouping occurs when considering the computational
expenses of the parameter estimations. While the parameter
estimations in M1 and M2 each consist of one numerical di-
vision, and in M3 and M4 of several divisions, the set-up
of a linear regression model in M5 is an iterative and time-
consuming process.
Grouping the models based on data requirements for the
model application results in a distinction between M3 and
the other four models (see Tables 1 and 8). Applying M3 re-
quires spatially gapless data on land use, whereas the other
four models need information on individual building levels
for application. Among these four models, M1 requires the
least information (location only), while M4 and M5 require
the most information about each individual building, i.e. lo-
cation, volume and other features. With regard to computa-
tional expenses for the model application, the five models are
similar.
The overall comparison of the five models reveals several
things (see Table 8). On the one hand, M5 has the best match-
ing exposure values when compared to the direct application
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of existing individual building value. On the other hand, M5
requires the most data and computational resources. With M1
and M3, it is the opposite. In summary, all five models have
advantages and disadvantages, and when selecting a model
there is a need to balance them. However, selecting a model
is often driven by data availability in real-world applications.
As this study shows, selecting a model has consequences for
resulting exposure values.
4 Conclusions
The paper illustrates the role of building value models in
flood exposure analyses on regional to national scales. The
presented findings are relevant for flood risk analyses too,
as most risk analyses take the value of exposed assets into
account in a linear way. The study is based on insurance
data; the used monetary building values represent replace-
ment costs. However, the insights of this paper into the rel-
evance of the model approach for the resulting value of ex-
posed buildings are valid as well for other value types, as
depreciated construction costs or property prices.
With regard to the spatial distribution of exposed-building
values, the models show widely uniform results. In contrast,
the absolute values of exposure differ remarkably. The first
finding implies that the spatial prioritization of flood protec-
tion measures would be similar with each of the applied value
estimation methods. In practice, this means that the applica-
tion of more sophisticated models does not generally pro-
vide a better basis for spatial prioritizations. Consequently,
simpler models with lower requirements regarding data in-
put and computational resources are preferable.
The second finding, however, suggests that decision-
making processes that are based on cost–benefit criteria and
thus rely on absolute monetary values are significantly influ-
enced by which building value model one chooses. We find
that models based on areas of land use classes, as commonly
applied on regional to national scales, underestimate expo-
sure values. The same is true for models based on individ-
ual buildings that do not take the building volumes into ac-
count. These two model types underestimate the overall ex-
posure, but even more so the extremely high values on which
risk management strategies generally focus. This underes-
timation of the exposure value by models not considering
the volume of buildings indicates that flood-exposed build-
ings have in general a higher volume than buildings outside
flood zones. By underestimating exposed values, the bene-
fits of protection measures (i.e. avoided flood losses) are un-
derestimated as well. In decision-making processes that are
based on cost efficiency, this underestimation would result in
suboptimal allocation of resources for protection measures.
Consequently, we propose that estimating exposed-building
values should be based on individual buildings rather than on
areas of land use types. In addition, and provided that there
is a spread in the volume of the modelled building set, the in-
dividual volumes of buildings have to be taken into account
in order to provide a reliable basis for cost–benefit analyses.
The consideration of other building features further improves
the value estimation.
In our study for the whole of Switzerland, with a data ag-
gregation on 10 km2 hexagons, the optimal model for the es-
timation of absolute monetary building value is M5, i.e. a
linear regression model considering the residential purpose
and the building zone, in addition to building volume. In
other contexts, where other data with different aggregations
are available, the optimal building value model may be an-
other one. For decisions that rely on absolute monetary build-
ing values, however, our results suggest using a value model
based on individual building data that in any case includes
the building volume. The concepts of the three respective
value models presented in this study, i.e. M2, M4 and M5,
are generic. Thus, these models are transferrable with mini-
mal adjustments according to the application’s purpose and
the available data. However, within the context of flood risk
management, the optimal value estimation model depends on
the specific questions to be answered.
Growing availability of data with high resolution and spa-
tial coverage in Switzerland and many other countries makes
it possible to further develop complex multivariable build-
ing value models, e.g. based on machine learning methods
as done by Wagenaar et al. (2017) for the modelling of abso-
lute flood damage. Depending on future data availability, it is
also possible to extend the presented analyses to other assets
of interest such as population or infrastructure. The compar-
ison between different nationwide exposure analyses based
on object-specific data including monetary values would be
another promising approach for further research.
Data availability. The data on which this study is based were pro-
vided by 11 different insurance companies. Each record contains
confidential information on buildings such as the location (address
and/or coordinates) and the insured value. Due to privacy protec-
tion, the data are subject to strict confidentiality and thus cannot be
made accessible.
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Appendix A
A1 Details on data and assignment of attributes to
building polygons
Table A1 presents details on the data sets, which we use
in our study aside from the insurance data described in
Sect. 2.4. We assign the attributes to the building footprint
polygons as follows.
A1.1 Building volume above ground
The building volume above ground is the product of the BFP
area times the average building height above ground. While
the calculation of a polygon’s area is a standard procedure
in GIS, the estimation of the building height based on the
available data is a multistep process. First, the points of the
digital elevation model (swissALTI3D) and the digital sur-
face model (DSM) are assigned to the polygons and for each
polygon the two means of the assigned swissALTI3D points
and DSM points are calculated. The subtraction of the mean
of the DSM points from the mean from the swissALTI3D
points results in the building’s average height above ground.
If this height is ≥ 3.5 and ≤ 100 m (which is the case for
1 378 665 of total 2 086 411 BFPs) it is used in the volume
calculation, otherwise (n= 707 746) it is adjusted as follows:
for residential buildings (i.e. buildings with assigned residen-
tial units as explained further down, n= 232 016) the aver-
age numbers of floors of the assigned BDS points (attribute
GASTWS in BDS) is calculated, and for the first floor the
height is set to 3.5 m and for each additional floor 2.5 m is
added. For non-residential buildings with a height < 3.5 m
or > 100 m (n= 475 730) the value is set to 3.5 m.
A1.2 Type of building zone and type of municipality
For the assignment of the types of building zones and mu-
nicipalities, the positions of the building polygons’ centroids
relative to the polygons in the data sets Bauzonen Schweiz
and INFOFLAN-ARE are analysed. Prior to the assignment,
in our study we reduce the types of building zones (attribute
CH_BEZ_D in the data set Bauzonen Schweiz) from nine
to seven types as described in Sect. 2.4.1. The types of mu-
nicipalities (attribute TYP in INFOPLAN-ARE) are reduced
from originally nine types down to six by merging the types
“big centres” (code 1 in TYP), “secondary centres beside big
centres” (2) and “middle centres” (4) to the type “big and
middle centres” and by merging “belts of big centres” (3) and
“belts of middle centres” (5) to the type “belts of big and
middle centres”. Furthermore, we add the areas of lakes to
the type “agricultural” (code 8 in TYP) municipality if they
are not part of a municipality but of a canton. We obtain a
spatially gapless set of polygons with six types of munici-
pality, namely “big and middle centres”, “belts of big and
middle centres”, “small centres”, “suburban rural municipal-
ities”, “agricultural municipalities and cantonal lake areas”
and “tourist municipalities”.
A1.3 Binary information about residential purpose and
use
The point data of residential units in the BDS (n= 1 670 540)
are joined to the next BFP (n= 2 086 411) within 2 m.
Ninety-seven percent (1 631 531) of the BDS points lay in
or within a distance of 2 m to a BFP. We consider a BFP as
a building with residential purpose if at least one BDS point
is assigned to it (n= 1 269 908 BFPs.) The criteria for res-
idential use is that at least one person with main residence
(attribute GAPHW in the BDS data set) is assigned to the
building polygon, which is true for 1 129 904 BFPs.
A1.4 Building densities in the BFP surroundings
For the calculation of the building density in the surrounding
of a BFP we define circles of 50, 100, 200 and 500 m radius
around the BFP’s centroid. For each of these circles we cal-
culate the area of all BFP (cut to the circle’s edge) and divide
it by the total area of the circle (cut to areas within Switzer-
land and not covered by lakes). This way, for each BFP we
obtain the building density in a circle 50 m (100, 200 and
500 m) around its centroid.
A2 Diagnostic plots of linear regression model M5
Figure A1 shows the diagnostic plots of M5, the minimal ad-
equate linear regression model presented in Sect. 3.1. The
two plots of residuals versus fitted values suggest (Fig. A1a
and c) that residuals fulfil the assumptions of homoscedastic-
ity, as the residuals are spread equally along the ranges of the
fitted values. The quantile–quantile plot (Fig. A1b) indicates
that the tales of the residuals’ distribution are heavier than in
a normal distribution. Cook’s distance plot (Fig. A1d) shows
that all buildings are inside Cook’s distance of 0.5, which
means that no building significantly influences the resulting
regression model. Overall it can be stated that the principal
assumptions of linear regression modelling are reasonably
satisfied.
A3 Abbreviations used in the text
Table A2 explains all abbreviations which are used in the
text.
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Figure A1. Diagnostic plots of model M5, namely residuals vs. fitted values (a), quantile–quantile plots of residuals vs. normally distributed
quantiles (b), scale location plot (c) and Cook’s distance plot (d).
Table A1. Summary of data used in the set-up and/or application of the five building value models. All links were last checked on 7 Septem-
ber 2018.
Name Consideration in
model
Data set Description Source
set-up application
Building footprints
BFP
M1, M2,
M4, M5
M1, M2,
M4, M5
swissTLM3D Feature
TLM_GEBAEUDE_FOOTRPINT
of the Swiss topographical land-
scape model, v1.4, as of 2016
Federal Office of Topography (swisstopo) https:
//shop.swisstopo.admin.ch/en/products/landscape/tlm3D
Polygons of build-
ing zones BZP
M2, M3,
M4, M5
M2, M3,
M4, M5
Bauzonen Schweiz
(harmonized)
Polygons of building zones, 9 har-
monized types, as of 2012
Federal Office for Spatial Development (ARE) http://www.
kkgeo.ch/geodatenangebot/geodaten-bauzonen-schweiz.html
Digital elevation
model
M2, M4,
M5
M2, M4,
M5
swissALT3D High-precision digital elevation
model of Switzerland, grid size of
2× 2 m, as of 2013
swisstopo https://shop.swisstopo.admin.ch/en/products/height_
models/alti3D
Digital surface
model
M2, M4,
M5
M2, M4,
M5
DSM Digital surface model, density of
1 point per 2 m2, last updated in
2008
swisstopo https://shop.swisstopo.admin.ch/en/products/height_
models/DOM
Municipality types M4, M5 INFOPLAN-ARE Typology of municipalities ARE,
nine types based on municipality
typology of FSO, as of 2014
ARE, Federal Statistical Office (FSO) and swisstopo data.geo.
admin.ch/ch.are.gemeindetypen/data.zip
Residential purpose
of buildings
M4, M5 M4, M5 BDS No. of residential units in the
Buildings and Dwellings statistics
BDS, as of 2012
FSO https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/en/home/statistics/
construction-housing/surveys/gws2009.assetdetail.8521.html
Residential use of
buildings
M4, M5 BDS No. of people with main residence
in BDS; see residential purpose
see residential purpose
Area of cantons M1, M2,
M3
SwissBOUN-
DARIES3D
Polygons of the 26 Swiss cantons
(districts), as of 2016
swisstopo https://shop.swisstopo.admin.ch/en/products/
landscape/boundaries3D
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Table A2. Abbreviations used in the text in alphabetical order.
Abbreviation Meaning
AIC Akaike Information Criterion
BFP Building footprint polygon
BZP Building zone polygon
CPIC Complete data set of points of insurance contracts
M1 Model M1, uniform average value per building
M2 Model M2, uniform average value per building volume
M3 Model M3, average values per area, differentiated by land use category
M4 Model M4, average values per building volume, differentiated by land use category and building purpose
M5 Model M5, value per building, individually calculated based on linear regression
MAE Mean absolute error
PIC Point of insurance contract
RMSE Root-mean-square error
swissTLM3D Swiss topographical landscape model
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Global environmental change includes changes in a wide range of global scale phenomena, which are
expected to affect a number of physical processes, as well as the vulnerability of the communities that
will experience their impact. Decision-makers are in need of tools that will enable them to assess the loss
of such processes under different future scenarios and to design risk reduction strategies. In this paper, a
tool is presented that can be used by a range of end-users (e.g. local authorities, decision makers, etc.) for
the assessment of the monetary loss from future landslide events, with a particular focus on torrential
processes. The toolbox includes three functions: a) enhancement of the post-event damage data
collection process, b) assessment of monetary loss of future events and c) continuous updating and
improvement of an existing vulnerability curve by adding data of recent events. All functions of the tool
are demonstrated through examples of its application.
© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Disaster costs are increasing globally. According to the European
Environment Agency (EEA), as far as weather and climate related
events are concerned, only in Europe and despite all the counter
measures which have been taken, the overall damages have
increased from EUR 9 billion in the 1980s, to more than EUR 13
billion in the 2000s (EEA, 2012). This is primarily due to increases in
population, economic wealth and human activities in hazard-prone
areas, as well as better reporting (EEA, 2012; Keiler, 2013). Ac-
cording to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC,
2012), the nature and the severity of the consequences following
the occurrence of climate extremes or other hazardous phenomena
depends not only on the process itself but also on the exposure and
vulnerability of the elements at risk (Fig. 1). Climate change is
responsible for changes in the frequency and magnitude of natural
processes (Keiler et al., 2010), or actually, for changes in the inputs
and the effect of processes (e.g. rainfall as an input to the process of
flooding) and partially also for the occurrence locality, however,aria.papathoma@univie.ac.at
22socio-economic changes also result in alterations of the spatial and
temporal pattern of exposure (Fuchs et al., 2005, 2013) and
vulnerability (Fuchs et al., 2012a; Keiler et al., 2012). Therefore,
strategies for risk reduction should not only focus on hazardous
process and structural protection works, but also, on reducing the
exposure and vulnerability of the exposed system. Consequently,
appropriate tools are needed so that scientists, authorities and
other stakeholders may assess the possible loss under different
future scenarios (Papathoma-K€ohle et al., 2011). According to IPCC
(2012), vulnerability is a key factor in disaster losses; however, it is
not yet well accounted for, since data on disasters at the local level
are limited (Totschnig and Fuchs, 2013) and thus, improvements in
local vulnerability reduction are constrained.
There have been numerous debates regarding the definition of
“vulnerability”, since the specific term is used in various ways by
scientists of different scientific backgrounds such as natural sci-
entists, engineers, social scientists and climate change researchers
(Glade (2003), Füssel (2007), Fuchs (2009), Hufschmidt and Glade
(2010), Birkmann et al. (2013), Ciurean et al. (2013)). In natural
science and as far as physical vulnerability is concerned, the most
common definition of vulnerability is the one that was introduced
by UNDRO (United Nations Disaster Relief Organisation) in 1984:
“the degree of loss to a given element, or set of elements, within the
area affected by a hazard. It is expressed on a scale of 0 (no loss) to 17
Fig. 1. Key concepts of disaster risk management and their interaction (modified from IPCC, 2012).
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bility (Fuchs et al., 2011); nevertheless, there are three dominant
methods for assessing and assign values to it: vulnerability
matrices (Papathoma-K€ohle et al., 2012b), vulnerability indicators
(Birkmann et al., 2013) and vulnerability curves (Fuchs et al., 2007a;
Totschnig et al., 2011).
The use of vulnerability curves is common in the case of hazards
that affect larger areas and a considerable number of buildings (e.g.
floods and earthquakes, Apel et al., 2009). In these cases, the in-
tensity of the process (water depth and ground acceleration
respectively) can be assessed relatively easy for each building.
Moreover, the reliability of the curve is high due to a rather high
amount of available data. It is worth mentioning though, that a
comparison of parametric (using indicators) and physically based
modelling techniques (using curves) regarding flood vulnerability
assessment showed that the parametric approaches are the most
appropriate (Balica et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the authors of the
specific comparative study indicated also the drawbacks of the
parametric methods, such as high data requirements and high
levels of uncertainty (Balica et al., 2013). On the other hand, for
some types of hazards, such as rock falls or debris flows, the
deduction of vulnerability curves is difficult due to the limited
number of available damage data (Uzielli et al., 2008), the challenge
in assessing the intensity of the process on individual buildings
(Mazzorana and Fuchs, 2010) and the gaps in understanding the
interaction between the process and the affected elements.
As far as debris flow and fluvial sediment transport (as one large
group of landslides) are concerned, the main disadvantage of the
vulnerability curves is the lack of reliable empirical data regarding
building loss (Fuchs et al., 2012b; Papathoma-K€ohle et al., 2012a, b).
Although recently an increasing amount of studies focussing on
vulnerability curves for this type of hazard can be found in the
literature (see Fuchs et al., 2007a; Totschnig et al., 2011;
Papathoma-K€ohle et al., 2011 for an overview), these curves are
mostly based on a limited amount of data related to building
damages since such damages are rarely documented in detail (per
building) or the information is not available due to e.g. data pro-
tection legislation. A second disadvantage is that, in order to
develop a curve, information on the intensity of the process on a228detailed scale (intensity per building) is necessary. However, this
information is challenging to be recorded and expressed since the
intensity of a process depends on more than one factor (Keiler,
2011). For example, in the case of debris flow, the intensity is
often expressed as the debris deposition height, although more
factors, such as velocity, viscosity, pressure, direction and duration
of impact might influence the overall intensity of the process (Jakob
et al., 2012). Additionally, the process behaviour may change as it
progresses over time and in space. Due to the temporal and spatial
variability of sediment concentration during individual events the
dominant process in the central part of the deposition zone is
regularly used to define the entire event characteristics (Hungr
et al., 2001). Moreover, the buildings that are considered for the
development of a vulnerability curve should have similar charac-
teristics. These characteristics, however, will not be fully considered
in their assessment of vulnerability (Holub et al., 2012). This means
that the computation of the curve provides us with information
regarding the potential loss rather than information on how this
loss can be reduced. Another important issue is the transferability
of the method. Vulnerability curves developed for European
mountain regions may be applied to other parts of the world only if
the type of housing is similar to the one that was used for the
development of the original curve (Fuchs et al., 2012c; Lo et al.,
2012). In any other case, a new vulnerability curve has to be
developed. Moreover, existing curves are based on reported (often
tangible) damage and not comprehensively on a broader damage
definition (e.g., with respect to tangible and intangible losses). It is,
however, almost impossible to validate them (Meyer et al., 2013).
For this reason, it is clear that there is a need for better detailed
reporting of damages at local scale. Finally, vulnerability curves e if
derived empirically e have to be regularly updated with data on
losses from recent events, and to be consequently adjusted to the
increased basic population. In order to achieve this goal, hence,
there is an urge for automatisation in the field of damage recording.
On the other hand, the advantage of the vulnerability curves,
and the main reason why they are so popular among practitioners,
is that they offer a quantitative rather than a qualitative result. By
using vulnerability curves the potential economic loss may be
expressed as an approximate value in relationship to the expected
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this reason, vulnerability values may describe the susceptibility of
elements at risk facing different natural processes with different
spatial and temporal distributions of process intensities (e.g., flow
depths, accumulation heights, flow velocities and pressures).
Practitioners can use the results of vulnerability curves not only to
assess the financial costs of future events under different scenarios,
but also for cost benefit analysis for protectionmeasures (e.g., Fuchs
et al., 2007b; Markantonis et al., 2012; Fuchs, 2013) and for the
impact assessment of alternative risk reduction strategies, such as
land use planning (Greiving et al., 2006) or local structural pro-
tection (Holub and Fuchs, 2009).
In this paper, an innovative toolbox for assessing the loss of
potential future landslide events is presented. The toolbox uses a
vulnerability curve based on local past damage data in order to
assess the monetary loss of future events and at the same time is
targeted at reducing the disadvantages mentioned above. The new
toolbox has three functions (tools): 1) it ensures the automatisation
of the recording of damages in an efficient way by supporting the
damage documentation process after an event, 2) it can assess the
monetary loss of potential future events, and 3) it improves and
updates the curve by the inclusion of new damage data and a re-
computation of the curve. Moreover, information on the condi-
tion and characteristics of the buildings is also recorded andmay be
used in the future to investigate the way that buildings with
different characteristics react on the impact of debris flows or other
torrential hazards.
2. State of the art
Loss estimation models have been developed in the past for
various hazard types. The last decades, advances in information
technology have significantly improved their functionality.
Bendimerad (2001) suggests that loss estimation tools rely on the
availability of two large datasets: data regarding the hazard itself
(including information on the geology, geomorphology, soil con-
ditions etc.) and data regarding the elements at risk (inventory of
buildings and infrastructure, economic value of the elements, etc.).
Bendimerad (2001), who focuses mainly on loss estimation tools
for earthquake hazards, recognises also the central role of vulner-
ability curves within these tools. He defines these curves (some-
times referred to also as fragility curves) as “the functional
relationship that provides the probability to reach or exceed a
damage level as a function of the (earthquake) severity”. Finally, in
the same study the advantages and possible uses of loss estimation
tools are also listed: (1) accessibility (they can be used also by non-
experts), (2) scenario analyses (the impact of different scenarios
may be investigated), (3) special focus analyses (the focus may be
on specific elements at risk or their components), and (4) cus-
tomised applications (applications may be defined in order to
satisfy specific user needs). In a review of methods for assessing the
costs of natural hazards (including alpine hazards, drought, floods
and coastal hazards), Meyer et al. (2013) underline the need for cost
assessments for natural hazards, because they can be a powerful
tool in the hands of decision makers, as well as insurance com-
panies. They suggest that there is a variety of methods and termi-
nologies for the estimation of costs related to natural hazards. As far
as terminology is concerned, a glossary for cost categories was
developed within the CONHAZ project. The CONHAZ project and
cost assessments in general often include a variety of costs types
(e.g. direct costs, business interruption costs, indirect costs, intan-
gible costs or even risk mitigation costs). However, in the present
paper the focus is clearly on direct costs related to property damage
due to the direct physical contact with the hazard (Smith andWard,
1998; in Meyer et al., 2013). Regarding direct costs, the review22(Meyer et al., 2013) refers also to the damage functions (elsewhere
referred to also as fragility or vulnerability functions) for single or
multi parameters as the most frequently applied method for cost
assessment. They suggest that the functions may take into account
one or more parameters. A thorough review of damage/vulnera-
bility functions especially for alpine hazards (floods, landslides,
rock falls and snow avalanches) is also provided by Papathoma-
K€ohle et al. (2011). Particularly for torrent hazards, a considerable
number of vulnerability curves can be found in the literature. For
example, Fuchs et al. (2007a) based on damage data from a debris
flow event in Austria computed a vulnerability curve, Akbas et al.
(2009) applied a similar method in Italy and Totschnig et al.
(2011) modified the approach introducing the term “relative in-
tensity” (intensity expressed as debris height in relation to building
height). Moreover, Papathoma-K€ohle et al. (2012a) computed a
vulnerability curve for the valley of Martell, which was later
improved by including additional data from debris flow events in
South Tyrol, Italy (Papathoma-K€ohle et al., 2012b). Finally, Quan
Luna et al. (2011), based on intensity information derived by nu-
merical modelling, provided three vulnerability curves for debris
flows expressing intensity, not only as deposit height, but also as
impact pressure and kinematic viscosity respectively.
There is an overall (and empirically-based) conclusion that low
process intensities result in low damage ratios and, therefore, low
vulnerability, whereas high process intensities result in high
damage ratios and consequently high vulnerabilities (e.g.,
Totschnig and Fuchs, 2013). Nevertheless, there is only limited in-
formation available on spatial characteristics of vulnerability
within the concept of risk (Fuchs et al., 2012b). As far as medium
process intensities are concerned, it is evident that damage asso-
ciated with medium process intensities (deposit height 1e2 m)
may vary significantly (Fuchs et al., 2007a; Totschnig et al., 2011).
Therefore, there may be a dependency other than between process
intensity and the damage ratio of the buildings exposed. It has been
shown that the spatial distribution of geographical locations with
either high or low damage ratios is not only an effect of changing
process intensities, but also an outcome of the general land use
pattern on each individual torrent fan, and the overall constructive
characteristics of the elements at risk (Fuchs et al., 2012b). Never-
theless, a further analysis of data, such as the type and year of
construction, would enrich our understanding beyond space; such
information would be of particular interest with respect to the
overall discussion on multi-temporal and spatial assessment of risk
(Fuchs and Bründl, 2005; Keiler et al., 2005, 2006; Zischg et al.,
2005) and with respect to advances in multi-temporal vulnera-
bility assessments (Fuchs et al., 2011; Papathoma-K€ohle et al., 2011)
and multi-hazard vulnerability studies (Kappes et al., 2012a, b).
A wide variety of different approaches is available for the
assessment of hazard, risk and vulnerability. In the literature, in-
dividual studies may be found that set their focus on vulnerability
models and loss estimation. Most of them aim at the development
of tools and maps to provide information for or to support decision
making of stakeholders involved in natural hazard mitigation. An
example is the study of Samarasinghe and Strickert (2013) that
developed fuzzy cognitive maps for adaptive policy formulation for
earthquakes inmountain ski areas, allowing the participation of the
stakeholders in the modelling process. Another example of
participatory modelling is the study of Giupponi et al. (2013). They
developed a tool for flood hazards that explores and communicates
vulnerability to floods and climate change to stakeholders, such as
representatives of public administrators, businesses and NGOs. The
stakeholders of this study may actively participate by identifying
the most relevant issues to be considered as input variables to the
model. However, the specific tool considers a range of indicators
that are relevant to many vulnerability dimensions (e.g. social) and9
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that concentrate not only on vulnerability but also on the hazard
itself, such as a model developed by Serra et al. (2013) for wildfires
in Spain. The model is focussing on the extent of clustering of
wildfires and the development of risk maps that may provide a tool
for preventing and managing vulnerability levels. In the literature,
the elements at risk are usually the built environment and the
population, however, there also studies concentrating on agricul-
ture (e.g. Pogson et al., 2012). Last but not least, apart from a range
of natural hazards, similar models have been also developed for
man-made or technological hazards such as transportation of
dangerous goods (Tena-Chollet et al., 2013).
Besides individual studies of different vulnerability assessments
or loss estimation methodologies for specific hazards and areas,
there are also loss estimation tools that include data for more than
one hazard, as well as inventories for larger areas or countries such
as the HAZUS model (USA), RiskScape (New Zealand), EconoMe
(Switzerland) and CAPRA (Latin America).
HAZUS (Hazards United States) is a GIS (Geographic Informa-
tion System) based on a loss estimation software package devel-
oped by FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) for the
USA that can identify and profile hazards, as well as estimating the
losses and possible mitigation options considering the elements at
risk in the hazardous areas. HAZUS contains inventories of build-
ings, essential facilities, transportation and utility facilities, as well
as vehicles and agricultural products. It uses damage curves that
can be chosen or developed by the user. HAZUS provides loss
estimation for hurricanes, earthquakes and floods (Scawthorn
et al., 2006).
RiskScape is an integrative risk assessment tool (Schmidt et al.,
2011) which uses fragility functions for modelling risks from
different natural hazards and for various elements at risk. The tool
uses a software prototype for generating fragility functions from
standard mathematical curves. Different types of fragility functions
(empirical curves developed from historical data or synthetic
functions (hypothetical curves) based on expert opinion developed
independently) can be integrated in RiskScape. RiskScape uses a
combination of both refining and adjusting the initial fragility
curves to the situation for affected regions in New Zealand.
In Switzerland, an online risk assessment calculation tool
EconoMe and its most recent version EconoMe-Develop have been
developed for cost-benefit analysis of mitigation measures and
have been in operation since 2008. The tool is used mainly for the
prioritisation of mitigation projects by the Federal Office of the
Environment (FOEN/BAFU) (Bründl et al., 2009). The specific tool is
makes use of fixed (EconoMe) or user defined scenarios (EconoMe-
Develop) regarding the hazard (avalanches, floods, debris flows,
rock fall and landslides). The tool provides a calculation of expo-
sure, consequence and risk analysis with and without mitigation
measures (Bründl, 2012).
CAPRA (Comprehensive Approach to Probabilistic Risk Assess-
ment) is a probabilistic risk assessment program developed for
evaluating multi-hazard risk in Latin America. It is composed of
modules of hazards, vulnerability and risk evaluation, as well as
tools for cost benefit analysis and it is used for decision making. It
provides disaster related information to a number of sectors such as
health, education, transport, housing etc. (Marulanda et al., 2013).
Loss estimation tools like the ones described above require
detailed damage datasets that may be derived only through
adequate documentation of losses due to disastrous events. One of
the main sources of uncertainty in the assessment of costs related
to natural hazards is the lack of such datasets that may provide
information not only about the past events and their characteristics
(intensity, duration, extent, etc.), but also about the elements at
risk, their condition prior to the event, the detailed amount of230damage and the intensity of the process associated with each
damage. In this respect, several authors suggest (e.g. Papathoma-
K€ohle et al., 2012b; Meyer et al., 2013) that improvements should
be made in the collection of data following disastrous events and
secondary data sets that may enable the calculation of natural
hazard costs (e.g. object value). Many efforts have been done in the
past for improvement and harmonisation of the collection of post
event data such as DOMODIS (Hübl et al., 2002) and DIS-ALP
(Berger et al., 2007), which focused on the documentation of
mountain disasters. However, these initiatives gave an emphasis to
the process and its characteristics rather to the consequences and
detailed documentation of damage. Damage databases have been
also developed by insurers or reinsurers (e.g. NATHAN of Munich Re
and Swiss Re's Sigma; Barredo, 2009), as well as by national
administrative bodies (e.g. StorMe; Burren and Eyer, 2000) at
different scales. However, StorMe includes information regarding
the event rather its consequences (Burren and Eyer, 2000). At
global level, there is the EM-DAT database which is available on line
and contains data on natural and technological disasters and their
impact (casualties and costs). At national level, there are similar
efforts: in Australia, the research team “Risk Frontiers” maintains a
database with information regarding natural hazards and their
impacts at national level and countries such as Germany (HOWAS)
and countries from Latin America (DesInventar) also maintain da-
tabases for flood and natural/technological hazards respectively
(Hilker et al., 2009). In Switzerland, there is the WSL damage
database (Hilker et al., 2009) which focuses on economic damage
and casualties. The recorded events are then available to official
institutions responsible for land use planning, and protection
measures. The financial damage is not only recorded for buildings
but also for infrastructure, protective structures, forest and agri-
cultural land (Hilker et al., 2009). The scale of the damage docu-
mentation is at community level (Hilker et al., 2009). However, to
date, there is no standard for the documentation of losses related to
natural hazards.
In Italy, the collection of natural hazards events and related
information (damages and casualties) is made bymeans of the IFFI-
system (Italian Landslide Inventory, APAT, 2007), particularly for
landslides and rock falls. In the Autonomous Province of Bozen
(South Tyrol), water related hazards and the related damage are
documented by means of the ED30 system (event documentation
for natural hazard events in the Department 30 e Hydraulic Engi-
neering) (Zischg et al., 2007). Summarised information regarding
affected persons, damages on buildings and infrastructure is
inserted into the event documentation databases, in most cases
without mentioning monetary values.
The main difference between the tool presented here and the
existing approaches described above is that the presented tool is
working on a local scale in contrast to HAZUS, RiskScape, etc.
Moreover, the presented tool is tailored to the application in the
European Alps due to the underlying loss data. Additionally, the
tool can be used in the field by non-experts for rapid damage
documentation and it can also improve itself automatically
(updating of the existing vulnerability curve). However, the tool is
focussing on the elements at risk and their characteristics without
including hazard information (e.g. CAPRA). The presented tool
contains not only damage information, but also (in contrast to
HOWAS in Germany) information regarding characteristics of the
buildings. This information is highly detailed and available on large
scale. It includes information not only on the condition or floors of
each building but also, on the presence of basement, characteristics
of the surroundings and number, size and quality of openings, that
is hardly available in any other existing database. RiskScape is
currently developing such a database for New Zealand, still, the
building characteristics are not as detailed as the ones presented
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elements at risk is collected per Census Block, which, although it is
the smallest geographical unit of the United States it includes
several buildings.
Despite the fact that documentation methods are slowly
improving taking full advantage of the increasingly available
technology and loss estimation tools, there are still gaps to be filled,
such as scale issues, degree of detail, relationship between damage
pattern and process intensity on individual objects, etc. In order to
address these issues, we have to improve first the quality and
reliability of datasets allowing a more reliable assessment of
physical vulnerability. In more detail, there is still the need for
improving the vulnerability input within the risk assessment pro-
cess, increase the quality of damage data and data on elements at
risk, as well as the degree of detail. This can be done by continu-
ously recording the consequences of natural processes adequately
on the built environment. In this way, the interaction between
process and consequences can be better understood and the gained
knowledge may then be used for the design of vulnerability
reduction strategies. The tool presented in this paper contributes
significantly to the improvement of these datasets and, conse-
quently, to the improvement of the vulnerability component of the
risk assessment process. In other words, the tool contributes to the
successful capture of damage information and its transfer to valu-
able and reliable datasets that may be used for vulnerability and
risk assessment.
3. The vulnerability function
A vulnerability function was computed based on empirical
damage data of buildings in South Tyrol, Italy, that have suffered
the impact of debris flow or fluvial sediment transport in the past.
Based on event documentation (photos), the heights of the deposits
were estimated and the estimated monetary damage per building
was analysed. The degree of loss per building was also calculated by
comparing the value of the building (in terms of reconstruction
costs) to the monetary damage caused by the event. At the begin-
ning, Papathoma-K€ohle et al. (2012a) conducted a pilot study in the
municipality of Martell. A building-precise assessment of the debris
flow intensities and the monetary loss of most of the affectedFig. 2. The vulnerability function (blue curve) and the validation function (red curve) for de
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of t
23buildings of the 1987 debris flow event in the municipality of
Martell was carried out. Overall, photographic documentation of 53
buildings was used out of the 69 buildings that were damaged or
completely destroyed (Pfitscher, 1996), since, only for this amount
of buildings adequate photographic documentation was available.
By using photographic documentation, the extent of damage was
translated into monetary loss, based on standard prices for reno-
vation works (Kaswalder, 2009). The degree of loss for each
building was then assessed, based on the overall building value
(Papathoma-K€ohle et al., 2012a). In order to improve the curve,
more buildings that suffered damage due to debris flows or fluvial
sediment transport in South Tyrol were added to the curve (52
additional buildings) in a later stage. The final curve, including all
the buildings from the Italian Alps, is shown in Fig. 2 (Papathoma-
K€ohle et al., 2012b).
The vulnerability curve clearly shows that the higher the in-
tensity of the process the greater the damage that an element at
risk suffers. Papathoma-K€ohle et al. (2012a, b) computed also a
validation curve (blue curve in Fig. 2) using paid-out compensation
data provided by the Department of Domestic Construction of the
Autonomous Province of Bozen (South Tyrol) for the calculation of
the degree of loss. The degree of loss for the development of the
validation curve was expressed as the ratio of the estimated object
value and the compensation that the building owners received in
order to restore their building. The intensity values remained the
same as the ones used for the initial vulnerability curve. The vali-
dation curve provided slightly higher degree of loss values for in-
tensities 0e1.5 m and lower degree of loss values for intensities
1.5e3.5 m.
4. The toolbox
A toolbox was developed to support the risk management
practice in regard to three main aims: (a) improvement of the
damage data collection process on the field, (b) assessment of
damage and loss for buildings prone to future events (scenarios),
and (c) improvement of an existing vulnerability curve by using
data of recent events.
Thus, the toolbox has three functions that were implemented as
three separate but interlinked procedures (tools):bris flow events in South Tyrol (Papathoma-K€ohle et al., 2012b). (For interpretation of
his article.)
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documentation and assessment in the field.
2. A method for damage and loss assessment of possible future
events under different land use/hazard scenarios using the
existing vulnerability curve.
3. Updating of the database and improvement of the curve by
including additional empirical and well-documented damage
data from recent events.
The toolbox considers mainly damage on residential buildings
or buildings with similar characteristics without including specifi-
cations, such as sensitive inventories in industrial buildings. The
three individual tools are connected to each other in terms of data
and output exchange (Fig. 3). A starting menu prompts the user to
the required tool, which is either damage documentation or dam-
age calculation.
The first tool (damage documentation) offers a graphical user
interface, which enables the documentation of physical damage on
buildings caused by the impact of torrential hazards. With this tool,
themajority of information regarding detailed damage patterns can
be recorded into a database. On the basis of the input data, a
mathematical function calculates the needed amount of restoration
work and, eventually, the total monetary value of the restoration, as
well as the total value of the building. In the calculation of the
restoration costs, only the construction costs are calculated, based
on the costs of an average building in South Tyrol. Content costs or
special high value building features (e.g. expensive floors) are not
considered. As a result, the loss ratio can be obtained for every
assessed building. If, at a later stage, information on additional
losses (from another hazard event) becomes available, the system
re-calculates the existing vulnerability curve (third tool: update of
existing curve), in order to take into account an enlarged sample of
buildings and to increase the reliability of the function.
The second tool (loss assessment of future scenarios) calculates
the monetary loss per building for a specific hazard scenario on the
basis of the building value and the externally computed expected
process intensity. The potential loss is subsequently calculated us-
ing the internal vulnerability curve, which is continuously updated
by the third tool. Depending on the scale, this function can be used
for individual objects but it can simultaneously be implemented
into a GIS-procedure for loss assessment over wider regions. In theFig. 3. The structure of th
232following paragraphs, all three tools of the toolbox are described in
detail.
4.1. Damage documentation tool
Following a debris flow event it is important to estimate the
cumulative damage on buildings and infrastructure. The individual
damage has to be documented and calculated in a short time
window after the event because (a) damage is usually restored as
soon as possible by the local population after the event and (b) the
government needs information about the losses immediately for
priority setting of intervention and restoration works and for the
information of the media. In parallel, insurance companies would
like to have an efficient instrument for the rapid documentation of
the losses. If a larger area is affected by the event, the damage
documentation should be made as efficient and precise as possible.
The damage documentation tool consists of a form, which is
represented by a graphical user interface in the software environ-
ment (Fig. 4) and guides the user through the data input.
The process characteristics are usually described in detail in the
(separate) event documentation database. Here, the process char-
acteristics are expressed in terms of mean deposition heights
around the building. If the deposit height varies around the
building, a further input form supports the user to document the
process characteristics on all sides of the building.
The input values are stored in the database and are, therefore,
available for subsequent computation steps, such as the imple-
mented mathematical function which calculates the monetary
value of the total construction costs of the buildings based on the
official price index of the Autonomous Province of Bozen-South
Tyrol (Autonomous Province of Bozen-South Tirol, 2012a). In
2012, the official prices of construction costs were V 342 per cubic
metre of building volume, which is, respectively, V1369 per square
metre net living area. After the input of the ground plan area and
the number of floors, the value of the building is calculated and
inserted in the database.
Anothermathematical function calculates themonetary value of
the restoration costs by using the average hourly salaries and the
general cost calculation guidelines for constructions of the
Autonomous Province of Bozen-South Tyrol (2012b). This official
database stores the necessary material costs and associatede integrated toolbox.
Fig. 4. The screen shot of the graphical user interface of the tool for damage documentation.
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Table 1
Modified functional approaches for regression analysis of vulnerability. As Frechet distributions with different numbers of parameters were tested, a numeral suffixwas used to
distinguish between them. The RMSE for the Exponential, Weibull and Frechet functions is provided in the last column.
Distribution Mathematical notation Number of unknown parameters Interval of the explaining variable Root mean square error
Modified Weibull
1 e
a

xþb
b 1
c 3
a, b, c
[0; þ∞) 0.1318
Modified Exponential
1 e
a

xþb
b 1

2
a, b
[0; þ∞) 0.1437
Modified Frechet no. 1
e


xþb
b 1
a 2
a, b
[0; þ∞) 0.1355
Modified Frechet no. 2
e
c

xþb
b 1
a 3
a, b, c
[0; þ∞) 0.1355
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sible via an XML interface for use in any software, or in terms of a
MS Access © database. The vulnerability tool uses the MS Access ©
tables of the price-index database for further computation. The
official data sets were imported into the tool database representing
the construction costs of this specific region. The mathematical
function implemented in the tool considers the dimension of the
building and the other input data (e.g. number of broken windows
and doors, area of walls to be repainted, etc. see Table 1) to compute
the necessary costs for each individual working step during the
potential re-instatement of the building. Finally, the costs of each
individual working step and the necessary material costs are
summed up. After the input of the documented damages, the
calculated costs are shown in the documentation form (Fig. 5). If the
documented damage is connected with a GIS-dataset of the
buildings, the results of the documentation tool can be shown in a
map (Fig. 6).
The record set of the damage documentation for each building is
subsequently complemented by two computed values: (a) the
construction costs of the building and (b) the costs for repairing the
damage due to the respective hazard event. These two values are
then used by the tool for the assessment of loss of future events and
for the update of the vulnerability function.4.2. Loss assessment of future events
The tool for loss assessment of future events requires the input
of information, such as the building category and functionality, the
floor plan, the number of floors and the existence of a basement,
the use of the ground flood and the upper floors, and additional
information on auxiliary buildings such as garages, sheds and
storerooms. Using this data, the tool calculates the total value of the
construction costs using the official price index (Autonomous
Province of Bozen-South Tirol, 2012a) as described above.
Furthermore, since the expected process intensity is expressed as
the height of debris deposits, this information is also needed. On
the basis of this value, the tool computes the degree of loss using
the vulnerability function (Fig. 5).
If the presence of a basement is unknown, the tool calculates
two values. As a minimum value, the construction costs are calcu-
lated without considering a basement. In the maximum value, the
construction costs of a basement the size of the first floor are
considered. Additionally, based on the minimum and maximum
construction costs, a mean value is also given. The tool calculates
the potential damage by multiplying the degree of loss with the
mean value of the construction costs.
This procedure was also incorporated as a GIS-procedure in the
ArcGIS software environment. On the basis of an overlay of the GIS-
dataset of the building characteristics (function, use of the building,
ground plan area, floors) and the hazard maps (scenarios with
process intensities), the potential losses caused by selected234scenarios can be computed over large areas. The GIS-procedure
uses the vulnerability function computed from the tool database.
4.3. Update of the vulnerability curve
The vulnerability curve derives from the degree of loss associ-
ated with an expected process intensity. After recording the new
damage documentation data (including information regarding the
value of the buildings, the intensity of the process and the loss
height), the update module of the tool re-calculates the parameters
of the stored vulnerability function. The degree of loss is expressed
as the ratio between repairing costs (monetary damage) and con-
struction costs (object value) in terms of a Weibull function
(Formula 1 (Totschnig et al., 2011; Papathoma-K€ohle et al., 2012a,
b)).
y ¼ 1 e
a

xþb
b 1
c
(1)
Where:
y: degree of loss
a, b, c: factors describing the shape of the Weibull-function
x: process intensity
The factors describing the shape of the vulnerability curve (a,b,c)
are recalculated based on the newly recorded datasets. The func-
tion itself does not change. It is assumed that with a growing
dataset and detailed and improved documentation of damage of
individual buildings, the vulnerability curve will become more and
more reliable.
5. Implementation and practical use
The toolboxwas used into three different applications. The three
tools (damage documentation, loss assessment of future scenarios,
and updating of the vulnerability curve) have been implemented
into a Microsoft SQL Server and ESRI ArcGIS. The system offers the
graphical user interface for data entry and output (as shown in
Figs. 4 and 5); it contains the knowledge base for calculating the
total amount and costs of restoration works (extract from the
official price list of construction costs), and the database for the
insertion of damage documentation. The routines and functions for
the cost calculation and the calculation of the vulnerability curve
are also implemented in the database as server functions. The
database forms are accessible via internet.
5.1. Damage documentation
During the damage documentation in the field, shortly after a
hazard event, a mobile internet connection is not always possible.
Fig. 5. Graphical user interface of the loss assessment tool.
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by using VBA and the same windows forms of the database. The
spreadsheet contains the same graphical user interface as the
database and stores the data in the same data format for an easy
import into the database. The spreadsheet-based tool can be used
on a tablet computer without internet connection.
The damage documentation tool was tested during the damage
documentation in the consequences of numerous debris flow
events in the area of Vipiteno/Sterzing, Autonomous Province of
Bozene South Tyrol, Italy (August 4th and 5th, 2012; refer to Zischg
(2012) for details). A heavy rainfall event triggered more than ten
debris flows. The debris flows damaged 52 mostly residential or
residential/agricultural buildings. The physical characteristics of
the debris flow events were documented by the official authorities
of the Autonomous Province of Bozen e South Tyrol. The damage
on the buildings and houses were documented during a field
campaign five days after the event with the presented tool. The23damaged buildings were surveyed and the damage was recorded
using the damage documentation form shown in Fig. 4. The tool
was used on a tablet computer and supported an efficient docu-
mentation and time-saving damage assessment; the 52 buildings
were documented and the related losses subsequently estimated
within one day. Besides the photographic documentation, the tool
did not require post-field processing.
5.2. Loss estimation
The total sum of incurring losses caused by the event was esti-
mated by the tool to be 1.3 Mio. V. The process intensities
impacting the building envelopes were locally very high with
deposition heights of more than 2 m, with a mean of 0.7 m and a
median of 0.3 m. Two thirds of the buildings affected by the debris
flow did not experience structural damage. Two buildings were
totally destroyed. Eleven buildings experienced damage in the5
Fig. 6. Map of showing the spatial pattern of the process intensity distribution (left) and the monetary damage distribution (Fussendrass, community of Valle di Vizze/Pfitsch)).
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broken windows or doors. The spatial pattern of the deposition
height and flooding as well as the damage distribution in the
specific area are shown in Fig. 6.
A comparison of the estimated loss (1.3 Mio. V) with the actual
cost of this event is not possible because the estimation of the local
authorities included also monetary losses regarding the content of
the buildings and agricultural equipment.
5.3. Updating of the vulnerability curve
After recording the damage into the database, and after calcu-
lating the losses with the first two parts of the tool, the parameters
of the vulnerability function were recalculated with the third part.
The entire dataset consists of 271 documented damages: 136 from
Austria (Totschnig and Fuchs, 2013), 34 from Martell valley (South
Tirol, Italy) (Papathoma-K€ohle et al., 2012a), and 100 damage from
the Vipiteno/Sterzing and Pfitsch/Val die Vizze areas as described
above.
The dataset is divided into a training dataset (80% of the original
data) and a test dataset (20% of the original data). The test dataset
was stratified as such that both datasets contained the same
amount of high and low values (Fig. 7).
The training dataset, composed from a total of 217 cases, was
further divided randomly into ten subsets of equal size (22 casesFig. 7. The training and the test dataset used for the recalcu
236each) in order to cross-validate the different data models tenfold.
Subsequently, we tested different possible loss functions for their
power to fit best the training dataset. These functions had to
comply with the mathematical requirements of (a) defining
vulnerability as the dependent variable in a closed interval [0; 1];
(b) a steady and monotonic increase within the interval of its
explaining variable (intensity); (c) steadiness with respect to higher
orders within the defined interval; and (d) definition of its
explaining variable either in the unbounded interval (∞; þ∞) or
in the half-open interval, bounded from below [0; þ∞). Following
Totschnig et al. (2011), an Exponential function, as well as aWeibull
and two Frechet distributions were tested. These different func-
tions were trained on the ten sub-samples of 22 data points
(tenfold cross-validation), and as a result a Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) was obtained for each one of them (see Table 1).
As the modified Weibull distribution obtained the smallest
RMSE (0.1318), this function was chosen to best represent the
training dataset. In a second set of calculation, theWeibull function
was tested taking the 20% residual test dataset. The RMSE increased
slightly to 0.1358, which means that this function is able to project
future (unknown) events with an accuracy of almost 87%.
In Fig. 8, the alteration of theWeibull distribution is presented in
dependence on the amount of data considered. It is shown that, for
the Martell event, the losses were slightly lower for small and
medium process intensities up to 1.5 m deposition height, andlation of the parameters of the vulnerability function.
Fig. 8. Results of the recalculation of the vulnerability curve after the increase in the sample dataset. The green curve shows the vulnerability function calculated on the basis of all
the data. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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combination of different sample data (Austria, Martell case study
and the damage from Vipiteno/Sterzing and Pfitsch/Val die Vizze)
shows how the shape of the function is altered due to different
values of the parameters a, b and c calculated according to Equation
(1). In Table 2, the values of the parameters describing the Weibull
function (a, b, c) for the different case studies and respective curves
are shown.
In general, the results also show that the spread is considerable
for medium process intensities. Therefore, if the vulnerability func-
tion is used to calculate damage on single objects, the results may
over- or underestimate the real losses. The method implies consid-
eration of a minimum number of some objects in loss assessments.
However, it is difficult to set a minimum number of data, as more
factors may influence the reliability of the curve. For example, the
data points should represent cases of the full spectrum of values. In
other words, buildings that have suffered very high degree of loss
should be used as well as others that have suffered minimum loss.
6. Discussion
The toolbox presented herein offers a number of solutions to
various challenges that decision makers and planners have to deal
with, such as: a) future change (climate and socio-economic) and
associated increasing of damage costs, b) reliable vulnerabilityTable 2
The parameters a, b, c for the Weibull function for the different case studies/curves
shown in Fig. 8.
Austria
(orange curve)
Austria and
Italy/Martell
(blue curve)
Italy/Martell
(black curve)
All data
(green curve)
a 1.253 1.138 0.27 1.671
b 2.438 2.177 1.287 3.189
C 1.892 2.202 2.974 1.746
23assessment that will contribute to improved risk analysis, and c)
better documentation of events and associated damage in large
scale, etc. In the following paragraphs, the most important benefits
and limitations of the present study are described. Finally, ideas for
further development of the presented tool in the future are also
outlined.6.1. Benefits
The greatest benefit of the toolbox is its multi-functionality. The
toolbox presented here can be used for loss estimation, rapid
damage assessment and documentation at local level, and
improvement through continuous updating of the existing core
vulnerability curve. The tool has the ability to self-improve and to
work against one of the greatest drawbacks in the field of risk
analysis, which is the lack of reliable and adequate data. The tool
improves the data collection procedure by providing a user-friendly
and standardised data collection method that does not require a
high number of qualified personnel. The data collection can take
place on site within a short time period after the event. Depending
on the availability of an internet connection, the data can be stored
directly in the database or in a spreadsheet.
The toolbox can also be used as a basis for cost benefit analysis.
Once the overall monetary loss of a hypothetical event is assessed,
the alternative monetary loss by using mitigation measures may
also be calculated. In this way, the best alternative risk mitigation
and management strategies can be chosen. The implementation of
the functions in a GIS-procedure is unproblematic when a dataset
of buildings including their functionality and extent is available.
Through the integrated functions, the reconstruction values of each
building can be calculated on the basis of the attributes of the input
dataset. The function delineates the vulnerability value from the
intersection between the buildings dataset and the hazard intensity
map and, therefore, calculates the expected loss for every object
exposed to the hazard. Using GIS, not only the assessment of7
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the databases can be easily updated and the results can be visual-
ised. The vulnerability of the elements at risk is not calculated in a
static way, but, through the connection to GIS, the spatial pattern of
the vulnerability may be also visualised and, in this way, the rela-
tionship between the natural process and its consequences may be
better investigated. Moreover, databases including loss data may be
exported and used in other applications.
An important benefit of the toolbox is that it can be used by
multiple users that are not necessarily experts or experienced spe-
cialists. Decision makers and stakeholders with different back-
grounds, such as, scientists, technicians, and administrative
personnel, may all make use of the advantages of the toolbox. The
situation and damage pattern following a disastrous event may
change very quickly due to the need of the authorities and the local
population to bring the situation back to normal. The tool offers a
quick way of documenting damage directly on site, so that the
original situation of the damaged elements following an event can be
directly recorded. An innovative element of the toolbox is that, apart
from the recorded damage, it also records (and creates a database of)
building characteristics that influence its overall vulnerability
(vulnerability indicators). In this way, two of the most commonly
used methods for vulnerability assessment (vulnerability curves and
vulnerability indicators) are integrated in the same tool supporting
rather than opposing each other. Furthermore, the scale that the
toolbox is used at offers a great detail of the damage pattern. Until
now damage databases are maintained mostly at community level
and they miss great detail (e.g. damage and intensity per building).
The toolbox also offers possibilities of improvement and expansion
such as additional elements at risks (infrastructure, agricultural
areas, and open spaces) and hazard types. However, the most
important benefit that the toolbox can demonstrate through the
present study is its capacity to actively support risk reduction stra-
tegies and climate change adaptation efforts.
Finally, an additional strength of the tool is that, although the
core vulnerability curve itself cannot be transferred and used in
another area with different characteristics and type of built envi-
ronment, the tool itself may be immediately used by local data and
start performing by tuning itself automatically to the local context.
6.2. Limitations and improvement
One of themost significant limitations of the tool is the difficulty
of recording information regarding the intensity of the process on
eachbuilding. The intensity of thefluvial bedload transport ordebris
flow has been expressed in this paper as the height of debris de-
posits. However, in many cases this height was assumed by looking
at the size of destruction or at the stains that material and water
have left on the walls of the building. Moreover, the intensity of the
process depends, apart from the deposition height, also on other
factors, such as the velocity, the viscosity and the direction of the
flow that approaches the building. These factors are generally
challenging to record for each affected building. However, in some
recent studies (Quan Luna et al., 2011; Jakob et al., 2012), informa-
tion regarding the velocity and the viscosity of debrisflowshas been
acquired through modelling of past events. In the case of the pre-
sented tool, intensity of the process is recorded through improved
documentation, establishing the link between event and damage
documentation. Nevertheless, during the development of the tool
many assumptions had to be made which increased the level of
uncertainty. There are uncertainties associated with the input data
(e.g object value, intensity assessment), and uncertainties associ-
atedwith themodel procedure (e.g. monetary loss assessment) that
were not considered or quantified in this study. In more detail,
sources of uncertainties are related to: a) the estimation of the238process intensity, b) the estimation of the degree of loss, c) the value
of buildings and d) the credibility of the existing data. However, the
quantification of these uncertainties within the tool and recom-
mendations regarding their reduction could be one of the potential
future improvements. The quantification of uncertainties is very
important for the end-users of the tool that, in this way, may get an
indication of how well the tool is expected to perform. The un-
certainties related to the development of the vulnerability curve
which formed the basis of the tool presented in this paper have been
quantified in a recent study (Eidsvig et al., 2014). However, their
quantification is not yet included as a function of the tool.
Furthermore, the tool may be transferable to areas with houses
of similar type of construction and similar construction costs.
However, if the building types are different, a new vulnerability
curve has to be developed. The database of the construction costs
can be easily adapted to other regions, if mean values for the single
restoration works are available there in a standardized format. The
development of the curve is often prevented by data limitations.
However, the tool itself with its rapid damage assessment function
is expected to improve data availability.
Moreover, since the database at the moment contains only a
limited number of documented cases, the function is calculated
based on all building types available. Nevertheless, in the future, a
growing set of documented data will allow the development of
more than one vulnerability functions for the different types of
buildings (use, type of construction etc.).
6.3. Outlook
A future development of the tool, apart from its applications in
other areas, must include more elements at risk. A similar toolbox
could include critical infrastructure, such as powerlines, railway
and road networks, industrial or other important buildings, such as
airports and railway stations. Moreover, the tool could also be used
for the loss estimation of agricultural areas, based on the intensity
of the process and monetary loss, which includes for example the
cleaning costs, replanting and the harvest loss. The tool could be
also adequately modified to be used for other hazard types, such as
floods. Although this paper is focussing mainly on direct losses to
the built environment, the focus of the risk reduction strategies is
always the protection of the human life. In this respect, the toolbox
could be expanded to include data regarding the population e.g.
number of inhabitants, population density, characteristics of the
population, such as health condition, income, mobility, and density
during different times of the year and the day. Information on
people could also be included in the documentation process (e.g.
number of casualties per building etc.). Nonetheless, one of the
most important developments of the existing toolbox could be the
possibility of quantifying its uncertainties in order to enable deci-
sion making. As it was mentioned in the previous paragraph, work
concerning the quantification of uncertainties has already been
done and the next step is the integration of the quantification of
uncertainties in the tool. Finally, the tool could be used remotely
from unqualified users as a phone or tablet application in order to
populate a central database with data by ordinary people (non-
experts) that are located on the spot during or right after an event
and may assist in the post-damage data collection and documen-
tation. This would be a step towards solving one of the biggest
problems in the loss estimation and vulnerability assessment field,
which is the one of data availability.
7. Conclusion
A toolbox for loss documentation for landslide hazards is pre-
sented. The toolbox can be used by decision makers to assess
M. Papathoma-K€ohle et al. / Environmental Modelling & Software 63 (2015) 156e169168potential losses of future debris flow events but also to document
and record damage of real events in a rapid, sufficient and detailed
way. The toolbox is a valuable instrument in the hands of stake-
holders considering the on-going changes in the frequency and
magnitude of hazardous events and also in the spatial pattern of
the elements at risk. The tool offers also a solution to one of the
most common challenges in risk assessment, which is the lack of
adequate data. The databases included in the toolbox may be
exported and used for other applications, but also the newdatamay
be used to continuously update the tool and increase its reliability.
Although the toolbox is an important step towards loss estimation
at local level for debris flow hazards, there is still a need for
continuous research in the field, in order to better understand the
interactions between natural processes and the built environment,
so that we are able to reduce the vulnerability of elements at risk
and eventually the costs related to natural disasters.
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Abstract: Beside the flood hazard analysis, a comprehensive flood risk assessment requires the1
analysis of the exposure of values at risk and their vulnerability. Currently, the main focus of such2
analysis is on losses on building structure. However, loss on household contents accounts for up to3
30% of the total losses on buildings due to floods. Here, we present two functions for estimating flood4
losses on household contents based on flood losses on building structure. The models are constructed5
from and validated for insurance claim records. One model is based on a regression of the degree of6
loss for household content on the degree of loss for building structure. The second model is based on7
the same regression structure between the absolute losses of both types. Moreover, we tested our8
models for robustness, predictive power and transferability. Both models generate appropriate results9
with a comparative advantage of the relative over the absolute loss model. A detailed examination of10
the model residuals, shows that the Box-Cox transformation works well to accurately fit a standard11
regression model to general right-skewed loss data as the transformed data meet the assumptions of12
a regression model.13
Keywords: Flood loss estimation; Vulnerability functions; Loss on household content; Flood impact14
modelling; Linear regression; Box-Cox transformation, Transferability15
1. Introduction16
The assessment of flood vulnerability and thus the analysis of losses due to floods constitutes17
a substantial public interest. Based on a database from 1946 to 2015, flood ranks third in the list of18
most fatal catastrophes related to natural hazards in Switzerland [1]. According to Swiss Re [2], floods19
accounted for 71 % of the total loss due to natural hazards in Switzerland over the period 1973 to 2011.20
Compared to windstorm (15 %), hailstorm (11 %) and other perils (3 %), this indicates the relevance21
of flood risk assessment. The destructive potential was also shown in August 2005, when floods and22
debris flows in Switzerland led to financial losses of more than CHF 3 billions [3, roughly EUR 223
billion].24
The availability of flood models and the possibility to develop flood scenarios lead to new25
perspectives in detecting regions or even single buildings with a high loss potential. Especially, flood26
losses are increasingly estimated at the scale of single buildings [4–9]. Because inundations rarely lead27
to a total destruction of buildings, the term "(physical) vulnerability" [10] is used to describe the ratio of28
the monetary loss to the value of a building and thus describes the relative loss occurring on a building29
(loss divided by insurance sum). Synonymously, the term "degree of loss" is widely used [11,12]. Most30
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often mathematical functions are used to link parameters of flood magnitude (mainly flow depth,31
less frequently flow velocity or duration of exposition) to empirical flood loss data, resulting in the32
fitting of a vulnerability or stage-damage curve to observed data. The diversity of such functions is33
manifold and ranges from univariate functions, e.g. based on Weibull distribution functions [13,14] or34
root functions [15,16], over to multivariate functions, e.g. graduated models [17,18] or complex models35
considering exposure variables like building type, footprint area etc. as well as hazard variables36
[19,20].37
Although such functions are mainly developed to assess building structure vulnerability, Dutta38
et al. [16], Jonkman et al. [17], FOEN [18] and Kreibich et al. [20] also present stage-damage curves39
for flood vulnerabilities of household contents. Especially univariate models or models considering40
only hazard variables systematically neglect a possible effect of the structural vulnerability on the41
vulnerability of contents.42
Thieken et al. [21] examined the influence of several factors on flood loss on building structures43
and contents for about 1000 flood-affected households, with information gained by computer-aided44
telephone interviews. They analysed the influence of different variables in the lower and upper loss45
quartiles by principle component analyses and the results indicate that flood impact variables (water46
level, flood duration and contamination by sewage, chemicals or petrol/oil) are the most important47
factors, followed by variables describing the size and value of the affected buildings or flats. Similar48
significant variables were obtained for all combinations of loss type (monetary, relative loss) and49
object type (contents, structure). Thieken et al. [21] also described an interrelation between content50
and building structure losses, especially in the case of higher losses and degrees of loss. Although the51
monetary loss was provided by the interviewed persons, the values of buildings and contents were52
estimated by a model. Further it is shown that considering absolute household content loss is relevant,53
since the mean absolute loss on contents (EUR 16 335) amounts to 39 % of the mean absolute loss on54
building structures (EUR 42 093). Assuming the mean total loss on a building would consist of the55
mean building structure loss and the mean household content loss, the share of the latter in the mean56
total building loss is 28%, whereas the mean loss ratio for household contents (0.296) is more than57
twice the mean loss ratio for buildings (0.123) [21].58
In an analysis of the flood event in August 2005, FOWG [22] provide an overview of the estimated59
losses based on insurance data. The report mentions an even larger fraction of the mean household60
content loss of CHF 32 100 (EUR 20 700, calculated according to PSL [23]; total: CHF 700 (EUR 450)61
millions; 21 783 claim records) relative to the mean building structure loss of CHF 55 800 (EUR 36 000;62
total: CHF 250 (EUR 160) millions; 4483 claim records), resulting in a ratio of 58 % (share of the mean63
household content loss in the mean total building loss, assumed to consist of the mean loss on building64
structure and the mean loss on household contents: 36.5%).65
Studies on flood losses on household contents are subject to restrictions concerning the availability66
of empirical data needed for developing vulnerability functions or for assessing model reliability.67
In case of missing loss data, proxies for values at risk and losses are used. One example are data68
on flood losses compiled by interviews with persons affected by a flood event. Another example is69
to model the values of building structure and household content and to derive relative losses from70
these assumptions. Both approaches introduce uncertainties in the resulting flood loss models. The71
developed models are mostly lacking information about model uncertainties, for instance in terms of72
the (in)dependence of errors. In addition, most models are not tested for their robustness in prediction.73
Another issue mentioned in literature [24,25] is the transferability of such models, meaning that they74
are only valid for regions the data was collected in, or which at least show similar characteristics.75
In summary, although putting effort in the estimation of losses on building structures, the role of76
potential losses on household contents should not be underestimated. There is still a lack of knowledge77
concerning the statistical correlation of losses on household contents with the corresponding losses78
on building structures and in robustness and transferability of vulnerability functions for household79
contents. Therefore, the main objective of this study is to develop a model for estimating flood losses on80
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household contents based on observed and reliable data. The main focus herein is to develop functions81
which provide robustness in prediction and transferability to other regions. This also comprises the82
question whether the loss on household contents can better be predicted by a relative loss model,83
looking at the relation of the loss ratios occurring on buildings and contents, or by a direct loss model84
connecting monetary loss on building structure with monetary loss on household contents.85
Hereafter, we will use the terms "degree of loss" (= relative loss, vulnerability) and "monetary86
loss" (= absolute loss). The "relative loss model" will describe the model, which predicts degrees of loss87
on household contents based on degrees of loss on building structure. The "monetary loss model" will88
predict monetary loss on household contents based on monetary loss on building structures.89
2. Material and methods90
This study relies on a data set from the private Swiss Mobiliar Insurance Company. In Switzerland,91
19 out of 26 cantons have public insurance companies for buildings with monopoly positions. Hence,92
different insurers are responsible for losses on building structures and for losses on household content.93
Data about monetary losses on building structures and on household contents are only available for the94
cantons without a monopoly position, namely Geneva, Uri, Schwyz, Ticino, Appenzell Inner-Rhodes,95
Valais and Obwalden.96
After the description of the data in the first subsection, we describe the development of the97
vulnerability function in the subsequent section.98
2.1. Data99
The used data set (anonymised, as valid for December 2016) consists of the damage date, product100
information (distinction between households, small enterprises and medium enterprises), type of101
building describing its purpose (holiday homes, single-family house, apartment house with maximum102
units or more than three units, etc.) and the type of construction (solid or not). The timespan of the103
data covers January 2004 to December 2016. Here, we focus on household data only. As key elements104
for this study, the data set includes information on the insurance sum of building structures and105
household contents, as well as damage claim records on structures and contents at the time of the106
occurrence of the loss. We did not correct the data with respect to inflation or modifications. The claim107
data are distinguished by the cause of loss. Losses due to leakages in pipes and groundwater effects108
are recorded as "water losses" and losses caused by riverine floods as "elementary losses". Based on109
this distinction, losses due to water entering the structure at ground level (= "water losses") can be110
identified and excluded. The availability of insurance sum and loss allows a more reliable calculation111
of the degree of loss (dol = loss divided by insurance sum). As a contract ID and the address including112
X-Y coordinates for a major part of the records are also available, it is possible to reliably link loss data113
of building structures with those of household contents.114
2.1.1. Quality check115
Not all entries in the data set are valid for the proposed analysis. Thus, the data were preprocessed116
and filtered to ensure a homogeneous data set. The loss data are provided separately for elementary117
losses on building structures and household contents. To compare the degree of loss observed on a118
building structure with that on household content, the single entries for structures and contents had to119
be matched. For the data from the Swiss Mobiliar Insurance Company, this is possible by matching the120
anonymous loss IDs. For every record, the address was used to check the accordance of the matched121
entries. Residential buildings from single-family houses up to apartment buildings with maximum122
three units and holiday homes were considered. Within the data set, buildings with more than three123
apartments are defined as small and medium enterprises and were excluded from the analysis.124
Some loss values in the claim records of the Swiss Mobiliar Insurance Company are remarkably and125
implausibly low, resulting in outliers. These values might have been caused by e.g. the magnitude126
of franchise or costs for administrative work. To exclude these outliers, only values above CHF 100127
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were taken into account for the analysis. In total, this concerns eight entries of the matched subsets.128
Furthermore, entries for on "household" products can include buildings like summer or bee houses129
with a very low insurance sum and systematically higher degrees of loss than residential buildings.130
In consultation with the experts from the Swiss Mobiliar Insurance Company, we excluded entries with131
insurance sums lower than CHF 100 000 (six cases). This ensures analysing a comparable class of132
buildings with residential purpose. After the quality check, there are 16 946 records of household133
content loss and 1662 records of building structure loss left. The number of loss records for building134
structure is the limiting data set for the number of claims occurring in combination because buildings135
are insured by monopolists in 19 out of 26 cantons, whereas for household contents this is only the136
case in the two cantons of Vaud and Nidwalden. For roughly one fourth (384) of all buildings insured137
by the Swiss Mobiliar Insurance Company with occurrence of structure loss, a loss claim of household138
content was recorded too. Hereafter, we only refer to those 384 paired claim records, where paired139
indicates buildings with a claim record for structure and content. As already mentioned, the loss data140
correspond to the amount of money paid by the insurance and thus the franchise is originally not141
included. Since the amounts and rates of franchise are legally anchored and the temporal information142
on the occurrence of the loss is provided, we are able to reproduce the effective loss.143
2.1.2. Data distribution144
Figure 1 shows the canton-wise distributions of all paired monetary flood losses and degrees of145
loss within the period from January 2004 to December 2016. The cantons of Geneva and Appenzell146
Inner-Rhodes are not shown because there were available only two and three records, respectively.147
One can observe that the distribution of monetary losses and degrees of loss is different among cantons.148
In Obwalden (OW) and Uri (UR), the cost of claim was highest, whereas in Ticino (TI) and Valais (VS)149
it was lowest. Compared to them, Schwyz (SZ) shows intermediate costs. This pattern is shown by the150
distributions of losses and degrees of loss on contents and in almost the same manner for structures.151
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Figure 1. Canton-wise distribution of records in the data sets used for the analyses. Left: Degree of
loss [-], right: monetary loss [CHF]; both on log-scale. Sample size is given by "n:" and illustrated by
the width of the box plots. Due to the low number of claim records, data recorded in Geneva and
Appenzell Inner-Rhodes are not presented.
As we are interested in the role of content losses and vulnerability compared to structural losses,152
we calculate as a first overview the shares of content losses and insurance sums on total (structure +153
content) building losses and building values (see Figure 2). This will help us to make comparisons154
with other studies and reports of past events.155
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2.2. Regression model156
In this study, we used a linear regression [26,27] for the estimation of losses on household contents157
caused by flood events. The main objective of the regression analysis is to derive losses on household158
contents (as monetary [CHF] loss and as degree of loss [-]) from losses occurring on building structures159
at the same location and caused by the same event. Consequently, we use respectively the monetary160
loss and the degree of loss on household contents as the dependent variable and the corresponding161
type of loss on building structures as the only independent input.162
2.2.1. Data transformation and fitting163
As indicated by Figure 1, the distributions of monetary losses and degrees of loss are even on164
the log scale both characterized by a right skew and therefore not normally distributed, nor do they165
follow a log-normal distribution (i.e., the logarithm of a variable is normally distributed). As normality166
of the involved variables themselves is not a prerequisite in classical linear regression analysis [28,167
p. 92], we will not further comment on this. Instead we focus on the characteristics of the residuals168
produced by the linear model. This requires the consideration of heteroscedasticity, which is given169
when the variability of the response is not constant across the range of the explanatory variables. It can170
for example be adressed, visually with diagnostic plots or more formally by the Breusch-Pagan test171
[29]. Further, the assumption of normally distributed residuals has to be met as well [28,30] and will172
be tested by the Shapiro-Wilks test for normality ([31], implemented in the R software [32]). We will173
also use diagnostic plots as visual aids for interpretations. Gaussian linear regression models with174
non-normally distributed residuals might lead to inaccurate confidence and prediction intervals and175
biased predictions. Not considering either of these assumptions will lead to an inaccurate estimation176
of the regression parameters.177
For data initially not satisfying these properties, power transformations are common methods to
achieve normality and an approximately constant residual variance. Out of this family, the Box-Cox
transformation, defined for y ≥ 0 as
y(λ) =

yλ−1
λ , λ 6= 0,
log(y), λ = 0,
(1)
where λ ∈ R is the power parameter and y(λ) denotes the transformed version of y, is a special case
[33–38]. To return to the original scale of the data, the values can be back-transformed by using
y =

(
1 + λy(λ)
) 1
λ , λ 6= 0,
exp
(
y(λ)
)
, λ = 0.
(2)
The advantages of this transformation compared to other members of the power family are the
systematic determination of the power parameter λ by maximum likelihood estimation [39, p. 278]
and the continuity at λ = 0 [38, p. 67]. Consider the linear regression model with a single covariate x
given by
y = β0 + β1x + ε, (3)
where y and x denote response and covariate respectively, β0 and β1 are the regression coefficients
to be estimated and the error ε is assumed to be normally distributed with variance σ2. Originally
the Box-Cox transformation would be applied to the response variable y so that y in equation (3) is
replaced by y(λ), but an application to other non-negative quantities is of course also possible. Carroll
and Ruppert [35] and Ruppert and Matteson [38] introduced the transform-both-sides (TBS) method,
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which consists in transforming the response y and the deterministic part of the regression equation
with the same power parameter λ so that the model equation (3) becomes
y(λ) =
(
β0 + β1x
)(λ)
+ ε.
This approach was actually developped for cases where the response y is known to theoretically satisfy
a given non-linear function of x and some unknown parameters βi, but where the residuals from the
corresponding model on original scale would not satisfy normality and/or homoscedasticity. In our
application of this model, we chose the linear structure because it does not seem too bad based on a
scatterplot of the data and because we had no other a priori guess for the relation between y and x for
the loss data. To nevertheless account for possible non-linearity between the two quantities, we also
applied another model we termed pseudo-transform-both-sides (PTBS). It consists of the same linear
regression structure applied to Box-Cox transformations of y and x, i.e.,
y(λ) = β0 + β1x(λ) + ε.
In a first step we used the same power parameter λ for both transformations as given here, but due to
slightly sub-optimal model diagnostics especially for the absolute loss data, we also fitted the following
extension of the PTBS model with two different power parameters for x and y (later referred to as
PTBS.seplam):
y(λy) = β0 + β1x(λx) + ε.
For all three models, the complete parameter set can be estimated by maximum likelihood estimation,178
so that standard errors and confidence intervals for all parameters are easily obtained.179
The Bonferroni Outlier Test was used to detect exceptional data points [30]. We also calculated180
Cook’s distance, leverage and defined large residuals. Once the regression parameters are estimated181
and all model assumptions verified, the edited regression has to be back-transformed to retrieve the182
original and interpretable unit, resulting for the PTBS model in:183
y =
(
1 + λβ0 − β1 + β1xλ
) 1
λ . (4)
The back-transformation being non-linear for the PTBS and PTBS.seplam models, the residuals184
are not any more normally distributed as they were in transformed form [39–42]. In addition,185
mean and median of the back-transformed distribution no longer coincide. When λ < 1, the power186
parameter for the back-transformation becomes > 1 which means that the normal distribution of187
the residuals on the transformed scale gets right-skewed on the original scale [43]. The right skew188
implies a discrepancy between the median and the mean of the back-transformed distribution such189
that the former systematically underestimates the latter. Taylor [41] derived an approximation for the190
conditional mean of the untransformed response variable y in terms of the model parameters β0, β1,191
σ2, λ for the original Box-Cox model, where y(y) is linear in x.192
Adopted to the PTBS model it reads193
E[Y|x] ≈
(
1 + λβ0 + λβ1x(λ)
) 1
λ ×
(
1 +
σ2(1− λ)
2(1 + λβ0 + λβ1x(λ))2
)
=: ψ (5)
Replacing the parameters β0, β1, σ2, λ in (5) by their maximum likelihood estimates yields an194
estimate ψ̂ for the mean of the original variable Y. The variance of ψ̂ can then be estimated by the delta195
method (e.g. Weisberg [44]) and confidence intervals (and prediction intervals) for ψ can be based on196
the asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimator.197
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2.2.2. Cross-validation198
To test the predictive accuracy of our models and their robustness in terms of variance and bias,199
a leave-one-out cross-validation was applied [45,46]. For each model type (PTBS, PTBS.seplam, TBS200
as well as relative or monetary loss), every single observation yi is predicted as either the median201
or the mean from the model fitted to the data set without observation yi. For the resulting sample202
of predictions, the aggregate prediction error is computed as the mean of the prediction errors for203
the individual observations yi. In addition we computed the standard deviations for each prediction204
error sample as a measure of the spread of the individual prediction errors. To compare the prediction205
quality and accuracy of the different models we considered four different error metrics for each case:206
bias [CHF], relative bias [%], absolute error [CHF] and relative absolute error [%].207
For comparisons in terms of accuracy, the results of both the monetary loss model and the model208
based on degrees of loss need to describe the same unit and scale. We use the unit [CHF] for evaluating209
the models. To do so, predicted degrees of loss on household contents are multiplied by the insurance210
sum of the content, provided by the insurance company.211
2.2.3. Assessment of transferability212
Based on Wenger and Olden [47], who suggest non-random cross-validation by splitting data into213
geographic regions, we analysed the performance of our models in terms of transferability. We applied214
the non-random cross-validation based on monetary losses to data from five out of seven available215
cantons. The cantons of Geneva and Appenzell Inner-Rhodes were neglected because only few claims216
were found with both structure and content loss. The transferability assessment for our models was217
tested for Obwalden (n = 110), Ticino (83), Uri (90), Schwyz (77) and Valais (19).To make sure that218
the unbalanced sample sizes of the cantons do not impact the results, we applied non-random K-fold219
cross-validation for several numbers of folds K between 2 and 20. In the last case, the fold sizes are220
similar to the "outlying" Valais sample size. We used the same error metrics for this analysis as for the221
leave-one-out cross-validation.222
As a further assessment of transferability, we carried out an analysis of variance (anova) [44,48] on223
the transformed data, assuming λ fixed. More particularly, we tested whether a model with individual224
regression lines for each canton (differing either only in the intercept or in intercept and slope) fits the225
data better than the simpler model with a single line. Good transferability of the current simple model226
is then achieved if the more complex version with individual regression lines leads to no significantly227
improve fit.228
3. Results229
3.1. On the role of household contents230
Figure 2 a) shows the box plots of the shares of household content loss (left) and insurance sum231
(right) on total building loss and insurance sum. The mean share of content loss amounts to 0.29 (=232
29 %), whereas the median is roughly 25 %. With respect to the share on the total building value233
(mean: 0.16; median: 0.15), this is disproportionately high. Thus, it is obvious that degree of loss of234
contents is generally higher than the degree of loss of building structure, as we show in Figure 2b).235
The interquartile range lies between 1.03 and 3.73 (median = 1.9, mean ≈ 3.7), which implies that in236
nearly three quarters of all losses, household content is more vulnerable than building structure.237
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Figure 2. a) Left: Share of the household content loss (Lhc) on the total building loss (Ltot = structure
loss + content loss). Right: Share of the insurance sum of household contents (Vhc) on the total insurance
sum of a building (Vtot). b) Ratio of the degree of loss on household contents (DoLhc) to the degree of
loss on structure (DoLbs) for the same building. The red diamond symbols indicate the corresponding
mean values.
Table 1 shows the same quantities as seen in Figure 2, but instead of considering the complete238
data set, values are shown separately for each canton. We see that in Obwalden and Uri, contents show239
generally lower fractions and shares of content loss to total building loss.240
Table 1. The role of household contents in five Swiss Cantons. OW: Obwalden, SZ: Schwyz, TI: Ticino,
UR: Uri, VS: Valais. * Share of the summed content loss on the summed total (structure + content)
loss per canton. ** Means and medians of observed shares of content loss on total loss. *** Means and
medians of the observed ratios of degrees of loss of contents to degrees of loss of structure
OW SZ TI UR VS
Share of content loss on total building loss* 0.22 0.23 0.32 0.21 0.26
Mean / median loss fraction** 0.27 / 0.22 0.31 / 0.28 0.33 / 0.28 0.25 / 0.24 0.28 / 0.24
Mean / median DoL ratio*** 2.8 / 1.67 3.81 / 1.94 6.22 / 2.62 2.69 / 1.81 2.32 / 1.49
3.2. Model fitting241
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, we fitted different models to both types of loss data. Although the242
model fit is slightly advantageous for the TBS and the PTBS.seplam model, we define the PTBS model243
(regression function fitted after transformation by the same λ for both sides) as the best model, due to244
its better performance in terms of predictive power. Therefore, in the following two subsections, we245
will only present results for this specific model.246
250
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3.2.1. Data transformation247
The 95 % confidence interval (CI) for λ obtained by profile maximum likelihood estimation248
indicates a range with plausible values for λ. For degrees of loss, the method proposes to use λ = 0.205,249
CI: (0.144, 0.265) as transformation parameter. Weisberg [36] recommends to use a rounded value250
for λ. Because none of the suggested values {−1,−1/2, 0, 1/3, 1/2, 1} lies within the range of our251
confidence interval, we select the exact estimate of λ. Indeed we do not consider y1/5, which would be252
covered by the CI, to be more easily interpretable in terms of the original variable y than y0.205.253
For monetary loss, the best estimate and 95 % confidence interval of λ are 0.131 and (0.068, 0.193),254
respectively. We use the exact value of λ for the same reasons as before.255
3.2.2. Regression model256
The result of the PTBS approach and the regression based on transformed degrees of loss can257
be examined in Figure 3 a). Kendall’s τ (0.556) and Spearman’s ρ (0.746) suggest to reject the null258
hypothesis of non-correlation of the degree of loss of building structure and household content. The259
F-statistic of the model indicates significant linearity and the adjusted R2 reaches 0.668. Here, the260
confidence interval of the intercept parameter β0 is (−0.255, 0.060) which indicates that the regression261
line goes roughly through the origin and the intercept parameter is not significant. A visual insight262
into the diagnostic plots for the model based on degrees of loss is given in Figure A1 in the Appendix.263
Based on the patternless scatter of the standardised residuals plotted against the fitted values (Figure264
A1, top right), the standardized residuals following a normal distribution (Figure A1, top left) and265
emphasized by the Shapiro-Wilks test (SW: p-value = 0.385), normality cannot be rejected. In addition,266
the Breusch-Pagan test indicates that the null hypothesis of the residuals being homoscedastic cannot267
be rejected either (BP: p-value = 0.742), which is also indicated by the scale-location plot (Figure268
A1, bottom right) not showing severe changes in variance. The monetary loss model also meets269
the requirements of a linear regression relatively reasonably. The model produces residuals which270
are not significantly different from a normal distribution (SW: p-value = 0.245) and not significantly271
heteroscedastic (BP: p-value = 0.221). Linearity is significant as well (adj. R2 = 0.618, see Figure 3 c) ),272
the diagnostic plots are shown in Figure A3. Note that there is a slight pattern in residuals plotted273
against the fitted values, indicating a minor lack of fit. Table A1 gives an overview of all parameter274
estimates (β̂0, β̂1, σ̂ and λ̂), their confidence intervals (95 %-CI) and statistical measures for the resulting275
models indicating the model quality (Shapiro-Wilks and Breusch-Pagan tests, Spearman’s ρ, Kendall’s276
τ and the coefficient of determination (adj. R2)).277
251
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Figure 3. Loss models based on degrees of loss (a + b) and monetary loss in CHF (c + d). In plots a) +
c), the models based on transformed input values are presented, whereas in b) + d) the model results
are shown on the original scale after back-transformation. CI: Confidence Interval; IQR: Inter-Quartile
Range; PI: Prediction Interval. Note that the mean in plots a) and c) coincides with the median. Cross
symbol: Outlier excluded before model fitting.
After substitution of the model parameters in equation (4) and (5), respectively, the regression is278
not linear any more, because the back-transformation of the Box-Cox method leads to a non-linear279
function. Figure 3 b) and d) show the final results of the model optimization process on the original280
scale. In Figure 3 b), the concavity of the regression function points out that especially for objects281
where a low degree of loss was observed, the ratio of degree of loss of contents to the degree of loss of282
structure is generally higher than in cases, where high vulnerabilities were recorded. The major part of283
the household contents shows higher degrees of loss than the building structures.284
The monetary loss model, which allows a direct estimation of loss on household contents based285
on the loss that occurred on building structure, shows that structure loss is in general considerably286
higher than the corresponding household content loss (see Figure 3 d). Poor predictive power is found287
on higher magnitudes (building structure losses > ca. 320 000 CHF). Here, the model underestimates288
the content loss.289
3.3. Cross-validation290
Figure 4 shows the metrics resulting from the leave-one-out cross-validation: i) bias, ii) relative291
bias, iii) mean absolute error and iv) relative absolute error. Here, results for the alternative models (TBS292
252
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and PTBS.seplam) are presented as well. The position of the black symbols indicates the aggregated293
prediction error of the cross-validation, the dots along the dashed blue line indicate the standard294
deviation of the individual prediction errors. To compare model accuracy in the same unit (CHF), the295
predicted degrees of loss on household contents were multiplied by the insurance sum.296
In terms of bias (Figure 4, i), we first of all see that there is a clear improvement from median to297
mean estimation for both, the relative and absolute loss models. Second, we observe that the relative298
loss model with median estimation performs better, whereas there is no clear "overall" pattern for299
the mean estimates. Within the the groups (Loss.med, DoL.med, Loss.mean, DoL.mean), differences300
in performance are rather small. Apparently, the relative loss models show lower mean absolute301
prediction errors (Figure 4, iii). Regarding this particular metric, we can say that estimations by median302
perform slightly better than by mean. Interestingly, the standard errors of the TBS and PTBS absolute303
loss models and for the PTBS relative model lower mean prediction, whereas the metric itself gets304
higher. Looking at the two relative metrics (Figure 4, ii + iv), we see that they are very similar to each305
other. On one hand, we can observe that median prediction is in terms of these relative metrics more306
accurate and on the other hand that the TBS and PTBS.seplam model supply roughly the same quality307
- better than the PTBS model. Figure A5 also shows, that relative errors (Figure 4, ii + iv) are mainly308
large for lower loss values, whereas large absolute errors (Figure 4, i, iii) rather occur in estimations of309
high losses. This in turn is not surprising, as the loss is, relative to the loss magnitude, larger for smaller310
losses. Hence a prediction of a small loss more easily misses the target by a few orders of magnitudes,311
resulting in a relative prediction error of several hundred percent while its absolute prediction error in312
CHF is still rather small compared to the larger loss values in the data. On the other hand, a small313
percentage (relative error) of a large loss can correspond to a large amount of money (absolute error).314
We also tested the behaviour of the Box-Cox transformation in the re-sampling process and found that315
the estimation of λ is robust.316
253
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Figure 4. Cross-validation results for the model combinations based on leave-one-out cross-validation.
◦: Aggregated prediction error with median prediction; +: Aggregated prediction error with mean
prediction. The blue line indicates the standard deviation of the individual prediction errors; i): Bias
[CHF]; ii): Relative bias [%]; iii): Mean absolute error [CHF]; iv): Relative absolute error [CHF].
In this study, we focus on the estimation of monetary flood losses. Therefore, we prioritize317
absolute to relative accuracy of the models. Therefore, in the following summary describing the major318
findings concerning the absolute and relative loss models, we just mention absolute bias and mean319
absolute error: a) The accuracy of predicting monetary loss is higher when derived by the relative loss320
model instead of the monetary loss model. b) The standard deviation in the error samples show that321
prediction variance is lower for the relative loss models which is accompanied by higher robustness. c)322
Although median estimation is able to compete with the mean estimation in terms of mean absolute323
error, it has clear disadvantages concerning bias. In the end, the fact that the PTBS model shows324
highest robustness and the best predictive accuracy, we selected this model to focus on and finally325
present in this study. We will use this model for the relative and absolute loss model although for the326
latter, the TBS model showed slight, for us not meaningful competitive advantages. Please also note327
that prioritization of relative metrics would lead to a different, but also plausible choice.328
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3.4. Transferability329
The analysis of variance for the relative loss model on transformed scale indicates a significant330
improvement in the overall fit for both PTBS models when separating the intercept according to331
cantons (likelihood ratio test at 5% level) while such a seperation is not significant for the TBS model.332
However, this is not the case for the slope, meaning that there is only a shift of the regression line (on333
transformed scale) along the vertical axis. The non-significance of the slope parameter implies that the334
relative increase of the vulnerability of household contents to an increase of the vulnerability of the335
building structure stays stable and is not significantly different across cantons.336
In view of the apparently significant difference between the intercepts and thus the overall337
magnitudes of degrees of loss for cantons, one would want to detect which cantons (or groups of338
cantons) are most different from others. A first straightforward, but rather innocent approach would339
be to assess the significance of all differences between pairs of intercepts by performing a t-test at a340
given level for each of them. Yet we believe that properly answering this question involves so-called a341
posteriori comparisons (Chapter 9 of Sokal and Rohlf [48]), all the more that we had no a prioi guess342
on which cantons might exhibit the largest differences before looking at the data. Performing such343
comparisons falls into the large field of multiple testing or multiple comparisons, which roughly speaking344
means that to reach an overall uncertainty level of α on several tests, the single sub-tests have to be345
carried out at much smaller significance levels than α. This in turn means that less significances tend to346
be found. We applied most approaches to this problem described in Sokal and Rohlf [48], but they did347
not lead to coherent results. Moreover, the whole matter is complicated because the sample sizes of the348
different cantons are not equal and their variances (still on transformed scale) seem to be significantly349
different, whereas many multiple comparison methods do strictly speaking not apply without the350
assumption of sample sizes and constant variances for all groups. We therefore do not present any351
further "results" of this analysis here because they are in our opinion not sufficiently well-founded, but352
refer to the discussion in Section 4. Interestingly, the difference in the intercept is only observed for the353
relative and not for the absolute loss model, although both models rely on the same loss data set.354
As our model with only one covariate is rather simple, the tendency for over-fitting as described355
by Wenger and Olden [47] is expected to be rather small. This is indeed confirmed by the results356
of the non-random cross-validation, which are very similar to those found with the leave-one-out357
cross-validation (see Figure A6). Here, the models with high prediction accuracy thus also show the358
best performance in terms of transferability.359
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4. Discussion360
With approximately 29 %, the mean share of content loss on the total loss of residential buildings361
(structure + household contents) is similar to those found by Thieken et al. [21] (28 %) or FOWG [22]362
(36.5 %). Although we found comparable results in terms of the share of content loss on the total363
building loss, the data (monetary losses and degrees of loss) in our study were distributed over a364
lower range of magnitudes than in the analysis of Thieken et al. [21] for the Elbe and Danube floods.365
As mentioned in Section 3.1, regions with lower loss magnitudes showed in general a higher share366
of content loss on total building losses. This is emphasised by the facts, that the share on the loss is367
disproportionately high compared to the share of the content value to the total building value and, as368
seen by the linear regression in Figure 3 a) + b), the content loss to structure loss ratio is high especially369
for lower magnitudes. Therefore, as the loss magnitudes given by Thieken et al. [21] are higher, the370
mean share of content loss on the total building loss is rather high based on the findings in this study.371
Possible reasons are manifold and should be further studied, for instance different vulnerabilities of372
the buildings due to their type, differences of the hazard process (suspension load, dynamic or static373
inundation, caused by flooding of rivers in inclined topographies and inundation by a raising lake374
level, respectively, time of exposure, forecast accuracy of the event etc.). Preparedness may matter375
in this case as well: As insuring structure and contents in the regions analysed here is voluntary,376
contractors of insurance companies might be in general more sensitive to flood risks than others, and377
thus might be more resilient to such events. To our knowledge, this was not the case in the studies of378
Thieken et al. [21]. Another explanation for the differences in Thieken et al. [21] and FOWG [22] might379
be that in their studies content and structure losses need not necessarily be linked to each other. So380
the structure and content data sets do not have the same origin and thus, their results are not directly381
comparable with those of this study.382
Uncertainty exists because information on the total number of flood-affected buildings and383
household contents is missing. This implies that we cannot make comparisons of loss frequency384
for building structure and household contents, respectively. Thus, we leave open the question of385
how probable a household content loss occurs when building structure is affected (and vice versa).386
Moreover we did not consider either that one building might consist of more than one household (in387
this study up to three). Depending on how the building is arranged, for instance with one apartment388
on the ground floor and two on upper floors (or vice versa), where water levels rarely rise to, content389
losses might get less (or more) relevant in the total building loss. Residents from upper floors storing390
contents on the underground floor might play a role in this context as well. We neglected those points391
and focused on examples where only both in combination, building structure and household content392
losses, occurred. In terms of total loss prediction, we point out that this is a crucial issue and that those393
points can make the difference between successful and failed predictions.394
Furthermore, there are some methodical restrictions that have to be addressed. As we filtered the395
data by insurance sum, monetary loss and product type, the results are just valid for buildings with an396
insurance sum higher than CHF 100 000, losses above CHF 100 and with a residential purpose with397
maximum three apartments. Hence, attention has to be paid when comparing our results or applying398
the presented models to other data.399
By applying the transform-both-sides (TBS) methodology after Carroll and Ruppert [35] to our400
data, we found a way to meet the assumptions of Gaussian linear regression models concerning401
homoscedasticity and normality in the distribution of the residuals. There is one minor disadvantage:402
Due to the challenges of the back-transformation to make inferences in the original scale, a correction403
factor has to be calculated to derive the estimated mean. This makes the equation more laborious than404
other approaches, but reproducibility is still given. Alternatively to the proposed method of our study405
to find a mean estimation, one could also try to fit a generalized linear model. In addition, a quantile406
regression approach (see Davino et al. [49]) could be potentially useful. So far, in vulnerability and407
flood loss prediction, the presented method was never used before and the benefits are shown by its408
reproducibility, the possibility for a systematic application in other study areas and considering the409
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prediction uncertainties. Our models indicate a high robustness of estimating λ, ensuring normality410
and homoscedasticity for the residuals resulting from the subsequent linear regressions.411
One objective of this study was to deduce whether the prediction of household content losses412
performs better by a loss model based on degrees of loss, looking at the relation of loss ratio (loss /413
insurance sum) occurring on content and structure or by a direct loss model connecting monetary loss414
on household content with the loss on building structure. For the model based on degrees of loss, we415
found one basic similarity as already presented by Jonkman et al. [17]: for the lower intensity level on416
structure, with the increase of the degree of loss of structure, the degree of loss on household contents417
comparatively increases following a concave function. This leads to a larger ratio of degrees of loss of418
contents to degrees of loss of structure at low levels. This emphasises the findings mentioned above,419
that especially for losses with low magnitudes, household contents are more vulnerable to floods than420
building structure and here, the role of losses on household contents might be essential.421
As a consequence of the model characteristics mentioned and as a punctuating element of this422
statement, the regression of the monetary loss model shows a concave characteristic as well. This423
implies that the ratio of the monetary household content losses relative to the building structure424
losses is higher in low magnitudes compared to high ones. Although the model statistically meets425
all demanded requirements (normality, homoscedasticity, robustness and, to some restrictions we426
discuss afterwards, also transferability), we see in Figure 3 that for the highest structure losses, the427
predicted content loss is underrated systematically. This could also be the reason that leads to the428
(slight) tendency for negative bias and underestimation of the total loss we found in (non-)random429
cross-validation. As these high values mainly occurred in the canton of Obwalden, we cannot clearly430
say if this issue originates in methodical inadequacies or just local conditions.431
Comparing the quality of the two PTBS models, the accuracy of the model based on degrees432
of loss is advantageous as shown by the model fit, the absolute bias and the mean absolute error.433
This includes tests for normality and homoscedasticity (Table A1 and Figure A1 + A3), robustness434
(Figure 4) and transferability (Table A6, absolute errors). Concerning the analysis of variance, several435
uncertainties remain. First of all, the application for the TBS approach turned out to be very complex436
and there is still potential for improvement. We can clearly say that for the relative loss model based437
on degrees of loss, a difference in the intercept parameter exists, but we cannot clearly define the438
source that leads to the differences. With a variety of correction methods for the anova, we found439
that only differences between a combination of three groups are significant, but not between any pair440
of cantons. We mention that there are also uncertainties in the proceeding and methodical correct441
utilization of the methods in detecting the relevant differences, not leas because of unequal group442
sizes and variances; see also Section 3.4. As mentioned, there is no improvement by distinguishing443
the origin of the losses in the absolute loss model. Here, it is plausible that the higher variance and444
the lower model fit prevents the intercept parameter from being significantly different. To conclude,445
although uncertainties exist, we still would interpret the relative loss model as transferable, justified in446
accordance with the intercept parameter statistically not being significant in model fitting, but we also447
point out, that further analysis and improvements are required. In particular, we acknowledge that a448
more in-depth statistical analysis of these uncertain aspects is not infeasible and would most likely449
also lead to improved answers, but simply was beyond the scope of this study.450
The random cross-validation underlines the relative loss model being more robust than the451
monetary model, by returning lower error standard deviation and improved accuracy concerning452
the absolute error types. In addition, we expect advantages of the relative loss model concerning453
reliability, being independent of the value of an object. This means in detail that for the monetary loss454
model a constant ratio of content and structure values is assumed, whereas the relative loss model455
is independent of the variety of possible value-combinations, e.g. valuable contents being located in456
low-priced buildings etc. The dependence of the monetary loss on the value is also shown by [21],457
where variables describing value and size are highly relevant for monetary losses, whereas for the458
degree of loss this effect is remarkably reduced by putting the monetary loss value in relation to the459
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monetary value of the object. We suppose that this could be the reason why variance and the model460
fit in the relative loss model are more accurate. We point out that with degree of loss and monetary461
loss of structure as only input variables, the relative and monetary models are able to explain 67%462
and 62% of the variance in degrees of loss and monetary loss of contents, respectively. We explain463
these high values with two out of three main components (flood variables and preparedness) found464
by [21] being neutralized through our approach: As we analysed contents and structure being part465
of the same building, the interacting flood variables are the same and thus neglectable. The same is466
valid for preparedness: We linked contracts of contents and structure referring to the same person with467
obviously the same preparedness.468
5. Conclusions469
Based on reliable data and established literature, we showed that household content loss is a470
relevant factor in the estimation of flood losses and should be considered in future loss predictions471
or flood risk assessments. In relation to the average total loss of a building including content and472
structure loss, losses of household content contributes from 21% to 32% based on our data, whereas473
contributions of up to 36 % are found in the literature. The results indicate that especially when low474
degrees of loss or monetary losses are caused by floods, the vulnerability of contents is clearly higher475
than the vulnerability of the corresponding building structure. Thus, assuming that generally high476
flood intensities lead to high losses, it has to be considered that the share of household contents on the477
total building loss is decreasing relatively in regions with comparatively high losses or degrees of loss.478
We present two models, deduced from loss claims on residential buildings with maximum three479
apartments, which allow to predict the degree of loss or the monetary loss for household contents480
based only on corresponding losses on the building structure. Moreover, we tested and compared the481
models in terms of robustness, transferability and predictive power. Both models generate appropriate482
results with a comparative advantage of the relative over the monetary loss model. They meet the483
statistical requirements of normally distributed residuals with constant variance which is the basis484
for a robust model. As shown by random cross-validation, the absolute bias and standard deviation485
is generally low for both, but lower for the relative loss model. As well, the relative loss model is486
favourable being more transferable to new regions, as assessed by a non-random cross-validation.487
Nevertheless, attention should be paid when applying the functions in regions where the major part of488
degrees of loss or monetary losses is expected to scatter around the upper or lower range of our data489
set or just a very small number of data is available. In this case, we presented a method that quantifies490
uncertainties and supports the interpretation of the model accuracy.491
The Box-Cox method is characterised by not insisting on a certain transformation. Instead, it492
takes into account a multiple set of power transformations (including the log-transformation) to reach493
normality and homoscedasticity of the residuals and suggests an appropriate λ-parameter based on494
the quantitative and reproducible maximum likelihood method. By applying tests to the residual495
distribution, we showed that this transformation method works well for general right-skewed loss496
data, and meets model assumptions of a Gaussian linear regression. For both, the degree of loss and497
monetary loss model, as the original data are strongly heteroscedastic, the uncertainties are rising with498
increasing values of exposed assets and losses. We recommend to consider data transformation, as it is499
providing a statistically correct estimation of the regression parameters and uncertainties.500
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Figure A1. Diagnostic plots for the residuals (transformed degrees of loss) shown by Figure 3 a).
Top left: Normal-Q-Q-plot, points along diagonal line don’t reject normality (SW: normality with a
p-value = 0.385). All other figures show the fitted values on X-axis against the standardised residuals
on the Y-axis as normal (top right), absolute (bottom left) and the square root (bottom right) of the
absolute values. Blue borders indicate high leverage points, red filled circles indicate high values for
Cook’s distance and the orange dashed lines indicate the borders to the definition of large residuals.
Heteroscedasticity is not evident. One outlier (Bonferroni outlier test) is not shown in the plot.
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Figure A2. Leverage (X-axis) vs Cook’s distance (left) and standardised residuals (right) for the relative
loss model on the vertical axis. Blue borders indicate high leverage points, red filled circles indicate
high values for Cook’s distance and the orange dashed lines indicate the borders to the definition of
large residuals. One outlier (Bonferroni outlier test) is not shown in the plot.
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Figure A3. Diagnostic plots for the regression showed in Figure 3 c). Top left: Normal-Q-Q-plot, points
along diagonal line don’t reject normality (SW: normality with a p-value = 0.245). All other figures
show the fitted values on X-axis against the standardised residuals on the Y-axis as normal (top right),
absolute (bottom left) and the square root (bottom right) of the absolute numbers. Blue borders indicate
high leverage points, red filled circles indicate high values for Cook’s distance and the orange dashed
lines indicate the borders to the definition of large residuals. Heteroscedasticity is not evident. One
outlier (Bonferroni outlier test) is not shown in the plot.
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Figure A4. Leverage (X-axis) vs Cook’s distance (left) and standardised residuals (right) of the relative
loss model on the vertical axis. Blue borders indicate high leverage points, red filled circles indicate
high values for Cook’s distance and the orange dashed lines indicate the borders to the definition of
large residuals. The outlier found for the relative loss model (Bonferroni outlier test) is not shown in
the plot and was not used during the model fitting procedure.
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Figure A5. Dependence of single errors on ranking. Absolute errors show high variability in higher
ranks of target loss (original scale), whereas relative errors are more variable in lower ranks.
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Figure A6. Non-random cross-validation. K-fold = 2, A: Obwalden + Ticino vs. Schwyz + Valais + Uri;
B: Obwalden + Schwyz vs. Ticino + Valais + Uri. K-fold = 5: One group per canton. K-Fold = 10 / 20:
Split Obwalden, Ticino, Schwyz and Uri into multiple groups such that all groups have approximately
the same size
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Table A1. Overview of the statistical evaluation and parameters of the two selected models. The
estimates of β0, β1, λ and σ can be substituted in equation (4) or (5) to predict the median or mean of y,
respectively. * 95 %-confidence interval
relative loss model monetary loss model
Spearman’s ρ 0.746 0.72
Kendall’s τ 0.556 0.527
λ Maximum Likelihood Estimate 0.205 0.131
λ̂ CI* (0.144, 0.265) (0.068, 0.193)
σ̂ 0.495 2.745
β̂0 -0.098 3.798
β0 CI* (-0.255, 0.060) (2.179, 5.416)
β̂1 0.817 0.618
β1 CI* (0.750, 0.884) (0.560, 0.676)
adjusted R2 0.668 0.618
Shapiro-Wilks p-value 0.385 0.245
Breusch-Pagan p-value 0.742 0.221
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Model performanceFlood impact modelling requires reliable models for the simulation of flood processes. In recent years,
flood inundation models have been remarkably improved and widely used for flood hazard simulation,
flood exposure and loss analyses. In this study, we validate a 2D inundation model for the purpose of
flood exposure analysis at the river reach scale. We validate the BASEMENT simulation model with insur-
ance claims using conventional validation metrics. The flood model is established on the basis of available
topographic data in a high spatial resolution for four test cases. The validation metrics were calculated
with two different datasets; a dataset of event documentations reporting flooded areas and a dataset
of insurance claims. The model fit relating to insurance claims is in three out of four test cases slightly
lower than the model fit computed on the basis of the observed inundation areas. This comparison
between two independent validation data sets suggests that validation metrics using insurance claims
can be compared to conventional validation data, such as the flooded area. However, a validation on
the basis of insurance claims might be more conservative in cases where model errors are more pro-
nounced in areas with a high density of values at risk.
 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Floods are one of the most damaging natural hazards, account-
ing for a majority of all economic losses from natural events world-
wide (UNISDR 2015). Managing flood risk requires knowledge
about the hazardous processes and about flood impacts. In recent
years, flood inundation models have been remarkably improved
and widely used for flood hazard simulation, flood exposure and
flood loss analyses. A variety of models exist for different purposes
and scales, reaching from global scale inundation models
(Pappenberger et al. 2012, Ward et al. 2013, Sampson et al. 2015)
to continental (Trigg et al. 2016), national (Merz et al. 2008) and
finally regional and local scale models (Fewtrell et al. 2011, Neal
et al. 2011, Pedrozo-Acuña et al. 2012, de Almeida et al., 2016,
Garrote et al. 2016). Another increasing use of flood inundation
models is the coupling of flood models with hydrologic and
hydrometeorologic models within a model cascade or a coupled
component modelling framework at the river basin scale (e.g.,
Biancamaria et al. 2009, Falter et al. 2015, Zhu et al. 2016, Felder
et al. 2017). Thus, a variety of inundation models exist for different
purposes (e.g., Horritt and Bates 2001a, Hunter et al. 2007,
Chatterjee et al. 2008, Bates et al. 2010, Crispino et al. 2015,
Courty et al. 2017). Developers are validating the models with abroad set of validation techniques and data. Model validation here
is defined after Hunter et al. (2007) as the ‘‘process of demonstrat-
ing that a given site-specific model is capable of making accurate
predictions, defined with respect to the application in mind, for
periods outside a calibration period”. If the accuracy and predictive
capability in the validation period is proven to lie within an accept-
able limit for a particular practical purpose, it is defined as being
validated. Depending on the purpose of the model used and the
available data, the validation methods vary remarkably. In 1D sim-
ulation frameworks, hydraulic models have been calibrated and
validated with observed water levels at specific locations (Horritt
and Bates 2002, Mark et al. 2004, Pappenberger et al. 2005,
Hunter et al. 2007, Felder et al. 2017). However, with the develop-
ment of 2D flood inundation models, spatially explicit model per-
formance measures have been proposed and used for model
validation. In many cases this is done by comparing the simulated
inundation areas with observed ones as shown by Woodhead et al.
(2007). Most likely, the main data used in the validation of inunda-
tion models is observation data of the wet/dry boundary. This leads
to the comparison between modelled and observed inundation
areas. Other validation data are aerial images and observed flood
maps delineated thereof or satellite-based remote sensing data.
Bates et al. (1997) describe a procedure for validating inundation
models with remote sensing data. Especially synthetic aperture
radar data have recently been used for calibration and validation
(Horritt 2000, Horritt et al. 2007, Mason and Bates, 2009,
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et al. (2009) and Savage et al. (2016) compared inundation models
with a large set of water level measurements in a study area. This is
probably the most reliable validation data (Segura-Beltrán et al.
2016). Furthermore, inundation models are also validated against
stage-discharge relationships or time to peak (Horritt and Bates
2002). The latter is less often used if the main purpose of the inun-
dation model is to provide the basis for flood loss analyses. For
evaluating newly developed models, a benchmark test against
established models or models that represent an industry standard
is sometimes done (Neal et al., 2012a). The comparison of the
flooded areas computed by different models is shown in several
studies (Horritt and Bates 2001a, 2002, Tayefi et al. 2007,
Chatterjee et al. 2008, Fewtrell et al. 2008, Castellarin et al. 2009,
Neal et al., 2012a,b, Crispino et al. 2015, Trigg et al. 2016,
Vozinaki et al. 2016, Lavoie and Mahdi, 2017). However, the main
limiting factor for validating inundation models is often the lack of
validation data (Neal et al., 2012a).
Beside model validation, the analyses of uncertainties or the
sensitivities against model parameters are a fundamental step in
model development (Pappenberger et al. 2006, Jakeman et al.
2006, Ratto et al. 2012, Freer et al. 2013, Pianosi et al. 2016, Teng
et al. 2017). In sensitivity analysis, one focus is on the representa-
tion of the topography, especially the spatial resolution (Horritt
and Bates 2001b, Cook and Merwade 2009, Dottori et al. 2013,
Savage et al. 2015, 2016). Probabilistic models are able to incorpo-
rate a number of model runs with different parameterizations and
different boundary conditions. Dottori et al. (2013) state that
deterministic models and very high spatial resolution are poten-
tially misleading as they could induce overconfidence derived from
their spuriously precise results. This in turn may lead to wrong
decisions in flood risk management. Thus, the choice of the mod-
elling strategy depends on the main purpose of the study, the
model complexity, the needed computational resources, and the
available topographic data (Di Baldassarre et al., 2010, Dottori
et al. 2013, Jonkman 2013, Refsgaard et al. 2016). A key point in
the reliability of flood inundation models is the ability to represent
flood protection measures (Merwade et al. 2008b, Neal et al.
2012b, Ward et al. 2013). On the reach scale, the inability to accu-
rately represent river morphology is a disadvantage of raster based
models. The increase in spatial resolution has a negative effect on
the needed computing resources (Neal et al. 2012b, Savage et al.
2015). Solutions for dealing with this trade-off between spatial res-
olution and computing power are, for example, the use of subgrid
approaches (i.e., modelling the flow in the river channel in 1D com-
bined with floodplain routing in 2D) as exemplarily described by
Neal et al. (2012b), the coupling of 1D and 2D simulation models
(Vozinaki et al. 2016), or the use of nesting approaches as shown
by Bermúdez et al. (2017). The latter nested a local scale flood
inundation model based on irregular meshes into a basin scale
model based on regular grids. A third group of models dealing with
this topic is the simulation based on irregular meshes. These can
have a high spatial resolution in the river channel and a coarser
resolution in the floodplain (Horritt and Bates 2001a). Thus, these
models are able to accurately represent river morphology and
geometry. This includes the consideration of flood protection mea-
sures which is required for predicting flood patterns satisfyingly
(Fewtrell et al. 2011). Consequently, the accurate consideration
of flood protection measures must also be valid from the viewpoint
of flood loss analyses as they increasingly consider single buildings
(Zischg et al. 2013, Fuchs et al. 2015, Röthlisberger et al. 2017).
However, 2D inundation models are often evaluated regarding
the ability to accurately predicting flooded areas. In many cases,
the flooded areas predicted by the model are compared with the
observed wet areas of a specific flood event. However, such obser-
vations may not be an adequate validation dataset in all cases.272Especially for flood exposure and flood risk analyses, a model
exhibiting a good overall fit regarding inundated areas in a large
floodplain may not necessarily produce good results at locations
of particular interest for risk assessment (Pappenberger et al.
2007b). Nevertheless, a method for validating 2D inundation mod-
els explicitly used for flood exposure and flood loss analyses has
not been presented yet.
Therefore, the main aim of this study is to close this gap by
developing a method for validating 2D flood inundation models
used in flood exposure analyses. For that matter, the validation
data and metrics need to be adapted to that particular purpose.
Therefore, we propose alternative data for validating the model,
i.e., a dataset of geo-localized insurance claims. Herein, the main
question concerns the value of validating a 2D flood model on
the basis of loss data rather than on the basis of inundated areas.
This question is posed under the hypothesis that a validation based
on insurance claims gives different weighting to urbanized areas in
comparison to areas without values at risk. An additional question
is, how the various validation metrics differ between each other
when adopted to insurance claims.
The paper is structured as follows: in the methods chapter we
first describe the study areas and the method for setting up the
flood model. Following, we present the parameters and the bound-
ary conditions for the model runs. Thereafter, we introduce the val-
idation method and the data used. The results focus on both the
performance of the model and the proposed validation method.
In the discussions and conclusions, the results are discussed, and
recommendations for using insurance claims in the validation of
flood models are given.2. Methods
We tested the validation approach on the basis of test cases for
which insurance claims were available. All cases represent a com-
plex flood topology with combined riverine and lake flooding. Two
test cases have branching river morphologies. The validation is
done by a full set of insurance claims in two test cases and by a
sample set of claims in the other two test cases. We compare dif-
ferent metrics for validation of models that are based on binary
validation data.2.1. Study area
The four test cases are located in pre-Alpine areas of Switzer-
land (Fig. 1). The first two test cases are located in the Canton of
Nidwalden. The western test case in the municipality of Stansstad
is characterized by the Giesslibach torrent, the eastern part of
Buochs and Ennetbürgen by the main river crossing the Canton
of Nidwalden, the Engelberger Aa. Both river systems contribute
to Lake Lucerne, which is a determining factor for flood risk in both
study areas as well. Thus, the flooding is also influenced by lake
flooding. The third test case is the floodplain in the city of Thun
in the Canton of Bern. Here, the main process is lake flooding with
combined riverine flooding downstream. The outflow of Lake Thun
is the Aare River flowing through the city of Thun. The Aare River
has two branches. During low flow conditions, the lake level is reg-
ulated by a weir. The fourth case is the floodplain of the city of
Interlaken. This floodplain is a quaternary debris cone of the river
Lütschine. The city is located between Lake Brienz (upstream) and
Lake Thun (downstream). The Aare River connects the two lakes
and is also regulated by two weirs during low flow conditions.
Thus, this floodplain is affected by combined riverine and lake
flooding. Fig. 1 shows the location of the study areas.
Fig. 1. Location of the four study areas.
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Flood loss analyses usually consist of flood scenarios around
and above a river’s discharge capacity. Consequently, the river’s
geometry has to be represented as accurately as possible. The river
reaches of our case studies have lateral dams. Thus, the flood
model has to represent not only the correct area for calculating
the river carrying capacity but also the correct geometry. This
means that the different heights of the left and right dams should
be considered in the flood model. In our research, we are using the
2D inundation model (BASEMENT v2.6) because it is based on flex-
ible irregular meshes and, thus, it allows to represent the river bed
in a higher spatial resolution than the floodplains. BASEMENT
stands for ‘‘Basic Simulation Environment”. The model is developed
and maintained by the Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and
Glaciology (VAW) of the ETH Zurich. BASEMENT is described in
detail by Vetsch et al. (2017) and has been validated analytically.
It has been used for dam breach simulations (Vonwiller and
Vetsch, 2015, Worni et al., 2012, Volz et al. 2012), in river restora-
tion projects (Berchtold et al. 2012, Fah et al., 2007a,b, Bertoldi
et al., 2014), and for the simulation of flash floods (Radice et al.,
0000). The model is freely available and is widely used by consul-
tants for flood risk analyses.
The first step in setting up the inundation model is the genera-
tion of the computational mesh. Within a predefined delimitation
of the study area, we mapped the upper and lower shorelines of
the river reaches and lakes. In the floodplains, only the most
important hydraulic structures were represented by break lines.
The triangulation was done with the TRIANGLE mesh generator27of Shewchuck (2002). This step is part of the pre-processing
plug-in implemented in QGIS (BASEmesh, Vetsch et al. 2017). After
generating the mesh, we directly attributed the z-coordinates to
the nodes by using the local cell values of the digital terrain mod-
els. For the test sites in the Canton of Nidwalden we used the dig-
ital elevation model SwissALTI3D, produced by the Federal Office of
Topography (SWISSTOPO, 2017a). This terrain model is available
for the whole of Switzerland and has a grid resolution of 2 m.
The vertical accuracy is expected to be around +/ 0.5 m. For the
other study areas, we used a purely Lidar-derived digital elevation
model provided by the Canton of Bern (KAWA 2015). This model
has a grid resolution of 0.5 m and a vertical accuracy of +/ 0.2
m. For the interpolation of the riverbed, we used surveyed cross
sections with a mean distance of 100 m, provided by the Federal
Office of Environment (FOEN, 2017a). We interpolated the riverbed
levels between the cross sections by adapting the approaches pro-
posed by Merwade et al. (2008a), Conner and Tonina (2014), and
Costabile and Macchione (2015). The points of the cross sections
were connected with 3D-polylines and the grid cells in between
the cross sections were interpolated on the basis of the mean slope
between the cross sections. Finally, we checked if the interpolated
grid cells of the riverbed lay below the water surface measured by
the Lidar. The terrain model of the riverbed was merged with the
terrain model of the floodplain. The bottom of the lake was set to
the minimum z-level of the connected river cells. From the merged
digital terrain model, we computed a focal statistics raster of the
maximum and minimum values within a 3 x 3 raster cell environ-
ment. The merged terrain model was the basis for attributing the z-
values to the nodes of the mesh, except for the nodes located on an3
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the river channel. The z-values of the nodes representing the upper
shorelines were attributed from the maximum focal statistics ras-
ter. The nodes within a river channel have been attributed with the
z-values of the minimum raster. This leads to a smoothing of the
river channel geometry and to a better representation of the river
bank, and respectively the lake shorelines. The riverbed morphol-
ogy is relatively simple since it is in all cases a totally anthro-
pogenically modified river channel with approximately a
trapezoidal form. Thus, we do not expect relevant problems arising
from the effects of bathymetry interpolation on hydrodynamic
results as shown by Conner and Tonina (2014). The roughness
parameters (Manning/Strickler values) were delineated from the
official guidelines of BWG (2001). We did not calibrate these
parameters and no field investigations were made or retrospec-
tively considered in this model setup. The weirs were considered
as hydraulic obstacles in the river channel given by their geome-
tries. The mesh has a maximum triangle area of 20 m2 for river
channel elements (50 m2 in the case studies of Thun and Inter-
laken) and 100 m2 for all other elements (1000 m2 in case studies
of Thun and Interlaken). The case studies of Thun and Interlaken
have a coarser spatial resolution because these models are imple-
mented in a model chain for the whole basin of the Aare River
upstream of Bern (3000 km2) and thus are more focused on simu-
lations at the river basin scale (Zischg et al. 2016). An extract of the
mesh from the Buochs/Ennetbürgen case study is shown in Fig. 2.
For the upper boundary conditions of the validation runs we
used the hydrographs measured during the reference flood event
in August 2005. The hydrographs of the lake levels of Lake Lucerne,
Lake Thun and Lake Brienz, and the hydrographs of the rivers
Engelberger Aa at Buochs and Lütschine at Gsteig were deliveredFig. 2. Extract from the computation mesh
274by the Federal Office for Environment FOEN with a temporal reso-
lution of 1 h (FOEN, 2017b). In the Lütschine River, a dam breach
occurred abruptly in the early morning of the 23rd of August
2005. We assumed that not considering the dam breach would
lead to unrepresentative results. Thus, the breach of the left lateral
dam of the Lütschine River was considered by using two models
with the same mesh structure but slightly different Z-values where
the dam broke, as similarly shown by Vorogushyn et al. (2010). The
first model with the intact dike at the Lütschine River ran until the
23rd of August at 03:00 AM. Water surface elevations and flow
velocities were conserved and used as a inputs for the second
model with the considered dike breach, in addition with the con-
tinuative hydrograph. In contrast, the dike breach in the Engel-
berger Aa (case study Buochs/Ennetbürgen) is part of a flood
corridor and, thus, a spillway. This situation is considered in the
model by the dimension of the spillway after the overflow
throughout the whole simulation.
2.3. Model validation with insurance claims
In all four case studies, a flood event occurred from the 22nd to
26th of August 2005. Depending on the site, the return period of
this flood event was estimated by public authorities to be around
100–200 years. We used this flood event for the validation of the
inundation model.
2.3.1. Validation data
If available, georeferenced data about flood-affected buildings
and associated losses provide a validation dataset that is best sui-
ted for describing the performance of inundation models used for
the analyses of exposure and flood losses at the level of the singlein the Buochs/Ennetbürgen study area.
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ance company to policyholders affected by a flood event. Due to
direct financial interests, the claims are checked by experts and
thus an overestimation of the number of cases is not expected.
Losses that are smaller than a minimum threshold of re-
imbursements are not paid out but are still documented in the
claims (franchise of 200 Swiss Francs in Nidwalden for residential
buildings and 500–3000 Swiss Francs for industrial buildings). In a
monopoly situation with a mandatory insurance for all house own-
ers, a situation found in most Swiss cantons, the number of claims
is very close to the number of affected buildings. Thus, for a settle-
ment affected by a flood, it can be expected that a relevant number
of insurance claims should be recorded. The claim records report
the date and the amount of damage, as well as the type and
address of the affected building. The address can be used for
geocoding and, thereby, to localize the losses (Bernet et al. 2017).
This results in a point dataset of geo-localized flood losses. The
points can then be used to represent hits and non-hits. In a mono-
poly situation the ‘‘non-hits” are also knownwhen the total dataset
of insured values is made available by the insurance company.
Together, the data provide binary information about which build-
ings were affected by a flood, and which ones were not, respec-
tively. The access to these datasets is generally heavily restricted
due to privacy regulations and due to commercial sensitivities in
the case of free markets. In the Canton of Nidwalden, the insurance
against natural hazards is mandatory. In this case, the public insur-
ance company delivered anonymized insurance claims of the flood
event in 2005 and the anonymized total stock of insured values (as
valid per 01 January 2014). The damage data from the Public Insur-
ance Company for Buildings (PICB) of Nidwalden were pre-
processed as described in Bernet et al. (2017). During the flood
event in August 2005 (period of 21st to 31st), the PICB received
1238 damage claims in the Canton of Nidwalden. Therefrom, only
26 claims do not include precise coordinates at the building level.
155 claims were rejected, or are still pending. These cases were not
considered in the analysis. 206 data points are located within the
study area of Stansstad, and 326 within Buochs and Ennetbürgen.
Additionally, 95.1% of more than 1300 portfolio entries (Stansstad
more than 450, Buochs and Ennetbürgen more than 800) within
the study areas contain reliably localized data.
The buildings within the Canton of Bern are also insured by a
PICB. In contrast, their data were not delivered due to privacy
restrictions. Thus, the validation in the study areas of Thun and
Interlaken has been done with data from the cooperative insurance
company ‘‘Swiss Mobiliar”. These data contain anonymized claim
records of building content and business inventory (excluding
vehicles), as opposed to damages to buildings in the two case stud-
ies in the Canton of Nidwalden. This dataset, as well as the pro-
vided anonymized portfolio as per 31 December 2014, does not
cover all buildings since the market for content and business
inventory in the Canton of Bern is open to all private insurance
companies. Thus, for the two case studies in the Canton of Bern,
we cannot validate the inundation model with the basic population
but only with a sample dataset. 311 damage claims are located in
the study area of Thun, and 470 claims are located in the study area
of Interlaken. In this study area, only the claims that could be local-
ized at the building level were used for validation, i.e., 147 damage
claims were not considered in the analysis because of an uncertain
geo-localization.
One problem in attributing the exposure to floods and flow
depths to vulnerable objects on a local scale is the spatial represen-
tation of the objects. An object represented by a point is probably
less exposed than the same object represented by a polygon (e.g.,
building footprint, Röthlisberger et al. 2017). Thus, the point infor-
mation from the insurance companies might not adequately repre-
sent the location of the building, especially in regards to the27exposition of floods near the outlines of the inundation area.
Therefore, we aggregated the pointwise damage and portfolio
information to the building footprints of the SwissTLM3D, provided
by the Federal Office of Topography (SWISSTOPO, 2017b). Because
the portfolio data are valid from 01 January 2014, to 31 December
2014 and the flood event occurred in August 2005, a dissent in the
datasets has to be assumed. For this issue, the precise dataset
‘‘Buildings and Dwellings statistic” (FSO 2014) from the Federal
Statistical Office containing information about the period of con-
struction was intersected with the building footprints as described
by Fuchs et al. (2017) and Röthlisberger et al. (2016, 2017). By
means of the known period of construction, buildings built after
2005 can be detected and dismissed. However, the construction
period is available only for residential buildings. We assume that
this removal of the buildings constructed after 2005 from all build-
ings better represents the situation at the time of the flood event.
In the case of Nidwalden, detailed information about the func-
tionality of all buildings in the study area is given. 28.1% of all
buildings defined as ‘‘minor constructions and auxiliary buildings”
do not overlay a building footprint polygon and 95.2% of all such
auxiliary buildings within the mapped flood event perimeter are
themselves not documented as affected, whereas 77.6% show at
least one entry with the same address but being exposed to the
flood in contrary. In practice, the insurance company of the Canton
of Nidwalden cumulates the information about losses for multiple
buildings (including minor constructions and auxiliary buildings
such as garages) from one owner to the home address of the owner.
The obvious errors due to this practice are considered by deleting
these footprints, as well as building footprint polygons not includ-
ing any portfolio point. The information about the building pur-
pose allows us to distinguish between residential and non-
residential units. In Thun and Interlaken, where such information
from the insurance company is lacking, the Buildings and Dwell-
ings statistic is used for this differentiation. In the study areas of
Nidwalden 17.8% of the exploitation information (residential or
non-residential) provided by the insurance company is not consis-
tent with the information from the Buildings and Dwellings statis-
tics. Reasons can be found, for instance, in mixed usage within the
same building or merged footprint polygons, due to spatial
proximity.
The validation based on insurance claims was compared with a
conventional validation approach. Namely, we used a second vali-
dation dataset, i.e., event documentations of the Cantons of Nid-
walden and Bern. These datasets delimit the flooded areas of the
flood event in August 2005 and are independent from the insur-
ance claims.
2.3.2. Validation metric
The processed insurance data can be used to validate the model
performance of the presented inundation models by adopting dif-
ferent metrics that allow for a spatially explicit application. The
most used metrics to compare real and modelled values are i)
the model fit measure, also named as the thread score, respectively
the F statistics or the critical success index CSI (Bates and deRoo,
2000; Horritt and Bates 2002; Tayefi et al., 2007, see Eq. (1)), and
ii) the flood area index FAI (Falter et al., 2013). Hereafter, we use
the term ‘‘model fit” for the first metric. Other metrics that can
be used on these data are accuracy statistics (Eq. (2)), the bias score
(eq. 3), the probability of detection (Eq. (4)) or hit rate, the false
alarm ratio (Eq. (5)), the probability of false detection or false alarm
rate (Eq. (6)), and the success index (Eq. (7)). For a detailed descrip-
tion we refer to Bennett et al. (2013). We will compare the model
fit with the other validation measures, with a focus on the compar-
ison between the model fit and the FAI (Eq. (8)). Both metrics are
based on the same equation but on different validation datasets.
In our case, the model fit is calculated on the basis of specific points
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quantitatively analysing the model performance, a visual perfor-
mance analysis is done.
The model prediction in terms of the number of exposed build-
ing footprint polygons are compared with the observed number of
exposed polygons. A building is defined as exposed if its footprint
intersects with a mesh element consisting of at least one node with
a flow depth greater than 0 m. If the building is correctly predicted
as inundated, it counts as a hit. Buildings predicted as dry by the
model and observed as inundated, are counted as misses. Correct
negatives are buildings that are predicted as dry by the model
and are observed as dry in the insurance claims. Buildings pre-
dicted as wet by the model but observed as dry in the insurance
claims are defined as false alarms.
F ¼ NumðSmod\
S
obsÞ
NumðSmod[SobsÞ
ð1Þ
Smod is the set of buildings predicted as flooded, and Sobs is the
set of buildings flooded. Num() denotes the number of members of
the set. The following metrics are used for comparison with the
model fit (Bennett et al., 2013).
Accuracy ¼ hitsþ correct negatives
total
ð2Þ
Bias score ¼ hitsþ false alarms
hitsþmisses ð3Þ
Probability of detection ðhit rateÞ ¼ hits
hitsþmisses ð4Þ
False alarm ratio ¼ false alarms
hitsþ false alarms ð5Þ
Probability of false detection ðfalse alarm rateÞ
¼ false alarms
correct negativesþ false alarms ð6Þ
Success index¼1
2
hits
hitsþmissesþ
correct negatives
correct negativesþ false alarms
 
ð7Þ
FAI ¼ M1D1
M1D1þM1D0þM0D1 ð8Þ
In this equation, M1D1 is the area simulated as flooded and
observed as wet, M1D0 is the predicted flooded area but observed
as dry in the observation, and M0D1 is the predicted dry area but
observed as wet.
3. Results and discussion
In this chapter, the results from the model validation are pre-
sented and discussed focussing on the model performance and
on the validation metrics. The absolute values used for calculating
the validation metrics are shown in Table 1. The values needed for
calculating the FAI are shown in Table 2. The values of theTable 1
Absolute values used for calculating the validation metrics of the four test cases (number
value Buochs/Ennetbürgen
Hits 227 (198)
Misses 55 (45)
Correct negatives 194 (154)
False alarms 60 (36)
276validation metrics are shown in Table 3. Regarding the model fit
measure (Eq. (1)) including all types of buildings (see Table 3), only
the simulation of Stansstad shows a satisfactory value above 0.7
which is commonly used as a treshold for good performance. In
relation to insurance claims, the model runs have a model fit of
0.66 in Buochs/Ennetbürgen, 0.74 in Stansstad, 0.56 in Thun, and
0.47 in Interlaken. Only considering residential buildings which
were constructed before the time of the flood event (values in
brackets), the model fit measure is considerably higher for
Buochs/Ennetbürgen and Stansstad, whereas this is not the case
in Thun or Interlaken. This behaviour can be seen for every valida-
tion metric, out of the already mentioned model fit measure (Eq.
(1)), the bias score (Eq. (3)), the hit rate (Eq. (4)) and the false alarm
ratio (Eq. (5)) in the case of Thun. From now on, only results corre-
sponding to all types of buildings are discussed. A difference in the
values of the model fit measure can be found between the case
studies with a complete damage and portfolio dataset in Nid-
walden (F = 0.66 and 0.74, respectively) and the two case studies
in the Canton of Bern, where only a sample dataset was provided
(F = 0.56 and 0.47, respectively). It is still an open question
whether this influences the validation results, and has to be
addressed in the future. The highest accuracy value (Eq. (2)) can
be found in Thun, where more than 90% of all buildings were pre-
dicted correctly with regard to hits (observed and modelled) and
correct negatives (not observed and not modelled). In all other
study areas, this value ranges from 77 to 79%.
The bias scores (Eq. (3)) show, that in Buochs/Ennetbürgen,
Stansstad and Thun ‘‘false alarms” compared to ‘‘misses” are over-
represented, leading to a bias score greater than 1. In these cases,
the flood model showed a tendency to overestimate the number
of exposed buildings. In Interlaken this relation is inverted and
the bias score is below 1. The high amount of misses also influ-
ences the hit rate (Eq. (4)). In Interlaken, in comparison to the other
model runs this value is low as well.
In Thun and Interlaken, 33–34% of all modelled events are false
alarms (Eq. (5), false alarm ratio), which is more than 10% higher
than in all other model regions. In the model region of Stansstad,
more than half of all buildings not being observed as exposed to
the flood were modelled as exposed (eq. 6, false alarm rate). In
Buochs/Ennetbürgen, this is applicable for 24%, in Interlaken for
13% and in Thun for 7%. The metric shown in equation 7 equally
weights the ability of the model to correctly detect occurrences
and non-occurrences (Bennet et al. 2013). The model run of Stans-
stad shows the lowest values.
The ratio between the modelled area intersecting the observed
area and the union of both (Eq. (8), flood area index) is showing the
highest scores for Buochs/Ennetbürgen. Depending on whether the
modelled river area is included and assumed as an M1D1 area
(‘‘hit”), this value again gets even higher (values in brackets,
Table 3). Particularly in Thun, the flood area index is enhanced
more than 10%. The corresponding maps are shown in Figs. 3–5.
In all case studies, differences between the modelled floods and
the documented inundation areas can be observed. In the case of
Buochs/Ennetbürgen, the model run resulted in an underestima-
tion of the inundated area in the northern part of the study area
(Fig. 3, left). This can be explained by the fact that a small tributary
was neglected, which, according to the event documentation, leadof buildings). Values in brackets show metrics only considering residential buildings.
Stansstad Thun Interlaken
164 (144) 137 (111) 162 (137)
16 (12) 37 (30) 105 (87)
35 (27) 975 (890) 528 (441)
42 (29) 72 (59) 79 (65)
Table 2
Absolute values used for calculating the flood area index FAI of the four test cases (m2). *Area of river reach included.
Value Buochs/Ennetbürgen Stansstad Thun Interlaken
M1D1 648,712 (62,823*) 267,452 752,937 (271,528*) 6,058,312 (679,770*)
M1D0 112,003 86,712 359,547 1,338,693
M0D1 131,638 42,788 120,445 1,756,338
Table 3
Validation metrics of the four test cases. Values in brackets show metrics only considering residential buildings. *River main channels count as an M1D1 (‘‘hit”), lake areas are
always excluded.
validation metric Buochs/Ennetbürgen Stansstad Thun Interlaken
model fit F 0.66 (0.71) 0.74 (0.78) 0.56 (0.56) 0.47 (0.47)
Accuracy 0.79 (0.81) 0.77 (0.81) 0.91 (0.92) 0.79 (0.79)
Bias score 1.02 (0.96) 1.14 (1.11) 1.20 (1.21) 0.90 (0.90)
Hit rate 0.81 (0.81) 0.91 (0.92) 0.79 (0.79) 0.61 (0.61)
False alarm ratio 0.21 (0.15) 0.20 (0.17) 0.34 (0.35) 0.33 (0.32)
False alarm rate 0.24 (0.19) 0.55 (0.52) 0.07 (0.06) 0.13 (0.13)
Success index 0.78 (0.81) 0.68 (0.70) 0.86 (0.86) 0.74 (0.74)
FAI 0.73 (0.74*) 0.67 0.61 (0.68*) 0.66 (0.69*)
Fig. 3. Map of the simulated inundation areas and insurance claims in Nidwalden. Map sources: SWISSTOPO (background map, reproduced by permission of SWISSTOPO
(BA17073), Cantonal insurance Nidwalden (claims), Canton of Nidwalden (event documentation dataset).
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dam of the main river is a special invention of the Cantonal engi-
neering administration. The discharge structures are designed in
a way that they can overflow without being breached. In case of
overflowing, the lee side of the dike is eroded and the excess flow
is suddenly guided towards the flood corridor. In contrast to our
simulation setup, the overflowwas, in reality, withheld for a longer
period and suddenly increased after the overflow. Thus, the peak
discharge of the excess flowmust have been slightly higher in real-
ity than in our simulation. However, the flood corridor was not
definitively implemented at the time of the flood and thus losses
occurred in this study area. Another area that was underestimated
by the model can be found in the case of Stansstad (Fig. 3, right). In
the eastern part of the study area, a wider area is predicted as
being dry, while documented as being wet according to the event
documentation. This underestimation is the result of neglecting
sediment transport in the small tributary Gieslibach. In the report
of the event documentation, the tributary flooded the left side
because the sediment retention basin was filled with sediment27and the water consequently flowed also towards the left in con-
trast to the evidence of the terrain model. Fig. 3 indicates a few
of buildings that are located within the flooded areas while,
according to the claim data, no damage had been caused during
the event. These buildings are either associated with a low vulner-
ability against flooding or they are located above the water surface
elevation at the micro-relief scale. In the case study of Thun (Fig. 4),
the model remarkably overestimated the flooded area near the two
branches of the Aare River in comparison with the event documen-
tation dataset. However, the insurance dataset shows damages in
this area. It is unknown, whether these damages resulted from
excess rainfall, groundwater flooding or from riverine flooding.
Note that we are not allowed to map single points of the losses
in Figs. 4 and 5 due to privacy reasons. The overestimation near
the lake outflow can be explained by micro-scale topographic fea-
tures not present in the terrain model. The area in the south of
Thun is underestimated by the model but mapped in the event
documentation. In reality, this area was affected by groundwater
flooding and not directly by lake flooding. In Interlaken, the
7
Fig. 4. Map of the simulated inundation areas and comparison with the event documentation data in Thun. The green colour shows the correctly predicted inundated areas,
the violet colour shows the overestimation, and the yellow colour shows the underestimation. Map sources: SWISSTOPO (background map, reproduced by permission of
SWISSTOPO (BA17073), Canton of Bern (event documentation dataset).
A.P. Zischg et al. / Journal of Hydrology 557 (2018) 350–361 357simulation resulted in a remarkable overestimation of the flooding
north of the highway due to the dike breach on the Lütschine River
(Fig. 5). However, the insurance claims show a considerable num-278ber of damages in this area. The model underestimated two weak
points along the Lütschine River. The weak point downstream of
the dam breach is not considered in the simulation because we
Fig. 5. Map of the simulated inundation areas and comparison with the event documentation data in Interlaken. The green colour shows the correctly predicted inundated
areas, the violet colour shows the overestimation, and the yellow colour shows the underestimation. Map sources: SWISSTOPO (background map, reproduced by permission
of SWISSTOPO (BA17073), Canton of Bern (event documentation dataset).
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ing and lateral dams implemented since 2005. However, the
underestimation of flooded areas along the Aare River cannot be
explained by simple topographical differences between 2014 and
2005. Here, the complex situation with two weirs and a branching
river might not be represented with sufficient accuracy. In our
model, the weirs are represented only as flow obstacles and not
as weirs. This situation needs to be optimized for future work. In
summary, most of the false predictions can be explained by
micro-topographic structures and changes in the river channel
due to flood prevention measures after the flood of 2005. Similar
observations were made by Horritt and Bates (2001b), Bates
et al. (2003), Fewtrell et al. (2008), Boettle et al. (2011), Dottori
et al. (2013), and Almeida et al. (2016). Nevertheless, the results
show an acceptable performance even without calibration
(Wright et al. 2017), iterative corrections of the mesh (Jakeman
et al. 2006), implementation of expert knowledge (Gharari et al.
2014), or the discussion of the uncertainty in the boundary condi-
tions (Pappenberger et al. 2006). However, adapting the computa-
tional mesh or the reconstruction of the river geometry as present
during the reference flood may result in a better performance. Fur-
thermore, the flood event of 2005 was a remarkable but not
extreme flood event. The peak discharge was not substantially
higher than the channel carrying capacity. Thus, after Stephens
et al. (2014) the validation values should be interpreted as conser-
vative. In this study, we considered a building as exposed if it is
affected by mesh nodes with a flow depth greater than 0 m. It
remains an open question, if this assumption affects the validation
metrics and has to be analysed in future works. The model fit cal-27culated on the basis of the insurance claims data differs from the
one based on flooded areas. In Stansstad, the F value is higher than
the FAI value. In this case study, claims are located in some areas
predicted as wet by the model and observed as dry by the event
documentation. In addition, a proportion of the areas predicted
as wet but observed as dry do not contain buildings at all. This
leads to an F value greater than the FAI value. In contrast, the F
value is significantly lower than the FAI value in the other three
case studies. Namely, relevant proportions of the areas that the
model predicted well are located outside of the urbanized area
while the deviations are located within the urbanized areas. In
the case study of Interlaken, this most apparent. The model run
erroneously predicted a relevant area in the centre of Interlaken
as flooded (Fig. 5) that contains a high number of buildings. In con-
trast, in a relevant proportion of the accurately predicted wet
areas, no buildings are located. This case demonstrates that the
validation based on insurance claims is only considering points
in space that are particularly relevant for flood risk assessment.4. Conclusions and recommendations
The comparison between two independent validation data sets
suggests that validation metrics using insurance claims can gener-
ally be compared to conventional validation data, e.g., the flooded
area. Although the model fit computed on the basis of insurance
claims gives similar results, the values are slightly lower than the
ones computed on the basis of the observed inundation areas in
three out of four test cases. Hence, it is shown that a model with
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areas does not necessarily exhibit a similarly good fit at locations
of particular interest for risk assessment. Thus, a validation on
the basis of insurance claims might be more conservative in cases
where model errors are more pronounced in areas with a high den-
sity of values at risk. As insurance portfolios and loss data repre-
sent the most relevant target for a validation of flood models
used for exposure assessments at the scale of the single buildings,
this data can be recommended for validating inundation models.
However, the considered model fit metric based on insurance
claim data penalizes both misses and false alarms. When a flood
loss analysis aims at capturing the worst case, e.g., for portfolio
analysis, the false alarms may have a lower weight, which is con-
sidered by the hit rate. the false alarm rate gives higher weights
to false alarms but is sensitive to the correct negatives and thus
to the delimitation of the study area. In summary, the use of addi-
tional validation metrics offers a more reliable base to assess speci-
fic aspects of the model performance rather than the model fit
measure alone. Insurance claim data allow to calculate most of
the binary validation metrics in a spatially explicit manner and,
thus, allow to obtain more detailed insights regarding the advan-
tages and the weak points of the selected 2D flood model. Never-
theless, the delimitation of the study area influences the
proportion of the number of buildings within and outside the
flooded areas and with it some of the described validation metrics.
Nevertheless, the insurance data have to be carefully pre-
processed before being using it for model validation. Special atten-
tion has to be given to examine whether the construction date of
each building corresponds to the date of the reference flood event
used for validation. The analysis showed that the removal of build-
ings constructed after the reference flood event influences the
model fit. Another point to consider in pre-processing insurance
claim data is to filter out claims associated to surface water flood-
ing, as shown by Bernet et al. (2017) or claims associated with
groundwater flooding. This has not been done in this study and
should be addressed in future studies. Nevertheless, insurance
claims constitute a potential validation dataset because of their
consistent and relatively homogeneous records over time. In con-
trast to flood event documentation data sets, insurance claims
are covering also small events and thus these data can remarkably
extent the validation data, in general. Still, it remains an open
question whether the flooded areas of past events can be recon-
structed on the basis of insurance claims data.
Last but not least, the data availability constrained by privacy
protection is a critical point. This will likely remain the main lim-
itation of the presented approach. However, the presented valida-
tion approach can be adapted to situations where insurance claims
are not available, when mapped flooded areas and a building data-
set are obtainable. With an overlay between the flooded areas and
the buildings’ footprints, a binary validation dataset similar to a
dataset of insurance claims could be created.5. Code and/or data availability
The BASEMENT software is freely available at http://www.base-
ment.ethz.ch. The validation data is under strict privacy rights and
unfortunately it cannot be shared. The inundation models used for
the validation are available under the creative commons attribu-
tion at zenodo.org (https://www.zenodo.org/record/815,136#.
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Abstract Thanks to modelling advances and the increase in computational resources in
recent years, it is now feasible to perform 2-D urban flood simulations at very high spatial
resolutions and to conduct flood risk assessments at the scale of single buildings. In this
study, we explore the sensitivity of flood loss estimates obtained in such micro-scale
analyses to the spatial representation of the buildings in the 2D flood inundation model and
to the hazard attribution methods in the flood loss model. The results show that building
representation has a limited effect on the exposure values (i.e. the number of elements at
risk), but can have a significant impact on the hazard values attributed to the buildings. On
the other hand, the two methods for hazard attribution tested in this work result in
remarkably different flood loss estimates. The sensitivity of the predicted flood losses to
the attribution method is comparable to the one associated with the vulnerability curve.
The findings highlight the need for incorporating these sources of uncertainty into micro-
scale flood risk prediction methodologies.
Keywords Inundation modelling  Micro-scale  Building representation  Flood
loss estimation
1 Introduction
Flood inundation numerical models are a well-established approach for conducting flood
risk analysis. Although one-dimensional hydrodynamic models are still in widespread use
for many applications, the use of two-dimensional models is required in built-up areas to
reproduce the complex, multidirectional flow paths generated by urban features (Apel et al.
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2009). Thanks to modelling advances and the increase in computational resources in recent
years, it is now feasible to perform 2-D urban flood simulations at resolutions as low as
10 cm (Ozdemir et al. 2013; de Almeida et al. 2016). Together with the increase in data
availability, this has opened up the possibility of conducting flood risk analysis and
assessing damages at the scale of the single building (micro-scale), without the need for
spatial aggregation of elements at risk (Staffler et al. 2008; Merz et al. 2010; Zischg et al.
2013, 2018; Fuchs et al. 2015, 2017; Röthlisberger et al. 2017). In micro-scale risk
analyses, flood hazard is estimated by means of spatially detailed models solving the 2D
shallow water equations. In addition, fine-resolution geospatial datasets are exploited to
characterize the reconstruction value and the vulnerability of each building. Such a detailed
analysis is relevant to reliably assess the effectiveness of flood protection measures for
reducing flood risk in individual areas (Ernst et al. 2010). It can be used to objectively
evaluate the economic cost-effectiveness of individual precautionary measures on build-
ings (i.e. retrofitting methods) (Arrighi et al. 2013), or be part of decision support systems
to evaluate flood risk (Qi and Altinakar 2011).
The adoption of a micro-scale flood modelling approach allows the representation of
small-scale structural elements and small topographic variations explicitly in the hydro-
dynamic model, instead of parameterizing their effects via subgrid scale models or arti-
ficial roughness (Abdullah et al. 2012; Abily et al. 2016). The value of roughness
coefficient in such a 2D hydrodynamic model is thus set to represent only small-scale
roughness, its calibration being less important than for low spatial resolution models
(Horritt and Bates 2002). This is relevant because of the lack of sufficient data for model
calibration and validation in many locations. However, sensitivity to other model features,
such as the mesh set-up in relation to the building pattern and the building representation,
may have a significant impact on the hydrodynamic results and, in turn, on the flood loss
results. A few studies deal with these effects in urban areas (Fewtrell et al. 2008, 2011;
Sampson et al. 2012; Schubert and Sanders 2012). However, these aspects have received
far less attention for rural and peri-urban situations and have been generally explored in
isolation from evaluation of uncertainties in loss estimation approaches.
Several methods have been proposed in recent years to represent buildings in shallow
water models. A first group of methods parameterizes the effects of buildings on flooding
by means of porosity parameters (Cea and Vázquez-Cendón 2009; Schubert and Sanders
2012; Guinot 2012) or by building coverage and conveyance reduction factors (Chen et al.
2012a, b). This allows the simulation of urban flood flows with a relatively coarse mesh
and hence a fast execution time. However, these methods are not suitable for micro-scale
flood modelling, which aims at capturing the localized variability of flood depth and
velocity around buildings. In this case, a so-called resolved approach, which explicitly
considers the exact building geometries, is needed (Schubert and Sanders 2012). The
building block (BB) method and the building hole (BH) method are among the most used
methods of this type. In the BB method, a digital surface model that incorporates the
heights of the rooftops is used to produce a local elevation rise of the grid cells within
building footprints. In the BH method, the area within the building footprints is excluded
from the model domain, and closed boundary conditions are enforced at building walls. As
noted by Bellos and Tsakiris (2015), reservations have been expressed for the BB and BH
methods, related to the fact that they do not simulate flood flow inside the building and
therefore any possible storage effects of the buildings are not taken into account. However,
alternative methods such as the representation of the exterior walls of each building with an
inlet on the front wall (Bellos and Tsakiris 2015), so that water can slip into the house, are
seldom used in practical applications.
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A key component of any flood risk analysis is the vulnerability assessment (Fuchs et al.
2012; Papathoma-Köhle et al. 2017) which is frequently focused only on direct flood loss.
Depth-damage functions, which denote the flood damage that would occur at specific water
depths per asset or per land-use class, are typically applied for this purpose. Other factors
such as flow velocity are presumed to influence flood damage, but their general consid-
eration in monetary loss modelling is not recommended (Kreibich et al. 2009). From a
practitioner’s perspective, the application of depth-damage functions is, therefore, the
standard approach to assessing urban flood loss. The development of site-specific depth-
damage functions is not feasible at many locations, and the use of models developed
elsewhere is common practice in the literature (Apel et al. 2006; Notaro et al. 2014). In
fact, libraries of depth-damage curves are available for different regions (Davis and Skaggs
1992; Green 2003). In addition to the inherent uncertainty in the depth-damage curves,
their extrapolation to regions where building characteristics are not necessarily the same
raises concerns regarding their local representativeness (Cammerer et al. 2013; McGrath
et al. 2015). Various studies have already acknowledged the uncertainty and limitations
associated with the use of depth-damage curves in flood damage estimation (de Moel and
Aerts 2011; Sampson et al. 2014). Freni et al. (2010) suggest that the use of highly detailed
2D hydraulic models in flood risk assessments might not be justified if depth-damage
curves are used to assess damages, given the significant uncertainties of the later.
In addition to the selection of a suitable depth-damage curve, other modelling choices
need to be made in flood risk assessments. It is necessary to define how the number of
exposed buildings will be counted and how the inundation characteristics will be assigned
to each exposed building. Exposure information is essentially provided through the
overlapping of the building footprint and the hazard maps. The high spatial resolution of
the hazard results in micro-scale flood assessments allows, however, for different exposure
evaluation, i.e. building counting, methods. A building can be assumed to be affected by
the inundation if water depths computed within its footprint are above a certain wet–dry
threshold. More sophisticated methods consider a buffer distance between the building
edges and the flooded areas or calculate the proportion of the external perimeter of a
property that is wet in the case of partially flooded buildings (Environment Agency 2014).
On the other hand, the assignment of flow characteristics (water depths in the general case)
to each building may be performed in different ways. This is referred to as flow depth
attribution method in this paper. In the micro-scale flood risk analysis performed by Ernst
et al. (2010), the water depth in the building is obtained either by averaging the water depth
in the neighbouring cells or by linearly interpolating the ground level and the free surface
elevation inside the asset. The aforementioned differences in attribution methods can
potentially result in very different flood damage estimates. Yet, to the best of our
knowledge, there are no studies available that have quantified its impact on the flood loss
predictions.
Hence, the main research question for this paper is how flood loss estimates are
influenced by the building representation and the flow depth attribution methods. To
answer this question, we conduct a micro-scale flood loss assessment in a low-density
residential case study that is typical for rural and peri-urban hilly landscapes in Europe.
The modelling framework comprises a flood inundation model and a flood loss model,
which provide hazard and impact estimates for a given flood event at a high spatial
resolution. We analyse the sensitivity of the predicted flood loss to the building repre-
sentation in the flood inundation model and to the vulnerability function and attribution
method in the flood loss model. The benefits and limitations of the different methods are
evaluated, and the applicability for real-world case studies is discussed. The main aim of
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this work is to contribute to the development of consistent frameworks for micro-scale
flood risk assessments, with a balanced accuracy and spatial detail of the different steps of
the modelling process.
2 Methods
The model experiment was set up on the basis of a flood inundation model and a flood loss
model (Fig. 1). Both sub-modules were altered in the experiment. While we kept the
upstream boundary condition of the flood inundation model constant, i.e. the inflow
hydrograph, we varied the computational mesh with different representations of the
buildings. In the flood loss module, the building dataset was kept constant while we varied
the flow depth attribution methods and the vulnerability functions. The methodology is
described in more detail below.
2.1 Study area
We set up the model experiment in the case study of Steffisburg, a community in the
Canton of Bern in Switzerland. The study area covers an area of 4.8 km2 and is located on
the alluvial fan of the Zulg River (Fig. 2). The fan has an average slope of 1.3%. The Zulg
River has a catchment area of 90 km2. The main village of Steffisburg is located along the
Zulg River sprawling towards south and the city of Thun. It has 15,700 inhabitants and
1682 buildings. The density of buildings is low in comparison with urban areas (* 350
buildings per km2) but not as low as in rural areas. The average distance between three
neighbouring buildings is 14.4 m with a standard deviation of 12.6 m. In comparison,
Schubert and Sanders (2012) computed an average gap between buildings in an urban
environment of 3.8 m. Hence, the village can be classified as a typical peri-urban settle-
ment. The majority of the buildings are of residential and combined residential/commercial
use. In the south and the north of the study area, two clusters of industrial/commercial
buildings are located.
2.2 Flood inundation model
A flood inundation model of the area was set up using the software Iber (Bladé et al. 2014).
The model solves the 2D depth-averaged shallow water equations by means of a finite
Flood inundaon model
Building representaon (mesh A, B, C, D)
DEM (DSM and DTM)
Building footprints
Flood loss model
Depth aribuon to buildings (“MAX”,“MEAN”)
Vulnerability funcons (dol) 
Dataset of values at risk
Building footprints
Residenal register data
Communal land use plans
DEM (DSM and DTM)
Building footprints
Building reconstrucon value
Flow depth at the mesh nodes
Results
# affected buildings and exposed residents
Total flood losses
Fig. 1 Flow diagram of the methodology: flood inundation model, flood loss model and dataset of values at
risk
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volume method. It computes the water depth and the two horizontal components of the
depth-averaged velocity, the former constituting the basis for the flood hazard assessment
in this work. The model Iber has been successfully applied in a wide range of flood
modelling studies (Bodoque et al. 2016; González-Aguirre et al. 2016; Álvarez et al. 2017;
Bonasia et al. 2017), including detailed flood assessments in urban areas, in which the flow
depth field was evaluated at the scale of the streets and buildings (Garrote et al. 2016;
Bermúdez et al. 2017). For a detailed description of the model and additional validation
examples, we refer to Bladé et al. (2014) and Cea et al. (2016), and the references therein.
The model is run in an uncalibrated mode using typical physical values for the Manning
roughness coefficient, as proposed by Zischg et al. (2018). This is justified due to the low
sensitivity of the model to the friction parameter and the absence of documented flood
events that could be used for validation.
We set up the flood inundation model at the micro-scale, which implies that exposure
and hazard must be assessed at the scale of individual elements at risk such as buildings or
infrastructures. The flood model must, therefore, represent flows at this targeted spatial
scale. The domain was discretized accordingly by an unstructured computational mesh at a
very high spatial resolution, with mesh sizes of 2.5 m in the built-up areas and the river
channel, and between 5 and 10 m in the non-urbanized areas. Element size is thus smaller
than the critical length scales determined by building dimensions and building separation
distances (Fewtrell et al. 2008). The total number of elements in the mesh is approximately
1,000,000, the exact number is depending on the mesh set-up explained below. We used a
0.5-m resolution digital elevation model (DEM) derived from LiDAR and a building
footprint map to define the model geometry. Two different DEMs were used in this study: a
‘‘bare-earth’’ digital terrain model (DTM) and a digital surface model (DSM) which
incorporates the elevation of the buildings (i.e. the heights of the rooftops). Four different
0 0.25 0.50.125
km
10°0'0"E8°0'0"E6°0'0"E
48°0'0"N
47°0'0"N
46°0'0"N
France
Germany
Italy
Switzerland
Zulg river
Fig. 2 Extent of the study area. The Zulg River flows from NE to W through the village of Steffisburg
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Fig. 3 Mesh geometries with different representations of the buildings (3D view). In a, buildings are
represented as holes, while in b–d the area covered by the buildings is part of the mesh. The z-coordinates of
the nodes within the building footprints equal the values of the DTM in b and the values of the DSM in c and
d
Fig. 4 Detail of the mesh around a building, overlaid on an aerial image. Meshes B and C are identical in
this plan view, although elevations assigned to the nodes within the building footprint differ. Building
footprints serve as constraints for mesh generation in meshes A, B and C
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mesh configurations were considered (Figs. 3, 4), which differ on the building represen-
tation, as follows:
• Mesh A The building hole method BH is used to represent the buildings. Buildings are
thus void areas in the mesh and buildings’ walls fit exactly with numerical mesh edges.
• Mesh B Buildings are not represented in the model. For this purpose, the area covered
by the buildings is not excluded from the calculation domain and the topography is
defined from the DTM. The building footprint is still used to generate the mesh, so the
mesh nodes located in the building walls stay at the same location as in mesh A.
• Mesh C The building block method BB is used to represent the buildings. This means
that the buildings are not excluded from the calculation domain, and they appear as
blocks with the height of the roofs in the mesh. The building footprint is used to
generate the mesh, so building walls are aligned with internal element edges in the
mesh (Fig. 4b). This allows a precise representation of the contours of the buildings in
the mesh, as shown in Fig. 3c.
• Mesh D The building block method BB is used to represent the buildings, as in mesh C.
However, the building footprint is not used to create the mesh, so mesh nodes are not
forced to lie along the building footprint (Fig. 4c). As a consequence, the mesh cannot
fit exactly the walls of the buildings, no matter how fine the resolution of the mesh is.
Building walls are thus subject to an effect similar to the ‘‘staircase effect’’ that appears
at curved and slanted interface boundaries on regular Cartesian grids (Kumar et al.
2009), as can be seen in Fig. 3d.
2.3 Values at risk
In this study, we focus on losses to buildings. Damages on house content, infrastructure or
indirect losses are not considered. Hence, the dataset of the values at risk consists of a
spatial dataset representing the buildings and their characteristics. The building is spatially
represented by its footprint polygon. This basic dataset was extracted from the terrain
model of the Federal Office for Topography (swisstopo). Adjacent polygons were merged
to one polygon. We attributed the data of the residential register to the building footprints.
These data were provided by the Federal Office for Statistics. This results in the number of
residents per building. With this dataset, it was possible to classify all buildings with
residential purpose. In a further step, we attributed the land-use categories of the communal
land-use plans to each building. This leads to a distinction between buildings with resi-
dential, commercial, industrial and public purpose. Moreover, we attributed the volume of
the building by computing the average difference between DSM and DTM and multiplying
it with the footprint area. The reconstruction value of each building was successively
computed on the basis of the volume and a typical price per volume differentiated by
building category. The approach followed the methods presented in Fuchs et al.
(2015, 2017) and Röthlisberger et al. (2017).
2.4 Flood loss model
The flood loss model combines the outcomes of the inundation model with the dataset of
the values at risk. To allow the assessment of the uncertainties in the methods for repre-
senting the buildings in the mesh and in the methods for attributing flow depths to the
buildings, the flood loss model has to be designed in a flexible way. The spatial repre-
sentation of the buildings by their footprints is held constant in all methods for pre-
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processing the mesh. However, depending on the representation of the buildings in the
mesh, the flow depth attribution method changes. Thus, the flood loss model allows to
consider different set-ups. In all set-ups, a building is counted as affected by the flood
process if (a) a mesh node within the building footprint or (b) a mesh node at the border of
the building footprint has a flow depth[ 0. In addition, the model allows the consideration
of a building as affected if (c) a mesh node within a user-defined buffer distance is
modelled as wet.
To account for the different building representation methods in one flood loss model, we
set up the procedure described in the following steps. In a first step, the computational
mesh of the Iber flood model is read in and a point dataset of nodes is created. Second, the
nodes point dataset is intersected with the building footprint dataset and a topology table is
created. Herein, two situations can be handled. The intersection between both datasets
results in a new point dataset. This dataset contains all buildings that have nodes of the
computational mesh located within its footprint polygon. All other buildings not having
any nodes located within their footprints are considered in a further step. For these
buildings, a near table is computed by considering a maximum buffer distance and a
maximal number of nodes to consider in the neighbourhood analysis. This results in a
table listing the mesh nodes that are relevant for attributing the flow depths to the building.
The buffer distance and the maximum number of points to be considered in the analysis
can be defined by the user. In our study, we defined a search radius of 0.5 m and a
maximum number of 100 nodes to consider in the neighbourhood analysis. Third, the
simulation outputs of the Iber model, i.e. the flow depths per mesh node and time step, are
read into an array.
For each building, it is iteratively searched in the topology tables if the building
intersects directly or indirectly (neighbourhood) with the mesh nodes. If the intersection
between building and mesh nodes is a direct overlay, the flow depth is directly attributed to
the building from the flow depths located within the building footprint. This can be done
either by computing the average (MEAN) or the maximum flow depth of all nodes (MAX).
If the building has no mesh nodes within its footprint, the flow depth is attributed from the
neighbouring mesh nodes. Herein, also the average or the maximum could be defined
depending on the research question. However, in the case of the ‘‘MEAN’’ attribution
method, the average is computed by inversely weighting the distance between the building
and the mesh nodes. The flow depth attribution is done for each time step of the flood
inundation simulation. Consequently, a flow depth hydrograph is extracted for each
building. In a subsequent step, the maximum flow depth over all time steps for each
building is used to compute the degree of loss by means of the vulnerability function.
In this study, we used the vulnerability functions of Totschnig et al. (2011), Papathoma-
Köhle et al. (2015), Hydrotec (2001), as cited in Merz and Thieken (2009), Jonkman et al.
(2008) and Dutta et al. (2003). We used different vulnerability functions because, on the
one hand, we aim at assessing the uncertainties in this part of the flood loss model and, on
the other hand, we do not have loss data to validate the loss function or to choose the
function with the highest fit. However, each of the selected vulnerability functions allows
us to delineate a degree of loss for each building depending on the magnitude of the flood,
i.e. the flow depth at the building scale in our case. The degree of loss dol resulting from
the vulnerability function and the flow depth is used to compute the loss of the building.
This is done by multiplying the dol with the reconstruction value of each building. Finally,
all losses computed at single building level are summed up at the level of the study area.
With these specifications, the flood loss module is able to consider all four approaches
for representing the buildings in the loss modelling. In mesh A, only the mesh nodes within
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a distance of 0.5 m from the outline of the building footprint are considered in the flow
depth attribution. In meshes B, C, and D, the mesh nodes within the building footprint or
within a distance of 0.5 m from the outline are considered.
3 Results and discussion
The application of the flood loss model on the outcomes of four different flood inundation
models, combined with two flow depth attribution methods and five vulnerability func-
tions, resulted in forty simulation results. The number of affected buildings ranges from
572 to 618, and the number of exposed residents ranges from 3373 to 3502. The results of
the exposure analyses are shown in Table 1. Mesh set-up D shows the lowest numbers of
exposed buildings and residents, while mesh A shows the highest. Although the variability
in the exposure is below 8%, this demonstrates that the procedure is sensitive to the mesh
set-up and the approach of representing the buildings in the mesh.
Differences in flood extent between meshes A, C and D, which include different rep-
resentations of the buildings, are below 0.3%. On the other hand, mesh B shows an
increase in the flooded area of around 10% with respect to the other mesh configurations.
However, given that buildings are not represented in mesh B, the internal area of affected
buildings is counted as flooded area.
In contrast to the flood exposure, the flow depths at single building vary markedly with
the mesh set-up and the flow depth attribution method. Figure 5 shows a comparison
between the mesh set-ups and the flow depth attribution method. Obviously, the ‘‘MAX’’
flow depth attribution method results in higher flow depths at building scale than the
‘‘MEAN’’ method. The differences are particularly high for mesh C and mesh D, given that
the dry nodes within the building footprint (nodes with the height of the rooftops) are used
in the calculation of the mean depth of the building. In these cases, the ‘‘MEAN’’ method
underestimates flow depths. In an additional calculation, we removed the nodes within the
buildings and counted only the nodes at the outline of the building footprint in meshes B
and C, or the neighbouring mesh nodes in mesh D. If the nodes within the building are
excluded from the flood loss calculation, the flow depths are higher and more similar to the
ones computed with mesh A (see Table 2). In the case of mesh B, the difference with the
original mean depth value is very small, given that the nodes within the footprint are
assigned the height of the ground and can thus be flooded. This leads to the conclusion that
in averaging the flow depths (‘‘MEAN’’ attribution method), the nodes within the building
footprints should be excluded if their z-coordinates represent the building heights (BB
method) and consequently do not exhibit relevant flow depths.
Table 1 Flood extent, number of exposed residents and number of affected buildings with the different
mesh configurations
Mesh Flood extent (m2) # Affected buildings # Exposed residents
A 1,107,339 618 3502
B 1,242,711 592 3447
C 1,107,045 589 3391
D 1,110,062 572 3373
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On average over all buildings, the flow depths attributed to the buildings by the ‘‘MAX’’
attribution method are systematically and markedly higher than the ones computed with the
‘‘MEAN’’ method. It should be noted that differences are also very relevant for mesh A,
which has no nodes within the building footprints, and for mesh B, in which the nodes of
the building footprint are assigned the height of the ground and can thus be flooded. In this
relatively steep study area, the range of z-coordinates at the outlines of the building
footprints (i.e. the difference between the minimum and maximum altitudes of the building
footprint) is 0.78 m on average. Large buildings have a length of up to 80 m, which results
in an altitude difference of up to 8.8 m. This significant variation in z-coordinates across
the footprints results in variable flow depths within a single building. A significant portion
of all buildings is only partially wet. It is concluded from the above that, as the flow depth
is relevant for the computation of the degree of loss, the flood loss computation is highly
sensitive to the flow depth attribution method.
When comparing the flow depths at building scale of the different mesh set-ups, the
relevance of the flow depth attribution method becomes obvious again (see Fig. 6).
However, the ‘‘MAX’’ attribution method has a relatively low sensitivity to the mesh set-
up. The flow depths assigned to buildings are very similar for all four mesh set-ups. In
Fig. 5 Scatter plot of depth values assigned to each building with the different hazard attribution methods
Table 2 Average depth (m) attributed to buildings
Mesh Flow depth (m)
‘‘MAX’’ attribution
method
Flow depth (m)
‘‘MEAN’’ attribution
method
Flow depth (m)
‘‘MEAN’’ attribution method (nodes within
buildings excluded)
A 0.623 0.248 Not applicable
B 0.624 0.190 0.192
C 0.667 0.088 0.242
D 0.655 0.046 0.263
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contrast, the ‘‘MEAN’’ attribution method implies a higher sensitivity as meshes C and D
result in significantly lower depths in buildings than meshes A and B. The averaged flow
depths (‘‘MEAN’’) differ markedly between the mesh set-up, whereas the maximum flow
depths (‘‘MAX’’) do not vary significantly. Hence, the latter flow depth assignment method
produces robust estimations. It should be noted, however, that this robustness does not
imply that the accuracy of the method is necessarily superior. If flow depths vary signif-
icantly across a single building, the depths obtained with the ‘‘MAX’’ attribution method
might not be representative for damage assessment and produce an overestimation of
losses.
The generally higher flow depths computed with the ‘‘MAX’’ assignment method result
consequently in higher losses. Table 3 shows the computed flood losses on buildings
summed up for the study area. The overall losses range from 800,000 CHF to 284 million
Fig. 6 Scatter plot of depth values assigned to each building with the different mesh configurations
Table 3 Total flood losses in million Swiss Francs (CHF)
Mesh Hazard
attribution
Vulnerability function Mean ± SD
Totschnig
et al. (2011)
Papathoma-
Köhle et al.
(2015)
Hydrotec
(2001)
Jonkman
et al.
(2008)
Dutta
et al.
(2003)
A MAX 264.9 248.3 241.0 73.0 237.8 213.0 ± 78.9
MEAN 33.2 41.9 123.5 14.0 100.1 62.5 ± 46.8
B MAX 265.5 247.2 235.4 70.5 233.6 210.4 ± 79.3
MEAN 21.9 28.6 103.5 10.6 81.5 49.2 ± 40.8
C MAX 284.0 263.8 243.9 76.8 243.7 222.4 ± 83.1
MEAN 2.9 5.0 60.5 4.9 42.3 23.1 ± 26.6
D MAX 248.0 238.0 236.5 80.3 228.1 206.2 ± 70.7
MEAN 0.8 1.6 38.5 2.9 26.9 14.2 ± 17.4
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CHF. This is a remarkable uncertainty range and thus it underlines the importance of this
sensitivity analysis. The flood loss computation is markedly sensitive to both the vulner-
ability function and the flow depth attribution method. While the first observation is in line
with other studies (Apel et al. 2008, 2009; de Moel and Aerts 2011), the second obser-
vation adds new insights in the discussion of uncertainties in flood loss modelling.
Depending on the flow depth attribution method, the total loss differs by two orders of
magnitude. This can be explained by the differences in the flow depths at the single
buildings. Especially, the consideration of mesh nodes within building footprint has to be
avoided in averaging flow depths if these mesh nodes do not represent the z-coordinates of
the ground floor but those of the roof top.
However, if only one vulnerability function and one flow depth attribution method is
considered distinctly, but the mesh set-up is varied, the losses result as relatively robust.
While mesh A is the most conservative in terms of number of exposed buildings and
residents, it is not the most conservative in total losses. Mesh C with the ‘‘MAX’’ attri-
bution method results in the highest losses.
From the viewpoint of the vulnerability functions, the one described by Jonkman et al.
(2008) results in the lowest losses. This function was elaborated on data in the Netherlands.
Still, the presented case study in an Alpine environment might differ markedly from a
lowland situation in terms of process characteristics. The functions of Totschnig et al.
(2011) and Papathoma-Köhle et al. (2015) consider torrential processes and sediment
transport and might be more adequate for this case study. Nevertheless, as Cammerer et al.
(2013) and Amadio et al. (2016) discussed, the transferability of vulnerability functions
may be questioned in any case. However, the choice of the vulnerability function and a
validation was out of scope of this study and the focus was laid on the comparison of
different uncertainty sources.
From the view point of the real-world applicability, the four building representation
methods applied in this work have distinct advantages and disadvantages, and the choice of
method will depend on the available data and the particular application. All four methods
result in computationally demanding simulations, given the grid size required to capture
the complex flow between buildings. For applications that require multiple simulations or
fast results, the development of computationally more efficient surrogates of these models
might become necessary (Bermúdez et al. 2018). Model set-up complexity does vary
significantly between the methods and is thus likely to be a more relevant criterion for
choosing an approach. If a suitable DSM is available, the approach corresponding to mesh
D (i.e. the BB method without building geometry data) is the easiest to implement, given
that building footprints are not used to constrain the mesh. However, in order to capture
precisely the contours of the buildings, a very fine grid is needed. On the other hand,
methods which make use of building footprints to produce sharp elevation changes at
building interfaces (meshes A and C in this work) are more demanding from a pre-
processing perspective. However, they could potentially allow for a certain mesh size
optimization, up to the critical grid sizes defined by building dimensions and separation
distances, as noted by Fewtrell et al. (2008). This aspect is beyond the scope of this work,
and no coarsening was applied in this study to ensure consistency between the four mesh
configurations. The number of mesh elements can be further reduced if the buildings are
represented as holes in the mesh (as in mesh A). However, this may be a disadvantage for
certain applications, such as the computation of rainfall–runoff transformation from direct
precipitation over the model domain. If the mesh excludes the areas covered by the
buildings, the rainfall fields need to be modified to account for the artificial loss of area.
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4 Conclusions
The presented model experiment allowed to assess and compare two uncertainty sources in
flood loss modelling at the micro-scale. We analysed the sensitivity of a typical flood loss
modelling set-up to the method for representing the buildings in the computational mesh of
2D flood models and to the method for assigning flow depths from the simulation outcomes
to the single buildings.
The model experiment leads to the following main conclusions.
1. At the micro-scale, the topology between a building footprint and the computational
mesh in a high spatial resolution is characterized by a high number of mesh nodes per
building. Thus, the flow depths of the mesh nodes have to be interpolated in some way
to assign the flow depth to the building since this parameter is needed for computing
the degree of loss and consequently the loss at single building scale. As the flow depth
attribution method can significantly influence the outcomes of flood loss analyses, we
recommend that the chosen method is explicitly described in future studies.
2. The attribution of the maximum flow depth of all nodes within the building footprint
and a specified buffer distance to the building is robust. With this attribution method,
the mesh set-up (i.e. the method of representing the buildings in the computational
mesh) does not significantly influence the loss estimation. In contrast, it becomes
relevant when the flow depths are averaged over all nodes within the building. Herein,
the nodes within the building footprint but representing the heights of the roof tops
rather than the ground floor level result in flow depths of 0 m. Hence, these nodes
should not be considered in averaging the flow depths. The mesh set-up should thus be
designed so that it fits with the flow depth attribution method.
3. The exposure assessment is not highly sensitive to the building representation method.
From this perspective, the benefits of using the more complex building representation
methods in the flood inundation model are not clear. Results, however, showed that
this low sensitivity to the mesh set-up is valid for the maximum flow depth attribution
method only. Hence, in low-density peri-urban environments, the way how to consider
the buildings in the mesh is dependent on the flow depth attribution method and thus it
plays a role for exposure and flood loss estimations. Hence, further analyses should be
aimed at finding a threshold for building density that acts as a proxy for areas in which
the building representation method is relevant or not.
Software availability A free version of the model Iber is available for download at www.
iberaula.es. The flood loss model and the procedure for processing the Iber simulation
outcomes are incorporated in a Python script. The code with the functions used in this
study is available at GitHub https://github.com/zischg/IBERfloodlossmodel. The functions
follow mainly the procedure described in the method section.
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A B S T R A C T
Surface water floods (SWFs) do not only increasingly threaten cities, but also affect rural areas. So far, little
research has been dedicated to the prediction of SWFs in rural environments, although in practice the process is
already being considered in deterministic flood hazard assessments. To test the validity of such assessments, we
select four raster-based models with differing complexity and evaluate whether they reliably predict inundated
areas by SWF in rural areas. The uncalibrated models are first applied to four artificial surfaces and second, to
eight case studies covering manifold geographical and meteorological settings. For the case studies, the models'
prediction skills are assessed based on inundated areas inferred from various sources. The models’ performance
is rather low for all case studies, which highlights the necessity for calibration and/or validation of such models.
Moreover, the case studies provide more general conclusions concerning the modeling of SWFs in rural areas.
Software availability
• FLO-2D (cf. Sect. 2.1.1)
– Details: FLO-2D Pro (Build No. 16.06.16)
– Developers: FLO-2D Software Inc. (P.O. Box 66, Nutrioso, AZ
85932, United States)
– Requirements: Windows 7 or higher
– Cost: $995.00
– URL: https://www.flo-2d.com/flo-2d-pro/
• FloodArea (cf. Sect. 2.1.2)
– Details: FloodAreaHPC-Desktop 10.3 (4 Cores) on
ArcGIS®10.3.0.4322
– Developers: geomer GmbH (Im Breitspiel 11 b, 69126 Heidelberg,
Germany)
– Requirements: Windows 7 or higher and ArcGIS®10.3
– Cost: €11′845.00 for 4 cores (€3′875.00 for 1 core)
– URL: http://www.geomer.de/en/software/floodarea
• r.sim.water (cf. Sect. 2.1.3)
– Details: Module r.sim.water in GRASS GIS 7.2.0 (2016)
– Developers: H. Mitasova, J. Hofierka, C. Thaxton (and GRASS
Development Team)
– Requirements: Windows, Linux or Mac OSX
– Cost: Free of charge (GNU General Public Licence)
– URL: https://grass.osgeo.org/grass72/manuals/r.sim.water.html
• MFD (cf. Sect. 2.1.4)
– Details: Tool Flow Accumulation (Top-Down) with option
“Multiple Flow Direction” in SAGA GIS 4.1.0 (64-bit)
– Developers: O. Conrad and T. Grabs
– Requirements: Windows or Linux
– Cost: Free of charge (GNU General Public Licence)
– URL: http://www.saga-gis.org/saga_tool_doc/4.1.0/ta_hydrology_
0.html
1. Introduction
Economic losses caused by floods have been heavily increasing over
the past decades in absolute terms (Thieken et al., 2007; Kron et al.,
2012; Grahn and Nyberg, 2017), mostly driven by societal development
(e.g. Cutter and Emrich, 2005), but possibly exacerbated by climate
change (Falconer et al., 2009; Barredo, 2009; Kundzewicz et al., 2014).
In particular, the frequency and the intensity of heavy rainfall is ex-
pected to increase in many places in the future (Kundzewicz et al.,
2014). This has drawn growing attention to surface water floods
(SWFs), which are caused by intense rainfall that cannot be drained
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2018.08.005
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altogether by means of natural and/or artificial drainage systems, stem
from surcharged sewers, channels, culverted watercourses or ground-
water springs and, consequently, result in ponded water and overland
flow (Hankin et al., 2008; Falconer et al., 2009). With a particular high
percentage of impermeable areas, cities are particularly prone to SWFs,
as exemplified by recent devastating flood events affecting urbanized
areas in Western Europe, such as Hull, UK (Pitt, 2008; Coulthard and
Frostick, 2010), Copenhangen, DK (Haghighatafshar et al., 2014),
Amsterdam, NL (Gaitan et al., 2016; Spekkers et al., 2017) or Münster,
DE (Spekkers et al., 2017). Cities in developing countries are even more
severely impacted, as examples from Southeast Asia (Chan et al., 2012;
Hénonin et al., 2013) or Africa (Di Baldassarre et al., 2010; Kundzewicz
et al., 2014) illustrate.
Not surprisingly, a lot of research is dedicated to urban areas in
terms of modeling SWFs (e.g. Maksivomić et al., 2009; Chen et al.,
2012; Sampson et al., 2013; de Almeida et al., 2016), flood loss esti-
mation (e.g. Merz et al., 2010; Jongman et al., 2012; van Ootegem
et al., 2015) as well as flood risk assessment and management (e.g.
Kaźmierczak and Cavan, 2011; Blanc et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2012;
Löwe et al., 2017). In contrast, relatively little research has been
dedicated to rural areas, in spite the fact that such areas are highly
exposed to flooding, as examples from the European Alps point out
(Fuchs et al., 2015, 2017; Röthlisberger et al., 2017). At the same time,
these areas are not only affected by fluvial floods, but similarly by SWFs
(Bernet et al., 2017). Moreover, overland flow generated on rural or
peri-urban areas may be transferred into urbanized areas and thereby
contribute to the adverse effects of SWFs within the urban environment,
as well (Andrieu et al., 2004; Yu and Coulthard, 2015). Thus, scientific
studies regarding the link between SWFs and assets at risk in rural areas
are generally lacking.
In contrast, the topic of how to prepare for and manage SWFs has
been discussed outside of academia (Bernet et al., 2017). This has led to
a wide range of manuals and guidelines regarding SWF hazard assess-
ment, risk management and awareness raising at the point scale (e.g.
Egli, 2007; Rüttimann and Egli, 2010), as well as on communal and
regional scales (e.g. Castro et al., 2008; DWA, 2013; LUBW, 2016;
CEPRI, 2014). Therein, the focus lies generally on the built environment
and, thus, the rural areas are considered, as well.
In practice, the tools used for SWF hazard assessments, consist
mainly of single deterministic simulations with two-dimensional (2D)
flood inundation models (cf. Meon et al., 2009; Tyrna and Hochschild,
2010; Kipfer et al., 2015; Tyrna et al., 2017). This circumstance has
certainly been influenced by the heavily increasing availability of high-
resolution digital elevation models (DEMs), driven by advancing data
collection techniques (Wechsler, 2007; Fewtrell et al., 2008; Sampson
et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2012; Neal et al., 2012; Dottori et al., 2013; de
Almeida et al., 2016; Savage et al., 2016a). At the same time, the ap-
plicability of hydrodynamic flood inundation models to finer resolu-
tions has been supported by increasing computational power (Fewtrell
et al., 2008; Hunter et al., 2008; Dottori et al., 2013; Savage et al.,
2016b). However, the exploitation of high-resolution DEMs is still
limited by computational constraints (Chen et al., 2012; Sampson et al.,
2012; de Almeida et al., 2016; Savage et al., 2016a; b; Tyrna et al.,
2017). Thus, rather simple flood inundation models are applied in
practice for SWF hazard assessments, as they usually encompass large
areas.
In general, a compromise is inevitable when applying a model,
balancing spatial resolution, model complexity and computational ef-
ficiency (Horritt and Bates, 2001; Cook and Merwade, 2009; Fewtrell
et al., 2008, 2011; Sampson et al., 2012; Neal et al., 2012; Dottori et al.,
2013; Savage et al., 2016a; b). At the same time, it is not obvious how
the specific choice influences the models' performance. Moreover, re-
cent studies have pointed out that the uncertainty associated with flood
inundation models fed with high-resolution DEMs are more complex
than previously thought (Abily et al., 2016; Savage et al., 2016b).
Meanwhile, the models’ extreme precisions may provoke
overconfidence in their results, which could ultimately lead to wrong
decisions in flood risk management (Dottori et al., 2013; Savage et al.,
2016a).
Wrong decisions can usually be prevented by rigorously evaluating
the applied models (e.g. Jakeman et al., 2006; Bennett et al., 2013).
However, appropriate data are crucial for this task. Yet, there is an
eminent lack of observational data (Blanc et al., 2012; Neal et al., 2012;
Spekkers et al., 2014; Yu and Coulthard, 2015; Gaitan et al., 2016;
Rözer et al., 2016), which impairs the applicability of such determi-
nistic modeling approaches. Even more so for SWFs in rural areas,
where the lack of observational data is particularly pronounced (Yu and
Coulthard, 2015). In practice, however, the lack of observational data
does not appear to prevent the use of single deterministic simulations
for SWF hazard assessments. On the contrary, examples of overland
flow predictions in urban, peri-urban and rural areas indicate that it
rather leads to the renouncement of model calibration and/or valida-
tion (cf. Meon et al., 2009; Tyrna and Hochschild, 2010; Kipfer et al.,
2015; Tyrna et al., 2017). Such approaches are employed to produce
large-scale SWF hazard maps, as the examples of Kipfer et al. (2015)
and Tyrna et al. (2017) indicate. In practice, these maps are then being
used to identify potentially affected assets, such as buildings, infra-
structure, agricultural fields, etc.
Thus, the question arises whether the deterministic tools reportedly
used today in hazard assessments, e.g., for compiling SWF maps, are fit
for their purpose of predicting areas exposed to SWF under various
conditions. In particular, it is unclear how well such a modeling ap-
proach performs if such tools are not conditioned and/or evaluated due
to a lack of observational data. Using this starting point, the main goal
of this study is to evaluate whether uncalibrated and unvalidated 2D
models can reliably predict the extent of SWFs in rural environments,
on which basis potentially exposed assets can be identified, for instance.
Based on this evaluation, we are able to draw conclusions about the
suitability of this modeling approach for assessing the extent of SWFs,
as well as for modeling SWFs in rural areas, in general.
For that matter, we directly explore the models' predictive skills by
comparing their outputs (Teng et al., 2017). In the style of other studies
benchmarking 2D models (e.g. Fewtrell et al., 2011; Neal et al., 2012;
Néelz and Pender, 2013), we apply the models to artificial and real-
world test cases. As a first exercise, we apply the selected models to four
artificial surfaces, inspired by Zhou and Liu (2002). In this highly
controlled and simplified environment, the models can easily be com-
pared and inherent model characteristics are revealed. In a second ex-
ercise, the models are applied to real-world case studies. To mimic the
commonly used approach in practical SWF hazard assessments, we
apply similar uncalibrated 2D models with varying complexity.
Thereafter, we quantitatively assess the models’ predictive skills re-
garding the flooded area using common binary pattern performance
measures (Bennett et al., 2013). As there are no data about flow depths,
flow velocities or flow dynamics available, we only compare the si-
mulated with the observed SWF extents. For that matter, we have re-
constructed inundated areas based on various observational data
sources.
The seven study sites encompass various topographies, slopes, land
use etc., while each of the eight case studies is associated with either
relatively heavy or weak rainfall, respectively. Thus, for the purpose of
this study, we relax the definition of SWFs and include not only events
triggered by heavy rainfall, bot also events associated with weak rain-
fall. All events have in common that overland flow was produced,
which led or could have led to damages to the built and unbuilt en-
vironment along the flow paths. As per definition, the inundations did
not originate from overtopping watercourses, but are directly triggered
by effective rainfall (cf. Bernet et al., 2017, for a discussion of related
terms).
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2. Materials and methods
2.1. Models
In this study, we test three raster-based, 2D hydrodynamic flood
inundation models, i.e., FLO-2D, FloodArea and r.sim.water. The
models have been selected such that different levels of model com-
plexity are covered, following Neal et al. (2012). From the wealth of
available 2D hydrodynamic models (cf. Teng et al., 2017), we chose
FloodArea and r.sim.water since they have reportedly been used in the
field of flood hazard assessment covering large areas including rural
environments (cf. Kipfer et al., 2015; Tyrna et al., 2017). FLO-2D was
selected as it is a “hydro-inundation model”, using a term from Yu and
Coulthard (2015) describing models that consider hydrological pro-
cesses and overland flow routing, at the same time. Moreover, it has the
most complex flow routing scheme among the selected models. Finally,
the model selection was complemented by a flow accumulation algo-
rithm, i.e., the multiple flow direction (MFD) algorithm introduced by
Freeman (1991). Such flow algorithms have manifold applications due
to their striking simplicity (cf. López-Vicente et al., 2014; Alder et al.,
2015). An overview of the models’ features is provided by Table 1.
2.1.1. FLO-2D
FLO-2D is a distributed, physically based flood inundation model
(O'Brian, 2009). Among the selected models, it is the most sophisticated
one, as it makes use of the full dynamic wave approximation (O'Brian,
2009). FLO-2D has various modules which can be switched on or off, if
desired. It incorporates an infiltration module with various available
methods, whereas the Green-Ampt (GA) method based on Green and
Ampt (1911) is the most sophisticated one.
2.1.2. FloodArea
FloodArea is a simplified hydrodynamic flood inundation model
that is fully integrated into a Geographic Information System (GIS), i.e.,
ArcGIS®by ESRI, with the main purpose of calculating areas affected by
floods (geomer, 2016). The model cannot directly account for losses
such as interception and infiltration. Thus, these losses have to con-
sidered by reducing the corresponding rainfall input (cf. Table 1 and
Sect. 2.3.5).
2.1.3. r.sim.water
The hydrodynamic model r.sim.water simulates overland flow with
a path sampling method, which is implemented as a module in the open
source GIS software GRASS (Mitasova et al., 2004; Neteler et al., 2012).
Similar to FloodArea, r.sim.water cannot directly account for losses
such as interception and infiltration. Moreover, unsteady rainfall
cannot be modeled (cf. Table 1 and Sect. 2.3.5).
2.1.4. MFD
MFD is a multiple flow direction algorithm that assesses the flow
paths based solely on a digital elevation model (DEM) (Quinn et al.,
1991). We use the algorithm implemented in the open source System
for Automated Geoscientific Analyses (SAGA) (Conrad et al., 2015).
Among the selected models, MFD is the simplest approach that does not
route any water, but instead assesses each cell's relative catchment area.
Consequently, the model does not predict any flow depths and velo-
cities (cf. Table 1), but assesses a static characteristic of the topography,
i.e., the distributed flow accumulation areas. Note that prior to applying
MFD to real-world case studies, sinks and pits of the respective DEM
were filled, as discussed by Wechsler (2007). For that matter, we used
the algorithm by Planchon and Darboux (2002) with a value of ∘0.01 for
the minimal slope.
2.2. Artificial surfaces
To assess the performance of flow routing algorithms, Zhou and Liu
(2002) defined four different mathematical surfaces and compared the
calculated specific catchment area with the theoretically true values.
The application of such algorithms on smooth artificial surfaces reveals
distinct patterns and characteristics reflecting the algorithm's differing
mathematical formulations (cf. Zhou and Liu, 2002; Seibert and
McGlynn, 2007; Pilesjö and Hasan, 2014). We adapt this approach to
flood inundation modeling. Even without a theoretically true value, the
adaptation of this approach to SWF modeling reveals inherent model
characteristics that might not be apparent otherwise. Therefore, as a
first exercise, we apply the selected models to four artificial surfaces,
i.e., to a plane (Eq. (1)), a concave (Eq. (2)), a convex (Eq. (3)) and to a
combined concave/convex surface (Eq. (4)). We compiled corre-
sponding raster DEMs of 250-by-250 cells and a resolution of 2m. The
elevations of the plane are given by
= + +z ax by c (1)
where ≈ −a 0.051, ≈b 0.141, =c 0 for a prescribed slope of =s 15 %
and an aspect of = ∘a 160 ; ≤ ≤x0 250, ≤ ≤y0 250. The concave sur-
face is defined as
+ + = <x
a
y
b
z
c
z1 0
2 2 2
(2)
where =a 998, = −b 748.5, ≈c 191.5; − ≤ ≤x250 0 and ≤ ≤y0 250.
The convex surface is given by
+ + = >x
a
y
b
z
c
z1 0
2 2 2
(3)
where =a 998, = −b 748.5, ≈c 191.5; ≤ ≤x0 250, − ≤ ≤y250 0. Fi-
nally, the combined concave/convex surface is defined as
+ = <x
a
y
b
z
c
z 0
2 2
(4)
where =a 998, = −b 748.5, ≈c 191.5; − ≤ ≤x250 0 and − ≤ ≤y250 0.
The artificial surfaces are further manipulated. Two rows of the
corresponding DEMs are incised by a minimum of 0.3 m, in order to
represents a 4m wide street crossing the surfaces from West to East.
This incision enables to test and visualize the influence of structures in
the landscape that can have major effects on overland flow paths. The
top views of the four artificial surfaces are shown in Fig. 1.
For the artificial surfaces, a rain event lasting 1 h with an intensity
of 50 mmh−1 was simulated. Infiltration and interception losses were
not considered. A Manning's roughness coefficient of =n 0.24 sm−1/3
was chosen for all artificial surfaces, which corresponds to the value
recommended for dense grass by McCuen (2016). A value of =n 0.012
sm−1/3 is chosen for the incised streets, which corresponds to the re-
commended value for asphalt (McCuen, 2016).
2.3. Real-world case studies
We elaborated eight real-world case studies at seven study sites, i.e.,
at one study site two different events were observed. The case studies’
characteristics are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, while their respective
Table 1
Model feature comparison. “Yes” indicates features or modules that can be
directly assessed by the respective model, “no” highlights unavailable features,
while “NA” describes features that are not applicable, i.e., the rainfall-related
features for the flow accumulation algorithm MFD.
Feature, modules FLO-2D FloodArea r.sim.water MFD
Flow depth yes yes yes no
Flow velocity yes yes no no
Flow barrier yes yes no no
Unsteady rain yes yes no NA
Interception yes no no NA
Infiltration yes no no NA
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location is shown in Fig. 2. In the following we introduce the delinea-
tion of the study perimeters, the gathered input data, the consideration
of hydrological losses, the reconstruction of overland flow paths as well
as the assessment of the model performance.
In terms of hydrological losses, we account for infiltration and in-
terception losses, but neglect evaporation, as contributions of the latter
are generally particularly low (cf. Yu and Coulthard, 2015). Further-
more, we assume that the influence of the sewer system on the flood
extent is negligible. On the one hand, the fractions of built-up area are
tiny in comparison to the rural areas for all case studies. On the other
hand, the field observations indicated that the sewer systems were often
either blocked (e.g., by eroded material, branches, leaves, hail, etc.) or
surcharged. Thus, in this study, the interactions between overland flow
and the sewer systems are neglected, as assumed similarly by e.g.
Fewtrell et al. (2011) or Kipfer et al. (2012).
2.3.1. Domains
In order to delineate the study perimeter for each case study, the
area is considered, within which documented observations regarding
overland flow paths are available. The corresponding study perimeters
were obtained by delineating the smallest respective watershed that
still encompassed the reconstructed flow paths. Thereafter, these peri-
meters were buffered by at least 50m to obtain a simulation domain
that extends over the watershed's boundary. This ensures that the si-
mulations' boundary effects within the study perimeters remain negli-
gible. Thus, three different domains are differentiated for each case
study:
• Observation domain (Dobs), within which all documented overland
flow paths were reconstructed.
• Watershed domain (Dwsd) representing the smallest watershed that
contains the observation perimeter. The model results were cropped
to this area.
• Simulation domain (Dsim) representing the buffered watershed
domain, within which the simulations were carried out.
2.3.2. Primary input data
The main input for all four models is a DEM (Fig. 3). We used the
DEM “swissALTI3D” as of 2013 with a regular grid size of 2-by-2 m,
provided by the Swiss Federal Office of Topography (swisstopo, 2017a).
Although, there are DEMs available with finer resolutions for some of
the study sites, we used the aforementioned product, as it is homo-
geneous and available for whole Switzerland. As r.sim.water and MFD
do not offer a direct option to integrate flow barriers such as buildings
(cf. Table 1), the corresponding DEM was modified. All cells whose
centroids were covered by a building were elevated by at least 10m.
The land use was assessed between July 2014 and June 2016. As the
land use was observed shortly after each event that falls into this
period, i.e., E3a, E3b, E4, E6 and E7 (cf. Tables 2 and 3), the corre-
sponding land use represent the conditions during these events. In
contrast, the land use of the remaining case studies were assessed
roughly three years after the date of occurrence, or more. Although
there is a slight time shift, we assumed that the mapped land use is
Fig. 1. A plane (a, mean slope = ±14.9 1.6 %), concave (b, mean slope = ±12.6 6.5 %), convex (c, mean slope = ±12.6 6.5 %) and a combined concave/convex (d,
mean slope = ±20.5 8.3 %) artificial surface used for an initial test of the models.
Table 2
Characteristics of the five different case studies (at four study sites) triggered by relatively heavy rainfall.
Characteristic E1 E2 E3a/E3b E4
Date 20.07.2007 02.05.2013 12.07.2014/06.06.2015 08.06.2016
Town and Canton (abbr.) Rubigen BE Schleitheim SH Mittelhaeusern BE Dottikon AG
Slope: mean ± sd (%) ±7.7 6.4 ±14.7 9.3 ±18.1 8.4 ±17.1 10.1
Altitude: mean ± hΔ /2 (m) ±571 25 ±562 62 ±727 58 ±505 82
Watershed domain Dwsd (km2) 1.26 0.83 0.33 0.64
Observation domain Dobs (km2) 0.61 0.22 0.33 0.33
Preconditions (-) dry normal wet/dry normal
Rainfall duration (h) 5 6 13/4 11
Rainfall sum (mm) 48.0 23.9 44.5/32.3 61.9
Max rainfall int. (mmh−1) 41.8 21.5 13.2/31.9 26.0
Mean rainfall int. (mmh−1) 9.6 4.0 3.4/8.1 5.6
Table 3
Characteristics of the three case studies triggered by relatively weak rainfall.
Characteristic E5 E6 E7
Date 03.07.2007 13.05.2016 14.05.2016
Town and Canton (abbr.) Bossonnens FR Oberramsern SO Oberflachs AG
Slope: mean ± sd (%) ±12.7 10.9 ±22.1 20 ±22.9 11.5
Altitude: mean ± hΔ /2 (m) ±765 42 ±586 92 ±614 110
Perimeter Pwsd (km2) 0.28 0.25 0.54
Perimeter Pobs (km2) 0.04 0.03 0.09
Preconditions (-) wet wet normal
Rainfall duration (h) 49 27 68
Rainfall sum (mm) 56.5 59.7 90.1
Max rainfall int. (mmh−1) 6.7 7.3 6.5
Mean rainfall int. (mmh−1) 1.2 2.2 1.3
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representative for the respective case study, as major land use changes
are not expected at these study sites within the respective period.
Firstly, the land use including buildings, streets, fields, etc. was digi-
tized using orthophotos from the product “SWISSIMAGE” (swisstopo,
2017b). Secondly, the land use was adjusted and verified based on field
observations.
The surface roughness values were obtained by linking the land use
with literature tables, i.e., with the comprehensive collection from
McCuen (2016), as indicated in Fig. 3. The corresponding values are
listed in Table 4.
The hourly rainfall rate was extracted from the product
“CombiPrecip” provided by the Federal Office of Meteorology and
Climatology (MeteoSwiss, 2014). The product combines radar and rain
gauge measurements by means of a co-kriging with external drift (e.g.
Sideris et al., 2014; Panziera et al., 2016). It has a spatial resolution of
1-by-1 km, a temporal resolution of 1 h and is available from 2005
onwards (MeteoSwiss, 2014). As the case study sites are small, each
study perimeter is covered by just a few cells. To reduce the influence of
single cells that might contain outliers, the raster cells covering each
perimeter were buffered by one cell. Thereafter, the mean of these cells
were calculated for each time step. Next, the triggering rainfall events
were extracted from the rainfall records by considering a minimum
inter-event time of =t 6min h and a minimum intensity threshold of
=i 0.1min mmh−1, which are in line with common literature values (e.g.
Dunkerley, 2008). Consequently, at the beginning of each event, the
rain intensity had been <0.1 mmh−1 for at least six consecutive time
steps of 1 h each. Analogous, at the end of the event, it did not rain for
at least 6 h with an intensity ≥ 0.1 mmh−1.
2.3.3. Infiltration
Out of all four models only FLO-2D allows the user to account for
infiltration directly, while it cannot be modeled explicitly by FloodArea
and r.sim.water, whereas MFD is not dependent on rainfall altogether
(Table 1). Therefore, the following approach was chosen: the full po-
tential of FLO-2D was exploited by using the integrated GA infiltration
module. To feed the other two models with similar input, as re-
commended by Neal et al. (2012), the GA method was implemented in
R (R Core Team, 2016). Therewith, spatially and temporally variable
cumulative infiltration rates were calculated. Based on these values,
effective rainfall rates were obtained that were used as model inputs for
FloodArea and r.sim.water (Sect. 2.3.5). Hereafter, the implementation
and parametrization of the GA method are briefly outlined.
Based on Green and Ampt (1911), the cumulative infiltration F t( )
(mm) at time t (h) can be expressed as
= + ⎛
⎝
+ ⎞
⎠
F t Kt F t( ) ΨΔΘ ( )
ΨΔΘ
1 ,
(5)
whereas K is the hydraulic conductivity (mmh−1), Ψ the wetting front
soil suction head (mm), = −ΔΘ Θ Θf i (-) the difference between the
final and initial soil moisture content. Thereby, an important assump-
tion is that the water is ponded at the surface from the beginning of the
steady rainfall. As this is generally not the case, Mein and Larson (1973)
extended the GA infiltration method to account for the time until water
starts to pond ( =t tp), at which time the cumulative infiltration depth
equals the cumulative rainfall. Accordingly, the cumulative infiltration
for steady rainfall after ponding time (i.e., >t tp) is given by
= − + + ⎛
⎝
+ ⎞
⎠
F t K t t F F t( ) ( ) ΨΔΘ ( )
ΨΔΘ
1 ,p p
(6)
whereas tp denotes the ponding time (h) and =F F t( )p the cumulative
infiltration (mm) at ponding time =t tp. We then implemented the GA
method following Chu (1978), who expanded the method for unsteady
rainfall events. The interested reader may refer to Chu (1978), who
provides a detailed derivation and applied examples of the method.
The required GA infiltration parameters were obtained as follows:
we estimated each study site's dominant soil texture based on expert
knowledge, except for the case studies E4 and E6 for which soil maps
including soil texture classes were available. We estimated the hy-
draulic conductivity K, the wetting front soil suction head Ψ and the
effective porosity ne using published regression parameter values from
the comprehensive study by Rawls et al. (1983). Furthermore, it is as-
sumed that the soils were saturated to a degree of =s 30i , 50 or 80%
before each event under dry, normal or wet conditions, respectively.
Each respective condition was set according to the observed antecedent
rainfall (cf. Tables 2 and 3). The change in soil moisture content was
then estimated by = −n s sΔΘ ( )e f i , while assuming that the soil's sa-
turation after the event was =s 100f %.
2.3.4. Interception
Canopy storage capacity depends on various factors and roughly
amounts 1mm (e.g. Ward and Robinson, 2000). Thus, the depletion of
this storage is tiny in comparison to the total rainfall volumes of the
corresponding case studies (cf. Tables 2 and 3). Moreover, as the values
of different land cover types are within the same order of magnitude,
we simply considered a bulk interception loss of 1mm. In FLO-2D this
loss volume could be entered as a model parameter. For FloodArea and
Fig. 2. Location of the seven study sites. Note the two case studies (E3a and E3b) were observed at the corresponding study site.
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r.sim.water, we deducted the interception losses S (mm) from the total
rainfall P t( )t (mm) to obtain a net rainfall P t( )n (mm) that reached the
ground, as follows.
= ⎧
⎨⎩
≤
− >
P t
P t S
P t S P t S
( )
0, ( )
( ) , ( )n
t
t t (7)
2.3.5. Effective rainfall
Infiltration cannot be modeled directly by FloodArea and r.sim.-
water (cf. Sect. 2.3.3). Thus, to account for infiltration and interception
losses, we computed effective rainfall rates, which were then used as
model inputs. The effective rainfall is given by
= − −P t P t m F t( ) ( ) (1 ) ( ),e n (8)
whereas Pe is the cumulative effective rainfall (mm), Pn is the net rainfall
that considers an initial interception loss (mm, cf. Eq. (7)), m is the
imperviousness factor (cf. Table 4) and F t( ) is the cumulative infiltra-
tion (mm, Sect. 2.3.3). Note that an imperviousness factor can be set
directly in FLO-2D's GA infiltration module for each individual cell
(O'Brian, 2009). However, for FloodArea and r.sim.water, the im-
perviousness factors as specified in Table 4 were considered during the
assessment of cell- and time-specific effective rainfall rates.
In FloodArea, spatial variable rainfall can be modeled by providing
weighting factors (geomer, 2016), which can be thought of as runoff
coefficients relating the hyetograph to cell-specific effective rainfall.
Obviously, these coefficients are changing over time and space. They
are defined as =c P i j t P t( , , )/ ( )i j t e t, , . The spatially variable rainfall can
then be modeled by creating a raster with cell values c t( )i j, for each time
step t. The simulations can then be stopped after each time step and
restarted with the runoff coefficients of the next time step. This pro-
cedure was automated with batch scripts.
For r.sim.water, this procedure is not straightforward, as the simu-
lations cannot be restarted based on results from a previous time step.
Therefore, we chose the time step with the highest effective rainfall rate
and ran the model with only this single spatially variable rainfall field.
2.3.6. Reconstruction of overland flow paths
Data sources that possibly indicate past SWFs include insurance
claim records, disaster databases, reports and recollections from af-
fected people (Bernet et al., 2017, and references therein). However, for
recent events, it is usually possible to reconstruct flow paths of SWFs
based on their traces in the field, as exemplified by Fig. 4. Particularly
in rural environments, overland flow usually leaves notable traces such
as erosion marks, deposited sediments and flattened vegetation. For the
purpose of this study, we have reconstructed discernible SWF traces
based on field observations following the events of the case studies E3a,
E3b, E4, E6 and E7, whereas for the remaining case studies, i.e., E1 and
E2, the inundated areas were reconstructed based on external sources.
Table 5 summarizes the source for the flow path reconstructions along
with associated limitations, as well as a qualitative confidence level of
the data quality.
Irrespective of the data source, the flow paths were reconstructed
and spatially localized. Using standard GIS software, the field assess-
ment were then digitally stored. All overland flow traces and paths were
considered as being wet. To assess the performance of the models, these
areas were compared to the model outputs, as outlined in the following
section.
2.3.7. Model performance
Across various disciplines, map comparisons are a standard proce-
dure to assess and compare model performances (e.g. Kuhnert et al.,
2005; Foody, 2007; Bennett et al., 2013). However, there is not a single
best method for this task. On the contrary, many tools including both
quantitative as well as qualitative methods are recognized as being
appropriate for this purpose (Kuhnert et al., 2005; Bennett et al., 2013).
Fig. 3. Primary model input data (light gray boxes) as well as derivatives
thereof (dark gray boxes). The look-up table (LUT) for Manning's coefficients is
based on values from McCuen (2016), whereas the Strickler values were ob-
tained by taking their inverse, i.e., =k n1/ . The LUT for the infiltration para-
meters is based on Rawls et al. (1983) and O'Brian (2009). The Green-Ampt
infiltration with ponding was implemented and calculated externally (cf. Sect.
2.3.3).
Table 4
Look-up table for relevant land use and corresponding Manning's roughness
coefficients n, as recommended by McCuen (2016). The imperviousness is de-
scribed by m (cf. Sect 2.3.5). It indicates, whether the corresponding cell is
considered as being fully impervious ( =m 1, no infiltration), partially im-
pervious ( <m 1, reduced infiltration) or completely pervious ( =m 0, normal
infiltration). Note that the rain falling on buildings did not contribute to the
overland flow.
Land use Surface n (sm−1/3) m (-)
Ley, meadow Dense grass 0.240 0
Cropland Conventional tillage without residue 0.090 0
Orchard Woods without underbrush 0.200 0
Forest Woods with light underbrush 0.400 0
Garden Bermuda grass 0.410 0
Path, track Graveled surface 0.012 0.75
Paved surface Asphalt 0.012 1
Building Smooth concrete 0.011 1
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Thus, the model performance assessment have to be adapted to the
models’ objectives as well as to the characteristics of the available data,
since the task is inherently case-specific (Bennett et al., 2013).
Along these lines, we compared the model outcomes and observa-
tions visually, as well as quantitatively. In terms of the latter, we used
common binary pattern performance measures based on the con-
tingency table (Table 6), which are widely being used for the com-
parison of simulated and observed flood extents (e.g. Aronica et al.,
2002; Schumann et al., 2009; Stephens et al., 2014; Zischg et al., 2018).
However, more recently, Stephens et al. (2014) pointed out that these
performance measures are all subjected to a varying degree of bias,
which should be considered in subsequent conclusions. As we are using
different measures conjunctively in this study and are more interested
in the broader picture, the influence of this circumstance on our con-
clusions is negligible.
The binary pattern performance measures are based on the assess-
ment whether a cell was observed and/or simulated as wet or dry. All
cells covered by an observed flow paths are considered as wet. For the
simulation results, this information was inferred from the simulated
maximum flow depths hf (m) by applying an arbitrary threshold ht (m).
Thus, cells with a maximum flow depth below the threshold ( <h hf t)
are considered to be dry, while all other cells ( ≥h hf t) are considered to
be wet. We tested different threshold values and compared the per-
formance of all models applied to all case studies using the observations
as the reference. Based on these results, we empirically chose a value of
=h 0.02t m as this threshold value maximized the performance of all
models. Note that this threshold value is case-specific and, thus, might
be different for other models, observational data, resolutions, etc.
In the following, we compare the models’ results with observations,
in addition to a comparison of the models among each other. The
comparisons of the models with observations are constrained to the
observation perimeter (Dobs), while the model comparison among each
other is carried out within the whole watershed (Dwsd, cf. Sect. 2.3.1).
For the quantitative model comparison, we used the following
binary pattern performance measures (e.g. Aronica et al., 2002;
Pappenberger et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2013), which are based on the
contingency table (Table 6):
= +
+
∈ ∞ =m a b
a c
m mBias: [0, ] ideally 11 1 1 (9)
=
+ +
∈ =m a
a b c
m mCritical success index: [0,1] ideally 12 1 2
(10)
=
+
∈ =m a
a c
m mHit rate: [0,1] ideally 13 1 3 (11)
Fig. 4. Different sources used for reconstructing overland flow paths. (a) Orthophoto derived by means of a unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) documenting traces of
erosion in a field of the case study E6 (source: Elias Hodel, 16.05.2016). (b) Traces of overland flow in a field of the case study E3b that were mapped in the field
(source: Daniel B. Bernet, 09.06.2015). (c) Photograph documenting actual overland flow of the case study E2 (source: Andrea Wanner-Staubesand, 02.05.2013).
Table 5
Exploited sources of information for reconstruction of inundated areas for each case study (cf. Tables 2 and 3).
ID Source Quantity Limitations Confidence
E1 External map Ponded water and water on the streets No indication of flow paths, assessment methods unknown Low
E2 Photographs Flow paths and flood extent Spatial localization of depicted flow paths high
E3a,b Field visits, aerial photos Traces of flow (sediments, flattened
vegetation)
Impossible to identify flow that left no traces high
E4 Field visit Traces of flow (sediments, flattened
vegetation)
Impossible to identify flow that left no traces; Flow traces in forest difficult to
detect
medium
E5 Video Flow dynamics and extent of flood Coverage limited to small area, low resolution medium
E6 Field visit, aerial photos Traces of erosion in bare field Impossible to identify flow that left no traces medium
E7 Field visit Traces of erosion in bare field Impossible to identify flow that left no traces; small observation perimeter
compared to watershed
medium
Table 6
Contingency table of model prediction or observation (A) versus model pre-
diction (B).
Present (wet) in A Absent (dry) in A
Present (wet) in B Hits: =a A B1 1 False alarms: =b A B0 1
Absent (dry) in B Misses: =c A B1 0 Correct negatives =d A B0 0
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=
+
∈ =m b
b d
m mFalse alarm rate: [0,1] ideally 04 1 4 (12)
Note that the critical success index (CSI) is also referred to as threat
score or F 2 statistic in the literature (e.g. Bennett et al., 2013; Stephens
et al., 2014).
Fig. 5. Simulation results of the four different models on a plane (a), concave (b), convex (c) and a combination of a convex and concave (d) artificial surface. The
flow threshold for the hydrodynamic models (FLO-2D, FloodArea, r.sim.water) is a flow depth of 0.02m, whereas the flow threshold for the flow accumulation
algorithm (MFD) is an accumulation area of 250m2. Cells with values below the respective flow threshold are considered to be dry (dark red cells), while all other
cells are considered to be wet. The indicated critical success index (CSI, cf. Eq. (10)) was obtained by comparing the models' predicted wet and dry cells to the binary
pattern produced by FLO-2D, which is used as a reference. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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3. Results
3.1. Artificial surfaces
Despite the lack of a baseline, applying the models to the selected
artificial surfaces reveals interesting characteristics (Fig. 5). First and
foremost, the incised street represents a prominent topographical
structure that has a significant influence on the flow pattern. The street
acts like a channel, which can collect incoming water and can be
overtopped, if the channel is full or if the incoming water is not suffi-
ciently deflected. Whether the street is overtopped or not, is discernible
by the amount of dry cells directly to the south of the incised street, i.e.,
cells with a flow depth or flow accumulation below the flow threshold
(dark red cells in Fig. 5). For each artificial surface, the pattern of these
dry cells varies significantly among the models. In contrast, the pattern
of dry cells north of the street is more similar among the models for all
but the convex surface, as discussed later. Thus, the street has a major
influence on the distribution of dry and wet cells, respectively.
In more detail, r.sim.water does not predict a deflection of the water
crossing the street on any surface. Quite the opposite is true for the flow
accumulation calculated by MFD. For all but the combined concave/
convex surface, the street poses a complete or nearly complete flow
barrier. FLO-2D and FloodArea, on the other hand, show a more dif-
ferentiated picture, as water is overtopping where ever the flow depths
are exceeding the street's incision. This is most apparent on the concave
surface, where FloodArea predicts a significant overtopping of the
street's eastern end, unlike the other models. Thus, in this modeling
exercise, the user's choice of a model does not only heavily influence
the pattern of dry and wet cells south of the street, but also the corre-
sponding flow paths.
The results of the hydrodynamic models do not only deviate sub-
stantially south of the street, but also on the street itself for each arti-
ficial surface. FLO-2D consistently predicts the highest flow depths on
the street. FloodArea's results exhibit flow depths that lie mostly be-
tween the minimal values estimated by r.sim.water and the high values
predicted by FLO-2D. However, as mentioned before, a striking differ-
ence of FloodArea compared to FLO-2D is the overtopping of the street's
incision at the eastern side of the concave surface. Compared to the
other hydrodynamic models, r.sim.water predicts by far the lowest flow
depths on the street for all surfaces. In fact, the flow depths on the street
predicted by r.sim.water are below the wet/dry threshold of 0.02m for
all surfaces. Thus, the flow patterns south of the street are heavily in-
fluenced of how the models predict the flow over this topographical
structure.
However, the flow patterns are also dependent on how the models
simulate flow over the four different topographical forms. Specifically,
the flow patterns on the convex surface of each single model is strik-
ingly different from the other ones, which is reflected by the particu-
larly low CSI values indicated in Fig. 5. Also the flow patterns in the
northern half of the combined concave/convex surface seem to deviate
slightly more among the models than the produced patterns on the
plane and the concave surface, respectively. This could be explained by
the fact that the northern half of the concave/convex surface is char-
acterized by convex forms that produce particularly different results
among the models. Lastly, the flow pattern produced by FloodArea on
the concave surface is characterized by striking flow paths. FloodArea
produces also sharp-edged flow paths on the convex and the concave/
convex surface, however not as pronounced as on the concave surface.
These flow patterns stem from the limitation of flow directions to 16
fixed angles by FloodArea's flow routing scheme, which is described in
e.g. Tyrna et al. (2017).
3.2. Real-world case studies
The performance of the models applied to each case study is de-
picted in Fig. 6. The obtained CSI (Eq. (10)) values are rather low and
indicate that, overall, all models have a low performance for all case
studies. The respective maximal CSI of each model lies between 0.318
and 0.344, which stem from the case study E2. For the same case study,
the models produce the highest hit rates (Eq. (11)), ranging between
0.566 and 0.788. Save a few exceptions, the hit rates are well below a
value of 0.5 in all other case studies.
The bias is the fraction of simulated number of wet cells compared
to the observed number of wet cells (Eq. (9)). Thus, a bias greater than
one indicates an overestimation of the wet cells by the model, whereas
a bias below one shows the opposite. As presented in Fig. 6, all models
overestimate the number of reconstructed wet cells for some case stu-
dies, but heavily underestimate them for others. As depicted in Fig. 6,
the bias is correlated with the false alarm rates (Eq. (12)). For each case
study, models with a lower bias are also associated with a lower false
alarm rate, and vice versa. The lowest absolute values are produced for
the simulations with strong underestimations ( ≪bias 1.0). This can be
expected, since a particularly low bias value means that the number of
modeled wet cells is much smaller than the observed number of wet
cells. In this case, even if all modeled wet cells were misses, the false
alarm rate would still be small, since the number of correct negatives is
constantly high for all models. Hence, following Eq. (12), a low false
alarm rate results.
Overall, we have identified three main issues limiting the models’
performances, i.e., observational data of differing quality, insufficiently
represented topographical structures and biased predictions of effective
rainfall. In the following, we illustrate each of these issues with ex-
amples from the corresponding case studies.
The particularly low performance of all models applied to case study
E1 can mainly be attributed to poor observational data. Namely, the
derivation of observed wet cells are based on an external map
(Jordi + Kolb AG, 2008). Therein, areas with ponded water as well as
water on the streets are mapped, while overland flow paths in the
agricultural fields are not indicated (Table 5). Thus, the observations
only capture areas that are small compared to the whole area that must
have been inundated, as depicted by Fig. 7. As a consequence, the wet
cells are overestimated, the false alarm rates are high and the CSI values
are low for all models. Moreover, the map by Jordi + Kolb AG (2008)
does not provide any ancillary information such as the applied mapping
methods. Therefore, the map turns out to be an unsuitable source of
information for the purpose of validating the models.
Applying the models to artificial surfaces has highlighted that to-
pographical structures such as streets can have major effects on the
produced flow paths (Sect. 3.1). How the models are predicting flow on
streets in real-world case studies and how this influences the prediction
of subsequent flow paths, can best be shown with results from the case
study E2. All models perform best in this case study, as indicated by
Fig. 6. The CSI values are similarly high for all models, whereas the
other scores vary slightly more. For instance, FLO-2D produces the
highest hit rate, however, at the expense of the highest false alarm rate
and the highest overestimation. In contrast, r.sim.water exhibits the
smallest bias and false alarm rate, however, at the expense of a smaller
hit rate. Depending on the situation, one or the other configuration
might be more desirable. The visual comparison confirms that all four
models produce plausible results. As an example for the simulation
results, the maximal flow depth predicted by FLO-2D are depicted in
Fig. 8.
Based on the similar performance of all four models, the case study
E2 is best suited for comparing the simulated flow paths in more detail.
Namely, in most of the other case studies the models are associated with
a greater range of bias values, i.e., the number of wet cells varies more
among the models, which impairs the attribution of model differences.
Fig. 9 illustrates the model comparison of the observed and simulated
wet cells, as categorized according to the contingency table (Table 6).
According to all models, water mainly accumulates in the thalweg,
i.e., the path of lowest elevations along the hillslope (cf. Figs. 8 and 9).
Thereby, the observed wet cells are captured well by all models, except
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Fig. 6. Model performance of each model in comparison to the observed values evaluated within the observation domain (Dobs, Sect. 2.3.1). The binary pattern
performance measures are defined in Eqs. (9)–(12). Note that not the bias itself, but the common logarithm of the bias is displayed. The IDs (E1-7) indicate the
corresponding case study, as summarized in Tables 2 and 3
Fig. 7. Excerpt of the simulation results produced by
r.sim.water applied to the case study E1. The ob-
servations inferred from an external map only cap-
ture areas where water was ponding or where the
street's drainage system was overwhelmed, indicated
by the hatched blue areas. Flow paths in the agri-
cultural areas were not mapped. The accumulating
water along what looks like trenches in the central
part of the figure, are in fact caused by artifacts of
the DEM, as visualized by the transparent land use on
top of the DEM's hillshade image. Note that the north
direction is slightly tilted, as indicated. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
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MFD, which is not able the predict the ponding water towards the outlet
of the observation domain. The main differences between the other
models are that FLO-2D is overestimating the wet cells along the
thalweg more than FloodArea, which in turn overestimates the wet cells
to a larger degree than r.sim.water. This is reflected by the respective
bias values indicated in Fig. 9.
Overall, the models have difficulties predicting the water flowing on
the streets. Foremost, the streets in the upper part of the domain were
inundated, but were not simulated as such, which is reflected by the
numerous misses in this area (red cells, Fig. 9). Compared to the other
models, FLO-2D predicts the observed wet street cells better. This be-
havior could be expected based on the results from the models applied
to artificial surfaces, since FLO-2D predicted consistently larger flow
depths on the street than the other models (Sect. 3.1). Along the same
lines, r.sim.water predicts the lowest number of wet street cells, which
is also supported by the findings of the artificial modeling exercise.
Interestingly, all models predict roughly the same places where water
overtops the street's confinement and joins the main flow path in the
thalweg. Only one of these paths in the central part of the domain is
predicted by FloodArea and FLO-2D, while the path is not indicated by
r.sim.water and MFD. East thereof, a flow path could be observed that is
not simulated by any model. Overall, this exemplifies that although the
behavior may differ slightly between the models on a cell-by-cell basis,
they all produce quite similar flow paths on a broader scale or, similarly
fail to identify them.
As outlined introductorily, accurate predictions of effective rainfall
are crucial for increased model performances, in addition to high-
quality observational data and well-represented topographical
structures. If a model predicts too little runoff, it usually leads to an
underestimation of wet cells and, consequently, to a rather low per-
formance. This issue is nicely exemplified by the case studies E3a and
E3b observed at the same study site (cf. Table 1). As shown in Fig. 6, the
number of wet cells are underestimated by all models in the first event
(E3a). In particular, FloodArea and r.sim.water predict a much lower
number of wet cells than the number of wet cells inferred from the
observations. Consequently, the performance of these two models is
particularly low for this case study. The performances are more ba-
lanced for the second observed event (E3b). However, similarly to the
case study E2, FLO-2D produces the highest hit rate, but also the
highest false alarm rate, owed to the overestimated number of wet cells.
Although, both case studies were triggered by thunderstorms, the
rainfall intensities of E3a are moderate and the event spans 13 h, while
E3b is associated with short and intense rainfall that is typical for
thunderstorms (cf. Table 2).
Thus, we can observe that the hydrodynamic models, i.e., all except
MFD, generally underestimate the number of wet cells for the case
studies with low rainfall intensities. Namely, the said models exhibit an
underestimation of the observed wet cells for the case studies E3a, E5,
E6 and E7, as depicted in Fig. 6. This hints at the fact that the simu-
lation of wet cells is less sensitive for case studies driven by intensive
rainfall. In contrast, the mechanisms that lead to overland flow during
the case studies with low rainfall intensities, are much more complex
and badly captured by the chosen modeling approach of this study.
The model MFD is inherently different from the other three hy-
drodynamic models. It is not an event-based model, but assesses a static
property of a catchment based solely on the DEM, i.e., the relative
Fig. 8. Simulation result of FLO-2D applied to the case study E2. The maximal flow depths are categorized into discrete classes, as indicated in the legend.
Considering the chosen water depth threshold, all cells that display a maximal water depth of ≥d 0.02m are simulated as wet, whereas all other cells are predicted to
remain dry.
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catchment area (Sect. 2.1.4). Applied to the considered case studies,
MFD performs similarly or even better than the other models. This is
most pronounced in the case study E6, further illustrated in Fig. 10.
As highlighted by Fig. 10, the number of wet cells predicted by
FloodArea is particularly low for the case study E6 within the ob-
servation domain, which is reflected by the performance measures' low
values (Fig. 10b). Although the flow paths in the middle of the ob-
servation domain are vaguely indicated, it is apparent that too little
effective rainfall is predicted, which leads to the exhibited under-
estimation of wet cells. In contrast, the flow paths predicted by MFD are
a function of the respective catchment area of each cell, irrespective of
the rainfall. Thereby, the two flow paths in the middle of the ob-
servation domain are covered. Notably, the flow path at the western
border of the observation domain is shifted slightly westwards in
comparison to the observations. This behavior can be attributed to the
specific land management of the corresponding patato field, i.e., fur-
rows parallel to the slope, which promotes flow at western border of
this field. The observed flow path at the eastern border of the ob-
servation domain is not captured by any model. Moreover, it should be
noted that the flow over the bare potato field led to erosion, as depicted
in Fig. 4a, which in turn may have a significant influence on the flow
patterns. However, such effects cannot be captured with this study's
modeling approach.
Since in most case studies the observations only cover a rather small
part of the whole simulated catchment (cf. Dobs and Dwsd in Tables 2 and
3) and the observations are associated with a varying degree of con-
fidence (cf. Table 5), we additionally compare the model results within
the whole simulation domain with each other independent of the ob-
servation data. By using the more sophisticated models as the reference,
we can assess the capability of the simpler models to reproduce results
of the more complex models. As Fig. 11 indicates, FloodArea as well as
MFD reproduce the results stemming from FLO-2D rather well. At the
same time, the false alarm rates are particularly low. However, we also
recognize that FloodArea generally underestimates the wet cells in
comparison to FLO-2D. r.sim.water slightly underestimates the wet cells
in comparison to FloodArea. However, the underestimation is limited to
a small range indicating that the underestimation is similar in all case
studies.
Fig. 9. Comparison of observed (obs.) and simulated (sim.) wet cells as categorized by the contingency table (Table 6) for each model applied to the case study E2.
The definitions of hits, false alarms, misses and correct negatives can be found in Table 6. The whole study area (cf. Fig. 8) is clipped to the observation domain, as
observations are unavailable outside of this domain. Note that the north direction is slightly tilted.
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In addition to the comparison of the models among themselves, the
first row and column of Fig. 11 also depicts the model performance in
relation to the observations. Namely, it also displays the results shown
in Fig. 6 in a different way, whereby the overall performance is better
visualized. Thus, it depicts that the CSI of every model is rather low, as
discussed before. Moreover, it visualizes that the CSI of the model MFD
and FLO-2D is very similar, as well as the one of FloodArea and
r.sim.water, but at a lower level. Moreover, it visualizes the stronger
tendency of FloodArea and r.sim.water to underestimate the wet cells,
compared to FLO-2D. In comparison, MFD is by far the least biased of
all the models.
4. Discussions
In this study, we have followed the procedure employed in practice
by current hazard assessments to produce SWF hazard maps, which are
based on uncalibrated, single deterministic simulations (cf. Meon et al.,
2009; Tyrna and Hochschild, 2010; Kipfer et al., 2015; Tyrna et al.,
2017). The results from the models applied to artificial surfaces and
eight real-world case studies suggest that the models' performance
might be increased if the model were properly calibrated. For instance,
the model exercise on artificial surfaces (cf. Sect. 3.1) exemplified the
need to calibrate the surface roughness. Namely, FLO-2D predicts ra-
ther high flow depths on the incised street, while r.sim.water predicts
flow depth that are even below the chosen flow threshold of 0.02m.
Simulations with altered roughness values indicated that r.sim.water is
rather sensitive to the street's chosen roughness value. Similarly, the
flow depths on the street predicted by FloodArea are generally below
those predicted by FLO-2D. A calibration of the roughness value could
also improve the match between FLO-2D and FloodArea. This circum-
stance is also exhibited by applying the models in real-world case stu-
dies, whereby FloodArea and r.sim.water predict lower flow depths on
streets (cf. Fig. 9 and Sect. 3.2).
The results from applying the models to a broad range of different
settings indicate that the models' performance would still vary sig-
nificantly, even if the models were calibrated. Namely, all models
perform similarly well in the case study E2 (cf. Fig. 6), whereas properly
calibrated models might perform even better. Yet, it is clear that a ca-
libration could not bring the models' performances to a similar level in
all case studies. On the one hand, this indicates that calibration and/or
validation based on one single case study might be misleading. Thus,
using various case studies covering a wide range of settings provides a
more holistic picture of the models’ performance. On the other hand, it
also indicates that the models are not capable of capturing all relevant
processes under diverse circumstances.
In fact, the results show that the hydrodynamic models tend to
significantly underestimate the number of wet cells for the case studies
associated with weak rainfall (cf. Figs. 6 and 10). Thus, the models do
not predict sufficient runoff as compared to the observations, driven by
an underestimation of the effective rainfall. More specifically, the re-
sults indicate that the considered infiltration assessment methods (cf.
Sect. 2.3.5) are not capturing the governing processes well. Namely,
saturation excess overland flow cannot be modeled by the applied
methods, although this runoff generation mechanism is likely crucial
for SWFs triggered by weak rainfall. Although SWFs are usually asso-
ciated by heavy rainfall as mentioned before, results from Bernet et al.
(2017) indicate that long lasting events with weak rainfall cause similar
damage to buildings as short events with heavy rainfall. Thus, a model
should be able to capture events characterized by heavy as well as weak
rainfall to be suitable to reliably simulate SWFs in rural areas.
Along these lines, the two events observed at the same study site,
i.e., case study E3a and E3b, exemplify that SWFs can be triggered by
heavier and weaker rainfall at the same location (cf. Table 2). More-
over, the case studies exemplify that the flow paths are not a static
function of the topography, but are dependent on soil characteristics,
land use, land management in addition to the rainfall input, of course.
Along these lines, Ferreira et al. (2015) highlighted for instance that
runoff generation mechanism are spatially and temporally highly
variable. Certainly, there are established and emerging methods that
could represent the runoff generation processes better (e.g. Schmocker-
Fackel et al., 2007; Antonetti et al., 2016; Steinbrich et al., 2016).
However the consideration of such spatially highly variable processes
are often impaired by the lack of appropriate data. Thus, for a better
representation of the runoff generation processes, corresponding data
are required. For the presented case studies such data were unavailable,
as well as time-consuming and costly to collect.
The representation of topographical structures by the DEM is an-
other aspect, which significantly influences the models' predictions (e.g.
Sampson et al., 2012; de Almeida et al., 2016). As indicated by the
model exercise on artificial surfaces, the models react sensitively on
structures such as streets (Sect. 3.1). Moreover, applying the models to
real-world case studies have pinpointed that the influence of such
Fig. 10. Exemplary comparison of inundated areas inferred from documented traces of with flow depths predicted by FloodArea and flow accumulation calculated
with MFD for the case study E6. (a) Flow paths inferred by means of a UAV in a patato field (cf. Fig. 4a). The land use is displayed in the background. (b) Maximal
flow depth simulated by FloodArea. (c) Flow accumulation as predicted by MFD. Note that the north direction is slightly tilted for all sub-figures.
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structures on the simulation results are governed more by the re-
presentation of such structures by the respective DEM than the choice
of the model by the user. This is in line with findings stemming from
more formal model comparisons, for instance from the benchmark
study of urban flood models by Fewtrell et al. (2011). This issue is il-
lustrated by Fig. 9, which indicates that the models predict the streets'
overtopping at the same locations, while numerous of these flow paths
could not be observed in reality. Thus, this behavior suggests that the
streets confinements are not represented accurately enough by the
DEM, supported by the fact that the rural environment of the case study
E2 is characterized by single-lane streets with width in the same order
as the DEM's resolution. In consequence, the channelizing effect of
overland flow on streets is rather poorly captured by the models.
Confronted with the same issue, Kipfer et al. (2012) proposed to incise
all streets by a fixed depth. However, this measure most likely in-
capacitate the model to correctly reproduce the street's overtopping.
Thus, a more common solution is to use a DEM with a finer resolution, if
available (Wechsler, 2007; Dottori et al., 2013). Generally, small-scale
structures such as narrow streets are certainly better represented by a
DEM with finer resolutions (Wechsler, 2007; Fewtrell et al., 2011; de
Almeida et al., 2016). Nevertheless, as has been pointed out before,
finer resolutions might also lead to inadequate confidence in the ex-
tremely precise model outputs (Dottori et al., 2013). Along these lines,
it is crucial to note that the DEM itself is an imperfect representation of
the reality, irrespective of its resolution (Wechsler, 2007; Abily et al.,
2016). Just as DEMs with coarser resolutions, topographical models
with finer resolutions are not flawless either and contain artifacts,
which may cause false results, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Therefore, the
DEM needs to receive particular attention, i.e., it needs to be carefully
pre- and post-processed in order to represent realistic flow paths, as
other studies have highlighted as well (Hankin et al., 2008; Hunter
et al., 2008; Tyrna et al., 2017).
The models may produce distinctly different results under certain
circumstances, as highlighted by the models applied to the convex ar-
tificial surface characterized by diverging flow patterns (Fig. 5). How-
ever, in real-world applications such forms are likely less important in
Fig. 11. Binary pattern performance measures of different pair-wise model and/or observation comparisons. Each box plot is built by eight values, i.e., one value for
each case study. In the first row and the first column, the observations are compared with the model results within the observation domain (Dobs, Sect. 2.3.1). All
other sub-figures show the comparison of different models within the watershed domain (Dwsd, Sect. 2.3.1). Each sub-figure is labeled with the abbreviated pairing,
whereas the former label indicates the reference to which the latter is compared. As an example, the label “OB vs. SW” indicates the sub-figure, in which the
observations are compared to the model results of r.sim.water. In the sub-figures above the diagonal, the performance measures are plotted, i.e., the critical success
index (CSI, cf. Eq. (10)), the hit rate (cf. Eq. (11)) and the false alarm rate (f. alarm r., cf. Eq. (12)). The bias (cf. Eq. (9)) is plotted in the sub-figures below the
diagonal. Note that not the bias itself, but the common logarithm of the bias is displayed. The ideal value of each performance measure (cf. Eqs. (9)–(12)) is indicated
by the thin red line. The closer the box plots are to this red line, the more similar are the performance measures of the corresponding pairing. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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comparison to plane and concave slopes, as exemplified by the case
study E2 characterized by concave topography (cf. Fig. 8). On such
slopes, the models exhibit better model agreement (Fig. 5). Thus, in
real-world applications, the model choice seems to play an inferior role
compared to the previously discussed issues including the appropriate
representation of effective rainfall and topographical structures. In
other words, the model choice is generally not the most important
factor determining whether the observed inundation area can be pre-
dicted well by the corresponding model, at least for events associated
with heavy rainfall. However, it should be noted that this statement
might be different for the prediction of flow depths and/or flow velo-
cities. As mentioned before, the hydrodynamic models, i.e., FLO-2D,
FloodArea and r.sim.water, generally predict the number of wet cells
less reliably for case studies associated with weak rainfall. An exception
is the flow algorithm MFD, which produces the least biased results for
all case studies (Fig. 11). At the downside, the algorithm cannot con-
sider ponding or backwater, as exemplified by the model's distinct
underestimation of the inundated area towards the outlet of the study
site E2 (Fig. 9, MFD). Thus, MFD can be used for approximating the
extent of inundated areas, but not for predicting flow depths, flow ve-
locities, and flow dynamics in general.
Lastly, the model performance is also highly dependent on the used
data. Therefore, it is crucial to account for the uncertainties introduced
by the input data, for instance by carrying out a sensitivity analysis (e.g.
Pianosi et al., 2016). At the same time, the uncertainties need to be
considered, which stem from the observational data that are used to
condition and/or evaluate the models. For instance, if the observational
data are a bad representation of the models' simulated quantity, the
performance of the models are inevitably low, as exemplified by the
case study E1 (Fig. 7 and Sect. 3.2). Yet, as mentioned before, there is
little high-quality observational data available, which exhibit appro-
priate spatial and temporal resolutions suitable for model calibration
and/or validation (e.g. Hunter et al., 2008; Blanc et al., 2012; Neal
et al., 2012; Yu and Coulthard, 2015). Consequently, in this study, it
was necessary to exploit different data sources, including external
maps, eye witnesses’ photographs and videos, mapped flood traces
based on field visits partly supported by aerial photographs (cf. Table 5
and Fig. 4). Yet, the mapped quantity is not the same for each source.
While the exploited photographs and videos represent a snapshot of the
flow pattern at a certain instant during the respective SWF, re-
constructions based on flood marks are constrained to areas where the
flood has left discernible traces. For instance, overland flow with few
suspended particles might not leave identifiable traces. In consequence,
this likely leads to an underestimation of the actual inundated area.
Accordingly, we assigned this data source with a lower (medium)
confidence level, as indicated in Table 5. Despite the increased con-
fidence level for overland flow reconstructed from photographs and
videos, a similar bias might apply to this data source, as well. Namely, a
bias is introduced if the picture is not taken at the instant of the max-
imal flood extent.
Therefore, just as the simulation outputs, the observational data
should be regarded as uncertain (Bennett et al., 2013; Stephens et al.,
2014; Savage et al., 2016a). Thus, the representation of the observa-
tions and simulations as a crisp representation of the reality might be
inappropriate. To address this issue, Pappenberger et al. (2007) applied
a fuzzy set approach to measure the performance based on uncertain
observational data. Thereby, slight shifts between observed and simu-
lated wet cells could be accounted for. For simulated wet cells, it is
straightforward to obtain a confidence level that a particular cell is wet
by considering the simulated flow depths (Pappenberger et al., 2007).
In contrast, this is not trivial for the observational data used in this
study. Namely, ancillary data would be necessary. For instance, flood
traces mapped in the field could be categorized according to the re-
spective confidence that the corresponding area was in fact inundated.
In case only the flood extent is of interest, for instance when iden-
tifying potentially flooded assets, choosing a simple over a
hydrodynamic model might be advantageous: as exemplified by the
real-world case studies, the extent of SWFs can be predicted similarly
well with MFD as with the considered hydrodynamic models, while the
associated computational demand is much smaller. Consequently, MFD
could be applied to larger areas while exploiting the increasing avail-
ability of high-resolution DEMs. Moreover, there are other simple
conceptual models, as termed by Teng et al. (2017), which may over-
come some of the limitations of MFD, such as the incapability to si-
mulate ponding water. Potential candidates include for instance the
Rapid Flood Spreading Method (RFSM), as described by L'homme et al.
(2008), or the model called HAND (height above the nearest drainage),
as introduced by Nobre et al. (2011). Such approaches could be applied
to (almost) any scale and area (Teng et al., 2017), which could make
them interesting candidates for regional or even continental hazard
assessments regarding SWFs. Moreover, such models are predestined to
be used in probabilistic modeling approaches (e.g. Merwade et al.,
2008; Aronica et al., 2012; Savage et al., 2016a). Thus, the applicability
of a probabilistic modeling approach in relation to SWFs in rural areas
should be investigated in the future, as well.
5. Conclusions and outlook
The main aim of this study was to test a SWF hazard assessment
approach that is currently employed in practice and is based on single
simulations with uncalibrated and/or unvalidated flood inundation
models. For that matter, we applied four uncalibrated raster-based
models to four characteristic artificial surfaces and eight real-world
case studies. The models' application to the artificial surfaces ex-
emplified that the flow patterns are heavily disturbed by streets, insofar
as the prediction of inundated areas downslope of such structures are
significantly influenced. Thus, there are large differences of how each
model predicts these flow disturbances. Moreover, the modeling ex-
ercise has indicated that the models disagree most about the prediction
of flow on the convex surface. The performance of the models applied to
real-world case studies was assessed qualitatively as well as quantita-
tively in relation to inundated areas inferred from different sources. In
summary, the performance of the selected grid-based models indicates
that they are not (yet) suited to be employed in an uncalibrated mode to
reliably and deterministically predict inundated areas caused by SWFs
in rural areas. Mainly, the models’ performances are impaired by biased
predictions of effective rainfall and insufficient representation of to-
pographical structures.
To improve the prediction of SWF hazards, various approaches seem
prospective. First of all, the deterministic modeling approach could be
improved by incorporating a better prediction of the complex runoff
generation mechanisms under various conditions. Moreover, the re-
presentation of topographical structures could be improved by con-
sidering DEMs with finer resolutions. Alternatively, irregular meshes
and corresponding models could be used for a better representation of
structures such as streets. At the same time, this study indicates that the
models' calibration and/or their results' validation is imperative. For
this task, the uncertainties of the observations should be considered,
which may vary significantly depending on the source and quality of
the observations. In general, the quantification and communication of
the models' associated uncertainties are crucial, as the models’ ex-
tremely precise outputs have indeed the potential to provoke over-
confidence in their results, which may lead to inappropriate decisions
in flood risk management (Dottori et al., 2013).
A different way forward would be to exploit simple conceptual
models such as MFD. Within the context of this study, MFD performed
similarly well than the hydrodynamic models. Thus, similar conceptual
models could be tested, which overcome some of the limitations of
MFD, while providing similar results. The computational effort of such
simple models is by far the least. Such approaches are therefore also
interesting for the application to large areas, for instance in the context
of regional, national or even continental SWF hazard assessments. Yet,
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due to lower computational constraints, even the topographical data
with the finest available resolutions might be exploited. Moreover, such
models could be applied in a probabilistic simulation framework, which
could potentially better handle the lack of observational data in com-
parison to the current deterministic approaches.
Finally, this study highlighted once more that observational data are
crucial irrespective of the chosen way forward. Thus, a standardized
method to document and report SWFs in rural and urban areas is re-
quired and should be developed. At the same time, systematic ob-
servations should be put in place to lie the ground for future research,
which is certainly necessary.
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Abstract. A robust and reliable risk assessment procedure
for hydrologic hazards deserves particular attention to the
role of transported woody material during flash floods or de-
bris flows. At present, woody material transport phenomena
are not systematically considered within the procedures for
the elaboration of hazard maps. The consequence is a risk
of losing prediction accuracy and of underestimating hazard
impacts. Transported woody material frequently interferes
with the sediment regulation capacity of open check dams
and moreover, when obstruction phenomena at critical cross-
sections of the stream occur, inundations can be triggered.
The paper presents a procedure for the determination of the
relative propensity of mountain streams to the entrainment
and delivery of recruited woody material on the basis of em-
pirical indicators. The procedure provided the basis for the
elaboration of a hazard index map for all torrent catchments
of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano/Bozen. The plausi-
bility of the results has been thoroughly checked by a back-
ward oriented analysis on natural hazard events, documented
since 1998 at the Department of Hydraulic Engineering of
the aforementioned Alpine Province. The procedure pro-
vides hints for the consideration of the effects, induced by
woody material transport, during the elaboration of hazard
zone maps.
1 Introduction
In European mountain regions significant losses resulting
from torrent processes occurred during the last decades
(e.g., Oberndorfer et al., 2007; Autonome Provinz Bozen –
Correspondence to:B. Mazzorana
(bruno.mazzorana@provinz.bz.it)
Südtirol, 2008), in spite of considerable efforts undertaken
for the protection of endangered areas (Fuchs and McAlpin,
2005). A retrospective analysis on hazard maps highlighted
a series of shortcomings with respect to torrential processes
(Berger et al., 2007). In particular the effects of changing
channel morphology and associated woody material trans-
port phenomena were found to remarkably amplify process
intensities (e.g., Diehl, 1997; Lyn et al., 2007). Considering
the effects of woody material transport specifically, clear in-
dications emerged from the analysis of the debris flow and
flood events which recently occurred in several alpine re-
gions (e.g., Rickli and Bucher, 2006). At critical channel
geometry configurations such as bridge cross sections the
transported woody material can be easily entrapped and sub-
sequently partially or totally block the cross-sectional area
for conveyance. In addition to increasing the loading con-
ditions on the structural components of the bridges (e.g.
piers and superstructure), overflowing becomes more fre-
quent and therefore flood hazard impacts increase (Bezzola et
al., 2003). Transported woody material frequently interferes
directly with the sediment regulating capacity of open check
dams (Lange et al., 2006). Clogging of the check dam open-
ings during the early stages of debris flow events induces de-
position when the intensity of the events is rather low. As
a consequence, if the retention capacity is limited, a hazard
mitigation performance can be expected which is far from
optimum. In the procedures and regulations currently be-
ing used in hazard mapping, the assessment of such potential
impacts is left to expert discretion. Decisions made in this
way involve subjective assumptions concerning certain im-
pact variables (e.g. woody material transport) and this affects
the transparency, comparability and ultimately the quality of
the hazard mitigation. In order to avoid such shortcomings in
mitigation planning, we propose a procedure, which, based
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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on empirical indicators, determines the relative propensity
of mountainous streams to the entrainment and delivery of
woody material.
While the ecological and morphological role of woody
debris in mountain streams have been extensively studied
(Abbe et al., 1997; Hildebrand et al., 1997; Keim et al.,
2002; Gurnell et al., 2002; Montgomery and Piegay, 2003;
Comiti et al., 2006), hazard related topics of woody material
transport have been less systematically investigated. Nev-
ertheless, some literature exists concerning in-stream struc-
tures. For example, Diehl (1997) studied the damage poten-
tial of transported woody material and Shields et al. (2001)
analyzed the relation between flow resistance and increased
inundation frequency due to the presence of large woody ma-
terial. New insights into the dynamics of wood transport
in streams have been achieved through flume experiments
(Braudrick et al., 1997; Braudrick and Grant, 2000, 2001;
Curran et al., 2003; Degetto, 2000; Rickenmann, 1997; Haga
et al., 2002). The interaction of woody debris transport with
protection measures has been investigated with a special fo-
cus on check dams (Bezzola et al., 2004; Lange et al., 2006;
Uchiogi et al., 1996) and on rope nets (Rimböck, 2004). Fur-
thermore, advanced tools for modelling woody material re-
cruitment storage and dynamics for small streams and their
watersheds have been developed (Lancaster et al., 2001).
This work addresses the following questions from a hazard
assessment perspective: 1) For which mountain torrents do
woody material recruitment and transport phenomena have
be considered in hazard mapping? 2) Which mountain tor-
rents are supposed to react in a sensitive way in terms of in-
creasing hazard impacts if woody material transport occurs?
3) Which additional system loading and system response sce-
narios should be assumed, bearing in mind possible effects of
woody material transport? 4) Can protection forest manage-
ment policies be rationalized from a woody material trans-
port hazard related perspective?
Based on these questions, the main objective of this study
is to develop a procedure for generating hazard index maps
(compare also Petraschek and Kienholz, 2003), in which the
torrent catchments are classified according to their propen-
sity to entrain and deliver woody material. Hazard index
maps for debris flow and sediment transport and deposi-
tion processes already exist for the torrent catchments of the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano/Bozen (Heinimann et al.,
1998). These maps along with the newly created maps will
constitute a reference on a hazard index level for the detec-
tion of the relevant hazard processes within each hazard as-
sessment unit. In a successive analysis step the experts de-
termine the hazard zones with more sophisticated procedures
and can tailor the output maps to the requested level of detail.
2 Method
The proposed empirical method for the assessment of the
hazard potential resulting from woody material recruitment
and transport rests on the following outlined two step ap-
proach. In a first step the woody material recruitment areas
are identified, localized and classified based on their capac-
ity to increase the hazard potential of transport processes in
alpine torrents. Woody material recruitment areas are de-
fined as both vegetated torrent bed as well as wood-covered
areas on hill slopes in close proximity or with a high con-
nectivity to the torrent. In a second step an indicator for
woody debris recruitment and transport is calculated for each
torrent catchment. The application of a GIS based proce-
dure, in which both aforementioned steps have been imple-
mented, allowed for the generation of comprehensive hazard
index maps for all torrential catchments of the Autonomous
Province of Bolzano/Bozen. The level of detail of the pro-
cedure is restricted to the level of detail defined for hazard
index maps (Petraschek and Kienholz, 2003).
2.1 A hazard process oriented view of woody material
dynamics
As outlined by Rickli and Bucher (2006), the volume of the
transported woody material in a defined torrent reach is a
product of: 1) the transport process in the considered reach
(e.g. inflow and outflow of woody material), 2) the poten-
tially recruitable woody material along the banks and the
channel bed, if vegetated (e.g. vegetated bars), and 3) the re-
cruitment processes taking place on hill slopes. Rickli and
Bucher (2006) identify the following relevant recruitment
processes:
1. Bank erosion: Through the shear stress exerted on the
wetted perimeter of the cross-section of the channel ero-
sion processes occur along the banks altering the static
equilibrium of the trees that can topple or slide into
the channel. Hazard increasing conditions of synchro-
nism between debris flow or flood events and the above
mentioned woody material recruitment process is quite
probable.
2. Wind-throw: strong wind conditions can either desta-
bilize the trees that consequently fall as a whole into
the channel, or lead to the recruitment of the epigeous
parts, if their stems break under the wind loading. May
and Gresswell (2003) point out that falling trees with
a horizontal distance to the channel that exceeds their
height can exert a destabilizing action on other trees
(e.g. knock-on effect).
3. Snow loading: the pressure exerted by the snow, in par-
ticular wet snow in spring and autumn, can cause sta-
bility problems to broad-leaved trees increasing bend-
ing moments and shear forces. Through the concurring
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cleaving action of ice, crowns of trees are susceptible to
break off.
4. Landslides and other slope processes convey standing
and lying woody material within the process perime-
ter towards the channel. Woody material temporarily
stored in steep gullies on hill slope areas can also be
conveyed toward the channel in connection with mass
movements.
5. Avalanches are likely to incorporate and convey large
volumes of woody material within the process perime-
ter.
As a general rule, in the case of debris flows, a large part
of the available woody material within the discharge cross-
section is likely to be entrained and transported. In the case
of flood processes above a threshold discharge value, entrain-
ment of woody material starts due to the fact that the desta-
bilizing forces (drag and buoyancy forces) exceed the resist-
ing forces (friction and the gravity component normal to the
channel bed). It has been evidenced by flume experiments
(Braudrick and Grant, 2000; Bezzola et al., 2003) that in
larger mountainous streams, characterized by channel widths
greater than the wood element length, entrainment depends
on the orientation of the wood element in relation to a series
of parameters. These parameters are the flow direction, the
roughness of the wood element, the roughness of the stream
bed, the density of the wood and the ratio between wood el-
ement diameter and flow depth. In smaller streams transport
phenomena are characterized by a certain intermittency in-
volving pivoting and jamming of the wood elements.
In the following sections, a classification scheme of the
woody material recruitment areas is proposed (Sect. 2.2) and
subsequently these areas are identified and spatially delimi-
tated (Sect. 2.3).
2.2 Classification of the woody material recruitment areas
Referring to the description of the dynamics of woody mate-
rial briefly outlined in the previous section, the recruitment
areas are classified according to the following criteria: 1)
wood stand productivity, 2) activity/intensity of the recruit-
ment processes, and 3) activity/intensity of torrential pro-
cesses:
1. SIZ-areas (“stream influence zone”): The extent of
these areas is determined by the wetted perimeter corre-
sponding to the peak discharge of the considered ex-
treme event of the debris flow or flood with intense
bedload transport, depending on the dominant process
(compare Sect. 2.3 for details). Hazard index maps for
debris flows and floods with intense sediment transport
for the torrent catchments of the Autonomous Province
of Bolzano/Bozen have been produced (Staffler et al.,
2008). The SIZ-areas include either the areas exposed
to debris flows, overbank sedimentation or the channel
beds. Tree and shrub vegetation of the banks and the
torrent bed which is directly exposed to the hydrody-
namic forces is easily entrained. Vertical and lateral ero-
sion can significantly reinforce the entrainment process
(compare Fig. 1).
2. AWB-areas (“active wood buffer”): These active re-
cruitment areas border the SIZ-areas. Toppling trees
can directly reach the stream and considerably influ-
ence geomorphologic processes (compare Fig. 2). Au-
tochthonous jams are made of woody material that has
not been entrained from the point where it first entered
the channel, although it may have rotated or the channel
may have moved (Abbe and Montgomery, 1996). Up to
a certain intensity of the flood process, the formation of
these jams has a stabilizing effect on the stream bed, but
for higher intensities mobilization of the woody mate-
rial starts to occur.
3. RWB-Areas (“recharging wood buffer”): This forested
band is directly connected to the outside of the AWB.
Toppling trees cannot reach the stream bed directly, but
as evidence from documented events underpins, they
can destabilize other trees from the AWB (compare
Fig. 2) or in extremely steep and cliffy areas they can
slide into the stream bed. The parameters determining
the width of the AWB and the RWB are the fundamental
parameters of the forest stands and geomorphologic pa-
rameters. For most areas in the Autonomous Province
of Bolzano/Bozen a georeferenced map of the potential
forest types is available (Klosterhuber et al., 2007). The
parameter which correlates well with the wood stand
productivity is the dominant height or top height, which
is relatively independent from thinning measures. The
dominant stand heighthr is the predicted height of the
quadratic mean of diameters of the 20% largest trees
per stand (Kramer and Akça, 1995). The geomorpho-
logic influence is represented by the inclination of the
hill slope.
4. PRP (“preferential recruitment paths”): These are
mainly steep stream channels in forested areas reach-
ing the main channel. In these cases, transportation
of woody material is possible even if the width of the
AWB and the RWB is exceeded. The identification of
these channels and areas is based on the hazard index
map for debris flows and overbank sedimentation as
well as on the event documentation of the Department
of Hydraulic Engineering (Autonome Provinz Bozen –
Südtirol – Abteilung Wasserschutzbauten, 2008).
d) PCA (“preferential contributing areas”): These are ar-
eas of potential shallow landslides in forested areas close to
the stream channel (compare Fig. 3). Using models such
as SHALSTAB (Dietrich and Montgomery, 1998) or SIN-
MAP (Pack et al., 1998) to identify these areas enables the
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Fig. 1. SIZ-zone: torrential processes with influence on entrainment
and transport of woody material.
Fig. 2. AWB-areas and RWB-areas: recruitment mechanisms
on hillslopes.
Fig. 3. PCA-areas: particularly active recruitment areas
on hillslopes.
assessment of known and previously unknown areas of shal-
low landslides.
Regarding the fact that PRP and PCA provide particularly
significant woody material recruitment, they are called “par-
ticularly active recruitment areas” (PARA). Figure 4 illus-
trates schematically the classification scheme adopted for the
recruitment areas and the relevant processes involved. Fig-
ure 5 shows schematically the spatial distribution of the dif-
ferent recruitment areas.
2.3 Identification and spatial delimitation of the woody
material recruitment areas
In this step, the woody debris recruitment areas were identi-
fied on the basis of existing datasets concerning forest cover,
topography, hydrography and hydrology. The areas border-
ing the channel were selected. Furthermore, forested areas
were identified which are prone to debris flows and shallow
landslides and the connectivity of these areas to the stream
bed was analysed. In a second step, the driftwood transport
capacity of the stream is quantified using an indicator based
on distinct topographic parameters. The combination of the
delimited types of recruitment areas lead to the calculation of
an index for the recruitment and transport capacity for woody
debris of the torrent catchments.
The procedure used the following existing datasets:
– Thedigital terrain modelof the Autonomous Province
of Bolzano/Bozen with a resolution of 20 m.
– Thehazard index map for debris flow and overbank sed-
imentationprocesses (Staffler et al. 2008). This dataset
identifies and localizes the potential debris flow hazard
zones. The map was elaborated on the basis of the dig-
ital elevation model, the vegetation map and the geo-
logical map following the procedure of Zimmermann et
al. (1992 and 1997) and Heinimann et al. (1998).
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– The map of the classified land useof the Autonomous
Province of Bolzano/Bozen (Autonome Provinz Bozen
– Südtirol 2004). The forest cover was extracted from
this map.
– The map of the modelledforest vegetation typologies
(Klosterhuber et al., 2007). From this map, the potential
tree heights were delineated.
– Themap of the alpine torrent catchments. This dataset
delimitates the alpine torrent catchments with debris
flow and overbank sedimentation processes.
In the first step, the torrent channels were derived from
the digital terrain model. According to the formulas (1), (2)
and (3), the areas of the active wood buffer (AWB) and the
recharging wood buffer (RWB) along the torrent channels
were determined.
(a) Calculation of the width of the active wood buffer (AWB)
and the recharging wood buffer areas (RWB)
The probability of recruitment from a riparian forest on a
plain surface is a function of a tree’s height and distance
from the stream, measured perpendicularly from the posi-
tion of the tree to the nearest channel boundary (Robison and
Beschta, 1990). The probability space for a tree falling is a
disk centred on the tree with radius equal to the tree’s height.
Van Sickle and Gregory (1990) quantified the probability of
a tree entering the stream as follows:
Ps=
cos−1
(
z
h
)
180
(1)
Ps – probability of entry;z – perpendicular distance to the
nearest channel boundary (in our model the border of the
SIZ-area);h – effective tree heigth.
The width of the AWB-areas on a plain surfacewAWB
is obtained setting the probability of entry in Eq. (1) equal
to zero and settingh equal to the top height of the forest
type. Therefore, for hill slopes with slope inclination less
than 40%, the width of the AWB-areas, is estimated as fol-
lows:
wAWB = hr (2)
wAWB – width of the AWB;hr – top tree height.
As pointed out by Sobota et al. (2006), individual trees
exhibit a stronger tendency to fall towards the channel on
steep hillslopes (>40%) than on moderately sloped land-
forms (<40%). Integration of field data into an established
recruitment model indicated that 1.5 to 2.4 times more large
wood (by number of tree boles) would be recruited to stream
reaches with steep hillslopes than to reaches with moderate
side slopes or flat banks, if riparian forest conditions are as-
sumed to be constant. They conclude that stream valley to-
pography should be considered in models that use tree fall di-
rections in predictions of large wood recruitment to streams.
For wood stands on hill slopes (slope≥40%), the width of
the active wood buffer was determined as follows:
wAWB = k · hr (3)
k – coefficient (1.5≤c≤2.4) for steep slopes (Sobota et al.,
2006). On a hazard index level an average value of 1.95 has
been chosen for the coefficientk.
Accounting for particular impact factors, such as wind
throw or high forest dieback, the value of coefficientk in
Eq. (3) should be increased, provided that experimental data
is available.
As suggested by Harrington and DeBell (1996), in dense,
spindly stands where the crowns support each other, trees
can bend over and collapse entire sections of the stand (the
domino effect).
After considering these impact factors, the additional
buffer area (i.e. RWB) was identified. Due to falling trees
within the RWB-area, destabilizing repercussions in the
ABW-area can be expected. The width of the RWB-area was
calculated analogously to the determination of the AWB-area
as follows:
wRWB = d · hr (4)
– coefficient for the knock-on effect.
On a hazard index level a value of 1 has been chosen for
the coefficientd. Accounting for particular impact factors,
such as wind throw or high forest dieback, the value of coef-
ficientd in Eq. (4) should be increased, provided that exper-
imental data is available.
A higher accuracy level in the determination of extents
of the AWB and RWB areas, as required for the produc-
tion of hazard maps rather than on a hazard index level,
can be achieved deserving particular attention to connectivity
(Borselli et al., 2008), that could influence the recruitment to
stream. Using a high resolution digital elevation model (e.g.
cell size of 2.5 m·2.5 m), all possible falling directions (max
8 directions) are determined for a tree (height equal to the top
height), standing in the centre of the corresponding cell, that
potentially permits recruitment (distance from SIZ-outward
boundaries less thanwAWB). Connectivity is checked along
each possible direction. The following connectivity criteria
can be applied:
1) Connectivity is given along a possible tree fall direc-
tion, if the elevation profile along the tree fall direction
does not exceed the linear elevation profile given by the
straight line that connects the cell centre of the tree loca-
tion with the cell centre of the cell identifying the SIZ-
boundary.
2) If the elevation profile along the tree fall direction ex-
ceeds the linear elevation profile given by the straight
line that connects the cell centre of the tree location with
the cell centre of the SIZ-boundary cell the situation is
different. It has to be checked whether or not the tree
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/9/197/2009/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 9, 197–209, 2009
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the types of woody debris recruitment areas.
Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the spatial delimitation of the different types of woody debris recruitment areas.
can tilt over the obstacles, which is defined here as the
vertical props given by the cell centres with exceeding
elevations with respect to the corresponding elevations
of the straight connecting line.
In this way the tree fall directions which don’t meet the
connectivity criteria can be excluded.
It should be noted that the level of accuracy for hazard in-
dexes uses a cell size of 20 m·20 m for computations. More-
over, if we consider that the top tree heights are not larger
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than 40 m (Klosterhuber et al., 2007), only the case of one
intermediary cell between the tree location cell and the SIZ
boundary cell is possible. In this case a simplified connectiv-
ity check is proposed. Connectivity is assumed to be given
along a certain tree fall direction if the elevation of the inter-
mediary cell does not exceeds the elevation of the tree loca-
tion cell.
(b) Identification of the preferential recruitment paths (PRP)
These areas were extracted from the hazard index maps for
debris flows and overbank sedimentation processes. The
preferential recruitment paths were identified and localized
by geomorphic analyses of either the digital terrain model
or the dataset of the superficial watercourses (after Zimmer-
mann et al., 1992 and Heinimann et al., 1998). Steep and
concave flowlines which are hydrologically connected with
the SIZ areas were classified as PRP areas. Along these
preferential recruitment paths woody material can be trans-
ported to the SIZ-areas from unstable forested areas despite
that these recruitment areas are not topologically connected
to the SIZ-areas themselves. If it is required, this informa-
tion can be integrated with pre-existing maps from the event
documentation database.
(c) Identification of the preferential contributing areas (PCA)
In a first step, the potentially unstable areas were identified
and localized using the GIS-based approach for calculating
the slope stability (SHALSTAB, Dietrich and Montgomery,
1998). The unstable areas resulting from this procedure were
intersected with the forest cover. In a further step, the active
landslides were extracted from the landslide inventory of the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano/Bozen (IFFI). Both the ev-
ident and the potentially unstable forested areas bordering or
being hydrologically connected with SIZ areas through the
PRP areas were considered as PCA.
(d) Identification of the particularly active recruitment areas
(PARA)
These areas result from the union of the PRP and the PCA.
(e) Identification of the torrent influence zones (SIZ)
In this study, the SIZ-zone was determined based on the haz-
ard index maps for debris flow and for overbank sedimen-
tation processes, including their transit and deposition areas
(Staffler et al., 2008).
The analysis was made on a cell-by-cell basis for
the whole territory of the Autonomous Province of
Bolzano/Bozen – South Tyrol. The vector datasets were con-
verted into raster datasets with the same resolution of the
digital elevation model. Outputs of this step were the classi-
fied woody debris recruitment areas in the pre-defined torrent
catchments.
2.4 A woody material recruitment indicator
After the identification of the potential woody debris recruit-
ment areas, the indicator for the woody debris recruitment
is calculated for each pixel and cumulated for each torrent
catchment.
For every pixel in the stream channel the contributing
woody debris recruitment areas are summarized using the
following indicator:
RAhs, i = a ·
(
AWBlef t, i + AWBright, i
)
+b ·
(
RWBlef t, i + RWBright, i
)
+c ·
(
PARAlef t, i + PARAright, i
) (5)
RAhs, i – recruitment areas on hill slopes connected to theith
stretch of the stream.
The weighting coefficientsa, b andc in Eq. (5) are cali-
bration parameters which should be adapted according to the
regional conditions. By means of an extensive analysis of
the debris flow and overbank sedimentation events which oc-
curred in the Autonomous Province of Bolzano/Bozen since
1998, the following procedure was used for the estimation of
the parameterc. The process was based on visual inspection
and image interpretation of adequately geo-referenced im-
ages. The active PARA-areas during the considered extreme
events were localized and geo-referenced. On the basis of
the high quality orthophoto-images from the year 2006, the
ratio rV 1 was estimated for wood volumeV tPARA within the
PARA-areas to the wood stand volume outsideV tWOOD the
PARA-areas (in the majority of the cases this involved the
AWB- or RWB-areas). Additionally, pictures from the event
documentation corresponding to the areas in the orthophotos
were used to estimate the ratiorR1 of wood volumeV
t+1
PARA
still available after the event at timet+1 to the wood volume
V tPARA present before the event at timet . The conditions of
the wood in the PARA-areas before the event at timet were
assumed to be comparable to those of the year 2006. The fact
thatV tWOOD can differ from the potential wood stand volume
V tPOT analyzed by Klosterhuber et al. (2007), the ratiorP1 of
V tWOOD to V
t
POT should be recognized; however, assuming
the requirements of the hazard index levelrP1=1, the coeffi-
cientc can be expressed in terms ofrV 1 andrR1 as follows:
c = rV 1 (1 − rR1) (6)
In practice, a set of representative PARA-area were analyzed
in different catchments and the above defined ratios were es-
timated. An area-weighted average valuecµ=0.48 is used in
the calculations.
A qualitative comparison between the recruitment pro-
cesses occurring in PARA-areas and in AWB-areas of sim-
ilar extent gave rise to the assumption that although recruit-
ment from AWB-areas is an order of magnitude lower than
recruitment from PARA-areas during extreme events, the re-
cruitment from AWB-areas in the long term is a more contin-
uous process. Taking into account the effects of wood degra-
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Fig. 6. Classification of the torrent catchments by the woody debris recruitment and transport indicator WM. Legend classification in equal
intervals.
Fig. 7. Torrent catchments with observed woody material recruitment and transport during documented debris flow and overbank sedimen-
tation processes.
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dation in the long term, the weighting factora for the re-
cruitment contribution from the AWB-areas is chosen to be
a=0.5·c. The indirect influence on the recruitment process
of the RWB-areas justified the assumptiona>b and subse-
quently a value ofb=0.2·a was chosen.
Within the SIZ-areas more concurring processes take
place: recruitment within the SIZ-area of tree and shrub veg-
etation of the banks and the torrent bed directly exposed to
the hydrodynamic forces, entrainment, transport and deposi-
tion of the woody material. The recruitment process is mod-
elled analogously to the above described processes occurring
on the slopes as follows:
RAinstream,i = d · (SIZi) (7)
RAinstream,i – in-stream recruitment areas corresponding to
theith stretch of the stream.
The following ratios have been defined: a) ratiorV 2 of
wood volumeV tTIZ within the SIZ-areas to the wood stand
volume outsideV tWOOD and b) ratiorR2 of wood volume
V t+1TIZ still available after the event at timet+1 to the wood
volumeV tTIZ present before the event at timet . The coeffi-
cientd was qualitatively assessed as follows:
d = rV 2 (1 − rR2) (8)
Due to the strong influence of the process type on in-stream
recruitment, different coefficients for debris flows (d1) and
intense bedload transport processes with overbank sedimen-
tation (d2) have to be defined. A set of representative events
were analyzed in different catchments and the above de-
fined ratios were estimated. The area-weighted values of
d1, µ=0.46 andd2, µ=0.27 were used in the calculations.
Subsequently the contributing in-stream recruitment areas
were cumulated for each pixel in the stream channel as fol-
lows:
RAtot, i = RAhs, i + RAinstream,i (9)
RAtot, i total recruitment areas connected to theith stretch of
the stream.
2.5 An indicator for woody material entrainment and
transport
Streams with a low longitudinal slope require a certain flow
depth (h≥2dBHD) and channel width (b≥Lwoody material) as
well as an adequate radius of curvature in order to support
woody material transport over major distances (Braudrick et
al., 1997). In torrents with intense bedload transport the en-
trainment and transport process are facilitated by the cou-
pled action of hydrodynamics and mobile bed dynamics. In
torrents with debris flow activity the driftwood is easily en-
trained and incorporated in the mixture of solid material and
water. In this process, the driftwood can be partially broken
up and, in the absence of obstacles, it can be transported to
the depositional area. The following parameters are relevant
to describe entrainment and transport of woody material on a
hazard index level.
Q – peak total discharge (liquid and solid) at the closure
section of the catchment for a 100-years return period event.
The liquid dischargeQ for a 100-years return period event
is given on a regionalized basis by the following expressions
(Ferrari, 1996):
Q=10.31· A0.593 in the Western Adige/Etsch basin (10a)
Q=12.69· A0.606 in the Eastern Adige/Etsch basin (10b)
A – catchment area in [km2].
Qtot is derived specifically for either 1) floods with intense
bedload transport and overbank sedimentation or 2) debris
flows. For case 1), the solid discharge can be expressed ac-
cording to Smart and Jaeggi’s equation (1983):
qs = 2.5qJ
0.6
(
J −
dm
12.1hm
)
(11)
qs – solid discharge per unit width of the channel [m3/(m·s)],
q – liquid discharge per unit width of the channel [m3/(m·s)],
J – Channel slope [m/m],dm – characteristic grain-size di-
ameter [m],hm – average flow depth [m].
Assuming thatdm12.1hm and thatb is the channel
width, Eq. (11) can be simplified to:
Qs = 2.5QJ
1.6 (12)
Qs=qs ·b – solid discharge [m3/s],Q=q·b – liquid discharge
[m3/s].
Subsequently, in the bedload transport case, the total dis-
chargeQtot can be expressed by:
Qtot,bedload= Q + 2.5QJ
1.6
=
(
1 + 2.5J1.6
)
Q (13)
For case 2), the debris flow peak discharge is estimated
through Takahashi’s volumetric criterion (1978, 1980, 1991):
Qtot,df = Q
C∗
C∗ − Cdf
(14)
Cdf – concentration of the granular mixture,C∗=0.65 – max-
imum possible concentration,Cdf – can be expressed as fol-
lows:
Cdf =
tanα
1 (tanφ − tanα)
(15)
1 – relative density of the submerged material, here assumed
to be equal to 1.65,α slope angle of the channel,φ friction
angle of the granular material, here assumed to be equal to
32◦.
The following two additional parameters need to be de-
fined:
– The average downstream longitudinal slope from theith
section to the basin outlet section,Jds, i .
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The ratiolQ, i assigns a certain portion of the maximum
discharge to every section of the channel depending on the
location in the catchment, and is calculated as follows:
lQ, i =
Qi
Q
(16)
Qi – 100 years return period liquid discharge at theith sec-
tion,Q – 100 years return period liquid discharge at the basin
outlet section.
For the estimation of the woody material entrainment and
transport potential the following indicator is proposed:
Indicator WM for the bedload transport case:
WM = Qtot,bedload·
1
Atot
·
k∑
i=1
(
lQ, i · RAtot, i
)
(17a)
Indicator WM for the debris flow case:
WM = Qtot,df ·
1
Atot
·
k∑
i=1
(
lQ, i · RAtot, i
)
(17b)
k – number of control points,i=1, . . ., k, Atot – catchment
area, WM – hazard potential indicator for wood material de-
livery.
The expression1
Atot
·
k∑
i=1
(
lQ, i ·RAtot, i
)
is an estimate of the
relative availability of recruited woody material and is a syn-
thetic indicator for the transport conditions along the chan-
nel. Qtot,bedload or Qtot,df estimate the relative propensity
for entrainment and delivery of woody material under given
transport conditions.
The WM indicator was calculated for each raster cell in
the specified catchments. The value of the indicator at the
basin outlet section of each torrent catchment was assigned
to the particular catchment in the dataset.
3 Results
This procedure both delimited and classified woody mate-
rial recruitment areas and computed recruitment and trans-
port indicators for the pre-defined torrent catchments. The
computed recruitment areas showed a high spatial variability
within many of the catchments. Verifications in the field on
control samples showed a significant correspondence of the
modelled woody material recruitment areas with the mapped
recruitment areas.
The computed indicator WM showed a high spatial vari-
ability (Fig. 6). For torrent catchments with a low percent-
age of forest cover, low values for the WM indicator resulted
(WM<5 m3/s). For steep and abundantly forested torrent
catchments involving frequent debris flow processes, high
values for the WM indicator resulted (WM>15 m3/s). The
relevance of the catchment area and therefore the relevance
of the peak discharge is visible in the results of the proce-
dure. In general, higher values of the WM indicator were
calculated in larger catchments; however, Fig. 6 shows that
the weightlQ, i has an influence on these results. Small and
steep catchments as well as large catchments with high dis-
charge were associated with high values for the WM indica-
tor, whereas in torrent catchments with a relatively low ac-
tivity of torrential processes (small process areas), low val-
ues for the WM indicator were computed. Figure 6 shows
that torrent catchments with a relatively high proportion of
recruitment areas close to the end section had higher val-
ues for the WM indicators compared to catchments with a
high proportion of recruitment areas in the upper parts of the
catchments.
4 Discussion
Verifications in the field on control samples showed a sig-
nificant correspondence of the modelled woody debris re-
cruitment areas with the mapped recruitment areas. The de-
veloped procedure was validated on the basis of the event
documentation database of the Department of Hydraulic En-
gineering of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano/Bozen.
Figure 7 shows the torrent catchments with observed woody
material transport by torrential processes. In a further step,
the computed results have been shown to the local moun-
tain torrent control and hydraulic engineering experts. High
values for the WM indicator were computed for those catch-
ments which were also considered susceptible to woody ma-
terial transport phenomena in the opinion of the local ex-
perts. The calculated WM indicator was verified qualitatively
and semi-quantitatively as described below. Although no
systematic event documentation procedure exists regarding
specific details of woody material transport during torrential
events, the necessary data was reconstructed from database
photographs of events. Nearly 1800 images showing woody
material transported by debris flow and flood processes were
extracted from this database and further georeferenced and
analysed. On the basis of these images, the observed vol-
ume of transported material was estimated; however, these
estimations were used for validation purposes in only a semi-
quantitative way, since the analysed photographs show only a
very small part of the torrent catchments. The validation pro-
cedure showed a reliable correspondence of the calculated
woody debris recruitment and transport indicators with the
analysed photographs. In general, catchments with high val-
ues of the WM indicator were found to be those catchments
which, in reality, are documented as having events with sig-
nificant transport and deposition of woody material (Figs. 5
and 6). In torrent catchments with values of the WM indi-
cator>2 m3/s, a minimum volume of 6 m3 of woody mate-
rial could be estimated from the photographs (range from 6
to 154 m3, mean 35 m3, n=11). In torrent catchments with
values of the WM indicator between 1 and 2 m3/s, a mini-
mum volume of 3 m3 of woody material could be estimated
from the photographs (range from 3 to 130 m3, ean 25 m3,
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n=51). There was one exception in which a sizeable wood
volume was observed (∼3 m3) despite a low calculated WM
indicator (0 m3/s). This was due to the fact that the catch-
ment was delimitated at the upper end of the alluvial fan and
the observed wood material was recruited in the area of the
alluvial fan itself. Given that the outlined method delineates
catchments by a lower boundary at the alluvial fan or debris
flow cone, the recruitment of woody material downstream
of these outlet points is overlooked. For such scenarios other
approaches must be used (e.g. considering the hydrodynamic
impacts on the wood stand).
A quantitative comparison between the computed values
for the WM indicator and transported woody material vol-
umes failed due to the following three reasons. Firstly, the
photographs focused on deposited woody material in the ar-
eas where damages occurred and often neglected areas in the
stream influence zones. Secondly, the frequency of torrential
events in the considered catchments could not be estimated.
Thus, the volume of debris in a given picture may not be an
accurate indicator of volume if the frequency of events in the
past decades is high (i.e. material has been transported down-
stream in previous events). Thirdly, the intensity/frequency
relationship of the documented event is not known and there-
fore, the comparison of the documented events with the sce-
nario of a return period of 100 years is difficult. Neverthe-
less, the comparison showed a noticeable spatial correlation
between the WM indicator and observed transportation and
deposition of woody material.
5 Conclusions
The questions stated in the introductory chapter were suc-
cessfully answered. The procedure enables the identifica-
tion of those torrent catchments susceptible to woody ma-
terial recruitment and transport which must be considered in
hazard mapping. The detection of hazards related to woody
material transport is a fundamental prerequisite for a robust
and reliable risk assessment procedure for hydrologic haz-
ards. In catchments with high values of the woody mate-
rial transport indicator (WM), a detailed analysis of torren-
tial processes occurring at critical configurations (e.g. bridge
locations) is highly recommended. The knowledge derived
from the generated hazard index maps supports a hind- and
foresighted conceptual planning process of functional and ef-
ficient protection systems. Due to the higher weight given to
the recruitment areas close to the end section of a catchment,
the procedure is able to identify those catchments for which
forestry measures should be checked (e.g. thinning the wood
stand within the relevant stream influence zone).
Detailed results on a catchment scale can be obtained
using high resolution digital elevation and surface mod-
els, performing hydrological computations by means of dis-
tributed hydrological models and retrieving detailed forest
cover datasets (e.g. tree heights, areas with different canopy
densities) and improving the parameter estimates for woody
material recruitment and transport by ad hoc field surveys.
Regarding the young research stage of woody material
transport processes, the possibility for further development
of the application is a central aspect. In the authors’ opinion,
further improvements of the procedure could be attained by:
a) introducing a probabilistic approach and connectivity indi-
cators for the assessment of recruitment and b) using the re-
sults of 2-D hydrodynamic computations for the description
of the time-dependent entrainment and transport processes
within the SIZ-areas.
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Abstract Recent flood events in Switzerland and Western Austria in 2005 were char-
acterised by an increase in impacts and associated losses due to the transport of woody
material. As a consequence, protection measures and bridges suffered considerable dam-
ages. Furthermore, cross-sectional obstructions due to woody material entrapment caused
unexpected flood plain inundations resulting in severe damage to elements at risk. Until
now, the transport of woody material is neither sufficiently taken into account nor sys-
tematically considered, leading to prediction inaccuracies during the procedure of hazard
mapping. To close this gap, we propose a modelling approach that (1) allows the esti-
mation of woody material recruitment from wood-covered banks and flood plains; (2)
allows the evaluation of the disposition for woody material entrainment and transport to
selected critical configurations along the stream and that (3) enables the delineation of
hazard process patterns at these critical configurations. Results from a case study suggest
the general applicability of the concept. This contribution to woody material transport
analysis refines flood hazard assessments due to the consideration of woody material
transport scenarios.
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1 Introduction
Socio-economic developments in European mountain environments and related forelands
are reflected in increasing settlement and economic activities in areas affected by natural
hazards (Fuchs and Holub 2007). Consequently, considerable economic losses have
resulted in recent years from events (Mitchell 2003; Autonome Brovinz Bozen—Südtirol
2006; Oberndorfer et al. 2007) despite the efforts made towards the mitigation of flood
hazards and the reduction of specific risks (Fuchs and McAlpin 2005). At critical stream
geometry configurations in mountain streams (e.g., bridge cross sections), a remarkable
increase in process intensities could be attributed to woody material transport phenomena
(e.g., Diehl 1997; Lyn et al. 2007). Due to the general necessity of assessing natural
hazards and risks in a reproducible manner, guidelines for hazard mapping were defined in
European countries (e.g., BUWAL 1998; Autonome Provinz Bozen—Südtirol 2006),
thereby providing milestones with respect to the quality of integral risk management. The
major starting point for managing risk from an integral point of view is the deduction and
systematic construction of consistent and reliable scenarios. However, subjective
assumptions on relevant impact variables such as woody material transport intensities on
the system-loading side and response mechanisms at critical configurations often cause
biases and inaccuracies in the results. Considering the hazardous effects of woody material
transport, clear indications emerged from the analyses of the debris flow and flood events
that occurred recently in several Alpine regions (e.g., Bänziger 1990; Rickli and Bucher
2006). At critical stream geometry configurations (e.g., bridge locations), the transported
woody material is repeatedly entrapped. In addition to increasing the loading conditions on
the structural components of the bridges (e.g., piers, abutments and superstructure),
overflowing is likely to occur more frequently. In order to assess these phenomena, this
paper aims at contributing to a systematic investigation of woody material recruitment
processes, an evaluation of the propensity for woody material entrainment and transport to
critical configurations, and a detection of hazard process patterns at these critical config-
urations during extreme floods. The analysis of such elements is indispensable for com-
prehensive flood hazard assessments and for optimizing forest management strategies.
Moreover, knowledge about the quantity of woody material, the main woody material
pathways in the stream channel and the main places of deposition is fundamental for the
design of resilient protection systems and for optimised emergency planning. In order to
approach problems emerging from in-stream structures, a detailed study of the damage
potential has been carried out by Diehl (1997). The relation between the flow resistance
due to the presence of large woody debris (LWD) and increased inundation frequency has
been analysed in detail by Shields et al. (2001). New insights into the dynamics of wood
transport in streams have been achieved by flume experiments (Rickenmann 1997;
Braudrick et al. 1997; Braudrick and Grant 2000, 2001; Degetto 2000; Haga et al. 2002;
Curran and Wohl 2003; Bocchiola et al. 2006). The interaction of woody material transport
with protection measures has been investigated with a special focus on check dams
(Bezzola et al. 2004; Lange and Bezzola 2006) and on rope nets (Rimböck and Strobl
2002).
Acknowledging the fact that hazard impacts at critical configurations along the stream
could be interpreted as effects of a complex process interaction field, the main objective of
this paper is to propose a modelling concept for the analysis of the following key aspects in
considering woody material transport in flood hazard mapping:
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1. Disposition: Wood stand productivity and dead wood production in the recruitment
areas are important factors that determine the disposition for woody transport
phenomena in mountain streams.
2. Intensity of wood–flood interaction: Recruitment processes directly connected to the
dynamics of wood–flood interaction become relevant. Recruitment processes due to
wood–flood interaction can be attributed directly to hydrodynamic pressure loading
and subsequent breakage of the stems. Moreover, morphodynamics such as stream bed
erosion and aggradation and side erosion plays a relevant role (e.g., Abbe et al. 1997;
Hildebrand et al. 1997; Gurnell et al. 2000; Keim et al. 2002; Montgomery and Piegay
2003; Comiti et al. 2006). In fact, the erosive action of the current is responsible for the
scouring of root wads which in turn induces tree toppling.
3. Entrainment and transport of the woody material: The intensity of the flood process, in
terms of flow depths and flow velocities, has to be considered as a critical parameter.
4. Interaction phenomena at critical channel geometry configurations: Significant in this
context are woody material entrapment and the related consequences, e.g., bridge
failures due to hydrostatic and hydrodynamic overloading. Because of the complexity
of the involved process chains, magnitude-frequency–related considerations deserve
close attention.
Given earlier, the developed conceptual structure comprises: (1) criteria for the local-
ization and classification of woody material recruitment areas as well as the assessment of
the woody material recruitment volumes; (2) a computational procedure for woody
material entrainment processes; (3) a computational scheme for woody material transport,
deposition and remobilization dynamics and (4) an analysis procedure of the interaction
phenomena involving transported woody material occurring at critical stream
configurations.
Data were implemented into a GIS environment. Subsequently, we tested the GIS
application for reconstructing woody material recruitment, transport and deposition pat-
terns during a design event with a reoccurrence period of 300 years and compared it with a
flash-flood event occurred in 1987 in the Passirio/Passer River in South Tyrol (Northern
Italy).
2 Theoretical background
Throughout the paper, we will consider a wood-covered flood plain region as a system, X,
as shown in Fig. 1. The system is confined at the downstream side by the outflow
boundaries, Cout, and at the upstream side by the inflow boundaries, Cin. To simplify
matters, these boundaries are assumed to be invariant. Furthermore, it is supposed that the
material flux exchanges (e.g., discharge, sediment rates and wood material amounts) within
the environment are taking place at these boundaries. At the margins, the system is con-
fined to lateral flood plain boundaries, namely the slopes of the mountains. The system
consists of stocks or storage compartments and flows or fluxes. Three storage compart-
ments are defined as (1) sediment storage, (XX
1 )t, (2) water storage, (XX
2 )t and (3) wood
material storage, (XX
3 )t. The corresponding fluxes within the system and at the inflow
boundaries are: (1) sediment fluxes, (DX
1 )t and (DC
1 )t; (2) water fluxes, (DX
2 )t and (DC
2 )t; and
(3) woody material fluxes, (DX
3 )t and (DC
3 )t.
Each flood can be intended as a disturbance of the system, and the effects of a certain
flood event depend also on the settings given by the previous floods. As a consequence at
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the beginning of each flood event, ti
0 with i = 1, … , N, a specific set of initial conditions,
X jX
 t0
i
and D jX
 t0
i
, with j = 1, 2, 3 and inflow boundary conditions, D jC
 t
i
, have to be
considered.
The simulations of the material fluxes taking place within the considered system during
successive extreme events would require the solution of distinct boundary conditions and
initial value problems. Between successive extreme events, the morphodynamical devel-
opment as well as the growth of the wood stocks has to be monitored in order to correctly
assess both the initial and boundary conditions. In the following subsections, a concise
summary of the main findings regarding woody material recruitment, entrainment and
transport are given.
2.1 Woody material recruitment
Rickli and Bucher (2006) identify the following relevant recruitment processes from hill
slopes:
1. Bank erosion: through the shear stress exerted on the wetted perimeter of the cross
section of the channel, erosion processes occur along the banks and alter the static
equilibrium of the trees. Synchronisms between debris flows, flood events and the
earlier mentioned woody material recruitment processes are quite probable.
2. Wind-throw: strong wind conditions can either destabilise the trees that consequently
fall as a whole into the channel or lead to the recruitment of the epigeous parts if their
stems break under the wind loading. May and Gresswell (2003) point out that falling
trees with a horizontal distance to the channel that exceeds their height can exert a
destabilizing action on other trees (e.g., knock-on effect).
QL
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WMQS
Inflow rates
Outflow rates
Standing vital trees – wood storage
Trees recruited and transported during the event
Deadwood transported during the event
Legend:
Trees recruited, transported and deposited within the system
Deadwood NOT transported during the event
Trees transported out of the system
Upstream boundary
Downstream boundary
Lateral floodplain boundaries
Lateral floodplain boundaries
SEDIMENT FLUX
WATER FLUX
WOOD FLUX
FLUXES:
Fig. 1 Wood, sediment and fluxes and system dynamics
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3. Snow loading: the pressure exerted by snow, in particular wet snow in spring and
autumn, can cause stability problems to broad-leaved trees, increasing bending
moments and shear forces. Through the cleaving action of ice, crowns of trees are
susceptible to break off.
4. Landslides and other slope processes convey standing and lying woody material
towards the channel.
5. Avalanches are likely to incorporate and convey large volumes of woody material
within the process perimeter.
Only a few exhaustive experimental results currently exist regarding woody material
production and recruitment from different wood structures which are exposed to hydro-
dynamic impacts. Extensive experimental investigations have been carried out in order to
study the hydraulic impact on vegetated riverbanks, e.g., the experiments carried out in the
soil bioengineering test flume of the Vienna river (Rauch 2005). Furthermore, a series of
3D numerical simulations of vegetated Compound Channel Flows have been performed
(Wilson et al. 2004). A second impact factor influencing woody material production is the
wood structure itself. An analysis of recent flood events documented in the Province of
Bolzano showed that wood vegetation in the river bed has a higher relative tendency to
produce woody material (depending on wood stand volume) compared to wood vegetation
on stream banks. In absolute terms, the amount of woody material recruited from the
stream banks exceeded the volume recruited from the riverbank (Mazzorana et al. 2009).
This fact can be attributed to the wood stand volume being on average larger on the bank
slopes than in the river bed. In relation to the wood stand volume, wood vegetation located
on the stream banks delivers more woody material due to lateral erosion phenomena than
wood vegetation of the flood plain.
2.2 Woody material entrainment and transport
Theoretical models for woody material entrainment based on the balance of hydrodynamic
(F) and resistance forces (R) on individual large woody material pieces have been
developed by Braudrick et al. (1997) and Braudrick and Grant (2000). Assuming the shape
of the woody debris pieces being cylindrical, and neglecting the influence of buoyancy, the
hydrodynamic force can be expressed as follows (Haga et al. 2002):
F ¼ 1
2
Cdq lh sin hþ Asub cos hð ÞU2 ð1Þ
where Cd, drag coefficient for the woody material element in water; q, density of the water;
l, length of the woody material element; h, flow depth given by hydrodynamic simulations;
Asub, submerged area of the log perpendicular to length; h, angle of the element axis
relative to the main flow direction; U, flow velocities given by hydrodynamic simulations
as: U ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ v2
p
.
The resistance forces can be expressed as follows:
R ¼ grpld
2
4
 gqAsubl
 
l cos a sin að Þ ð2Þ
where d, diameter of the woody material element; l, friction coefficient between the
element and the channel bed; r, density of the woody material element; a, channel bed
slope; g, gravity acceleration.
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Expressing the submerged area of the log perpendicular to its length can be defined as
follows:
Asub ¼ d2
1
4
cos1 1 2h
d
 
 1
8
sin 2 cos1 1 2h
d
  	 

ð3Þ
Expressing the non-dimensional force W ¼ FR in terms of Eqs. 1 and 2, the following
expression can be obtained (modified from Haga et al. 2002):
W ¼ F
R
¼
1
2
Cdq lh sin hþ Asub cos hð ÞU2
grpld
2
4
 gqAsubl
 
l cos a sin að Þ
ð4Þ
Analysing Eq. 4, the dynamics of a single woody material element with known dimensions
can be described within a simplified scheme as follows (Haga et al. 2002):
Floating condition:
h
d
 1 ð5Þ
Resting condition:
W ¼ F
R
 1 and h
d
\1 ð6Þ
Sliding or rolling condition:
W ¼ F
R
[ 1 and
h
d
\1 ð7Þ
Field observations are in good agreement with the earlier outlined theory. According to
those evidences, the entrainment condition for smooth wood logs with an approximate
cylindrical form is 1 hd 1:2. The ratio, hd, increases for wood logs with branches up to 1.5
and for wood logs with root wads up to 1.7.
The earlier outlined theoretical model does not consider the effects of morphodynamics.
After Lange and Bezzola (2006), the entrainment is facilitated in the case of sediment
transport due to the fact that the movable stream bed layer acts like a roller-bearing. In
these conditions, the required flow depths, ceteris paribus, are 20–30% lower compared to
the case without sediment transport.
The procedure for evaluating woody material dynamics from a hazard-related per-
spective relies on these theoretical principles and is described in the next section.
3 Modelling approach
This section provides a description of the developed modelling approach, which has been
implemented into an ArcGIS-Esri environment. The criteria for the identification,
localization and classification of the woody material recruitment areas are explained,
followed by the procedure for woody material volume assessment. Subsequently, the
relevant aspects of woody material transport dynamics, namely the entrainment, transport
and deposition and remobilization processes, are thoroughly discussed and a computational
scheme is proposed. Finally, an analysis procedure of interactions at critical stream con-
figurations is introduced.
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3.1 Identification, localization and classification of woody material recruitment areas
Woody material recruitment areas are identified by the interpretation of aerial stereo
images (photographs). According to the findings of Rauch (2005), an innovative ad hoc
classification of the typologies of alluvial forests, lowland riparian forests and riverside
woodland is proposed. The forested areas in the influence zone of the stream are classified
into seven structural typologies according to their different behaviour when exposed to
hydrodynamic loadings (Table 1). The classification criteria take into account the response
of different vegetation and forest typologies to the hydraulic forces and impacts of flood
processes. Figure 2 shows the interdependencies between woody material production
(interpreted as ‘‘distance’’ from the point of origin in the coordinate system), the level of
hydrodynamic impact forces (on the vertical axis), the position within the riparian zone (on
the horizontal axis) and the vegetation structure (oblique axis). Table 1 also shows the
potentially available volumes of woody material for each vegetation structure typology. In
addition, Table 1 provides the description of the corresponding typical response mecha-
nisms. The geomorphologic characteristics of the flood process areas have to be deter-
mined. These areas are classified as (1) stream bed, (2) stream bank and (3) process area of
an extreme flood event.
The classification is made on the basis of digital elevation models, aerial photographs
and a Lidar-based digital terrain model with a high spatial resolution. An output data set is
obtained with the morphology of the stream influence zone.
3.2 Assessment of the recruited woody material volume
Three distinct computational procedures for the assessment of woody material recruitment
volumes are presented for: the recruitment from (1) hill slopes, the recruitment from (2)
tributaries, and (3) within the maximum extent of the flooded area.
Table 1 Structural classification of forested areas within the influence zone of the river (Blaschke et al.
2004)
ID Structure
characteristics
Assumed
response
characteristic
Response in case
of flooding
Stand volume
(m3/ha)
Example:
Passirio
river
Dead
wood
volume
(m3/ha)
1 Young-growth forest,
dense
Flexible Lie down, protect the soil 40 5
2 Young-growth forest,
fragmentary
Flexible Lie down, increased turbulences,
rough, protect the soil
20 3
3 Multilayered
structure, dense
Flexible and
inflexible
Reduces flow velocity, rough,
protect the soil
240 25
4 Even aged population,
dense
Inflexible Reduces flow velocity, protect the
soil
400 40.2
5 Multilayered
structure,
fragmentary
Flexible and
inflexible
Different velocities, turbulences,
rough
120 18
6 Even aged population,
fragmentary
Inflexible Different velocities, turbulences,
unruffled
200 24
7 Old growth, very
patched
Inflexible Elevated turbulences due to
circulation around, leachate
150 20
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3.2.1 Assessment of the recruitment volumes from hill slopes
In this subsection, a procedure to assess the recruited woody material volumes from hill
slopes is outlined. This assessment involves six steps:
Step 1 Determination of the perimeter of the flooded areas of the considered extreme
event from flow depth or velocity raster data sets. The flow depth or velocity data
sets corresponding to the different time steps are given as output files of the
hydrodynamic simulations performed with the 2D numerical model Sobek Rural
(WL/Delft Hydraulics 2004). These raster data sets are overlaid in order to derive
the perimeter identifying the maximum extent of the flood (see Fig. 3 for details).
Step 2 A screening for the availability of wood-covered areas outside of the maximum
flood boundaries. These wood-covered areas within a buffer width are
categorised as active wood buffer (AWB) areas. This buffer width corresponds
either to the potential tree height derived from the forest typology map
(Klosterhuber et al. 2007) or to the real tree height retrieved from the Lidar-based
digital surface model and the digital terrain model (Mazzorana et al. 2009). The
difference between the surface model and the terrain model can give hints about
the reference tree height and therefore about the width of the active wood buffer.
Step 3 Identification of the recruitment wood buffer strips. Inside the delimitation
polygon of the maximum extent flood area, buffer strips for the wood volumes,
potentially recruited form the AWB areas, are identified in direct proximity to the
AWB areas (see Fig. 3 for details). The width of these strips is half of the tree
height of the adjacent AWB area and corresponds to the area of possible location
of the centre of gravity of the recruited wood logs.
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Fig. 2 Scheme for the assessment of the woody debris recruitment on regional scale
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Step 4 Computation of the length of the contact boundary between the AWB areas and
the buffer strips (identified in step 3). The user has to define the volume of
recruited woody material per unit length of contact boundary for each AWB area.
An estimation of recruitment volume scenarios is made on the basis of
experimental data provided by inventories (Rickli and Bucher 2006). It should be
noted that uncertainty is not negligible without detailed forest inventories and a
precise estimation of dead wood volumes and forest stand stability conditions of
the forest population. It is recommended to define a plurality of scenarios of
recruitment volumes per unit length.
Step 5 Specification of the dimension and number of the model wood logs. In this step,
the dimensions of the ‘‘model wood log’’ (diameter and log length) are specified
and the determination of the recruited number of model wood logs for each strip
is straightforward, once known the volumes from the recruitment scenarios
defined in the previous step. The position of the centre of gravity of the ‘‘model
wood logs’’ is either chosen at random (see Fig. 3) or assessed by field
investigations.
Step 6 Determination of the starting position of the ‘‘model wood logs’’. The volume of
each recruited ‘‘model wood log’’ is assigned to the corresponding flow cell
depending on the position of its centre of gravity (compare Fig. 3).
3.2.2 Assessment of the recruitment volumes from tributaries
This assessment involves the following two steps:
Step 1 The recruitment scenarios of wood material volumes from the tributaries can be
reliably defined only if a detailed documentation exists for events. If information
Fig. 3 Determination of the recruitment strips within the maximum extent buffer areas
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is missing, possible scenarios of recruited woody material volumes can be defined
on the basis of empirical equations (Rickenmann 1997).
Step 2 The number of ‘‘model wood logs’’ is calculated. Again the problem arises of the
positioning of the ‘‘model wood logs’’ within the maximum extent flood area. In
the case of accurate event documentations, the ‘‘model wood logs’’ can be placed
within the geo-referenced depositional areas (see Fig. 3). Otherwise, engineering
judgement is required to position the ‘‘model wood logs’’ by choosing, e.g.,
probable deposition sites.
3.2.3 Assessment of the recruitment volumes within the flooded area
Forests of different wood typologies produce determined amounts of dead wood ready for
transport depending on the current stage in their ‘‘life cycle’’. During the flood event itself,
additional dead wood is produced as a consequence of either direct hydrodynamic impact
on trees or destabilization of the trees’ anchorage through erosion phenomena (root wad
scouring).
The vegetation structures are mapped and the morphology of the riverbank is overlaid
with the outputs of the respective flood simulation. A woody material recruitment indicator
is computed based on an impact-response assessment approach, which considers either the
morphological characteristics or the flood intensity. This impact-response assessment
approach has been developed on the basis of the findings of Rauch (2005) and Hübl et al.
(2008). Experimental studies should further investigate the interplay of the following key
factors: (1) Hydrodynamic impact: The hydrodynamic impact acts, on the one hand,
through static and dynamic pressure forces on wood vegetation and, on the other hand, by
yielding stress on the soil, weakening the root–soil anchorages. (2) Wood stand volume: A
positive correlation between the recruited woody material volume and the wood stand
volume is postulated. Average wood stand volume estimations for different wood stand
structures are reported in Table 1. (3) Wood vegetation resistance–resilience: The influ-
ence of the aforementioned key factors cannot be understood and quantitatively estimated
without assessing wood vegetation resistance–resilience mechanisms. These depend on
both wood structural and species-specific characteristics. For the necessary accuracy level,
the analysis is limited to the first type of characteristics underlining that resistance–resil-
ience against hydrodynamic impact depends significantly on the flexibility of the wood and
on recovery capacity. In addition, a very flexible vegetation structure protects the soil from
erosion, while inflexible—old growth—population structures are weakened by erosion
mechanisms and are also unstable due to an unfavourable slenderness (h/d) ratio. These
interaction phenomena are described in Table 1.
The assessment scheme is shown in Fig. 2, where the energy indicator Ci,j describes
hydraulic impact on vegetation structures (see Eq. 8). The energy indicator is composed of
a hydrostatic and a hydrodynamic pressure term and it is calculated as follows (Egli 2008,
Holub and Hübl 2008):
Qi;j ¼ qghi;j þ
cdqU2i;j
2
ð8aÞ
where i,j, cell indices; hi,j, flow depth [m]; Ui,j, flow velocity [m/s]; Qi,j, pressure load; cd,
drag coefficient; q, density of the water.
Dividing both terms on the right hand side of Eq. 8a by qg and assuming cd & 1, we
obtain the specific load:
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Ci;j ¼
Qi;j
qg
¼ hi;j þ
U2i;j
2g
ð8bÞ
The flow velocity is calculated from the velocities in direction x and y:
Ui;j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2xi;j þ u2yi;j
q
ð9Þ
where uxi;j , flow velocity in x direction (m/s); uyi;j , flow velocity in y direction (m/s).
By a qualitative analysis of documented flood events (Mazzorana et al. 2009), the
following assessment procedure for woody material recruitment could be established (see
Fig. 4): (1) Identification and spatial delimitation of possible woody material recruitment
areas, (2) assignment of these recruitment areas to the appropriate river morphology cat-
egories (e.g., stream bed, river banks, flood plain), (3) determination of the wood structure
characteristics and definition of the respective structure typologies (see Table 1), (4) cal-
culation of an indicator describing the hydraulic impact (Eq. 8a, 8b), (5) estimation of the
recruitment volumes (recruited wood volume per hectare/stand volume per hectare), here
referred to as woody material recruitment indicator (SVI) on the basis of the scheme shown
in Fig. 4 and (6) quantification (see Eq. 10) of the absolute volume of recruited woody
material (VSH).
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The parameter of the absolute volume of recruited woody material indicates the max-
imum volume of woody material that could be ripped at a given location by the flood
process.
Finally, the recruited woody material volume for each cell is calculated as
VSH;i;j ¼ SVIi;j  Vcell;i;j ð10Þ
Since the wood stand volume is given as a parameter showing values per hectares, Eq. 11 is
used to calculate the woody material volume.
VSH;i;j ¼ SVIi;j 
Ai;j
10000
 
 Vha ð11Þ
where Vcell,i,j, wood stand volume for the cell i,j; Vha, wood stand volume referred to an
area of 1 ha; Ai,j, area of the cell i,j in m
2.
The resulting output from this step is the calculated maximal volume of woody material
that could be ripped out from each cell by the flood.
The estimations of the recruited wood volumes per hectare and the quantification of the
absolute volume of recruited woody material (step 5 and 6 of the earlier outlined proce-
dure, respectively) can be computed also following a slightly modified procedure, which
explicitly accounts for the subdivision of the flood duration in time steps Dt. Two essential
requirements are:
a. Knowledge about the dead wood material available in each cell at time t0.
b. Knowledge about the amount of greenwood, which, through either stem breakage or
‘‘uprooting’’ (and toppling) due to erosion, becomes dead wood ready for transport at
the beginning of the successive time step.
Consequently, maximum estimated dead wood amounts for different forest typologies
and predictions of the dead wood amounts produced in a given time step are required.
Plausible values of dead wood volumes for different wood typologies range from 3 to
40.2 m3/ha. In Table 1, estimations of possible dead wood volumes for different wood
typologies are reported.
The prediction of the dead wood volumes, which are produced in a given time step in a
determined forest typology exposed to determined hydrodynamic impacts and to deter-
mined river bed dynamics, is conduced with the following linear relationship:
VDtDW;i;j ¼ k  SVIti;j  VtGW;i;j  Dt ð12Þ
where VDW,i,j
Dt , dead wood produced within the time step Dt in the cell i,j; SVIi,j
t , response
class [1/s] (determined in full analogy to the first theory) for cell i,j; VGW,i,j
t , living wood
volume in the cell at time step t [m3] in cell i,j; Dt, time step (s); k, empirical constant, to be
assessed on the basis observed extreme floods.
The amount of living wood at time step t ? 1 is computed as follows:
Vtþ1GW;i;j ¼ VtGW;i;j  VDtDW;i;j ð13Þ
It should be noted that the influence of morphodynamics is not considered in its full
complexity in this approach (e.g., no mobile bed or shear stress computations are per-
formed). Morphodynamics are considered indirectly and in a simplified way in the esti-
mation procedure of the woody material recruitment indicator (SVIi,j
t ) by assigning a
location attribute (i.e., stream bed, stream bank or flood plain) to each cell (compare
Figs. 2, 4).
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3.3 Woody material transport dynamics
Having defined and quantified the recruitment areas, the transport of material from these
areas to the defined weak points or critical river locations and cross sections can be
modelled. The modelling procedure is able to consider two different approaches for
modelling the transport of woody material. If the main objective is the estimation of the
pathways and the possible deposition zones, the transport of woody material is calculated
on a cell-by-cell basis. This approach allows analysing the transportation and deposition
dynamics either on a regional level or on a more detailed level. With this modelling
approach, only one time step of the hydraulic modelling results can be considered. If the
main objective is to study the interactions of transported woody material with obstacles
such as bridges, the transport of woody material is calculated following an object-oriented
approach. This approach allows for a consideration of more time steps of the hydraulic
modelling and the deposition of woody material on sand banks during the falling limb of a
flood hydrograph. In such a way, it is possible to keep track of the positions of the woody
material elements from time step to time step.
The basics for the calculation of the transport dynamics are the same in the two
approaches and are based on the following simplified model. This model delineates the
possible pathways for woody material transport and computes for each of them the
entrainment and transport conditions based on the theory outlined in Sect. 2.2 and on the
following method. The input data are the raster results from a hydrodynamic 2D simulation
of the design event (1 in 300 years return period) for water depths hi,j and flow velocities in
x and y direction, uxi;j and uyi;j . These rasters represent the state of the hydraulic simulation
of different time steps. For each cell in the affected flood area, the flow direction is
calculated according to the respective flow velocity in x and y directions, and given this
flow direction, the source cell is moved until it is fitted into the next two neighbouring
cells. The amount of woody material arriving from the source cell is divided into two
portions according to the overlapping area of the moved source cell with the two neigh-
bouring cells (Fig. 5). The particular portion of each subsequent cell is added, giving the
total amount in this cell. The volumes passed through each cell are cumulated, and a grid
data set of the woody material volume passed through each cell of the river influence zone
is produced.
source cell
successor
cell A
successor
cell B
P
ortion flow
ing 
in cell B
P
ortion flow
ing 
in cell A
flow
direction
Fig. 5 Determination of the
following cells (A and B) and
their particular portion of the
woody material from the source
cell to receive
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This approach is based on a further simplification of Eqs. 1 and 2 in order to precisely
determine the woody material transport analysis conducted on a hazard index level (Pe-
traschek and Kienholz 2003). Assuming that the woody material elements are positioned
perpendicular to the flow direction (h = 90) and that the length of each element is
expressed as a multiple of its diameter, l = nd, with n C 1; Eq. 14 is obtained from Eq. 1.
F ¼ 1
2
Cd  q  k  d  hi;j  U2i;j ð14Þ
Taking the hypothesis that the density of the wood element can be expressed as
r = n  q with n % 1 and that the local slope angle at the wood element locations is very
small, a % 0, Eq. 2 can be rewritten as:
R ¼ lqgl pd
2
4
 Asub
 
¼ gqkdl pd
2
4
 Asub
 
ð15Þ
Based on Eqs. 3 and 4 can be rewritten as:
W ¼ F
R
¼
1
2
Cdqkdhi;jU2i;j
gqkdl pd
2
4
 Asub
  ¼
1
2
Cdhi;jU
2
i;j
gl pd
2
4
 Asub
 
¼
2Cdhi;jU
2
i;j
gld2 p cos1 1 2hi;jd
 
þ 1
2
sin 2 cos1 1 2hi;jd
 h in o: ð16Þ
Subsequently, the velocity corresponding to W ¼ FR ¼ 1, here named as threshold velocity,
Ulim, for the movement of the wood element, is determined accordingly by
Ulimi;j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gl
Cdhi;j
pd2
4
 Asub
 s
¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gld2
2Cdh
p cos1 1 2hi;j
d
 
þ 1
2
sin 2 cos1 1 2hi;j
d
  	 
s
ð17Þ
Given these results and the conditions stated for expressions 5, 6 and 7, the cell-based
transport inhibition parameter is defined as follows:
Case 1: If hi,j C d, the wood material element is floating and the associated specific
transport inhibition parameter is ci,j
* = 0.
Case 2: If hi,j \ d and
0\Ui;j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gli;jd2
2Cdhi;j
p cos1 1 2hi;j
d
 
þ 1
2
sin 2 cos1 1 2hi;j
d
  	 
s
or
0\Ui;jUlimi;j
a condition of resting is imposed to the wood material element. The associated specific
transport inhibition parameters ci,j
* = 1.
Case 3: If hi,j \ d and Ui;j [ Ulimi;j a condition of either sliding or rolling is imposed to
the wood material element. The value of the associated transport inhibition parameter is
expressed by:
ci;j ¼ 1
Fi;j
Fi;j
¼ 1
1
2
Cdqkdhi;jU2i;j
1
2
Cdqkd2U2i;j
¼ 1 hi;j
d
ð18Þ
where ci,j
* , transport inhibition parameter of the cell i,j (non-dimensional).
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Observations noted by Diehl (1997) and Ng and Richardson (2001) indicate that woody
material in ideal conditions is transported on the surface as individual pieces aligned with
the flow and travelling at about the same velocity as the average water velocity at the
surface.
Using the average velocity instead of the surface velocity as reference velocity for the
moving woody material for a wide range of flow conditions, velocity along the transport
trajectory for each moving woody material model log is estimated as follows:
Uwoodi;j ¼ ð1 ci;jÞUi;j ð19Þ
where Uwoodi;j , velocity of a wood log in the cell i,j.
An analysis of the expression for the wood log velocity (Eq. 19) reveals that if the
transport inhibition parameter tends to 1, coherently with resting or deposition conditions
the velocity of the wood log tends to 0, whereas if the transport inhibition parameter tends
to 0, the velocity of the wood log tends to Ui,j. Through this method, it is possible to
describe woody material transport pathways under unsteady flow conditions. A deposited
woody material log can be remobilised in a successive time step under changed flow depth
and flow velocity conditions.
3.4 Potential hazard impacts at critical stream configurations
The object-oriented approach for modelling the woody material transport dynamics as
outlined in chapter 3.3 allows for an assessment of potential hazard impacts at critical
stream configurations. This approach considers the model wood logs as points, repre-
senting the centre points of the model wood log. Each single object has information about
log diameter, log length, diameter of root wads and impact-resistance characteristics as
outlined in Fig. 2. The flowing of the model wood logs is computed following the pro-
cedure as proposed in Chap. 3.3.
A simplified assessment procedure for entrapment and deposition phenomena at special
obstacles (e.g., bridges) is outlined. In Fig. 6a, a stream section with a crossing bridge is
shown. Along the flow path, woody material can potentially interact with: (1) the super-
structure of the bridge, (2) a single bridge pier and/or (3) two or more bridge piers.
Two types of obstacles are defined in order to model the interaction between these
obstacles and the floating woody material:
In-stream-obstacles Obstacles standing in the water such as piers or abutments. On these
obstacles, transported logs can get entrapped upon collision at any
stage of the flood.
Crossing obstacles Obstacles crossing the stream at a given height on which the logs
can get entrapped with their root plate when the flow depth
approaches the object’s height i.e., lower chord of the superstructure
of a bridge, see Fig. 6a.
Within the computational procedure, these obstacles are represented by polygonal
objects. The following attributes are required to comprehensively describe these obstacles:
1. Retention probability (pret): Probability for each colliding log to get entrapped at the
considered obstacle. This gives the expert the possibility to consider the geometry
(e.g., profile) of an obstacle (e.g., inappropriately shaped piers) and estimate a proper
retention probability
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2. Obstacle height (hobst): Height of the lower chord of a crossing obstacle above the
initial water level. The obstacle type is defined using the obstacle height (Fig. 6a). In
case the obstacle height equals zero, an object is treated as in-stream-obstacle,
otherwise the object is handled as a crossing obstacle
A collision with an obstacle occurs when the flow path of a woody material log
intersects an obstacle. If it is a crossing obstacle, the flow depth needs to reach a critical
value. Above this value, the root plate can contact the lower chord of the obstacle.
Depending on the retention probability of the obstacle, specified by expert judgement, the
woody material logs may either be entrapped or flushed through (see Fig. 6b).
If an object is floating between two in-stream-obstacles, e.g., two piers, it is checked
whether the length of the log exceeds the shortest distance (dobst) between the two piers. If
so, a spanning blockage can occur, provided that the log is unfavourably oriented. The
corresponding probability (pent) is estimated through expert judgement.
The entrapped wood logs occlude part of the available flow section and become a part of
the obstacle for wood logs subsequently approaching the critical configuration (see
Fig. 6c).
(b) (c)
(a)
Fig. 6 a Example of a bridge as an obstacle consisting of two piers as in-stream-obstacles and the
superstructure as a crossing obstacle dobst indicates the minimum distance between the two piers and hobst
the height of the superstructure. b Example of a collision with an in-stream-object. The flow path intersects
the shape of a pier. In this case, the floating log is entrapped at the first intersection point between the flow
path and the shape of the pier. c Example of a woody material object floating between two piers of a bridge.
The flow path does not cross any of the piers; however, the length (llog) exceeds the minimum distance
between the two pillars (dobst) and the possibility of entrapment occurs
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4 Study site and test application
The Passer/Passirio River in the Autonomous Province of Bolzano—South Tyrol, Italy was
chosen as test site for the application of the procedure described in the previous sections
(Fig. 7). The Passer/Passirio River drains a catchment area of approximately 415 km2 and
opens to the receiving watercourse Etsch/Adige River near the city of Meran/Merano, Italy.
The study area comprises the river bed and the extent of the simulated flooded areas of the
Passer/Passirio River during a flood event with a return period of 1 in 300 years. A relevant
volume of woody material arriving from the upper parts of the catchment is entrapped at the
open check dam located in the upstream river reach. The upstream boundary of the simu-
lation area is located at this open check dam near the community of St. Leonhard in
Passeier/S. Leonardo in Passiria. A high-magnitude flash flood occurred in the Passer/
Passirio River in 1987 (Fig. 8), resulting in severe damage to regionally important bridges
and roads. The downstream boundaries were defined near the locality of Saltaus/Saltusio at
a bridge location (Fig. 7b). The cumulative volume of the transported woody material was
calculated here. Within the studied river reach, the channel bed is characterised by twelve
tributaries with relevant input of woody material. The material supplied by the tributaries
was considered in this study. Figure 7c summarises the extent of the system.
The woody material volumes delivered by the tributaries were assessed and quantified
by analysing recent debris flow events. Table 2 shows the assumed values for the available
woody material inputs. The interceptors (e.g., bridges and check dams) within the river
Fig. 7 a Localization, b system description and c extent and delimitation of the study area
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influence zones were geo-referenced. For each of these critical configurations, the geo-
metrical characteristics were assessed and a retention probability was assumed. This
retention factor accounted for the woody material volumes retained by the obstacle. The
simulation procedure was repeated with and without consideration of these weak points.
The inflow hydrograph (return period of 1 in 300 years) at the upstream boundaries of
the study area was calculated with the GIS-based hydrologic modelling system BaSIn 30
(AIDI 2005). The flood propagation computations were carried out with the hydrodynamic
simulation model SOBEK Rural (WL/Delft Hydraulics 2004), which is capable of com-
puting the full numerical solution of the shallow water equations. For a hazard indication
analysis level, a pure 2D overland flow simulation was performed. Outputs included the
flow depths and the flow velocities in x and y direction for the different time steps (e.g.,
30 min for computations at the hazard index level). The flood simulation was performed on
the basis of a digital elevation model delineated by airborne laser scanning technique with
an original resolution of 2.5 m, upscaled to a resolution of 10 m.
For the calculation of the woody material transport dynamics, a reference diameter of
the wood elements of d = 0.3 m was assumed. A drag coefficient of Cd = 0.8 and a
friction coefficient of l = 1.0 were used during the sets of calculation. For an analysis
conducted at a hazard index level, a value of 1.4 9 10-4 was chosen for the parameter k1
in Eq. 12. A detailed analysis of transport dynamics at critical bridge locations has been
carried out.
5 Simulation results
The application of the method outlined in Sect. 3.1 resulted in a map of the vegetation
structures, a map of the morphological characteristics of the river influence zone and
Fig. 8 An aerial image of the study area after the flood event in 1987
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computed maximal volumes of recruited woody material within the considered system.
Figure 9a shows an extract of the mapped vegetation structures within a channel section,
indicating that a substantial part of the river influence zone in the study area is covered by
vegetation. Thus, the recruitment of considerable amount of woody material is plausible. In
Fig. 9b, the mapped geomorphologic classification of the river influence zone is shown,
and in Fig. 10a, detail of the cell-by-cell simulation results is provided. The results show an
increased concentration of woody material transport in the centre of the streamline.
Additionally, the potential deposition areas of woody material are given; deposition pri-
marily took place in flooded areas with low flow depths or low flow velocities outside of
the river channel. Within the river channel, deposition of woody material was modelled at
Table 2 Assumed values for the input of woody debris from the tributaries
Torrent
ID
Name of torrent Woody debris
volume (m3)
Notes
G Passer/Passirio 10 Initial condition: woody material
passing
through the retention dam
G.255 Keltalbach/Rio Lega 20 Torrent with debris flow processes
G.235 Talbach/Rio di Valle 2 Torrent with debris flow processes
G.230 Fartleisbach/Rio dell’Avas 5 Torrent with debris flow processes
G.220 Dorfbach/Rio Dorf 5 Torrent with debris flow processes
G.205 Schoenbichlbach (Kellerbach)/Rio di
Belcolle
5 Torrent with debris flow processes
G.195 Heimatscheintal/Rio del Masso dei
Tovi
5 Torrent with debris flow processes
100 Lumbryhood in the neighbourhood
upstream
of the confluence of the
Heimatscheintal/
Rio del Masso dei Tovi torrent
200 Lumbryhood in the neighbourhood
upstream
of the confluence of the
Heimatscheintal/
Rio del Masso dei Tovi torrent
G.190 Grafeisbach/Rio Graves 20 Torrent with debris flow processes
G.185 Kalbenbach/Rio della Clava 10 Torrent with debris flow processes
40 Lumbryhood in the neighbourhood
downstream
of Grafeisbach/Rio Graves
torrent
G.175 Prantlbach-Brandwaldbach/Rio
Prantola
30 Torrent with debris flow processes
20 Lumbryhood in the neighbourhood
upstream
of the confluence of the G.155
torrent
G.145 Widnerbach/Rio di Videna 2 Torrent with debris flow processes
G.120 Badbach/Rio di Bagno 4 Torrent with debris flow processes
G.110 Mainlechnerbach/Rio di Main 20 Torrent with debris flow processes
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the waterside slopes, at the waterside of river bends and at calm loops. The modelled
woody material deposition areas corresponded accurately with the mapped potential
deposition areas. The maximum of transported woody material was calculated as 632 m3 in
Fig. 9 a Extract of the mapped vegetation structure. b Extract of the mapped morphology of the river
influence zones
Fig. 10 a Results of the cell-by-cell simulation of the woody material transportation and deposition
volumes. The red colours show the volume of deposited driftwood, the blue colours show the volume of
passing driftwood at each cell. The maximum values are calculated at the outflow cell. b Results of the
object-oriented simulation of the deposition of woody material. The red dots show the centre of gravity of
the deposited model wood logs
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the last flow cell. This value indicates the maximum amount of transported woody material
during a flood event with a reoccurrence period of 300 years at the outflow cell of the
studied river reach. It corresponds with the dead wood volumes of 35 flooded hectares of
different forest classes as shown in Table 1. This underlines that woody material transport
and related phenomena are not negligible in the elaboration of the flood hazard zone map
for the Passer/Passirio river. Additionally, the modelling results show the increase of
transported driftwood along the river. At the upper reach of the river, small amounts of
driftwood were computed; whereas downstream of each flooded wood stand with large
dead wood volumes, the volume of transported driftwood increased. As expected, after a
considerable deposition of driftwood, the volume of transported driftwood within the river
channel decreased. Therefore, the modelling results lead to the identification of river
reaches with significant driftwood transport. Since time dependency was not considered,
the modelled design event had virtually an infinite duration, meaning that the entire amount
of potentially removable wood stand volume was removed and mobilised. Thus, the
computed woody material volumes represent the upper threshold in terms of potentially
maximum values.
The cell-by-cell-based modelling procedure does not consider the rising and falling limb
of the flood hydrograph as does the object-oriented modelling approach. Therefore, the
results of the two approaches differ slightly. In general, the modelled deposition areas of
both approaches are the same, but the computed deposition volumes differ slightly. Since
the object-oriented approach considers different time steps of the flood process, it considers
different process areas during the flood event. Therefore, the deposited volumes differ
in situations where dead wood is re-mobilised after deposition due to the increase in the
wetted perimeter or the increase in flow depth and/or velocities. The object-oriented
approach outlines the track of each single model wood log and as such, the origin of the
entrapped or deposited log could be assessed. Additionally, the consideration of more time
steps of the flood simulation enables the tracking of the development of dead wood and the
transport of the model wood logs in time. It was shown that most of the model wood logs
flow repeatedly out from some of the flood forest areas. Only the flooding of a large area
with the same wood stand characteristics and with high flood intensities led to a simul-
taneous burst of woody material into the river reach. The modelling procedure allows for
the observation of these situations and the assessment of the consequences of the
evolvement of log jams due to a simultaneous over-flooding. Figure 10b shows the woody
material deposition areas computed by the object-oriented approach. Each red dot repre-
sents one model wood log. The results of the investigation of woody material dynamics at
the selected weak point (i.e., bridge location) are shown in Fig. 11. The computed inter-
action process of the model wood logs showed that the log jams increased constantly at
obstacles during the modelled flood event. After the modelled flood process, the net
volume of the log jam at the selected bridge between Oberpsairer and Mörre was around
3 m3. Figure 11 shows the computed log jam at the bridge, and Fig. 12 show the bridge
destroyed by the flood event in 1987. The picture does not allow reconstructing the total
amount of driftwood entrapped at the bridge, as the bridge was over-flooded after the break
of the left pillar and the entrapped woody material was transported away. However, Fig. 11
confirms the entrapment of driftwood with this obstacle. The procedure for modelling the
interaction of the model wood logs with critical stream configurations calculates the
volume of retained driftwood at every obstacle. The retention volume depends on the
characteristics of the obstacle itself, and trapped driftwood necessarily reduces the volume
which is transported downstream of the obstacle. This method allows for the identification
of the systematically most relevant weak points in the system.
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6 Discussion and conclusions
By the application of the developed method, valuable insights were provided regarding
woody material recruitment processes and the propensity for entrainment and transport to
critical configurations during extreme flood events. In particular, an overview of the
Fig. 11 Entrapment at a critical configuration. The graphic at the right side shows the entrapped driftwood
on a more detailed scale
Fig. 12 Bridge destroyed across the Passer/Passirio river soon after the flood event in July 18th, 1987. The
bridge was occluded with woody material and was destroyed after the outbreak of the river on the left side.
The figure shows only the driftwood at the bridge that remained after the event
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maximal amount of transported and deposited woody material in a defined river reach was
given. Moreover, the main pathways of the woody material in the river channel were traced
and subsequently the potential depositional areas were identified. Furthermore, the pro-
cedure provided the order of dimension of the woody material volume expected to pass
through bridges during a flood event. Such quantified knowledge on woody material
volume approaching a weak point location is crucial for a reliable scenario definition
during hazard assessment, in particular with respect to a possible log jam formation,
clogging or similar obstruction phenomena. Consequently, the transparency of hazard
mapping procedure and the quality of the results are increased, and the supervision of the
entire hazard mapping procedure by the respective public authorities is facilitated. The
outcomes can also be used in order to support the definition of policies in riparian forest
management and for defining particular measures such as thinning and other forest man-
agement actions. Nevertheless, the procedure presented earlier might still have certain
limitations. The spatial resolution of the flood simulation has to be adapted and refined if
the goal is a more detailed scale. With a grid size of 10 m, the river channel morphology is
approximated with limited accuracy, resulting in a less precise calculation of the woody
material flow paths. The procedure was found to be sensitive to the assumed wood stand
volumes of different vegetation structures studied; however, a very detailed investigation
on the wood structure might improve the procedure significantly. Additionally, the
exposure time of the different vegetation structures to the flood event might be another
relevant factor. During flood events with a relatively short duration, significantly smaller
volumes are expected compared to long-duration flood events.
Despite these limitations, the developed method is of particular relevance to mitigate
flood risk. The results of mapped recruitment areas with the respective forest structure
typologies and identified transport paths with the transport dynamics for a determined
critical configuration are essential indicators for hazard assessment.
The time-dependent modelling of woody material dynamics indicates whether or not the
formation of log jams due to a simultaneous flooding of a large forested area with high
flood intensities is plausible in the studied river reach. The assessment of the interaction
processes induced at the considered critical configuration refines the hazard analysis and
provides significantly more detailed input for the subsequent risk assessment. As shown
during previous events, the critical configuration was repeatedly located at bridges; hence,
the hypothetical debris accumulation for the entire bridge and the resulting consequences
can be calculated according to the indications provided by Diehl (1997). This is funda-
mental information for effective risk mitigation strategies. Key elements of these strategies
include: (1) the removal of those parts of the critical configuration that induce woody
material accumulation, (2) the reconfiguration of the weak point to improve flow condi-
tions and (3) the adherence to silvicultural measures in the respective recruitment areas in
order to reduce the hazard source.
An application of the proposed model would allow enhanced emergency planning and
preparations (e.g., excavating identified places in order to diminish accumulations at
bridges; installation of temporary protection measures; implementation of local structural
protection). These activities would introduce redundancies and buffer capacities into the
system, thereby achieving an increased resilience of elements at risk.
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ABSTRACT
The triggering mechanism and the temporal evolution of large flood events, especially of 
worst-case scenarios, are not yet fully understood. Consequently, the cumulative losses of 
extreme floods are unknown. To study the link between weather conditions, discharges and 
flood losses it is necessary to couple atmospheric, hydrological, hydrodynamic and damage 
models. The objective of the M-AARE project is to test the potentials and opportunities of  
a model chain that relates atmospheric conditions to flood losses or risks. The M-AARE model 
chain is a set of coupled models consisting of four main components: the precipitation 
module, the hydrology module, the hydrodynamic module, and the damage module.  
The models are coupled in a cascading framework with harmonized time-steps. First 
exploratory applications show that the one way coupling of the WRF-PREVAH-BASEMENT 
models has been achieved and provides promising new insights for a better understanding  
of key aspects in flood risk analysis.
KEYWORDS
model coupling; worst-case flood; flood risk; Aare river; Switzerland
INTRODUCTION
In Switzerland, floods are the major cause of significant economic losses. The amplitude of 
flood peaks and the flood volume depend on the intensity and track of the triggering 
precipitation events, the topography and geology of the catchments, the wetness of the 
catchments prior to precipitation events as well as the hydro-morphologic conditions in the 
floodplains. However, the detailed triggering mechanism and the temporal evolution of  
large flood events, especially of worst-case scenarios, are not yet fully understood. Regarding 
mesoscale catchments, insights on the precipitation patterns leading to the most extreme 
floods are missing. Consequently, the cumulative losses of worst-case floods are unknown. 
The knowledge of the worst-case flood or of flood discharge return periods of up to  
10’000 years are important for managing critical infrastructures as well as financial risks, e.g., 
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for portfolio management of insurance companies. On a longer time scale, the question how 
the expected changes in precipitation intensities due to climatic changes influence the flood 
risk is of special interest. To study the link between weather conditions, discharges and flood 
losses it is necessary to couple atmospheric, hydrological, hydrodynamic and damage models. 
An attempt for coupling hydrologic with hydraulic models for flash flood predictions has been 
shown by Laganier et al. (2014). Various examples of coupling process models and vulnera-
bility models were elaborated in the CRISMA project (Heikkilä et al. 2015). The focus in this 
project laid on the improvement of crisis management by simulating complex crisis scenarios 
of winter storm events, coastal submersion processes, earthquakes and for forest fires.  
An example of coupling hydrologic, hydrodynamic and damage models is given by Kourgialas 
and Karatzas (2013).
The objective of the project “M-AARE – Coupling atmospheric, hydrological, hydrodynamic 
and damage models in the Aare river basin” is to test the potentials and opportunities of a 
model chain that relates atmospheric conditions to flood risks. Thus, the main question is 
whether the coupling of atmospheric, hydrologic, hydrodynamic and damage models could 
potentially contribute to a better understanding of the formation of flood events and their 
consequences. Another aim of this explorative study is to quantify the resources needed for 
simulating these processes in a model chain.
With the model chain, the discharges from the catchments to the floodplains for selected 
precipitation scenarios and the retention effects in lakes and floodplains should be quantified. 
This allows to predict the flooded areas and the related losses to exposed residential buildings. 
Beside the hydro-meteorological characteristics, a key aspect of the method is to characterize 
and capture the non-linear effects of flood retention in the valley bottom and in the lakes. 
Furthermore, the model chain will allow the quantification of potential losses for given 
scenarios based on flow depths and flow velocities and therefore provide a sound basis for 
risk analysis.
The model chain was developed and tested in the watershed of the river Aare upstream of 
Bern, Switzerland, with an area of approx. 3000 km2. This river basin is a complex network  
of sub-catchments with different runoff characteristics including two larger regulated lakes. 
Most of the rivers are trained since the 18th and 19th century. 
METHODS
The M-AARE model chain is a set of coupled models consisting of four main components:  
the precipitation module, the hydrology module, the hydrodynamic module, and the damage 
module (see Fig. 1). The selected models in each module will be inter-changeable or can be 
used in an ensemble-framework for further sensitivity and uncertainty assessments. 
Precipitation module
The precipitation module provides precipitation scenarios as inputs for the rainfall-runoff 
model. The latter is set up for each tributary and delivers the input hydrographs for the 
hydrodynamic model. The precipitation scenarios are formulated using two different 
approaches: a) by defining representative spatio-temporal precipitation patterns represented 
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in gridded datasets or b) by selecting extreme precipitation events from a long climate sim- 
ulation of a Global Circulation Model (CESM1) and downscaling these selected cases with  
a Regional Climate Model (WRF). The first approach was used to estimate the probable 
maximum precipitation (PMP), which is done by applying a Monte Carlo approach. The 
identified spatio-temporal distributions with the most severe impacts feed subsequent models. 
For the second approach, a long-term climate simulation (a control simulation spanning more 
than 500 years) with the Earth System Model (ESM) provides a coarse-resolution dataset of 
several centuries of precipitation. From this data set, a number of case studies corresponding 
to extreme situations are selected as candidates for further analysis. However, the global 
model employs a coarse spatial resolution (1 degree) that precludes the accurate simulation of 
the precipitation in areas of complex topography such as Switzerland. Hence, these cases 
need to be dynamically downscaled with a Regional Climate Model (RCM). The applied RCM 
WRF implements a spatial resolution of 2 km over the entire alpine area, which allows a 
more realistic representation of precipitation induced by interactions between the large-scale 
forcing and orography. Outputs of both approaches in this module consist of gridded time 
series of temperature and precipitation of a selected number of scenarios.
Hydrologic module
For the rainfall-runoff modelling, we apply the hydrological model PREVAH (Viviroli et al. 
2009). The model is set up for 15 sub-catchments that are located within the Aare basin  
with a spatial resolution of 1 km and hourly time steps. The delimitation of the catchments 
are presented in Fig. 2. The model is fed by the precipitation scenarios described above.  
The model output of the hydrologic module is used as the upper boundary condition of the 
hydrodynamic model. 
Figure 1. Conceptional setup of the model chain M-AARE in the Aare river basin. 
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Hydrodynamic module
The generated hydrographs are then routed with the hydrodynamic model BASEMENT-ETH 
(Vetsch et al. 2015) that accounts for the retention effects of lakes and floodplains. The 
hydraulic model was set up in two ways, a 1D- hydrodynamic model for all research 
questions regarding the flow routing only and a 2D-model used for coupling the damage 
module. The 1D model consists of cross sections along the whole valley bottom and considers 
the characteristics of the two lakes (lake Thun and lake Brienz) in modulating the flood 
hydrographs from the upper catchments. All of the main rivers considered in the 1D model 
were coupled in one integrated hydrodynamic model. This model consists of the Aare river 
from Meiringen to Bern including the two lakes and the area between the two lakes, the 
Gürbe valley, the Lütschine valley downstream from Gsteig, the Kander river downstream 
from the confluence with the Simme river. The river reaches in the main floodplains are 
implemented also in a 2D hydrodynamic model. Therefore, depending on the research 
question or on the damage model applied, these river reaches can either be modelled in 1D  
or in 2D, respectively. The 1D model was used for studying worst case discharges at the basin 
outlet in Bern. The 2D model was used to delimitate the flooded areas and as an input for the 
damage module. The spatial setup of the interface between the hydrologic and the hydraulic 
models is shown in Fig. 2. 
Figure 2. Spatial setup of the interface between hydrologic and hydrodynamic models. The black lines show the catchment delimitations. 
The calibrated catchments are indicated by labels. The black triangles indicate where the output of the hydrologic model will be used as 
input for the hydrodynamic model. The hatched areas represent the floodplains modelled in a 2D hydrodynamic model. The damage 
model is applied only in these areas.
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Damage module
The hydrodynamic model – run in 2D mode – provides the basis for the damage module. This 
module consists of a dataset of buildings, each object classified by type, functionality, construc-
tion period, volume, reconstruction costs, and number of residents. The flood intensity maps 
resulting from the hydrodynamic module lead to the calculation of the object-specific 
vulnerability and therefore to the estimation of object-specific losses. The cumulative losses of 
a simulated precipitation scenario are summed up in a second step. Currently, a vulnerability 
function based on insurance data and reconstructed flood events is implemented. The method 
for the elaboration of the vulnerability curve follows the approach of Papathoma-Köhle et al. 
(2015), adopted to flood damages based on insurance data in Switzerland. The loss of life is 
calculated after Jonkman et al. (2008).
Coupling strategy
After Laganier et al. (2014), the model coupling strategy can either be of unidirectional or  
of bidirectional type. The first case is also called external coupling or a model cascade; the 
information is exchanged in one direction only. In the second case, the coupled sub-models 
interact between each other. In our case, the models are coupled in a cascading framework 
with harmonized time-steps. The coupling of the modules is controlled in a central timing 
and control device. 
Calibration and validation
Each of the sub-models is calibrated and validated separately. The precipitation module is 
bias-corrected against gridded data sets of observations of precipitation in Switzerland. The 
hydrologic model is calibrated, if available, with observation data at the outflow of each 
sub-catchment (8 gauged sub-catchments). The models for the ungauged sub-catchments are 
regionalized by applying the parameter regionalization method proposed by Viviroli (2011). 
The hydrodynamic model was calibrated by empirically adjusting the friction coefficients.  
The values were adjusted by reconstructing observed flood events with particular regard to 
the water surface elevation in the main channel at peak discharge and the runtime of a peak 
discharge from one gauging station to another. The hydrodynamic model was validated based 
on watermarks along the rivers measured during the flood event in June 2014. The comput-
ed water surface elevations are within +/- 30 cm at nearly bankfull discharge. The 2D 
hydrodynamic model is calibrated in terms of reproducing the known channel capacity of the 
river reaches and in terms of reproducing the flooded areas of known flood events of 2005. 
The validation of the modelled flooded areas could not be quantified directly because the 
river geometry changed remarkably in some river reaches since the last observed floodings 
due to river training works. The damage model was validated in terms of reproducing the 
order of dimension of observed cumulative losses in past flood events. A direct validation of 
the damages to buildings was not possible because of lacking data at single objects level.
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RESULTS
The main result of the M-AARE project is the set up of a modelling chain of one-way coupled 
deterministic models. The first simulations of the model chain show that the chosen settings 
are suitable for modelling these natural processes, from precipitation to floods and flood 
losses. The meteo module provided numerous precipitation scenarios with different spa-
tio-temporal distributions. These scenarios provide the input for the hydrologic model and the 
resulting discharges feed into the hydrodynamic model. The use of the downscaled global 
circulation model with a regional climate model showed that the latter is able to improve the 
simulation of precipitation compared to the GCM alone. Although, the large-scale flow and 
the location of the precipitation maxima is very similar at continental scales (as it is driven by 
the boundary conditions provided by the GCM) the spatial structure of the precipitation is 
refined at mesoscale scales, producing stronger precipitation gradients that allow to identify 
the main orographic barriers. Furthermore, much higher precipitation rates occur in some 
river catchments, which are indicative of potential disastrous situations at localised regions. 
The setting of the hydrodynamic model is able to consider retention capacities of lakes and 
floodplains, and to investigate the relationship between characteristics of process intensities 
and the related damages to residential buildings. The coupling between hydrologic and 
hydrodynamic models indicate that the relation between the input peak discharge and the 
modelled peak discharge at the outlet of the floodplains shows non-linear effects, which are 
usually neglected in extreme value statistical analyses. Further results of coupling the 
hydrologic and hydrodynamic models in probable maximum flood analyses are described in 
Felder et al. (subm.). Fig. 3 shows exemplarily the result of one of the simulated worst case 
Figure 3. Flooded areas and losses to buildings in the subcatchment Gürbe related to a hydrograph resulting from one probable 
maximum precipitation scenario. The map at the left shows the flow depths at peak discharge, the diagram at the right shows the inflow 
hydrograph (continuous line) and the computed losses (grey area) over the time axis (hours).
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scenarios. The map in Fig. 3 shows the modelled flow depths at peak discharge. The diagram 
in Fig. 3 shows exemplarily a hydrograph of one probable maximum precipitation scenario in 
one of the subcatchments and the related losses on buildings. The evolvement of the losses 
during the flood event is shown on the same time axis as the discharge. 
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The results show that the one way coupling of the modules has been achieved and provides 
promising new insights for a better understanding of key aspects in flood risk analysis.  
The described model configuration allows to route the precipitation through different states  
of the river system and to take the retention effects of lakes and floodplains into account.  
The modelled magnitude of the effect of retention areas highlights the importance of 
considering such effects in extreme discharge estimations. First exploratory applications with 
the coupling of the WRF-PREVAH-BASEMENT models show the importance of clearly 
defined interfaces between the models. The coupling entails that all of the models are flexible 
enough to meet the requirements for the exchange of data, especially taking into account the 
different temporal resolution of each model. It is shown, that both the PREVAH model and 
the BASEMENT model are suited to be chained together and both are flexible enough to be 
operated by an external controller. In our case, the most important aspect is to harmonise the 
different time steps by using one framework. Therefore, the controller module is of strategic 
importance. Another important point is the definition of the location in space where the 
rainfall-runoff model delivers the computed discharges to the hydrodynamic model. These 
interfaces are located on the upper edges of floodplains in which remarkable effects of flood 
retention are to be supposed. The first applications of the damage model show that the 
vulnerability functions are crucial for calculating the damages. This module needs to be 
further improved and validated. 
In conclusion, the M-AARE model chain has shown that the coupling of deterministic models 
offers a high potential to address further research questions and offers opportunities to 
provide a sound framework for different tasks in flood risk management. However, a success-
ful implementation requires a high demand on specific knowledge and an interdisciplinary 
approach. Each of the modules needs knowledge and the coupling itself requires a rigorous 
definition of the interfaces between the models and an expertise in setting up of the control-
ler module. Overall, the described model chain may provide the basis for further investiga-
tions:
– The model chain will simulate more scenarios of physically plausible peak discharges in the 
study area that are determined by the most extreme situations leaded by the large-scale 
circulation within the GCM. This will enable the analysis and characterization of worst-case 
floodings whose return period exceeds several centuries.
– With this model chain, it is possible to quantify the cumulative effects of all river training 
works or to assess the sensitivity of river reaches to the effects of climatic changes. This 
allows analysing the lake regulation procedures in case of a worst case flood.
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– It allows forecasting flood damages on the basis of discharge forecasts in selected river 
reaches due to the analysed discharge-damage-relationships. 
– The implementation of a multi-modelling approach in the hydrologic, hydrodynamic and 
damage modules will provide the possibility to quantify and describe the uncertainties  
in more detail.
– The M-AARE model chain may also provide a platform for planning of flood corridors and 
studying their effects in terms of flood hydrograph modulation on basin scale. 
– Up to now, only buildings are considered in the computation of losses. The damage module 
has to be extended to other categories, e.g. losses to infrastructures etc.
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Deterministic rainfall-runoff modelling usually assumes stationary hydrological system, as model param-
eters are calibrated with and therefore dependant on observed data. However, runoff processes are prob-
ably not stationary in the case of a probable maximum flood (PMF) where discharge greatly exceeds
observed flood peaks. Developing hydrodynamic models and using them to build coupled hydrologic-
hydrodynamic models can potentially improve the plausibility of PMF estimations. This study aims to
assess the potential benefits and constraints of coupled modelling compared to standard deterministic
hydrologic modelling when it comes to PMF estimation. The two modelling approaches are applied using
a set of 100 spatio-temporal probable maximum precipitation (PMP) distribution scenarios. The resulting
hydrographs, the resulting peak discharges as well as the reliability and the plausibility of the estimates
are evaluated. The discussion of the results shows that coupling hydrologic and hydrodynamic models
substantially improves the physical plausibility of PMF modelling, although both modelling approaches
lead to PMF estimations for the catchment outlet that fall within a similar range. Using a coupled model
is particularly suggested in cases where considerable flood-prone areas are situated within a catchment.
 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Safety is a priority for communities when it comes to sensitive
or potentially hazardous infrastructure like hydropower dams or
nuclear power plants. In some cases, legal requirements define that
such infrastructure has to be protected against any conceivable
natural hazard that could occur. Therefore, governmental institu-
tions as well as insurance companies are interested in a quantifica-
tion of the possible worst-case scenario. Thus, various approaches
for calculating the probable maximum flood (PMF) have been
developed and applied in the course of the last several decades.
TheWorld Meteorological Organization (WMO) defines the PMF
as ‘‘the theoretical maximum flood that poses extremely serious
threats to the flood control of a given project in a design water-
shed.” It is derived by converting the probable maximum precipi-
tation (PMP) into runoff (WMO, 2009). The concept and the
uncertainty of PMP estimation has been assessed in several recent
studies (Micovic et al., 2015; Papalexiou et al., 2013; Salas et al.,
2014). The PMP is usually converted to the PMF using determinis-
tic hydrological models calibrated with observed data (e.g.
Beauchamp et al., 2013; Kienzler et al., 2015; Zeimetz et al.,2015). This method assumes the hydrological system to remain
steady, meaning that the system behaviour during the calibration
period or the calibration event is presumed to be the same as it
is during a PMF event. However, this assumption is questionable,
since many protection measures are dimensioned to protect
against design floods with return levels of 100 or 300 years. As
soon as a catchment-specific threshold is reached, the system
may no longer be steady (Sivakumar, 2009). At or beyond this
threshold, new emerging retention areas (Lammersen et al.,
2002), new flow paths (Huang et al., 2007; Vorogushyn et al.,
2012) and changing runoff processes (Rogger et al., 2012a,
2012b) can strongly affect the hydrograph shape and the peak dis-
charge, due for example to failing protection measures or over-
flowing lateral dams. The peak discharge of a PMF is expected to
exceed such catchment specific thresholds, making these factors
relevant for PMF calculation. In the present study, we focus on such
non-stationarities in the runoff process that are due to retention
and inundation processes.
In contrast to a hydrologic model, a hydrodynamic model can be
used to simulate the runoff process in complex terrain settings and
wide floodplains in a more physically based way and may be more
robust in cases when discharge exceeds the range of the observed
data. This is due to the fact that in hydrodynamic modelling rout-
ing is calculated by solving the physically based Saint-Venant
158 G. Felder et al. / Journal of Hydrology 550 (2017) 157–165equations at every calculation node within the model domain. In
contrast, a hydrologic model calculates the routing rather concep-
tually, e.g. using a sequence of single linear storages in the HBV
model (Bergström, 1995). The application of a hydrodynamic
model allows for the consideration of the effects of retention areas,
dykes, bridge piers and other physical obstacles. Numerous studies
show that hydrodynamic models are particularly useful for consid-
ering retention effects due to floodplain inundation (Dutta et al.,
2013; Meire et al., 2010; Skublics et al., 2014) and dyke breaches
(Apel et al., 2009; Vorogushyn et al., 2010). Therefore the applica-
tion of a hydrodynamic model potentially increases the plausibility
of extreme flood estimations. Considering such retention effects in
extreme flood estimations can be either trivial or of crucial impor-
tance, depending on catchment and riverbed characteristics. How-
ever, it is assumed that inundation and retention effects become
non-negligible when it comes to PMF. This assumption can be
checked by applying synthetic design hydrographs with various
peak discharges (Serinaldi and Grimaldi, 2011) in a hydrodynamic
model. This enables the identification of thresholds for the pres-
ence of widespread inundation and retention processes.
When calculating the PMF, the unsteadiness of the hydrological
system that is induced by retention and inundation effects can be
accounted for by coupling hydrologic and hydrodynamic models.
This technique is particularly promising when the expected peak
discharge may considerably exceed the observed maximum dis-
charge or the river discharge capacity. A hydrologic model is used
to determine the conversion from rainfall to runoff for a number of
sub-catchments. The resulting hydrographs are used as upper
boundary conditions of a hydrodynamic model. With computation
power increasing over the past decade, coupled modelling
approaches have been developed for flood estimation. Several case
studies (e.g. Biancamaria et al., 2009; Bonnifait et al., 2009; Kim
et al., 2012; Laganier et al., 2014; Lian et al., 2007) show the appli-
cability of coupled hydrologic-hydrodynamic models in recon-
structing observed flood events. A case study by Castro-Bolinaga
and Diplas (2014) confirms the applicability of a hydrodynamic
model for modelling extreme floods.
Despite the potential of coupling hydrologic and hydrodynamic
models to increase the physical plausibility of PMF estimation,
there is no systematic assessment of the effects of model coupling
on PMF estimation. Although several above cited studies have
shown that the application of a coupled hydrologic-
hydrodynamic better represents inundation and retention pro-
cesses than hydrological modelling alone, the influence of the
choice of the modelling approach on PMF estimation itself remains
unclear. The aim of the present study is therefore to evaluate
whether coupling hydrologic and hydrodynamic models improves
the plausibility of PMF estimation. This is done in three steps:
 The existence of catchment-specific thresholds for non-steady
runoff processes is assessed by forcing a hydrodynamic model
with a continuous series of synthetic design hydrographs. This
process allows for the identification of catchment-specific
thresholds for widespread inundations that lie beyond the
design flood levels.
 The PMP is fed into a deterministic semi-distributed hydrologic
model. This is the most common PMF estimation method (e.g.
Beauchamp et al., 2013; Kienzler et al., 2015; Zeimetz et al.,
2015).
 The same PMP is fed into a deterministic semi-distributed
hydrological model which is externally coupled to a hydrody-
namic model.
The hydrographs generated with the coupled model are then
compared to the hydrographs generated with the standard hydro-37logic model using the same precipitation input. In this way, the
applicability of both modelling approaches in terms of PMF estima-
tion can be compared. The results are interpreted through the
identification of catchment-specific discharge thresholds for inun-
dation and retention effects. This comparison of a hydrologic and a
coupled hydrologic-hydrodynamic model in terms of PMF estima-
tion contributes to a better understanding of the effect modelling
approach selection on the resulting estimation, and therefore it
informs the setup of future PMF studies and applied PMF
estimations.2. Study area
2.1. Physical characteristics and data availability
The study area is the Aare catchment at the northern edge of the
Swiss Alps. It covers an area of about 3000 km2 and its mean ele-
vation is about 1600 m a.s.l. A map of the study area is shown in
Fig. 1. The catchment can be roughly divided into an upper section
and a lower section. The upper section of the catchment consists of
a steep mountainous and partly glaciated landscape. The sub-
catchments in this mountainous area drain directly into two con-
nected lakes that cover 30 and 49 km2 and that are partially regu-
lated. The outflow of the lower lake crosses over into the lower part
of the catchment, which is a relatively wide valley with extensive
flood-prone areas.
The mean annual rainfall in the catchment amounts to
1500 mm, of which 500 mm evaporate and 1000 mm are dis-
charged. The discharge regime is influenced by the presence of gla-
ciers that cover about 8% of the total area, meaning that mean
discharge is relatively low (70 m3 s1) in winter and relatively high
(180 m3 s1) in summer. The catchment is well-researched and its
hydrology is relatively well-known as a result of numerous studies
that have been completed in the area (e.g. Roessler et al., 2014;
Wehren, 2010). The highest observed peak discharges during the
observation period 1918–2015 have been well documented and
reconstructed by the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment
(FOEN, 1991, 2000, 2008, 2009).
Meteorological data are provided by the Swiss Federal Office
for Meteorology and Climatology (MeteoSwiss). Hourly time ser-
ies from 30 stations that are situated within or near the catch-
ment were used for calibration of the models. Discharge data
are provided by the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment
(FOEN) and the Bernese State Office for Water and Waste
(AWA). For the catchment outlet, the time series covers 98 years
(1918–2015) in daily resolution and 42 years (1974–2015) in
hourly resolution. Within the catchment, there are 18 gauging
stations with hourly resolutions, most of them covering more
than 50 years. For the two lakes that are situated within the
catchment, hourly resolved lake level time series are available
from 1974 to 2015.2.2. Division into sub-catchments
For modelling purposes, the catchment can be divided into 13
sub-catchments, as shown in Fig. 1. Eight of them are situated in
the upper part of the catchment and drain into one of the two
lakes. The other five sub-catchments are situated in the lower part
of the catchment and drain directly into the Aare River. Two addi-
tional areas within the catchment are constituted by the two major
lakes themselves. The main flood-prone areas are located around
the two lakes and in the lower part of the catchment along the
main river.8
Fig. 1. The Aare catchment situated at the northern edge of the Swiss Alps, and the division of the catchment into 13 sub-catchments and the range of the hydrodynamic
model. The black triangles indicate the coupling points between the hydrological and the hydrodynamic model. The red lines indicate cross sections of the hydrodynamic
model. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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This study was carried out in four steps. First, synthetic design
hydrographs were calculated and modelled hydrodynamically,
allowing for the examination and identification of catchment-
specific thresholds for widespread inundation. Next, PMP scenarios
that could be used to force the two different modelling approaches
were generated. Finally, two modelling approaches were applied.
The first approach entails the use of a deterministic hydrological
model that was set up for the catchment. The second approach
entails hydrological modelling of the sub-catchments within the
catchment, where the hydrographs of the sub-catchments were
used as upper boundary conditions for a subsequent hydrody-
namic model. An overview of the river network, the coupling
points between the hydrologic and hydrodynamic models and
the spatial range of the hydrodynamic model is provided in Fig. 1.
3.1. Derivation and application of synthetic design hydrographs
Synthetic design hydrographs for the Aare catchment were
derived using the guidelines proposed by Serinaldi and Grimaldi
(2011). The synthetic unit hydrograph was calculated by fitting a
two parametric gamma distribution as described by Nadarajah
(2007) and Rai et al. (2008) to the structural hydrograph depicted
by Serinaldi and Grimaldi (2011). The procedure was applied to
generate synthetic design hydrographs for a continuous series of
peak discharges in intervals of 50 m3 s1. The synthetic design
hydrographs were used as upper boundary conditions for the
lower part of the hydrodynamic model (lower 30 km of total
80 km, orange cross sections in Fig. 1). The application of synthetic
design hydrographs in the hydrodynamic model is based on the
assumption that the full discharge volume flows through the lower
part of the hydrodynamic model, which is not necessarily the case
due to lateral inflows between the upper and lower boundaries of
the hydrodynamic model. However, it is assumed that possible dis-
charge thresholds for the occurrence of inundation and retention
effects can reasonably be identified. The synthetic design hydro-
graphs that are used as upper boundary conditions can be directly
compared to the according hydrograph that results as lower
boundary condition. As long as the discharge stays in the riverbed,379the shape of the hydrograph is expected to stay unchanged, apart
from a small temporal shift that results from the flow duration
between the upper and the lower boundary of the hydrodynamic
model and a slight flattening of the wave. As soon as the riverbed
capacity at a certain point within the catchment is exceeded, new
retention areas are wetted and new flow paths occur, changing the
shape of the downstream hydrograph. By applying various hydro-
graphs with differing peaks, thresholds for various points along the
river at which the riverbed capacity is exceeded can be identified.3.2. PMP estimation and spatio-temporal representation
The PMP for the event durations of 12 h, 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h
were estimated following WMO guidelines (WMO, 2009). In order
to identify the distributions that may cause the highest peak dis-
charge at the study area outlet, the spatio-temporal distribution
of the estimated PMP was deduced using a Monte-Carlo approach
(Felder and Weingartner, 2016). Numerous randomly generated,
physically plausible spatio-temporal distributions were tested by
applying a hydrologic model where the random distribution was
restricted to consider internal dependencies and correlations. In
this case, approximately 106 PMP distributions were tested with
the total precipitation amount held constant. The 100 physically
plausible distributions that led to the highest peak discharges were
considered most severe and are therefore applied in this study. The
sample size of 100 spatio-temporal distributions is a compromise
between the need for a large representative sample of distributions
on the one hand and available computation power on the other. To
ensure identical initial conditions for all model runs, the same
observed meteorological environment was applied in modelling
runs for each precipitation distribution. The meteorological envi-
ronment represents medium summer conditions in terms of ante-
cedent moisture. Summer conditions are used because the highest
PMP estimation is based on summer atmospheric conditions.
This approach was chosen because it enables the derivation of a
high number of slightly varying precipitation distributions. Apply-
ing a high number of varying PMP input scenarios allows for an
assessment of the two different modelling approaches that is not
dependent on how input data are chosen.
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The hydrologic modelling was done using PREVAH (Viviroli
et al., 2009a), which is a deterministic, semi-distributed, HRU-
based hydrological model that makes calculations on hourly time
steps. The model structure is comparable to that of the well-
known HBV model (Bergström, 1995) in which incoming precipita-
tion in liquid or solid state passes a cascade of linear storages.
Information about temperature, global radiation, sunshine dura-
tion, vapour pressure and wind speed are required for the calcula-
tion of the evapotranspiration. The model has been extensively
tested and applied in studies that deal with extreme hydrological
events (FOEN, 2009; Orth et al., 2015; Viviroli et al., 2009c;
Zappa et al., 2015). These studies demonstrate the applicability
of PREVAH to catchments like the Aare catchment. In the PREVAH
model, the HRU’s are directly routed to the catchment outlet. After
modelling, additional routing can be applied by sequentially run-
ning several sub-models and incorporating intermediate lake mod-
ules that represent the lakes as single linear storages. In this study,
the sub-catchments (see Fig. 1) were independently modelled.
Sub-catchments that drain into a lake were fed into the respective
lake module. The sub-catchments situated between the lower lake
and the catchment outflow were fed into an additional routing
module.
The model has 12 parameters to be calibrated. The gauged sub-
catchments were calibrated using the PEST calibration tool devel-
oped by Doherty (2015). Information about parameter uncertainty
and parameter sensitivity are provided by Viviroli et al. (2009b).
The resulting NSE was between 0.70 and 0.92 for the calibration
period (2001–2010) and between 0.65 and 0.88 for the validation
period (2011–2014). The free parameters for the five ungauged
contributing sub-catchments were estimated using the parameter
regionalization approach developed by Viviroli et al. (2009c).
Although it is not possible to evaluate this kind of parameter esti-
mation specifically for ungauged catchments, Viviroli et al. (2009c)
demonstrates that the parameter regionalization approach is
appropriate.
3.4. Hydrodynamic model BASEMENT
The hydrodynamic model BASEMENT is a free hydrodynamic
modelling system. The model is based on the continuity equation
and solves the Saint-Venant equations for unsteady one-
dimensional flow. A detailed derivation of the mathematical model
applied in BASEMENT is illustrated in Vetsch et al. (2015).
In order to consider floodplains and storages outside the riv-
erbed, the river cross sections were expanded to potential flood-
prone areas. Cook and Merwade (2009) show that this procedure
is advisable for modelling flood wave propagation, although the
spatial details of the simulation of inundation depth and area are
not as exact as in a 2D modelling environment. Cross sections of
the riverbed and the directly adjacent levees were provided by
the Swiss Federal Office of Environment FOEN. These cross sections
were expanded to potential flood-prone areas beyond the levees
using data from a digital elevation model with 0.5 m resolution
and a vertical accuracy of 0.2 m. Considering the aim of this study,
this resolution is sufficient for hydrodynamic modelling outside
the riverbed because topographic details with major influence on
flow paths and flow behaviour are sufficiently incorporated
(Cook and Merwade, 2009; Mejia and Reed, 2011). The cross sec-
tions were set straight and perpendicular to the flow direction with
average cross section spacing of approximately 150 m, as recom-
mended in studies of other catchments (Ali et al., 2015;
Castellarin et al., 2009; Samuels, 1990).
The hydrodynamic model was calibrated by empirically adjust-
ing the Strickler coefficients (kstr). The values were adjusted by38reconstructing the water surface elevation and the propagation
time of the peak discharge of observed flood events. Particular
attention was given to the peak discharge and the time to peak
at different gauging stations along the river. The kstr values were
set between 33 and 45 in the riverbed and between 22 and 30 in
the floodplains outside the riverbed. Additionally, hydrodynamic
parameters that define the characteristics of weirs (factor m of
the Poleni equation) and pipes (contraction factor) were adjusted.
The artificial lake management tools were set in a way that the dis-
charge out of the lakes was maximized, as this is likely to be the
case during flood events. The hydrodynamic model was then able
to reconstruct the rating curve at the catchment outlet with an
error of ±2 cm in water level for observed flood events. In the range
of a typical flood event, this corresponds to an error of approxi-
mately ±5 m3 s1 or 1% of discharge, which is comparable to the
error of the gauging station of about ±1 cm (FOEN, 1998). The error
is assumed to be slightly higher in the PMF case during which areas
would be affected that were not flooded during the calibration
flood events.3.5. Model coupling
The outputs of the hydrologic model are fed into the hydrody-
namic model as upper boundary conditions or as lateral inflows.
The model coupling is external, which means that there is no direct
interaction between the models and backwater effects are only
involved within the spatial range of the hydrodynamic model.
The range of the hydrodynamic model was set to incorporate all
significant flood-prone areas and potential retention areas. It is
assumed that minor retention areas inside the sub-catchments
have a negligible effect on the peak flow at the catchment outlet.
The coupling points between the hydrological and the hydrody-
namic model are shown in Fig. 1. There are two cases where a cou-
pling point lies significantly upstream of the sub-catchment
outflow (see the most eastern and the most western coupling
points in Fig. 1). In these cases, areas situated downstream of the
coupling points were separately modelled and then added to the
hydrodynamic model, following the suggestions of Lerat et al.
(2012). The hydrological model was not applied on the lakes
within the catchment because they directly receive the precipita-
tion that falls above them, and evaporation from the lakes was con-
sidered negligible. In these cases, precipitation was directly fed
into the hydrodynamic model.4. Results
4.1. Thresholds derived from the hydrodynamic modelling of synthetic
design hydrographs
The calculated synthetic design hydrographs (see Section 3.1)
and the results of the hydrodynamic modelling of these synthetic
design hydrographs are shown in Fig. 2. The synthetic design
hydrographs (on the left side of Fig. 2) that were used as upper
boundary conditions are uniformly shaped. The hydrographs
derived by hydrodynamic modelling (on the right side of Fig. 2)
are identically shaped when peak discharges are below approxi-
mately 500 m3 s1. This corresponds to a peak discharge with a
30 year return period. Above that level, there are three clearly vis-
ible steps at approximately 570, 700 and 860 m3 s1. These thresh-
olds indicate the occurrence of inundation and retention processes
with significant influence on discharge processes. In consequence,
the peak discharges of the synthetic design hydrographs on the
model input side and the peak discharges of the calculated hydro-
graphs on the model output side are no longer congruent. Two sig-
nificant thresholds for emerging inundation and retention
0
Fig. 2. Synthetic design hydrographs that were used as upper boundary conditions of the hydrodynamic model and the resulting hydrographs at the catchment outlet. The
grey lines indicate discharges with return periods of 30, 100, and 300 years. The peak discharges of the given return levels are derived by fitting a GEV distribution to the
annual maximum discharges (based on a discharge time series from 1918 to 2014). The data as well as the statistical estimation of the return levels are provided by the Swiss
Federal Office of Environment FOEN.
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300 year return level flood; hence these thresholds do not affect
floods below the 300 year return level but are possibly of crucial
importance for PMF estimation.
4.2. Modelling the PMF
The hydrographs that were derived by hydrological modelling
are shown in Fig. 3. The hydrographs that were modelled by apply-
ing the coupled hydrological-hydrodynamic model are shown in
Fig. 4. The hydrographs represent the modelled catchment
response to the 100 PMP distributions described in Section 3.1,
where the precipitation event lasts from hour 0 to hour 72 or less
depending on the temporal distribution of the PMP.
4.2.1. Hydrograph behaviour before peak discharge
The hydrographs resulting from hydrological modelling gener-
ally increase relatively quickly at the beginning of the event. In
contrast, the hydrographs resulting from the coupled model gener-
ally rise more slowly. Comparing the shapes of the hydrographs
from the two modelling approaches shows that the hydrographs
derived by hydrologic modelling increase constantly and relatively
smoothly. The hydrographs derived by the coupled model reflect
distinct steps at certain discharge levels, e.g. at 700 m3 s1. ThisFig. 3. Hydrographs generated by the hydrologic modelling o
381is due to the exceeded riverbed capacity and consequential inunda-
tions, which delay further water level rise at the outlet. The hydro-
logic model is not able to capture this effect.4.2.2. Peak discharge and PMF estimate
The peak discharges are between 1010 and 1320 m3 s1 based
on the hydrologic model and between 880 and 1220 m3 s1 based
on the coupled model. A comparison of the modelled peak dis-
charges of all model runs is shown in Fig. 5. The plot shows that
the coupled model generates lower peak discharges than the
hydrologic model for most of the PMP distributions. However,
there are also some scenarios where the coupled model generates
a higher peak discharge than the hydrologic model. This is due to
the retarding effect of lakes that are situated within the catchment.
Precipitation distributions for which the coupled model generates
the highest peak discharge are the ones that lead to a superposition
of sub-catchment reactions. In such cases, in the first phase of the
event the most intense precipitation occurs in the sub-catchments
that drain into a lake. Subsequently, the lake water level rises. In
the course of the event, the most intense precipitation shifts to
the sub-catchments that are situated between a lake and the catch-
ment outlet. This leads to the superposition of maximum lake out-
flow and maximum discharge from other sub-catchments. Thef the 100 PMP scenarios at the outlet of the catchment.
Fig. 4. Hydrographs generated by the coupled hydrologic-hydrodynamic modelling of the 100 PMP scenarios at the outlet of the catchment. The red lines indicate thresholds
for the occurrence of significant retention effects.
Fig. 5. Peak discharges that result from the two modelling approaches.
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lakes, is not able to reproduce this effect in detail.
The time between the beginning of the precipitation event and
the peak discharge (time to peak) of each model run is shown in
Fig. 6. As demonstrated by the hydrographs in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
there are considerable differences in time to peak between the
two modelling approaches. The hydrological model generates
peaks that occur from 25 to 87 h after the start of precipitation,
while the coupled model generates peaks between 48 and 85 h
after the start of precipitation. There is less temporal variation inFig. 6. Time to peak that result from the two modelling approaches in hours. The
vertical and the horizontal lines indicate the end of the precipitation event.
38the hydrographs generated by the coupled model than in those
generated by the hydrological model. Considering that the total
precipitation amount (PMP) was always held constant, Fig. 7 shows
that the peak-to-volume ratios do not differ systematically.
4.2.3. Hydrograph behaviour after peak discharge
In both modelling approaches, the hydrographs drop consider-
ably after the peak discharge is reached. In the coupled model,
there are step changes visible again at various discharge levels
toward the end of the events (570, 620, 700, 860 m3 s1). These
levels correspond to thresholds of the riverbed capacity at various
cross sections thus the step changes can be explained by the flood-
ing of floodplains. In a first phase, the discharge at the catchment
outlet is reduced due to the amount of water that exceeds the riv-
erbed capacity and inundates surrounding areas. In a second phase,
the discharge at the same cross section falls below the discharge
capacity of the river reach, and the inundating water masses flow
back into the riverbed. In a last phase, when the surrounding areas
are drained they do not contribute to discharge anymore, leading
to a distinctive kink in the hydrograph.
5. Discussion
The hydrodynamic modelling of synthetic design hydrographs
shows that retention effects are more pronounced when the
estimated discharge considerably exceeds the maximum dischargeFig. 7. Peak-to-volume ratios that result from the two modelling approaches.
2
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tection measures along the riverbed are often aligned to design
floods of 30, 100 or 300 years, and not to floods with the magnitude
of a PMF.
The hydrologic model and the coupled hydrologic-
hydrodynamic model generate differently shaped hydrographs at
the catchment outlet. The main difference in the two modelling
approaches has to do with the representation of physical processes
that occur within the catchment. The hydrological model repre-
sents the catchment reaction by using a set of calibrated parame-
ters that usually define storage sizes, infiltration rates,
evapotranspiration rates, and various other catchment characteris-
tics. The calibrated model usually reproduces catchment behaviour
that corresponds to catchment behaviour during the calibration
period. However, the synthetic design hydrographs used in hydro-
dynamic modelling show that the catchment may deviate from its
known behaviour due to the influence of effects that were absent
during the calibration period. The deceleration of water flow due
to changing riverbed characteristics, the storage and retention
effects of inundated areas, as well as the depletion of lake storage
capacity are possible reasons for such changing runoff characteris-
tics. The hydrologic model does not consider non-stationary catch-
ment behaviour that is caused by inundation and retention effects
or the superimposing effects that occur when discharge consider-
ably exceeds the highest observed peak discharges of the calibra-
tion period, which presumably would occur in the case of a PMF
event. Therefore it quickly routes heavy precipitation input to the
catchment outlet. In contrast, the coupled model approach is less
dependent on the occurrence of extreme events within the calibra-
tion period as it captures and reproduces the effects of high precip-
itation on the watershed. The representation of non-linear
retention effects in the coupled approach allows for a more verifi-
able and a physically more reliable PMF estimation.
The differences between the hydrologic and the coupled model
in terms of the representation of runoff processes have direct con-
sequences for the shapes of the hydrographs and for the PMF esti-
mation. The coupled model simulates peak discharges that are
slightly lower than the ones generated with the hydrologic model.
The time to peak is generally lower for the outputs generated by
the hydrologic model than for those generated by the coupled
model due to the relatively immediate routing of the runoff to
the catchment outflow and the neglect of runoff-delaying pro-
cesses like inundations in the hydrologic model. As these differ-
ences are caused by the distinct representations of the routing
process in the two modelling approaches, they are of general nat-
ure. However, the magnitude of these effects may vary from catch-
ment to catchment. In case of simple channel geometries or
riverbed capacities that continuously exceed the magnitude of
the PMF, these differences are expected to decrease, although the
application of a hydrodynamic model still increases the reliability
of the estimation.
An additional benefit of the coupled model approach is that it
allows for the identification and mapping of affected areas and
floodplains within the catchment. This allows for a better estima-
tion of the possible consequences of a PMF event. The additional
information on possibly affected areas is highly important for
insurance and re-insurance purposes as well as for the planning
of sensitive infrastructure or protection measures. However, vari-
ous studies show that identification and mapping of affected areas
are uncertain due to several critical factors, i.e. the model calibra-
tion (Pappenberger et al., 2005, 2006; Remo et al., 2009; Di
Baldassare et al., 2009), the lack of computation power limiting
the consideration of various parameter sets (Altarejos-García
et al., 2012), and uncertain design flood profiles (Brandimarte
and Di Baldassare, 2012). Chatterjee et al. (2008) show that 1D-
2D model coupling improves the modelling of areal extent, water383velocities, and the emptying process of retention areas in compar-
ison to a 1Dmodel, whereby it leads to comparable results in terms
of peak discharge. However, such an approach requires signifi-
cantly more computation power, a factor that limits the consider-
ation of a high number of varying precipitation scenarios.
The setup and application of a coupled model is data-intensive
and relatively time consuming. It usually requires pre-processing
and calibration for every considered sub-catchment, the setup
and calibration of a hydrodynamic model, and some effort for the
coupling itself. Moreover, applying a coupled model involves a rel-
atively long computation time. The availability of a high-resolution
digital terrain model and river cross sections is required for cou-
pled modelling. In contrast, the hydrological modelling approach
only requires calibration of the sub-catchments, and the computa-
tion time is substantially lower than the computation time of a
coupled model. Considering the similar range of peak discharges
that were modelled by the two approaches, a hydrological model
can reasonably be applied for rough PMF estimation in cases where
only the catchment outlet is of interest or where the catchment is
characterized by negligible potential retention areas. On the other
hand, the coupled model better reflects physical reality when it
comes to extreme floods. Using this approach is particularly imper-
ative when retention areas in the catchment of interest may
strongly influence PMF estimation.
6. Conclusion and perspectives
In this study, PMF estimations were derived by applying a
hydrologic model and a coupled hydrologic-hydrodynamic model
in order to assess the advantages and constraints of these two
modelling approaches. The two modelling approaches were tested
with 100 PMP scenarios with the same volume of precipitation but
different spatio-temporal precipitation distributions. The resulting
hydrographs can be used to assess the applicability of the mod-
elling approaches for estimating PMF at the catchment outlet and
to evaluate the representation of physical processes within the
catchment. The hydrological model is suitable to roughly estimate
a PMF, particularly in cases where no significant retention areas are
situated in the catchment. The application of a coupled hydrologic-
hydrodynamic model is recommended for a better understanding
of the physical processes within the catchment, for mapping pur-
poses, or for the planning of flood prevention measures. A PMF
event comprises substantially larger discharge volumes and sub-
stantially higher peak discharges than observed events. In the case
of a PMF, flood protection measures that are dimensioned for
specific return levels fail; thus widespread floodplain inundation
and non-linear processes occur. This calls for the incorporation of
a physical perspective to make estimation more reliable and
understandable. The difference in the model outputs indicates
the importance of studying the benefits and constraints of mod-
elling approaches applied for PMF estimation.
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Abstract. The assessment of the impacts of extreme floods is
important for dealing with residual risk, particularly for crit-
ical infrastructure management and for insurance purposes.
Thus, modelling of the probable maximum flood (PMF) from
probable maximum precipitation (PMP) by coupling hydro-
logical and hydraulic models has gained interest in recent
years. Herein, we examine whether variability in precipita-
tion patterns exceeds or is below selected uncertainty fac-
tors in flood loss estimation and if the flood losses within a
river basin are related to the probable maximum discharge
at the basin outlet. We developed a model experiment with
an ensemble of probable maximum precipitation scenarios
created by Monte Carlo simulations. For each rainfall pat-
tern, we computed the flood losses with a model chain and
benchmarked the effects of variability in rainfall distribution
with other model uncertainties. The results show that flood
losses vary considerably within the river basin and depend
on the timing and superimposition of the flood peaks from
the basin’s sub-catchments. In addition to the flood hazard
component, the other components of flood risk, exposure,
and vulnerability contribute remarkably to the overall vari-
ability. This leads to the conclusion that the estimation of the
probable maximum expectable flood losses in a river basin
should not be based exclusively on the PMF. Consequently,
the basin-specific sensitivities to different precipitation pat-
terns and the spatial organization of the settlements within
the river basin need to be considered in the analyses of prob-
able maximum flood losses.
1 Introduction
Floods are one of the most damaging natural hazards, ac-
counting for a majority of all economic losses from natural
events worldwide (UNISDR, 2015). Managing flood risks
requires knowledge about hazardous processes and the im-
pacts of floods. Typically the impacts of design floods with a
certain (extreme) return period (IPCC, 2012) or the impacts
of worst-case floods are required for sound risk analysis and
for the planning of risk reduction measures. In particular, for
portfolio risk analyses of insurance companies, the estima-
tion of the probable maximum loss is important for fulfilling
financial regulations and stability criteria. Furthermore, criti-
cal infrastructure, such as power stations, has to be protected
against extreme floods. Since floods are expected to increase
due to climatic changes (Asadieh and Krakauer, 2015; Ar-
nell and Gosling, 2016; Beniston et al., 2007; Bouwer, 2013;
Fischer and Knutti, 2016; Millán, 2014; Pfahl et al., 2017;
Rajczak et al., 2013; Scherrer et al., 2016), flood risk anal-
yses and the management of extreme events will become
even more relevant (Smolka, 2006; Yuan et al., 2017). Hence,
insurance companies and governmental institutions are in-
creasingly interested in quantifying flood risks, and espe-
cially in estimating the impacts of probable maximum floods
leading to high cumulative losses (Burke et al., 2016; Mor-
rill and Becker, 2017) or the destruction of critical infras-
tructure (Hasan and Foliente, 2015; Mechler et al., 2010;
Michaelides, 2014).
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An important aspect in flood risk analysis is the modelling
of worst-case floods and their impacts (Büchele et al., 2006).
One main question herein is the search for the upper physi-
cal limits of discharge in a river basin, i.e. the maximum out-
flow from a catchment that is possible with the given catch-
ment characteristics and the maximum rainfall in the cli-
mate region (Felder and Weingartner, 2017). Here, the hydro-
logical modelling undertaken to derive probable maximum
flood (PMF) from probable maximum precipitation (PMP)
is an important first step as a basis for inundation modelling
(Felder et al., 2017). The PMP is defined as “the theoretical
maximum precipitation for a given duration under modern
meteorological conditions” (World Meteorological Organi-
zation, 2009). Differently, the PMF is defined as “the theo-
retical maximum flood that poses extremely serious threats
to the flood control of a given project in a design water-
shed” (World Meteorological Organization, 2009). The PMF
is estimated on the basis of the PMP and is commonly used
in practice for the planning of hydropower dams. However,
there is still a controversial discussion on the underlying con-
cept of PMP, particularly on the assumption that the upper
tail of flood distributions is bounded (Micovic et al., 2015).
Comprehensive summaries of this discussion are provided by
Salas et al. (2015) and by Rouhani and Leconte (2016). Nev-
ertheless, PMP/PMF estimation methods have been contin-
uously developed and improved. Beauchamp et al. (2013),
Lagos-Zuniga and Vargas (2014), and Felder and Weingart-
ner (2016) discuss the role of the spatio-temporal distribu-
tion of the PMP on the PMF, while Rousseau et al. (2014)
and Stratz and Hossain (2014) discuss climate change and
stationarity issues. Hence, Faulkner and Benn (2016), Mi-
covic et al. (2015), Rouhani and Leconte (2016), and Salas
et al. (2014) have proposed incorporating uncertainty bands
into the PMP estimation.
Nevertheless, the detailed triggering mechanism and the
temporal evolution of large flood events, specifically of
worst-case scenarios, are not yet fully understood. An im-
portant question concerns how the peak discharge and the
volume of a flood depend on the intensity and track of the
triggering precipitation events, i.e. the spatio-temporal pat-
tern of precipitation (Adams et al., 2012; Bruni et al., 2015;
Cristiano et al., 2017; Emmanuel et al., 2015, 2016; Ochoa-
Rodriguez et al., 2015; Paschalis et al., 2014; Rafieeinasab et
al., 2015; Zhang and Han, 2017). In addition to the storm
track dynamics, the peak flow depends on the watershed
characteristics (Singh, 1997). In mountainous catchments
with high topographical complexity, the storm track and the
precipitation pattern are influenced by the mountain ranges.
Furthermore, the river network is influenced by geological
and tectonic structures and is thus more complex in moun-
tainous terrain than in low-lying areas. Thus, in upland areas
high variability in the spatio-temporal pattern of a probable
maximum precipitation event and the resulting river flows
has to be assumed. The definition of the spatio-temporal
characteristics of PMP scenarios is a crucial step in the anal-
ysis of the impacts of extreme flood events. Hence, differ-
ent approaches in distributing PMP in space and time over
a catchment have been developed recently (Beauchamp et
al., 2013; Dodov and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2005; Foufoula-
Georgiou, 1989; Franchini et al., 1996; Felder and Weingart-
ner, 2016). Regarding mountainous meso-scale catchments
with an area of a few thousand km2, insights into precipi-
tation patterns leading to the most extreme floods are rather
rare. The precipitation pattern leads to a specific pattern of
the outflows from the sub-catchments. Depending on the ge-
ometry of the main river network, this timing of the outflows
from the sub-catchments influences peak discharge in the in-
dividual river reaches. Hence, the relative timing of peak dis-
charge arrivals in river confluences as a consequence of the
spatio-temporal distribution of the rainfall pattern has to be
addressed (Nicótina et al., 2008; Nikolopoulos et al., 2014;
Pattison et al., 2014; Emmanuel et al., 2016; Zoccatelli et
al., 2011). Thus, sound analysis of extreme floods in a com-
plex river basin requires an assessment of the variability of
chronological superimpositions of flood waves in tributaries
and the effect of this on the probability of inundation. Neal et
al. (2013) highlight the importance of spatial dependence be-
tween tributaries in terms of inundation probability and mag-
nitude. Consequently, the amount of flood losses is also ex-
pected to vary with the timing of peak flows in the tributaries.
Ochoa-Rodriguez et al. (2015) also stated that the temporal
variation of rainfall inputs affects hydrodynamic modelling
results remarkably. Emmanuel et al. (2015) showed that the
spatio-temporal organization of rainfall plays an important
role in the discharge at the outlet of the catchment and stated
that a simulation approach is needed to study the effects of
rainfall variability in complex river basins. The effects vary
with the catchment size and its characteristics. Nevertheless,
they state that there is a knowledge gap in this field. Proba-
bly the study that is most clearly focused on the role of the
tributary relative timing and sequencing for extreme floods is
presented by Pattison et al. (2014). They showed that tribu-
tary relative timing and synchronization is important in the
determination of flood peak downstream. Thus, the distribu-
tion of extreme rainfall in space and time must play a critical
role in determining the PMF and the peak discharge at the
catchment outlet.
While the influence of rainfall variability on catchment re-
sponse is under investigation, the further influence on flood
losses is rarely investigated. To our knowledge, so far only
Sampson et al. (2014) have analysed the effects of different
precipitation scenarios on flood losses in depth. However, the
Sampson et al. study focused on an urban area and on a (rela-
tively) small scale. Thus far, no studies have been conducted
in mountainous river basins to our knowledge.
In addition to the variability in precipitation patterns, other
uncertainties have to be considered in flood loss estimation.
Besides uncertainties in hydrological modelling that are not
considered in this study, other factors lead to uncertainties
in inundation modelling and in flood loss estimation. Uncer-
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tainties in inundation modelling and flood risk analysis are
addressed by Apel et al. (2008), Di Baldassarre et al. (2010),
Gai et al. (2017), Merz and Thieken (2009), and Neal et
al. (2013). Savage et al. (2015) and Fewtrell et al. (2008)
describe the effects of spatial scale on inundation modelling.
Altarejos-García et al. (2012), Chatterjee et al. (2008), Hor-
ritt and Bates (2001, 2002), Kvočka et al. (2015), and Neal
et al. (2012b) discuss the effects of the chosen inundation
model, its parametrization, and the role of input data on flood
modelling results. Other uncertainties in flood modelling out-
puts are related to uncertainties in levee heights (Sanyal,
2017) or digital elevation models (Saksena and Merwade,
2015). Beside the uncertainties in flood modelling, observa-
tional uncertainties also need to be recognized with recent
studies highlighting the importance of observational errors
in rainfall and discharge data (McMillan et al., 2012; Coxon
et al., 2015).
Furthermore, uncertainties in the economic models used
to estimate flood losses and flood damages are relevant
(de Moel et al., 2015). Herein, the input data, the choice of
the impact indicators, the scale, and the vulnerability models
are relevant sources of uncertainty (Ward et al., 2013; Apel
et al., 2008; Merz and Thieken, 2009; de Moel and Aerts,
2011). In particular, vulnerability functions are considered as
one of the most relevant sources of uncertainty in flood loss
estimation (Ward et al., 2013; Sampson et al., 2014). Thus,
uncertainty analysis is a key aspect in flood risk assessment.
Some of the limitations and uncertainties mentioned above
are addressed by several recent studies. Especially with re-
gard to coupled models, uncertainty and sensitivity analyses
are important for assessing the propagation of cascading un-
certainties to the final result (Ward et al., 2013; Rodríguez-
Rincón et al., 2015). Uncertainty analysis focuses on quan-
tifying the spread of uncertainty in the model input on the
model outputs, i.e. the forward propagation of the uncertain-
ties to the prediction variables. In contrast, sensitivity analy-
sis focuses on apportioning output uncertainty to the differ-
ent sources of uncertainty (input factors). A global sensitiv-
ity analysis investigates how the variation in the output of a
numerical model can be attributed to variations of its input
factors (Pianosi et al., 2016). However, uncertainty analyses
and sensitivity analyses of coupled models or model chains
are rarely investigated topics.
In summary, we identify a research gap in our understand-
ing of the effects of spatio-temporal precipitation patterns on
the amount of flood losses in a river basin. The main goals
of this study are to analyse the effects of variability in prob-
able maximum precipitation patterns on flood losses, and to
compare these effects with other uncertainties in flood loss
modelling in a complex mountain catchment (i.e. choice of
inundation models or vulnerability functions). One important
question is whether the variability in precipitation patterns is
more or less influential than other uncertainties in flood loss
estimation. A second question is whether the maximum dis-
charge at the catchment outlet is a reliable proxy indicator
for identifying the scenario(s) for worst case flood loss.
2 Methods
To address the above questions using a numerical experiment
we constructed an inundation modelling framework com-
posed of several coupled modules. The model chain was de-
veloped for the Aare River basin in Switzerland (3000 km2)
and consists of five main components: a precipitation mod-
ule, a hydrology module, a hydrodynamic routing module,
a hydrodynamic inundation module, and a damage module.
The model chain computes the flood losses (model output)
on the basis of a specified rainfall event (model input). In
the following, the setup of the model chain is described. The
uncertainties related to the precipitation pattern were subse-
quently compared with selected other uncertainty factors in
the model chain, i.e. uncertainties related to the inundation
modelling approach and to the chosen vulnerability func-
tions. Hence, we conducted a global sensitivity analysis of
the model chain with the objective to rank the uncertainty in
the rainfall pattern and the uncertainties in the model setup
(choice of sub-models) according to their relative contribu-
tion to the output variability after Pianosi et al. (2016). The
uncertainties in the model setup are considered in the sen-
sitivity analysis by varying the setup of the submodules for
flood modelling and loss modelling.
2.1 Probable maximum precipitation and probable
maximum discharge
The probable maximum precipitation PMP for the whole
catchment was estimated using the guidelines of World Me-
teorological Organization (2009). The method for distribut-
ing the PMP in space and time is based on a Monte Carlo
approach proposed by Felder and Weingartner (2016). This
approach aims at identifying a PMP pattern leading to the
PMF by testing a high number of randomly generated spatio-
temporal patterns considering physical plausibility criteria.
To consider the spatio-temporal patterns of precipitation in
the river basin, the same amount of areal precipitation in the
PMP scenario (300 mm for a 72 h event over 3000 km2) was
distributed in different spatio-temporal patterns across the
entire river basin in a Monte Carlo simulation framework af-
ter Felder and Weingartner (2016). We focused on a precipi-
tation event lasting 3 days, since this timespan corresponds to
the typical event duration within the river basin and leads to
the highest floods. The PMP scenarios are assumed to occur
during the summer season with a height of the freezing level
above the maximal altitudes. This means that snowfall is not
considered. In the first step, a random temporal distribution
of the total precipitation for the chosen duration was gener-
ated. The variation of rainfall between one time step and the
following was limited to 20 % at maximum. This avoids im-
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plausible temporal distributions. In the second step, the tem-
poral pattern of the rainfall was distributed spatially in three
meteorological regions, and in the sub-catchments within
each meteorological region. The sub-catchments and the me-
teorological regions were defined to consider the relatively
independent behaviour of specific parts of the catchment,
e.g. lowlands and mountainous regions, in terms of precipi-
tation amount and intensity. The randomly created precipita-
tion pattern was checked against the spatial dependencies to
fulfil a spatial consistency within neighbouring catchments.
Intensive precipitation must be concentrated in adjacent me-
teorological regions and affiliated sub-catchments. The con-
centration of intense rainfall in meteorological regions and
thus in adjacent sub-catchments implicitly allows taking into
account the storm movement and the effects of the moun-
tain crests. For further details see Felder and Weingartner
(2016). From a set of 106 Monte Carlo simulations with a
simplified but computationally efficient hydrological model
based on unit hydrographs, we selected 150 scenarios with
the highest discharge at the basin outlet in Bern. The number
of scenarios is chosen to allow for analysing the variability
of PMP patterns but at the same time allowing to be com-
putationally feasible. These precipitation scenarios are then
used as inputs for the detailed rainfall–runoff model, which is
set up for each tributary and delivers the input hydrographs
for the hydrodynamic model. For the rainfall–runoff mod-
elling, we used the hydrological model PREVAH (Viviroli et
al., 2009b), which is a deterministic, semi-distributed model
based on hydrological response units (HRU) that are directly
routed to the catchment outlet. The model is set up for 15
sub-catchments that are located within the Aare River basin
upstream of Bern using an hourly time steps. The calibra-
tion and validation of the hydrological model is described in
Felder et al. (2017). The output of the hydrological model
of each sub-catchment is used as an upper boundary condi-
tion for the hydrodynamic model, in this case the 1-D hydro-
dynamic model BASEMENT-ETH (Vetsch et al., 2017) that
accounts for the retention effects of lakes and floodplains.
The model is based on the continuity equation and solves
the Saint-Venant equations for unsteady 1-D flow. Lakes and
their outlet weirs are considered in the hydrodynamic model.
Here, we considered only the discharge from the lakes with
maximal open weirs. No lake or reservoir regulation is con-
sidered, since lake regulation can be assumed to be irrelevant
in case of extreme floods. The hydrologic and the hydrody-
namic models were calibrated and validated separately, and
then again together in the coupled version. The hydrological
model was calibrated with all available gauged observation
data at the outflow of 8 out of the 15 sub-catchments. The
models for the ungauged sub-catchments were regionalized
by applying the parameter regionalization method proposed
by Viviroli et al. (2009a). The 1-D hydrodynamic model was
calibrated by empirically adjusting the friction coefficients in
the river channels with particular regard to the water surface
elevation in the main channel at peak discharge. However, the
coupled hydrological–hydraulic model was validated against
the observation at the catchment outlet. In the validation pe-
riod 2011–2014, the coupled hydrological–hydraulic model
has a NSE value of 0.85 (Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency; Nash and
Sutcliffe, 1970), and a KGE value of 0.85 (Kling–Gupta ef-
ficiency; Gupta et al., 2009; Kling et al., 2012).
2.2 Inundation modelling
The coupled simulations of the 150 rainfall patterns provide
the basis for the inundation modelling. The 1-D hydrody-
namic model routes the water flow from the sub-catchments
towards the catchment outlet. We defined the coupling points
between the hydrological and the hydraulic model with a
bottom-up approach: first, we delimited the floodplains for
which the flood loss estimation will be valid (system de-
limitation). Second, we defined the upper boundary condi-
tions of these floodplains. Third, we delimited the upstream
catchments for the hydrological model based on the coupling
points. However, the location of the gauging stations was
also considered in the definition of the coupling points in
order to calibrate and validate the hydrological model. The
1-D hydrodynamic model computes the level of the lakes
and the outflow from the lakes. However, we used a 2-D in-
undation model as reference model for estimating the flow
depths in the floodplains required for flood loss analysis. We
nested the 2-D inundation models into the 1-D hydrodynamic
model (see schematic of the approach in Fig. 1) to avoid the
computationally demanding simulation of the lake retention
with the 2-D model. We simulated all scenarios with the 1-
D model and nested the 2-D model into the outcomes of
the 1-D model at specific locations (boundary conditions).
Hence, the 2-D model is always started after the simulation
with the 1-D model in a cascading approach. The lake out-
flow hydrographs and lake level hydrographs from the 1-D
hydrodynamic model and the hydrographs computed by the
hydrological model that are directly flowing into the flood-
plains considered by the 2-D models were used as upper
or lower boundary conditions for the 2-D flood inundation
modelling. Minor tributaries are neglected as upper boundary
condition. However, the outflows from their catchments are
taken into account by aggregating all minor tributaries to sub-
catchment level. The spatial setup of the model experiment,
as well as the interfaces between the hydrological model and
the floodplains modelled in 2-D, are shown in Fig. 2. In the 1-
D model, the outflow from the sub-catchments is fed directly
in the main river without considering flooding in the alluvial
fans of the tributaries. In contrast, the outflows from the sub-
catchments are fed into the 2-D model at the coupling points
as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the 2-D model considers flooding
of the alluvial fans of the tributaries.
We used the LISFLOOD-FP model for the 2-D inundation
simulation and as a basis for flood loss modelling. The model
and its validation is described by Bates and de Roo (2000),
Bates et al. (2010), and Neal et al. (2009, 2011, 2012a). The
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model was set up with a subgrid representation of the chan-
nel and a spatial resolution on the floodplain of 50 m. The
digital terrain model (DTM) was upscaled from a lidar DTM
with high spatial resolution (0.5 m). The basis of this terrain
data is a digital terrain model (DTM) provided by the Canton
of Bern. This terrain model was created from lidar measure-
ments collected in 2014 and 2015 with a resolution of about
four points per m2. The lidar data were processed by the data
provider to create a raster DTM with a cell size of 0.5 m.
The buildings and the most important hydraulic structures in
the main rivers (main bridges) were removed by this process.
We corrected this raw raster model by (a) manually elimi-
nating the remaining hydraulic obstacles in the river reaches,
(b) correcting the height of the riverbanks in the Aare and
Gürbe rivers reaches on the basis of DGPS measurements
along the riverbanks, and (c) interpolating the altitudes of the
raster cells of the river bed on the basis of surveyed bathy-
metric cross sections provided by the Federal Office for the
Environment (BAFU). The result is a DTM with a spatial res-
olution of 0.5 m and the above mentioned corrections. This
hydraulically correct DTM provides the basis for the aggre-
gation at coarser spatial resolution for the flood inundation
models.
The subgrid channel module requires the heights of the
river bed and of the lateral dams, the river width, and the
shape of the river bed. These data were computed at high
resolution and aggregated onto the target resolution of the
inundation model by conserving the cross-sectional area of
the river channel from the high-resolution terrain model.
The 2-D hydrodynamic model was calibrated in terms of
reproducing the stage–discharge relationships at the gaug-
ing stations and the known channel capacity along the river
reaches. The model was validated on the basis of documented
flooding. The fit of the inundation model (after Bates and
de Roo, 2000) computed on the basis of observed discharges
of the flood event in August 2005 and a comparison between
modelled and observed inundation extents ranges between
0.5 and 0.9, depending on the floodplain. The lower values
can be explained by dam breaks that occurred in reality but
are not considered in the model, or by recent changes in the
river geometry since the last flood event (implementation of
new flood defence measures).
In addition to the 2-D inundation model, we elaborated in-
undation maps from the 1-D hydrodynamic simulations. We
constructed water surface elevation (WSE) maps by interpo-
lating the WSE values at the cross sections of the 1-D model.
The projection of these WSE maps onto the digital terrain
model (spatial resolution of 10 m) and the comparison with
the DTM subsequently lead to a map of flow depths.
2.3 Flood loss modelling
In this study, we focused on structural damage to buildings
(residential, public, and industrial buildings) without consid-
ering losses to mobile assets, building contents, and infras-
tructure. The flood loss module of this model chain consists
of a dataset of buildings similar to that described in Röthlis-
berger et al. (2017) and Fuchs et al. (2015). Each building is
represented by a polygon and is classified by type, function-
ality, construction period, volume, reconstruction costs, and
number of residents. Furthermore, we delineated the height
of the ground floor above sea level of each building on the
basis of a lidar terrain model with sub-metre resolution.
The resulting flow depths (FDs) and WSEs from the hy-
drodynamic module were attributed to each building (ex-
posure analysis) and used for deriving the object-specific
degree of loss from the vulnerability functions and conse-
quently for the estimation of object-specific losses. The flow
depth was attributed to the building following two different
approaches. The first approach is a direct attribution of the
flow depth from the FD maps to each building. The second
approach is an indirect attribution where the flow depth at
each building results from the difference between the WSE
raster of the flood simulation and the minimum ground floor
level of the building. The idea behind this approach is to take
into account local small-scale elevations of the houses. If a
building footprint covers more than one cell, we used the
maximum flow depth of all relevant cells of the inundation
map (Bermúdez and Zischg, 2018).The flow depth was used
to calculate the degree of loss on the basis of a vulnerabil-
ity function. The degree of loss resulting from the flow depth
and the vulnerability function was subsequently multiplied
with the reconstruction value of the building. This results
in the expected loss to the building structure. The object-
specific losses were subsequently summed to give the cumu-
lative losses of a simulated precipitation scenario.
Five vulnerability functions were considered in the
damage calculation procedure. We used the functions of
Totschnig et al. (2011; V1), Papathoma-Köhle et al. (2015;
V2), Hydrotec (2001; V3) as cited in Merz and Thieken
(2009), Jonkman et al. (2008; V4), and Dutta et al. (2003;
V5). We used different vulnerability functions because there
is no regionally adopted and validated vulnerability function
available for Switzerland, and because we aimed explicitly
at exploring the range of uncertainties related to the choice
of the function and its relevance for the maximum uncer-
tainties in the outcomes. A direct validation of the vulner-
ability functions was not possible because of a lack of loss
data at the level of single objects due to privacy restrictions.
The selected vulnerability functions consider flow depths as
the only input variable for the estimation of the degree of
loss. We did not consider flow velocity because the inunda-
tion models used in this study do not provide flow velocities
and we wanted to use comparable loss models.
2.4 Benchmarking against other selected
uncertainty factors
The effects of variability in probable maximum precipitation
patterns on flood losses are compared with selected other
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Figure 1. Schematic of the nesting approach. The 2-D flood inundation models and the loss models are nested in a 1-D routing model.
uncertainty factors. The comparison was made by follow-
ing the parallel models approach first presented by Visser et
al. (2000) for the example of climate simulations. Merz and
Thieken (2009) adopted this approach for the identification
of principal uncertainty sources in flood risk calculations. In
summary, this approach computes a number of model runs
with varying input parameters. In the first step, the mini-
mum and maximum values of all simulation outcomes (flood
losses in financial units in this study) were extracted. The
difference between both is defined as the maximum uncer-
tainty range (MUR). In the second step, the uncertainty range
(URsub) of a specific subset of model runs was computed.
The subsets from all model runs can be defined by specific
criteria, e.g. a subset of all model runs with the same flood
model or a subset of model runs using the same vulnerabil-
ity function. The uncertainty range of this subset is given by
the difference between the minimum and maximum values
of all simulation outcomes of this specific subset. Third, the
reduced uncertainty range (RUR) was computed according to
Eq. (1). This indicator describes the relative role of an uncer-
tainty source to the maximum uncertainty range of all model
runs.
RUR=
(MUR−URsub)
MUR
· 100% (1)
The RUR is related to the maximum uncertainty range of all
models but is not relative to the RUR of other subsets. Fur-
thermore, Eq. (1) does not isolate all the contributions of the
different components to the maximum uncertainty range but
they remain intertwined, except the selected uncertainty fac-
tor. However, the RUR values of the subsets are comparable.
A high value of RUR means that the subset contributes sig-
nificantly to the maximum uncertainty range. Alternatively,
a small value of RUR (RUR 100 %) indicates that the sub-
set has a reduced effect on the overall uncertainty (Visser et
al., 2000). In the model experiment for this study, we anal-
ysed the relative contribution of (a) the spatio-temporal rain-
fall pattern, (b) the choice of the inundation model and the
exposure analysis approach, and (c) the choice of the vul-
nerability function. Hence, we followed a hierarchical ap-
proach for the selection of the subsets. For assessing the con-
tribution of the spatio-temporal rainfall pattern to the overall
uncertainty, we analysed 150 rainfall scenarios (hierarchical
level 1 – precipitation). For each of these rainfall scenarios,
the losses were computed with two different flood inundation
models (LISFLOOD-FP and BASEMENT-1D) in combina-
tion with two different exposure modelling approaches (FD
and WSE; hierarchical level 2 – flood model) and five differ-
ent vulnerability functions identified previously (hierarchical
level 3 – vulnerability). For each PMP scenario, 20 loss es-
timations were computed (four flood models times five vul-
nerability functions). Overall, the whole ensemble amounts
to 3000 model runs (i.e. flood loss estimations). The RUR
values were computed on the basis of subsets selected by the
hierarchical levels representing the uncertainty factors con-
sidered in this analysis.
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3 Study area
We set up the flood inundation models for the main valley
of the Aare River basin upstream of Bern, Switzerland. The
catchment elevation ranges from 500 to 4200 m a.s.l., with
a mean elevation of 1600 m a.s.l. The southern part of the
river basin consists of relatively high alpine mountains. Sev-
eral alpine peaks within this area exceed 4000 m a.s.l., and
parts of it are glaciated (8 % of the total catchment area). The
main valley of the Aare River basin consists of a relatively
flat floodplain with two lakes, where widespread flooding can
occur. The lakes are natural but artificially managed, and are
oriented along an approximately east–west axis in the low-
land part of the catchment. The study area covers 3000 km2,
and the following main river reaches are considered in the
model chain (see Fig. 2):
1. Hasliaare river, from Meiringen to Lake Brienz (flood-
plain: 15 km2; contributing area: 451 km2);
2. Lake Brienz static inundation model (lake area: 31 km2;
contributing area: 1138 km2);
3. Interlaken, area between Lake Brienz and Lake Thun
and the fan of the Lütschine River (floodplain: 28 km2);
4. Lake Thun static inundation model (lake area: 50 km2;
contributing area: 2450 km2);
5. Thun (floodplain: 8 km2);
6. Aare River reach between Thun and Bern (floodplain:
42 km2);
7. Gürbe River reach between Burgistein and Belp (flood-
plain: 15 km2; contributing area: 116 km2).
4 Results
The main results of the coupled model simulations are the
discharges at the outlet of each of the sub-catchments, the
discharge at the outlet of the Aare River basin at Bern, and
the flood losses for 150 PMP simulations. Figure 3 shows the
hydrographs of the 150 PMP scenarios at the outlet of the
river basin in Bern. The outflow from the river basin varies
remarkably in peak discharge and time to peak. The peak dis-
charges for each ensemble member were in the range 906 to
1296 m3 s−1. Thus, the highest peak discharge is 43 % higher
than the lowest in the selected set of scenarios. Moreover,
Fig. 3 shows the discharges of the tributaries downstream of
Lake Thun during peak flow of the Aare River at Bern. It is
shown that the highest peak discharge at Bern depends on
both a high flow in the main river and high flows in the tribu-
taries. Upstream of Thun, the synchronization of flood peaks
is represented by the lake levels.
The flood inundation modelling resulted in a set of flood
maps representing the 150 PMP scenarios. The overlay of
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Figure 2. The Aare River catchment upstream of Bern, Switzerland.
The sub-catchments of the hydrological model are divided by black
lines. The black triangles indicate the coupling points between the
hydrologic and the 2-D inundation model. The 1-D routing model
covers all floodplains (red lines) and the lakes (blue). The flood-
plains that are covered by the individual 2-D inundation models
nested into the 1-D routing model are marked and labelled in red.
these flood maps leads to an inundation extent map that esti-
mates a spatial probability of inundation, conditional on the
rainfall sum of a PMP event in the river basin. Each inunda-
tion map is treated as equally weighted in the probabilistic
map. This map represents the probability that a model grid
cell is flooded in one PMP scenarios. An extract of this map
is shown in Fig. 4. The map shows that not all of the PMP
scenarios lead to flooding of the same areas. Thus, despite
the narrow framing of floodplains in mountainous areas by
topography, high variability in flood extent can be observed.
The discharge in the Lütschine River at Interlaken and the
lake levels of both lakes, Lake Brienz and Lake Thun, have
the strongest influence on the inundation probability map.
In particular, the level of Lake Thun and the flooding by
the Lütschine River determine a remarkable portion of the
flooded area.
Depending on the chosen approach for inundation mod-
elling and exposure analysis, the number of affected build-
ings varies remarkably. At minimum 2423 buildings and at
maximum 5371 buildings are affected across the whole do-
main (not shown). The high variability between the PMP
patterns is also shown by the number of exposed residents
(Fig. 5). The exposure shows a bimodal distribution in the
case of the 2-D model and an unimodal distribution in the
case of the 1-D model. This is related to the exposure of
houses at the alluvial fan of the Lütschine River. This flood-
plain is flooded only in some of the scenarios but when
flooded, the number of affected buildings increases remark-
ably. This is not the case in the 1-D model because this model
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Figure 3. (a) Hydrographs at the outlet of the Aare River basin in Bern resulting from the coupled hydrologic-hydrodynamic modelling of
the 150 PMP scenarios. (b) Superimposition of the tributaries downstream of Lake Thun during peak flow of the Aare River at Bern.
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Figure 4. Detailed example of the conditional probability flood map
for the floodplains of Thun and Interlaken. Predicted flood inunda-
tion extents can change significantly depending on the specific spa-
tial properties of a few of the PMP scenarios and hence have lower
mapped inundation probabilities.
only considers flooding by the main river Aare and neglects
the tributaries.
The flood simulation mapped outputs (flow depth maps
and water surface elevation maps) were used separately to
calculate the flood losses at the individual building level.
Subsequently, the flood losses at building scale were aggre-
gated at a catchment level. Figure 6 shows the distribution
of the aggregated flood losses. It is shown that – depending
on the model ensemble member – the losses vary between
CHF 0.06 and 2.87 billion. Thus, the losses are remarkably
influenced by all the experimental uncertainty factors pre-
viously discussed in the modelling chain. However, even if
the effect of the vulnerability function and the choice of the
exposure analysis approach are not considered, the losses
still vary markedly depending on the PMP scenario. Maxi-
mum losses are still approximately 3–5 times the minimum
losses for some of the vulnerability functions. The vulnera-
bility function V4 (Jonkman et al., 2008) results in the lowest
losses. This function was calibrated for lowland floodplains
and thus has generally lower degrees of loss. However, this
vulnerability function might be more representative for the
areas affected by lake flooding than the others. In the 2-D
FD model runs, the exposure is higher compared to the 2-
D WSE model runs. In contrast, the losses are higher in the
2-D WSE run. This relates to the mean flow depths at the
buildings. The mean flow depth over all affected buildings is
0.54 m in the 2-D FD model runs and 0.87 m in the 2-D WSE
model runs. This results in higher losses although the number
of exposed buildings is lower. The flow depths in the 1-D FD
and 1-D WSE model runs are 1.08 and 1.36 m respectively.
This explains the generally higher losses in the 1-D model
runs compared to the 2-D model runs.
The benchmark against other uncertainties such as the
flood modelling in combination with the exposure analy-
sis approach and the vulnerability functions shows that the
uncertainties considered in the model experiment contribute
significantly to the sensitivity of the model chain to the as-
sumptions made. Each member of the ensemble runs repre-
sents a rainfall pattern and a resulting flood loss computed
on a basis of a combination of a specific flood model with
a specific loss model. The difference between the ensemble
member with the absolute minimum and the member with
the absolute maximum of flood losses represents the maxi-
mum uncertainty range MUR. The total number of runs was
divided into subsets that represents in each case the uncer-
tainty range of a specific combination of the variables. The
difference between the member with the absolute minimum
of this subset and the member with the absolute maximum of
this subset represents the reduced uncertainty range URsub.
Consequently, the reduced uncertainty range RUR is com-
puted after Eq. (1). The reduced uncertainty range RUR of
all subsets ranges between 14 and 92 % of the maximum
uncertainty range MUR. The reduced uncertainty range of
the subset of ensemble members considering only the vari-
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Figure 5. Exposed buildings (a) and residents (b) aggregated at river basin level. Flood losses aggregated at river basin level. The variation
between the PMP scenarios is shown on the y axis, whereas the x axis shows the variability inherent to the choice of the flood model (2-
D: LISFLOOD-FP; 1-D: BASEMENT-1D) in combination with the approach for attributing flow depths to the buildings (FD: flow depths
are calculated on the basis of flow depths maps; WSE: flow depths are calculated on the basis of water surface elevation maps and the
object-specific ground floor level).
ability in rainfall scenarios lies between 42 and 92 % with
a median of 72 %. Hence, the highest RUR of all subsets is
dominated by the subsets regarding the variability in proba-
ble maximum precipitation pattern. Figure 7 shows the com-
parison between the RUR values of the subsets in which the
variability of one of the three considered uncertainty factors
was analysed. This analysis makes evident that the rainfall
pattern contributes most to the maximum uncertainty range.
In Fig. 8 (left column), we plotted the results of all model
outcomes with focus on the 2-D inundation model in terms
of exposed number of buildings and persons, and in terms
of flood losses against the peak discharge of the respective
precipitation pattern at the catchment outlet. The hypothesis
that the flood losses increase with peak discharge at the out-
let of the river basin can be verified in the sense that there
is a significant correlation. This relationship is weaker for
exposed buildings and residents than for the flood losses.
However, the rainfall scenario leading to the highest peak
discharge at the basin outlet does not correspond with the
highest flood losses. Instead, the flood losses are more cor-
related with high lake levels in Lake Thun (see Fig. 8, right
column). The correlation between flood losses and the level
of Lake Thun (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ranges
from 0.54 to 0.94, depending on the flood model and the vul-
nerability function) is stronger than between losses and the
peak discharge at the catchment outlet (Spearman’s rank cor-
relation coefficient ranging from 0.43 to 0.71). Thus, in the
Aare River basin, the level of Lake Thun is a more relevant
proxy indicator for the amount of flood losses in the whole
river basin than the peak discharge at the outlet of the river
basin (i.e. the so-called PMF of the river basin). This can be
explained by the local situation of the city of Thun where the
density of the building stock is very high along the shore-
line of Lake Thun and along the Aare River. The major area
of the Aare River basin contributes to the lakes. Only 20 %
of the catchment area is located downstream of Lake Thun.
Although the area of Lake Thun covers only about 2 % of
its contributing area, this means that the river basin has rele-
vant retention areas that attenuate the outflow from the river
basin and thus the PMF. Vice versa, this retention effect in-
creases flood losses because a relevant number of buildings
are located in neighbourhood of the lake shorelines. Like-
wise, not all of the PMP scenarios lead to flooding by the
Lütschine River in Interlaken. As shown in Fig. 4, the flood-
plain of this river is flooded only in a minority of the ensem-
ble runs. Depending on whether this floodplain is flooded or
not, up to 1500 exposed buildings and therefore up to one-
third of the total number of maximally exposed buildings in
the whole river basin could be affected. Thus, the highest
loss of all simulated scenarios is related to a combination of
a high lake level in Thun with high river discharge of the
Lütschine River. This shows that the maximum loss depends
on both the spatio-temporal pattern of the rainfall and the in-
ternal organization of the river basin in terms of the spatial
distribution of the values at risk (i.e. exposure) within the
floodplains.
5 Discussion and conclusions
In this study, we set up a coupled component model for es-
timating flood losses of extreme flood events in a complex
mountainous river basin. On the basis of a Monte Carlo ap-
proach, we computed an ensemble of extreme flood events
for different precipitation patterns of a 3-day probable maxi-
mum precipitation scenario. With this model experiment, we
analysed the effects of the spatial distribution of the rainfall
within a mountainous river basin on flood losses. Further-
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Figure 6. Flood losses aggregated at river basin level. The variation between the PMP scenarios is shown in the y axis, whereas the x axis
shows the variability inherent to the vulnerability functions. The diagram in (a) shows flood losses that are calculated based on the flow
depths as modelled by LISFLOOD-FP, the diagram in (b) shows the flood losses that are calculated based on the water surface elevation and
the object-specific ground floor level. The flood losses estimated by the 1-D model are shown in (c) and (d).
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Figure 7. Reduced uncertainty ranges RUR of the subsets of model
runs representing the three main uncertainty sources.
more, we benchmarked these effects with other uncertainties
in flood loss modelling.
The model experiment showed that the sensitivity of flood
losses to the variability of spatial distribution of rainfall
within a river basin with a complex topography is larger than
for the other considered uncertainty factors. The PMP pattern
determines the magnitude and timing of the flood peaks com-
ing from the sub-catchments and flowing through the flood-
plains along the main valleys and the lakes. Thus, the rainfall
pattern could lead to a superimposition of flood waves as de-
scribed by the model experiments of Neal et al. (2013) and
Pattison et al. (2014). In addition to the superimposition of
flood waves, it is shown that lake levels, as a proxy for the
water volumes coming from different sub-catchments, are
also relevant for the determination of flood losses. This com-
plements the findings of Sampson et al. (2014) on the im-
pacts of precipitation variability on insurance loss estimates.
With the present study, we extended the Sampson et al. study,
which was focussed on urban environments, with a focus on
complex mountainous river basins.
Furthermore, the model experiment showed that the peak
flow coming from a single sub-catchment can be responsible
for a relevant share of the total sum of exposed buildings and
flood losses. Thus, the physical variability of the river basin
is coupled with the topological situation of the main settle-
ments within the floodplains, i.e. the spatial pattern of expo-
sure. The inundation probability maps and the variability in
flood losses show that two floodplains are mainly responsi-
ble for a high amount of flood losses. This documents that
flood losses depend on both the spatio-temporal pattern of
the rainfall and the internal organization of the river basin in
terms of the spatial distribution or aggregation of the values
at risk within the floodplains. Moreover, the spatial setup of
the values at risk within the floodplains leads to its specific
sensitivity to flood magnitude and lake level. However, these
specific sensitivities of the single floodplains together with
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Figure 8. This figure shows the aggregated flood losses for the 150 PMP scenarios. The red dots show the exposed entities and losses that are
computed based on the flow depths, the blue dots show the exposed entities and losses that are computed based on water surface elevation.
The figures in the last row show the losses resulting from all vulnerability functions.
the variability in rainfall pattern lead to a specific sensitivity
of the whole river basin to a certain pattern of rainfall. This
behaviour has to be analysed and generalized in further stud-
ies and considered in the estimation of probable maximum
flood losses.
Despite the topographical confinement of the floodplains
by the mountain hillslopes, the flooded areas vary markedly
with different rainfall patterns. Thus, the probabilistic map
shows high spatial variability, caused by a few of the PMP
scenarios significantly increasing inundation areas. Hence,
the flow depths even at the individual building level, and con-
sequently the total flood losses, vary remarkably with rainfall
scenario. This case study in a mountainous environment and
in an environment with remarkable retention capacities due
to the presence of lakes may even lead to an attenuated il-
lustration of this effect. These retention effects attenuate the
PMF on one side but control the flood losses on the other side
if settlements are located alongside the lakes. However, in
mountain areas without lakes, the effects of spatio-temporal
variability in precipitation patterns on flood losses may be
even more accentuated. However, a modelling approach is
needed to analyse these effects as stated by Emmanuel et
al. (2015).
Nevertheless, the other uncertainty factors considered in
this study, i.e. the role of the flood model, the exposure as-
sessment approach and the vulnerability functions, are also
contributing markedly to the maximum uncertainty range.
This is in line with the findings of other studies (Jongman
et al., 2012; de Moel and Aerts, 2011). Consequently, these
uncertainties also have to be taken into account in portfolio
analysis or in the analysis of probable maximum flood losses.
In summary, we conclude that the analysis of a broader set
of extreme floods with different precipitation patterns leads
to more a comprehensive view of flood losses in a river basin
compared to standard deterministic PMP/PMF methods. The
spatio-temporal characteristics of rainfall patterns must be
considered in complex mountainous river basins. Moreover,
the analysis of the probable maximum flood losses in a river
basin should consider the systemic vulnerability of the flood-
plains or the behaviour of floodplains as human–water sys-
tems as stated by Di Baldassarre et al. (2013, 2014). This
involves the identification of key locations of exposure that
contribute most to the overall flood losses. Probabilistic in-
undation maps provide a first overview of key locations of
flooded areas with high sensitivity against the rainfall pat-
tern. Furthermore, it is shown that the presented model ex-
periment provides a valuable instrument for the considera-
tion of all components in the analysis of the variability of
rainfall patterns to flood losses in a river basin, from hazard
to exposure to vulnerability.
However, the approach for simulating rainfall patterns pre-
sented here has its limitations. Although it has been shown
that it can reproduce past flood events (Felder and Weingart-
ner, 2016) and results in more robust PMF estimations than a
uniform rainfall distribution (Felder and Weingartner, 2017),
it is not comparable to a regional climate model or weather
forecast model. In future research, an inverse modelling ap-
proach may be followed by searching the worst case precip-
itation pattern leading to the worst case flood losses on the
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basis of the system characteristics of the river basin (sensi-
tivities of floodplains and spatial setup of the river system).
The calculation of the maximum expectable flood losses in
a river basin should not be based exclusively on the PMF.
In contrast to the initial hypothesis, we observed that other
catchment characteristics in combination with the PMF could
remarkably influence the flood losses. Consequently, in com-
plex river basins it is recommended to analyse the sensitivity
of the most relevant floodplains before analysing the proba-
ble maximum flood losses.
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A B S T R A C T
In comparison to a local-scale flood risk analysis, modeling flood losses and risks at the river basin scale is
challenging. Particularly in mountainous watersheds, extreme precipitation can be distributed spatially and
temporally with remarkable variability. Depending on the topography of the river basin and the topological
characteristics of the river network, certain rainfall patterns can lead to a synchronization of the flood peaks
between tributaries and the main river. Thus, these complex interactions can lead to high variability in flood
losses. In addition, flood inundation modeling at the river basin scale is computationally resource-intensive and
the simulation of multiple scenarios is not always feasible. In this study, we present an approach for reducing
complexity in flood-risk modeling at the river basin scale. We developed a surrogate model for flood loss analysis
in the river basin by decomposing the river system into a number of subsystems. A relationship between flood
magnitude and flood losses is computed for each floodplain in the river basin by means of a flood inundation and
flood loss model at sub-meter resolution. This surrogate model for flood-loss estimation can be coupled with a
hydrological-hydraulic model cascade, allowing to compute a high number of flood scenarios for the whole river
system. The application of this model to a complex mountain river basin showed that the surrogate model
approach leads to a reliable and computationally fast analysis of flood losses in a set of probable maximum
precipitation scenarios. Hence, this approach offers new possibilities for stress test analyses and Monte-Carlo
simulations in the analysis of system behavior under different system loads.
1. Introduction
Floods are one of the most damaging natural hazards, accounting
for a majority of all economic losses from natural events worldwide
(UNISDR, 2015). Managing flood-risk requires knowledge about ha-
zardous processes and the impact of floods. Although flood-risk man-
agement practice is rapidly changing, the primary approach at present
is the prevention of floods by means of constructing flood defense
works, such as lateral dams along rivers. Flood protection measures are
typically designed on a local-basis and the most optimized solution in
terms of cost-benefit analysis (Mechler, 2016; Shreve and Kelman,
2014). The insurance of flood risks is also part of flood-risk manage-
ment practices. Both the design of flood prevention measures and
portfolio risk analyses require sound knowledge of flood hazards within
a particular area (Burke et al., 2016). The complex processes occurring
in river basins that lead to flooding can be simulated with a cascade of
dedicated models (Biancamaria et al., 2009; Felder et al., 2017; Wagner
et al., 2016). Thus atmospheric, hydrological, flood inundation and
flood-loss models are run subsequently on the basis of precipitation
scenarios (with a certain probability). Recently, remarkable progress
was made for developing model chains from atmospheric to hydro-
logical and hydraulic models, either on global-scale (Sampson et al.,
2015), continental-scale (e.g., Trigg et al., 2016) or river basin-scale
(Lian et al., 2007; Biancamaria et al., 2009; Paiva et al., 2013; Laganier
et al., 2014; Falter et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2016; Felder et al., 2017).
However, the coupling of atmospheric, hydrological and hydraulic
models mostly ends with the hydraulic model. The extension of a model
cascade with flood impact models has been rare to date. Thus, only a
small number of studies extend the model chains towards a coupled-
component model from rainfall to flood-losses. Examples of full model
chains from rainfall to flood losses are shown by Alfieri et al. (2016a),
Ward et al. (2013, 2015) at global scale, by Alfieri et al. (2016b) at
continental scale, by Falter et al. (2014), Falter et al. (2015), Qiu et al.
(2017), Schumann et al. (2013), van Dyck and Willems (2013) at large
river basin scale, and by McMillan and Brasington (2008), Foudi et al.
(2015), Koivumäki et al. (2010) at regional and local scale. In most
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cases, of risk analysis, a cascading modeling approach is followed.
The complexity of the processes triggering floods is determined by
spatio-temporal patterns in precipitation (Emmanuel et al., 2015), by
the geomorphic characteristics of the sub-catchments of the river basin,
and by the synchronization of the flood peaks between the tributaries
and the main river channel (Pattison et al., 2014). Particularly in
mountainous catchments with a high topographical complexity, the
storm track and the precipitation pattern are influenced by the moun-
tain ranges. Thus, the relative timing of peak discharges in river con-
fluences as a consequence of the spatio-temporal distribution of the
rainfall pattern have to be addressed (Emmanuel et al., 2016; Zoccatelli
et al., 2011). Furthermore, in mountainous areas, the runoff is also
determined by the 0 °C isothermal altitude and thus by the share of
areas with snowfall rather than rainfall (Zeimetz et al., 2017). Hence,
an integrated modeling approach and the coupling of specific simula-
tion models is needed to assess the processes leading to floods in river
basins with a complex river topology. In addition, if the impacts of
floods have to be assessed, the simulation models have to be extended
with impact models.
Feasible solutions for impact modeling address the interactions
between natural and social/technological systems and include in-
tegrated modeling approaches (Kelly et al., 2013; Laniak et al., 2013;
Welsh et al., 2013), coupled natural and human systems (Liu et al.,
2007; O'Connell and O'Donnell, 2014), or coupled component models
(Strasser et al., 2014).
In the case of flood impact modeling, there is a lack of computa-
tionally efficient flood-loss models that can be coupled with hydrologic
models and used in wider areas at a higher spatial resolution. However,
the availability of data needed for flood risk analysis at the river basin
scale is constantly improving and with it, the level of detail is rising.
Consequently, this non-linearly increases the required computing
power. In many cases, probabilistic approaches are required to simulate
a high number of flood scenarios (e.g., in Monte-Carlo simulations).
Here, a model chain from atmosphere to rainfall-runoff, flood inunda-
tion and flood losses reaches its limits due to the lengthy amount of
computing time necessary. In addition to the computationally de-
manding inundation models, the flood loss models require computa-
tional resources too, if targeted at single-object scale but applied in a
whole river basin. Therefore, the study design of flood risk analysis at
the river basin scale has always required a trade-off between the level of
detail (spatial resolution) and the size of the study area (Fewtrell et al.,
2008; Savage et al., 2016). Usually, with an increasing size of the study
area, the spatial resolution decreases (Savage et al., 2015). Thus, there
is a gap in methods available for representing a river basin system at a
high spatial resolution while contemporaneously maintaining the
ability to study the complex interactions between the physical processes
and the impact on the values at risk.
However, there are other approaches for dealing with computa-
tional demands in integrated environmental models than the variation
of the model's spatial resolution. Such approaches include metamo-
deling strategies, the use of model emulators and surrogate models.
Metamodels, model emulators, response surface modeling and surro-
gate modeling are often used as synonyms (Ratto et al., 2012; Razavi
et al., 2012a). The principal idea behind surrogate models is emulate
and to replace the complex simulation model requiring high computa-
tional resources with a simplified and fast-to-run model (Castelletti
et al., 2012; Yazdi and Salehi Neyshabouri, 2014). A surrogate model
can be derived by simplifying the process-based model structure, or by
generalizing the studied system's behavior with a low-order approx-
imation of a set of outcomes of a model experiment with the complex
model (Castelletti et al., 2012). Dynamic emulation modeling aims at
preserving the dynamic nature of the original process-based model and
is, thus, preferably used for reducing complexity (Castelletti et al.,
2012). Surrogate models are often used in applications that require a
large number of model runs, e.g. in sensitivity analysis, in scenario
analysis, and in optimization. In flood management applications,
surrogate models have been used for reservoir operation (Castro-Gama
et al., 2014; Tsoukalas and Makropoulos, 2015), water resources
management (Tsoukalas et al., 2016) and for reducing the complexity
in hydraulic simulations (Gama et al., 2014; Meert et al., 2016; Wolfs
et al., 2015). A review of surrogate modeling in hydrology is given by
Razavi et al. (2012b). Nevertheless, Saint-Geours et al. (2014) and
Marrel et al. (2011) stated that the development of surrogate models
with spatially distributed inputs and outputs is still an open research
question. This also applies to object-based flood loss modeling, where a
2D inundation model computes flow depths for each affected building
and the loss model computes the damages on the basis of the flow
depths, a vulnerability function, and the building value.
Hence, the question arises if a surrogate modeling approach is sui-
table to represent the inherent complexities of flood processes that lead
to flood losses within a river basin. Specifically, we aim to assess
whether the surrogate modeling approach is able to represent the flood
processes and their impacts at the river basin scale with a spatial re-
solution at street level. Thus, the main aim of this work is to develop a
surrogate model for flood loss analysis and to evaluate its applicability
in the context of a model experiment with multiple scenarios covering
different spatiotemporal patterns of rainfall over a river basin with a
complex topography. Within this context, the hypothesis is that a river
system can be divided into subsystems which are connected within a
topological river network (Wolfs et al., 2015). The reaction of the whole
system to a flood scenario can then be deduced from the reactions and
interactions of the subsystems. Thereby, we aim at contributing to the
discussion about the use of surrogate models in model simplification
(Crout et al., 2009; van Nes et al., 2005) and in flood risk analyses
(Wolfs et al., 2015; Wolfs and Willems, 2013).
2. Methods
The main goal of flood risk analysis at the river basin scale is to
analyze the potential consequences of a selected precipitation scenario
or a set of scenarios. This is done by a model cascade of rainfall-runoff
models with 2D hydraulic models producing the flow depths for the
flood loss models. Here, we propose a different method, where the last
two models are substituted. The 2D hydraulic model and the flood loss
model are replaced by a 1D hydraulic model with a surrogate model for
flood loss computation nested into the 1D hydraulic model. This re-
quires two main steps. First, the surrogate model has to be developed.
Then, the surrogate model is introduced into the model chain with
reduced complexity. We tested this method on the Aare River basin,
located upstream of Bern, Switzerland.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the case study and the
definition of the system under consideration are described in detail.
Second, the development of the surrogate model is described. The in-
terrelation between the two main steps is shown in Fig. 1. Third, we
describe the model evaluation procedure. The methods chapter is
concluded with a description of the setup and the application of the
model chain for flood loss analyses.
2.1. System definition and system delimitation
The study area is the watershed of the Aare River located upstream
of Bern, Switzerland (see Fig. 2). The river basin has an area of ap-
proximately 3000 km2 and thus is defined as a mesoscale catchment.
The river network consists of 26 tributary catchments (sub-catchments),
with confluence into the floodplains of the main valley. The main valley
is divided into seven floodplains. These are the floodplains of the river
reaches “Hasliaare”, between Meiringen and Lake Brienz (1), the
coastal areas of “Lake Brienz” (2), the flood plain of the city “Inter-
laken” and the river Lütschine (3), the coastal areas of “Lake Thun” (4),
the floodplain of the city “Thun” (5), the river “Aare”, between Thun
and Bern (6), and the tributary “Gürbe”, between Burgistein and Belp
(7). The flooding processes in the Aare River basin are dominated by
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both riverine and lake flooding. The Hasliaare floodplain is dominated
mainly by riverine flooding. However, the delta of the Hasliaare
floodplain is also affected by flooding from Lake Brienz. The lateral
shorelines of Lake Brienz and Lake Thun are exposed to lake flooding
only. In contrast, the city of Interlaken is exposed to four different
flooding processes. In the eastern part, this floodplain is exposed to lake
flooding from Lake Brienz. The western part is exposed to lake flooding
from Lake Thun. A high water-level in Lake Brienz leads to a high
discharge in the Aare River, between the two lakes. Consequently, the
central part of the city of Interlaken is exposed to riverine flooding.
From the southern boundary of the floodplain, the tributary Lütschine
River flows into Lake Brienz with the occurrence of riverine flooding
possible. The city of Thun is exposed to both lake flooding from Lake
Thun and riverine flooding from the Aare River at high lake levels. The
floodplain of the Aare River between Thun and Bern and the floodplain
of the Gürbe River are exposed to riverine flooding. The discharge of
the Aare River downstream of Thun is dominated mainly by the outflow
from Lake Thun and secondarily by its tributaries. Transport and de-
position of sediment and woody debris were not considered in this
analysis.
The physical processes in the river system considered here are
principally defined as flood processes leading to losses at buildings. The
main driver for the amount of losses due to flooding is the flood mag-
nitude (i.e., peak discharge and lake level), with the related flow depths
at the location of the exposed buildings. Thus, we assume here that
there is a relevant relationship between the flood magnitude and the
values at risk. In addition to the flood magnitude, this relationship also
depends upon the hydromorphic characteristics of the floodplain (i.e.,
how the building stock is topographically and topologically located
within or outside the flooded areas) and the characteristics of the
building stock (economic values and vulnerabilities). This relationship
can also be named as the exposure “footprint” of a floodplain (Rougier
et al., 2013). This approach was described by Hubbard et al. (2014) for
an urban area exposed to flooding. Here, this approach is extended to a
number of floodplains. Each floodplain is defined as a subsystem of the
whole river basin. The input of the upper boundary condition of a
subsystem is the inflow of water. The magnitude of the boundary
condition is defined by the peak discharge in a river reach in the case of
riverine flooding and by the lake level in case of lake flooding. The
fluxes (flood flows) between the subsystems are modelled with the
hydrodynamic model BASEMENT in 1D (BASEchain, Vetsch et al.,
2017). Fig. 3 shows the spatial setup of the river system and the to-
pology between the subsystems.
2.2. Development of the surrogate model
The surrogate model is built in three steps. First, for each subsystem
(i.e., floodplain), the range of system loads at the upper boundary
condition were defined. On the basis of an observed discharge time-
series, typical flood hydrographs, i.e. a synthetic design hydrograph,
were derived using the guidelines proposed by Serinaldi and Grimaldi
(2011). For each river gauging station in the study area, observed hy-
drographs were normalized in terms of event duration and peak dis-
charge. The resulting dimensionless event hydrographs were super-
imposed, and centered around the peak position. A two parametric
gamma distribution function was fitted to represent the typical shape of
the event hydrographs, as described by Nadarajah (2007) and Rai et al.
(2009). This resulted in a synthetic unit hydrograph that represents a
typical hydrograph shape of flood events in the corresponding catch-
ment. The synthetic unit hydrograph was scaled to various peak dis-
charges, whereas an empirical peak-volume-ratio was used to de-
termine the corresponding event duration. Recently developed
techniques for the determination of flood-type-specific synthetic design
hydrographs, as for example proposed by Brunner et al. (2017), were
Fig. 1. Overview of the method. The first step is to develop the surrogate model. The second step is to nest the surrogate model into a model chain from the
meteorological model to a rainfall-runoff and 1D hydraulic routing model.
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not considered in this study. The procedure was applied to generate
synthetic design hydrographs for a continuous series of peak discharges
for each of the floodplains affected by riverine flooding (Hasliaare
River, Lütschine River, Aare River between Thun and Bern, Gürbe
River). The synthetic design hydrographs were used as upper boundary
conditions for the 2D inundation model of each floodplain.
In the second step, we developed a flood inundation model in 2D for
each floodplain. We used the flood inundation model BASEMENT in 2D
(BASEplane) to represent the water fluxes through the river systems
(Vetsch et al., 2017). It is a numerical model solving the shallow water
equations on the basis of an irregular mesh. The mesh was generated on
the basis of a digital terrain model (DTM) of the year 2015, with a
spatial resolution of 0.5 m and a maximum error of ± 0.2 m in the z-
axis orientation. In the river courses, the DTM was corrected on the
basis of topographical surveys of the riverbed. These data were deliv-
ered by the Federal Office for the Environment, FOEN. The heights and
location of the lateral dams were surveyed by dGPS. Together, all data
sources result in a high-resolution terrain model. In the flood models,
the roughness coefficients in the river channels were calibrated with
existing stage-discharge relationships. The roughness coefficients in the
floodplains were estimated based on literature. The floodplains are
delimited by the lateral dimensions of the floodplains (i.e., the con-
fining hillslopes). The upper system boundaries are the main river
courses flowing into the floodplains. The lower system boundary is
Fig. 2. Aare river basin upstream of Bern, Switzerland. The sub-catchments of the hydrological model are divided by black lines. The black triangles are indicating
the points where the outflow from the subcatchments is used as a system load at the upper boundary conditions of the floodplains. The floodplains that are
represented by the surrogate model are marked in red. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
Fig. 3. Simplified representation of the river system. The floodplains are represented in gray. The type of flooding process is represented by blue arrows. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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determined by the lakes, or other topographic or geomorphologic
constraints delimiting the floodplains.
The 2D hydrodynamic model provides the basis for the flood-loss
model. In this study, we focus only on structural damages to buildings
(i.e., residential, public and industrial buildings). Damages to mobile
assets, building content, movables and infrastructure are not considered
here. The loss model consists of a dataset of buildings with attributes
and a set of vulnerability functions. Each building is represented by a
polygon and classified by type, functionality, construction period, vo-
lume, reconstruction costs, altitude level of ground floor and number of
residents. The dataset of the values at risk was elaborated on the basis
of the SwissBuildings3D dataset of the Federal Office for Topography
SWISSTOPO, based on the approaches of Fuchs et al. (2017);
Röthlisberger et al. (2017), and Röthlisberger et al. (2016). The re-
construction values of the buildings were calculated on the basis of the
volume (derived by the Lidar surface and terrain models) and the mean
prices per cubic meter and building function (SVKG-SEK/SVIT, 2012),
accordingly to the practice in Switzerland. The flood intensity maps
(flow depths), resulting from the hydrodynamic models, lead to the
calculation of the object-specific vulnerability and therefore to the es-
timation of object-specific losses (Fuchs et al., 2012; Zischg et al.,
2013). Vulnerability functions provide a degree of loss on the basis of
the flow depth at the location of the house. The value ranges from 0 (no
damage) to 1 (total loss). This degree of loss is subsequently multiplied
by the specific reconstruction value of the building. Currently, three
vulnerability functions are considered in the damage calculation pro-
cedure. We used the functions of Hydrotec (2001), Jonkman et al.
(2008), and Dutta et al. (2003), shown in Fig. 4. The multiplication of
the reconstruction value of the house with the degree of loss leads to the
flood-loss for a specific exposed object (e.g., a single house). The sum of
all losses in the floodplain enters into the “flood peak – flood loss” re-
lationship of the floodplain.
We modelled the inundation for each floodplain and specific set of
synthetic hydrographs. This results in a number of simulations ranging
from the river discharge capacity to a worst case flood. Each model run
was overlain with the building dataset and the degree of loss was cal-
culated for each single building on the basis of the flow depth at the
building, as well as the resulting loss. Thus, for each synthetic hydro-
graph, a sum of flood losses in the floodplain is computed. Furthermore,
the number of exposed buildings and the number of exposed residents
are summarized. Generally speaking, this follows the dynamic emula-
tion modeling approach of Castelletti et al. (2012). With peak discharge
(flood magnitude), the resulting flood losses and exposed buildings/
residents increases. For each floodplain, the shape of this relationship
between flood magnitude and flood losses is calculated. These
floodplain-specific curves are the basis of the meta-model, or surrogate
model for further analyses. The surrogate model can then be used to
extend coupled hydrological-hydraulic model chains by nesting it into
the 1D hydrodynamic model.
2.3. Model evaluation
The complexity of the model chain requires a validation of the
surrogate model and of the surrogate model coupled with the hydro-
logic/hydraulic model. In addition, the 2D inundation model used for
the elaboration of the surrogate model has also to be validated sepa-
rately. Thus, the coupled hydrologic-hydraulic model, the 2D inunda-
tion model, and the surrogate model were validated separately and in
the coupled version.
First, the coupled hydrologic hydraulic model (1D) was validated
against the observed discharge at the catchment outlet in the validation
period from 2011 to 2014. For this, we computed the Nash-Sutcliffe-
Efficiency NSE (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) and the Kling-Gupta-Effi-
ciency KGE (Gupta et al., 2009; Kling et al., 2012).
Second, the 2D inundation models used to elaborate the surrogate
model were validated with post-event data of the floods in May 1999,
and August 2005 (Table 1). The main purpose of the 2D inundation
model is to predict the number of affected buildings and to predict the
flow depths at the buildings. Thus, a validation of this model should
weight the populated areas higher than the areas without values at risk
(Stephens et al., 2014). As the surrogate model gives the number of
exposed buildings and the flood losses as outputs, we adapted a vali-
dation approach proposed by (Zischg et al., 2018) that explicitly focuses
on the validity of the flood models in populated areas. They proposed to
adapt binary performance measures to be used with insurance claims
for validating flood models. Hence, we validated the model perfor-
mance with the model fit measure F (Bennett et al., 2013, eq. (1), also
defined as critical success index CSI or flood area index FAI). This
measure can be computed by either considering the predicted and ob-
served flooded areas or the number of affected and not affected
buildings. If based on the flooded areas, this performance measure re-
quires a comparison of the spatial pattern of the observed and the
modelled wet and dry areas. If the populated areas should be weighted
higher, this performance measure can be computed by overlaying the
map of the observed flood extent with the dataset of the buildings. The
buildings within the observed flood extent represent the reference ob-
servation dataset. Subsequently, these buildings are compared with the
buildings located in the modelled flood extent. Buildings correctly
predicted as inundated, count as hits. Buildings predicted as dry by the
model and observed as inundated, are counted as misses. Buildings
predicted as wet by the model but observed as dry are defined as false
alarms. Correct negatives are buildings that are predicted and observed
as dry (outside of observed flood extent). The validation of the 2D in-
undation model of the floodplains of Interlaken and Thun is described
in Zischg et al. (2018).
Fig. 4. Vulnerability functions used for flood loss estimation.
Table 1
Peak discharges and return levels of the flood events used for model evaluation.
Source: FOEN (2018).
River reach May 12–16,
1999
August
22–23, 2005
October
10–11, 2011
Peak discharge of
a 100-year flood
Hasliaare
River
228m3/s
< 10 yy
444m3/s
47 yy
367m3/s
22 yy
538m3/s
Lütschine
River
126m3/s
< 2 yy
254m3/s
> 150 yy
226m3/s
68 yy
239m3/s
Aare River at
Bern
613m3/s
> 150 yy
605m3/s
> 150 years
416m3/s
< 10 yy
551m3/s
Gürbe River 44.6m3/s
< 10 yy
52.1 m3/s
20 yy
8.08m3/s
< 1 yy
60.7 m3/s
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=
+ +
F hits
hits false alarms misses (1)
Third, the surrogate model was coupled with the hydrologic/hy-
draulic model chain and validated with event documentations from
three past flood events based on the number of affected buildings. We
counted the number of buildings that are located within the areas that
were reportedly flooded during the flood events in May 1999 August
2005, and October 2011, respectively. The characteristics of these re-
ference flood events are summarized in Table 1. Subsequently, we
computed the number of affected buildings in these three flood events
with the surrogate model. For the flood event of 1999, we used the
observed discharges for calculating the number of affected buildings
with the surrogate model. In contrast, we used both the observed and
modelled discharges of the hydrologic/hydraulic model chain to cal-
culate the number of affected buildings during the flood events of 2005
and 2011. Consequently, we compared the modelled number of affected
buildings with the observed ones.
Fourth, we analyzed the relative error of the surrogate model.
Depending on the range of peak discharges - from the river conveyance
to the probable maximum flood - we selected different intervals of the
synthetic hydrographs used for computing the surrogate model. In the
Aare River reach, we used intervals of 100m3/s to compute the sur-
rogate model, while in the other floodplains we used intervals of 50m3/
s, except in the Gürbe River reach. In this floodplain, we used intervals
of 5m3/s. To estimate the interpolation error, we doubled the intervals
of the peak discharges for deriving the surrogate model and compared
the interpolated value of the coarser surrogate model with the values of
the original surrogate model. The interpolation error is represented
here by the root mean square error (RSME). However, the surrogate
models of the lakes are based on a continuous simulation and thus we
did not analyze the sensitivity of these models to an increase of the
interval.
Fifth, we modelled one out of the 150 model runs with the full 2D
simulation model. We selected the model run with the highest peak
discharge at the river basin outlet at Bern, corresponding to the prob-
able maximum flood. This model run was used as a benchmark to
evaluate the performance of the surrogate model for this scenario.
A validation of the loss module was not possible, as corresponding
loss data are protected by privacy regulations of the corresponding
Cantonal insurance company. However, the predicted flood losses
where validated in another case study using the same model setup with
observed loss data delivered by the Cantonal insurance company for
buildings (Zischg et al., 2018). In the river reach of the Engelberger Aa
River in the Canton of Nidwalden, the flood event of August 2005 led to
losses of around 22 million Swiss Francs. The vulnerability function of
Jonkman et al. (2008) underestimated the losses (26% of documented
losses), whereas the vulnerability function of Hydrotec (2001) over-
estimated the losses by a factor of 2.7, and the vulnerability function of
Dutta et al. (2003) by a factor of 2.1. Thus, we assume that the three
different vulnerability functions should quantify a range of possible
outcomes and the most reliable loss estimation lays in between different
outcomes.
2.4. Computing the system behavior and the flood losses during probable
maximum precipitation scenarios
We tested the applicability of the surrogate model with a set of
extreme flood scenarios based on the probable maximum precipitation
(PMP). The PMP is often used for the analysis of residual risks and
furthermore for identifying the probable maximum flood (PMF) in a
river basin. The PMP in the study area was estimated after the guide-
lines of WMO (World Meteorological Organization, 2009). To consider
the spatio-temporal patterns of precipitation in the river basin, the same
amount of areal precipitation in the PMP scenario (300mm in 3 days)
was distributed in different spatio-temporal patterns across the entire
river basin in a Monte-Carlo-simulation framework after Felder and
Weingartner (2016). In a first step, a random temporal distribution of
the total precipitation for the chosen duration was generated. In a
second step, the temporal pattern of the rainfall was distributed spa-
tially in three meteorological regions, and in five sub-catchments within
each meteorological region. The sub-catchments and the meteor-
ological regions were defined to consider the relatively independent
behavior of specific parts of the catchment, e.g. lowlands and moun-
tainous regions, in terms of precipitation amount and intensity. A set of
plausibility criteria evaluates the physical reliability of the randomly
generated rainfall pattern. For further details we refer to Felder and
Weingartner (2016). From a set of physically valid 106 iterations, we
extracted 150 scenarios that lead to the highest discharge at the
catchment outlet. These rainfall scenarios were fed subsequently into
the hydrological model (Felder et al., 2017). The rainfall scenarios were
modelled in 15 sub-catchments with the hydrological model PREVAH
(Viviroli et al., 2009). The discharge at the outlets of the sub-catch-
ments was routed through the river system with the hydraulic model
BASEMENT in 1D (Vetsch et al., 2017). The hydrodynamic model is
based on the St. Venant equations and computes the water fluxes in 1D.
This model allows for simulation of the weirs at the outlets of the lakes
within the river network and thus is able to simulate lake levels. The 1D
hydrodynamic model was calibrated by empirically adjusting the fric-
tion coefficients in the river channels with particular regard to the
water surface elevation in the main channel at peak discharge. The
setup of this system is described in detail by Felder et al. (2017) and
Felder and Weingartner (2017). The surrogate model described in
chapter 2.2 is nested into this 1D hydraulic model. The 1D hydraulic
model provides the upper boundary conditions for the single floodplain
models. The peak discharge is then extracted from the modelled inflow
hydrographs and used for interpolating the flood losses from the sur-
rogate models of each floodplain. The losses of the single sub-models
are then summed up for each precipitation scenario. We computed the
number of exposed buildings and residents and the flood losses for 150
scenarios. Out of 106 simulations, these scenarios had the highest dis-
charge at the outlet of the river basin in Bern. Thus, this can be assumed
as a set of extreme floods. The scenario with the highest discharge at
Bern was modelled with the 2D simulation model as a reference run. In
the 2D simulation, the tributaries flowing into the floodplains from the
lateral boundaries are considered, as well as in the loss model. The same
scenario was then simulated with the surrogate model. Finally, the re-
liability of the surrogate model was evaluated by comparing it with the
reference model run.
3. Results
3.1. Surrogate model
The primary result of the first part is the “flood magnitude – flood
exposure” relationship for each floodplain. In Fig. 5, these relationships
are presented for riverine floods. Here, the sensitivity of the floodplain
against peak discharges is shown in terms of the number of exposed
buildings and people. The figure shows that the floodplain of the Lüt-
schine River reach is the sub-model with the highest sensitivity to an
increasing peak discharge. The Lake Thun sub-model is that which has
the highest sensitivity against a rising lake level (Fig. 6). It is shown that
the exposure of residents is increasing, on average, by 38 residents per
cm of rising lake level.
Regarding flood losses, the “flood magnitude – flood loss” re-
lationships exhibit shapes similar to that of the “flood magnitude –
flood exposure” relationships. In contrast to the exposed buildings and
residents, the figures for the losses show the uncertainty in flood loss
estimation in relation to the vulnerability functions. The vulnerability
function of Jonkman et al. (2008) results in remarkably low losses
(Figs. 7 and 8). Fig. 8 shows that the floodplain of Thun is the sub-
system with the highest sensitivity to increasing flood magnitudes.
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3.2. Model evaluation
The model evaluation showed that both the single modules and the
model chain can be used reliably in this study. The coupled hydrologic-
hydraulic model has a NSE value of 0.85 and a KGE value of 0.85 in the
validation period 2011–2014.
The 2D inundation model was validated with the flood event in
August 2005. Based on the observed discharges and flooded areas of the
flood event in August 2005, the 2D flood model of the Aare and Gürbe
river reaches exhibit a model fit of 0.62, the model of the floodplain in
Thun has a model fit of 0.61, and the model of the floodplain in
Interlaken has a model fit of 0.68 (with consideration of the dam break
in the Lütschine River). In the Hasliaare river reach, a dam break oc-
curred and thus the observed flooded areas are remarkably higher than
the modelled ones. In contrast to the Lütschine river reach, this dam
break was not modelled in the validation run and thus no validation
was possible for this river reach and this flood event. Calculating the
model fit on the basis of the modelled discharges (model chain of the
coupled hydrological–hydraulic model based on precipitation as the
model input, and whole study area), gives a model fit of 0.46 when
considering flooded areas in the validation metric and a model fit of
0.49 when considering the number of exposed buildings, respectively.
The output of the surrogate model in terms of number of exposed
buildings was compared with the observed number of affected build-
ings. However, in the corresponding simulation, the dam breaks that
occurred in the Hasliaare river reach and in the floodplain of the
Lütschine river during the flood event in 2005 were not considered and,
thus, the surrogate model underestimates the number of exposed
buildings. The surrogate model nested into the full model chain pre-
dicted 1643 affected buildings, while 2366 buildings were actually lo-
cated in the flooded areas of the 2005 event (Table 2). In contrast, when
run with the observed discharges of the flood event in May 1999, the
surrogate model predicts 995 affected buildings, while 1059 buildings
were actually located in the flooded areas. This corresponds to an un-
derestimation of 6%. However, the surrogate model neglects a dam
break in the Aare River reach during the flood event in 1999 and, thus,
underestimates the exposed buildings in this area. For the 2011 flood
event, the surrogate model predicts 132 and 38 affected buildings with
observed and modelled discharges, respectively. At river basin scale,
the full 2D model nearly predicts the exact number of buildings affected
by the 2011 flood. However, when looking at the detail, there is a slight
underestimation in the Hasliaare River reach and a slight over-
estimation in the Lütschine River reach. The hydrological model un-
derestimates the peak discharges during this rain-on-snow flood event
(Rössler et al., 2014) and thus the surrogate model underestimates the
number of affected buildings when implemented into the full model
chain.
A comparison of the presented surrogate models with coarsened
surrogate models shows that the number of simulations for elaborating
the surrogate model and thus the intervals between the considered
flood magnitudes is relevant for the robustness. The submodels have an
RMSE of 54 buildings in the Aare River reach, 16 in the Hasliaare River
reach, 28 in the Lütschine River reach, and 7 in the Gürbe River reach.
Fig. 5. “Peak discharge – flood exposure” relationships for the floodplains with riverine flooding.
Fig. 6. “Lake level – flood exposure” relationships for the floodplains with lake
flooding. Warning thresholds for Lake Thun: 558.3m a.s.l.; warning threshold
for Lake Brienz: 563.9m a.s.l.
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For the 2005 flood event, the RSME lays in the order of 48% of the
exposed buildings in the Aare River reach and of 0.5–3.9% in the other
river reaches. In terms of flood losses, the RMSE is 43.5, 1.5, 1.8, and
1.4 million Swiss Francs, respectively. While the RMSE is highly re-
levant for the Aare River reach, it is less relevant for the other river
reaches. The surrogate model of the Aare River reach is already based
on wide intervals of the peak discharges and thus a coarsening of the
intervals leads to remarkable model errors. In contrast, narrow intervals
increase the robustness. This is especially relevant for peak discharges
around the river conveyance capacity.
The benchmark test with the selected scenario run in full 2D mode
shows the applicability of the surrogate model in the case of extreme
floods. The surrogate model predicts 3294 exposed buildings and 15413
residents, whereas the full 2D simulation predicts 3720 exposed
buildings and 17261 residents. Thus, the losses are underestimated in
the surrogate model in comparison to a full 2D simulation. The sim-
plified model underestimates the number of exposed buildings and the
number of exposed residents by 11%, and the computed losses by
13–23%, depending on the vulnerability function. The deviation can be
explained by the flooding of smaller lateral tributaries, which the re-
ference model considers in contrast to the surrogate model. These
smaller tributaries did not lead to flooding in the validation runs. In the
Hasliaare River reach, the reference model run simulates flooding that
is mainly due to the tributaries. Thus, in this river reach, the surrogate
model does not consider the flooding of more than 200 buildings. In the
Aare River and Gürbe River reaches, the surrogate model under-
estimates the exposure of 188 and 275 buildings respectively for the
same reason.
3.3. Model application
The combination of the single surrogate models was used in a
Monte-Carlo framework for modeling flood losses of probable max-
imum precipitation scenarios. This results in a high number of out-
comes, rather than a single value in a deterministic framework (Fig. 9).
The number of exposed buildings range from 2181 to 3661 depending
on the precipitation scenario, with a median of 2768. Thereby, a
minimum of 8569 and a maximum of 16175 residents are exposed as a
result. The median of the exposed residents is 11079. However, the
histogram of the losses (Fig. 9) shows a double peak. This double peak
is a consequence of the different vulnerability functions. While two
vulnerability functions (Dutta et al., 2003; Hydrotec, 2001) have rela-
tively similar shapes, the third vulnerability function (Jonkman et al.,
2008) shows remarkable differences to the others up to flow depths of
3m. The left peak in the histogram at the right of Fig. 9 shows the losses
calculated with the vulnerability function of Jonkman et al. (2008), the
Fig. 7. “Peak discharge – flood loss” relationships for the floodplains with riverine flooding.
Fig. 8. “Lake level – flood loss” relationships for the floodplains with lake
flooding. Warning thresholds for Lake Thun: 558.3m a.s.l.; warning threshold
for Lake Brienz: 563.9m a.s.l.
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right peak in the histogram shows the losses of the other two vulner-
ability functions. Consequently, the losses range from 129 to 1499
million Swiss Francs, with a median of 782 million Swiss Francs. The
loss footprint of the floodplains allows us to understand which pre-
cipitation pattern leads to the highest losses. High losses are associated
with a high level of Lake Thun and a high discharge in the Lütschine
River.
4. Discussion
The presented meta-modeling approach in a river basin is a com-
bination of surrogate models. The main benefit of this approach is that
it enables analysis of the behavior of a complex river system under
varying system loads. The basis of the model is a 1D hydrodynamic
routing model (Vetsch et al., 2017) that routes the inflow fluxes from
the sub-catchments, provided by the hydrological model through the
connected floodplains. The flood loss sub-models are nested into this
hydrodynamic routing model, similar to Alarcon et al. (2014), Mani
et al. (2014) and Bermúdez et al. (2017), except in the form of surrogate
models. Since the 1D hydrodynamic routing model is remarkably
(∼2000–4000 times) faster than the 2D flood inundation model with a
high spatial resolution, the combination of the 1D hydrodynamic model
with the surrogate for flood loss computation offers a high potential in
scenario-based flood risk analyses and in other applications that de-
mand low computational costs. This is in line with the conclusions of
Wolfs and Willems (2013) and Wolfs et al. (2015). Because the meta-
model is derived from a flood inundation model in a very high spatial
resolution (accuracy at the sub-meter resolution), the high spatial ac-
curacy can be brought to the river basin scale in a computationally
efficient framework. Hence, the presented model can be used in Monte-
Carlo simulations, targeting flood loss analyses, as shown in the ex-
ample of probable maximum precipitation scenarios. If the number of
scenarios to be simulated remarkably exceeds the number of synthetic
hydrographs required for building the surrogate model, the simplified
model is able to reduce the computational costs.
However, the presented surrogate model has still notable un-
certainties. In comparison to a full 2D simulation, it introduces an in-
terpolation error. This error depends on the intervals of flood magni-
tudes that are as reference simulations needed for elaborating the meta-
model. This is especially relevant for flood events with a high frequency
but it can be solved by increasing the number of simulations with a
magnitude slightly below and above river conveyance capacity.
Furthermore, the surrogate model represents the errors of the 2D model
and the loss model. A crucial factor is the spatial representation and
attribution of the buildings. Uncertainties in the building dataset are
directly relevant for the prediction capability of the surrogate model.
Both errors, either caused by the model simplification or by the 2D
inundation and flood loss models, contribute to the total error. While
the first is more easily to consider by increasing the number of simu-
lations in the pre-processing and elaboration of the surrogate model,
the errors in the inundation and flood loss models are in many cases
difficult to detect and to quantify because of lacking documentation of
Table 2
Number of exposed buildings in the flooded areas of the flood events of May 1999, August 2005, and October 2011. *surrogate model based on observed discharges
and lake levels. **surrogate model based on observed precipitation and, thus, based on modelled discharges and lake levels. ***No consideration of levee breaches.
floodplain 1999 obs. 1999 surrogate
model*
2005 obs. 2005 surrogate
model*
2005 surrogate
model**
2011 obs. 2011 2D* 2011 surrogate
model*
2011 surrogate
model**
Hasliaare River and Lake
Brienz
3 33 412 ***265 ***191 31 16 60 1
Interlaken (Lütschine River
and both Lakes)
110 93 941 ***161 ***141 13 33 38 12
Thun (Aare River and Lake
Thun)
308 353 408 397 723 0 0 0 0
Aare River between Thun
and Bern
258 ***126 111 110 137 0 0 0 0
Gürbe River 0 0 14 16 0 0 0 0 0
lateral lake shorelines 380 390 480 406 451 31 34 34 25
whole study area 1059 995 2366 1355 1643 86 83 132 38
Fig. 9. Histograms of exposed buildings and residents, and flood losses in 150 PMP scenarios.
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historic flood events and their impacts. Last but not least, the surrogate
model depends on reliable predictions of peak discharges and thus it
heavily depends on the reliability of the coupled hydrologic/hydraulic
model. A comparison of the loss estimations that are based either on
observed or modelled discharges showed that the uncertainty in the
prediction of the peak discharges is still the one of the most relevant
contributions to the overall uncertainty.
In general, the surrogate models show the effects of an increase in
river discharge on the flood exposure. Nevertheless, the surrogate
models do not consider the smaller tributaries yet. The reference run
shows that, in the study area, the lateral tributaries play a relevant role
in causing flood losses and producing the peak discharge in the main
river reach. In other cases than those presented, the lateral tributaries
may be a less significant driver for flood losses than the main river
reach. With the consideration of more tributaries, the system could
potentially be better represented by surrogate models. In principle, the
presented approach can be extended with consideration of the tribu-
taries. However, the problem of duple exposures arises, i.e., buildings
that are affected by both the main river and a tributary should not be
counted twofold. This remains to be addressed. It could be solved by
developing spatially distributed surrogate models, e.g. meta-models
that show the relationship between the peak-discharge of the main river
or the nearby tributary and the flow depths for each single building. In
such a simulation, duple exposure of buildings from the main river and
the tributary can be identified and considered. However, the level of
complexity increases and with it the required pre-processing work
needs to be considered. Consequently, one has to ask for the practic-
ability and efficiency of the approach (Crout et al., 2009; Wolfs et al.,
2015). Furthermore, discharge time series, which are needed for the
elaboration of the tributaries’ synthetic design hydrographs are often
not available. Moreover, at the confluence of two river reaches, the
synchronization of the peak discharges in both rivers plays a determi-
nant role in flood loss estimation (Neal et al., 2013). Thus, the surrogate
modeling approach must be extended by considering multiple scenarios
that depend upon each other. Another approach to overcome this cri-
tical issue is to scrupulously define the validity of the model predictions
by a rigorously dedicated spatial delimitation of the study area. This
can be done either by bounding the system to the floodplains in the
valley bottoms only, by inserting the flood hydrographs directly into
the main river rather than in the lateral border of the floodplains, or by
restricting the data containing the buildings explicitly to the ones the
flood prediction should be valid for.
The loss computation model was not validated on the basis of loss
data in the study area. For this purpose, another study area had to be
chosen, where reliable data about flood losses was available. However,
the vulnerability functions used in this work can easily be exchanged
with other ones, as presented by Jongman et al. (2012) or Merz et al.
(2013). The uncertainty inherent in the chosen vulnerability function
has to be estimated (Merz et al., 2004; Merz and Thieken, 2009;
Wagenaar et al., 2016), as this appears to be one of the most sensitive
factors in flood loss estimations (Moel and Aerts, 2011). Furthermore,
the transferability of vulnerability functions from one region to another
is questionable (Cammerer et al., 2013) but is out of the scope of this
study.
The results of the scenario runs show a high variability in the re-
sulting numbers of exposed buildings and residents, as well as flood
losses. The high variability is in line with the findings of Sampson et al.
(2014). Furthermore, it must be mentioned that the floodplains in the
case study do not show a very high sensitivity to the volume of a flood
event in terms of flood loss estimation. High flood volumes are re-
presented in this study by high lake levels. In cases where the volume of
a flood is a remarkable factor for the amount of flood losses, the pre-
sented approach has to be extended with different forms of synthetic
hydrographs. Other points are not discussed here, such as the propa-
gation of the uncertainties in the model cascade framework, as dis-
cussed by McMillan and Brasington (2008) and Rodríguez-Rincón et al.
(2015). This, as well as the questions regarding the limitations of the
use of surrogate models must be analyzed next.
5. Conclusions
With the development and application of a surrogate model, we
present an approach for reducing complexity in flood risk modeling at
the river basin scale without losing the ability to study the complex
interactions between the physical processes and the impacts on the
values at risk. We can verify our hypothesis of decomposing the river
system into a number of subsystems and deriving the reaction of the
whole system to a rainfall scenario by modeling the behavior of the
subsystems in the form of relationships between flood magnitude and
flood exposure/losses for each subsystem. The presented approach is a
feasible way to overcome the trade-off between the spatial resolution of
the inundation model and the accuracy of flood loss prediction. We
have shown that the use of a surrogate model can bridge different scales
by maintaining a high spatial resolution, while simultaneously allowing
the simulation of a high number of flood scenarios. This approach offers
new possibilities for stress test analyses and Monte-Carlo simulations
demanding low computational resources in order to analyze the system
behavior under different system loads. It has been shown that the
surrogate model approach leads to a reliable and computationally fast
analysis of flood losses in a set of probable maximum precipitation
scenarios in a river basin. Thus, the approach may be implemented in
coupled-component models, in portfolio risk assessments, and in the
identification of the hot spots in a river basin. Furthermore, the pre-
sented approach may offer a high potential to couple it with real-time
discharge forecast systems. Thus, this approach may be a basis for
making a step forward from short-term discharge forecast towards
short-term loss forecasts. In addition, the sensitivity analyses of the
subsystem may also provide a basis for an inverse modeling approach
that searches for the spatio-temporal precipitation pattern and leads to
the worst-case scenario losses.
Software Availability
The hydraulic model BASEMENT is available at http://www.
basement.ethz.ch/.
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• An assessment of a model chain from
atmosphere to local flood loss is
presented.
• Special attention is payed on deter-
ministic process representation.
• Scale differences from atmospheric
processes to local impact need to be
considered.
• The setup allows for a good rep-
resentation of hydrometeorological
extremes.
• Several technical and methodical con-
straints have been identified.
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A B S T R A C T
Comprehensive flood risk modeling is crucial for understanding, assessing, and mitigating flood risk. Mod-
eling extreme events is a well-established practice in the atmospheric and hydrological sciences and in the
insurance industry. Several specialized models are used to research extreme events including atmospheric
circulation models, hydrological models, hydrodynamic models, and damage and loss models. Although
these model types are well established, and coupling two to three of these models has been successful, no
assessment of a full and comprehensive model chain from the atmospheric to local scale flood loss models
has been conducted. The present study introduces a model chain setup incorporating a GCM/RCM to model
atmospheric processes, a hydrological model to estimate the catchment’s runoff reaction to precipitation
inputs, a hydrodynamic model to identify flood-affected areas, and a damage and loss model to estimate
flood losses. Such coupling requires building interfaces between the individual models that are coherent
in terms of spatial and temporal resolution and therefore calls for several pre- and post-processing steps
for the individual models as well as for a computationally efficient strategy to identify and model extreme
events. The results show that a coupled model chain allows for good representation of runoff for both long-
term runoff characteristics and extreme events, provided a bias correction on precipitation input is applied.
While the presented approach for deriving loss estimations for particular extreme events leads to reasonable
results, two issues have been identified that need to be considered in further applications: (i) the identifica-
tion of extreme events in long-term GCM simulations for downscaling and (ii) the representativeness of the
vulnerability functions for local conditions.
© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Floods are a natural hazard whose frequency is expected to
rise in many areas due to ongoing anthropogenic climate change
(IPCC, 2014). In addition, flood impacts are projected to increase
due to increasing exposure (Bouwer, 2013; Hirabayashi et al., 2013;
Kundzewicz et al., 2013). Since the occurrence of flood events cannot
be prevented, society has to take action to increase its resilience to
these changing conditions. This requires planning adaptation strate-
gies and realizing flood mitigation measures. Knowledge on poten-
tially flood-affected areas is needed to reduce impacts of future flood
events. This calls for greater understanding of possible meteorolog-
ical scenarios, hydrological processes, flooding probability, and the
vulnerability of the assets within flood affected areas.
A prominent approach to gaining insight into atmospheric pro-
cesses, and therefore meteorological extremes leading to severe
impacts, is based on numerical models. Using a modeling approach
to identify potential flood-affected areas and the damages that could
incur requires coupling several models to a model chain. The first
element insuchamodelchain isameteorologicalcomponentthatpro-
vides precipitation and temperature data, the key inputs for the rest
of the model chain. These variables can be generated with stochastic
weather generators. However, there are some known issues regarding
the representation of extreme events, such as capturing the depen-
dence between variables, and the dependence of variables in space
(Furrer and Katz, 2008; Semenov, 2008; Vandenberghe et al., 2010).
Alternatively, the variables can be simulated in dynamical models by
combining a Global Circulation Model (GCM) and a higher resolution
Regional Climate Model (RCM). This is necessary when dealing with
areas characterized by complex topography since the explicit simula-
tion of topographically influenced processes leads to a more reliable
simulation of extreme precipitation events (Keller et al., 2016).
The meteorological variables serve as input for a hydrological
model, which simulates the runoff. The runoff can lead to flooding,
which is simulated with hydrodynamic models. Eventually, a dam-
age and loss model is used to estimate damages that result from
simulated inundations. Although the individual parts of these mod-
eling components are well established and commonly used in their
respective research communities, a coupling of all these elements
such as the one presented in this study has not been reported so far.
Coupling GCMs and RCMs to hydrological models has been the
topic of numerous recent studies. In terms of spatial scales, such
applications bridge calculations made for a global scale (104 km) to
calculations made for the mesoscale (102 km). Most of these studies
focused on a particular application of linked GCM and hydrological
models. Several studies reviewed downscaling methods for hydro-
logical applications (e.g. Fowler et al., 2007; Kundzewicz and Stakhiv,
2010; Teng et al., 2012; Wilby, 2010). More recent studies focused on
specific methodological problems in this procedure, namely on scale
effects (Piniewski et al., 2013), rainfall statistics (Langousis et al.,
2016), and hydro-meteorological extremes (Madsen et al., 2014;
Tofiq and Guven, 2014; Sunyer et al., 2015). The results of these stud-
ies have confirmed the applicability of linking GCMs to hydrological
models via RCMs. Such model chains have been extensively used to
assess climate change impacts on hydrological variables (e.g. Camici
et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2013; Das et al., 2013; Fiseha et al., 2014;
Kara et al., 2016; Li et al., 2014; Salathé et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2015).
Coupling a hydrological model with a hydrodynamic model has
also been applied and evaluated in numerous studies. This part
of the model chain couples the mesoscale (1000 to 100 km) to
the micro-scale (1 km to 10 m). Such coupled models have been
assessed by Brandimarte and Di Baldassarre (2012), Cook and Mer-
wade (2009), Lerat et al. (2012), and Kim et al. (2012), among
others and have been extensively applied in studies that estimate
flood wave propagation (e.g. Laganier et al., 2014), retention effects
(e.g. Felder et al., 2017; Skublics et al., 2014; Vorogushyn et al., 2012),
and flood probabilities (Altarejos-García et al., 2012; Dutta et al.,
2013; Felder and Weingartner, 2017).
Finally, hydrodynamic models have been coupled to loss mod-
els to estimate flood losses. This approach has been applied in
several case studies where the input was mainly estimated using
observed hydrographs rather than modeled ones (e.g. Apel et al.,
2009; Cammerer et al., 2013; Ernst et al., 2010; Falter et al., 2015).
The scale of the models depends mainly on the aim of the respec-
tive study, and it typically encompasses the micro-scale (1–10 m). A
rough assessment of global flood risk using GCM and hydrodynamic
models with relatively coarse resolution has been conducted in sev-
eral studies (e.g. Winsemius et al., 2015). A recent study by Thieken
et al. (2016) complements this approach with statistical downscaling
to better represent local climate variables.
A review of studies in the recent literature is further summa-
rized in Table 1. It is apparent how all parts of the end-to-end model
chain have been covered by the literature. However, the coupling of
all models that are needed for a deterministic local flood loss esti-
mation using one single model chain has not been accomplished
yet to our knowledge. Therefore, the aim of the present study is
to assess the applicability, strengths, and weaknesses of a coupled
model chain that covers all of the above-mentioned models. The
first focus is on the general applicability of the model chain, i.e.
what modeling strategy is feasible considering the available com-
putational resources. The second question is whether such a model
chain sufficiently represents physical processes. This is assessed in
terms of long-term characteristics and in terms of extreme events.
Third, the model chain is assessed regarding its applicability for
spatial and temporal scales that range across various orders of mag-
nitude. With this approach, new opportunities and constraints of
model coupling across many scales can be evaluated, and sensitive
interfaces between the models can be identified. This is impor-
tant in order to develop a smooth transition of model variables
across the scales and in terms of identifying technical constraints.
The applicability test is conducted in view of the research question
on identifying extreme precipitation scenarios in order to delineate
their financial impacts (i.e. flood losses to buildings).
2. Description of the model chain
The approach followed in this study entails selecting extreme
events within a long climate simulation, applying the full model
chain to such cases, and comparing the results with recent events,
with the aim of gaining insight into physically plausible extreme
precipitation scenarios over a time frame beyond the short instru-
mental record. Compared to resampling approaches or the use of
stochastic weather generators, the main advantage of the proposed
approach is that it is less dependent on the period and the quality of
the instrumental record.
The study design is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The meteoro-
logical inputs into the model chain are the results of three different
modeling approaches: dynamical downscaling based on ERA-Interim
reanalysis, dynamical downscaling based on a GCM, and the latter
followed by a statistical bias correction. These three precipitation
modeling approaches are used separately for the model assessment.
First, the model chain is calibrated and validated using input from
ERA-interim. This enables an assessment of the model chain’s ability
to represent the natural system. In a second step, the precipita-
tion modeled by a downscaled free GCM run is used as input both
in an uncorrected and in a quantile-mapped mode. A comparison
with observed precipitation and runoff data allows for an assess-
ment of the model chain regarding long-term system behavior. It is
assumed that if the model is able to represent the long-term char-
acteristics of hydrological variables, it is also applicable for extreme
events. As a showcase, the model is driven by a set of downscaled
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Table 1
Model types and their characteristic spatial resolution and a non-exhaustive overview of studies in which coupled models have been applied. The characteristic resolution is
understood as a rough statement on the magnitude and differs from model to model. Studies that remarkably differ from these characteristic resolutions, e.g. flood risk assessments
on a global scale, are not considered.
GCM RCM Hydrological model Hydrodynamic model Loss model
Characteristic spatial res. 105 m 104 m 103 m 10 m 10 m
Characteristic temporal res. Day Day Hour Second –
Sunyer et al. (2015) x x
Langousis et al. (2016) x x
Fowler et al. (2007) x x x
Kundzewicz and Stakhiv (2010) x x x
Wilby (2010) x x x
Teng et al. (2012) x x x
Madsen et al. (2014) x x x
Tofiq and Guven (2014) x x x
Camici et al. (2014) x x x
Piras et al. (2016) x x x
Duan et al. (2017) x x x
Cook and Merwade (2009) x x
Di Baldassarre et al. (2010) x x
Kim et al. (2012) x x
Lerat et al. (2012) x x
Vorogushyn et al. (2012) x x
Laganier et al. (2014) x x
Skublics et al. (2014) x x
Altarejos-García et al. (2012) x x
Falter et al. (2015) x x x
Thieken et al. (2016) x x x x
Apel et al. (2009) x x
Ernst et al. (2010) x x
Cammerer et al. (2013) x x
Winsemius et al. (2015) x x
Current study x x x x x
and bias corrected extreme events. For this particular purpose, a
number of candidates to precipitation events within a 400-year GCM
simulation are downscaled and fed into the model chain. This enables
the assessment of the model chain when it comes to extreme events
and losses.
2.1. Climate modeling
The input required by the hydrological component of the model
chain is the precipitation flux, as well as the temperature. These vari-
ables are produced in our study using two different RCM simulations,
the first driven by a GCM and the second by a reanalysis product. The
resolution of the final downscaled fields is 2 km in both cases.
2.1.1. Reanalysis
ERA-Interim is a reanalysis product from the European Centre
for Medium Range Weather Forecast. It is produced running the IFS
model at a spectral resolution of T255 and 60 vertical levels (Dee
et al., 2011). The setup includes a number of observational datasets
that are assimilated in the model with a 4-D variational analysis.
This dataset covers the period from 1979 up to the present day.
To drive the RCM, a selection of this data spanning 1979–2013 with a
6-hour temporal resolution was used. The highest spatial resolution
was used, with data interpolated to 0.75◦ × 0.75◦.
2.1.2. GCM
The GCM data used in this study consist of a simulation carried
out with the first version of the Community Earth System Model
(CESM, Hurrell et al., 2013). The model is a fully coupled GCM con-
sidering components of the atmosphere, land, sea ice, ocean, and the
carbon cycle. The model is run with a horizontal resolution of about
1◦ for all components.
Two different simulations were performed in the process. First,
a so-called control simulation, where forcings are kept constant to
850 CE conditions, was run for 500 years. Only the last 400 years
are used in this study to identify extreme precipitation events
(see details in the following section). Second, the latter simulation
was branched from a preindustrial (1850 CE) simulation provided by
the NCAR and continued until 2005. Details on the forcing used and
a description of the simulated climate is given in Lehner et al. (2015).
Note, however, that from the latter simulation only the period 1986
to 2005 is used in this study to deduce the bias correction of the
GCM-RCM part of the chain.
2.1.3. RCM
The RCM is version 3.5 of the Weather Research and Forecasting
Model (WRF) (Skamarock et al., 2008). This is a limited area model
that solves the non-hydrostatic equations of atmospheric dynamics
over a terrain-following coordinate system. It is a state-of-the-art
RCM that is customarily used for both meteorological and climate
purposes (García-Valdecasas Ojeda et al., 2017; Gómez-Navarro
et al., 2015; Stucki et al., 2016; Messmer et al., 2017, among oth-
ers). The model setup employed in this study is nearly the same
as that described by Gómez-Navarro et al. (2015), and implements
four nested domains that downscale the large-scale driving data
from either ERA-Interim or CESM to 2 km in its innermost domain
(Fig. 2). More recently, Gómez-Navarro et al. (2018) performed a
validation of this model configuration regarding its ability to simu-
late the precipitation regimes over Switzerland. The high resolution
in its innermost domain has been selected as it minimizes the
scale gap in the coupling with the next model chain, therefore
minimizing systematic errors. Further, it enables the explicit sim-
ulation of convective processes, rendering the parametrization of
such processes unnecessary. A growing body of literature supports
the increased performance of simulations with such high-resolution
(e.g. Ban et al., 2014; Keller et al., 2016; Zittis et al., 2017). Prein et al.
(2015) reviewed the recent bibliography about convection permit-
ting simulations. They report how the added value of this type of
simulations is especially notable at sub-daily scale and in summer.
This makes this setup especially suitable for reproducing summer
extreme events in areas of complex orography, precisely the phe-
nomena most relevant for the area of interest of this study. Further,
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Fig. 1. Chain of coupled models used in this study. The process representations
range from hundreds of kilometers (top) to a few meters (bottom). On the right, the
characteristic scale of the process representation is indicated.
this high resolution facilitates the explicit simulation of the physical
links between the large-scale circulation, the mesoscale processes
responsible for regional patterns of precipitation, and eventually
the discharge processes, which is the main purpose of the pro-
posed model chain. Such high-resolution has the drawback of a huge
computational cost that precludes the downscaling of the entire
400-year period, therefore the emphasis in case studies emerges as
an alternative.
The only difference between the model configuration in the simu-
lations driven by ERA-Interim (hereafter WRF-ERA) and those driven
by CESM (hereafter WRF-CESM) is that in the latter no nudging
scheme is employed, whereas in the former horizontal wind, temper-
ature, and humidity are nudged above the boundary layer. The ratio-
nale behind this procedure is that the GCM should not be regarded
as accurately as the reanalysis product, especially accounting
for the overestimation of zonal circulation (Bracegirdle et al., 2013)
Fig. 2. Configuration of the four two-way nested domains. The spatial resolutions are
54, 18, 6, and 2 km, for domains D1 to D4, respectively. The figure depicts the orog-
raphy and land sea mask implemented in the simulations. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
and other biases reported for this particular model setup (Lehner et
al., 2015).
Thus, in total, three different sets of RCM simulations are used
in this study — one continuous run driven by ERA-Interim in the
period of 1979–2013 using nudging, a second continuous run driven
by CESM for the period of 1986–2005, which is used for the bias cor-
rection, and finally a set of short runs around extreme cases which
are selected from a long 400-year CESM run according to the criteria
detailed in Section 3.3. Temperature data were directly derived from
the model output without further processing, after confirming that
there is no systematic bias (shown in Fig. 5).
2.2. Hydrological and hydrodynamic modeling
The deterministic, semi-distributed hydrological model PREVAH
(Viviroli et al., 2009b) was applied for the hydrological modeling
component. Various studies in areas similar to the present study
area confirm the applicability of the model, particularly for mod-
eling extreme events (Felder and Weingartner, 2017; FOEN, 2009;
Orth et al., 2015; Viviroli et al., 2009a; Zappa et al., 2015). The model
uses hydrological response units ( HRUs) that are directly routed to
the catchment outlet. For the present case, the HRUs are built based
on catchment characteristics (altitude zone, slope, aspect, land use,
soil type and glaciation) at a 2 km resolution. Twelve parameters
are calibrated (14 in case of glaciated catchments). Fourteen sub-
catchments with an average area of 200 km2 were independently
modeled; their location is shown in Fig. 3. For 9 out of these 14 sub-
catchments calibration was performed using hourly resolved dis-
charge data, leading to NSE skill-scores between 0.70 and 0.92. The
other 5 sub-catchments were parametrized using the regionalization
approach proposed by Viviroli et al. (2009a).
The outflow from the sub-catchments has to be routed through
the floodplains towards the river basin outlet. The output of the
hydrological model is fed into the hydrodynamic model as the upper
boundary condition or as lateral inflow. In this study, the 1D hydro-
dynamic model BASEMENT (Vetsch et al., 2016) was used, which
is based on the continuity equation and solves the Saint-Venant
equations for unsteady one-dimensional flow. The model structure
and its mathematical foundations are described in detail by Vetsch
et al. (2016). BASEMENT simulates water fluxes through floodplains
with their topography represented by cross-sections. For each time
step and cross-section, the model computes flow velocity and water
surface elevation. The hydrodynamic model is set up to incorpo-
rate all significant flood-prone areas and potential retention areas
in the main river valley. Riverbed cross-sections were provided by
the Swiss Federal Office of Environment (FOEN). These cross-sections
are expanded to the whole valley ground based on a 0.5 m laser
scan digital elevation model. This procedure enables the effects of
widespread inundation and retention processes on discharge rout-
ing to be captured (Cook and Merwade, 2009; Mejia and Reed, 2011).
A cross section spacing of 150 m and a perpendicular orientation
is chosen based on recommendations made by Ali et al. (2015),
Castellarin et al. (2009), and Samuels (1990). With this, the lake reg-
ulation and the retention effects of the lakes and the floodplains are
considered.
The hydrodynamic model is calibrated on observed data. The
calibration is based on an adjustment of the roughness (Strickler) coef-
ficients (kstr) of the single cross-sections. Separate values are set for
the riverbed, the adjacent levees, and the hinterland, aiming to recon-
struct observed propagation times and peak flows. The roughness
parameters are calibrated by representing the stage-discharge curves
of all available river gauging stations in the study area. These coeffi-
cients are transferred to the neighboring cross-sections. The behavior
of the lake outflows is described using the Poleni equation, whereas
the dimensionless factor l is empirically adjusted in order to recon-
structobservedfloodevents.Amoredetaileddescriptionoftheapplied
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hydrological and hydrodynamic model as well as a comprehensive
explanation of the calibration strategy is provided in Felder et al.
(2017). The model validation on observed flood events shows an error
of ±2 cm in terms of water level (mean flow depth: 2 m) or ±5 m3 s−1
in terms of discharge (mean runoff: 122 m3 s−1). The model coupling
with the hydrological model is external, which means that there is
no direct interaction between the models and backwater effects are
only treated within the spatial domain of the hydrodynamic model.
2.3. Loss modeling
A flood loss model is nested into the 1D hydrodynamic model
and consists of a 2D flood inundation model for each floodplain, a
building dataset, and a set of vulnerability functions. The flood loss
model computes losses to buildings (structural damages). Fatalities,
damages to infrastructure or house content, and indirect damages
due to business interruption are not considered in this study.
Flood dynamics in the floodplains are modeled with the 2D
inundation model LISFLOOD-FP (Bates and de Roo, 2000). This two-
dimensional hydrodynamic model is designed to simulate dynamic
flooding in complex terrains in a computationally efficient way. The
model computes water depths for each grid cell and time step. In this
study, the model was set up with a spatial resolution of 50 m. The
digital terrain model (DTM) is upscaled from a Lidar DTM with a high
spatial resolution (0.5 m). The channel flow is computed in a subgrid
mode (Neal et al., 2012). This subgrid channel module requires infor-
mation on the heights of the river bed and of the lateral levees, on the
river width, and on the shape of the river bed. These data are com-
puted at high resolution and aggregated onto the target resolution
by conserving the cross-sectional area of the river channel from the
high-resolution terrain model. The 2D hydrodynamic model is cali-
brated in terms of reproducing the stage-discharge relationships at
the gauging stations at bank-full discharge and the known channel
capacity along the river reaches. As in the 1D hydrodynamic model,
the roughness coefficients calibrated at the river gauging stations
are transferred to the remaining river reaches. The model is vali-
dated on the basis of documented flooding. The fit of the inundation
model (Bates and de Roo, 2000) computed on the basis of observed
discharges of the flood event in August 2005 and a comparison
between modeled and observed inundation extents ranges between
0.5 and 0.9, depending on the river reach. The lower values can
be explained by dam breaks that occurred in reality but are not
considered in the model.
The 1D hydrodynamic model provides the boundary conditions
(primary and lateral inflows and lake levels) for the 2D inundation
model. Hence, the 2D inundation model is nested into the 1D hydro-
dynamic model. The 2D inundation model provides the flow depths
during floods in the floodplains as the input for the loss compu-
tation module. The loss module consists of a dataset of buildings,
each object classified by type, functionality, volume, reconstruction
costs, and number of residents (Röthlisberger et al., 2017). The build-
ing footprints were provided by the Federal Office for Topography
Swisstopo. The volume of the buildings is derived from LIDAR data
provided by the Canton of Bern. The monetary values of the build-
ings (reconstruction costs) are calculated based on the above-ground
building volume by means of a heuristic determination of mean val-
ues for reconstruction costs per cubic meter (regional construction
costs according to SVKG (2012)). In addition, the number of residents
is attributed to each building using the residential statistics of the
Federal Office for Statistics.
The flow depths resulting from a model simulation were attributed
to each building and provide the basis for estimating an object-specific
degree of loss. The degree of loss is the ratio between the loss and
the total reconstruction cost of the building. It depends on the flow
depth and is used to compute the damage to the building by multiply-
ing it with the reconstruction value of the building. The relationship
between the degree of loss and the flow depth is described by an
empirically derived vulnerability function. A vulnerability function is
needed to determine losses based on the flow depths according to
the characteristics of the individual buildings. Currently, no specific
vulnerability function is available for Switzerland, and there is no
dataset available to validate the flood loss module due to data privacy
regulations in the study area. Hence, a selection of different flood vul-
nerability functions was applied to consider the uncertainties in the
floodlossestimation andtocapture arange ofpossible outcomesin the
flood loss estimations. For the present study, vulnerability functions
suggested by Dutta et al. (2003), Hydrotec (2001), Papathoma-Köhle et
al. (2015), and Totschnig et al. (2011) are used in the flood loss compu-
tation module. In summary, the flood loss module in this model chain
computes the damages on the single-building scale and aggregates
the losses to the basin scale for each model simulation.
3. Data and methods
3.1. Study area and data availability
The study was conducted for the catchment of the Aare River up
to Bern (see Fig. 3). The catchment is located at the northern edge
of the Swiss alps and covers about 3000 km2. The catchment’s ele-
vation ranges from 500 to 4200 m a.s.l., with a mean elevation of
1600 m a.s.l. The southern part of the catchment consists of alpine
Fig. 3. Study area and sub-catchments. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. Seasonally accumulated precipitation over Switzerland for the period of 1985–2005 in the OBS dataset (top), the raw WRF-CESM simulation (middle), and the former after
QM correction (bottom). The Aare catchment is highlighted in the maps as the focus of this study. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
mountains. Several alpine peaks within this area exceed 4000 m a.s.l.,
and parts of it are glaciated (8% of the total catchment area). The
northern part of the catchment consists of a relatively flat valley,
where widespread potential floodplains are present. Two natural
but artificially managed lakes are located between the northern
and the southern part of the catchment. The alpine (southern) part
of the catchment can roughly be subdivided into four major sub-
catchments that each cover approximately 500 km2 and drain into
one of the lakes. The lakes have a balancing effect since they dampen
peak discharges and attenuate low flow situations. The alpine sub-
catchments determine the regime of the whole study area, which
is driven by glacier- and snow melt, with high flows in summer
and low flows in winter. The northern sub-catchments cover about
500 km2 in total; their outflow is mainly driven by rainfall. Since
they directly contribute to the catchment’s runoff without drain-
ing into a lake, they can significantly influence the peak discharge
of the catchment. The typical response time of the whole catch-
ment amounts to 1–2 days. The complex physiographic setup of the
catchment bears considerable consequences for atmospheric mod-
eling as the complex topographic structure is not captured by the
spatial resolution in the CESM. This drawback justifies the necessity
of dynamically downscaling the GCM in order to produce physically
realistic meteorological fields suitable for this complex catchment.
Further, the presence of lakes and widespread potential floodplains
calls for a hydrodynamic model that is able to capture retention and
inundation effects on discharge behavior.
3.2. Observational dataset
Discharge time series in a 10 min temporal resolution covering
at least 30 years were available for nine sub-catchments, as well
as for the catchment outflow. Data were provided by the Swiss
Federal Office of Environment. The discharge time series of the
sub-catchments are used for the calibration and validation of the
hydrological model. The discharge time series gauged at the catch-
ment outflow is used for the calibration of the hydrodynamic model,
as well as for the validation of the coupled hydrologic-hydrodynamic
model.
To validate the simulated precipitation and to carry out a bias
correction, a gridded observational dataset is used. It consists of the
RhiresD dataset, provided by MeteoSwiss (2015). This observational
dataset, hereafter referred as OBS, is based on daily precipitation
sums measured by the MeteoSwiss high-resolution rain-gauge net-
work. The dataset is provided on a 2 km resolution, and has been spa-
tially matched onto the 2 km grid of the WRF simulation’s innermost
domain.
Fig. 5. Annual precipitation cycle in the Aare catchment in the observational dataset, as simulated by WRF, and then after correction taking into account precipitation over the
same region. The bold line represents the monthly mean temperature for the period from 1979 to 2013.
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3.3. Selection of extreme cases
Although the aim of this study relies on showing the feasibility of
the full model chain, we showcase it with an application in the sim-
ulation of meteorological extreme events. Such events are selected
within the 400-year control run conducted with CESM.
The proposed method is based on the assumption that the pre-
cipitation simulated by the GCM is related to the one obtained in
the RCM. Thus, the precipitation averaged over a region that encom-
passes Switzerland (12 grid points in the GCM) is evaluated. A set of
grid points is used in order to avoid misinterpretations, as the GCM
uses subgrid parametrizations (in particular for precipitation) that
could lead to artifacts at single grid points nearby or above topog-
raphy. Out of this time series, the most extreme cases are selected
according to the following selection procedure:
• The selection is carried out separately and for each season
independently.
• The daily precipitation series are aggregated in running win-
dows of variable length (1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 days). The resulting
series are considered independently.
• The series corresponding to each window are inspected, and
the 4 single most extreme events for each temporal frame are
selected.
Note that this algorithm does not explicitly exclude days where
precipitation leads to multiple events, i.e. the precipitation which
occurred on the most extreme day may also have contributed
to a 2-day extreme event, etc. All in all, the selection com-
prises 5 × 4 × 4 = 80 events that require the simulation of
4 × 4 × (1 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 10) = 336 days. Thus, the selected
number of events leads to a feasible number of days to be down-
scaled with the RCM with the available computational resources.
Also, the use of various temporal windows accounts for the fact that
some extreme floods are not always produced by one heavy, isolated
precipitation event, but are rather caused by precipitation accumu-
lation over several days. Furthermore, selecting extremes separately
by season aims to minimize problems due to seasonality improperly
reproduced by the GCM. That is, extremes in all seasons are studied,
regardless of when, across the annual cycle, the GCM produces the
strongest precipitation.
It can be argued that these events might not necessarily corre-
spond to extreme episodes in the real, externally forced climate. To
demonstrate that this is not a bottleneck for this selection, the control
simulation has been compared to a transient simulation for the 1000–
2010 period (Lehner et al., 2015) in terms of extreme precipitation
over Switzerland. Both simulations were carried out with the same
CESM configuration. The results (not shown) indicate that the sever-
ity of extreme events is hardly distinguishable between control and
transient simulations, and that the severity of these episodes remains
stationary during the last millennium. Therefore, the extreme events
within the control simulation are a sensible surrogate for the ones
that can be expected in more realistic externally forced simulations.
In any case, these cases are selected to serve as test bed for the
model chain, and its value resides in its intrinsic physical consistency.
Therefore, the interpretation of what type of events they represent
is a consideration that does not affect the generality of the results
regarding the model chain that is presented hereafter.
3.4. Bias correction of precipitation
The data produced by the GCM are not as accurate as those pro-
duced by reanalysis products (Wang et al., 2014). A prominent, well
known bias is the overestimation of zonal circulation over Europe
(e.g., Bracegirdle et al., 2013). These biases are introduced in the RCM
through the domain boundaries, and they induce systematic biases
in the precipitation flux simulated in the innermost domain of the
RCM. In addition, the RCM itself is a source of errors and uncer-
tainties arising both from the parametrization of certain sub-grid
processes and from a limited understanding of some components
of the climate system. It is important to acknowledge and assess
systematic biases, although they are to some extent inherent in all
areas of climate modeling. A comprehensive analysis of the model
performance in both the WRF-CESM and WRF-ERA simulations is
presented in Gómez-Navarro et al. (2018). They identify biases in
WRF-CESM associated to wrong seasonality in the driving model,
which leads to an underestimation (overestimation) of precipitation
in summer (winter). Such biases play a key role in this study, as the
hydrological processes simulated in the following steps of the model
chain exhibit non-linear behavior that makes them very sensitive
to small deviations in precipitation fluxes. Therefore, some relevant
results regarding the ability of the RCM to simulate observed climate
are presented. These are relevant for the discussion of the outcome
of the rest of the model chain.
As a mean to compensate for systematic biases in the out-
put of the RCM, a bias correction technique was applied, gener-
ating adjusted precipitation fluxes that are in principle more rep-
resentative of the observed precipitation rates than those in the
raw RCM output. This so-called Quantile Mapping (QM) technique
(Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Jakob Themeßl et al., 2011) calibrates
a non-parametric statistical model that can be used to adjust the
simulated events, with the underlying assumption being that the
biases found during the calibration period are consistent across dif-
ferent time periods and even during unobserved extreme events. In
a nutshell, bias correction is based on using a climate simulation
and an observational product to obtain the sampling quantiles of
both datasets independently. Then, this information is used to map
the daily simulated precipitation onto the distribution of observed
precipitation (Jakob Themeßl et al., 2011).
This simple method ensures that the sampling distribution of
the corrected values mimics the one in the observations. Thereby,
not only the mean and variance but also higher-level moments
of the distribution are reproduced. It relies however on two
important assumptions. The first assumption is that the corrected
dataset inherits the properties of the observational product, which
is considered a perfect surrogate of actual precipitation. Second,
the sampling distributions of quantiles in the simulation and
observations is assumed to be an accurate estimation of the actual,
unknown, distributions, which is closely related to the length of the
period used. This transient 20-year simulation spans the period of
1986–2005 with exactly the same configuration as the one used to
simulate the extreme events. Clearly, some extreme cases exceed the
precipitation range covered by the 20-year simulation, so extrap-
olation becomes necessary. The underlying assumption is that the
bias in percentiles beyond 95% is constant, which is equivalent to
assuming a straight line of slope 1 in a quantile-quantile diagram.
The use of QM needs to be accompanied by a word of cau-
tion. Post-processing techniques are in the focus of recent and
intense debate (Maraun, 2016). As described above, QM establishes
a relationship between two probability distributions. Therefore, a
choice must be made regarding the data to be used to calculate such
distributions, e.g. the precipitation in each grid point or the precipi-
tation average in a certain area of interest. Using either of these data,
QM (and more generally every bias-correction technique) has the
effect of a statistical downscaling, which breaks down the physical
consistency of the model. This is the case when the spatial structure
of the simulated field is disturbed due to the different corrections
carried out in different grids. To minimize this side effect, a less
aggressive correction is applied, namely using the single couple of
distributions obtained from the daily precipitation averaged over the
Aare catchment in both the WRF-CESM and in OBS for the period
1985–2005. Then, both distributions are used to correct each grid cell
independently. The use of just one general transformation is meant
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to minimize the risk of statistical over-fitting, which might disturb
the intended physical consistency with the RCM. Furthermore, it
should be considered that although this procedure ensures that the
correction is accurate across all distribution moments in the area
used to establish the distributions, it may lead to worse corrections
when it is applied in areas away from it, as shown in the following
sections. This effect implies that the correction is especially suited
for the Aare catchment, although it may lead to erroneous correc-
tions in other areas that are not considered in the rest of the model
chain. Finally, note that QM is applied in this study twice, first for the
continuous 1985–2005 run and then for the selected events. Daily
PDFs are used to correct daily series of precipitation in the former
case, in which all days without a minimum threshold are considered.
However, to correct the selected events the PDFs are obtained for the
precipitation aggregated over the corresponding temporal windows,
e.g. 5-day events are corrected according to the PDFs obtained for
precipitation in chunks of 5 days.
3.5. Initial conditions for the hydrological and the hydrodynamic model
As explained in Section 3.3, the number of days that can be
downscaled is limited due to limited computational resources. Such
event-based modeling is based on several assumptions on the ini-
tial catchment conditions. The initial state of the hydrological model
was set to average seasonal conditions in terms of storage levels, soil
moisture, and snow-water-equivalent. Therefore, four sets of initial
conditions were defined. The same procedure was applied to define
the initial conditions of the 1D hydrodynamic model, namely the ini-
tial lake levels and the tributary inflows. The model was run for a
period of 12 days. Therefore, at least 2 days after the precipitation
event were modeled as well (exact number depends on the length of
the scenario). This ensures that no peak discharges are missed, even
when they occur after the actual precipitation event.
4. Results
First, an evaluation of the model chain regarding long-term runoff
characteristics is presented, since acceptable model performance on
a long-term basis is required for a reliable assessment of extreme
event characterization. Then, the evaluation focuses on the modeling
and reconstruction of extreme events, which is of particular impor-
tance for further applications of similar model chains for flood loss
modeling.
4.1. Long-term characteristics of precipitation simulation
Precipitation biases in the WRF-CESM simulation illustrate how
the bias correction procedure applied on a daily basis to the full sim-
ulated period (Section 3.4) adjusts the precipitation values over the
Aare catchment. Fig. 4 illustrates the systematic biases present in the
WRF-CESM simulation showing the maps of accumulated precipita-
tion for each season in the observations (top), the raw WRF-CESM
simulation (middle), and the bias-corrected one (bottom). A com-
prehensive discussion of these biases, as well as a comparison with
biases of the WRF-CESM and WRF-ERA simulations and deficiencies
in the simulation of the large-scale circulation within CESM, is pro-
vided by Gómez-Navarro et al. (2018). Fig. 4 demonstrates how WRF
systematically overestimates winter and spring precipitation, while
it underestimates summer precipitation. The deviations of the mod-
eled precipitation amounts from the observed ones are not constant
over the different seasons. This calls for studying extreme events
independently for each season. These biases can be removed to a great
extent applying QM, as depicted in the bottom row. The deficien-
cies regarding the annual precipitation cycle are apparent in Fig. 5,
where the precipitation averaged over the Aare catchment for each
month is shown for the simulation as well as for the output of the
QM correction. Clearly, the bias correction adjusts the representation
of the annual cycle, increasing (decreasing) their values in the warm
(cold) seasons and narrowing differences with the observations. The
bold lines represent the monthly mean temperature derived from the
WRF-ERA simulation and from the observed dataset. They confirm
that the seasonal pattern of the mean temperature is well repre-
sented by the WRF-ERA simulation, which is important for a reliable
modeling of snow accumulation or snow melt.
The overall performance of the three precipitation products under
consideration is further shown in Fig. 6, where the quantiles of
the modeled 1-day areal mean precipitation intensities are com-
pared to the quantiles of the observed mean areal precipitation. The
areal mean precipitation based on the downscaled reanalysis data is
congruent with the observed quantiles in low-intensity cases. How-
ever, it systematically overestimates the observed quantiles above an
intensity of 20 mm, and particularly above 60 mm. This means that
mean areal precipitation derived from this dataset is systematically
too high in the upper range of quantiles. A similar pattern is observed
in the downscaled but uncorrected CESM data (WRF-CESM-RAW).
The overestimation of quantiles between 50 mm and 80 mm is even
more distinct in the WRF-ERA-based dataset. The quantile mapping
of these data corrects the overestimation of these quantiles, as shown
on the right hand side of Fig. 6. Although the fit is not perfect, there
is no systematic under- or overestimation of the observed quantiles,
even in the upper range of precipitation intensities.
The bias correction procedure has been applied to each event
individually, and is illustrated for one particular case in Fig. 7, which
shows the precipitation accumulated in a 1-day extreme event in the
summer. This event led to heavy precipitation in the central part of
Switzerland, and thus it is a good case for our consideration of severe
flooding in the area of interest. WRF-CESM underestimates summer
precipitation; therefore this event is corrected towards higher pre-
cipitation by the bias correction method. The effect of the correction
is shown in the map (Fig. 7, right panel) leading to extensive areas
where precipitation exceeds 170 mm in 24 h, whereas in the original
model output precipitation barely reaches 120 mm.
4.2. Long-term characteristics of runoff simulation
The discharge quantiles derived through the coupled hydrological-
hydrodynamic modeling of the corresponding precipitation datasets
are shown in Fig. 8. As the WRF-ERA based precipitation dataset is
used to calibrate the hydrological model, the systematic overesti-
mation of medium and high quantiles in the WRF-ERA precipitation
is corrected to a certain degree, meaning that the overestimation
of higher runoff quantiles is not as distinct as it is with precipi-
tation. As depicted in the study design shown in Fig. 1, the same
WRF-ERA-based calibration is applied for the hydrological modeling
of the WRF-CESM-based data. In the case of raw WRF-CESM, this
procedure leads to good representation of observed runoff quantiles
with respect to low and medium flows, and to an underestimation of
extreme flows that exceed 400 m3 s−1. Using the corrected version,
the distribution of the runoff quantiles scatters around the observed
quantiles. Although the flows between 350 and 450 m3 s−1 are slightly
underrepresented, there is no systematic over- or underestimation.
Comparing the runoff quantiles of the WRF-CESM-RAW and the WRF-
CESM-QM data shows the benefit of applying a quantile mapping
procedure on the precipitation dataset, as this clearly improves the
representation of the runoff quantiles.
4.3. Hydrometeorological extremes
The representation of extremely high flows can be assessed
by comparing the annual maximum floods estimated using
hydrological-hydrodynamic modeling based on the three different
precipitation datasets with the observed annual maximum floods.
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Fig. 6. Quantiles of the 1-day areal mean precipitation sums of the WRF-ERA dataset, the uncorrected downscaled WRF-CESM dataset and the quantile-mapped downscaled
WRF-CESM-QM dataset for the study area. Each dataset covers a period of 20 years.
For this purpose, a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution was
fitted to the annual maximum peak flows using a maximum like-
lihood approach for parameter estimation and a Weibull approach
to determine the empirical plotting positions, following the recom-
mendations of Makkonen (2008) and DWA (2012). The uncertainty
bounds were calculated based on the residual distribution as pro-
posed by Coles (2004). The comparison of the resulting GEV distri-
butions is shown in Fig. 9. The WRF-ERA based annual maximum
floods lie systematically above the observed ones, which is in line
with the quantile analysis in Fig. 8. Accordingly, the correspond-
ing tail distribution of the fitted GEV distribution is not congruent
with the empirical distribution. The annual maximum floods based
on the raw WRF-CESM precipitation dataset are systematically too
low, and the corresponding GEV-distribution fitted to these data lies
significantly below the empirically derived one. Furthermore, fit-
ting a distribution function on annual maximum floods based on the
WRF-CESM dataset leads to a negative shape parameter n and there-
fore to an upper-bounded distribution function, which is clearly not
in line with the empirical distribution. Again, these findings corre-
spond with the quantile comparison in Fig. 8. The annual maximum
floods based on the corrected WRF-CESM dataset are shown in the
right part of Fig. 9. Although the modeled annual maximum floods
slightly deviate from the observed ones, the corresponding fitted
GEV distribution function is nearly congruent with the distribution
of the observed values. This particularly applies for the tails of the
distributions. This means that the hydrological and hydrodynamic
modeling of the WRF-CESM-QM precipitation dataset allows for the
reconstruction of both long-term runoff characteristics and extreme
events, which enables the further analyses.
The seasonal distribution of the annual maximum floods is
mainly determined by the catchment characteristics presented in
Section 3.1. The highest extreme flows usually occur in summer. This
can be explained by the high snowfall line, the glacier contribution,
and the relatively high initial lake levels during summer and low ini-
tial lake levels during winter. Therefore, extreme flows during winter
are rather exceptional due to these initial conditions, and the sea-
sonal bias in the precipitation inputs shown in Fig. 5 is not directly
transferred to the seasonal distribution of extreme runoffs.
The next step, following the scheme shown in Fig. 1, is the iden-
tification of extreme events in the 400-year GCM simulation. Based
on the criteria detailed in Section 3.3, a number of situations poten-
tially leading to extreme values have been selected for downscaling.
Unfortunately, not all cases selected by the algorithm could be down-
scaled in the end due to a purely technical reason: in two cases
(a 3-day event and a 10-day event, both in summer) numerical
instabilities precluded the execution of the RCM. The magnitude of
the precipitation as simulated by the RCM is shown for winter and
summer in Fig. 10.
The PDFs of precipitation are presented for the several temporal
windows used in the case selection algorithm (the results for spring
and autumn are not shown for the sake of brevity, although they
exhibit similar behavior and support similar conclusions). Firstly,
a comparison of the blue and orange curves demonstrates once
again, but from a different point of view, the systematic biases and
Fig. 7. Example of extreme precipitation event in the summer. The panel on the left (a) shows the 1-day accumulated precipitation for an extreme event in the control simulation.
The panel on the right (b) shows the precipitation field after QM correction. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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Fig. 8. Long-term runoff quantiles estimated with the WRF-ERA dataset, the uncorrected downscaled CESM dataset (WRF-CESM-RAW), and the quantile-mapped downscaled
CESM dataset (WRF-CESM-QM) for the study area. The quantiles are compared with quantiles of the observed data.
seasonality issues discussed in Section 4.2. The WRF-CESM-RAW
simulation underestimates precipitation for the summer and overes-
timates it for the winter. This is consistent across temporal windows
from 1- to 10-day PDFs. Still, it should be noted that this systematic
bias is corrected for each event with QM using the corresponding
distributions derived for each temporal frame. This figure allows
the selected events to be placed in a climatic context. Once down-
scaled, in all cases the precipitation values are extreme compared to
the climatological mean. However, the precipitation values for these
events are far lower than the expected values above the 99th per-
centile. The values are lower because the selected events were the
four most extreme within a 400-year period, which should represent
the far right tail of the 20-year climatological precipitation shown
by the blue curve in each panel. As this is not always the case, it can
be concluded that the events cannot be regarded as extremes with
return periods of hundred of years, i.e. the event selection procedure
seems to have missed such situations. This situation becomes more
problematic when the spatial structure of precipitation is evaluated
(not shown). In some cases the precipitation is severe when spatially
averaged over a large area, as demonstrated in Fig. 10. However,
due to the complexity of the topography, it occurs in areas beyond
the boundaries of our area of interest, which renders the situation
uninteresting for our analysis. These drawbacks do not represent a
bottleneck of the model chain, as the criteria still lead to situations
that are certainly extreme and of interest, but it severely limits the
scope of the conclusions that can be drawn regarding the event dura-
tion these extremes represent. This issue is further discussed in the
following sections.
4.4. Damage and loss estimation
The flood losses in the precipitation scenarios are shown in
Fig. 11. Generally, the selected precipitation scenarios show high loss
variability. The flood losses are in the range between 0.1 and ca.
3 billion Swiss Francs. This is related to the exposure of 800–7600
buildings associated with 3500–36000 residents, with a total value
of 19,000 buildings and 98,000 residents. Several factors explain the
high variability in flood losses. The estimated loss depends not only
on the precipitation sum, but also on the spatio-temporal pattern in
rainfall, the characteristics of the values at risk in the floodplains,
and the applied vulnerability functions. The precipitation event lead-
ing to the highest loss estimation has a total precipitation sum of
144 mm over 5 days. This is a flood event in August. Thus, the alti-
tude of the rainfall-snowfall limit leads to a high amount of rainfall
and no snowfall. In comparison, the historic flood event that caused
the most flood losses in the Canton of Bern was the Flood of August
2005 with a mean areal precipitation of 160 mm over the study
area in 48 h. This flood event resulted in 341.3 mio. Swiss Francs
Fig. 9. Comparison of annual maximum floods and corresponding fits of a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution function. The return level plots are either based on
observed data (indicated in black) or on modeled data (indicated in blue). The annual maximum floods that result from the ERA-interim dataset lie systematically above the
observed ones, leading to a distinct overestimation of floods with return levels above 5 years. The annual maximum floods based on the uncorrected WRF-CESM-RAW dataset
are systematically too low, leading to an underestimation of high return level floods. Applying a downscaling procedure and using the resulting WRF-CESM-QM dataset leads to
good correspondence of observed and modeled annual maximum floods, and therefore to a nearly congruent fitted distribution function. The gray dots on the right side indicate
the peak discharges that result from the downscaled precipitation scenarios from the 400-year GCM-run. The distribution and the magnitudes of these peak flows confirm the
plausibility of the modeled events. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 10. Probability density functions of precipitation in different temporal windows
over the Aare catchment derived from WRF-ERA (red), the WRF-CESM-RAW simula-
tion (blue), and observed data OBS (orange). To estimate the curves, Gaussian kernel
density estimators are used with a bandwidth that is illustrated in the bottom-right
corner of each panel. Row by row, the different panels show the winter (left) and sum-
mer (right) results for the five temporal windows considered based on the procedure
described in Section 3.3. The green vertical bars represent the precipitation obtained
in the selected events. Although there should be 4 bars per panel, one corresponding
to each event, computational instabilities were found in some events that hampered
their simulation. Intermediate seasons exhibit similar behavior and are therefore not
shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
in flood losses to buildings (FOEN, 2008). The discharge in Bern
had a return period of approximately 150 years. Based on this com-
parison, the scenarios simulated here are indeed extreme events.
However, the total aerial precipitation is below the probable max-
imum precipitation in the area as indicated by WMO (2009). The
second highest losses simulated here are due to a flood event in
winter. This shows that extreme precipitation events in winter com-
bined with warm air temperatures could lead to extreme flooding
despite the rather dampening initial conditions in winter. However,
such a scenario is beyond observed flood events in the observa-
tion period. Due to the topographic complexity of the study area,
a certain variability in flood losses is related to the varying spatio-
temporal characteristics of the derived precipitation events (Pattison
et al., 2014; Emmanuel et al., 2015). This is significant because of
the spatial distribution of the values at risk, i.e. the buildings. In the
present study, numerous buildings are located alongside the shore-
lines of lake Thun and in the floodplain of Interlaken. Thus, flood loss
is relatively high in case of precipitation distributions that lead to
high flows in these particular areas. In addition, the estimated losses
vary depending on the choice of vulnerability functions. This is in
agreement with previous studies on uncertainties related to vulner-
ability functions (Apel et al., 2008, 2004; Merz et al., 2004; Merz and
Thieken, 2009). The present modeling approach accounts for these
factors influencing extreme flood loss estimations.
5. Discussion
The presented model chain including simulations from atmo-
spheric processes to local flood risk covers several orders of mag-
nitude in space and time. Its application yielded useful information
with regard to its general applicability and the modeling strategies,
process representation, and issues related to the scale gap between
globally running GCMs and locally occurring flood losses. These three
topics are further discussed in the subsections below.
5.1. General applicability and modeling strategy
From a technical point of view, the results prove that coupling
several models from GCM to damage models is feasible. It allows
for a realistic assessment of floods and flood-prone areas, provided
that each model component sufficiently represents the involved pro-
cesses. Here, process representation is checked separately for each
model (except the loss model) by applying an independent model
calibration and validation. Once the single models are properly cal-
ibrated and validated, the performance of coupled models can be
assessed using long-term characteristics of intermediate variables
like precipitation and runoff.
However, a complete description of the flood risk (including
frequent and extreme events) would require downscaling the full
transient GCM run, which is impossible with the currently available
computational resources. Therefore, a comprehensive validation of
the full model chain in terms of flood risk is hardly achievable. Nev-
ertheless, the selected scenarios provide a basis for identifying flood
scenarios that exceed the protection goals of the flood defenses in the
study area. In the presented case study, the flood defenses are dimen-
sioned by aiming to protect against flood events with return periods
of roughly 80–100 years. It is shown that several precipitation sce-
narios lead to flow discharges higher than the carrying capacity of the
river channels and thus lead to severe flooding. Thus, the presented
method could complement the existing approaches for delineating
residual risks, i.e. the risk that remains after the implementation of
protective measures. The uncertainty in the flood loss estimation
procedure can be overcome to a certain degree by applying several
differing vulnerability functions, which provides some information
about the model sensitivity to vulnerability functions. It can be stated
that the derived flood loss estimations lie within a reasonable range
when compared to the highest observed events.
The GCM simulation that serves as a basis for identifying extreme
precipitation events spans 400 years of control run. Current computa-
tional resourcesdonot allow such along time periodtobe downscaled.
Therefore, a few sub-samples of interest must be selected from the
total GCM time series. A crucial point in this strategy is that the
time frames for downscaling have to be chosen before downscaling is
applied, therefore without certainty that the pre-selected event will
correspond to an extreme situation once downscaled. It is assumed
that the amount of precipitation modeled by the GCM and averaged
over the study area is a good indicator for downscaled extreme pre-
cipitation. This is qualitatively true, as can be observed in Fig. 10,
where the selected events are found in the right tail of the rainfall
distribution. However, the events correspond to lower percentiles
than expected (in all cases below the 99th). This is in part because
in some cases the downscaled extreme precipitation takes place out-
side the area of interest, i.e. outside the Aare catchment, but also
because in few events there is no extreme precipitation event at all.
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Fig. 11. Loss estimations based on the hydrological and hydrodynamic modeling of the identified extreme events. The different colors indicate the applied vulnerability function.
Multiple functions were applied to assess the sensitivity of the lack of validation data. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
The efficiency of case selection using the much shorter but available
continuous simulation in the period 1986–2005 can be estimated to
some extent. The correlation between the GCM averaged series and
the downscaled precipitation for the Aare catchment is 0.21. Fur-
ther, the days within this period whose precipitation is above the
90th percentile in both datasets are identified. It turns out that only
20% of days belong simultaneously to the GCM and the downscaled
series, i.e. about 80% of days whose actual precipitation was above the
90th percentile in the downscaled control period were not flagged
by the selection algorithm described in Section 3.3. This simple anal-
ysis clearly illustrates the important differences between the GCM
and RCM outputs, and points out severe limitations in the method
used to identify candidates to severe precipitation episodes. At the
same time it demonstrates the necessity of downscaling strategies.
Therefore, the identification of events in the long-term GCM simu-
lation for downscaling is a crucial step in overcoming the scale gap
between globally running GCMs and local flood impacts that deserves
important improvements. If the aim of future modeling exercises is to
characterize situations that are realistically representative of extreme
events with long return periods, then this difficulty can become an
important bottleneck of the case study approach. Therefore, further
research is needed to refine the selection of candidates for extreme
events at regional scales.
The aim of this study, which has conditioned the chosen model-
ing strategy, is to keep the physical consistency over all modeling
steps from atmospheric to flood loss modeling. Unfortunately all cli-
mate models are affected by structural limitations that lead to biases
of different intensities that can condition its use in certain appli-
cations. Bias-correction techniques minimize such problems, but at
the expense of affecting the physical consistency (Maraun, 2016).
Therefore a compromise has to be established. The biases present
in the WRF-CESM simulation pertain especially the representation
of the annual cycle, and are noticeable enough to call for the use of
bias-correction techniques. However, the QM method has not been
applied in a per-grid basis. This minimizes the risk of over-fitting
of the raw precipitation product to the observations, which would
otherwise destroy the spatial coherence provided by the dynamical
downscaling, being an important issue further discussed by Gómez–
Navarro et al. (2018). The spatio-temporal structure as well as the
magnitude of the modeled precipitation is physically determined.
No further assumptions have to be made, and no further processing
steps beyond the calibration of the models to fit observations have
to be applied. This is a clear benefit compared to other precipita-
tion modeling approaches, e.g. stochastic weather generators (e.g.
Leander et al., 2005; Semenov, 2008) or similar stochastic approaches
(e.g. Foufoula-Georgiou, 1989; Vandenberghe et al., 2010).
The hydrological and hydrodynamic models can be calibrated and
validated using observed discharge data, which is a widely accepted
and well-researched approach. However, assessing the long-term
runoff characteristics of a meso-scale catchment requires modeling
a time series of several years, which calls for the application of a 1D
hydrodynamic model. To model long time series with a more detailed
2D hydrodynamic model would exponentially increase computation
time and is therefore not feasible. A 2D representation, however,
incorporates lateral flows and therefore remarkably increases the
accuracy of estimating flooding extent on building scale and improves
the loss estimation. One way to overcome the tradeoff between
computation time and degree of detail is to combine a 1D model
with a 2D model. The 1D model is used to model the long-term
runoff characteristics. The 2D model is only used for inundation
modeling in case of extreme events, where the 1D model out-
puts serve as boundary conditions. Eventually, the output of the 2D
model builds the basis for loss estimation. Such a modeling approach
combines reasonable computation times for modeling long-term
runoff characteristics and detailed model outputs as a basis for loss
modeling.
The limitation of loss modeling lies in the unknown uncertainty
of the vulnerability functions. This issue can be resolved by increas-
ing the quantity and quality of observational data, which provide
the basis for empirically deducing vulnerability functions. Alterna-
tively, Schröter et al. (2014) showed that the predictive capability of
the loss model can be improved by incorporating more explanatory
variables or by choosing a Bayesian network-based loss modeling
approach. However, these approaches do not help overcome the
issues associated with a lack of validation data.
5.2. Representation of atmospheric and hydrological processes
The atmospheric processes in the GCM are explicitly resolved
based on basic, well-established physical laws and are therefore
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coherently structured in space and time according to physical bound-
aries and climate forcings. However, the coarse resolution of global
models hampers their direct application in areas with complex
topography. Likewise, the dynamical downscaling step solves simi-
lar sets of equations as the GCM, therefore maintaining this coherent
structure. RCMs have the advantage of improving the representation
of simulated physical processes in case of strong topographic influ-
ences since the underlying model topography is more finely resolved
and directly incorporated. Thus, fields produced by a GCM and down-
scaled by a RCM are coherent in their spatio-temporal behavior.
However, model deficiencies and errors attributable to a great extent
to uncertainty in parametrized sub-grid processes lead to certain
systematic errors that have to be addressed.
In this particular application, the comparison of precipitation
intensity quantiles showed that the downscaled WRF-CESM-RAW
precipitation time series does not sufficiently represent the observed
long-term rainfall characteristics over the study area in a 20-year cli-
matic simulation. Therefore, a variant of quantile mapping correction
is applied in order to minimize perturbations in the physical consis-
tency while compensating for systematic biases. The WRF-CESM-QM
dataset is more appropriate for a description of the rainfall charac-
teristics for all intensities, even in a topographically complex study
area, and therefore leads to plausible precipitation event estimations
in mountainous regions, which justifies the application of such a
complex model chain. This is certainly in line with other applications
of downscaled rainfall data (Bowden et al., 2016; García-Valdecasas
Ojeda et al., 2017; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Maule et al., 2013;
Jakob Themeßl et al., 2011, among others). Applications based on
CESM datasets are spatially and temporally coherent on a large scale.
Furthermore, the empirical frequencies of particular synoptic situa-
tions and seasonal patterns are inherently incorporated and do not
have to be taken into additional consideration.
The simulation of hydrological processes by conceptual
hydrological modeling is well established for normal flows as well
as for extreme events. For the present study, the appropriateness
of conceptual hydrological modeling is demonstrated by the good
skill scores that resulted from the model calibration and valida-
tion for each sub-catchment. However, the hydrological model
PREVAH (Viviroli et al., 2009b) applied in this study is a concep-
tual, semi-deterministic model. This means that many processes,
e.g. evapotranspiration or soil water flows, are incorporated using
empirical formulas rather than deterministic calculations. Further-
more, the primary model output is a discharge time series for the
outlet of a pre-defined catchment, with no direct deterministic flow
representation inside the catchment. In consequence, the presented
approach does not allow for loss estimations for areas lying within
the hydrologically modeled sub-catchments described in Section 3.1
and shown in Fig. 3. The hydrodynamic model provides a better
physical representation of the flows within and around the riverbed.
In this way, runoff conditions are calculated precisely in terms of
water level and flow durations. In case of extreme events, inundation
and retention effects that may be crucial for runoff determination
(Felder et al., 2017) are also incorporated. This model set-up calls
for careful planning of the spatial arrangement of the hydrological
and hydrodynamic models. The hydrological model shall be applied
in areas where runoff formation takes place and where ideally the
damage potential is low. The hydrodynamic model must be applied
in all potentially flood-prone areas and in areas with a high damage
potential.
The actual setup of the 2D inundation model nested into the
hydrologic-hydrodynamic model chain reliably represents the flood-
ing processes in the floodplains and allows for flow depths to be
attributed to the individual buildings. Thus, this setup allows for
flood losses to be estimated at building scale with an aggregation
of the object-related losses to the basin scale. However, the deter-
ministic approach of the model chain ends with the attribution
of flow depths to buildings. The subsequent loss estimation is
partly based on empirical stage-damage functions, and thus the last
step in the model chain differs from the previous physically based
approaches.
5.3. Temporal and spatial scales
As indicated in Table 1, the resolutions of the applied models
range from 100 km to 10 m in space and from days to seconds in
time. The present study presents two key considerations for over-
coming these scale gaps. Firstly, incorporating intermediate models
enables capturing flood-triggering processes that occur on interme-
diate scales. In the present case, the hydrological model simulates
the catchment reaction to the precipitation events on an hourly res-
olution in time and on a 2 km resolution in space. The hydrodynamic
model covers the next scale gap, as it simulates the runoff pro-
cesses at a resolution of 10 s and 10 m. Secondly, the application of
a dynamic downscaling technique followed by QM is important and,
when necessary, the long-term characteristics of precipitation fields
should be debiased.
The presented model chain has a relatively high level of flexibility
when it comes to temporal scale. As soon as all sub-modules are to
be run on sub daily temporal scales, the time steps of all subsequent
models can be adapted to the necessary time step. In practice, the
small catchments (below 200 km2) require an hourly time step for
reliable estimation of peak river discharges.
6. Conclusions
This paper presents a model chain able to bridge the spatial scales
from global circulation down to the building scale and from hun-
dreds of years to single flood events. To our knowledge, this is the
first study dealing with such a wide range of scales. The presented
approach is suited for the identification of extreme flood events. A
model chain from the atmosphere to flood risk is a potentially use-
ful additional method for characterizing design floods with very low
return periods in planning disaster risk reduction. With this tem-
poral flexibility and the coherence of the spatio-temporal rainfall
patterns, the approach is promising for future flood risk assessments.
A coupled model chain, linking atmospheric processes and synoptic
situations to local flood losses, is particularly promising for risk iden-
tification for insurance portfolios. In contrast to approaches using
weather generators, the presented approach is physically more con-
sistent in mountainous regions where topographical effects are rele-
vant for locally high precipitation intensities. Although the approach
is promising, further improvements are required before it is suitable
for practical application. First, the use of bias-correction techniques
is necessary to remove prominent biases in downscaled precipita-
tion, which precludes the pure physical consistency of the model
chain. Second, the process of selecting extreme events to be dynami-
cally downscaled is critical for the extrapolability of the results from
few cases to conclusions regarding the full period spanned by the
GCM. The simple selection procedure applied in this study leads to
downscaled events that are not as extreme as expected, indicat-
ing that the event selection strategy should be improved in future
studies.
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Floods are one of themost damaging natural hazards, accounting for
a majority of all economic losses from natural hazards worldwide
(UNISDR, 2015). Managing flood risks requires knowledge about haz-
ardous processes and their impacts. Risk resulting from floods is defined
as a function of the probability of a flood event or scenario, respectively,
and the related extent of damage (Fuchs et al., 2005). The latter is com-
puted by a function of the monetary value of the object affected by the
flood and its vulnerability against process magnitude.
However, the single factors of the risk formula are evolving over
time, as well as the resulting risk. Consequently, flood risks are being
more frequently analysed from a dynamical perspective rather than
from a static one (Merz et al., 2010; Mazzorana et al., 2012). Hence,
many studies are dealing with changes of natural risks over recent de-
cades and centuries (Keiler et al., 2005; Hufschmidt et al., 2005; Keiler
et al., 2006; Himmelsbach et al., 2015; Achleitner et al., 2016). In addi-
tion, research on climate change and their impacts is focusing on future
changes in risks (Hundecha and Merz, 2012; Beckers et al., 2013;
Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Merz et al., 2014; Alfieri et al., 2015a, 2015b;
Devkota and Bhattarai, 2015; Alfieri et al., 2016; Arnell and Gosling,
2016; Kundzewicz et al., 2014). Only a few studies consider both, the
impacts of climatic changes to river flows and the future dynamics in
the elements at risk (Bouwer et al., 2010; Jongman et al., 2012; Liu
et al., 2015; Winsemius et al., 2015; Löschner et al., 2016). However,
most studies focus on the future increase of flood risk. To our knowl-
edge, a closer look at the dynamics of the change itself is rather rare.
Several intertwined natural and anthropogenic drivers influence the
spatio-temporal evolution of flood risk in floodplains. Floods are either
caused by direct rainfall on the floodplain (pluvial floods, surface
water floods) or rainfall on river catchments resulting in catchment out-
flow. The latter is causing floods in downstream floodplains (riverine
floods, lake floods). Thus, the boundary conditions of floods in a flood-
plain can either be rainfall or river flow, or both. Consequently, changes
in flood processes, i.e. changes in frequency andmagnitude offloods in a
floodplain, are determined by these external influencing factors. In sev-
eral studies, the changes in rainfall frequency and intensity are investi-
gated, with a special focus on the effects of climatic changes (Gobiet
et al., 2014; Arheimer and Lindström, 2015). Thus, changes in the in-
coming flow hydrographs are external drivers of change in floodplains
(Hollis, 1975; Hooke, 2006; Muñoz et al., 2017). In mountainous areas,
flood losses are also influenced by sediment transport and deposition
processes (Staffler et al., 2008; Keiler et al., 2010).
River morphology changes over time (Marani and Rigon, 1994;
Pinter et al., 2001; Sear and Newson, 2003; Brierley and Fryirs, 2016;
Slater et al., 2015) and this can include natural and gradual changes in
the river morphology and flood regime (Church and Ferguson, 2015;
Coulthard and Van De Wiel, 2007; Hall et al., 2014; Herget et al., 2007;
Marchese et al., 2017; Vorogushyn and Merz, 2013; Arnaud-Fassetta,
2003), changes in the adjacent vegetation (Corenblit et al., 2014), or dis-
ruptive changes by flood events (Guan et al., 2016), e.g. by levee failures
(Croke et al., 2015). Also important are anthropogenic interventions
that are relevant drivers of flood risk in a floodplain, for example the
construction of flood defences such as levees and dams (Pinter et al.,
2000; Belz et al., 2001; Surian and Rinaldi, 2003; Bronstert et al., 2007;
Di Baldassarre et al., 2009; Ernst et al., 2010; Bergillos et al., 2016) or
river restoration projects (Kiss et al., 2008; Dixon et al., 2016). Changes
in river morphology can be captured by reconstructing themorphology
of historic states of the river and comparing it with the present state.
This concept of retro-modelling was first defined by Remo and Pinter44(2007) and Remo et al. (2009). Retro-modelling provided a methodo-
logical framework for some of these mentioned studies. However, the
construction of levees as flood protection measures in one floodplain
can have adverse effects in downstream floodplains (Tobin, 1995;
Pinter et al., 2006; Gregory, 2006; Zhao and Shao, 2015; van Triet
et al., 2017) and can result in trade-offs in flooding between upstream
and downstream floodplains (Ryffel et al., 2014; Salzmann et al.,
2016). Likewise, land use changes impart an effect on catchment hy-
drology and floods (Burby and French, 2007; O'Connell et al., 2007;
Rogger et al., 2017). For example, drainage of land for settlement or ag-
riculture can incur subsidence that results in increasing flood hazards
and flood risk (Carisi et al., 2017).
Beside changes in the natural environment, i.e. the fluvial aspect of
the floodplain, flood risk is also changing due to variations in the ex-
posed elements at risk and their vulnerability. One of the most rele-
vant drivers of flood risk is the increase in the elements at risk due
to socio-economic development (Elmer et al., 2012; Fuchs et al.,
2015). The growth of settlements and thus the increase of residential
buildings is related to population growth (Cammerer and Thieken,
2013). Infrastructure is increasing in parallel with population growth.
This has wider impacts on the socio-economic system. For example,
in economically active areas, floodplains are increasingly occupied by
production facilities, as these require relatively flat areas for their con-
struction (Nicholls and Crompton, 2017). Recent studies in Austria
show an increase in the number of buildings potentially affected by
floods of up to 700% in the last century (Fuchs et al., 2015; Fuchs
et al., 2016). With economic development, the elements at risk and
the infrastructure in floodplains are increasing in quantity and mone-
tary value. Last but not least, higher object vulnerabilities (Adger,
2006; Posey, 2009; Boudou et al., 2016) due to changes in the con-
struction techniques result in increasing flood risks. Increasing values
at risk compete with the opposing drivers of flood risk reduction mea-
sures by individuals and the public (Wiering et al., 2017). Hence,
changes in exposure and vulnerability are influenced by governmental
interventions and regulations and by the actions of individuals (Noël
and Cai, 2017). On the one hand, local governments regulate land
use with spatial planning instruments. In many countries, the occupa-
tion and utilization of areas potentially affected by floods is not
allowed or restricted. Moreover, governmental institutions and legisla-
tive entities are providing the basic principles and legislative frame-
works for land use (planning) in floodplains (Gober and Wheater,
2015). Thereby, land use regulations are dictating the actions of the in-
dividuals and businesses. Governments and insurance companies are
increasingly enforcing individuals to protect their houses against
floods with object protection measures.
In summary, the built environment in floodplains, whether the set-
tlement area or the river channel, is subject to changes and co-
evolutionary dynamics in both spheres of society and nature (Di
Baldassarre et al., 2013a; Di Baldassarre et al., 2015). Floodplains are in-
fluenced by flood events and subsequent changes in the society, by gov-
ernmental decisions as adaptation to these flood events, and individual
agents (Di Baldassarre et al., 2013b). These dynamics between society
and nature influences past and future risk pathways. Moreover, the
spatio-temporal development of all these drivers for change in flood
risk leads to difficulties in predicting flood risk. Consequently, recent
studies have extended the framework of risk analysis towards a
spatio-temporal framework as drivers for flood risk changes are varying
in space and time (Ahmad and Simonovic, 2013; Aubrecht et al., 2013;
Cammerer et al., 2013; Fuchs et al., 2013; Früh-Müller et al., 2015;
Fuchs et al., 2016; Röthlisberger et al., 2016).0
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dynamics in risk components is that a study design has to be based on
assumptions of the future development of societal and natural drivers
of flood risk. Thus, the future pathways of evolving flood risks could
be remarkably diverse and risk predictions might be uncertain. We
aim at closing this gap by proposing a model experiment, in which the
evolution of the considered drivers for flood risk is known. Themain re-
search questions are how to set up the model experiment in a way that
it enables a disentangling of the main drivers of change and how alter-
native pathways of flood risk evolution could be simulated. Essentially,
we want to know how flood risk would have developed over the last
100 years if society had implemented nature based solutions for flood
riskmanagement rather than technical solutions involving river correc-
tions. Herein, our hypothesis is that a multi-temporal (retro-) model of
the floodplain allows to capture flood risk change in a spatially explicit
way and to disentangle the main drivers of change.2. Study area and methods
The key for disentangling the different drivers of change is to elabo-
rate spatial datasets representing different states in time of each se-
lected driver. In our model experiment, we consider the following
drivers of change as they evolved though the time period 1820–2015:
a) the river morphology and b) the size and structure of the settlement.
Two processes, the construction of levees and the consecutive river in-
cision influence the first driver. The model experiment is set up in a
multi-temporal mode. This includes the creation of digital elevation
models that represent historic states of the river morphology. In the
model experiment, the different states of the river morphology (retro-
models) are combined with different states of the building dataset. In
addition, alternative development pathways are analysed by assuming
the introduction of selected land use regulation strategies at an early
point in time. The combination of the temporal states of the river and
the settlement leads to the isolated quantification of the effects ofstate of
river morphology
state of
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Fig. 1. Overview of the model experiment. The different states of the river morphology are com
drivers of flood risk change in isolation. The timesteps are defined by the availability of histori
441each selected driver of change. An overview of the method is given in
Fig. 1.
2.1. Study area
The proposed approach of isolating the key drivers of flood risk
change in a model experiment was developed in a case study where
the necessary multi-temporal datasets of both river morphology and
settlement structure are available. In Switzerland, the technology for
river engineering and corrections spread in the early 19th century.
One of the first relevant river corrections took place as early as in
1714 with the Kander River deviation (Wirth et al., 2011). In 1807 the
Linth River was corrected (Vischer, 2003), and in 1824 the Aare River
was corrected following the general zeitgeist of the era of river engi-
neering. In the framework of preparatory planning of these river correc-
tion works, the engineers measured mean water flows at many cross
sections and made astonishingly exact surveys of the natural river to-
pography. These data are available in the archives of the public
authorities.
In our study, we focus on the floodplain of the Emme River between
Burgdorf and Gerlafingen (Canton of Bern, Switzerland, see Fig. 2). The
Emme River drains a river catchment of 963 km2 upstream of the
study area. The mean altitude of the pre-alpine catchment is about
860 m a.s.l. The size of the study area is 55 km2.
2.1.1. Historic development of river morphology and settlements in the
study area
The floodplain experienced a devastating and well-documented
flood event in 1764. After this flood event, the authorities began with
the installation of simple wooden river stabilisation measures. More-
over, after the flood events 1868 and 1876, the federal and cantonal au-
thorities decided to regulate the main river course of the Emme, and in
1884 they began with the construction of lateral dikes. In the following
decade, the narrowed riverbed incised by up to 2.4 m. Consequently,
soon after the first anthropogenic modifications the erosion had to bealternave 
pathway of
flood risk
evoluon
1910 2015
effect of river
incision
ve benefits of river
ineering works on 
day’s situaon
er
bined with different states of the settlement. The combinations allow analysing the key
c data sources and maps.
Fig. 2. Overview of the study area, the floodplain of the Emme River downstream of Burgdorf, Switzerland.
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this case study shows exemplarily a highly dynamic evolvement of a
natural river towards an anthropogenicallymodified river. Additionally,
the floodplain experienced a considerable economic growth in the late
19th and throughout the 20th century. This has been reflected by a pop-
ulation increase as well as by the number of houses.
The dates for the reconstruction of the historic states of the flood-
plain are mainly determined by the availability of reliable historic
sources and relevant dates with abrupt changes in parts of the study
area. The present day situation represents the status of the river mor-
phology and the status of the settlements in the year 2015. Themost re-
cent datasets are available for this year. The furthest point back in time
with reliable data for reconstructing the natural state of the floodplain is
the year 1820. For this year, reliable historic surveys were available. A
map from the year 1820 allowed the reconstruction of the settlements.
Between 1880 and 1910, the river corrections took place with the con-
struction of lateral levees. Hence, a map dated by 1910 allowed
reconstructing both the river and the settlement models. After the con-
struction of lateral levees, the riverbed incised remarkably. The incision
stopped only in the 1960s after the construction of transverse structures
for riverbed stabilisation. Since then, the river morphology did not
change substantially. We reconstructed the state of the settlements in
1960 to capture the relevant increase of the settlements in this econom-
ically prosperous period.2.2. Model experiment
The model experiment was based on the combination of different
states of the floodplain in time. We focused on the evolution of flood
risk since 1820 and on the comparison of the effects of selected driving
forces for flood risk change, i.e. the effects of changing rivermorphology
and the effect of settlement growth. From now on, we use the abbrevi-
ation SRS for the state of the river morphology and SSS for the state of44the settlement. We used the following combinations of specific states
of these factors for answering the research questions:
• The evolution of flood risk is quantified by analysing the flood risk in
the years 1820 (SRS 1820 ∩ SSS 1820), 1880 (SRS 1820 ∩ SSS 1880),
1910 (SRS 1910 ∩ SSS 1910), 1960 (SRS 2015 ∩ SSS 1960), and 2015
(SRS 2015 ∩ SSS 2015). According to the historic maps, the river mor-
phology was relatively stable before the river corrections and after
1960. Between these selected points in time, we assumed a linear tra-
jectory of flood risk evolution because temporal states in between the
selected ones are unknown.
• The effects of river levees are analysed by comparing the states be-
fore and after the construction works, i.e. comparing the combination
SRS 1820 ∩ SSS 1910 with the combination SRS 1910 ∩ SSS 1910.
• To analyse the effects of river incision onflood risk,we compared the
two following states: SRS 1910 ∩ SSS 1910 and SRS 2015 ∩ SSS 1910.
This scenario isolates the effect of river incision by ignoring the effect
of the increasing settlements.
• To capture the effects of urbanization in the 1960s and thereafter,we
compared the states of the settlements in 1960 and 2015 in a constant
river morphology (SRS 2015 ∩ SSS 1960 vs. SRS 2015 ∩ SSS 2015).
In addition to the analysis of the actual development offlood risk,we
hypothesized alternative pathways of flood risk development. For
these analyses,we used the followinghypothetical combinations of spe-
cific states of river morphology and settlement:
• Do-nothing: In a baseline hypothetical scenario of the model experi-
ment we explored no interventions for flood risk management. This
scenario consists of the river morphology in 1910 with present day
buildings (SRS 1910 ∩ SSS 2015) and represents a ‘do-nothing’ policy.
For comparison, this scenario is trialled with the combination SRS
2015 ∩ SSS 2015 to answer the question of how many buildings are2
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In other words, this comparison quantifies the cumulative benefits
of historic river engineering works on today's situation.
Moreover, we analysed the effects of an introduction of land use
planning at an early point in time and thus the long-term effect of this
kind of risk management policy. The municipalities in Switzerland
have to consider hazard maps in their land use regulation plans. De-
pending on the hazard zone, the construction of houses is regulated or
restricted. A description of the land use regulation policy is given in
Appendix A. The actual hazard maps have been incorporated into the
municipal land use regulation plans in the period 2009–2015. The effect
of this relatively recent intervention can only be quantified several years
after implementation. Thus, we analysed the effects of an early imple-
mentation of the hazard maps on flood risk reduction. Considering haz-
ard maps and land use regulation policy the following scenarios were
developed:
• Hypothetical land use regulation scenario 1: Land use regulation
only. In this experiment, we asked how many buildings occupied by
people would not have been built in restricted areas (red hazard
zones) if the hazard mapping regulation had been introduced in
1910 instead of in the 2000s. We elaborated a hazard map for the
river morphology in 1910 following the actually valid guidelines for
hazard mapping in Switzerland (see Appendix A). From the buildings
dataset, we removed all the buildings that had been constructed in the
red hazard zone (high hazard level) after the hypothetical implemen-
tation of the hazard map in 1910. This scenario shows an alternative
pathway of flood risk development under strict land-use regulation
over 100 years, starting from a relatively natural state of the river
and following a nature-based flood risk management strategy.
• Hypothetical land use regulation scenario 2: Land use regulation
combined with object protection measures. This scenario is based
on the same assumptions as hypothetical scenario 1, but in addition
we assumed that house owners in the blue hazard zones (medium
hazard) implement object protection measures reducing the vulnera-
bility of buildings by 50%, e.g. by sealing of house entrances or cellar
windows to reduce the probability of water entering the house.
• Hypothetical land use regulation scenario 3: Alternative policy.
This scenario hypothesizes the effects of an alternative land use regu-
lation policy. Here, we implemented an alternative to the Swiss haz-
ard mapping approach, by hypothetically adopting the Bavarian
policy for hazard mapping. The main aspect of this policy is to avoid
construction of houses in the area flooded by a 100-year flood event,
irrespectively of the flow depths. As in the first and second hypothetic
scenarios, we removed all the buildings that had been constructed in
the regulated perimeter after the hypothetical implementation of this
policy in 1910.
2.3. Analyses and models required for conducting the model experiment
To conduct themodel experiment, three principal componentsmust
be prepared. The multi-temporal setup based on a) the retro-models of
the river morphology, b) the retro-models of the houses, and c) the
flood simulation andflood loss analysismodule. In the following,we de-
scribe the main components of the model experiment.
2.3.1. Retro-models of the river morphology
The starting point of the multi-temporal analysis of changes in the
river morphology is the actual situation. We elaborated a hydraulically
correct digital elevation model (DEM) on the basis of a Lidar-based
DEM with a spatial resolution of 0.5 m (KAWA Amt für Wald des
Kantons Bern, 2015). We corrected the heights of the lateral levees
with dGPS measurements. Hydraulic obstacles in the river channel
(e.g. bridges) were removed, and the river bed below the water surface443was interpolated by using surveyed cross sections from the Federal Of-
fice for the Environment (FOEN) as described in Zischg et al. (2018b).
The result is a DEM that reflects the anthropogenically modified river
and its floodplain in 2015 (SRS 2015).
In total contrast to SRS 2015, we created a river channel that closely
represents the morphology prior to any human interventions. We re-
constructed this relatively natural state of the river by means of historic
topographicmaps (maps of Dufour and Siegfried from the federal Office
for Topography SWISSTOPO) and contemporary topographic surveys
(Ritter, 1804; Anonymous, 1780–1820, 1820a, 1820b, 1898). The his-
toric terrain models were reconstructed by georeferencing and digita-
lizing historic maps and historic cross-sections combined with the
mapping of the geomorphologic evidences of former river structures
in areas not modified by anthropogenic activities (Zischg, 2016). The
historic maps and surveys are in a different coordinate system. Thus,
we georeferenced the digitalized images with reference points and
landmarks that are visible in both the historic and present day maps
(see Fig. 3). We used the high-resolution digital elevation model for
georeferencing the historic maps, because the abandoned channels
and old branches indicated in the oldmaps are still visible in the present
day DEM. The comparison of the historic maps with the landmarks in
the DEM showed a high reliability and accuracy of the historic sources.
From the georeferenced historic maps, we digitized the planform of
the natural river course. In a subsequent step, wemapped all recent an-
thropogenic modifications of the terrain in the riverbed and the flood-
plain and erased these areas from the present day terrain model. In
the resulting holes in the DEM, we interpolated a mean surface based
on the elevation values at the lateral borders of the erased areas. This re-
sults in a terrain model free from artificial and hydraulically relevant
landscape modifications. Afterwards, we incised the digitized areas of
the historic riverbeds into the historic terrain model. The incision
depthwas delineated from the historic topographic surveys of cross sec-
tion geometries. The resulting DEM represents the relatively natural
river channel and floodplain in 1820 (SRS 1820, see Fig. 4).We repeated
the procedure to elaborate the DEM of 1910 (SRS 1910) based on the
maps of Goldschmied (1913) and Luder (1928). The reconstructed ter-
rain models provided the basis for the creation of the computational
mesh for a hydrodynamic model. In 1820, the river course was on aver-
age 90 mwide and the riverbed was about 1–3 m below the surround-
ing floodplain. In contrast, the present day DEM has a river width of
42 m and is on average 3 m below the natural river bed.
2.3.2. Retro-models of the elements at risk
In the analysis of flood risk, we focus explicitly on buildings and
houses. In a multi-temporal exposure analysis, the building data set
has to be elaborated for selected temporal states. For the present day sit-
uation, we used the building dataset elaborated by Röthlisberger et al.
(2017). This dataset spatially represents the building's footprints, to
which their building value and the number of inhabitants were attrib-
uted (SSS 2015). This dataset is based on the digital terrain model of
the Federal Office for Topography SWISSTOPO and the residential statis-
tics of the Federal Office for Statistics (FOS). The building value was cal-
culated based on each building's volume, which has been derived from
LIDAR measurements. The monetary value was calculated based on av-
erage construction prices. This present day situation provided the basis
for the retro-models of the settlements. From a copy of this dataset, we
removed the buildingswhichwere not present in the topographicmaps
of 1959 and 1960 (SWISSTOPO). This results in a dataset representing
the settlement in 1960 (SSS 1960). The historic Siegfried maps of
1915, 1916, and 1917 lead to a dataset of the settlements in 1910 (SSS
1910). The historic maps of 1871, 1879, 1880 lead to a dataset
representing the year 1880 (SSS 1880). Finally, we used the historic
Dufour map of the year 1845 (SWISSTOPO) and the maps of Finsler
(1978) for reconstructing the status of settlements in 1820 (SSS 1820).
However, we let the reconstruction values, the type of functionality,
and the vulnerability of the houses constant over the whole period in
Fig. 3. Extract of the historic map of 1820 of the Emme river reach near Kirchberg, Switzerland.
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number of houses exposed to floods and notwith the inflation or exten-
sion of building values over time.
2.3.3. Flood simulation and flood loss analyses
The selected spatio-temporal states of the digital terrain models and
the buildings provided the basis for a flood loss analysis. For each tem-
poral status of the river morphology, we simulated several flood events
ranging from the mean annual flood to an extreme flood.
An important step in this procedure is the preparation of the
hydrographs for flood simulation. On the basis of an observed discharge
time-series, typical flood hydrographs, i.e. a synthetic design
hydrograph, were derived using the guidelines proposed by Serinaldi
and Grimaldi (2011). Based on measurements at the river gauging sta-
tion in the study area, observed hydrographs were normalized in
terms of event duration and peak discharge. The resulting dimension-
less event hydrographs were superimposed and centered on the peak
position. A two parametric gamma distribution function was fitted to
represent the typical shape of the event hydrographs, as described by
Nadarajah (2007) and Rai et al. (2009). This resulted in a synthetic
unit hydrograph that represents a typical hydrograph shape of flood
events in the corresponding catchment. The synthetic unit hydrograph
was scaled to various peak discharges, whereas an empirical peak-44volume-ratio was used to determine the corresponding event duration.
The procedure was applied to generate synthetic design hydrographs
for a continuous series of peak discharges in intervals of 50 m3/ s
(Fig. 5). The occurrence probability of each hydrograph was delineated
from the extremal statistics of the gauging station Emme Wiler (pro-
vided by FOEN). In general, the delineated synthetic hydrographs repre-
sent a typical flood hydrograph. Nevertheless, other event types could
potentially occur, as for instance long lasting rainfall events (Brunner
et al., 2018). These may have a higher volume than the one assumed
while having the same peak discharge. In these cases, the flood losses
may be higher.
In a further step, we developed a flood inundation model in two di-
mensions (2D) for each floodplain. We used the 2D flood inundation
model BASEMENT to represent the water fluxes through the river and
its floodplain (Vetsch et al., 2017). It is a numerical model solving the
shallow water equations on the basis of an irregular mesh. An irregular
mesh was generated from each of the reconstructed DEMs. The model
has been validated with insurance claims in nearby case studies and
reproduced well historic flood events (Zischg et al., 2018b). We cali-
brated the friction values of the SRS 2015 inundation model with the
stage-discharge relationship at the gauging station at Emme-Wiler
(FOEN). The friction value of 31 m1/3/s (Strickler coefficient) results in
a maximum deviation of the model from the stage-discharge4
Fig. 4. Hillshades of the present day DEM (SRS 2015, left) and historic DEM of 1820 (SRS
1820, right).
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is relatively homogeneous along the river reach. Thus, we assumed the
same friction value for the riverbed across thewhole river reach. The av-
erage size of the mesh elements is approximately 32 m2 in the river
channel and 279 m2 in the floodplain. The main linear structures are
considered in the mesh as break lines.445As there are no flood events in the floodplains recorded in the past
years but a few bank-full discharge flood events, we validated the hy-
draulic model with the flood events on 08th August 2007 and 24th
July 2014. As in reality, the model simulated a bank-full discharge
with no overtopping and consequently no flooding in the floodplain.
Hence, the model reproduces the bank-full discharge (water surface el-
evations max. 15 cm below dam heights) without overtopping the lat-
eral levees. Moreover, we checked if the simulation model reproduces
theweak points known by the official hydraulic engineering authorities,
i.e. the locations along the river where water is first overtopping the le-
vees in case of a flood. These weak points have been reproduced by the
model and overflowing of the dams is beginning at known locations.
The synthetic design hydrographs were used as upper boundary
conditions for the 2D inundation model of each terrain model. The
lower boundary condition is defined as where the water flows out of
the model. The flow depths resulting from the hydrodynamic models
were attributed to each building by identifying the maximum flow
depth of all nodes within the footprint of the building (Bermúdez and
Zischg, 2018). This leads to the calculation of the object-specific vulner-
ability and estimation of object-specific losses (Zischg et al., 2013;
Zischg et al., 2018a). Vulnerability functions provide a degree of loss
on the basis of the flow depth at the location of the house. The value
ranges from 0 (no damage) to 1 (total loss). This degree of loss is subse-
quently multiplied by the specific reconstruction value of the building.
Currently, five vulnerability functions are considered in the damage cal-
culation procedure. We used the functions of Hydrotec (2001), Dutta
et al. (2003), Jonkman et al. (2008), Totschnig et al. (2011), and
Papathoma-Köhle et al. (2015). The multiplication of the building
value of the house with the degree of loss leads to the flood-loss for a
specific exposed object (e.g., a single house). Themulti-model ensemble
of losses calculated with different vulnerability functions was aggre-
gated to an average loss at single building level, as proposed by
Figueiredo et al. (2017). The sum of all losses of each flood scenario in
the floodplain enters into the “flood peak – flood loss” relationship of
the floodplain. The aggregated losses are subsequently multiplied with
the probability of the scenario. The flood risk over all scenarios until a
return period of 100 years results from the integration of all scenario-
related risks (Fig. 10). Applying a range of scenarios covering the
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Fig. 6.Minimal peak discharge needed for flooding specific locations in the floodplain: a) Flood map of a natural river morphology in 1820, b) floodmap of the river morphology in 1910,
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202 A.P. Zischg et al. / Science of the Total Environment 639 (2018) 195–207expected floodmagnitudes in the river reach offers a differentiated sen-
sitivity analysis of the floodplain against the flood magnitude, and thus
non-linear behavior in thefloodpeak–flood loss relationship can be de-
tected if present.2 0 21 km
0281)a
c) 1960
Fig. 7. Overview of the spatio-temporal e
443. Results and discussion
The multi-temporal retro-model consists of three states in time of
the river morphology and five states in time of the settlement structure.0191)b
d) 2015
volvement in settlement structure.
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203A.P. Zischg et al. / Science of the Total Environment 639 (2018) 195–207The hydraulic simulations result in three sets offlood scenarios based on
the DEMs of the river models. The simulations show the spatial pattern
of the floodplain's sensitivity against the flood magnitude. In Fig. 6, the
set of scenarios are shown in a generalized way. For eachmesh triangle,
the minimum peak discharge is shown that is needed to flood the re-
spective part of the floodplain. The figure shows the effectiveness of
the levees in terms of reducing flooded areas from 1820 (Fig. 6a), to
1910 (Fig. 6b) and 2015 (Fig. 6c). The maximum flood considered in
this study (with a peak discharge of 1000 m3/s, corresponding to a re-
turn period of 81,800 years) covers an area of 19.5 km2 in the original
state of the river while only 13.7 km2 are being flooded in the present
day DEM. The river incision reduces the flooded areas by 7.5 km2. This
means that the river correction is also remarkably effective in an ex-
treme flood event. More important from the risk point of view, the re-
duction of flooded areas is more effective in frequent floods. For
instance, a flood event with a return period of 30 years (peak discharge
of 511 m3/s) covers 11.47 km2 in 1910 while it covers only 0.96 km2
today.
In addition to the changes in the river morphology, the settlement
structure co-evolved with the river. Fig. 7 shows the time stamps of
the settlement structure. The settlement in the study area grew by a fac-
tor of 10.6 in the period 1820–2015, by a factor of 3.6 in the period
1820–1910, and by a factor of 2.9 in the period 1910–2015. Fig. 8 dem-
onstrates the temporal evolution of the settlement aggregated for the
whole floodplain of the Emme River.year
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Fig. 8. Settlement growth in the study area in the period 1820–2015.3.1. Flood risk evolution and drivers of flood risk change
The shown spatio-temporal dynamics allows the quantification of
the flood risk change (Fig. 10, right). Flood risk in 1820 was in the
order of 6.2 mio. CHF/year. It increased to 21.6 mio. CHF/year in 1880,
because of the settlement growth. After the construction of the levee,
flood risk decreased to 17.3 mio. CHF/year in 1910 and further to
0.6 mio. CHF/year in 1960 due to the consecutive river incision. After
1960, flood risk increased again to 3 mio. CHF/year until 2015. In sum-
mary, flood risk in 2015 is half (48.4%, 3.2 mio. CHF/year less) of that
in 1820. Surprisingly, flood risk decreased overall in the period
1820–2015, with a rebound effect since 1960.
When looking at the main drivers, the river engineering measures
are the most important driver for flood risk change (−42.4 mio. CHF/
year, calculated as shown in Fig. 10b). However, an important part of
this flood risk reduction is due to the incision after the construction of
the levees. The river incision between 1910 and 1960 increased the
river conveyance and resulted in a flood risk reduction of
16.7 mio. CHF/year when assuming SSS 1910 as constant. This is 40.3%
of the total flood risk reduction by the river engineering measures
(flood risk change in the period 1880–1960). The engineering works
are effective in the full range of peak discharges, meaning that they
reduce the losses also in the extremal range of peak offloodmagnitudes.
Herein, the ‘peak discharge – flood loss’ relationship, i.e. the loss foot-
print of thefloodplain, allows a closer look at the sensitivity of theflood-
plain against flood magnitudes (Fig. 9).
When looking at the effect of the growing settlements, we can ob-
serve that this factor constrains the effects of the river engineeringmea-
sures. From 1960 to 2015, flood risk increased by 2.4 mio. CHF/year (a
factor of 5) after a period with decreasing risk. As shown in Fig. 9, expo-
sure increases mostly in the extremal range of flood magnitudes. This
diagram shows that the river engineeringmeasures introduce a thresh-
old behavior into the floodplain's loss footprint. In the rivermorphology
of 2015, there are no losses until a certain threshold in floodmagnitude.
However, beyond this threshold losses increase with a high rate. This
means that losses are sensitive against an increase in peak discharge
in the upper range of return periods. In contrast, the natural state of
the river is less responsive to increasing flood magnitude (Figs. 9 and
10). Especially in the upper range of floods, the rate of increase in447flood losses with peak discharge is much lower than in the present
day state. However, the overall losses are much higher.
3.2. Alternative pathways of flood risk evolution
In addition to the identification of the main drivers, we analysed the
effects of alternative policies as exemplarily demonstrated by Thaler
et al. (2018) for prioritization strategies. The do-nothing strategy,
based on the assumption that no interventions are taken, results in a
flood risk that is 45.6 times higher than the present day risk (Fig. 10).
Thus, the cumulative effect of all river engineeringmeasures of the pres-
ent day state is a flood risk reduction of 133.9 mio. CHF/year when con-
sidering SSS 2015 as the baseline. In absolute numbers, 1950 houses are
protected from a 100-year floodwhen compared with a relatively natu-
ral river morphology (SRS 1820). The losses of a 100-year flood are re-
duced by 84.5% in comparison to the do-nothing strategy. When
assuming the state of settlement in 1820 as constant over time in com-
bination with a changing river morphology, the number of exposed
buildings decreased by 85%.
The first hypothetical land use regulation scenario on alternative
pathways shows that an introduction of the hazard mapping policy as
early as 1910 would have resulted in a flood risk that is 25.5 times
higher than the present day risk reduced by river engineering works,
but 28.2% less than in a do-nothing scenario (hypothetical land use reg-
ulation scenario 2). In contrast, if an average reduction of the vulnerabil-
ity of houses against flooding in blue hazard zones by 50% is considered,
this results in a further risk reduction of 28.7% (in total 56.9% less than
the do-nothing scenario, hypothetical land use regulation scenario 2).
Thus, the effectiveness of the actual hazard mapping policy markedly
depends on the implementation of object protectionmeasures. Interest-
ingly, the hypothetical consideration of an alternative land use regula-
tion policy (hypothetical land use regulation scenario 3), e.g. the
Bavarian land use regulation policy (Drost and Ell, 2016), shows that
the effectiveness of different kinds of policies would be remarkably di-
verse. Under the Bavarian policy the model suggests that risk reduction
is in the same range as technical measures. Both technicalmeasures and
this policy is aiming at protecting elements at risk up to a design event
of a100-year flood. Thus, non-technical interventions can compete with
engineeringmeasures (Thieken et al., 2016), but they have to be imple-
mented in a long time horizon, as shown by Fig. 10.
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In the model experiment, we showed that the most relevant of the
considered drivers of change in the study region is the human interven-
tion on the rivermorphology. However, changes of rivermorphology by
the construction of the lateral dams are not the only driver for decreas-
ing risk. The levees alone are effective for flood risk reduction only in the
range of frequent floods up to a peak discharge 450m3/s (return period
~14 years). In contrast, a relevant driver forflood risk reduction is the in-
cision of the river following the construction of the levees. The incision0
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Fig. 10. a) Flood loss footprint of the floodplain. b) Trajectory of flood risk evolution and
44markedly increases the river conveyance and consequently reduces the
frequency of flooding in thefloodplain. Thus, this secondary effect of the
human interventions has also a high relevance for reducing flood risks.
The effects of rivermorphology that decrease flood risk are partly re-
bound by an increase of the elements at risk since the 1960s. However,
the effects of the drivers that reduce flood risks are more relevant than
the effects of the drivers that increase risks. Overall, a decrease in flood
risk results.
While the results of the model experiment are case-specific, the de-
scribed retro-modelling experiment approach demonstrated a suitable
method for disentangling the main drivers of change in flood risk. Be-
sides disentangling drivers of change, the presented model experiment
allows the analysis of alternative pathways.We have shown the isolated
effect of land use regulation that restricts the construction of houses in
hazard zones. Nevertheless, land use regulation aiming at limiting
flood exposure needs a long-term time horizon to become effective.
Furthermore, the actual hazard mapping policy is less effective than
other concepts of land use regulation, e.g. keeping the flooded area of
a 100-year flood event totally free from new constructions. The latter
has a higher effectiveness, especially in combination with the strategy
of reserving room for rivers, and is applied in other European regions
as for example in Bavaria, Germany (Drost and Ell, 2016). If in 1910
this policy had been implemented instead of the river corrections with
the following river incision, the risk would only slightly be higher than
in the present day situation. Thus, keeping the floodplains free from
houses for a long period is nearly as effective as constructive protection
measures. Nonetheless, the costs of this policy in terms ofmissed oppor-
tunities due to unrealised economic land use have to be discussed be-
fore a final conclusion can be drawn.
We showed that the flood risk is evolving considerably and that it is
not necessarily increasing. In contrast, the presented examples show a
relevant decrease of the flood risk in the past 200 years. Furthermore,
the presented example confirms the so called levee effect (White,
1945), caused by the increase of settlement in floodplains protected
by levees. Mainly, overall flood risk in engineered river systems is only
increasing due to an increase in residual risks.0
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205A.P. Zischg et al. / Science of the Total Environment 639 (2018) 195–207In comparison to fully synthetic model experiments, the study de-
sign of the retro-model experiment is based on real data. This means
that such a model experiment must not necessarily contain highly un-
certain assumptions that are inherent in fully synthetic model experi-
ments. Examples for such assumptions are the growth factor of the
settlement, the intervention of governments in the form of hydraulic
engineering works, or the spatio-temporal dynamics of settlement
evolvement after the introduction of land usemaps. All of these dynam-
ics are unknown in prospective experiments. Nevertheless, a retro-
model experiment allows analysing alternative pathways of floodplain
evolution, by altering one model parameter while letting the others
constant.
The retro-model has a potential for analysing feedbacks between
physical and social processes. With this, the approach may help to un-
derstand perspectives for the future by considering the feedbackmech-
anisms between the drivers of flood risk change in the past. This may
provide a basis for developing coupled component models of the full
flood risk chain from climate, precipitation, floods and losses that con-
sider the spatio-temporal dynamics in both physical and socio-
economic components, e.g. considering adaptation efforts in future pro-
jections of flood risk. This should eventually lead to sophisticatedmodel
chains that consider at least partially the complexity in flood risk evolu-
tion. The approach may be furthermore adapted for a risk monitoring
program as demanded by Zischg et al. (2013). By quantitatively observ-
ing the spatio-temporal dynamics of the single factors in the risk for-
mula, the evolvement of flood risk can be monitored as well.
Last but not least, a retro-model is a reliable basis for the formulation
of narratives in climate adaptation (Dessai and Hulme, 2004). They can
provide good examples for successful adaptation pathways (Wise et al.,
2014) in history. Furthermore, they could be used in risk communica-
tion for demonstrating undesired effects of the sum of individual deci-
sions over a long period, and for illustrating how undesired side
effects could be avoided by the design of natural floodmanagement op-
tions (Lane, 2017; Thieken et al., 2016). However, projections of future
adaptation pathways should not be based on past trends identified by
retro-models. Furthermore, the presented approach has other impor-
tant limitations. First, it requires reliable and accurate historic spatial
data over a long period and second, the spatio-temporal dynamics of
flood risk between the selected time steps are unknown.
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Appendix A. Hazard mapping and land use planning in Switzerland
In Switzerland, all municipalities are obliged to elaborate a hazard
map. This hazard map classifies an examined area into five categories
with respect to the magnitude and frequency of potential flood events
(Fuchs et al., 2017). Red zones (high hazard) indicate areas where resi-
dents are at risk both inside and outside of buildings and sudden de-
struction of a building is possible upon impact with process-related
forces. Blue zones (moderate hazard) indicate those areaswhere people
are at risk outside of buildings and moderate destruction of buildings
may be possible. Yellow zones (low hazard) delimit areas where flood
hazard may lead to considerable monetary loss at buildings, but people
are rarely at risk. The main criteria for classification of the hazard is the
flood intensity with thresholds at 0.5 m or 0.5 m2/s (yellow and blue),
between 0.5 m and 2.0 m or 0.5 m2/s and 2.0 m2/s (yellow and blue),
or exceeding 2.0 m or 2.0 m2/s (red). The probability of occurrence of449the underlying flood hazard is used to further distinguish the hazard
zones for up to 30 year (blue and red), 30–100 year (yellow, blue and
red) and 100 to 300 year (yellow and red) return periods. Areas within
the investigation focus but without a potential hazard are coloured as
white. Areas susceptible to a residual risk are coloured in yellow-
white striped, i.e. areas in which the probability of occurrence of a
flood event is less than one in 300 years. The hazard maps were elabo-
rated in a target scale of 1:2000 to 1:10,000.
When implemented into the legally binding land use regulation plan
of the municipality, the hazard map becomes relevant for houseowners
and landowners. The Guidelines for the Consideration of the Hydrolog-
ical Hazards in Land-Use Planning Activities were approved in 1997
(BWW, BRP, and BUWAL, 1997). In red zones, the authorities are
obliged to restrict any construction of new houses. Thus, land parcels
within red zones cannot be sold with a value of land suitable for con-
struction. Houses that are located in red zones before the implementa-
tion of the hazard map are not allowed to be extended, nor their type
of use could be modified. In blue zones, new houses are only permitted
to be constructed if their constructor guarantees to implement protec-
tion measures that prevent losses from flooding. Existing houses have
to be adapted in case of a planned modification or extension. In yellow
zones, the construction of critical buildings, e.g. schools and public
buildings, is allowed only after a specific sensitivity analysis of the
planned project (Kanton Zürich, 2014).References
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Abstract: Large wood (LW) can lead to clogging at bridges and thus cause obstruction, followed
by floodplain inundation. Moreover, colliding logs can cause severe damage to bridges, defense
structures, and other infrastructure elements. The factors influencing spatiotemporal LW dynamics
(LWD) during extreme floods vary remarkably across river basins and flood scenarios. However,
there is a lack of methods to estimate the amount of LW in rivers during extreme floods. Modelling
approaches allow for a reliable assessment of LW dynamics during extreme flood events by
determining LW recruitment, transport, and deposition patterns. Here, we present a method for
simulating LWD on a river reach scale implemented in R (LWDsimR). We extended a previously
developed LW transport model with a tree recognition model on the basis of Light Detection and
Ranging (LiDAR) data for LW recruitment simulation. In addition, we coupled the LWD simulation
model with the hydrodynamic simulation model Basic Simulation Environment for Computation of
Environmental Flow and Natural Hazard Simulation (BASEMENT-ETH) by adapting the existing
LW transport model to be used on irregular meshes. The model has been applied in the Aare River
basin (Switzerland) to quantify mobilized LW volumes and the associated flow paths in a probable
maximum flood scenario.
Keywords: large wood; rivers; extreme flood; recruitment; transport; deposition; coupled
component modelling
1. Introduction
Riverine floods in many parts of the world are a threat to people, settlements, and infrastructure
and thus a major cause of significant losses [1]. Analyzing flood events is therefore a prerequisite for risk
management. Floods are triggered by precipitation events of high intensity or long duration. However,
the local flood magnitude also depends on catchment characteristics, land use, river morphology,
and the status of flood defense measures [2–4]. Especially in mountainous areas, the impacts of floods
can be accentuated by sediment transport or large wood (LW) transport. Both sediment and LW
transport can lead to bridge clogging with subsequent channel outbursts [5]. Concomitantly, bridges
may be severely damaged and flood magnitude may be increased in the floodplain [5–9]. If sediment
deposition in the river channel and subsequent riverbed aggradation or LW jam formation potentially
occur in a specific site, obstruction of bridges due to these processes has to be considered in the
Water 2018, 10, 1134; doi:10.3390/w10091134 www.mdpi.com/journal/water
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prediction of flooded areas and the associated adverse consequences [10]. In addition, the destruction
of flood defenses or other infrastructure due to colliding trunks plays a relevant role in flood
consequence analysis. The factors influencing the process magnitude and the course of a flood
event are often considered in risk analyses by defining different scenarios that potentially lead to an
aggravation of the flood and related consequences [11–13]. Hence, the amount of sediment or LW is an
important aspect in scenario definition and thus risk analysis. These estimations are a prerequisite for
the design of flood mitigation measures. Furthermore, it is important to know which processes can
occur at a specific point of interest and how these processes will evolve spatially and temporally under
different circumstances. Considering sediment dynamics during floods is becoming more frequent in
flood risk analysis. In recent years, various simulation models have been developed for modelling
this process [14–16]. In contrast, methods and simulation models for assessing the recruitment,
transport, and deposition of LW during floods still need to be substantially improved. The topic
of in-stream LW has been extensively investigated within the domains of ecology, geomorphology,
and hydromorphology. Here, the focus is placed on the relevance of wood for river habitats and
river morphology [17–24], wood budgets [25–28], wood storage [29,30], and wood transport rates in
rivers [23,31,32] in the long term. Only a few studies describe methods for quantifying LW volumes and
fluxes in rivers in the short term [33–37], e.g., by remote sensing [38–40], radio frequency identification
(RFID) and Global Positioning System (GPS) techniques [36,41], time-lapse photography [34], or video
monitoring [42–44]. On the other hand, the spatiotemporal dynamics of LW in rivers has been
analyzed from the risk management perspective with a focus on extreme floods only in recent years.
Comiti et al. [45] stated that the current knowledge of LW dynamics (LWD; i.e., recruitment, transport,
and deposition) during high-magnitude floods is still limited since extreme floods are, by definition,
rare events and thus the opportunity to study these processes in reality is very limited. Practically,
during extreme weather events, observing and monitoring hazardous processes is logistically complex
and temporally challenging. Another reason for these knowledge limitations is that these highly
complex processes differ substantially across river basins [23,27,45–48]. Due to remarkable variability
of catchments in terms of land use, geology, forested area, and river hydromorphology, empirical
estimations of LW volumes during large floods are uncertain. Furthermore, other geomorphologic
processes play an important role in wood recruitment. The flood hydrograph is one of the main
factors influencing LW volume [49]. Thus, transferring the analysis from one catchment to others is
questionable. In addition, the recruitment of trees and entrainment into the river flow is influenced by
riverbank erosion, landslides in forested areas near the riverbed, and debris flows bringing eroded trees
from tributary catchments into the main river channel [45,50–53]. Moreover, small mountain torrents,
wide gravel-bed rivers, and regulated rivers exhibit pronounced differences in LW dynamics [45].
In summary, LWD are complex and consist of different subprocesses. Different models for
simulating LW transport and deposition have been developed so far. Abbe et al. [54] described
LW patterns and processes of LW and woody debris at the micro scale, with a focus on jam
formation. Amicarelli et al. [55] and Albano et al. [56] modeled LWD with a smoothed particle
hydrodynamics approach. Bragg et al. [57] modeled the ecological disturbance in riparian forests at
the single tree scale. Bocchiola et al. [58] presented a simplified numerical approach to model LW
transport in one dimension (1D). Models that consider the movement of single trees on the basis
of a hydrodynamic two-dimensional (2D) model have been proposed by Mazzorana et al. [59] and
Ruiz-Villanueva et al. [60]. The latter is, to our knowledge, the most complex model for simulating
LW transport, deposition, and jamming at bridges or other obstacles. The model is implemented in a
2D hydraulic model (Iber) that solves the shallow water equations with a finite volume method [61,62].
The LW transport model simulates incipient motion of single pieces of wood, performing a balance of
the forces acting on it. Interactions between logs and the channel configuration and among the logs
themselves, with subsequent influence on the hydrodynamics, are also taken into account. The logs are
represented by cylindrical objects. This model is the most advanced in terms of process representation
at the micro scale. However, the LW fluxes at the upper boundary condition have to be estimated.
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In contrast, Mazzorana et al. [59] presented an approach that also considers the recruitment process.
The erosion of standing trees is considered by analyzing the hydrodynamic forces. The transport of the
logs is coupled with a 2D hydrodynamic model and the dynamics of single floating wood are computed
on the basis of flow forces [63–65]. However, the coupling is of unidirectional type and therefore the
influence of wood jams on the hydrodynamics is neglected. The logs are represented by points and
the interaction between the logs and obstacles and among the logs themselves is more generalized
than in the approach of Ruiz-Villanueva et al. [60]. However, this approach is, to our knowledge,
the only one that considers the whole process chain of LW recruitment, transport, and deposition.
The approach of Mazzorana et al. [59] requires the locations of standing trees or lying trees or logs
as input data. Thus, the trees in floodplains have to be localized and classified, and their volume
must be estimated. For this task, some approaches have only recently been developed. Besides the
interpretation of aerial images [66] or geographic information system (GIS) analysis [26,59], a number
of approaches for single-tree detection and classification on the basis of Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) data have been published [67–75]. These approaches significantly facilitate the preprocessing
of the input data needed for LW transport models.
In summary, if risk management options have to be designed at a specific point of interest where
LWD are expected to significantly influence the flood process, engineers can use simulation models
explicitly dedicated to analyzing the clogging of LW at bridges while considering the interactions
between the logs and a two-way coupling with the hydrodynamic model (i.e., [60]). Regarding the
estimation of upper boundary conditions for simulations of the clogging process, there is a lack of
methods for (a) estimating potential LW volume standing in the flood influence zones upstream of
the object at risk, (b) assessing the spatiotemporal dynamics of LW within a flood event (i.e., a time
series of wood fluxes), and (c) identifying the most relevant recruitment areas that deliver LW to the
point of interest (e.g., a planned bridge or weir). The latter includes the transport and deposition
processes along the river reach. However, a single tool for answering all these questions is still missing.
In particular, estimating wood load in terms of LW volume during extreme floods is difficult, because
statistical methods are not feasible due to the rarity of observation data.
The main goal of this work was therefore to develop a tool for quantifying incoming LW fluxes
at a specific point of interest in a river network as a basis for the design of wood-retention structures
in a river basin. This requires the full consideration of LWD—from recruitment to transport and
deposition—along the river reach upstream of the point of interest. Apart from the approach of
Mazzorana et al. [59], there are no applicable or extendable models to cover the full “process cascade”
at the required spatial scale. However, the latter approach is implemented in raster-based software.
As modelling LWD requires high spatial resolution, the raster approach limits the application of the
model to restricted sizes of the study area. The approach of Mazzorana et al. [59] does not allow
simulating LWD at the river reach scale with the required spatial resolution.
Thus, the main research question here relates to the applicability of a full model chain to simulate
LWD during an extreme flood at river reach scale. Our hypothesis is that implementing the model in a
vector-based, object-oriented modelling approach on the basis of irregular triangular computational
meshes allows simulating LWD at the required scale and spatial resolution. Consequently, this requires
modelling LW as objects (floating logs). Hence, the secondary research question relates to the
development of a tree detection and volume estimation approach.
Accordingly, this paper first describes the general framework for LW recruitment and transport
modelling. Second, the model is evaluated by comparing the simulation results with well-documented
flood events. After this evaluation, a model application for assessing LWD during an extreme flood
event is described. Finally, the results are discussed and conclusions on the use of the proposed model
in flood risk management are drawn from the model evaluation and application.
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2. Methods
The presented approach is based on the following steps: detection and characterization of
trees, hydraulic modelling, modelling of the recruitment of LW, and modelling of the transportation
and deposition processes. Hence, this section is structured along this concept (Figure 1). First,
we present the overall modelling approach. Herein, an introduction to the basic framework of LWD
simulation is given. Second, the method for identifying single trees in forested areas and classifying the
vegetation is described. After an explanation of the procedure for simulating hydrodynamics with Basic
Simulation Environment for Computation of Environmental Flow and Natural Hazard Simulation
(BASEMENT-ETH), we describe the implementation of the relevant processes of LW dynamics, i.e.,
recruitment, mobilization, transport, deposition, and entrapment at bridges. Herein, the basic idea and
the implementation of the model are explained. The whole procedure was implemented in a set of
functions programmed in R (LWDsimR (see Supplementary Materials)). The software was developed
in the framework of the present study.
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2.1. Basic Framework of LWD Modelling
The basic concept of LWDsimR follows the approach of Mazzorana et al. [59] and was extended
with a tree recognition and classification module. LWD during a flood is simulated in a spatially
(upper, lower, and lateral boundaries) and temporally (duration of the event) delimited system. Water
flow entering the system at the upper system boundary and leaving it at the lower system boundary is
simulated by a two-dimensional hydrodynamic model. The vegetated area in the system is represented
in single-tree resolution. The trees are extracted from LiDAR data and classified on the basis of forest
inventory data. Single trees are represented as cylindrical objects, which may have rootstock in the
form of a disc and a specific diameter. Branches, crown, and rejuvenation are neglected. Every tree is
considered by the model as a point feature in space with certain attributes describing its characteristics
and status during the simulation time. During the simulation, every tree has a “status” that defines
whether it is rooted, lying, transported, or jammed at a bridge. Under given conditions at every
time step, standing trees can therefore be recruited (eroded and mobilized) and transported into the
channel. The lying trees (greenwood and deadwood) can be transported by the flood, depending
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on the hydrodynamic conditions. During the simulation, the trees can be deposited, remobilized,
or entrapped at bridges, or can leave the system at the lower system boundary (LSB). Only trees that are
standing in the influence zone of the flood (flooded areas) and are directly influenced by hydrodynamic
forces are considered for recruitment. All trees outside of the flooding perimeter are neglected or
have to be inserted into the system border (e.g., contributions of tributaries or provided by hillslope
processes). The main input data needed for simulation are hydrographs at the upper boundary
conditions, digital surface and elevation models, and data about local forest characteristics (forest
inventory). While the hydrodynamic simulation is done with BASEMENT-ETH, LWD simulation and
postprocessing are performed with LWDsimR.
2.2. Identification and Classification of Trees
The detection of single trees in the forested areas is based on digital surface models (DSMs)
and digital elevation models (DEMs) with a spatial resolution of 0.5 m [76]. A normalized surface
model (NSM) is calculated by subtracting the DEM from the DSM. The forested area is defined by
a predefined vegetation mask extracted from the land cover map LK25 of the Federal Office for
Topography (SWISSTOPO). It is assumed that tree crowns are represented as local maxima in the
NSM [77]. Therefore, they can be detected using a moving window approach. Here, we used a window
of 3.5 × 3.5 m. A grid cell is defined as a local maximum if all of its neighbors in the window have
a lower height value. To be identified as a tree, a cell has to exceed a predefined minimum height,
in our case 3 m. This approach is sensitive to the size of the window. A small window generally
leads to the detection of more local maxima, which can cause erroneous multidetections of large trees
with big crowns and several smaller tops. With an increasing window size, the risk of multidetection
decreases, but smaller and dense standing trees might be neglected. Hence, the size of the window
must be chosen carefully and with regard to the prevalent vegetation structure. We used sample areas
for calibration in which we measured the location and height of each tree.
After detecting the trees, the necessary attributes of every tree, namely diameter at breast height
(DBH), tree height, diameter of rootstock, forest structure [78,79], and slope, are determined. The height
of the trees can be directly derived from the NSM, whereas DBH has to be calculated on the basis
of height using a regional tariff function [80]. The diameter of the rootstock can be defined as a
multiple of DBH with a factor between 2 and 3 [38] or 5 [59]. The attribute “structure” represents the
vegetation structure concerning the age and density according to [59]. The tree density (443 trees with
a DBH ≥ 12 cm per hectare) was delineated from the forest inventory of the region “Northern Alps,
West” [78,79]. Moreover, it is necessary to determine whether a tree is standing in an area unit with
predominant young vegetation and if the tree density in this area unit is above or below a predefined
threshold. The attribute “slope” determines, over a threshold, whether a tree is standing in a steep or
rather flat area. The threshold for defining steep slopes is 25◦. Subsequently, we estimated the volume
of every tree according to the function proposed by Denzin [81] (Equation (1)). We used a form factor f
of 0.5. l is the tree height.
vol =
π
4
× DBH2 × f × l (1)
The location of deadwood is generated as a set of random points within the forested area.
The amount of deadwood (i.e., the point density for the study region) can be estimated on the basis of
forest inventories. In our study, we used a density of 24 trees/hectare. We deduced the length and
diameter of the deadwood from the relative frequency distribution of samples from field studies in the
riparian forests of Belp, Elfenau, Rubigen, and Uttigen (n = 149). Finally, the generated greenwood and
deadwood are merged into a point shapefile with a unique ID and the corresponding attributes.
2.3. Hydrodynamic Simulation
For the hydrodynamic simulation, the freely available BASEMENT-ETH software was used [14].
BASEMENT-ETH consists of 2 numerical subsystems: BASEchain for 1-dimensional numerical
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simulations of river reaches based on cross-section and BASEplane for 2-dimensional numeric
simulation of river reaches and flood plains based on an unstructured mesh. In both subsystems,
sediment transport can be considered [14]. This tool basically solves shallow water equations.
The topography is represented in an unstructured flexible mesh, whereas single triangles have an
assigned roughness represented by Strickler values. During the simulation, flux takes place on the
edges between 2 elements in finite volume methods and the water level and velocity in the x and y
directions are calculated. This hydraulic model has been extensively used and validated in the study
area [82–87]. The calculated flow variables for different time steps form the basis for the subsequent
simulation of LW dynamics.
The simulation on the basis of an unstructured mesh offers some benefits for LWD modelling.
In comparison to approaches based on regular grids, the size of the study area can be extended without
losing too much detail within the river channel. Thus, the approach of irregular meshes is expected to
be more adaptable, especially at locations with relevant discontinuities [56]. In contrast, the approach
of Mazzorana et al. [59] for LWD simulation is based on regular grids. Hence, there is a trade-off
between the spatial resolution of the grid and the extent of the study area. As a consequence of
increased grid size, a loss in the robustness of in-stream LW transport simulation has to be expected.
Therefore, here we adapted the original approach of Mazzorana et al. [59] for LWD simulation to be
used on irregular meshes.
2.4. LWD Simulation
The following section explains the functionality of LWDsimR in detail. The program was written
in the R programming language [88]. The transport simulation was extended with capabilities for
input generation (tree identification and classification). The results of hydrodynamic simulations were
used as the basis for the LWD simulation. The 2 models were unilaterally coupled and the influence
of LW on the hydrodynamics was neglected. However, a simplified approach for considering the
retention of LW volume by bridges was implemented.
Basically, the simulation of LWD is calculated in 2 nested loops. The function of the outer loop is to
load the results of the different time steps from the hydrodynamic simulation (flow depth and velocity
in the x and y directions) into the model. The function of the inner loop is to calculate the processes of
LWD in a specific number of time steps during one time step of the hydrodynamic simulation. Hence,
the number of iterations of the inner loop defines the number of time steps and therefore the temporal
resolution of the LWD simulation. This procedure allows LWD to be simulated with a higher temporal
resolution than the hydrodynamics.
During every time step of the inner loop, the following procedure is executed to calculate the
LWD processes:
• Localization: For every tree, its closest 3 mesh-nodes of the hydrodynamic model are identified.
On these nodes, the hydrodynamic conditions of the particular time step are read out.
The conditions are interpolated at the position of the tree using the inverse distance weighting
interpolation method.
• Recruitment and mobilization: Whether standing trees are standing or have fallen into the channel
is checked. For standing trees, the hydrodynamic forces are analyzed to estimate the recruitment.
For uprooted trees, the recruitment analysis is not needed and the flow conditions are analyzed;
only recruitment processes from soil erosion in the influence zone of the flood are considered.
Lateral erosion of river banks and subsequent river widening or other changes of the channel
morphology are not considered. Since there is still a lack of detailed knowledge with respect
to possible recruitment mechanisms, a probabilistic approach is considered. Depending on the
hydrodynamic forces acting on a tree, a recruitment probability is determined on the basis of the
vegetation structure and the local slope according to [59]. In a first step, the hydraulic impact C is
calculated on the basis of flow depth h and flow velocity U (Equation (2)).
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C = h × U
2
2g
(2)
• On the basis of the classified hydraulic impact, the wood structure, and the slope, a probability
factor of recruitment is assigned (Figure 2). The probability of mobilization is calculated for each
time step, divided by the total number of time steps. For each tree, it is randomly defined if the
status of the tree changes from “standing” to “recruited,” depending on the assigned probability.
A “recruited” tree is defined as an uprooted tree that has fallen due to hydrodynamic forces.
• Entrainment, transport, and deposition: For all lying trees (uprooted greenwood and deadwood),
it is checked whether the conditions for entrainment are fulfilled. For simplicity, it is assumed
that the density of all trees is lower than 1 and their orientation is parallel to the flow. Interactions
between trees and breaking of logs are neglected. The transport process can take place under
floating or rolling/sliding conditions [89]. Depending on these conditions, the transport velocity
differs from a velocity equal to the streamflow for floating trees to reduced velocity for sliding
or rolling trees. For a comprehensive description of the physical foundations of the transport
dynamics, we refer to the literature [59]. Using the information about velocity and flow direction,
the new positions for every transported log are calculated for every time step. A transported
log can be deposited at a particular time step if the conditions for transportation are not fulfilled
anymore, and it can be remobilized at a later time step. Transported trees that are not deposited
or entrapped at a bridge reach the lower system boundary (LSB) and are not considered in the
further simulation.
• Bridge clogging: Bridges can optionally be considered in the model as polygon geometries with
information about their height above the riverbed and length. If 1 or more of the 3 closest
mesh-nodes of a transported tree lies within such a polygon, it is assumed that the tree is passing
a bridge. In this case, it can collide with 1 or more piers or interact with the bridge deck and
cause clogging [90]. As a simplification, the specific bridge structure and the flow conditions
are neglected. Furthermore, if log jams are formed, they do not interact with other trees and
cannot break. With regard to the randomness of this process and the lack of physical knowledge,
a probabilistic approach is applied. According to [90], the probability of a log being jammed
at a bridge is the sum of all blocking probabilities on single bridge elements. The blocking
probability for the piers is calculated following [91] since only the bottom width and log length
are considered in the equation. The clogging probability at the bridge piers is calculated according
to [92] (Equation (3)) and at the bridge deck according to [93] for trees with (Equation (4)) and
without (Equation (5)) rootstocks. The total blocking probability of a tree at a bridge is the sum
of the single probabilities. A random generator is used to determine, with the given probability,
whether a tree is jammed or passes the bridge normally. For a detailed description of the clogging
probabilities, we refer to [91]. This feature considering LW retention by clogging is optional.
probpier = −
1
15
+
2l
15 × Bmin
(3)
probdeck log = −3.5 + 2.56 ×
h + dR2
H
(4)
probdeck root = −0.074 + 0.88 ×
l
Bmin
×
h + d2
H
(5)
Where l is the log length; Bmin is the minimal distance between bridge piers; h is the flow depth;
H is the distance between river bed and lowermost edge of the bridge; dR is the diameter of rootstock;
d is the diameter of log.
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Figure 2. Probabilities of mobilization used in the recruitment module.
The results are saved and the LWD processes are calculated again for the next time step. The final
result consists of a 3-dimensional array showing the status and location (x, y coordinates) of each log.
From this, the tracking of the logs during the simulati n, a video of the imulation, or th analysis of
the LWD dynamics along the river reach can be deriv d. The volume f LW is quantified in solid form,
i.e., consid ing the wood mass only.
2.5. Model Test
To test and validate LWDsimR, we compared model runs with observations. We reconstructed
2 well-documented flood events with the model. The first test was done in the Aare River reach
from Thun to Bern, Canton of Bern, Switzerland (see Figure 2). We reconstructed the flood event of
August 22, 2005, and compared the simulated LW volume at the lower system boundary with the
observed volume. During this flood event, the Aare River had a peak discharge of 605 m3/s and
an estimated return period of >150 years [94]. Approximately 2300 m3 of loose and 600–900 m3 of
solid woody material blocked the weir [95]. The flood event led to inundation of the Matte district,
generating 50 × 106 Swiss Francs of damages [96]. Second, we tested whether the LW input delivered
from the tributary Zulg River in the flood event of June 7, 2015, could be transported toward Bern
as documented. Here, we first modelled recruitment and transport within the Zulg River catchment.
Subsequently, we us d t e LW volume coming from the tributary as input to the mai river and
modelled the tr nsport of LW along the Aare River toward B rn.
2.6. Modelling LWD during an Extreme Flood
Large quanti i s of LW transpo ted by the Aare River to Bern pose a severe probl m, since clogging
of the Mattenschwelle wei an lead to severe inundation of the Matte district in the city of Bern due
to backwater effects. This ha pe ed duri g the flood event in 2005. For sound risk management,
knowledge about LWD i the Aare River and an estimation of the maximum volumes of woody
mat rial in the worst case scenario are paramount. Therefor , the foc s of our a tention in modelling
an extreme flood scenario that explicitly takes into account LWD is city f Bern (see Figure 3).
The main LW recruitment areas are located in th floodplain of the riv r Aare between Thun and Bern.
In this floodplain, we con idered LW recruitme t due to erosion of root wad by hydrodynamic forces.
Hence, w simulated LW dynamics in the Aare between Thun and Bern during an ext eme flood event.
This is a flood scenario of a probable maximu precipi ation event [97], with a peak discharge of
1100 m3/s and a dur tion of 40 h. Th utcome of th hydrodynamic model ha a tem al resolution
of 20 min and he time step o LWDsimR is t to 5 s. Bridge clogging in the upstream river r ach s
is n glected, ec use nly pierless and high bridges span the Aare River. The Zulg Rive tributary
can potentially deliver relevant LW quantities to the main river. The confluence of the Zulg and Aare
rivers is in Steffisburg, 3 km downstream of Thun. I is considered an important source of woody
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material and therefore was modelled separately first. Logs transported from the upper Zulg catchment
to Steffisburg were used as input for the simulation of LWD in the Aare River. The other tributaries of
the river downstream of Lake Thun do not have any relevant forests in the flood influence zones and
thus do not deliver LW to the main river. LW delivered by the tributaries upstream of Lake Thun is
entrapped by the lake and thus is not relevant to the point of interest.Water 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  { PAGE  } of { NUMPAGES  } 
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3. Results
The reconstruction of the flood event in August 2005 resulted in a LW volume of 1774 m3 at the
lower boundary condition in Bern. This is remarkably higher than the observed volume of 600–900 m3.
However, the latter takes into account clogged wood only. The volume of LW that passed the weir
during the flood is unknown. In contrast, the simulated volume represents the volume of LW that
passed the LSB. Thus, the results of simulated LW volume must be above the observed value.
The second model test showed that during the 2015 flood in the Zulg River, an LW volume of
343 m3 was recruited in the catchment and transported to the confluence with the Aare River. This is
in line with the estimation of <<600 m3 that was observed and documented by public authorities [98].
In contrast to our simulation, landslides also contributed to LW during this flood in the Zulg River
catchment. Here, we do not consider the recruitment of LW by landslides, therefore the simulated
volume has to be lower than the observed volume. Logs coming from the Zulg tributary follow the
thalweg of the Aare River and no implausible deposition of LW along the river banks was simulated.
Along its flow in the Aare River, LW coming from the Zulg River was dispersed into a more or less
dense layer. From the total LW volume of the Zulg River, 98.5% was transported to Bern in this test
case. Only a small volume of LW was deposited in the confluence between the Zulg and Aare rivers.
This is in line with observations along the Aare River after this flood event.
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Applying the model to an extreme flood event gives the expected LW volume at the point of
interest, in our case the Matteschwelle weir in Bern. An overview concerning the volume of the
simulated LWD is shown in Table 1. From the alluvial forests between Thun and Bern, with a total
stock of 112,661 m3 in the direct flood influence zone, 11,841 m3 was recruited in the simulation;
7288 m3 was deposited within the system and did not reach Bern, whereas 3933 m3 was transported
through the system toward the LSB, including the 343 m3 from the Zulg River catchment.
Table 1. Modelled solid LW volumes during an extreme flood in the Aare River.
LW Class LW Volume (m3)
Forest stock in inundated areas 112,661
Total mobilized wood 11,841
Mobilized in Zulg tributary 343
Mobilized living wood 5732
Mobilized deadwood 6109
Deposited after mobilization 7288
Volume passing the lower system boundary in Bern 3933
The temporal distribution of the simulated LWD in the Aare River is shown in Figure 4.
The hydrodynamic simulation starts with a bankfull discharge and partially flooded alluvial forests
within the river bed as the initial condition. Thus, the initial recruitment rate is very high and there is a
high share of deadwood. The mobilization rate soon falls to 25 m3/20 min and then increases again
with the rising limb of the hydrograph. The share of greenwood increases, whereas the recruitment of
deadwood is reduced constantly over time. The mobilization rate peaks at 250 m3/20 min after 5 h with
flooding of the alluvial forests in the floodplain. The mobilization rate drops after the peak discharge
is reached after 14 h. LW reaches Bern in 2 pulses; the first pulse occurs 5 h after the simulation start.
A decrease of the rate follows before it starts to increase again around peak discharge and peaks a
second time at hour 13. After a further peak, it decreases strongly. In all, 61% of the mobilized wood is
deposited within the system, mostly on spots close to artificial buildings in the floodplains, such as
driveways to the road that bridge over the Aare River. These hydraulic obstacles that perpendicularly
cross the floodplain also act as an obstacle for LW, as well as the highway that is partially built on an
earth dam (Figure 5).
The recruited trees are mostly located along the banks and dams and close to the main channel.
This is especially valid for the recruitment areas of LW that reach Bern (Figure 6). Trees located on
banks, islands, and areas close to the main channel are most exposed to the hydrodynamics. Once LW
reaches the main channel, it can be transported over long distances without being deposited. Only a
few selected alluvial forests (Elfenau, Zopfen, Raintalau, and Vorder Jaberg) deliver LW that reaches
the LSB. The LW delivered by the Zulg River is transported to Bern.
The spatial pattern of the deposition process is different from that of the recruitment process,
although deposition is also simulated along the whole river reach. The simulation of LW deposition
reveals much more scattered and spotty patterns, with relevant depositions in particular areas. This can
be clearly seen in the deposition map in Figure 7. Important locations for deposition of LW within the
floodplain are the Aare River bridge near Rubigen (see Figure 5), the heightened highway between
Rubigen and Münsingen, the railway bridge near Uttigen, and several spots mostly along the banks or
edges of the wetted area. Major depositions are simulated mainly on 2 spots along the highway north
and south of the bridge with different deposition patterns. North of the bridge, the woody material
was deposited along a zone 400 m in length with shallow water depth, whereas south of the bridge
the deposition accumulated on a single spot on the highway. Other specific deposition spots can be
found on the left- and right-hand sides of the bridge in the upstream direction. Deposition of smaller
volumes occurred in the entire floodplain.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
Comiti et al. [45] raised the question of whether we are able to reliably and quantitatively
predict LW recruitment, transport, and deposition within a given river basin during a selected flood
scenario of a given magnitude/frequency. In this paper, we presented the LWDsimR modelling tool,
which enabled us to answer this question quantitatively to a certain extent in the Aare River basin
upstream of Bern, Switzerland.
With the presented approach, it is possible to quantify LW dynamics as a better-informed guess.
The procedure could help to estimate the amount of LW volume at a specific point in a river system,
especially in areas where no flood events occurred, which helps to assess LW volume empirically by
analyzing past events. Implementing the simulation model on an irregular computational mesh allows
the simulation of LWD in larger areas, i.e., at a river reach or basin scale. In comparison, a raster-based
approach would be limited by the trade-off between spatial resolution and extent of the study area.
The comparison between the simulated and observed volumes of LW at Bern during the flood
event of 2005 shows that the model may overestimate predicted LW volume. Despite the uncertainties
in the observation, the model tests showed that the approach is applicable to river reaches up to 30 km
in length. Moreover, the model correctly simulated the transport path of LW delivered by tributaries
in the main river.
In comparison to the LW volume that obstructed the weir in Bern during the flood of 2005,
the LW volume to be expected in a worst case flood is considerably higher. A flood event of a
probable maximum precipitation scenario produces threefold more LW than the hitherto known most
extreme flood. However, it can be assumed that the simulated LW volume transported to the LSB
in Bern is rather an upper limit for several reasons. First, the total amount of recruited trees in the
floodplains is likely to be overestimated due to high flow depths but relatively low flow velocities.
The implemented recruitment algorithm gives large weight to flow depth. Second, a significant part of
the recruited wood is not deposited within the system and therefore reaches the lower system boundary
at Bern. Standing trees often function as flow obstacles for floating trees. This is not considered here.
Moreover, if one flood event occurs, a share of the forest stock will be transported out of the floodplains.
A subsequent flood of the same magnitude will have less LW available for recruitment. This leads to
the presented approach being sensitive to the date of the forest inventory, i.e., the date of the LiDAR
scan. Regarding the recruitment areas, it must furthermore be considered that the Zulg tributary likely
plays a considerably more important role than in the simulation results because of the highly probable
activity of landslides during an extreme flood.
Nevertheless, the simulation allows the identification of areas prone to recruitment processes of
LW due to soil erosion by hydrodynamic forces and shows the ability to transport recruited logs from
source areas over long distances to the LSB. Therefore, from a forest management point of view, it may
be worthwhile to closely inspect the identified areas, especially those in the upstream vicinity of the
point of interest, and to consider preventing massive recruitment of LW.
However, the validation and application of LWDsimR showed some limitations of the tool.
The recruitment process is based on a probabilistic approach. Future developments should implement
physical-based approaches that fully consider the hydrodynamic forces on vegetation and the resistance
of vegetation. Furthermore, we cannot validate the number of recruited trees, because only LW volumes
are given in the observation data. Moreover, the clogging process at bridges could not be validated at
the time of the study. In LWDsimR, this process is considered only for the purpose of LW budgeting
along the river reaches. The modelling of the clogging process has to be improved in the future.
Recently, some experiments showed possible ways to improve the modelling of this process [99–102].
For this question, we recommend using more detailed and fully coupled models, i.e., those in [60].
Another open question is the transferability of the model to smaller alpine rivers and torrents.
In rivers with a width on the order of a tree length or less, the transport module may overestimate
the deposition and underestimate the transportation of logs toward the lower system boundary.
Underestimation may also be caused by neglecting other processes like sediment transport and
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morphology changes during the flood. Furthermore, it has to be noted that the model neglects the
input of LW into a river reach by debris flow from tributaries, by landslides, or by bank erosion and
the remobilization of LW that was deposited in the channel during previous floods. These recruitment
processes play an important role [52,103–105] and have to be implemented in future versions. Thus,
future developments should focus on modelling LW recruitment by these geomorphic processes.
Moreover, the uncertainties in the model and the sensitivity against input data and model parameters
should be analyzed thoroughly in the future. For this, implementing a parallelization scheme in the
model is a prerequisite. Another limitation of the model is the requirement of reliable input data, i.e.,
single trees with their locations and different characteristics. These data are lacking in many regions,
and hence transferability may be limited to regions with available data.
Overall, the simulation results of the LW dynamics, both the temporal and spatial dynamics, in a
river reach during an extreme flood event provide important information for flood risk management.
LWDsimR allows the expected volume of LW on a certain point in the river basin to be assessed by
considering the actual conditions of vegetation and a specific flood scenario. This provides a basis
for the design of bridges or wood-retention structures and for quantitatively assessing LWD during
a worst case flood. Thus, model experiments with LWDsimR could provide a range of values of LW
delivery under different flood magnitudes, providing a basis for assessing catchment behavior in terms
of LW delivery and dynamics.
Analyzing the trade-off between the ecological benefits of wood in rivers and flood risk
management [106], another reason was found for using LWDsimR. With the presented model, one can
identify the areas from which LW is recruited and transported toward the lower system boundary and
those from which the recruited LW is not transported downstream. With this, areas that are important
for ecology and for flood discharge improvement can be prioritized on the basis of a transparent and
reproducible method. Therefore, the unnecessary use of wood cuts as a flood prevention measure can
be avoided.
Supplementary Materials: The code of LWDsimR used in this paper and a user manual are available at https:
//zenodo.org/record/1296733. The code used to simulate the case study is available at https://github.com/
zischg/LWDsimAare. The data of the case study are available at http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/kchsr5tjw5.1.
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Abstract. The main goals of this study were to identify
the alpine torrent catchments that are sensitive to climatic
changes and to assess the robustness of the methods for the
elaboration of flood and debris flow hazard zone maps to spe-
cific effects of climate changes. In this study, a procedure
for the identification and localization of torrent catchments
in which the climate scenarios will modify the hazard situ-
ation was developed. In two case studies, the impacts of a
potential increase of precipitation intensities to the delimited
hazard zones were studied.
The identification and localization of the torrent and river
catchments, where unfavourable changes in the hazard situa-
tion occur, could eliminate speculative and unnecessary mea-
sures against the impacts of climate changes like a general
enlargement of hazard zones or a general over dimensioning
of protection structures for the whole territory. The results
showed a high spatial variability of the sensitivity of catch-
ments to climate changes. In sensitive catchments, the sed-
iment management in alpine torrents will meet future chal-
lenges due to a higher rate for sediment removal from reten-
tion basins. The case studies showed a remarkable increase
of the areas affected by floods and debris flow when consid-
ering possible future precipitation intensities in hazard map-
ping. But, the calculated increase in extent of future hazard
zones lay within the uncertainty of the methods used today
for the delimitation of the hazard zones. Thus, the consider-
ation of the uncertainties laying in the methods for the elab-
Correspondence to:A. Zischg
(a.zischg@abenis.ch)
oration of hazard zone maps in the torrent and river catch-
ments sensitive to climate changes would provide a useful
instrument for the consideration of potential future climate
conditions. The study demonstrated that weak points in pro-
tection structures in future will become more important in
risk management activities.
1 Introduction
The assessment of dangerous processes and the delimitation
of hazard zones is a fundamental task in risk analysis and
risk management. In general, the assessment and evaluation
of geomorphologic processes and hazards could be made us-
ing the reconstruction of historical processes (backward di-
rected indication) or using simulation models (forward di-
rected indication, Kienholz et al., 2004). In practice, both
approaches mostly are combined. Usually, the hazard as-
sessment is made for the actual state of the studied system
(e.g. torrent catchment, landslide area, etc.). Natural hazards
are described by the process intensity of a given design event
with a certain reoccurrence interval (e.g. 30, 100, 300 years).
The actual system status is described by the statistical system
behaviour of the last decades.
Due to impacts of climate changes, slight changes in the
future system could be assumed. Once changes in the envi-
ronmental system occurred, the future geomorphologic pro-
cesses must not occur exactly in the same way as in the
past. E.g. shifts in altitude levels or system constellations
never observer before could be expected. Thus, backward
directed indication of natural hazards and the interpretation
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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of the past geomorphologic processes also named as “silent
witnesses” and statistical analyses of time series for assess-
ing actual processes will increasingly be subjected to uncer-
tainties. Past observation data (e.g. precipitation data series)
could probably not represent the future system status. As a
consequence, the statistically described natural hazard situa-
tion and the reoccurrence intervals of design flood discharges
or design parameters for the planning of hydraulic protection
structures could only partially be valid under future climate
conditions (e.g. Caspary 1996, 2004, Caspary and Bardossy
1995, Bardossy and Pakosch 2005, Frei et al. 2006, Katzen-
berger 2004, Hennegriff et al. 2006).
But, most of the decisions made in risk prevention have
to be made for a period of almost 30–50 years. E.g. hazard
zone maps do influence land use planning over a long period.
In Austria or in Switzerland, some of the hazard zone maps
made in the 1980ies are still now valid documents for land
use planning. Technical construction measures such as river
dams or flood retention basins have an average lifespan of
almost 50 years. In practice, today’s decisions for long-term
risk management activities such as the planning of technical
protection measures do not consider the future system status
but are reactions after damaging events.
Since a few years, the Autonomous Province of Bolzano
– South Tyrol, Italy is beginning to elaborate hazard zone
maps. Because of the high relevance of the elaborated haz-
ard zone maps for land use planning and the planning of
risk reduction measures, the institutions responsible for the
elaboration of these decision bases are interested to know, if
these documents will be valid also under future climate con-
ditions. Thus, this study aims not at making a contribution to
the quantitative assessment of the impacts of climate change
to natural hazards. But, the main goal of this study was to as-
sess the robustness or sensitivity of the commonly used pro-
cedures for the delimitation of flood and debris flow hazard
zone maps to climatic changes. The question should be an-
swered, if, where and how the practices for hazard mapping
and risk management must be adapted to potential impacts
of climatic changes.
The focus of this case study lied not on the exact repre-
sentation of the environmental systems by means of detailed
process and climate models but on the resulting differences
of the hazard assessment representing different climate con-
ditions. Thus, only the potential impacts of climate change
to specific input parameters should be studied.
In this study, a procedure
– for identifying the alpine torrent catchments that are
sensitive to climatic changes and
– for assessing the robustness of the methods for the elab-
oration of flood and debris flow hazard zone maps to
specific effects of climate changes
should be developed.
The targeted time frame for the assessment of the potential
effects of climate changes to the flood risk situation in the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano - South Tyrol is the sec-
ond half of the 21st century (2050–2100). The results of the
procedure should lead to formulate recommendations for the
daptation of risk management practices to specific effects of
climate changes.
Natural hazards are mostly defined as natural conditions
or phenomena which cause undesired consequences for per-
sons, settlements, infrastructures and goods. In some defini-
tions, natural hazards are described as natural geomorpho-
logic processes that are considered as hazards only in in-
tersection with human activities. These processes are char-
acterized as the probability of occurrence of a potentially
damaging phenomenon (United Nations, 2004). The phys-
ical process itself is characterized by the parameters inten-
sity/magnitude and occurrence probability. The risk resulting
f om natural hazards is defined as a quantifying function of
the probability of occurrence of a dangerous process and the
related degree of damage. The latter is specified by the dam-
age potential and the vulnerability of the endangered object
(Fuchs et al., 2007).
Ri,j = pSi · AOj · pOj,Si · vOj,Si (1)
According to the definition of United Nations (2004),
the specifications for the probability of the defined scenario
(pSi), the monetary value of the object affected by this sce-
nario (AOj ), the probability of exposure of objectj to sce-
nario i (pOj,Si), and the vulnerability of objectj in depen-
dence on scenarioi (vOj,Si) are required for the quantifica-
tion of risk (Ri,j ).
The methods for the description and characterization of
the natural hazards in the Alps are based on the intensity and
frequency of events. Thus, the concept of the legally binding
hazard maps is based on the return period and the intensity of
processes. Usually, natural hazards are described in hazard
maps by threshold classes of the process intensity for differ-
ent design events with a given reoccurrence interval (e.g. 30,
100, 300 years, resp. 200 years for rivers with engineering
measures). The relative consequences for the land use and
the corresponding legally binding restrictions are also based
on this concept. Risk analyses are made on the basis of this
concept of hazard maps. Furthermore, the planning and de-
sign of permanent countermeasures are based on specific de-
sign events with a legally defined return period and the re-
lated process intensity.
The Autonomous Province Bolzano – South Tyrol adapted
the methods for the elaboration of hazard maps of Heinimann
et al. (1998) and combined this approach with the Italian na-
tional framework legislative of the laws no. 267 of 3 Au-
gust 1998, no. 365 of 11 December 2000 and the D.P.C.M. of
29 September 1998 (Gius, 2005). The guidelines for the de-
limitation of hazard zone maps are described in Gius (2005),
Stötter and Zischg (2007) and Autonome Provinz Bozen –
Südtirol (2006).
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Because of these practices in risk management, the deduc-
tion of the most critical factors for hazard assessment un-
der changing environmental conditions is relatively obvious:
At least for natural hazards related to precipitation, the most
relevant changes in the environmental parameters due to cli-
matic changes are to be expected in the intensity/frequency
relation of precipitation events (rainfall, snowfall). Indirect
effects are shifts in altitude levels due to rising temperatures,
e.g. rising of the altitude of the limit between snowfall and
rainfall or rising of the lower boundary of permafrost zones.
Seasonal and regional changes in precipitation patterns are
to be expected as follows: In Autumn, extreme values for
daily precipitations are expected to increase by 10% in the
Northern Alps and by 20% in the Southern Alps. In winter
and spring, an increase between 0% and 20% is expected for
both regions (KOHS, 2007). Brunetti et al. (2001) observed
a trend for an increase in frequency of extreme precipitation
events in Northeastern Italy. Under the most unfavourable
conditions, a 100-year event of today could in the future
become a 20-year event (Frei et al., 2006). Similar trends
were calculated for the rivers Donau, Enz, Kocher and Alp in
South West Germany (Caspary, 2004). Caspary (2004) un-
derlines that the discharge regimes of these rivers show sta-
tistical instationarities in their time series because of the rela-
tive accumulation of extreme events since the 1990ies. E.g. a
discharge event with a reoccurrence interval of 100 years in
the reference period 1932–1976 of the river Enz at the gauge
of Pforzheim equals a discharge event with a reoccurrence
interval of 30 years in the reference period 1932–2002. Re-
markably increases in runoff and discharge volumes were
also computed for the Lavanttal region (Austria) when con-
sidering possible effects of climate changes (Regional Office
of Carinthia, Department of Water Economy 2008).
An indirect effect of the increase of mean temperature is
the rising altitude level for the limit between rainfall and
snowfall. In areas of the Northern Alps below 1500 m a.s.l.,
an increase of flood peaks is expected in winter due to higher
soil water contents, the rising of the rainfall/snowfall limit
level and due to an increased liquid precipitation (KOHS,
2007). In the pre-Alpine regions, the increase of precipitation
in winter and the rising of the snowfall limit will have conse-
quences for the activities of landslides in winter and spring.
The increase in saturation leads to an increase in landslide
activity and to an increase in sediment load in alpine torrent
catchments (Scḧadler et al., 2007). Due to the rising altitude
level of glacier retreat and permafrost degradation, the sedi-
ment transport in the areas between approximately 2300 and
2800 m a.s.l. and with relevant bed load source areas in this
altitude level is expected to increase (KOHS, 2007). Since
in these areas more precipitation will fall in liquid form, this
trend is expected to be remarkably.
Discussions with experts for hazard zone mapping in dif-
ferent workshops resulted, that the following climatological
parameters used in the assessment of flood and debris flow
hazards are at most sensitive to climate changes
– Intensity of precipitation
– Frequency of precipitation of a certain inten-
sity/magnitude
Other parameters such as the altitude of snowfall limit, the al-
titude of snowmelt level, the antecedent precipitation, the re-
treating of glaciers or the degradation of permafrost are con-
sidered only in a generalized way in the common procedures
for hazard zone mapping. Certain parameters needed for haz-
ard mapping are assumed as worst case scenarios, e.g. the as-
sumption that the altitude of the limit between snowfall and
rainfall during extreme precipitation events is higher than the
mountain crests and all precipitation contributes to runoff.
Thus, in this study only the impacts of a potential increase
in the intensities of extreme precipitation events (>50 mm/d)
to the delimitation of hazard zones were analyzed. On the
basis of a literature review, a possible increase in the precip-
itation intensity of at maximum of 20% for all design events
as indicated by Frei et al. (2006) for the Southern Alps was
assumed for this sensitivity analysis. The assumption is con-
sistent with the observed trend in the reduction of the return
period between extreme precipitation events in Northeastern
Italy (Brunetti et al., 2001). Due to the main focus on the ro-
bustness of the procedures for hazard zone mapping, in this
study no downscaling procedures from global and regional
climate models to the local conditions were followed. It was
assumed that the effects of an increase in precipitation inten-
sity of less than 20% are laying within the uncertainties of
the procedures for the delimitation of hazard zones. There-
fore, it was expected that an increase of less than 20% will
not show remarkably effects to the increase in the extent of
the hazard zones.
2 Method
The study was made in three main steps. Firstly, the sen-
sitivity of the alpine torrent catchments to climate changes
was analysed qualitatively on the regional scale. Secondly,
the possible effects of climate changes to the delimitation of
flood hazard zones were analysed in a case study. In an-
other case study, the possible effects of climate changes to
the delimitation of debris flow hazard zones were analysed.
Finally, conclusions and recommendations for the adaptation
of the risk management practices have been elaborated on the
basis of the results of the previous three steps.
2.1 Identification and localisation of alpine torrent and
river catchments sensitive to climate changes
In this part of the study, the sensitivity of the alpine torrent
catchments to climate changes was analysed on the regional
scale. The focus of this study lied on the identification of
the torrent catchments in which the future climate scenarios
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/8/539/2008/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 8, 539–558, 2008
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Fig. 1. Study area in the Autonomous Province of Bolzano South
Tyrol, Italy.
described above will modify the hazard situation (flood and
debris flows).
The first step of the procedure was to match the environ-
mental parameters relevant for hazard assessment on the re-
gional scale with the existing spatial datasets. On the basis
of the identified parameters and the existing datasets, an ap-
proach for the classification of the torrent catchments of dif-
ferent dimensions and for the qualitative assessment of the
sensitivity of the catchments to assumed climatic changes
was developed. The catchments were classified into three
catchment classes: mountain torrents, torrential rivers and
alpine rivers (see Table 1). The results of the study were
the delineated catchments classified by the sensitivity to the
changes in the selected environmental parameters.
The activities of flood and debris flow processes in alpine
torrents are mainly driven by the discharge, the sediment
budget and the sediment transport capacity. The sediment
transport capacity is influenced either by short precipitation
events (thunderstorms) or by longer precipitation events. Be-
cause of the steepness of alpine torrent catchments, the hy-
drological characteristics in the runoff formation are less im-
portant. In torrential river catchments both the sediment bud-
get and the hydrological characteristics in the runoff forma-
tion are important. In river catchments, the hydrological
characteristics in the runoff formation are important. Be-
cause of the larger catchment area, the characteristics of the
sediment budget are evened.
The sensitivity analysis was made in a pilot area of the Au-
tonomous Province of Bolzano – South Tyrol (Fig. 1). The
delimitation of the torrent and river catchments was made
on the basis of the classification scheme for public water-
courses of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano. The basic
assumptions for potential future climate conditions were the
following:
– The daily mean temperatures in summer and winter are
increasing (Heimann and Sept, 2000; OcCC, 2007)
– The mean sum of precipitation in summer is decreasing
or remains constant
– The mean sum of precipitation in winter is increasing
(OcCC, 2007)
– The intensity and frequency of short extreme rainfall
events in summer and autumn is increasing (Christensen
and Christensen, 2003)
It was assumed that the following factors are varying spa-
tially and are relevant for the sensitivity of the torrent catch-
ments to climate changes:
– Percentage of areas located between 1000 and
2000 m a.s.l.: It is expected that the snow cover in these
areas will be reduced and the frequency of combined
snowmelt/rainfall events will increase (KOHS, 2006).
A threshold value of 50% of these areas respective to
the total catchment area was chosen. This information
layer was extracted from the digital elevation model.
The value for this parameter was found by a statisti-
cal analysis of the catchments assessed as sensitive to
climatic changes by local experts.
– Characteristics of bed load source areas: Bed load
source areas could be divided into recent and older de-
posits. Recent deposits are alimented by recent weath-
ering and denudation processes. The quantity of mo-
bilizeable sediment storages in torrents eroding recent
deposits is depending on the intensity of the sedi-
ment delivery processes and the period between ex-
treme discharge events transporting the weathered ma-
terial downstream (Zimmermann et al. 1997). Older
deposits were composed by relict geomorphologic de-
position processes (e.g. glacial moraines, holocene al-
luvional sediments, landslides). The quantity of mobi-
lizeable sediment storages in torrents eroding older de-
posits is mainly unlimited. If the percentage of areas
with older deposits to the total bed load source area ex-
ceeds 30% of the total catchment area, the torrent catch-
ments were classified as torrents eroding older deposits,
otherwise as torrents eroding recent deposits. The value
for this parameter was found by a statistical analysis of
the catchments assessed as sensitive to climatic changes
by local experts. Landslides do influence the quantity
of mobilizeable sediment. An increase in precipitation
could increase the activity of landslides, especially in
winter and spring (Bader and Kunz 1998). If the per-
centage of landslide areas with respective to the total
bed load source area exceeds 30%, the torrent catch-
ments were classified as torrents mainly influenced by
landslide activity. This information layer was extracted
from the dataset of the hazard index map for debris
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 8, 539–558, 2008 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/8/539/2008/
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Table 1. Classification of alpine torrent catchments.
Torrentclassification Catchment area Description
(a)mountaintorrents <20 km2 torrents, torrential processes mainly driven by discharge and bed load transport processes
(b) torrential rivers 20–100 km2 torrential rivers, processes mainly driven by hydrology and partially by bed load transport
(c) Alpine rivers 100–1 000 km2 rivers, processes mainly driven by runoff processes
flows and from the landslide inventory of the Geological
Survey of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano (IFFI –
Italian National Landslide Inventory).
– Available bed load source areas: The bed load sediment
budget of alpine torrents depends on the quantity of bed
load source areas available for sediment transport and
the sediment transport capacity. The sensitivity of tor-
rent activity against climate changes increases with a
higher proportion of bed load source areas respective to
the total catchment area. During the elaboration of the
hazard index map for debris flow, the available bed load
source areas were computed and weighted on the ba-
sis of the relevance for torrential processes (geo7 2006,
Heinimann et al. 1998). For this analysis, a minimum
threshold for the weighted bed load source areas per
catchment was used for the identification of sensitive
catchments. This information layer was extracted from
the dataset of the hazard index map for debris flows.
– Permafrost degradation and glacier retreat areas: Per-
mafrost influences the hydrology and stability of steep
scree slopes, since ice-rich permafrost acts as a barrier
to groundwater percolation and can imply local satura-
tion within non-frozen debris (Zimmermann and Hae-
berli, 1992). Permafrost thawing in non-consolidated
material leads to an increase of pore water pressure and
a loss of cohesion (Harris et al., 2001). The disappear-
ance of ground ice bodies in scree slopes leaves caverns
and destabilizes parts of these disintegrated slope areas.
With accelerated permafrost thawing, the susceptibil-
ity of these slope areas for landslide and debris flows
and the triggered volumes is expected to rise (Zimmer-
mann et al., 1997; Rebetez et al., 1997). Catchments
were classified as sensitive, if more than 30% of the to-
tal catchment area is subjected to permafrost degrada-
tion. The value for this parameter was found by a sta-
tistical analysis of the catchments assessed as sensitive
to climatic changes by local experts. This information
layer was created by modelling the permafrost distribu-
tion of 1850, 1990 and 2100 (after Stötter, 1994; Zischg,
2007). The difference between the datasets of the per-
mafrost distribution of 1850 and 2100 was classified as
permafrost degradation areas. Because of a lack in mul-
titemporal glacier datasets, glacier retreat areas were not
considered in this study.
percentage of areas 
located between
1000 – 2000 m > 50 %
characteristics of bed load 
source areas:
Recent deposits
older deposits > 30 %
landslides > 30 %
available bed load source areas
>= 125 / km2
permafrost degradation areas
>= 30 %
0
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
Fig. 2. Decision tree for the identification and localisation of alpine
torrent catchments sensitive against climate changes.
– Areas with elevated surface runoff: Areas with reduced
water storage capacities increase the surface runoff.
The sensitivity of torrential rivers and rivers to climate
changes increases with a higher proportion of areas with
reduced water storage capacities respective to the total
catchments area. This information layer was created by
modelling the Topoindex after Beven et al. (1995) un-
der consideration of the geological permeability. This
index describes the susceptibility of areas for saturated
surface runoff.
The delimitated torrent, torrential river and river catchment
areas were classified by the combination of these factors in-
fluencing the sensitivity of mountain torrents and rivers to
climate changes. The classification was made by means
of a decision tree implemented into a GIS-based procedure
(Figs. 2, 3, 4). The results of the classification procedure are
different classes of torrent and river catchments reacting in
different ways to potential climate changes (Figs. 5, 6, 7).
The classification of the catchment types are shown in Ta-
bles A1–A3.
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percentage of areas 
located between
1000 – 2000 m > 50 %
characteristics of bed load 
source areas:
Recent deposits
older deposits > 30 %
landslides > 30 %
available bed load source areas
>= 125 / km2
areas with elevated surface runoff
> 20 %
0
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
Fig. 3. Decision tree for the identification and localisation of tor-
rential river catchments sensitive against climate changes.
percentage of areas 
located between
1000 – 2000 m > 50 %
areas with elevated surface runoff
> 20 %
0
1
64
128
no
yes
no
yes
Fig. 4. Decision tree for the identification and localisation of alpine
river catchments sensitive against climate changes.
2.2 Potential impacts of climate changes to the delimitation
of flood hazard zones, case study Rio Ridanna/Mareiter
Bach
In this part of the study, the sensitivity of the common meth-
ods and procedures for the delimitation of flood hazard zone
maps to climate changes was analysed. The focus of this case
study lied not on the exact representation of the environmen-
tal systems by means of detailed process and climate models
but on testing the robustness of the methods and procedures
for hazard mapping to changes of the needed input parame-
ters. On the basis of a literature review, a possible increase of
20% of the precipitation intensity for each design event (re-
occurrence interval 30, 100, 200 years) was assumed for this
sensitivity analysis. The hazard induced by bed load trans-
port and overbank sedimentation was not considered.
The Rio Ridanna/Mareiter Bach basin lies in the north of
the Autonomous Province of Bolzano – South Tyrol (Fig. 8).
The river endangers parts of the Vipiteno/Sterzing Basin and
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Fig. 5. Synthesis of the considered potential impacts of climate
changes to alpine torrent catchments (WB01 to WB24). The iden-
tification number of the torrent catchment type resulting from the
decision tree is shown in the brackets
the city of Vipiteno/Sterzing and confluences with the Is-
arco/Eisack River. The catchment area is 210 km2. This
study area is a representative example for an alpine river with
hazard potential for settlements.
For the assessment of the present flood hazard situation
of the Rio Ridanna/Mareiter Bach for the Vipiteno/Sterzing
basin, this procedure was followed:
– statistical analyses of the precipitation time series of the
measurement stations in the study area and calculation
of the characteristics of precipitation events relevant for
the hazard scenarios with a return period of 30, 100 and
200 years,
– preparation and calibration of the rainfall-runoff model,
– simulation of the inundation processes for each return
period,
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Fig. 6. Synthesis of the considered potential impacts of climate
changes to torrential river catchments (WF01 to WF24). The identi-
fication number of the torrential river catchment type resulting from
the decision tree is shown in the brackets.
– delimitation of the hazard zone map,
– analysis of the exposed buildings.
The results of the procedures described above were the haz-
ard maps describing the hazard situation on the basis of sim-
plified assumptions representing present (scenario 2000) and
future (2050–2100) climate conditions (scenario +20%). The
main focus laid more on the comparison of the two hazard
situations rather than on the single hazard assessment itself.
The statistical analysis of the precipitation time series was
based on the measurement stations of Ridanna/Ridnaun (31
measurement years). In the analysis, precipitation events
with a duration of 24 h were considered (Scherer and Mazzo-
rana, 2007). The calculated precipitation values of a rainfall
event with a duration of 24 hours representing reoccurrence
intervals of 30, 100 and 200 years are shown in Table 2. For
the representation of the design precipitation events under
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Fig. 7. Synthesis of the considered potential impacts of climate
changes to alpine river catchments (FL01 to FL04). The identifica-
tion number of the river catchment type resulting from the decision
tree is shown in the brackets.
Fig. 8. Localisation and delimitation of the Rio Ridanna/Mareiter
Bach catchment.
future climate conditions (scenario +20%) 20% of these cal-
culated values were added (see Table 2). For the discharge
prediction, the rainfall-runoff model Hec-HMS and the SCS-
approach was used and adapted to the catchment character-
istics of the Rio Ridanna/Mareiter Bach. The calibration of
the model was made within the Interreg IIIB project “River
Basin Agenda” (Scherer and Mazzorana, 2005a; Scherer and
Mazzorana, 2005b). The model was calibrated with the pre-
cipitation events of 1996 and 1997. For the simulation of
the inundation process, the simulation model SOBEK of WL
Delft Hydraulics was used. The flood hazard zone map was
made by following the guidelines for hazard zone mapping
of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano – South Tyrol (Au-
tonome Provinz Bozen – Südtirol, 2006) and Heinimann et
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Table 2. Calculated rainfall and runoff values for relevant return periods and different climate conditions (Scherer and Mazzorana, 2007).
return period of a rainfall event, duration 24 h
Ntot (precipitation) [mm] Qmax (discharge) at confluence [m3/s]
scenario 2000 scenario +20% scenario 2000 scenario +20%
30 years 106.6 127.9 212.5 299.6
100 years 125.7 150.8 272.6 383.9
200 years 136.6 164.0 333.3 431.8
Fig. 9. Localisation and delimitation of the Rio Cen-
gles/Tschenglser Bach catchment.
al. (1998). The resulting hazard maps were overlayed with
the buildings in the settlement areas. Thus, the changes in
the hazard situation were demonstrated by the changes in the
extent of the hazard zones and by the changes in the num-
ber of the endangered buildings. The related damages were
estimated by multiplying the number of endangered build-
ings with a mean value of expected losses per building. This
value represents a combination of the terms AOj and vOj,Si
in Eq. 1. For residential buildings, a mean value of expected
losses of aboutC 45 000 was used, and for industry buildings
a mean value of expected losses of aboutC 80 000 was used
for the estimation of the potential damages regarding flood
events.
2.3 Potential impacts of climate changes to the delimita-
tion of debris flow hazard zones, case study Rio Cen-
gles/Tschenglser Bach
The Rio Cengles/Tschenglser Bach torrent lies in the western
part of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano South Tyrol.
The Rio Cengles/Tschenglser Bach torrent confluences with
the river Adige/Etsch. The catchment area is 11 km2. This
study area is a representative example for systematized alpine
torrents eroding older deposits in permafrost degradation ar-
eas (Fig. 9). The hazard potential of these kinds of torrents
is mainly driven by the sediment mobilization and bedload
transport capacity because of the unlimited sediment source
areas. The sediment transport capacity is driven by the runoff
and the discharge. The upper catchment area is characterized
by the disappearance of a small glacier in the recent years
and the erosion of oversteepened scree slopes supposed to
permafrost degradation. The Rio Cengles/Tschenglser Bach
is systematised by sediment retention basins and check dams.
For the assessment of the actual situation of debris flow
hazards in the Rio Cengles/Tschenglser Bach catchment, the
following procedure was followed (IPP 2007):
– characteristics of precipitation events relevant for the
hazard scenarios with a return period of 30, 100 and
300 years,
– preparation and verification of the rainfall-runoff model,
– simulation of the bed load transport in the transit area
and in the sediment retention basins,
– simulation of the debris flow processes in the deposition
area for each return period,
– delimitation of the hazard zone map,
– analysis of the exposed buildings.
Since no meteorological station is located in the catchment
area or in the neighbourhood of 20 km, the calculation of the
rainfall characteristics representing the present climate con-
ditions (scenario 2000) was made following the procedures
of VAPI (Valutazione delle portate in Italia, Villi and Bac-
chi 2001). Villi and Bacchi (2001) made a regionalization of
the precipitation intensities for given reoccurrence intervals.
The results of the procedure were the needed input parame-
ters for the hydrologic and hydraulic simulations represent-
ing precipitation events with reoccurrence intervals of 30,
100 and 300 years and a duration of 1 hour (scenario 2000,
see Table 5). Because of the steepness of the catchment, in-
tensive rainfall events with a duration of one hour are the
most relevant precipitation scenarios. These values fit with
the values of the precipitation time series of the meteorolog-
ical station in Prato/Prad. For the representation of future
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climate conditions (scenario +20%), 20% of these precipi-
tation values were added (IPP, 2007; Table 5). For the dis-
charge prediction, the rainfall-runoff model Hec-HMS and
the SCS-approach was used and adapted to the catchment
characteristics of the Rio Cengles/Tschenglser Bach. The
calibration of the model was made with well documented
debris flow events (Gostner, 2002). For the simulation of
the bed load transport in the transit area and in the sediment
retention basins, the simulation model DAMBRK of the US
National Weather Service was used. For the simulation of
the debris flow processes in the runout area, the simulation
model Flow-2D (O’Brian, 2001) was used. The flood hazard
zone map was made following the guidelines for hazard zone
mapping of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano – South
Tyrol (Autonome Provinz Bozen – Südtirol, 2006) and Hein-
imann et al. (1998).
3 Results
3.1 Identification and localisation of alpine torrent and
river catchments sensitive to climate changes
The main results of the procedure were the classification
of the torrent catchments into different reaction typologies
and the classification into different sensitivity typologies
(Fig. 10). The datasets could be queried under different as-
pects. Figure 10 show a high spatial variability of the sen-
sitivity of the torrent catchments to specific impacts of cli-
matic changes. This underlines the observations made in the
Ecrin massif (Jomelli et al., 2004; Jomelli et al., 2007). The
procedure was made also for torrential river and river catch-
ments. The results showed that the runoff of nearly all tor-
rent catchments is expected to increase in summer (Fig. 10a).
The runoff in winter is expected to increase only in torrent
catchments having a high percentage of their total surface
area below 2000 m (Fig. 10b). The bed load transport in
summer is expected to increase in high mountain areas and
is expected to decrease in catchments at submontane levels
(Fig. 10c). In some catchments eroding younger deposits
(weathered material), a decrease in extreme events is high-
lighted (Fig. 10f). This is consistent with the observations
of Jomelli et al. (2004), Jomelli et al. (2007) and Stoffel
and Beniston (2006). In some catchments eroding older de-
posits an increase in extreme events is pointed out (Fig. 10f).
This seems consistent with the observations of Rebetez et
al. (1997). The bed load transport in winter increases in a
few mountain torrent catchments and does not change in the
most catchments (Fig. 10d). The frequency of small scale
debris flow and sediment transport processes is expected to
increase in most of the torrent catchments (Fig. 10e).
Table 3. Number of buildings endangered by flood processes of the
Rio Ridanna/Mareiter Bach and per hazard zones.
hazard zone
numberof exposed buildings
scenario 2000 scenario + 20%
habitation production habitation production
yellow 12 30 13 6
blue 3 7 9 35
red 0 1 2 2
3.2 Potential impacts of climate changes to the delimitation
of flood hazard zones, case study Rio Ridanna/Mareiter
Bach
By increasing the rainfall intensities for the design events
describing the basic assumptions for the delimitation of the
hazard zone maps by 20%, the parameters needed for haz-
ard evaluation changed as shown in Table 2. Figure 11 show
the spatial changes of the inundation processes. The mod-
elling results (flow depth and flow velocity) were classified
following the guidelines for hazard zone mapping of the Au-
tonomous Province of Bolzano – South Tyrol (Autonome
Provinz Bozen – S̈udtirol, 2006) and Heinimann et al. (1998).
Figure 12 shows the impacts of climate changes to the de-
limitation of the compiled hazard zone maps (synthesis of all
design events) by considering flow depth and flow velocity
without further on-site investigations.
The study confirmed the results of prior analyses that the
discharge capacity of the Rio Ridanna/Mareiter Bach in the
Vipiteno/Sterzing basin is lower than the discharge of a de-
sign event with a return period of 30 years. Either con-
sidering the effects of climate changes to the hazard situa-
tion or not, this fact leads to the endangerment of parts of
the Vipiteno/Sterzing basin also during relatively frequent
events. The historical analyses of flooding events in the Vip-
iteno/Sterzing basin confirmed this fact (Zischg, 2005).
The analyses of the possible impacts of climate changes
showed that the flooded areas of a design event with a re-
turn period of 30 years representing the assumed future cli-
mate conditions (scenario +20%) have a larger extent than
the flooded areas of a design event with a return period of 100
years representing the actual climate conditions (scenario
2000). The hazard zones delimited and classified following
the guidelines for hazard zone mappings show remarkable
changes if considering the assumed changes in precipitation
intensities due to climate changes. The hazard zones repre-
senting the assumed future climate conditions show a shift
from the yellow zones to the blue zones. In this case study,
the extent of the blue zones increased significantly. The
changes in the extent of the hazard zones implicate changes
in the number of exposed buildings (see Table 3). Under
the assumptions made in this study, the buildings exposed to
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Fig. 10. Classified torrent catchments and their qualitative sensitivity to the assumed changes in the environmental parameters influencing
the hazard situation.(a) Sensitivity of torrent catchments to climate changes: Runoff in summer.(b) Runoff in winter.(c) Bed load transport
in summer.(d) Bed load transport in winter.(e)Frequency of small scale processes.(f) Frequency of extreme events.
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Fig. 11. Changes in flow depths and affected area of the inundation process in the Vipiteno/Sterzing basin. The maps show the classified
flow depth. Flow depths from 0 to 0.5 m are shown in yellow, flow depths from 0.5 to 2 m are shown in blue, flow depths of more than 2 m
are shown in red.(a) Flooded area of a discharge with a return period of 30 years (HQ30) representing scenario 2000.(b) Flooded area of
a discharge with a return period of 30 years (HQ30) representing scenario +20%.(c) Flooded area of a discharge with a return period of
100 years (HQ100) representing scenario 2000.(d) Flooded area of a discharge with a return period of 1000 years (HQ100) representing
scenario +20%.(e)Flooded area of a discharge with a return period of 200 years (HQ200) representing scenario 2000.(f) Flooded area of a
discharge with a return period of 200 years (HQ200) representing scenario +20%.
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Fig. 12.Results of inundation modelling reclassified following the guidelines for hazard zone mapping (Autonome Provinz Bozen – Südtirol
2006; in red hazard zones, the construction of new buildings is restricted; in blue hazard zones, the construction of new buildings is regulated;
in yellow hazard zones prevail hazards with low intensities).(a) Flood hazard map representing scenario 2000.(b) Flood hazard map
representing scenario +20%.
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Fig. 13. Changes in expected damages due to flood events in the
Vipiteno/Sterzing Basin for the scenario representing the present
climate conditions and for the scenario representing possible future
climate conditions.
flood hazards with a low intensity (yellow hazard zones) in
future may be exposed to blue hazard zones. This is valid
especially for the industrial buildings constructed during the
last decade in the free spaces in the neighbourhood of the
rivers, avoided for settlement in the decades before. The po-
tential shifts from blue hazard zones to red hazard zones do
not show significant consequences for buildings. The related
risks increased for each scenario (Table 4 and Fig. 13). The
expected damages of a flood event with a return period of
30 years (scenario +20%) increased up to 1700% (in com-
parison to the scenario 2000). The expected damages of a
flood event with a return period of 100 years increased up to
207% and up to 117% for an event with a return period of
200 years.
3.3 Potential impacts of climate changes to the delimita-
tion of debris flow hazard zones, case study Rio Cen-
gles/Tschenglser Bach
By increasing the rainfall intensities for the design rain-
fall events for the delimitation of the hazard zone maps of
20%, the parameters needed for hazard evaluation changed
as shown in Table 5. The assumed increase of 20% of the
input parameter rainfall intensity for the design events (sce-
nario +20%) lead to an increase of the water discharge of
about 37% for a return period of 30 years, of about 45%
for a return period of 100 years and of about 31% for a re-
turn period of 300 years. The transported volumes increased
about 36% for a return period of 30 years, about 51% for a
return period of 100 years and of about 43% for a return pe-
riod of 300 years relative to the design events representing
the actual climate conditions. The peak discharge of a de-
sign event with a return period of 30 years representing the
assumed future climate conditions has nearly the same di-
mension as a design event with a return period of 100 years
representing the actual climate conditions (Table 5). The ar-
eas affected by debris flows increases of about 4–30% if the
assumed future climate conditions are considered in the sim-
ulation model (Fig. 14). The changes in the extent of the haz-
ard zones do not have consequences for the settlements and
do not influence the risk situation (if the case of an occlusion
of the channel in the settlement area due to wood debris etc.
and resulting overflow of the river banks is not considered).
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Table 4. Number of buildings endangered by flood processes of the Rio Ridanna/Mareiter Bach and expected damages per design events.
reoccurrence interval
number of exposed buildings and related damages
scenario 2000 scenario +20%
habitation production damages [C] habitation production damages [C]
30 1 1 125 000 8 22 2 120 000
100 7 16 1 595 000 13 34 3 305 000
200 12 30 2 940 000 16 34 3 440 000
Table 5. Calculated rainfall and runoff values and bed load transport in the Rio Cengles/Tschenglser Bach torrent for relevant return periods
and different climate conditions (IPP, 2007).
return periodof a rainfall event, duration 60 min
Ntot (precipitation) [mm] Qmax (discharge) at confluence [m3/s] VB (volume of transported material) [m3]
scenario 2000 scenario +20% scenario 2000 scenario +20% scenario 2000 scenario +20%
30years 55.6 66.7 31.5 44.4 59000 80 000
100 years 74.2 89.0 47.3 70.4 73 000 110 000
300 years 81.2 97.5 63.5 86.5 83 000 119 000
4 Conclusions
The results of the approach for assessing and classifying the
sensitivity of mountain torrent and torrential river catchments
against the assumed climate changes showed where the fu-
ture scenarios of natural hazards are expected to occur more
likely. The analyses pointed out that the impacts of climate
changes to the hazard situation of torrential and river sys-
tems have a high spatial variability. The identification and
localization of the torrent catchments, where unfavourable
changes in the hazard situation occur could eliminate spec-
ulative and unnecessary measures against the impacts of cli-
mate changes like a general enlargement of hazard zones or
a general over dimensioning of protection structures for the
whole territory (e.g. as suggested by Hennegriff et al., 2006).
Thus, the procedure could support the discussion about fu-
ture strategies for adaptation to alternated climate conditions
by providing the trends for the development of the hazard
situation in a higher spatial resolution.
At the moment, the procedure for the identification and
localization of torrent catchments does not consider quan-
titatively future climate scenarios (e.g. global and regional
climate models). This weakness in fact could be eliminated
in future, but the qualitative approach allows the transfer of
the approach to other areas. The dataset about the classified
torrent and torrential river catchments and their sensitivity to
climate changes provides the basis for the identification and
localization of settlement areas, where increases in the future
risk potential have to be expected.
As an example for the use of the dataset, the hazard in-
dex map for debris flow processes (geo7, 2006; Zimmermann
et al., 1997) was overlaid with the sensitive catchments and
the settlement areas. The intersection of these two databases
leads to the identification and localisation of potential de-
bris flow processes starting in catchments that are sensitive
to changes due to permafrost degradation. The settlement ar-
eas potentially affected by these debris flow processes were
pointed out. The potential debris flow processes starting in
catchments that are sensitive to permafrost degradation are
endangering only insignificant parts of the settlements in the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano. Thus, only these settle-
ment areas are sensitive to this specific impact of climate
change. But, the environmental changes in the starting areas
of the debris flows endangering these sensitive areas must be
observed and monitored.
The procedure for the identification and localisation of
alpine torrent and torrential river catchments that are sensi-
tive to climate changes provide an information basis for the
identification of these cases, where the risk potential tends
to increase. Because the impacts of climate changes to natu-
ral hazards show remarkably regional differences, the knowl-
edge about where the expected changes in the natural haz-
ard situation have consequences to the risk situation is cru-
cial for the consideration of the impacts of climate change
in land use planning and risk management. The presented
procedure provides a further information basis for decision-
making in land use planning and natural hazard and risk man-
agement with a long-term planning horizon. Furthermore, it
provides a methodological framework for further refinement
and enhancement of the consideration of the effects of cli-
mate changes in natural hazards and risk management.
The case study of the Rio Ridanna/Mareiter Bach river
showed possible consequences of climate changes to the
hazard situation of an alpine river. The study showed that
the assumed increase of the precipitation intensities has
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Fig. 14. Changes in flow depths and affected area of the debris flow processes of the Rio Cengles/Tschenglser Bach torrent. The maps show
the classified flow depth following the guidelines for hazard zone mapping (Autonome Provinz Bozen – Südtirol, 2006). Flow depths from
0 to 1 m are shown in blue, flow depths greater than 1 m are shown in red. Critical shear stress parameter of 400 Pa.(a) Flow depths for a
design event with a return period of 30 years (scenario 2000).(b) Flow depths for a design event with a return period of 30 years (scenario
+20%).(c) Flow depths for a design event with a return period of 100 years (scenario 2000).(d) Flow depths for a design event with a return
period of 100 years (scenario +20%).(e) Flow depths for a design event with a return period of 300 years (scenario 2000).(f) Flow depths
for a design event with a return period of 300 years (scenario +20%).
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Fig. 15. Variations in flow depth and extent of a design event with a return period of 30 years (actual climate conditions) using different
input parameters for the critical shear stress.(a) Flow depths for a design event with a return period of 30 years (scenario 2000). Critical
shear stress parameter of 200 Pa.(b) Flow depths for a design event with a return period of 30 years (scenario 2000). Critical shear stress
parameter of 400 Pa.(c) Flow depths for a design event with a return period of 30 years (scenario 2000). Critical shear stress parameter of
800 Pa.
remarkable impacts on the natural hazard situation (pro-
cess intensities). The calculated increase of discharge due
to the assumed increase in rainfall intensity showed a sig-
nificant accentuation of the already existing weak points in
the protection structures and the resulting hazard situation.
The modelling results showed a remarkably increase in the
flooded areas and an increase in flow depths. The hazard
zones changed one “level” of hazard classification. Gener-
ally, the “yellow” zones delineated on the basis of the ac-
tual climate conditions tended to become “blue” zone. This
could lead to significant restrictions for land use. The study
demonstrated that already known weak points in risk reduc-
tion systems as protection structures in future will become
more important in risk management activities. This means
that the stress-strain behaviour of these weak points in cases
of discharges exceeding the channel capacity must be stud-
ied. The knowledge about the behaviour of protection struc-
tures in loading case could provide a decision base for the
elaboration of and the training of crisis management plans.
The potential effects of changed input parameters as the
precipitation intensity to the extent of the hazard zones are
not negligible for land use planning purposes. Usually, the
hazard assessment of floods is based on the statistical anal-
ysis of relatively short data series for precipitation and dis-
charge measurements. As shown in this case study, the anal-
ysis of the flood processes bases on a data series of about
31 years. Because of the curtness of the available data se-
ries, the calculated intensity values for the future design
rainfall event (+20%) representing the future climate con-
ditions (2050–2100) are laying within the 95% confidence
interval of the data series representing the present climate
conditions. Thus, the assumed future changes in the input
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parameter “precipitation intensity” lay within the uncertainty
of the methods used today for the delimitation of the hazard
zones. Thus, the consideration of the uncertainties laying in
the methods used for the elaboration of hazard zone maps
would provide a useful instrument for the consideration of
potential future climate conditions in sensitive catchments.
The case study of the Rio Cengles/Tschenglser Bach tor-
rent confirmed the hypothesis that the bed load transport ca-
pacity of torrents eroding older deposits increases with a po-
tential increase in rainfall intensity. Due to the unlimited
predisposition of mobilizeable material for debris flows, the
process intensity of these torrents increases with the increase
of bed load transport capacity because of higher discharges.
The changes in process intensity in the deposition area of
the debris flow are remarkable, but are lying within the un-
certainties due to mostly poorly known process characteris-
tics and models. The ranges of the modelling results due
to changes in the input parameters of rheology and critical
shear stresses of the debris flow simulation model exceed the
ranges of the modelling results due to changes in the input
parameter for rainfall intensity (Fig. 15).
The case study showed that possible effects of climate
changes are not relevant for torrents that have been system-
ized with remarkably efforts and where the runout and de-
position areas of the torrential processes have been kept free
from settlements and infrastructures. Nevertheless, the anal-
yses showed that an assumed increase of rainfall intensity
lead to a nonlinear increase of the process intensities. Espe-
cially the volume transported by debris flows due to the in-
crease in discharge and transport capacity increased remark-
ably when considering possible future climate conditions.
This lead to the conclusion that the sediment management
in alpine torrents will meet future challenges. In future, the
costs for maintenance of existing protection structures will
increase due to higher deposition volumes and a higher fre-
quency of removal of debris flow deposits from sediment re-
tention basins. Thus, cost-benefit analyses made within the
planning of new protection structures must consider the fu-
ture higher operating expenses.
The study showed that an increase in the intensity and fre-
quency of flood and debris flow hazards has to be expected
as a consequence of climate changes in sensitive catchments.
But, the effects of these changes in the hazard situation to the
risk situation depend also on other factors in the risk equa-
tion. The future changes in the extent of the damage po-
tential and the vulnerability of endangered objects to natural
hazard processes would also influence the future risk poten-
tial. Thus, the consideration of impacts of climate changes
in natural hazard and risk management must be made using
a holistic approach combining all the available instruments
and possibilities from risk prevention to land use planning
and crisis management activities.
The conceptional approach for assessing the impacts of
climate changes on risks showed that especially the factor of
the vulnerability mostly unconsidered in risk analyses points
out the uncertainties in this assessment. But, the considera-
tion of this risk factor opens new possibilities for risk reduc-
tion. With the reduction of the vulnerability of endangered
buildings against the dangerous processes, a remarkable in-
crease in the hazard potential as an impact of climate changes
must not stringently conduct in an increase in risk.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Types of Alpine torrent catchments.
catchment
type
ID
decision
tree
Description
WB01 082 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
WB02 146 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat.
WB03 098 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
WB04 162 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat.
WB05 084 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas, manly older deposits.
WB06 148 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas, manly older deposits.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat.
WB07 100 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas, manly older deposits.
WB08 164 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas, manly older deposits.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat.
WB09 088 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas and active landslides.
WB10 152 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas and active landslides.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat.
WB11 104 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas and active landslides.
WB12 168 Higher located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas and active landslides.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat.
WB13 083 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
WB14 147 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat. Not existing!
WB15 099 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
WB16 163 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat. Not existing!
WB17 085 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas, manly older deposits.
WB18 149 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas, manly older deposits.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat. Not existing!
WB19 101 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas, manly older deposits.
WB20 165 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas, manly older deposits.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat. Not existing!
WB21 089 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas and active landslides.
WB22 153 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with minor bed load source areas and active landslides.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat. Not existing!
WB23 105 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas and active landslides.
WB24 169 Lower located mountain torrent catchments with major bed load source areas and active landslides.
Important areas affected by permafrost degradation or glacier retreat. Not existing!
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Table A2. Types of torrential river catchments.
catchment
type
ID
decision
tree
Description
WF01 082 Higher located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF02 146 Higher located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF03 098 Higher located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff
WF04 162 Higher located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF05 084 Higher located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly older deposits.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff
WF06 148 Higher located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly older deposits.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF07 100 Higher located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly older deposits.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff
WF08 164 Higher located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly older deposits.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF09 088 Higher located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas and active landslides.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff
WF10 152 Higher located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas and active landslides.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF11 104 Higher located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas and active landslides.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff
WF12 168 Higher located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas and active landslides.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF13 083 Lower located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF14 147 Lower located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF15 099 Lower located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff
WF16 163 Lower located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly recent deposits.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF17 085 Lower located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly older deposits.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff
WF18 149 Lower located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas, mainly older deposits.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF19 101 Lower located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly older deposits.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff
WF20 165 Lower located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas, mainly older deposits.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF21 089 Lower located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas and active landslides.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff
WF22 153 Lower located torrential river catchments with minor bed load source areas and active landslides.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
WF23 105 Lower located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas and active landslides.
Limited susceptibility to surface runoff
WF24 169 Lower located torrential river catchments with major bed load source areas and active landslides.
Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
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Table A3. Types of river catchments.
catchment
type
ID
decision
tree
Description
FL01 Higher located alpine river catchments. Limited susceptibility to surface runoff.
FL02 Higher located alpine river catchments. Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
FL04 Lower located alpine river catchments. Limited susceptibility to surface runoff.
FL02 Lower located alpine river catchments. Increased susceptibility to surface runoff.
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Abstract The potential effects of climatic changes on natural risks are widely discussed.
But the formulation of strategies for adapting risk management practice to climate changes
requires knowledge of the related risks for people and economic values. The main goals of
this work were (1) the development of a method for analysing and comparing risks induced
by different natural hazard types, (2) highlighting the most relevant natural hazard pro-
cesses and related damages, (3) the development of an information system for the moni-
toring of the temporal development of natural hazard risk and (4) the visualisation of the
resulting information for the wider public. A comparative exposure analysis provides the
basis for pointing out the hot spots of natural hazard risks in the province of Carinthia,
Austria. An analysis of flood risks in all municipalities provides the basis for setting the
priorities in the planning of flood protection measures. The methods form the basis for a
monitoring system that periodically observes the temporal development of natural hazard
risks. This makes it possible firstly to identify situations in which natural hazard risks are
rising and secondly to differentiate between the most relevant factors responsible for the
increasing risks. The factors that most influence the natural risks could be made evident
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and eventual climate signals could be pointed out. Only with this information can the
discussion about potential increases in natural risks due to climate change be separated
from other influencing factors and be made at an objective level.
Keywords Integral natural hazards and risk management  Climate change
adaptation  Risk analysis
1 Introduction
The management of natural hazards has a long tradition in Austria and in the Alps. For a
decade, the former practice of managing floods, debris flows, avalanches, rock falls and
landslides has been more or less transformed into a practice of integrated risk management.
Integrated risk management is the process of finding the most efficient solutions and
combinations of measures for risk reduction throughout all phases of risk management
(prevention, intervention and restoration). The focus in natural hazard management has
shifted from the construction of protective measures as the principal solution to the defence
against natural hazards to a more holistic approach, which views risk management as
integrating a variety of individual but coordinated activities from different disciplines and
different administrative levels (Zischg 2010). One principle of integrated risk management
is the consideration of the results of quantitative risk analysis and therefore risk-based
decision-making.
The risk resulting from natural hazards is defined as a quantifying function of the
probability of occurrence of a dangerous process and the related degree of damage. The
latter is specified by the damage potential and the vulnerability of the endangered object
(United Nations 2004).
Ri;j ¼ pSi  AOj  pOj;Si  vOj;Si
According to the United Nations (2004) definition, the specifications for the probability
of the defined scenario (pSi), the monetary value of the object affected by this scenario
(AOj), the probability of exposure of object j to scenario i (pOj,Si) and the vulnerability of
object j in dependence on scenario i (vOj,Si) are required for the quantification of risk (Ri,j).
The risks induced by natural hazards change over time with the changing environment
(Keiler et al. 2006; Fuchs et al. 2005). On the one hand, the probability of occurrence and
the magnitudes of natural hazard processes may be altered by the effects of climate change.
These effects vary remarkably between process types and between specific local situations
(Keiler et al. 2010). Whereas the effects of rising temperatures on natural hazard processes
related to glacier and permafrost degradation may be identified and constrained locally, the
effects of climate change on precipitation and, therefore, on precipitation-related processes
are more difficult to assess. The occurrence probability of natural hazard processes related
to precipitation, such as floods, debris flows and avalanches, is expected to increase (Frei
et al. 2006; Caspary 2004). Other analyses point out a possible decrease in the occurrence
probability of debris flows depending on their type of sediment delivery for transportation
(Staffler et al. 2008; Jomelli et al. 2004, 2007). While the direct effects of climate change
on natural hazard processes can be assessed and monitored, indirect effects or feedbacks in
process chains are less well known (Keiler et al. 2010). In mountainous areas, natural
hazard processes are strongly influenced by the topographical, geological and microcli-
matological conditions and evolve in a downward slope from the headwater catchment area
1046 Nat Hazards (2013) 67:1045–1058
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towards the floodplain areas. This means that natural hazard processes in the flood plains
are influenced by processes in higher areas. This interrelation depends on the character-
istics of transport processes and leads to a high spatial and temporal variability in the
domain of natural hazard processes (Keiler et al. 2010; Staffler et al. 2008). The topo-
graphical, climatical and geomorphological diversity of the Alps require a locally differ-
entiated view of the potential effects of climatic changes on natural hazards. There will be
areas likely to be affected by natural hazards related to climate change, and there will be
others without any changes in the actual natural hazard situation (Staffler et al. 2008).
Besides the probability of occurrence and the intensity of potential natural hazards that
can be affected by climatic changes, the extent of damage and the vulnerability of
endangered objects also affect the level of risks (e.g., Fuchs et al. 2007). In comparison to
the potential effects of climate change on natural hazards, the latter parameter of the risk
formula affects the resulting risks more significantly. Economic development leads to the
spread of settlements and infrastructure towards endangered zones. At the same time, the
values of houses and goods and the requirements for mobility are increasing (Keiler 2004;
Keiler et al. 2005). The functioning of local economies is based on the functioning of
infrastructures for transport, communication, water provision and electricity supply. This
leads to an increased dependency of human activities on the continuous functioning of
infrastructures and, therefore, to an increase in vulnerability to the effects of natural
hazards. Society’s demand for absolute safety in the area of natural hazards is increasing
while, at the same time, individual responsibility is increasingly denied (Fuchs 2009;
Zischg 2010). The increasing demands for higher safety standards will also put greater
pressure on public finances.
Due to the dimensionality and the aggregation of these trends in increasing natural
hazard risks, the practice of risk management in general has to be adapted to these new
situations and the challenges must be faced by the relevant stakeholders (PLANALP 2010).
The resulting rapid changes in both the number of exposed people or values of goods and
the changing characteristics of natural hazards due to climate change require a new
approach to managing this complex system of risk and safety. Although the effects of
climate change are only one of several factors influencing natural hazard risks, they should
be monitored and evidenced. But this factor has to be considered separately from the
others. At the moment, the common agreement in natural hazard risk management practice
is to avoid a general consideration of simplified effects of climate change on natural
hazards equally over wide areas without any local differentiation. The common agreement
of most relevant stakeholders in natural hazard risk management in the Alps is to monitor
the further development of natural hazard risks influenced by climate change. And in cases
where the effects of climate change on a specific risk situation become evident or can be
reliably assessed, these effects are faced by an integrated risk management approach
(Greminger and Zischg 2011). A general update of hazard zone maps over large areas on
the basis of today’s climate projections is not considered.
The monitoring of the long-term development of natural hazard risks requires a mon-
itoring system that is able to differentiate between the main factors influencing the risks.
The pre-condition for the monitoring of the effects of climate change on natural hazard
risks is the knowledge of the existing risks. The effects of climate change on the existing
risk situation can only be quantified if existing risks in the whole study area are known.
The main aim of this work was to elaborate a method for analysing and comparing
natural hazard risks induced by different processes in a wider area. The method should
meet the following requirements:
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• the actual risks induced by floods, debris flows, avalanches, rock falls and landslides
should be analysed on the basis of the existing data (hazard maps and land-use maps)
• the procedure should be able to analyse the natural hazard risks on a community level
but the risks should be summarisable at the regional level (province)
• the procedure should highlight the communities in the study area with the highest
values of natural hazard risks (hot spots)
• the procedure should make it possible distinguish between different factors influencing
the risks (hazard-related or vulnerability-related factors)
• the procedure should be made on the basis of the methodological framework of risk
analysis for cost-benefit analyses (binding guidelines for cost-benefit analyses in
Austria), the damage functions and object-related vulnerability functions should be
incorporated as variables that can be adapted to new findings
• the procedures should allow periodic updates and the analysis of the historic
development of risks
• the results of the risk analysis should be visualised for the wider public
One aim of this study was to show which hazardous processes (floods, debris flows,
avalanches, rock-fall processes and landslides) produce the most relevant exposure of
people and property. This comparative analysis should provide the basis for pointing out
the hot spots of natural hazard risks in the province of Carinthia (Bundesland Kärnten),
Austria. The method should provide the basis for a control system that periodically
observes whether the effects of climate change are increasing the risks of flooding.
2 Method
The achievement of the goals set requires a close collaboration between the various
responsible institutions in the province of Carinthia. In Carinthia, the authority responsible
for flood protection is the Department of Water Resources Management. The authority
responsible for protection against torrential hazards and avalanches is the Torrent and
Avalanche Control Service. The Department of Geology and Soil Protection is responsible
for the management of rock fall and landslide threats. The Department of Land Use
Planning is responsible for land use planning.
The first step towards the goals was the definition of a common dataset of object
categories to be considered in exposure and risk analysis (elements at risk). The second
step was the elaboration and compilation of datasets for the different natural hazard pro-
cesses. On the basis of a dataset of elements at risk and subsequently compiled damage
maps, an exposure analysis for all processes and a risk analysis for flood processes were
made. The results of exposure analyses of individual single process types were compared,
and the communities with the highest number of elements at risk have been pointed out.
Finally, the results of this comparative analysis were prepared for visualisation and for use
as a basis for communicating risks.
2.1 Definition of the classes of elements at risk
The European Water Framework Directive and the Guidelines for cost-benefit analyses in
hydraulic engineering and in torrent and avalanche control (BMLFUW 2006a, 2008) define
the classes of elements at risk that are to be considered in risk analyses. In general, this
study followed the definitions for elements at risk in these guidelines with adaptations to
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local particularities, especially due to classification schemes of existing datasets. A cata-
logue of elements at risk was prepared for the whole region of Carinthia on the basis of
existing datasets and without additional field work. The elaboration of the catalogue of
elements at risk was supported by an interdisciplinary working group with people from
different administrative units. The result of this work was a jointly accepted catalogue of
elements at risk that have to be considered in the exposure and risk analyses of all relevant
natural hazard types. The standardisation of the classes of elements at risk was one pre-
condition to make exposure and risk analyses of different natural hazard processes com-
parable. The following classes of elements at risk were considered in exposure and risk
analysis:
Buildings
Buildings with one domicile
Buildings with two or more domiciles
Buildings for apartment-sharing communities
Buildings with tourist functions
Industrial buildings
Public buildings
Schools or hospitals
Others
Infrastructure
Motorways
Main roads with regional function
Municipal roads
Secondary access roads
Bridges
Areas with industrial functions
Airports
Railways
Power stations and electricity substations
Sewage management infrastructure
Water supply infrastructure
Power lines
Gas supply stations and lines
Agriculture and forestry
Grassland
Farmland
Forest
There is a variety of different datasets in the study area that provide the databases to be
used within a GIS-based analysis of the elements at risk. The datasets range from land-use
maps, information systems for water resource management, roads and railways, to datasets
of power- and water-supply companies. The procedure for the compilation of a database of
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elements at risk from many different datasets was combined into a software package that
guarantees a standardisation of the procedure and saves time resources. Most of the
existing datasets are suited for the compilation of the dataset of object categories for risk
analysis. But in the study area at the moment, there is no specific dataset of buildings with
attributes useable directly for risk analysis. The building categories therefore had to be
extracted and classified combining two different datasets: (1) the land registry, without any
information on the function of the buildings and (2) the dataset of the location of household
addresses. These two datasets are not related and were provided from different institutions.
The procedure takes the extent and the localisation of the buildings from the land registry,
which contains only the surface area of the building itself. The classification of the
functionality of the building was derived from the address dataset that is available as a
point file. The point datasets of the addresses and of the schools were combined with the
polygon datasets of the building layer. The attributes of the point layers were attributed to
the polygon layer by means of different rules for spatial relationships. All address points
related spatially to a building were used to classify the building itself. If a single address
point of a private household falls into a single building or is situated in the vicinity of the
building, then the building itself was classified as a domicile for one household. In cases
where a building polygon is overlaid by more than one address point, the building was
classified as multi-functional depending on the type of use. After classifying the func-
tionality of each building, the next step was to attribute the number of residents or the
number of workplaces to each building. The number of people and workplaces for each
building were calculated on the basis of the Austrian statistics dataset. This provides
information on the type of household and employment within grid cells with a resolution of
125 m. The total sum of workplaces and inhabitants of each grid cell of the statistics
dataset was divided by the number of buildings of the respective functions within this
raster cell. The resulting value was attributed to the individual buildings of each class of
buildings. In cases where the grid cells indicate the number of workplaces, this number
could be divided by the number of buildings with industrial functions.
2.2 Compilation of the hazard information
There are different datasets that can be used to describe information on natural hazard
processes in the study area. Three different datasets exist for flood processes, and there are
different datasets for rock falls, debris flows and landslides. There are hazard zone maps
for flood hazards on the major rivers, which were elaborated following the guidelines for
the hazard zone maps of the BMLFUW (2006b). The maps drawn up before 2006 show
two classes of intensity of a flood event with a return period of 100 years. More recent
maps differentiate between flood events with return periods of 30, 100 and 300 years.
These maps consist of intensity maps for each of the selected scenarios and return periods.
The hazard zone maps do not cover all areas. Hazard maps are being drawn up for the
missing areas. Furthermore, a nationwide map of flood events of a return period of 30, 100
and 200 years (HORA, see http://www.wassernet.at/article/articleview/74694/1/13524/) is
available. In areas where there are no regional authority hazard zone maps, the HORA
flood hazard maps of an event with a return period of 100 years were considered for risk
analysis. A simplified modelling procedure was used to map the extent of potential flood
areas for a few areas where there are no hazard zone maps of the regional authority or
HORA flood hazard maps. This procedure uses a digital elevation model to demarcate any
areas that can be flooded due to the topographic condition. This does not consider the
quantity of the discharge but defines all areas potentially affected by flooding from the
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main rivers. It was assumed that all rivers overflow their banks or breach the dams. The
resulting map therefore does not contain any information on probability of occurrence or
intensity. This map was used only for a small number of river reaches. For the other
hazardous processes considered in the comparative exposure analysis, the existing datasets
compiled to one harmonised map for each process. The hazard zone maps for torrential
hazards were prepared by the Torrent and Avalanche Control Service following the
Austrian guidelines (BMLFUW 2011). These hazard zone maps define the areas poten-
tially affected by flood or debris-flow processes from torrential catchments of a return
period of 150 years. The hazard zones are classified into two categories of process
intensity. The same guidelines also describe the procedure for drawing up hazard zone
maps for avalanches. The hazard zone maps of avalanches also consider a return period of
150 years and classify two categories of intensity. The hazard maps for rock fall and
landslide processes were compiled and provided by the Department of Geology and Soil
Protection. These hazard maps do not consider a certain return period or occurrence
probability but classify the evident and potential hazard areas in three categories: potential
hazard area, area with identified hazard and area with identified hazard of a high proba-
bility or intensity. One hazard map was compiled for each process type.
2.3 Comparative exposure analysis
In a further step, the catalogue of elements at risk was intersected with the hazard maps.
The hazard information was attributed to the buildings dataset. The information of the
process type, the related intensity class and the return period of the respective scenario
were attributed to every single building. If a building was located on the border of two
classes of hazard intensity, the intensity class with the higher grade was attributed to it.
Afterwards, the number of exposed buildings was summarised at municipality level for
each process type and intensity class. The other categories of elements at risk such as
streets and infrastructure were intersected with all hazard maps of each process type. The
units describing the quantity of the exposed elements were summarised at municipality
level. This resulted in a table for each municipality that summarises the number of exposed
objects or the length/area of all categories of the catalogue of elements at risk. The results
of the exposure analysis for each process type were compared at municipality level.
2.4 Flood risk analysis
The analysis of flood risk was made on the BMLFUW (2006a, 2008) guidelines. These
contain functions for the estimation of the damages on endangered objects. The risk
analysis was made only for flood processes of the main rivers. The analysis of damage and
risks due to torrential processes, avalanches, rock-fall processes and landslides was not
made within this study but it is planned for the near future.
The damage to buildings was calculated using the following formula (1):
S ¼ Smin þ 1000  B 
ffiffiffiffiffi
W
p
ð1Þ
where S is damage in €, Smin minimal damage in € and B factor depending on the func-
tionality of the building. Damage in k€ with an inundation depth of 1 m (without Smin),
W water depth in m above floor level of the building.
The values of the parameters used for the calculation of the damages are described in
Table 1. The water depths were extracted from the hazard zone maps. The transformation
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of inundation water depths to the water depth above floor level of the building was made by
using mean values for the factor W. The mean values were extracted from a reverse
analysis of a detailed study in the catchment of the river Glan. For yellow hazard zones
(low and medium intensity), a medium water depth above floor level of 0.15 m was
assumed and for red hazard zones (high intensity) 0.77 m. A value of 0.16 m was used for
the factor W to calculate flood damage on the basis of the HORA flood hazard maps.
We did not use a vulnerability factor to calculate damage on other classes of the
catalogue of elements at risk because the existing hazard maps do not make it possible to
deduce the required details of process intensity for the assessment of the vulnerability
factor of infrastructures. For both intensity classes, we used medium damage values instead
of the vulnerability factor. The values are shown in Table 2. The results of the risk analysis
were summarised at communal and regional administrative level.
2.5 Visualisation of the results of the comparative exposure analysis and of the risk
analysis for decision-makers and the wider public
The results of comparative exposure analysis and the flood risk analysis were summarised
at municipal level and subsequently published on a website of the provincial authorities of
Carinthia. A fact sheet showing the results of the comparative exposure analyses was
prepared for each municipality (see Fig. 1). These fact sheets contain the most relevant
information about the municipality with the characteristics of the different process types,
the hazard maps, and the number of the exposed objects and the results of the flood risk
analyses. The number of elements at risk of each hazard type (flood processes, debris
flows, rock-fall processes and landslides) was visualised in tables and in summary charts or
diagrams. The diagrams show the number of elements at risk of different categories. The
results of the flood risk analysis are summarised in a table. For each category of the
catalogue of elements at risk, the potential damage of a flood event with a return period of
100 years is summarised in the table. The comparison between potential damages of
different categories of elements at risk is shown in common diagrams (see Fig. 2).
2.6 Combination into an information system for monitoring the temporal development
of natural hazard risks
The procedure for the comparative exposure analysis and the flood risk analysis was
combined into the information system of the Carinthian provincial authorities. This system
Table 1 Parameters and their values used for the calculation of damages to buildings due to flooding
Functionality of the building Smin cellar B cellar Smin ground floor B ground floor
Buildings with one domicile 3,250 11.0 13,360 30.0
Buildings with two or more domiciles 2,800 11.0 11,800 29.0
Buildings for apartment-sharing
communities
1,000 5.0 8,000 25.0
Buildings with tourist functions 10,000 20.0 20,000 62.5
Industrial buildings 12,000 21.3 26,000 216.0
Public buildings 12,000 21.3 30,000 168.8
Schools or hospitals 12,000 21.3 30,000 168.8
Others 1,000 8.0 7,000 20.0
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includes all relevant information for the procedure, either as static maps or periodically
updated maps. The hazard zone maps are updated regularly after a period of 10–15 years.
If significant system changes that influence either the probability or the intensity of hazard
processes occur, the hazard zone maps will be updated, for example, after significant
system changes due to the effects of climate change or due to the construction of protection
measures.
3 Results
The result of the approach is a database with the information about the numbers of
elements at risk for different process types and the potential damages of a flood event with
a return period of 100 years. The information can be queried at local level (hazard zone), at
a communal or regional level. The database provides an overview of the expected damages
or losses. It allows the aggregation of data on different levels and provides the basis for a
comparative analysis of the risks in the municipalities of Carinthia. The summarised data
are presented in the form of fact sheets on the internet. These fact sheets for each
municipality highlight the critical hazards in their territory.
The comparative exposure analysis shows the spatial distribution of the elements at risk
exposed to the different process types within Carinthia and highlights the municipalities
with the highest number of exposed buildings, people and infrastructure. It shows that the
municipalities in the valleys of the study area are mostly affected by flood and debris-flow
processes on the alluvial fans. The municipalities with the highest number of elements at
risk are located in the wider flood plains potentially affected by flooding. These risks are
concentrated within a few municipalities (see Fig. 3). In total, more than 52,000 inhabit-
ants are potentially affected by a flood event with a return period of 100 years in the study
area. Almost 50% of the total number of inhabitants affected by flood processes are located
in two municipalities. Totally, of 35,455 buildings are potentially exposed by flood pro-
cesses. This is 14% of the total building stock. The comparison between the number of
elements at risk exposed to the different process types shows a high variability (see Fig. 3).
In comparison to flood processes, torrential processes (debris flows and flood process of
Table 2 Mean values of damage
to infrastructure due to flooding
Element at risk Unit Value
Motorways €/m 2575
Main roads with regional function €/m 527
Secondary access roads €/m 527
Municipal roads €/m 527
Bridges €/m 16000
Railways €/km 3.51
Power stations and electricity substations € 10,000.00
Sewage infrastructure management € 10,000.00
Water supply infrastructure € 10,000.00
Electricity lines 20 kV €/m 149
Electricity lines 110 kV €/m 702
Grassland €/m2 2453
Farmland €/m2 3271
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mountain torrents) potentially affect 39,897 inhabitants and 19,287 buildings. Avalanches
potentially affect 1,249 inhabitants and 660 buildings. Figure 4 shows the spatial distri-
bution of potential damages due to flooding. In mountainous regions, the damage to
infrastructure is higher than the damage to buildings. This contrasts to the situation in the
floodplains, where the potential damage to buildings is higher.
Fig. 1 Example of a factsheet showing the results of the comparative exposure analysis. Example of the
municipality of Dellach im Drautal
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Fig. 2 Example of one part of a fact sheet showing the results of the flood risk analysis. Example of the
municipality of Dellach im Drautal
Fig. 3 Number of buildings exposed to floods, torrent hazards and avalanches in the municipalities of
Carinthia
Nat Hazards (2013) 67:1045–1058 1055
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4 Discussion and conclusions
The procedure provides the number of different classes of elements at risk exposed to
floods, torrential hazards and avalanches. This comparative exposure analysis highlights
the most critical processes in each municipality in Carinthia. The information is published
in the form of fact sheets for each municipality, which summarise and visualise the results
in a comprehensible form at municipality level. The number and units of exposed cate-
gories of elements at risk and the expected damage are values that are used in everyday
management tasks and routines. The fact sheets allow a differentiated view of natural
hazards at municipality level and a comparison of potential damage between different
process types and between different categories of elements at risk. They therefore represent
a kind of ‘‘risk portfolio’’ of the municipalities.
But the comparison between the different hazard types is limited, because of (1) dif-
ferent return periods of the hazard scenarios on which the hazard zone maps are based, (2)
the spatial probability of occurrence was not considered in the exposure analysis, (3) the
vulnerability of the elements at risk was not considered in the exposure analysis and (4) the
spatial and temporal coherence of natural hazard events was not considered. Whereas
flooding is likely occur in a greater area at the same time, debris-flow processes are in most
cases spatially and temporally dispersed. This limits the comparability of the results of
exposure analysis. This gap could only be bypassed by analysing the risks for all processes
by means of a detailed risk analysis.
Nevertheless, the comparative exposure analysis highlights the order of dimension of
elements at risk, and it is therefore suited to highlighting the hot spots in the region and in
each municipality. With this, the results could provide indications for investing public
funds most efficiently across administrative borders. The differentiation between damage
of different categories of elements at risk makes it possible to analyse which type of
stakeholder could contribute most to risk reduction. In municipalities in which damage to
buildings is potentially the most relevant factor in the total sum of damages, private
households can contribute significantly to risk reduction (in addition to flood protection
measures). In these municipalities, raising citizens’ awareness should be supported and
promoted. In this sense, the information basis provides a tool for communicating risks and
Fig. 4 Potential damage to buildings, infrastructure, utilities and agriculture due to flooding in the
municipalities of Carinthia. The damage is calculated for a flood event with a return period of 100 years and
is summarised at municipality level
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therefore for improving self-responsibility in a long-term time scale. In municipalities in
which only infrastructure or utilities are affected by natural hazards, the public authorities
responsible for the maintenance of the affected infrastructure should be involved in risk
reduction activities.
The result of the flood risk analysis provides a tool for setting the priorities in the
planning and construction of flood reduction measures. The responsible authority therefore
becomes an objective decision base for the investment of public funds.
5 Outlook
With the elaborated information system, a point of origin for setting up an indicator system
to monitor the effects of climate change on the natural hazard situation has been created. In
Carinthia, the potential damage caused by natural hazards and the hot spots are now
known. The monitoring system is able to run the procedure for different time steps, and the
changes in the values have been archived. On the basis of historic data, the historic
development of the damage potential and the resulting risks have been reconstructed. In
future, the monitoring system will update the fact sheets once a new version of an
information layer is available. If the procedure is repeated regularly after an update of the
hazard maps or of the database of elements at risk, the trends in the temporal development
of natural hazard risks could be monitored and highlighted. The differentiation between the
temporal development of risks and elements at risk allows the extraction of an eventual
climate signal. This climate signal could be evidenced in future if the trend in the
development of natural hazard risks is remarkably different from the trend of the economic
values of elements at risks (see Fig. 5). The factors that influence the temporal develop-
ment of natural hazard risks have mostly been made evident. This leads to the identification
of areas in which an increasing natural hazard risk is influenced by a climate signal and not
by the increase in the economic value of elements at risk. Only in these areas, adaptation
measures are necessary. With this information, the discussion of potential increases in
natural risks due to climate change has been made at an objective level for a whole region.
But the comparative analysis of different hazard types should in future be based on a
detailed risk analysis rather than on an exposure analysis.
Fig. 5 Simplified concept for monitoring the temporal development of the economic values at risk and the
related risks. The dark bar shows the situation of 2010, the light bars show hypothetical values of future and
historic trends
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Abstract As financing protection against mountain hazards
becomes increasingly challenging and therefore investments
have to be prioritized, dilemmas of justice emerge: some local
governments and individuals benefit from natural hazard pro-
tection schemes, whereas others loose. Decisions on whom to
protect often caused contradicting concepts of political under-
standing, which differ in interpretations of fair resource allo-
cation and distribution. This paper analyses the impact of dif-
ferent philosophical schools of social justice onmountain haz-
ard management in Austria. We used data from a spatially
explicit, object-based assessment of elements at risk and com-
pared potential distributional effects of three political jurisdic-
tions. We found that—depending on the respective political
direction—various local governments gain and others loose
within the actual distributional system of mitigation strategies.
The implementation of a utilitarian policy approach would
cause that high income communities in hazard-prone areas
would mainly benefit. Consequently, this policy direction
would encourage the public administration to ignore their
own failure in the past natural hazards management and
prevention. On the other hand, following a Rawlsians ap-
proach mainly peripheral communities would gain from new
policy direction who often show besides natural hazards prob-
lemmainly large socio-economic challenges. Finally, the most
radical change would include the implementation of a liberal-
ism policy, whereabouts the state only provides hazard infor-
mation, but no further mitigation measures. These findings
highlight the distributional consequences of future mountain
hazard management strategies and point to the crucial selec-
tion of policy direction in navigating the selection of various
adaptation schemes.
Keywords Social justice . Political economy . Risk
reduction . Distributional consequences . Mountain hazards
Introduction
Since the beginning of 2000s, the Austrian natural hazard
funding policy is following a mixture of egalitarianism and
utilitarianism social justices’ direction (see also Thaler and
Hartmann 2016). The national government introduced to
prioritise the investment based on cost-benefit analysis, where
the highest benefit-cost ratio gets implemented first (Sinabell
and Url 2007; BMLFUW 2009). One reason for this result is
that the overall budget and the resource distribution over the
federal states is mainly disaster-driven (Thaler 2014), which
means that after major strikes investments for mitigation and
adaptation are repeatedly shifted towards these federal states
(Raschky and Weck-Hannemann 2007). However, the alloca-
tion of flood protection measures is equally distributed in
terms of protection level and also in terms of funding between
nine different federal states. However, several natural hazard
events, such as those that occurred in 2002, 2005, and 2013 in
Austria, caused high damages for the environment and
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humanity, and losses for the economy (Habersack et al. 2004,
2009; Blöschl et al. 2013). This has focused the attention of
policy makers and other stakeholders of how to approach the
topic of natural hazard protection, which is that not everyone
is threatened equally by hazard events. This has led to an
increasing discussion on changes beyond that of vulnerability
and natural hazards (Fuchs 2009; Giupponi and Biscaro
2015). This change has driven a transformation in the role of
the state in terms of responsibility sharing and increased indi-
vidual responsibilities for mitigation and adaptation (Adger
et al. 2013, 2016; Thaler and Levin-Keitel 2016).
Additionally, the transformation of responsibility has been
encouraged with the implementation of the EU Floods
Directive in 2007, such as the introduction of Areas of
Potentially Significant Flood Risk (APSFR),1 insurance com-
panies, or international risk-averse investors which request a
re-thinking of the current financial distribution within hazard
management (EC 2007; BMLFUW 2011, 2014; Penning-
Rowsell 2015; Husby et al. 2016). One key question refers
to the problem of social justice and injustice within this new
policy direction, which plays a central role in the ongoing
natural hazard management policy (Collins 2010; Grineski
et al. 2012).
Debates on social justices and equity in managing natural
hazards and risk became more prominent in the past 10 years
(Fielding and Burningham 2005; Colton 2007; Johnson et al.
2007; Walker and Burningham 2011; Thaler and Hartmann
2016). In particular, after Hurricane Katrina in 2005, various
publications addressed the question about social and spatial
inequality with the aim to understand the impact of natural
disasters on low-income households (such as Dixon and
Ramutsindela 2006; Elliott and Pais 2006; Bullard and Warf
2009; Walker and Burningham 2011). The research mainly
concentrated on the question of which parts of a population
(racial/ethnic or low-income individuals) are significantly
higher exposed to natural hazards than others (Fielding and
Burningham 2005; Colton 2007; Chakraborty et al. 2014;
Grineski et al. 2015; Montgomery and Chakraborty 2015;
Maldonado et al. 2016). These studies, however, strongly
followed the tradition of the 1980s discourse on environmen-
tal injustices, where authors argued that environmental injus-
tice is mainly based on the socio-economic status leading to a
disproportionate and unequal exposure of individuals (Walker
2012; Harrison 2014). Similar discussion can be found in the
discussion within climate justices, whereabouts the focus of
climate justices lie on unequal distribution of the effects of
climate change (Schlosberg and Collins 2014; Schlosberg
et al. 2017). In recent years, the research focus concentrated
on the challenge of inequality within the post-event phase,
such as unequal distribution of federal resources after an event
in terms of psychological assistance or financial support
(Elliott and Pais 2006; Munoz and Tate 2016).
The latter shifted the debate on distributional consequences
(e.g., priorities, resource allocation) of current policy strate-
gies in climate change adaptation (Holland 2017). Local cli-
mate adaptation strategies often confront the challenge of
prioritisation of resources in adaptation strategies. The main
reason is that some social groups are excluded from the plan-
ning and implementation process through lack of empower-
ment (e.g., resources or knowledge). Climate change adapta-
tion strategies are highly technical-oriented with the goal to
protect one group, which might include larger negative con-
sequences for others (Thaler and Priest 2014; Holland 2017;
Schlosberg et al. 2017). Above all studies from the UK
analysed the impact of policy changes within natural hazard
management on the society, to demonstrate who gains and
who loses from this change (Penning-Rowsell and Pardoe
2012a, b, 2015). This debate again encouraged the question
of how funding for natural hazard and risk management
should be distributed within a country, and how a respective
policy should look like (spatially approach). Hence, future
policy might change in either direction, especially if the finan-
cial situation of a state is not strong enough to rise the share in
investments of state expenditures (Thaler and Priest 2014;
Thaler et al. 2016). Besides, a study by Röthlisberger et al.
(2017) showed potential approaches for prioritisation in risk
reduction and natural hazards management strategies in
Switzerland. However, these studies are mainly ex-post ori-
ented with the limitation to show changes from past decisions.
In this paper, we provide an ex-ante view of potential impacts
by government changes. In particular, to show the potential
consequences and implications for the society.
Social justices in natural hazard management
The concept of justice has a broad understanding and in-
terpretation (Elster 1992; Mill 2010; Patrick 2014).
Basically, justice concerns questions on the allocation of
wealth (resources), participation, and recognition across
different members of a society (Schlosberg 2007).
Various models and methods can be distinguished, which
allow for different interpretations. Neoclassic approaches,
for example, have a strong focus on fair distribution and
allocation within a market system (Thaler and Hartmann
2016). Nevertheless, studies also report on injustice
resulting from a combination between socio-economic
and cultural injustice (Schlosberg 2007). Cultural factors
1 The current Austrian flood risk management plan insist the prioritisation of
natural hazards mitigation for Areas of Potentially Significant Flood Risk
(APSFR) across the country. The designation of the Areas of Potentially
Significant Flood Risk (APSFR) is mainly based on four categories: (1) num-
ber of people per river mile; (2) infrastructure; (3) industrial complexes with
major accidents treats, such as Seveso II industries; and (4) cultural heritage.
However, the most important variable was number of people (more than 600
per km) which counted 79% in the overall designation of the APSFR areas
(BMLFUW 2015).
T. Thaler et al.
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are reflected in discrimination of nationality, sexuality,
gender, or/and ethnicity (Fraser 1995), and they are
characterised in a cultural domination of one or more
groups with the result of not recognising and disrespecting
minor groups. Therefore, material unequal distribution re-
flects income and property ownership of each individual
citizen. Unequal economic distribution means barriers to
access at labour market, education system, and health care
and also unequal access to living space with the effect that
marginalised population more often inhabits hazard-prone
areas based on socio-economic inequality. To overcome
these effects, Honneth (2001) suggested the institutional
framework as a key driver in the question of social justice
and equity. As a result, social justice can be addressed as a
link between ‘how, and in what way, individuals recognise
on another reciprocally’ (ibid: 45), and the rules of distri-
bution (material and cultural) are mirrors of society and
their institutions. Additionally, ‘rules of distribution cannot
simply be derived from the relations of production, but are
rather to be seen as the institutional expression of a socio-
cultural dispositive that determines in what esteem partic-
ular activities are held at a specific point in time’ (ibid: 54).
Conflicts over distribution can be only understood as ‘sym-
bolic struggles over the legitimacy of the sociocultural dis-
positive’ (ibid: 54). To achieve a fair distribution, the po-
litical discussion and especially institutions (formal and
informal) have to be changed. Justice in natural hazard
and risk management demands more than just a fair
socio-economic distribution or recognition of cultural roots
(Campbell 2012; May and Morrow 2012; Neal et al. 2014;
Zwarteveen and Boelens 2014). Justice also relates to the
process by which a certain distribution is selected (proce-
dural justice), but this aspect is not covered by this paper.
Instead, the type of justice (and philosophical tradition)
discussed in this article will concern questions of alloca-
tion and distribution of resources and, further, capital and
wealth across different members of society.
The key contribution of this study is to examine the
potential impacts of changing the current natural hazard
management policy in Austria on distributional effects in
showing possible impacts of three philosophical schools
(utilitarianism, Rawlsians, libertarianism, see also
appendix A). The focus lies on the question of the impact
on the distributional effects when following strictly one of
the three philosophical schools in natural hazard manage-
ment. Thus, the main aim is to demonstrate how various
directions within the social justice debate potentially af-
fect the national hazard mitigation policy in Austria.
Accordingly, we focus on the question of how distribu-
tional effects can be organised within the country based
on three theoretical schools within the social justice de-
bate. The selected schools focus their key concept and
main arguments around distributional effects of new
policy concepts and strategies. The key questions sur-
rounding those problems include the following:
& What are the potential impacts of changing national risk
mitigation strategies in Austria based on different justice
frameworks?
& Which regions would profit from a change in the national
risk mitigation strategy towards a more Rawlsians under-
standing of social justice?
This paper is distinguished in two main sections. The first
part focuses on the theoretical discussion of social justices,
which provided the analytical framework for our study. In
the second part, we present results of our experimental study.
The focus is on the question of distributional impacts if the
Austrian natural hazard management policy would change for
the period 2016–2045.
Data and methods
The study was conducted in three consecutive steps. The first
step was the identification of buildings exposed to snow ava-
lanches and flood hazards (from the year 2012). The actual
state of exposure to natural hazards provided the starting point
for the experimental analysis of the impacts of different poli-
cies. In the second step, we developed a method for consider-
ing the different hierarchical units in the impact analysis. On
the basis of this framework, the third step included the evalu-
ation of the outcome of each policy for the period 2016–2045.
Assessing natural hazard exposure
In this paper, assessed hazards included river and torrential
flooding in mountain areas as well as snow avalanches. The
Austrian legislation foresees the introduction of hazard zones
in land use planning to regulate the land use development;
these are mandatory mainly for the upper part of the catch-
ments. Themethod for delimiting hazard zones is regulated by
a national legal act (Republic of Austria 1975) and an associ-
ated decree (Republic of Austria 1976; compare Holub and
Fuchs 2009). Hazard maps are based on a design event with a
frequency of 1 in 150 years, and an event occurring more
frequent with a return period of 1 in 10 years (ibid.). The
underlying magnitude is related to the expected impact pres-
sure and flow height, respectively. In overall, red hazard zones
indicate those areas where the permanent utilisation for settle-
ment and traffic purposes is not possible or only possible with
extraordinary efforts for mitigation measures. Yellow hazard
zones indicate those areas where a permanent utilisation for
settlement and traffic purposes is impaired by hazard process-
es. However, main critique includes (i) that hazard maps show
only the actual situation, without taking into account future
Allocation of risk and benefits—distributional justices in mountain hazard management
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developments, such as process dynamics resulting from cli-
mate change (Auer et al. 2007; Keiler et al. 2010; Huggel et al.
2012) as well as (ii) that the focus is on the actual hazard
extent in the respective run-out areas (mainly residential areas)
and excludes a broader view of the space, e.g. with respect to
agricultural land use in the drafting process of hazard maps.
We defined exposed buildings as built structures that are
susceptible to mountain hazards. Therefore, we overlaid the
national building inventory data with the hazard maps in a
geographic information system (GIS) (Fuchs et al. 2015,
2017). The Austrian building and residents inventory was
provided by the Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry,
Environment, and Water Management. We classified each
building by 14 categories based on its main use and
calculated the economic value of each building. The
economic valuation is conducted by an economic module
based on building type as well as average construction costs
based on Kranewitter (2002) and Keiler et al. (2006). Further,
the construction costs were analysed based on replacement
value (Fuchs and McAlpin 2005). The dataset including the
buildings, their functionality and values, and their number of
residents was delineated from the Austrian residential register.
This dataset and the method for processing the data are de-
scribed in-depth by Fuchs et al. (2015). Each building was
overlaid with the hazard maps to know the current exposure
in Austria. Furthermore, we aggregated the numbers of ex-
posed and non-exposed buildings for the areal units of local
governments. With these numbers, we computed the share of
exposed buildings, and the ratio of the average building values
of exposed and non-exposed buildings.
Hierarchical units of analysis
For the exposure analysis, the analysis was done on an object-
based level (individual house in a hazard zone), and the data
were aggregated at the required level, depending on the cho-
sen policy scenario.
& The first level refers to the building data. A building object
is represented spatially by a point and has the following
attributes: the type of functionality, the reconstruction val-
ue of the building, and the number of principal residents.
Each building object is member of (i) an administrative
unit (i.e. of a local government and of a region) and (ii) of
a hazard zone.
& The second level refers to the hazard zones in Austria. A
hazard zone is represented by a polygon. The different
classes of hazard zones (red and yellow zones depending
on the process intensities) and overlapping or
neighbouring hazard zones are merged into one polygon
representing a hazard zone. Therefore, the hazard process
type and the process intensities are not differentiated in
this study. A hazard zone polygon is member of an
administrative unit (of a local government and of a region)
and provides the reference unit for the future investigation
in our analysis.
& The third level refers to the local administrative unit. The
main aggregation and reference unit is the smallest admin-
istrative unit at local level, i.e. the area of responsibility of
a local government. All financial projects invested in risk
prevention at hazard zone level are summed up at local
level.
With this topological setting, the analysis was done on an
object-based level (individual house in a hazard zone), and the
data were aggregated at the required level, depending on the
chosen policy scenario.
Implementation of policy scenarios
The concept of utilitarianism, developed by classical econo-
mists, such as John Stuart Mill and Graham Bentham, under-
stands justice and equity as the sum of individual benefits. The
aim of utilitarianism is to ‘maximise the total potential happi-
ness of society as a whole through the aggregation of individ-
ual happiness’ (Johnson et al. 2007: 376). Thereby, the focus
is on benefits of each individual (Bartel 2002), and conse-
quently, policy discussion should ensure maximal benefit of
society (‘greatest benefit to the greatest number’, Hunold and
Young 1998: 84). In natural hazard management, utilitarian-
ism develops criteria which should be chosen to secure the
highest risk reduction per unit of resource input. Natural haz-
ard risk management strategies provided to those areas within
country, where the benefits offer the greatest gain to the soci-
ety (Johnson et al. 2007).
Rawls (2005) defined justice as the equal distribution of
basic rights and duties within a society. Justices will be de-
fined by the society, who defines a common understanding of
what social justice is, as well as which actions insurance the
basic needs for each individual within the society. Based on
this understanding, Rawls tolerates injustices, if unequal de-
velopments in society increase the overall benefit (wealth) of a
society. However, if the outcome reflects injustice, individuals
will not be punished/discriminated in another aspect.
Referring to natural hazard and risk management, an applica-
tion of Rawls’ concept of justice requests to distribute re-
sources to most vulnerable people and objectives (Johnson
et al. 2007). Therefore, the key objective is to select risk man-
agement strategies not only and inevitably for high-value as-
sets and areas of high-value aggregation (Johnson et al. 2008).
The main focus of liberalism is in general a concept of free
market thinking, with a particular focus on competition, avail-
ability of full information, equilibrium in market processes,
and freedom of individual self-decision (economic freedom,
Hayek 1991; Harrison 2014). Key aspects include the avail-
ability of full information, which are mainly pre-defined rules
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equally to each individual (Hayek 1991). The allocation of
goods and services is based on equilibrium (Pareto) principles.
In natural hazard management policy, the strategies are
organised and planned by the sum of individual preferences
which are based on rational choice decisions (Varian 1975;
Harvey 1999; Bowen and Wells 2002). Consequently, there
is a limited influence of the public sector on the natural hazard
management policies. As a result, the state would be reduced
towards providing hazard information to individuals (Thaler
and Hartmann 2016), but the individuals have to manage their
risk individually, such as through local structural protection
measures or insurance (Holub and Fuchs 2009; Penning-
Rowsell 2015). The overlaying and aggregation procedures
depend on the respectively policy scenario.
Utilitarianism
For the first policy scenario (utilitarianism), we conducted the
following steps:
1. The hazard maps were overlaid with the building dataset.
2. For each hazard zone, we summed up the reconstruction
values of the exposed buildings.
3. Hazardmapswith the aggregated exposed building values
were sorted in a descending order. This resulted in a pri-
ority list for investments by the sum of exposed vales at
risk per hazard zone.
4. It was assumed that following the priority list, in each
year, the buildings in a specific number of hazard zones
would be protected by defence structures. We assumed a
total number of 60 projects2 per year for a period of
30 years (2016–2045).
5. At the end of the period, the number of new protection
schemes invested following the priority list was summed
up at local level. A principal assumption in this study is
that from now until the end of the reference period, no
more houses will be built in exposed areas. Risk reduction
measures will be focused on existing exposed assets only.
This showed spatial locations where investment in natural
hazard management would be distributed in 30 years fol-
lowing this policy.
Rawlsians
For the second policy scenario (Rawlsians), we conducted the
following steps:
1. The hazard maps were overlaid with the buildings dataset.
2. Local governments were classified by their vulnerabil-
ity. Because there is no dataset for classifying the vul-
nerability and the coping capacity of the Austrian local
governments, respectively, we elaborated simple indi-
cators for a vulnerability classification (Papathoma-
Köhle et al. 2017). We used more than one indicator
to demonstrate challenges and uncertainties within the
decision-making process. The first indicator (i) was
the share of the number of exposed buildings in com-
parison to the total number of buildings per local au-
thority (Fuchs et al. 2015). The higher the number of
exposed buildings was in relation to the total number
of buildings within the local government, the higher
was the vulnerability. As a second indicator, we select-
ed the share of the sum of exposed building values to
the total sum of monetary building values (ii) for each
local government (Fuchs et al. 2017). The third indi-
cator was based on the average monetary value of the
exposed buildings compared to the average monetary
value of all buildings in each local government (iii). A
value > 1 means that exposed buildings are more cost-
ly than the average of all buildings in the local gov-
ernment. A value < 1 means that the exposed buildings
are less worth than the average of the total building
stock in the local authority. The highest ranking in
terms of vulnerability had the local government with
the lowest value for this indicator. It is assumed that
local government where the exposed buildings have a
lower monetary value than the average are more vul-
nerable than others. Hence, this indicator represents an
important factor to classify social vulnerability of each
local government (Cutter et al. 2003). The local gov-
ernment were classified and ranked by each of these
three indicators in a descending order.
3. Classification of the vulnerability of Austrian local
governments for the Rawlsians policy is depending
on how we define vulnerability. In this paper, we dis-
tinguish between three different possibilities: option a,
classification based on the share between the number
of exposed buildings and the total number of build-
ings; option b, classification based on the sum of ex-
posed building values to the total sum of monetary
building values; and option c, classification based on
the mean monetary value of the exposed buildings in
comparison to the mean monetary value of all build-
ings in the respective local authority.
4. As for the utilitarianism approach, we assumed that 60
projects for natural hazard risk reduction would be fi-
nanced per year and invested accordingly to the priority
list based on step 2.
5. At the end of the period, the investments following the
priority list of vulnerable local governments were
2 The Austrian Torrent and Avalanche Control Authority invests between 60
and 70 million € per year in new protection measures (BMF 2016). We as-
sumed that an average cost of 1 mio. € for a project that reduces the hazards in
one single hazard zone. The government implemented 60 mitigation strategies
per hazard zone per year.
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summed up at local level. This shows the distributional
effects in the 30 years period.
Liberalism
For the third policy scenario (liberalism), we assume that the
Austrian natural hazards system change towards a self-
oriented risk management policy; including no public funding
from the national government. The citizens living in the
hazard-prone areas have to organise their individual protection
scheme. For the third policy scenario (Liberalism), we con-
ducted the following steps:
1. The hazard maps were overlaid with the buildings dataset.
2. We elaborated a map of the exposed building values, ag-
gregated at the level of the local governments. This
map—together with the hazard maps—should provide
the information of the relevance of natural hazards for
the public and for stakeholders in the economy.
3. Evaluation of distribution of hazard maps in Austria.
Results
Current situation in the Austrian natural hazards
management
Figure1provides informationon themonetaryvaluesexposed to
mountain hazards. The datasets of exposed buildings, monetary
values, and residents provided the input for the analyses of dis-
tributional effects. The highest monetary values of buildings ex-
posed tomountain hazards—except froma fewoutliers—canbe
found among touristic hotspots in Austria, mainly in the Federal
states ofSalzburg andTyrol,wheremany tourist infrastructure in
the various skiing areas can be found in hazard-prone areas
(Fuchs et al. 2015). The starting point for the model experiment
is showninFig.1. Inoverall,outofa totalof2,399,500buildings,
120,682 buildings are exposed tomountain hazardswithin 9978
hazard zones distributed across the nineFederal States.Basedon
the topography and the characteristic geomorphic processes act-
ing on the land surface, the eastern part of Austria shows a low
number of hazard zones defined under the degree of hazard zon-
ing (Republic of Austria 1976) compared to the western part.
b) share of exposed building valuesa) share of exposed buildings
c) ratio of exposed to non-exposed average building values d) absolute numbers of exposed buildings
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Fig. 1 The actual state of exposure to mountain hazards and the starting
point of the experimental study for the policy impact analysis. a The share
of exposed buildings to the total number of buildings in the administrative
units of the local governments in Austria. b The share of the exposed
building values to the total building values. The highest shares are found
in the central and western parts of the country (especially in the federal
states Salzburg, Tyrol, and Vorarlberg). c The spatial distribution of the
ratio of average building values. Local governments with an average
building value of exposed buildings less than the average building
value within the areal unit are preferably located in rural and remote
areas. In d, the absolute numbers of exposed buildings are shown
(quantiles)
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Spatial distribution of funding under a utilitarianism
policy framework
The implication of the introduction of a strict utilitarianism
policy approach within the Austrian natural hazard manage-
ment system would have large impacts on the current funding
distribution in Austria. The system would look like the
English flood risk management policy (Johnson et al. 2007;
Thaler and Hartmann 2016). In Fig. 2, the spatial and temporal
analysis of the distribution of funding for the Austrian moun-
tain hazards policy is presented. Between 2016 and 2045, the
utilitarianism approach would allow investments into 1800
projects to reduce future impacts of hazard events. At the
end of the period, 83,848 buildings with 264,285 residents
and with roughly 46.7 billion € of building values would have
gained from this policy in terms of the implementation of new
structural protection measures. The mean stock of assets se-
cured per hazard zone is about 256 million €. The range of
choice for the Austrian investment projects show that the con-
centration of funding would be mainly around the touristic hot
spots in Austria (federal state of Salzburg and Tyrol) as well as
the federal state of Styria, where a large amount of residential
and industrial buildings can be found in hazard-prone areas.
On the other hand, the federal states of Vorarlberg, Lower and
Upper Austria would loose from the new direction within the
funding policy. The main reason is the settlement pattern in
these federal states, where building pattern are more dispersed
in contrast to other federal states in Austria.
Remarkable differences emerged between the different lo-
cal governments in Austria. Analysing the local level, the
main winners of this policy would be local governments in
Salzburg and Tyrol, such as (1) Sankt Leonhard im Pitztal
(federal state of Tyrol) with 15 projects for the period 2016–
2045, (2) Kapfenberg (federal state of Styria) with 11 projects
for the period 2016–2045, (3) Bad Hofgastein (federal state of
Salzburg) for 10 projects for the period 2016–2045, and (4)
Kappl (federal state of Tyrol) with 10 projects for the same
period. Key targets are again the touristic hotspots in Austria,
where the tourism sector has the main contribution to the local
economy, except of the city of Kapfenberg. The local author-
ity Kapfenberg includes a large amount of residential build-
ings as well as industry complexes in the hazard-prone areas.
Using the relative relationship (number of projects to the total
number of hazard zones in the federal state), the main winners
would be the Federal State of Salzburg followed by the federal
states of Tyrol and Carinthia (see Table 1).
Spatial distribution of funding under a Rawlsians policy
framework
Analysing the distributional effects under the Rawlsians pol-
icy estimates different results in dependence on the selection
of indicators. In Fig. 2 and Table 1, the potential implications
for the Austrian natural hazard policy are presented. Like the
utilitarianism policy framework, under the Rawlisians system,
the Austrian government would realise 1800 projects across
the country within the time period between 2016 and 2045. By
the end of this period, in overall under Rawl’s investment
policy, the government would protect 157,603, 155,264, and
71,547 residents based on the option a, b, and c.
b) Rawlsians policy framework, share of exposed buildingsa) Utilitarianism policy framework
c) Rawlsians policy framework, share of exposed values
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11 - 15
16 - 36
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d) Rawlsians policy framework, ratio of average building values
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Fig. 2 Sum of projects invested in local governments following a the utilitarianism policy framework for investments in risk reduction measures in the
period 2016–2045 in Austria and b, c, d the Rawlsians policy framework in the period 2016–2045 in Austria
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In terms of building reconstruction values, the Rawlsians
funding policy would protect 28.5, 29.4 respectively 9.5
billion €. Following the different policy options, the results
show a wide range of spatial distribution within the funding
system. In particular, selecting option c in the distribution of
funding would refer mainly to peripheral local governments
with a lower economic activity and with a strong focus on
agriculture, respectively. Large differences were also found
at regional scale in the relative comparison between numbers
of projects and total hazard zones (Table 1). Under options a
and b, the main winners would be the federal states of
Lower Austria, Salzburg, and Styria. The numbers and con-
sequently the spatial distribution of profiteers drastically
change if option c is chosen, which would distribute the
funding towards the federal states of Burgenland, Tyrol,
and Vorarlberg. Such disparities in the results strongly de-
pend on the method chosen and show that these federal
states have mainly buildings with a low value at risk in
hazard-prone areas.
Looking at the local scale, options a and b showed sim-
ilar results in terms of the locations benefitting from this
policy perspective (Stumm and Fügen in the federal state
of Tyrol, St. Anton im Montafon and Innerbraz in the federal
state of Vorarlberg). The main reason for this similarity is
the large number of detached houses, moreover, tourism
dominates areas which results in a high number of exposed
hotels. On the other hand, option c would move the funding
towards low-income families in hazard-prone areas, such as
householders in the local governments Zell am Ziller (feder-
al state of Tyrol), Stolzalpe (federal state of Styria),
Mannersdorf am Leithagebirge (federal state of Lower
Austria), and St. Jakob im Rosental (federal state of
Carinthia). Main winners would be local governments in
former industrial areas with structural economic problems
or peripheral-rural areas.
Spatial distribution of funding under a liberalism policy
framework
Hazard reduction under a liberalism approach would
throughout restructure the Austrian natural hazards system
towards a self-oriented risk management policy, including
strengthening of self-responsibility (Holub and Fuchs
2009). A first transformation would refer to the imple-
mentation of a free market mechanism in terms of com-
pensation, such as the introduction of risk-based insurance
systems without public compensation and subvention
(Ungern-Sternberg 2004; Fuchs 2009). A second change
would affect the realisation of structural measures such as
investments in flood-proofing measures instead of large
embankments and would transfer the responsibility to in-
dividual householders. Consequently, this step would re-
frame the question of who pays and who gains, because
only house owners in hazard-prone zones would have to
invest in natural hazard management (Fig. 3). A third
change would refer to the provision of information.
Hayek (1991), for example, had foreseen the availability
and provision of full information as the central character-
istic for individual decision behaviour. This means that
hazard information has to be very transparent and has to
show the individual risk at each location (at individual
building level) within the country (Penning-Rowsell
2015). In Austria, for example, such policy would require
the design of local-scale hazard and object-specific risk
maps. So far, this kind of information is partly available
for the country. Nevertheless, various federal states in the
eastern part of Austria show a lack of realisation of local-
scale hazard maps providing the basis for elaborating risk
maps (see also appendix B). The challenge might be that
the public administration cannot ensure the necessary in-
formation for the individuals.
Table 1 Number of projects invested in the communities following the utilitarianism and Rawlsians policy in the period 2016–2045 in Austria,
aggregated on regional level
Utilitarianism Rawlsians
Federal State % No. of projects in
comparison to total
hazard zones in the region
No. of projects in comparison
to total hazard zones in the
region for option (a) [%]
No. of projects in comparison
to total hazard zones in the
region for option (b) [%]
No. of projects in comparison
to total hazard zones in the
region for option (c) [%]
Burgenland 12.50 13.11 14.89 27.60
Carinthia 17.40 5.13 5.85 21.23
Lower Austria 15.70 48.21 46.77 17.74
Upper Austria 12.90 22.77 22.77 19.19
Salzburg 47.80 22.57 22.81 13.89
Styria 14.00 4.44 3.19 19.38
Tyrol 23.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
Vienna 0.00 14.92 15.03 10.59
Vorarlberg 14.10 13.11 14.89 27.60
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Discussion
Implications of different national riskmitigation strategies
In overall, the existing Austrian system of natural hazard and
risk management ensures a high level of protection which is
equally distributed within the country (Thaler and Hartmann
2016). Nevertheless, the analyses and the debate of the distri-
butional consequences were largely ignored in the current
policy, such as in many other countries (Penning-Rowsell
and Pardoe 2015). However, in the past years, we observe a
first change in the Austrian natural hazard management sys-
tem, which is mainly based on various interests and external
developments, such as the implementation of EU legislation
(EC 2007), an increase of exposed buildings within hazard-
prone areas in some regions of the country (Fuchs et al. 2015,
2017) and economic and financial crises with the consequence
of a change within the current spatial distribution on subsidies
for natural hazard mitigation. This paper debated and showed
the potential implications if the national government would
shift the current system towards a more risk-based and
vulnerability-based policy, respectively. Such a shift would
have large implications for the different householders (posi-
tively and negatively depending on the new policy direction).
The access to state-provided funding for natural hazard man-
agement under a utilitarianism framework would implicate
that economic attractive local governments, especially in the
tourism hotspots of Austria, would again gain mainly from
this policy direction. The resulting governmental focus on
high building values in hazard-prone areas would be on one
side understandable; on the other hand, the government would
encourage the increase of potential losses (Fuchs et al. 2015,
2017). This would generate a situation of moral hazard within
the society, because the Austrian policy so far is based on cost-
benefit analysis when structural mitigation is implemented,
which results in securing clusters of high values by structural
protection measures (Tarlock 2012). Rawlsians justices as
fairness funding policy would instead focus the distribution
towards the most vulnerable groups within the society (Cutter
et al. 2003; Johnson et al. 2007; Thaler and Hartmann 2016).
A central question remains who are the most vulnerable within
a society (Cutter 2003; Wisner et al. 2004; Fuchs et al. 2007).
In general, focussing on the average building value (option c
average monetary value of the exposed buildings), house-
holders with low building values would gain mainly from
the new policy direction. The outcome demonstrates that pe-
ripheral local governments would benefit disproportionately
from new structural protection measures. Such a governmen-
tal activity would protect householders who are often socially
excluded and have a lack of opportunity to protect themselves
(Jacobs 1961; Sen 2010; Lejano and Funderburg 2016).
However, if the Austrian government would choose option a
(number of exposed buildings) or b (sum of the exposed build-
ing values) of the Rawlsian approach, the results provide a
different picture. The public authorities would be able to pro-
vide protection schemes for higher building values and would
secure similar local governments like the utilitarianism, which
contradicts the original idea of Rawls to provide a concept of
social justices as an alternative to the ideas from Graham
Bentham and John Stuart Mill (Lyons 1972; Zerbe and
Plotnick 1988). The main reason is that within options a and
b, the local governments allowed in the past high-value build-
ings to be constructed in hazard-prone areas in contrast to
option c, where high-value buildings, such as hotels or com-
mercial buildings, were built outside the hazard zones.
Consequently, this policy direction would encourage the
0 50 10025
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Fig. 3 Reconstruction values of
buildings exposed to mountain
hazards in Austria
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public administration to ignore their own failure in natural
hazards management (Jongman et al. 2012, 2014; Fuchs
et al. 2017; Röthlisberger et al. 2017). Lastly, the implemen-
tation of a liberalism understanding within the Austrian natu-
ral hazard management policy would be the most radical shift
within the society in terms of responsibility (Johnson and
Priest 2008; Thaler and Priest 2014; Mostert 2015; Reese
and Jacob 2015). The central responsibility within the natural
hazard management discourse would be organised by individ-
uals instead of the public administration. The changes would
request that the private property owners have to strengthen the
individual resilience capacity to response to future natural
hazard events, also in terms of collecting information about
the risk (Djordjevic et al. 2011; Kuhlicke et al. 2011; Babcicky
and Seebauer 2017). The consequences were that main losers
would be householders with a high social vulnerability and a
low individual capacity to response to natural hazard events
(Chakraborty et al. 2014; Montgomery and Chakraborty
2015; Maldonado et al. 2016) or especially tenants without
any possibilities for implementing risk reduction measures,
while utilitarian and libertarian principles show similar static
implications. Although the latter indicate less financial re-
sources from public administration dedicated for mitigation,
there is clearly a different dynamic implication. Utilitarian
framework would incentivise building on risky places, while
the libertarian principle would deter it and possibly alter rela-
tive value of properties.
Limitations of the study
However, the results have to be interpreted under consid-
eration of the main limitations. Firstly, the experiment is
based on a static assumption, i.e. the building stock is as-
sumed to be static over the time period, while in reality, it
is remarkably dynamic (Fuchs et al. 2013). Future im-
provements may consider the growing building stock (ex-
posed and non-exposed buildings). With a growing build-
ing stock, the indicators and therefore the priority lists may
change over time and a monitoring of the development
may be required to continuously adapt the policy (e.g. as
proposed by Zischg et al. 2013). Furthermore, the hazard
zones will change over time because of changes in the
flood defence structures or because of climatic changes
(e.g. Staffler et al. 2008; Keiler et al. 2010).
Conclusion
This study examined the different impacts of different social
justice traditionsmight change the spatial distribution of funding
for natural hazard protection schemes. This implicates a strong
political debate on the question whom to protect, or on differ-
entiating between upstream and downstream local governments
or different economic or cultural regions, which raises a central
but barely discussed conflict: who (or rather what) should be
protected against hazard events with highest priority? Such
changes showed not only a transformation within the public
administration but also affected the individual behaviour in
responding to natural hazard events. Consequently, our key find-
ings showed several implications not only for the national policy
on natural hazard management in Austria but also for the dis-
cussion on social justices. We found that depending on the se-
lection of philosophical tradition, the winners and losers will
remarkably change. For instance, prioritisation of structural pro-
tection measures based on utilitarianism would mainly support
the tourism hotspots as well as industrial complexes in the
mountain areas. The consequences would be that the public
administration would acknowledge and encourage constructing
new and more high-value buildings in hazard-prone areas. This
would result in an increase of potential losses across the country.
On the other hand, focus on the most vulnerable groups (based
on mean values of buildings) would mainly support local gov-
ernments in peripheral areas. As such, this policy would mainly
support the main losers from a utilitarianism economic thinking.
Yet, the number of individuals who gain from this policy would
be much lower in comparison to the other potential options. But
in the end, the main question is if the selected philosophical
traditions used in this paper should be adopted by the Austrian
natural hazards management system, or if disaster risk reduction
in Austria needs different/additional instruments and supports.
Therefore, the selected approach for the future policy requires
not only a scientific but also a political debate. In this way, both
the requirements of the EU floods directive and the overall aim
to decrease vulnerability and increase resilience for the reduction
of social exclusion may be considered.
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Abstract: Floodplains, as seen from the flood risk management perspective, are composed of
co-evolving natural and human systems. Both flood processes (that is, the hazard) and the values
at risk (that is, settlements and infrastructure built in hazardous areas) are dynamically changing
over time and influence each other. These changes influence future risk pathways. The co-evolution
of all of these drivers for changes in flood risk could lead to emergent behavior. Hence, complexity
theory and systems science can provide a sound theoretical framework for flood risk management in
the 21st century. This review aims at providing an entry point for modelers in flood risk research to
consider floodplains as complex adaptive systems. For the systems science community, the actual
problems and approaches in the flood risk research community are summarized. Finally, an outlook
is given on potential future coupled component modeling approaches that aims at bringing together
both disciplines.
Keywords: flood risk; floodplains; sensitivity analysis; coupled component modeling; complex
adaptive systems
1. Introduction
Floods are one of the most damaging natural hazards, accounting for a majority of all economic
losses from natural events worldwide [1]. Managing flood risks requires knowledge about hazardous
processes and their impacts. Hence, risks resulting from floods are defined as functions of the
probability of a flood event or scenario, respectively, and the related extent of damage [2,3]. The latter
is computed in most cases by a function of the monetary value of the object affected by the flood and
its vulnerability against the magnitude of the process scenario. In floodplains, these main factors of
flood risk, the flood process, and the values at risk meet each other locally. From a physical perspective,
floodplains are defined as areas of land adjacent to and formed by flowing water in times of floods.
In addition, from a socioeconomic perspective, floodplains provide land for settlement, infrastructure,
and other human activities. Floodplains and the main drivers for flood risks are evolving over time.
Consequently, in natural hazards and risk research, an actual change in the paradigms can be observed.
Risks are being more frequently analyzed from a dynamic rather than a static perspective [4,5]. Hence,
many studies are dealing with changes of natural risks over recent decades and centuries [2,6–10].
In addition, research on climate changes and its impact is the focus of future changes in risks [11–20].
A few studies consider both the impacts of climatic changes to river flows and the future dynamics in
the values at risk [21–26]. As drivers for changes in risk are not only varying in time, recent studies
extend the dynamic framework of risk analysis toward a spatiotemporal framework [27–34]. Herein,
the drivers of flood risk vary in space and time. Consequently, a few studies adopted the system
dynamics approach to a spatial system dynamics approach for water resources systems and flood
Systems 2018, 6, 9; doi:10.3390/systems6020009 www.mdpi.com/journal/systems
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risk analyses [35–37]. Beside flood risk research, system dynamics modeling is also becoming an
increasingly attractive approach in social sciences and earth system modeling [38–42].
In summary, the built environment in floodplains, whether the settlement area or the river channel,
is subject to changes and co-evolutionary dynamics in both spheres. Floodplains are influenced by flood
events and subsequent disruptive changes in the society, by governmental decisions as adaptation
to these flood events, and individual agents. These co-evolutionary dynamics in the drivers for
changes in flood risk influence future risk pathways, and could lead to emergent behavior. Hence,
complexity theory and systems science potentially provide a sound theoretical framework for flood
risk management as postulated by Helbing et al. [43] for other risks.
This short review aims at summarizing recent attempts in analyzing and modeling spatiotemporal
changes in flood risk from a complex systems perspective and at giving an explorative outlook
of future perspectives in considering floodplains as complex adaptive systems. With this, I am
aiming at providing a summary of the prospective approaches for modeling the co-evolutionary
dynamics and emergent behavior of floodplains and thus, an entry point for flood risk modelers to
consider floodplains as complex adaptive systems. Moreover, I am aiming at providing a collection of
relevant literature from the flood risk research community, and thus an entry point for the systems
science community into flood risk research. The focus is placed on the approaches for modeling the
co-evolutionary and spatiotemporal dynamics in the evolution of flood risks in floodplains.
2. Main Drivers of Evolving Risks in Floodplains
The spatiotemporal evolution of flood risk in floodplains is composed of several drivers that are
intertwined with each other. In a reductionist approach, flood risk research is focusing on a single
aspect of flood risk and their changes in space and time. However, constructivist perspectives in flood
risk research are rather rare, and are more frequently present in the systems sciences. In this paper,
I will summarize the main drivers of evolving flood risks in floodplains.
2.1. Changes in Flood Processes
Floods are either caused directly by rainfall onto the system under investigation (pluvial floods
and surface water floods, for example) or by falling onto river catchments, resulting in a catchment
outflow. The latter causes floods in downstream floodplains (riverine floods and lake floods). Thus,
the boundary condition of floods in floodplains can either be rainfall, river flows, or both. Consequently,
changes in flood processes, that is, changes in the frequency and magnitude of floods, are determined
by these external influencing factors. In many studies, the changes in rainfall frequency and intensity
are investigated, with a special focus on the effects of climatic changes [44,45]. In addition, changes in
the incoming flow hydrographs are drivers of change in floodplains [46–48]. In mountainous areas,
flood losses are also influenced by sediment transport and deposition processes [49].
However, the rivers themselves and their floodplains change over time [50–53]. These can be
natural and gradual changes in the river morphodynamics and flood regime [54–57], changes in the
adjacent vegetation [58], or disruptive changes by flood events [59], for example by levee failures [60].
Last but not least, anthropogenic interventions are more or less the most relevant driver of flood risk
in a floodplain; that is, the construction of flood defenses such as levees and dams [61–63] or river
restoration projects [64–66]. Furthermore, the construction of levees as flood protection measures in
one floodplain can have adverse effects in downstream floodplains [67–71], and thus result in trade-offs
between upstream and downstream floodplains [72,73]. Reviews on the impacts of land use changes
and regulations on floods are given by Rogger et al. [74], Burby et al. [75], and O’Connell et al. [76].
Moreover, floodplains can be affected by land subsidence due to drainage or groundwater extraction.
This results in increasing flood hazards and consequently, increasing flood risk [77].
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2.2. Changes in Exposure and Vulnerability
In addition to changes in the natural environment (that is, the fluvial aspect of the floodplain),
flood risks also change due to variations in the exposed values at risk and in their vulnerability.
First of all, one of the most relevant drivers of flood risk is the increase in the values that are at
risk due to economic development [78,79]. The growing of settlements and thus, the increase of
residential buildings is related to population growth [80]. With it, the infrastructure increases as well.
Infrastructure failures have wider impacts on the socioeconomic systems, and thus exhibit relevant
interdependencies [81–84]. In economically active areas, floodplains are increasingly occupied by
production facilities, as these require relatively flat compound areas for their construction that are not
available in hilly areas [85]. Recent studies show that the number of buildings potentially affected by
floods increased by up to 700% in the last century [31,78]. With economic development, the objects
at risk and the infrastructure in the floodplains increase in terms of monetary value. This and higher
object vulnerabilities [86,87] result in increased flood risks. Both factors compete with the opposing
drivers of flood risk reduction measures by individuals and the public.
2.3. Adaptation in Governance
Changes in exposure and vulnerability are influenced by the action of individuals and by
governmental interventions and regulations. On the one hand, local governments regulate land
use with planning instruments. In several countries, the occupation and utilization of areas potentially
affected by floods are not allowed or restricted. Moreover, governmental institutions and legislative
entities are defining the basic principles and legislative frameworks for spatial planning in floodplains.
On the other hand, land use regulations are binding the actions of the individuals and businesses.
Hence, both the actions of individual agents and the public composed by a collection of agents result
in the key interfering driving forces for changes in flood risk [88]. Often, the actions of individuals and
governments are an adaptation to flooding events [89–92]. When a flood affects a relevant share of a
house or the infrastructure of the floodplain, individuals urge the government to act. As a reaction
to the flood event and requests by the population, the local government invests in flood protection
measures [93–95]. If many communities are affected, the regional or national governments react
by adapting the legislative or financial framework for flood risk management [96–99]. Individuals
experiencing a flood event become aware and sensible to the hazard, and adapt by protecting their
homes and workplaces from floods with object-based flood protection measures [100,101]. Moreover,
governments try to inform and to sensitize residents in floodplains by aiming at increasing risk
awareness [102]. These adaptations can be seen as social learning. Consequently, the following flood
event will result in fewer losses. Hence, the vulnerability of values at risk and socioeconomic activities
in floodplains might decrease due to the adaptation measures. Overall, this complexity calls for
adaptive flood risk management strategies and integrative governance [103–117].
3. Characterization of Floodplains from the Viewpoint of Complex Adaptive Systems
Flood risk—as a quantitative variable of hazard, exposure, and vulnerability—is evolving in space
and time. However, the quantification of flood risk in terms of expected losses in a specified time period
summarizes all of the factors into one lumped variable. As the single factors in the risk formula are
supposed to be co-evolutionary dynamics, it is interesting to have a look at the spatiotemporal evolution
of the single drivers first and second to the evolution of the floodplain as a whole. The classical risk
formula and the approaches in risk analyses enable a monitoring of the temporal development of
the risks by periodically repeating a risk analysis [118]. However, these approaches do not provide
a theoretical framework for a deeper understanding and for delineating management options from
the behavior of the floodplain, including all drivers of change. As shown in Section 2, the factors
influencing flood risk exhibit co-evolutionary dynamics with positive and negative feedback between
each other. Moreover, signals from the natural process shaping floodplains as well as information
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processing between the local human agents and its collective in the form of governmental institutions
in the floodplain lead to the complex behavior of a floodplain. Both the natural and the human systems
adapt their behavior after flood events. The social system changes their behavior by learning from
accidents and continuously adapting flood risk management strategies. Consequently, this adaptation
leads to an emerging behavior of floodplains. Behavior in terms of vulnerability against floods and
resilience changes remarkably with time. Following the overall complexity of the co-evolutionary
dynamics in the drivers of flood risk and the emergent behavior, floodplains can be defined as
complex adaptive systems [119,120]. As the actions of the individuals are difficult to predict, the future
development paths of such a complex system as floodplains are difficult to predict as well. Hence,
complex systems science might provide a helpful theoretical framework for the analysis and simulation
of future development pathways of floodplains. However, the identification of emergent behavior,
self-organization, and adaptation, as well as mapping complexity, remain a key challenge in flood risk
research [121–124].
4. Prospective Approaches in Modeling Co-Evolutionary Dynamics in Floodplains
As the co-evolution of natural–human systems became more evident recently, the disciplines
involved in flood risk research tried to collaborate with social sciences to implement human behavior
in their models for analysis and prediction. There are mainly two research foci to mention in regard to
the co-evolutionary dynamics in floodplains and the interactions between human and natural systems:
the coupled human–natural systems approach, and the socio-hydrology approach [125]. The latter is a
sub-discipline of socio-ecological systems research [126].
The research topic “coupled human–natural systems” (CHANS) mainly focus on wildlife habitats
and landscape evolution [127]. An overview is given by Liu et al. [128]. However, there are some
studies dealing with evolving floodplains and the role of individuals [129]. One focus in these
models is an analysis of the resilience of the social systems in floodplains [130]. Another focus lays
on vulnerability analysis, as exemplarily shown by Turner et al. [131]. The approach is also used
to model flood protection investments [132]. The CHANS approach focuses on spatially explicit
simulations of changes in systems by considering feedback mechanisms between human activities and
the natural environment.
In 2013, the International Association of Hydrological Sciences launched a decade of focused
research with the theme “Panta Rhei: Change in Hydrology and Society” [133–135]. Consequently,
hydrological science attempted to analyze and model human behavior and their interlinkages with
the natural environment, as well as co-evolutionary dynamics. These attempts are often termed
as “socio-hydrology”. This new focus aims at understanding the dynamics and co-evolution of
coupled human–water systems [136] and the relationships between society and floods [137]. Soon after,
conceptual articles followed and sharpened the research topic [138–148]. A review is given by Blair
and Buytaert [125].
In parallel, different case studies described typically complex problems in floodplains from the
“socio-hydrology” perspective [149–156]. A debate on socio-hydrology describes different points
of views and discussions between research groups in this field [157–163]. In the wider field of
socio-hydrology, a few studies focused on the dynamic behavior of floodplains as human–water
systems [164] and on conceptualizing human–flood interactions [165,166]. The main topic herein is the
relationship between the development paths of settlements and the construction of levees. In contrast to
the CHANS approach, socio-hydrological models are based on system dynamics, and simulate system
behavior mainly in a lumped way (that is, a way that is not spatially explicit). In geomorphology,
similar tendencies in capturing and analyzing the co-evolution of socio-natural systems and the effects
of human interventions on river morphology can be observed [167–169]. Hydrologic and geomorphic
drivers in flood hazard evolution are compared by Slater et al. [170].
The unresolved challenges in socio-hydrology lie in the parameterization and validation of the
models [163]. Spatially explicit models for the prediction of future pathways in floodplain evolution
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are still lacking [138,171,172]. Furthermore, there is still a lack of models that can predict potential
adverse consequences for flood risk due to unintentional developments in the areas protected by
levees [164]. This cannot be studied until the models explicitly consider space and time.
In the following sections, I will give a short overview of the three selected approaches that enable
the consideration of the interactions between natural processes and human activities and describe
the complex behavior of floodplains. I exemplarily selected one top–down modeling approach,
one bottom–up modeling approach, and an approach that offers, in my opinion, a promising way
to combine the two first mentioned options. The selection of modeling approaches is based on the
classification of Kelly et al. [173]. The top–down modeling approaches aim to represent the system
as a whole. The system behavior is represented by the interactions between the system components.
Its design is mostly inferred by studying the overall behavior of the system. A model designed in
this way can produce only deterministic results, and processes within the system are usually hard to
analyze. In contrast, the bottom–up approach mainly focuses on representing the processes in a system.
The overall behavior of the whole system results from the processes and their interactions. The latter
approach is implemented mainly by explicitly considering space and time. A typical example of the
first modeling technique is system dynamics. The most typical bottom–up modeling approach is
agent-based models. A prospective approach of combining the benefits of both approaches is coupled
component modeling.
4.1. System Dynamics
System dynamics (SD) is a computer simulation problem-solving approach with a foundation
in the concepts of system feedbacks with the purpose of gaining insight into real-world system
behavior [174]. System dynamics is based on the first computational experiments of Forrester [175] and
on the system theory of Luhmann [176]. These approaches have recently been used in conceptualizing
human–flood interactions [165], in vulnerability analyses [177], in modeling the feedbacks between
flooding and economic growth [178], and to analyze upstream–downstream trade-offs in the
internalization and externalization of flood risks [179].
However, system dynamic models are in most cases lumped models. Only a few studies deal with
a spatial discretization of system dynamic models [180–183]. In flood risk research, these either deal
with structural changes in flood risks [174] in general, the management of flood risk [111], or disaster
management [184].
These approaches provide a potential for system conceptualization and thus a holistic analysis of
floodplains. However, there is still a lack of methods for incorporating physically-based process models
and linking them with the other modules in complex models. Moreover, the consideration of changes
over time in system dynamic models is still a challenge. As an example, in studying the evolution of
the flood risk of a specific floodplain, a modeler would build a system model at the macro level that
incorporates the main drivers that change risk, such as river morphology, river engineering works,
the dynamics in the exposure of houses, and finally, the risk management strategies. The modeler
must know the present state of the system, the changes in these drivers, and the effects of the different
risk reduction options. The system dynamics model would then quantitatively simulate the change in
the overall flood risk in the floodplain within a certain time period. Thus, the outcome is quantitative,
but aggregated in a lumped variable. The processes on the ground, that is, the spatiotemporal dynamics,
are not modeled explicitly. However, the adaptive capacity can be studied because of the ability to
consider flood risk management options and their effects.
4.2. Agent-Based Modeling
Agent-based modeling techniques (ABM) aim at simulating the behavior and decision-making of
individuals (agents) and groups of individuals or institutions explicitly in space and time at the micro
scale [125,173,185]. In (multi)agent models, the interactions between the agents are considered as well.
The behavior of the agents is mostly determined by a set of rules. Agents can share common resources,
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compete, or react to a changing environment. Moreover, agents could be simulated as learning
entities. The overall system behavior results in the sum of all actions, reactions, and interactions of the
agents. Thus, this approach is preferably used in modeling complex adaptive systems. In hierarchical
agent-based models, the effects of regulations by institutions could also be simulated [186]. Another
benefit of this approach is the ability to consider time lags, memory, and legacy effects. Major challenges
in developing agent-based models lie in their calibration and validation. In regards to flood risk
management, agent-based models are being used for simulating the behavior of people in case of
flooding. An example is the planning of evacuations [187–189], where pedestrians, cars, and crowding
are considered. Another example is the assessment of flood risk management strategies under
future climate changes [190]. In this example, institutional behavior is also modeled. In regards
to the co-evolutionary dynamics and emergence in floodplains, ABMs can be used to model how
individuals and institutions react to a changing environment. Exemplarily, which house owner is
taking precautionary measures into account to protect their homes against increasing floods can be
simulated. Herein, experience with former flood events, the availability bias, or other incentives could
be considered. Furthermore, the role of institutions in changing the environment as a reaction to a
flood event could be modeled in space and time. For example, where do governments invest in river
engineering works?
4.3. Coupled Component Modeling
Coupled component models (CCM) are composed of specialized disciplinary models representing
the parts of the system. Coupled models integrate sub-models to form a model chain that represents a
whole system [125]. Synonymously, this type of model is often defined as an integrated environmental
model [191,192]. Coupled component models have an advantage in that they are flexible regarding the
level of integration, and are relatively transparent because the sub-models are in most cases validated
in their specific discipline. Moreover, coupled component models are generally able to combine system
dynamics and agent-based models. In such cases, the disciplinary and spatially explicit process models
can simulate the (changing) boundary conditions of agent-based models. The outcomes of both results
in the system behavior. The design of a CCM can be based on a causal loop diagram of SDs. Hence,
instead of using stocks and flows, CCMs simulates the processes directly. However, the sub-models
often use different spatial and temporal scales. Thus, the bridging of different scales in model coupling
is challenging. Another advantage is that coupled component models can potentially combine both
lumped and spatially explicit models. An overview of common coupled or integrated modeling
approaches is given by Kelly et al. [173]. However, there is still a lack of integrating process-based
models with socio-environmental models. As an example, a few studies showed how to couple system
dynamics with agent-based models [193], physically-based models [194], or expert systems [195].
In regards to flood risk analysis, models for weather forecasts are coupled with hydrological models,
inundation models, and with flood impact models (for example, flood loss models). An example of a
complex modeling chain from rainfall to flood risk is given by Falter et al. [196] or Zischg et al. [197].
In addition, Saint-Geours et al. [198] and Thaler et al. [199] present an approach of incorporating risk
management policies in coupled component models.
5. Conclusions and Outlook from a Modeler’s Perspective
In this short review, I summarized the literature on modeling floodplains as complex adaptive
systems. Beside this, there are other approaches that might be applicable in this context such as Bayesian
networks, network theory, or knowledge-based models (that is, expert systems). I focused here on
approaches that are applicable in predicting future pathways of flood risk evolution in floodplains.
The literature review results in the first overview of modeling floodplains in their complexity and provides
a few conclusions for further research that is needed in order to simulate the complex interactions between
the natural processes and human actions. Flood risk is determined by several factors, and thus the
coupling of models that are specified for selected drivers of flood risk change is needed.
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Hitherto, in flood risk research, two main approaches of coupling models prevail. One of the most
common approaches is the coupling of different models across specific domains. This is either done in a
cascading approach or in a coupled modeling approach. In the first approach, changes in the boundary
conditions of the model changes are analyzed from the viewpoint of the impacts to the studied system
represented by the model chain. However, the studied system itself, which is represented by the
sub-models in the model chain, changes contemporarily with the boundary conditions. In many cases,
top–down model chains represent a system behavior that is relatively constant in time. One example
of such a shortage is to study future flood risks without implementing the future system status of
floodplains with their values at risk and the adaptation of flood risk management strategies over
time. Moreover, the development of the studied system over time is influenced by its sensitivity to
changes in the boundary conditions. This means that both changes in the boundary conditions and
internal changes in the system predetermine the development path of a changing floodplain. Both
drivers of change are interwoven, and a sound analysis of changes in complex environmental systems
needs to consider them. Thus, a second main approach in model coupling is to study the sensitivity of
floodplains. In this bottom–up approach, the focus is laid more on the internal behavior and change
of the system rather than on the boundary conditions. In the coupled models, this is studied on the
one hand by sensitivity analyses of the sub-modules in an isolated way, and on the other hand by
sensitivity analyses of the whole model chain.
While both top–down and bottom–up modeling approaches offer a high potential for the
development of methods and tools for the analysis of changes in complex environmental systems,
a research gap is identified in bridging both approaches. Therefore, the main aim of future research in
modeling floodplains as complex adaptive systems should be to integrate both approaches. This should
lead to an extension of the capabilities of coupled component modeling. If the sensitivity of a
hydro-geomorphic system is analyzed in detail and a model of adaptive behavior is developed
(bottom–up approach), a subsequent analysis of the impacts of changing the boundary conditions
(top–down), and consequently, a prediction of future development paths can be done more satisfyingly.
This means that changes over time in the boundary conditions meet system-specific sensitivities and
adaptive capabilities. Figure 1 schematizes a possible combination of top–down and bottom–up
approaches in modeling floodplains as complex adaptive systems with a coupled component model.
Figure 1. The proposed schema for merging top–down and bottom–up approaches in the framework
of coupled component models.
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Herein, coupled component models seem to promise the most flexible and robust approach for the
prediction of future pathways of floodplain development. This modeling approach is modular; thus,
the model chains can be extended step by step with sub-models that have already been validated in their
specific domain of application. This modularity makes coupled component models more transparent,
robust, and interpretable than lumped specific-purpose models. However, the coupling of already
existing models remains a challenge, as they potentially address different scales in space and time.
Moreover, coupled component models are preferred, as they consider explicitly spatial phenomena.
Before being applied in floodplain modeling, coupled component models have to be extended
remarkably. In my opinion, especially the coupling of process models with agent-based models
that simulate the interactions of individuals and institutions with the changing environment, offer
a huge potential for extending the capabilities for simulating complex adaptive systems such as
floodplains. Thus, the inclusion of the bottom–up modeling approach leads to a more holistic
application for prediction purposes than process models alone. The combination of physics-based
process models and ABMs offer a thorough simulation of the spatiotemporal dynamics in floodplains.
In conclusion, the coupled component models have to be extended with agent-based models
representing adaptive behavior sub-modules, and with capabilities for modeling the interactions
between the sub-modules, such as feedbacks. This might lead to the capability of modeling adaptive
behavior and emergent phenomena.
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